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HISTORY OF GREECE 

PART I 

LEGENDARY GREECE 
(Continued) ' 

. CHAPTER XVI 

GRECIAN MYTHES, AS UNDERSTOOD, FELT AND INTERPRETED 

'· BY THE GREEKS THEMSELVES 

THE preceding sections have been intended to exhibit a 
sketch of that narrative matter, so abmidant, so characteristic, 
and so interesting, out of which early Grecian history and 
chronology. have been extracted. Raised originally by hands 
unseen and. from data unassignable, it existed first in the shape 
of floating talk among the people, from whence a large por
tion .of it passed into . the song 'of the poets, who multiplied, 
transformed and adorned it in a thousand various ways. 

These mythes or c]Jrrent stories, the spontaneous and earliest 
growth of the Grecian mind, constituted at the same time the 
entire intellectual stock of the age to' which they b'elonged. 
They are the common root of all those different ramifications 
into which the mental activity of the Greeks subsequently 
diverged ; containing, as it were, the preface and germ or the 
positive history and philosophy, the dogmatic theology and the · 
professed romance, which· we shall hereafter trace each in its 
separate development. They furnished aliment to the curiosity; 
and solution to the vague doubts and aspirations of the age; 
they explained the origin of thooe customs arid standing peculi~ 
arities with which men were familiar ; 'they impressed moral 
lessons, awakened patriotic sympathies, and exhibited in detail 
the shadowy, but anxious, presentiments of the. vulgar :as to the 
agency of the gods: moreover they. satisfied that craving for 
adventure and appetite for the marvellous, which has irt modern: 
times becom~ t4e province of fiction proper. · · · :; 

I 
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It is difficult, we may say impossible, for a man of mature 

age to carry back his mind to his conceptions such as they 
stood when he was a child, growing naturally out of his 
imagination and feelings, working upon a scanty stock of 
materials, and borrowing from authorities whom he blindly 
followed but imperfectly apprehended. A similar difficulty 
occurs when we attempt to place ourselves in the historical and 
quasi-philosophical point of view which the ancient mythes 
present to us. We can follow perfectly the imagination and 
feeli~g which dictated these tales, and we can admire and sym
pathise with them as animated, sublime, and affecting poetry ; 
but we are too much accustomed to matter of fact and 
philosophy of a positive kind to be able to conceive a time 
when these beautiful fancies were construed literally and 
accepted as serious reality. 

Nevertheless it is obvious that Grecian mythes cannot be 
either understood or appreciated except with reference to the 
system of conceptions and belief of the ages in which they 
arose. We must suppose a public not reading and writing, but 
seeing, hearing and telling-destitute of all records, and careless 
as well as ignorant of positive history with its indispensable 
tests, yet at the same time curious and full of eagerness for 
new or impressive incidents-strangers even to the rudiments 
of positive philosophy and to the idea of invariable sequences 
of nature either in the physical or moral world, yet requiring 
some connecting theory to interpret and regularise the phre
nomena before them. Such a theory was supplied by the 
spontaneous inspirations of an early fancy, which supposed the 
habitual agency of beings intelligent and voluntary like them
selves, but superior in extent of power, ·and different in 
peculiarity of attributes. In the geographical ideas of the 
Homeric period, the earth was flat and round, with the deep and 
gentle ocean-stream flowing around and returning into itself: 
chronology, or means. of measuring past time, there existed 
none. Nevertheless, unobserved regions might be described, 
the forgotten past unfolded, and the unknown future predicted
through particular men SJ.3ecially inspired by the gods, or en
dowed by them with that pecul.iar vision which detected and 
interpreted passing signs and omens. 

If even the rudiments of scientific geography and physics, 
now so universally diffused and so invaluable as a security 
against error and delusion, were wanting in this early stage of 
society, their place was abundantly supplied by vivacity of 
imagination and by personifying sympathy. The unbounded 
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tendency of the Homeric Greeks to multiply fictitious persons, 
and to construe interesting or formidable phenomena into 
manifestations of design, is above all things here to be noticed, 
because the form of personal narrative, universal in their 
mythes, is one of its many consequences. Their polytheism 
(comprising some elements of an original fetichism, in which 
particular objects had themselves been supposed to be endued 
with life, volition, and design) recognised agencies of unseen 
beings identified and confounded with the different loci,!.lities 
and departments of the physical world. Of such beings there 
were numerous varieties, and many gradations both in power 
and attributes ; there were differences of age, sex, and local 
residence, relations both conjugal and filial between them, and 
tendencies sympathetic as well as .repugnant. The gods 
formed a sort of political community of their own, which had 
its hierarchy, its distribution of ranks and duties, its con
tentions for power and occasional revolutions, its public meet
ings in the agora of Olympus, and its multitudinous banquets 
or festivals. 1 .The great Olympic gods were in fact only the 
most exalted amongst an aggregate of quasi-human or ultrac 
human personages,-dremoris, heroes, nymphs, eponymous (or 
name giving) genii, identified with each river, mountain,2 cape, 

1 Homer, Iliad, i. 603 ; xx. 7· Hesiod, Theogon. 8o2. 
2 We read in the Iliad that Asteropreus was grandson of the beautiful 

. riYer Axius, and Achilles, after having slain him, admits the dignity of this 
' parentage, but boasts that his own descent from Zeus was much greater,. 

since even the great river Achelous anr! Oceanus himself is inferior to· Zeus 
(xxi. I57-I9I). Skamander fights with Achilles, calling his brother Simols 
to his aid (213-308). Tyr&, the daughter of Salmoneus, falls in love with 
Enipeus, the most beautiful of rivers (Odyss. xi. 237). Achelous appears 
as a suitor of Deianira (Sophokl. Trach. 9) . 

. There cannot be a: better illustration of this feeling than what is told of 
the New Zealanders at the present time, The chief Heu-Heu appeals to 
his ancestor, the great mountain Tonga Riro: ''I am the Heu-Heu, and 
rule over you all, just as my ancestor, Tonga Riro, the mountain of snow, 
.stands above all this land." (E. J. Wakefield, Adventures in New Zealand, 
vol. i. ch. 17, p. 465). Heu-Heu refuse.d permission to any one to ascend 
the mountain; on the ground that it was his tipuna, or ancestor: "he con· 
.stantly identified himself with the mounlain and called it his sacred 
ancestor" (vol. ii. c. 4, p. IIJ). 'l:he mountains in New Zealand.are 
accounted by the natives masculine and feminine: Tonga Riro, 'and Tara
naki, two male mountains, quarrelled about the affections of a small volcanic' 
female mountain in the neighbourhood (ibid. ii. c. 4, p. 97). 

The religious imagination of the Hindoos also (as described by Colonel 
Sleeman in his excellent work, Rambles and Recollections of an Indian 
Official), affords a remarkable parallel to that of the early Greeks. Colonel 
Sleeman says-

·" I asked some of the Hindoos about us why they called the river 
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town, village, or known circumscription of territory,-besides 
horses, bulls, and dogs, of immortal breed and peculiar 
attributes, and monsters of strange lineaments and combina
tions, " Gorgons and Harpies and Chimreras dire." As ther,e 
were in every gens or family special gentile deities and foregone 
ancestors who watched over its members, forming in each the 
characteristic symbol and recognised guarantee of their union, 
so there seem to have been in each guild or trade peculiar 
beings whose vocation it was to co-operate or to impede in 
various stages of the business.l 

Mother Nerbudda, if she was really never married. Her majesty (said they 
with great respect) would really never consent to be -married after the 
indignity she suffered from her affianced bridegroom the Sohun : and we 
call her mother because she blesses us all, and we are anxious to accost her 
by the nam~ which we consider to be the most respectful and endearing. 

"Any Englishman can easily conceive a poet in his hig)lest calenture of 
the brain, addressing the Ocean as a steed that knows his rider, and patting 
the crested billow as his flowing mane. But he must come to India to 
understand how every individual of a whole community if many mi!Hons 
can address a fine river as a Hving being-a sovereign princess who hears 
and understands all they say, and exe•·cises a kind-if local superintendence over 
thez"r affairs, without a single temple in which her image is worshipped, or a 
single priest to profit by the delusion. As in the case of the Ganges, it is 
the river itself to whom they address themselves, and not to any deity nsiding 
in it, or presiding over it-the stream itself is the deity which fills their 
imaginations, and receives their homage." (Rambles and Recollections of 
;tn Indian Official, ch. iii. p. 20.) Compare also' the remarks in the same 
work on the sanctity of Mother Nerbudda (chapter xxvii. p. 26r); also of 
the holy personality of the earth.-" The land is· considered as the MOTHER 
of the prince or chief who holds it, the great parent from whom he derives 
all that maintains him, his family, and his establishments. If well-treated, 
she yields this in abundance to her son; but if he presumes to look upon 
her with the eye of desire, she ceases to be fruitful ; or the Deity sends 
down hail or blight to destroy all that she yields. The measuring the sur
face of the fields, and the frequently inspecting the crops by the chief him
self or his immediate agents, were considered by the people in this light
either it should not be done at all or the duty should be delegated to 
inferior agents, whose close inspection of the great parent could not be so 
displeasing to the Deity" ~ch. xxvii. P· 248). . 

See also about the Gods who are believed to reside in trees-the Peepul
tree, the cotton-tree, &c. (ch. ix. p. II2), and the description of the ahnual 
marriage celebrated between the sacred pebble, or pebble-god, Saligram, 
and the sacred shrub Toolsek, celebrated at great expense and with a 
numerous procession (ch. xil<. p. rs8·; xxiii. p. 185). · 

1 See the song to the potters, in the Homeric Epigrams (14)-
Et ~LEV 8Wcrfn p.u:r90v, ludrrw, W IC~pa.p.fjes• 
AeVp' d:y' 'A91JvciL·11J ICAl inr~lpexe xetpa. ICO.J.I.(vov. 
EV 8€ iJ.EAa.v6e'iev K6ruAot. 1 Kal 1raVTa. KcivauTpa 
Wpvx8lJ:a.l Tt tc.o.AWs, K«l Ttp:ijs !Lvov O.plu8at. 
• • • • Hv ~· e-rr· O.va.tSt!llJV Tpe4>8EvTEt; l/fevOij &pTJCTBe, 
l:vy~taAlw 81} "·m:wra. Kap.lvw l>lJAlJrijpa.r;• 
'l.VvrptfJ' 8JLw~, "i.p.&.f.o.y6v .,~, Kal. • AufJeTov ~oe, 'l.afJ&x771v, 
'OfLo~a,.ov 6', &, T!18• TlX"ll «OJCO. .-o.u.a .-oplt;«, ·&c. 
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The extensive and multiform personifications, here, faintly 

sketched, pervaded in every direction the mental system of the 
Greeks, and were identified. intimately both with their con
ception and with their description of phrenomena, present as 
well as past. · That which to us is interesting as the mere 
creation of an exuberant fancy, was to the Greek genuine and . 
venerated reality. The earth and the solid heaven (Grea and 
Uranos) were both conceived and spoken of by him as 
endowed with appetite, feeling, sex, and most of the various 
attributes of humanity. Instead of a sun such as we now see, . 
subject to astronomical laws, and forming the centre of a system 
the changes of which we can ascertain and foreknow, he saw 
the great god Helios, mounting his chariot in the morning in 
the east, reaching at midday the height of the solid heaven, and 
arriving in the evening at the western horizon, with horses 
fatigued and desirous of repose. Relios, . having favourite 
spots wherein ·his beautiful cattle grazed, 'took pleasure in con: 
templating them during the course of his journey, and was 
sorely displeased if any man slew or injured them : he had 
moreover sons and daughters on earth, and as his all-seeing eye 
penetrated everywhere, he was sometimes in a situation to reveal 
secrets even to the gods themselves-while on other occasions 
he was constrained to turn aside in order to avoid con
templating scenes of abomination.l To us these now appear 

A certain kindred betweeri men and serpents (<Tu')'')'~vwl.v ot&ii<1. irpbs >rovs 
6tpetS) was recognised in the peculiar gens of the otp<o')'<!viis near Parion; 
who possessed the gift of healing by their. touches the bite of the 'serpent l. 
the original hero of this gens was said to have been transformed fro In a 
serpent into a man (Strabo, xiii. p. 588). ·. · 
. 1 Odyss. ii. 388; viii~ 270; idi. 4; 128; 416; xxiii. 362. Iliad, xiv. '344; 

The Homeric Hymn to Demeter expresses it neatly (63)-

iH€AtOv 8' 'iKovrO, (Jt;Wv o:tcorrOv ~8€ ~eCc.l. O.v8pWv. 

· Also the remarkable story of Euenius of Apoll6nia, his neglect of the. 
sacred cattle of Helios, and the awful consequenaes of it (Herodot. ix, 93·! 
<:om pare Theocr. Idyll. xi<v. 130). 

I know no passage in which· this conception of the heavenly bodies as 
Persons is more strikingly set forth than in the words of the German chief 
Boiocalus, pleading the cause of himself an<1 his tribe the Ansibarii before · 
the ·Roman legate Avitus. This tribe; expelled by other tribes from its 
native possessions, had sat down upon some of that wide extent of lands ort 
the Lower Rhine which the Roman Government reserved for the use of 'its 
soldiers, but which remained desert; because the soldiers had neither th'e 
means nor the inclination to occupy 'them: The old chief, ·pleading his 
cause before Avitus, who had issued an order to him to evac'uate the lands; 
first dwelt upon. his fidelity . of :fifty years to tlie' 'Roman cause; and next 
touched upon the enormity of retaining so large an area in a :state of waste 
(Tacit. Ann. xiii. 55): "Quotam partem .campi.jacere1 in quam. p~cora ·et 
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puerile, though pleasing fancies, but to an Homeric Greek they 
seemed perfectly natural and plausible. In his view, the 
description of the sun, as given in a modern astronomical 
treatise, would have appeared not merely absurd, but repulsive 
and impious. Even in later times, when the positive spirit of 
inquiry had made considerable progress, Anaxagoras and other 
astronomers incurred the charge of blasphemy for dispersonify
ing Helios, and trying to assign invariable laws to the solar 
pha:nomena.1 Personifying fiction was in this way blended by 

armenta militum aliquando transmitterentur? Servarent sane receptos 
gregibus, inter hominum farnam : modo ne vastitatem et solitudinem mal
lent, quam amicos populos. Chamavorum quondam ea arva, mox: Tu· 
ban tum, et post U sipiorum fuisse. Sicuti crelum Diis, ita terras generi 
mortalium datas: qureque vacure, eas publicas esse. Solem deincle respici
ens, et ca:tera sidera vocans, q!tast" coram interrogabat-vellentne contued 
inane sotum ? potitts mm·e supeifunderent adversus terrarum e"l"eptores. 
Commotus his Avitus," &c. The legate refused the request, but privately 
offered to Boiocalus lands for himself apart from the tribe, which that chief 
indignantly spurned. He tried to maintain himself in the lands, but was 
expelled by the Roman arms, and forced to seek a home among the other 
German tribes, all of whom refused it. After much wandering and priva
tion, the whole tribe of the Ansibarii was annihilated: its warriors were 
all slain, its women and children sold as slaves. 

I notice this afflicting sequel, in order to show that the brave old chief 
was pleading before Avitus a matter of life and death both to himself and 
his tribe, and that the occasion was one least of all suited for a mere 
rhetorical prosopopreia. His appeal is one sincere and heartfelt to the 
personal feelings and sympathies of Helios. 

Tacitus, in reporting the speech, accompanies it with the gloss "quasi 
coram," to mark that the speaker here passes into a different order of ideas 
from that to which himself or his readers were accustomed. If Boiocalus 
could have heard, and reported to his tribe, an astronomical lecture, he 
would have introduced some explanation, in order to facilitate to his tribe 
the comprehension of Helios under a point of view so new to them. 
While Tacitus finds it necessary to illustrate by a comment the personifica
tion of the sun, Boiocalus would have had some trouble to make his tribe 
comprehend the deification of the god He!ios. 

1 Physical astronomy was both new and accounted impious in the time of 
the Peloponnesian war: .see Plutarch, in his reference to that eclipse 
which proved so fatal to the Athenian army at Syracuse, in consequence 
of the religious feelings of Nikias: oo -y~p 'hv•ixovTo Tobs cpvtrtKolis K<tl 
p.eTewpoJ...Euxas T6TE ~ea.'J\.oup.Evovs, &s Els a.lTlas &A&'}'ovs Kal Ovvdp.eLs 
a1rpovo~1"0VS K(!l K<tT'YJVO.')'KarTp.'fva 1rci.6'Y} ~taTp(flovT<tS -rb 8eiov (Plutarch, 
Nikias, c. 23, and Perikles, c. 32; Dioclor. xii. 39; Demetr. Phaler. ap. 
Diogeu. Laert. ix. 9· I). 

"You strange man, Meletus," said Sokrates, on his trial, to his :1ccuser, 
"are you seriously affirming that I do not think Helios and Selene to be 
gods, as the rest of mankind think?" "Certainly not, men of the Dikas
tery; (this is the reply of Meletus), Sokrates says that the sun is a stone, 
and the moon earth." "Why, my dear Meletus, you think you are pre
ferring an accusation against Anaxagoras l You account these Dikasts ·so 
contemptibly ignorant as not to know that the books of Anaxagoras are full 
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the Homeric Greeks with their conception of the· physical 
ph:enomena before them, not simply in the way of poetical 
ornament, but as a genuine portion of their every-day belief. 

The gods and heroes of the. land and the tribe belonged, in 
the conception of a Greek, alike to the present and to the past : 
he worshipped in their groves and at their festivals; he in
voked their protection, and believed in their superintending 
guardianship, even in his own day: but their more special, 
intimate, and sympathising, agency was cast back into the 
unrecorded past.l To give suitable utterance to this general 
s~ntiment-to furnish body and movement and detail to these 
divine and heroic pre-existences, which were conceived only 
in shadowy outline,-to lighten up the dreams of what the 
past must have been,2 in the minds of those who knew not 

of such doctrines:! Is it from me that the youth acquire such teaching, 
when they may buy the books for a drachma in the theatre, and may thus 
laugh me to scorn if I pretended to announce such views as my own-not 
to mention that they are in themselve! so extravagant ?''-(lll\l\ws -r• "'"l 
ol!Tws !1-ro?T" g"""• Plato, Apolog. Sokrat. c. 14, p. 26.) 

The divinity of Helios and Selene is emphatically set forth by ·Plato, 
Legg. x. p. 886, 889. He permits physical astronomy only under great 
restrictions and to a limited extent. Compare Xenoph. Memor. iv. 7, 7; 
Diogen. Laert. ii. 8; Phttarch, De Stoicor. Repugnant. c. 40, p. 1053 ; 
and Schau bach ad Anaxagorre Fragmenta, p; 6. 

1 Hesiod, Catalog. Fragm. 76, p. 48, eel. Dlintzer-

:a:vlla.l yO.p TOTe &a'tTe~ ;;,.o.v fvvol T€ 66wKot, 
'A6avtiroLs 7e 6eot'o-t Kara8vrrro'is .T" O.v8pWrrots. 

Both the Tl~eogonia and.the Works and Days bear testimony to the same 
general feeling. Even the heroes of Homer suppose a preceding age, the 
inmates of which were in nearer contact with the gods than they them
selves (Odyss. viii. 223 ; Iliad, v. 304; xii. 382). Compare Catullus, 
Carm. 64; .Epithalam. Pele6s et Thetidos, v. 382-408. · 

Menander the Rhetor (following generally, the steps of Dionys. Hal. Art. 
Rhetor. cap. 1-8) suggests to his fellow-citizens at Alexandria Tr6as, 
proper and complimentary forms to invite a great man to visit their festival 
of the Sminthia :-lblf?T<p ")'il.p 'A,.&l\:>..wv" ?To:>..:>..&_,c•s ~8€xe-ro .;, ,..&:>..ts -rois 
'lt<•vOiotS, ;Jv<t<" <~iiv ·O•o~s ?Tpo¢o.vws E11'1811t<•<v -ro<s lt.v8pdJ?TotS, 
olJ-rw "'"l 11~.;, ?T6l\ts v/Jv ?Tpo11alxe-ra• (1repl 'E?T<owc-r•~<· s. iv. c. 14, ap: Walt. 
Coil. Rhetor. t. ix. p. 304). Menander seems to have been a native of Alex
andria Tr6as, though Suidas calls him a Laodicean (see Wa\z. Prref. ad t. 
ix. p. xv.-xx. ; and '~~'•pl 'lt<"'8'""'"'"• ~ect. iv. c. 17). The festival of the ·'I: 
Sminthia lasted down to his time, embracing the whole duration of 
pafanism from Homer downwards. · 

P. A. MUller ob<erves justly in his Saga-Bibliothek, in reference to the 
Icelandic mythes, "In dem Mythischen wird da~ Leben der Vorzeit 
dargestellt, wie es wirklich dem kindlichen Verstande, der jugendlichen 
Einbildungskraft, und dem vollen Herzen, erscheint." (Lange's Unter
suchungen Uber die Nordische und Deutsche Heldensage, translated from 
P. A. MUller, lntrod. p. 1.) 
~ 
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what it really had been-such was the spontaneous aim and 
inspiration of productive genius in the community, and such 
were the purposes which the Grecian mythes pre-eminently 
accomplished. 

The love of antiquities, which Tacitus notices as so pre
valent among the Greeks of his day,1 was one of the earliest, 
the most durable, and the most widely diffused of the national 
propensities. But the antiquities of every state were divine 
and heroic, reproducing the lineaments, but disregarding the 
measure and limits, of ordinary humanity. The gods formed 
the starting-point, beyond which no man thought of looking, 
though some gods were more ancient than others: 'their 
progeny, the heroes, many of them sprung from human 
mothers, constitute an intermediate link between god and 
man. The ancient epic usually recognises the· presence of a 
multitude of nameless men, but they are introduced chiefly 
for the purpose of filling the scene, and of executing the 
orders, celebrating the valour, and bringing out the person
ality, of a few divine or heroic characters.2 It was the glory 
of bards and storytellers to be able to satisfy those religious 
and patriotic predispositions of the public which caused the 
primary demand for their tales, and which were of a nature 
eminently inviting and expansive. For Grecian religion was 
many-sided and many-coloured; it comprised a great multi
plicity of persons, together with much diversity in the types 
of character; it divinised every vein and attribute of humanity, 
the lofty as well as the mean-the tender as well as the warlike 
-the self-devoting and adventurous as well as the laughter
loving and sensual. We shall hereafter reach a time when 
philosophers protested against such identification of the gods 
with the more vulgar appetites and enjoyments, believing that 
nothing except the spiritual attributes of man could properly 
be transferred to superhuman beings, and drawing their pre
dicates respecting the gods exclusively from what was awful, 

1 Titus visited the. temple of the Paphian Venus in Cyprus, "spectata 
opulentia donisque regum, qureque alia lcetum antiquitatibus Grrecorum 
genus incertd! vetustati acijingit, de navigatione primum consuluit.'' (Tacit. 
Hist. ii. 4-5.) 

2 Aristotel. Problem. xix. 48. O! o~ 1!-y•p.ov<S -rwv &.pxa£wv p.6vo1 ;juav 
1)pwH' ol il~ .\aolli.v8pw1ro1, Istros followed this opinion also: but the more 
common view seems to have considered all who combated at Troy as 
he_roes (see Schol. Iliad. ii. IIO; xv. 231), and so Hesiod treats them (Opp. 
D1. 158). 

In reference to the Trojan war, Aristotle says-1<o.6cf.1r•p iv To'is 'H pwo~eo 'is 
"•pl llpt&.p.ov p.v6•ve-ra•· (Ethic. Nicom. i. 9 i <;om pare vii. I.) . 
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majestic, and terror-striking, in, human affairs. Such. restric~ 
tions on the religious fancy were continually on the increase, 
and the mystiC arid didactic ~tamp which marked--the· last 
century of paganism in the days of Julian and Libanius, 
contrasts forcibly with the concrete and vivacious forms, full 
of vigorous impulse and alive to all the capricious gusts of 
the human temperament, which people the Homeric Olympus,! 
At present, however, we have only to consider the: early, or 
Homeric and Hesiodic paganism, and its operatio_ns in the 
genesis of the mythical narratives. We cannot doubt that 
it supplied the most powerful stimulus, and the only one , 
which the times admitted, to the creative faculty of the people; 

1 Generation by a god is treated in the old poems as. ari act entirely 
human and physical UJLI')I71-""Pel\€~aro) ; and this was the common opinion 
in the. days of Plato (Plato, Apolog. Socrat. c. 15, p, 15) ; the hero 
Astrabakus is father of the Lacedremonian king Demaratus (Herod. vi. 66). 
[Herodotus does not believe the story told him at Babylon respecting Bel us 
(i. r82),] Euripides sometimes expresses disapprobation of the idea (Ion, · 
350 ), but Plato passed among a large portion of his admirers for the actual 
son of Apollo, and his reputed father Aristo on marrying was admonished in 
a dream to respect the person of his wife Periktione, then pregnant by 
Apollo, until after the birth of the child Plato (Plutarch, Qurest. Sympcis. 
p. 717. viii. 1; Diogen. Laei:t. iii. 2; Origen, cont. Cels. i. p. 29). 
l'lutarch (in Life of Numa, c. 4; compare Life of Theseus, 2) discusses the 
subject, and is inclined to disallow everything beyond mental sympathy and, 
tenderness in a god: Pausanias deals timidly with it, and. is not a:! ways 
consistent with himself; while the later rhetors spiritualise it altogether. 
Menander, 1repl 'E1Tt5eti<Ttl<wv (towards the end of the third century 1l.c.), 
prescribes rules for praising a king : you are to praise him for the gens to 
which he belon·gs : perhaps you may be able to make ciut that he really is 
the son of some god; for many who seem to be from men, are really sent 
down by God' and are emanations from the Supreme Potenc)!-'-7rol\l\ol TO 

, JJ.EV OoKt:Lv ~~ &v8pr.fnrwv elcl, .,.p· 0' &.X718el4 1rap?t -roil 8eoV Kd:rtz:trltJ.7rdVT.aL 
~<al- eluw lmoppo•a• 6vTws Tau ~<peiTTovos· !<cil -yap 'Hpa!C;>..i)s ~votd(eTo p;, 
'AfL<f>tTpvwvos, .Tji o€ i't.l\rjOelq. iijv Ll:i&s. Oa'Tw 1<al {3ad'tl\eVs 6 'hJLefepos 'TO j.tev 
~O!Ce'iv ·~ i't.vOpcfmwv, TV o€ i't.l\'10e(q. 'T'hv l<ct'Ta{3ol\>)v obpav&Oev (i(EL, &c. 
(Menander ap. Walz. Collect. Rhetor. t. ix. c. i. p. 218). Again-1rtpl 
~JL•vOtaKwv-Ze/,s -y€vetTiv 1rcuowv o 71 fL w v pte 7v_. €vev&71ire-' A11'o/...l\wv Hiv 
'Atri<A1/1TWv -y€veutv €071fL\OVP'Y71tT<, p. 322-327; compare Herrtwgenes, 
about the story of Apollo and Daphne, . Progymnasm. c, 4 ; and Julian •. 
Orat. vii. p. 226. -

The contrast of the pagan phraseology of ·this age (Menaridet had him· 
self composed·a hymn of invocation 4> Apollo~1r'Epl 'E-yicwJL(wv, c. 3; L ix.' 
p. 136, Walz.) with that of Homer is very worthy of notice. In the 
Hesiodic Catalogue of Women much was said respecting the marriages 
and amours of the gods, so as to furnish many suggestions, like the love" 
songs of Sappl~6, to the composers of Epithalamic Odes .(Menand. ib. sect. 
iv. c. 6, p. 268). , •' ." <: 

Menander gives a specimt;n of a prose hymn tit to be addressed to 1he 
Sminthian Apollo (p. 'J20); the spiritual character of .whi.ch hymn. forms 
the most .pointed contrast -with the. Homeric hymn to the ~~me god~ ' • ... · 
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well from the sociability, the gradations, and the mutual 

.ion and reaction of its gods and heroes, as from the ampli
le, the variety, and the purely human cast, of its fundamental 
1es. 
Though we may thus explain the mythopceic fertility of the 
eeks, I am far from pretending that we can render any suffi
·nt account of the supreme beauty of their chief epic and 
jstical productions. There is something in the first-rate 
oductions of individual genius which lies beyond fhe com
ss of philosophical theory: the special breath of the Muse 
> speak the language· of ancient Greece) must be present 
order to give them being. Even among her votaries, 1nany 

e called, but few are chosen ; and the peculiarities of those 
w remain as yet her own secret. 
We shall not however forget that Grecian language was also 

1 indispensable requisite to the growth and beauty of Grecian 
ythes-its richness, its flexibility and capacity of new com
lnations, its vocalic abundance and metrical pronunciation ; 
1d many even among its proper names, by their analogy to 
ords really significant, gave direct occasion to explanatory or 
lustrative stories. Etymological mythes are found in sensible 
roportion among the whole number. 
To understand properly then the Grecian mythes, we must 

y to identify ourselves with the state of mind of the original 
1ythopceic age; .a process not very easy, since it requires us 
J adopt a string of poetical fancies not simply as realities, but 
s the governing realities of the mental system; 1 yet a process 

1 The mental analogy between the early stages of human civilisation and 
he childhood of the individual is forcibly and frequently set forth in the 
;orks of Vico. That eminently original thinker dwells upon the poetic 
.nd religious susceptibilities as the first to develope themselves in the 
mman mind, and as furnishing not merely connecting threads for the 
:xplanation of sensible phrenomena, but also aliment for the hopes and 
ears, and means of socialising intluence to men of genius, at a time when 
·eason was yet asleep. Ile points out the personifying instinct (" istinto 
l' animazione ") as the spontaneous philosophy of man, "to make himself 
.he rule of the universe,'' and to suppose everywhere a quasi-human agency 
lS the determining cause. He.remarks that in an age of fancy and feel in"; 
r.he conceptions and language of poc;try coincide with those of reality a;d 
common life, instead of standing apart as a separate vein. These views are 
repeated frequently (and with some variations of opinion as he grew older) 
in his Latin work De Uno [}n£verst'Juris Principio, as well as in the two 
successive 1-ldactions of his great ltalian work, Scienza Nuova (it must be . 
added that Vico as an expositor is prolix, and does not do justice to his own 
powers- of original thought): I select the following from the second editioh: 
of the latter treatise, published by himself in 1744, Della Metaftsica Poet~ 
(see vol. v. p. 189 of Ferrari's edition of his Works, Milan, I8J~J· 

~·':'~i;·~ 
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vhich woulq only reproduce something analogous. to, our own 
:hildhood. 'The age was one destitute both df rec;:orded history 
md of positive science, but full of imagination and sentiment 
lnd rl'!ligious impressibility. From these sources sprung that 
nultitude ..._of su~posed persons around wh"om all ~om]linations 

' Adunque Ia sapienza poetica,. che fu Ia prima sapienza della Gentilita, 
lovette incominciare de una Metafisica, non 1·agionata ed astratta, qual e 
luesta or degli addottrinati, rna sentita ed immaginata, quale dovett' essere 
li tai primi uorilini, siccome quelli ch' erano di niun raziocinio, e tutti 
obusti sensi · e vigorosissime fantasie, come e stato nelle pegnita (the 
4xioms) stabilito. Questa fu Ia !oro propria poesia, Ia qual in essi fu una 1 

aculta lo_ro connatm:ale, perche erano di tali sensi e di si fatte fantasie 
1aturalmente forniti; hata da ignoranza di cagioni-la qual fu !oro madre di 
naraviglia di tutte le cose, cbe quelli ignoranti di tutte le cose fortemente 
Lmmiravano. Tal poesia incomincio in essi divina: perche nello stesso 
empo ch' essi immaginavano le cagioni delle cose, che sentivano ed ammi~ 
·avano,. essere Dei, come ora il confermiamo con gli Americani, i quali 
utte le cose che superano Ia !oro picciol capacita, dicono esser .. Dei • • • 
1ello stesso tempo, diciamo, alle cose ammirate davano·l' essere di sostanze 
lalla propria lor idea: ch' e appunto Ia_ natura dei fanciulli, che osserviamo 
>rendere tra mani cose inanimate, e·· trastullarsi e favellarvi, come fussero 
tuelle persone vive. In cotal guisa i primi uomini delle nazioni gentill., 
:orne fanciulli del nascente gener umano, della lor idea creavan essi le 
:ose . · •. per la loro robusta ignoranza, i1 facevano in forza d' una corpu
entissima fantasia,_ e perch' era corpolentissima, il facevano con una mara- .· 
•igliosa.sublimita, tal e tanta, che perturbava all' eccesso essi medesimi, che 
ingendo le si creavano • . • Di .questa natura di cose umane resto eterna 
~roprieta spiegata con n"obil espressione da Tacita, che vanamente gli 
iomini spaventati /ingunt simul creduntquc." 

After describing the condition qf rude men, terrified with thunder and 
tther vast" atmospheric phrenomena, Vico proceeds .(ib. ·p. 172)-" In tal 
~so la natura della mente umana porta· ch' ella attribnisca all' effetto la sua 
~tura : e Ia natura !oro era in tale· stato d' uoniini tutti robuste forze. di 

rpo, che urlando, brontolando, spiegavano le !oro violentissime passioni, 
finsero il cielo esser un gran ccirpo animato, che per tal aspetto chhima· 
no Giove, che col fischio dei fulmini e col .fragore die tuoni volesse lor. 
re qnalche cosa • • • E sl fanno di tutta Ia natura nn vasto corpo animat6; 
e senta passioni ed affetti.". · 
.Now the contrast with modern habits-of thought-
" Ma siccome ora per Ia natura. delle nostre umane menti troppo ritirata 
i sensi nel mede~imo volgo-con le tante astrazioni, di quante Sono piene 
lingue-con tanti vocaboli astr.atti-e di tr.oppo assottigliata con l' arti 
lo -~crivere, e quasl spiritualezzata coh Ia pratica dei numeri-ci e 
urahnente niegato di poter formare Ia vasta imagine di cotal donna che 
ono Natura simpatetica, che mentre con Ia bocca dicono, non ·hannn 
Ia. in lor mente, perocche Ia lor mente e dentro il falso, che e nulla; ne 

:o socct'rsi dalla fantasia a poterne formare una falsa vastissima imagine. 
i ora ci e natura/mente niegato di poter entraie nella vasta immagina· 

a di quciprimi uomini, le menti dei quali di nupa erano assottigliate, di 
lla astraii'e, di nulla spiritualezzate . • . Onde dicemmo•~·opra ch' ora 
ma intender si pu~, tijfatto immaginar non si p"u~, come pensassero i 

"mi uomini clie fondawno Ia umanita gentilesca." • 
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of sensible phrenomena were grouped, and towards whom cur 
osity, sympatqies and reverence were earnestly directed. Th 
adventures of such' persons were the only aliment suited 
once both to the appetites and to the comprehension of . 
early Greek; and the mythes which detailed them, whil 
powerfully interesting his emotions, furnished to him at th 
same time a quasi-history and quasi-philosophy. They fille 
up the vacuum of the unrecorded past, and explained many < 
the puzzling incognita of the present.1 Nor need we wondE 
that the same plausibility which captivated his imagination an 
his feelings, was sufficient to engender spontaneous belief; < 
rather that no question, as to truth or falsehQod of the narr: 
tive, suggested itself to his mind. His faith is ready, liter: 
and uninquiring, apart from l!.ll thought of discriminating fac 
from .fiction, or of detecting hidden and symbolised meaning 
it is enough that what he hears be intrinsically plausible an 
seductive, and that there be no special cause to provoke doub 

1 0. MUller, in his Prolegomena zu einer wissenschaftliclun Mytholog 
(cap. iv. p. 108), has pointed out the mistake of supposing that the 
existed originally some nucleus of pure reality as the starting-point of tl 
mythes, and that upon this nucleus fiction was superinduced afterwards : I 
maintains that the real and the ideal were blended together in the primiti• 
conception of the mythes. Respecting the general state of mind out 
which the mythes grew, see especially pages 78 and 110 of that wor: 
which -is ·everywhere full of instruction on the subject of the Grech 
mythes, and is eminently suggestive, even where the positions of the auth 
are not completely made out. 

The short Heldensage der Griechen by Nitzch (Kiel, 1842, t. v.) contai: 
m.ore of just and original thought on the subject of the Grecian mythes th: 
any work with which I am acquainted. I embrace completely the su 
jective point of view in which he regards them ; and although I ha· 
profited much from reading his short tract, I may mention that, before 
ever" saw it, I had enforced the same reasonings on the subject in an artie 
in the Westminster Review, May, 1843, on the Heroen-Geschichten 
Niebuhr. 

Jacob Grimm, in the preface to his Deutsche Mythologie (p. I, Ist ed: 
Gott. 1835), pointed.ly insists on the distinction between "Sage" and hi 
tory, as well as upon the fact that the former has its chief root in religio 
belief. "Legend and history (he says) are powers each by itself, adjoini· 
indeed on the confines, but having each- its own separate and exclu' 1 
ground ; " also p. xxvii. of the same introducti(:m. 1 

A view substantially similar is adopted by William Grimm, the oth ·~ 
the two distinguished brothers whose labours have so much elucid 4 
Teutonic philology and antiquities. He examines the extent to w·, ~ 
either historical matter of fact or historical names can be traced in 
Deutsche Heldensage; and he comes to the conclusion that the former 1 

next to r..othing, the latter not considerable. He draws particul,r attent1' 
to the fact that the audience for wh-:>m these poems were inten&d had r 
learned to distinguish history from poetry (W. Grimm, Deutsche Heide 
.rage, PP· 8, 337, 342, 345, 399, Gott. 1829). 
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.nd if inde'ed there were, the poet . ov~ri~l~§:;~~~~h~- 'd.o~bts.ioy' · \ . .. ... . ,. i .11.\. .... 1 ••• 

\e holy_ and all-sufficient au_thority-of 'the M~se,:·~q~~cf'•?ml1~:.' 
_;fnce 1s, the warrant for hts recital, as her mspmmon :ls~JI:ie 
,£use of hts success. .. : t . - • ·~ • 

' The state of mind,, and the .relation of speaker to• h~are.r~, · 
tus depicted, stand clearly rriarked in the terms and tenor of 
le ancient epic, if we only put a plain meaning upon what we 
!ad. The poet-like the prophet, whom he so much resembles 
-sings under heavenly guidance, 'inspired by the ·goddess to 
hom he has prayed for her assisting impulse. S~e puts the 
ord into his mouth and :the incidents into· his mind : he is a 
rivileged man, chose!1 as her._organ and' speaking.from her 
!velations.1 As the Muse_ gran_ts the gift of song to whom she 
ill, ,so she som_etiiries. in .. her anger _snatches it away, and· the 
10st consummate hliman genius is then left silent and ·help
ss.2 It is. true that these expressions, of the Muse inspiring 
1d the poet singing a tale of past times, have passed fro'ni the 
1cient epic to . compositions produced under very different 
rcumstances, and .have·. now· degenerated into unmeaning 
-rms of speech.; but they gained currency originally in their -
muine and literal acceptation. · If ·poets had from- -the be
nning written or recited,.the predicate of singing would n'ever 
we- been ascribed to them; nor would jt ever have. become 
tstomary to employ the narhe of the Muse as 'a die 'to· be 
amped on licensed fiction, :unless the practice had begun 
hen her agency was invoked and hailed in perfect good faith. -
elief, the fruit of deliberate inquiry and a rational scmtiny of 
ridence, is in such an age unknown. The simple faith of 'the 
ne slides in unconsciously, when the .imagination and feeling 

~ I " ., ' .• , ~ •• 

1 Hesiod, Theogon: 32- · 

•..• ~vltrvciua.v Si (the .·Muses) JJ.OL o..VBl]v 
®El1'Jv, w~ K.AElotp.L ,.a ,.. EuuOp.evo., 7rp6 T0 E6vTa., 
Ka.l p.e ~el)t.ov8' V~Lve'irl p.o.K6.pwv yivo!t O.iEV €6~wv, ,&c. 

dyss. xxii. 347; viii. 63, 73, 481, 489·· I:J.'f/l-'6o01c~ • · ••• ·• 1) trl 'Y•· Movtr~ 
iili«~•, i:J.&~s 1T«Is, 1) ,<Te')'' 'A1T&i>,Awv : that is, Demodok1,1s .has either been 
'~~ired as a poet RY the Muse, or as a pr<;>phet by Apollo: for the Homeric 

,:. ~llo is not the god of song. Kalch:J.s the prophet receives ~).is inspiration 
, .>1 Apollo, who confers upon him.the same knowledge both of past and 
· '-.o as the Muses give to Hesiod (Iliad, i ... 69)~ , ' ' · · 

. - .. . ~ 

K&:.\.xas ®e.uTop[8l}~, olwvo7T6Awv Ox'' S.ptUTo~ · ._ 
··Os iJ8YJ ni T" E0vra, . T<f .,.· Euu0p.€t'a., 1rp6 ,._· EOvTa. 
•Hv "'O,a. P,O.VTO(TllJn}l{, ri}v· oi. 1r6j>E 4loZ,BoS' 'A1r6AAw.v. 

lso Iliad, ii. 485. , ' , -~ ~ · . . . . 
Both the ,_,_&.vns and the ""'~lis·Jllre standmg, recogmsed professiOns 
)~ys~. x':~i. 383), _like the phy~~cilin and the carpenter, O'fJ!-'•••p')ioi. . 1 
, Iliad, u. 599· 
~ 
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tre exalted; and inspired authority is at once understood, easily l 
tdmitted, and implicitly confided in. l 

The word mytbe (f.(v&os, fabu!a, story), in its original mean-~ 
ng, signified simply a statement or current narrative, withotlt I 
my connotative implication either of truth or falsehood. Sub· .l 
;equently the meaning of the word (in Latin and English as 1 

:vel! as in Greek) changed, and came to carry with it the idea· 
Jf an old personal narrative, always uncertified, sometimes -
untrue or avowedly fictitious. 1 , And this change was the result 
Jf a silent alteration in the mental state of the society,-of a 
transition on the part of the superior minds (and more or less 
on the part of all) to a stricter and more elevated canon of 
~redibility, in consequence of familiarity with recorded history 
:md its essential tests, affirmative as well as negative. Among 
the original hearers of the mythes, all such tests were unknown : 
:hey had not yet learned the lesson of critical disbelief: the 
mythe passed unquestioned from the mere fact of its currency, 
and from its harmony with existing sentiments and precon
ceptions. The very circumstances which contributed to rob , 
[t of literal belief in after-time, strengthened its hold upon the , 
mind of the Homeric man. He looked for wonders and un
usual combinations in the past; he expected to hear of gods,' 
heroes and men, moving and operating together upon earth 
he-pictured to himself the fore-time as a theatre in which thi 
gods interfered directly, obviously, and frequently, for the prf , 
tection of their favourites and the punishment of their fo( 
The rational conception, then only dawning in his mind, of, 
systt!matic course of nature, was absorbed by this fervent ar, 
lively faith. And if he could· have been supplied with as p( • 
feet and philosophical a history of his own real past time, as y 

~ , 
1 In this later sense it stands pointedly opposed to IO'Toplc, Mstory, whic 

seems originally to have desi~ated matter of fact, present and seen by tb 
describer, or the result of his personal inquiries (see Herodot. i. I; Verriu 
Flacc. ap. Au!. Gell. v. 18 ; Eusebius, Hist. Eccles. iii. I~ ; and the obser 
vations of Dr. Jortin, Remarks on Ecclesi,.stical History, vol. i. p. 59). 

The original use of the word )1.67os wu the same as that of ,ui!Bos-{l 
current tale true or false, as the case might be ; 'and the term designating a 
person much conversant with the old legends ()1.6-y•es) is derived from it 
(Herod. i. I ; ii. 3). Hekatreus and Herodotus both use )1.6-yos in this 
sense. Herodotus calls both Ai:sop and Hekatreus )l.o')lo11'o<ol (ii. 
134-143). 

Aristotle (Metaphys. i. p. 8, ed. Brandis) seems to use pv!Jos in this' 
~~nse, where he says-li•~ Kcl <f>•}l.6p.u!Jos ~ </><)1.6uo<f>&s 11'rfJs iD"T<v· 6 7/l.p p.v6or 
O'{,')!K•i.-rc• iK ~li.vp.a;O"low, &c. In the same treatise (xi. p. 254), he uses itt: 
signifY fabulous llmplification and transformation of a doctrine true in t} 

~ I 
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e now enabled to furnish with regard to _the last rcentui:y~.of 
ngland or France, faithfully recording all the ,successive ev'ents, 
1d accounting for them by known positive laws, but intra: · 
1cirig no special interventions of· Zeus .and Apollo-such. a 
story would have appeared to him not merely unl:ioly and 
limpressi ve, but destitute of all plausibility or title to credepce: 
would have provoked in him the same feeling of incredulous 

rersion as a description of the sun (to repeat the previous 
ustration) in a modern book on scientific astronomy. 
To us these mythes are interesting fictions; to the< Homeric 

1d Hesiodic audience they·were·" rerum divinarum et human: 
urn sdentia,"-an· aggregate of religious, physical, and his" 
'rica! revelations, rendered moi:e captivating, but not le.ss true 
1d real, by the bright colouring,and fantastic shapes in which 
tey were presented. Throughout the whole of "mythe-bearing 
:elias" 1 'they formed the staple of. the uninstnicted Greek 
ind, upon which history· and phil()sophy .were by so. slow 
ogrees superinduced; and they continued to be the aliment 
· .ordin(iry thought and conversation, even after history and 
1ilosophy had partially supplanted the mythical faith among 
te leading men, and disturbed it more or less in the'ideas of 
l. · The· men, the women, and the children of the remote 
~mes and villages of Greece,. to whom Thucydides, .Hippo" 
ates, Aristotle, or Hipparchus were unknown, still continued 

JVL Ampere, in I1is ilistoin Littt!1·aire de Ia France (ch. siii. v. i. p. ~ '
' distinguishes the Saga (which corresponds 'as nearly as possible' with ... 

·Greek p.\iOos, A&'Yos, ~1nxwpws A.o'Yos), as a,special product of the,intel-, 
: , not capable of being correctly dl'!sign'ated either as "'history, or as 

on, or as philosophy- • . , • · 
·II est un pays, Ia Scandin:wie, ou Ia tradition racontee s'est developpce 
' completement qu'ailleurs, ou ses produits ont ete,plus soigneusement · 
J.eillis et rnieux conserves : dans ce pays, .ils ont re~\1 im nom particulier, 
J.t !'equivalent exact ne se trouve pas hors de's langues Germ!lniques: c'est 

, mot ·saga, Sage, re qu'on dit, ce qu'otz 1·aconte,-Ja traditi9n orale. "Si 
n prend ce mot non dans une acception restreinte; mais ·dans le sens 

!neralou le prenait Niebuhr quand ill'appliquoit, par example, aux tradi-
)llS populaires qui 01it pu fournir a Tite Live nne portion de son histoire, 
Saga doit etre CO!nptee parini Ies produits spontanes de !'imagination ••. 

:maine. ·La Sag~ a son existence' propre comme la pocsie, comme !'his- . 
Ire, comme Ie roman. Elle n'est pas la poesie, · parcequ'clle n'est pas 
mntee, mais parlee; elle n'est pas l'histoire, parcc'!u'elle est denuee de 
itique ; elle n'est pas le roman, parceqti'elle est sincere, parce·qu'elle a foi '' 
ce qu'elle raconte. Elle n'invente pas; mais repete: eile peut se tromper, ~ 
ais ellc ne ment jamais. Ce n~cit souvent merveilleux, que ppfJSni\'Utc;. 
brique sciemment,"et que toutle monde altere· et falsifie·~'eVVouJcffil'# .N. 
,i se perpetue a In maniere des chants primitifs et popul~,-ce nocit, '¥,J 
,f-nd i!, se rapporte, non a un heros,· mais a un sain~s'a~•pelle une , 

fende, . 2 4 0 0 3 . . i' LIBU.tl1'. •' 
) 11 JUl lm;A · • ~ 
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to dwell upon the local fables which formed their religious anc 
patriotic antiquity. ·And Pausanias, even in his time, hearc 
everywhere divine or. heroic legends yet alive, precisely of th( 
type of the old epic ; he found the conceptions of religious anc 
'mythical faith co-existent with those of positive science, and 
contending against them at more or less of odds, according tc. 
the temper of the individual. Now it is the remarkable charac; 
teristic of the Homeric age, that no such co-existence or con· 
tention had yet begun. The religious and mythical point of; 
view covers, for the most part, all the ph~nomena of nature ;. 
while the conception of invariable sequence exists only in the 
background, itself personified under the name of the Mrer~, or) 
Fates, and produced generally as an exception to the omni
potence of Zeus for all ordinary purposes. Voluntary agents, 
visible and invisible, impel and govern everything. Moreover 
this point of view is universal throughout the community,
adopted with equal fervour, and carried out with equal con
sistency, by the loftiest minds and by the lowest. The great 
man of. that day is he who, penetrated like others with the 
general faith, and never once imagining any other system of 
nature than the agency of these voluntary Beings, can clothe 
them in suitable circumstances and details, and exhibit in 
living body and action those types which his hearers dimly. 1 

prefigure. . 
History, philosophy, &c., properly so called and conformingl 

to our ideas (of which the subsequent Greeks were the firsf; 
creators), never belonged to more than a comparatively smalf 
number of thinking men, though their influence indirectl'y 
affected more or less the whole national mind. But when1 
positive science and criticism, and the idea of an invariable 
sequence of events, came to supplant in the more vigorou&
intellects the old mythical creed of omnipresent personification, 
an inevitable scission was proGluced between the instructed few:; 
and the remaining community. The opposition between the 
scientific and the religious point of view was .. not slow in mani 
festing itself: in general language, indeed, both might seem to 
stand together, but in every particular· case the admission of 
one involved the reje~ion of the other.. According to the 
theory which then became predominant, the course of nature 
was held to move invariably on, by powers and attributes of its 
own, unless the gods chose to interfere and reverse it; but 
they had the power of interfering as often and to as great an 
extent as they thought fit. Here the question was at once 
opened, respecting a great variety of particular ph~nomena, 



._.·, 

' whether they were to be regarded as natural or riiifaci.llous. 
No constant or discernible test could -be suggested to dis
criminate the two : every man was called upon to settle the 
doubt for himself, _and each settled it according to. the exte~t 
of,his knowledge, the force.of his logic,·the state'of his health," 
his hopes, his fears, and many other considerations affecting 
his separate conclusion. In a question thus perpetually arising, 
ana full-of practical consequences, instructed minds,_like 
Perikles, Thucydides, and Euripides, tended more and more · 

· to the scientific point ·of view, 1 in cases where the general 
public were constantly gravitating towards the religious. 

1 See Plutarch, Perikl. c~pp. 5, 32, 38; Cicero, De Republ. i. 15-16 
ed. Maii. ' 

The phytologist Theophrastus, in his valuable collection of facts respect
ing vegetable organisation,>is often under the necessity of opposing his 
scientific interpre_t:ation of. curious incidents in the vegetable world t() the 
religiouS'iriterpretation of them which he found current. Anomalous 
phrenomena in the growth or decay of trees were construed as signs from 

. the gods, and submitted to a prophet for explanation (see· His tor. Plantar. 
ii._ 3 ; iv. 16; v. 3). 

We may remark, however, that the old faith had still a certain hold over 
his mind. In commenting on the story of the willow-tree at Philippi, and 
the venerable" old plane-tree at Antandros (more than sixty feet high,_ a1id 
requiring four men to grasp it round in the girth), having been blown down 
by a nigh wind, and afterwards spontaneously resuming their ·erect posture, · 
he offers some1explanation how such a phrenoinenon might have happened, 
but he admits, at the end, that there may be something extra-natural in the 
case, 'A,>.,>.cl,-.,.o:il'fet p.ev tcrws'·t~w cpucru<fjs o:Z...las _lcrTLv, &c. (De Cans. Plant. 
v. 4): see a similar miracle in reference to the cedar-tree of .Vesp:tsian 
(Tacit. Hist. ii. 78). 

Euripides~ in his lost tragedy called Mel\avl7r7r'l/ :P.ocpl], placed in. the 
mouth of Melanippe a formal discussion and confutation of the whole 
doctrine of oropaoro:, or supernatural indications (Dionys. Halicar. Ars 
Rhetor. p.' 300-356, Reisk. ). Compare the Fables of Phredrus, iii. 3 ; 
Plutarch, Sept. Sap. Conviv. c. 3, p. ·149 ·; and the cufious philosophical 
explanation by which the learned men of Alexandria tranquillised the al:ums 
of the vulgar, on occasion of the serpeljt said to have been seen entwined 
round the head of the crucified Kleomenes (Plutarch, Kleomen. ·c. 39). 

It is one part of the duty of an able physician, according to the Hipro
kratic treatise calledtPrognosticop "(c. r, t. 2, p. I 12, ed. Littn!), wherr he 
visits his patient, to ·examine whether there is anything divine in the 
malady, ll.,ua OE Kal et 'TI 6e£ov rverrTiV ~v-orj)<TI vo6croi<TI: this, however, does 
not agree with the memorable doctrine laid down in the treatise, De Aere, 
Locis et Aquis (c. 22; p. 78, ed. Littn!), and cited hereafter, in this 
chapter. Nor does Galen seem to have regarded- it as harmonising with -
the general views of Hippokrates. In the excellent Prolegomena of M. · 
Littre to his edition of Hippokrates (t. i. p. 76) will be found an inedited 
scholium, wherein the opinion of Baccheius·and other physicians is given, 
that the affections of the plague were to be -looked upon· as divine, inas
much as the disease came from God ; and also the .opinion of Xenophon, -
the friend of Praxagoras, that the "genus of days of crisis " in fever was 
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The age immediately prior to this unsettled condition of 

thought is the really mythopceic age; in which the creative 
faculties of the society know no other employment, and the 
mass of the society no other mental demand. The perfect 
expression of such a period, in its full peculiarity and grandeur, 
is to be found in the Iliad and Odyssey,-poems of which we 
cannot determine the exact date, but which seem both to have 
existed prior to the first Olympiad, 776 B.c., our earliest trust
worthy mark of Grecian time. For some time after that event, 
the mythopceic tendencies continued in vigour (Arktinus, 
Lesches, Eumelus, and seemingly most of the Hesiodic 
poems, fall within or shortly after the first century of recorded 
Olympiads); but from and after this first century, we may 
trace the operation of causes which gradually enfeebled and 
narrowed them, altering the point of view from which the 
mythes were looked at. What these causes were, it will be 
necessary briefly to intimate. 

The foremost and most general of all is, the expansive force 
of Grecian intellect itself,'--a quality in ;vhich this remarkable 
people stand distinguished from all their neighbours and con
temporaries. Most, if not all nations have had mythes, but no 
nation except the Greeks have imparted to them immortal 
charm and universal interest; and the same mental capacities, 
which raised the great men of the poetic age to this exalted 
level, also pushed forward their successors to outgrow the 
early faith in which the mythes. had been generated and 
accredited. 

One great mark, as well as means, of such intellectual expan
sion, was the habit of attending to, recording, and combining, 
divine; "For (said XenophiJn) just as the Dioskuri, being gods, appear to 
the mariner in the storm and bring him salvation, so also do the days of 
crisis, when they arrive, in fever.'' Galen, in commenting upon this doc
trine of XenophiJn, says that the author "has expressed his own ind1vidual 
feeling, but has no way set forth the opinion of Hippokrates:" '0 oe -row 
«pcu£JJ.WV ryEvos ?u.~.~pWv el1rc1w elva.t 8Elov, ~av-roV Tt w&.8os &J!oA.&'}''10"ev· aU p.~v 
'bnrou:pcl.-rovs -r• n)v ')'VW;.<1JV lo••~•v (Galen1 Opp. t. v. p. 120, ed. ]3asil). 

The comparison of the Dioskuri appealed to by XenophiJn is a prec1se 
reproduction of their function as described in the Homeric Hymn {Hy111n 
xxxiii. 10) : his personification of the "days of crisis" introduces the old 
religious agency to fill up a gap in his medical science. 

I annex an illustration from the Hindoo vein of thought-" It is a rule 
with the Hindoos to bury, and not to burn, the bodies of those who die of 
the smallpox: for (say they) the smallpox is not only caused by the goddess 
Davey, but is, in fact, Davey herself; and to burn the body of a person 
affected with this disease, is, in reality, neither more nor less than to burn 
the goddess." {Sleeman, Rambles and Recollections, &c., vol. i. ch. xxv, 
p. 221.) 
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positive and present facts, both. domestic and foreign. In the 

·, genuine Grecian epiC; the theme was an unknown and aoristic 
. past; but even as early as the "Works and Days" of Hesiod, the 
· present begins to figure. The man who tills the earth appears 

in his own solitary nakedness, apart from gods and heroes--'
boilnd indeed by serious obligations to the gods, but colftend". 
ing against many difficulties which are ·not to be removed by 
simple reliance on their help. The poet denounces his. age 
in the strongest terms, as miserable, degraded, and profligate, 
He looks back with reverential envy to the extinct heroic races 
who fought at Troy and Thebes. Yet bad as the present time 
is, the Muse condescends to look at it along with him, and· to 
prescribe rules for human life-with the assurance that if a 
man be industrious, frugal, provident, just and friendly in his 
dealings, · the gods will recompense him with affluence and 
security. Nor 4oes the Muse disdain, while holding out such 
promise, to cast herself into the most homely details of present 
existence, and to give advice thoroughly practical and calculating. 

· Men whose minds were full of the heroes of Hornet, called 
Hesiod in contempt the poet of the Helots. . The ·contrast 
between the two is certainly a rernarkable proof of the tendency 
of Greek poetry towards the present and the positive .. · 

Other manifestations rof the same tendency become visible 
in the age of Archilochus (n:c. 68o-66o). In an age when 
metrical composition and the living voice are the only ·means 
whereby the productive minds of a community make themselves · 
felt, the invention of a new metre, new forms of song and· ~e
Citation, , or d~vetsified accompaniments, constitute an epoch. 
The iambic; elegiac, choric, and lyric poetry, .from Archiloch'us 
downwards, all indicate purposes in the poet, and impressi~ 
bilities of the hearers, very different from those of the .ancient 
epic: In all of them the persona] feeling of the poet and the 
specialties of present time and· place, are brought prominently 
forward; while in' the Homeriehexameter thepoet is a· mere 
n~meless organ of the hist9rical. Muse-the hearers are content 
to learn, believe, and feel, the incidents of ·a foregone world'-'
ahd the. tale is hardly ress ~uitable to one time anti place than 
to another. The iambic metre (we ani told) was fi~st suggested 
to Archilochus by the bitterness of his own private antipathies; 
and the. mortal wounds inflicted by his lampoons, upofl. the 
individuals against whom they were _directed, 'still remain 
attested, though the vers,ys· themselves have peri~hed. It was 
the metre (according to the well-known judgement of Aristotle) 
most nearly approaching to common speech, and well·su.ited 
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both to the coarse vein of sentiment, and to the smart and 
emphatic diction of its inventor.l Simonides of Amorgus, the 
younger contemporary of Archilochus, employed the same 
metre, with less bitterness, but with an anti-heroic tendency 
not less decided. His remaining fragments present a mixture 
of teaching and sarcasm, having a distinct bearing upon actual 
life, 2 and carrying out the spirit which partially appears in the 
Hesiodic "Works and Days." Of Alka!us and SapphO, though 
unfortunately we are compelled to speak of them upon hearsay 
only, we know enough to satisfy us that their own personal 
sentiments and sufferings, their relations private or public with 
the contemporary world, constituted the soul of those short 
effusions which gave them so much celebrity.3 Again in the 
few remains of the elegiac poets preserved to us-Kallinus, 
Mimnermus, Tyrtreus-the impulse of some present motive or 
circumstance is no less conspicuous. The same may also be 
said of Solon, Theognis and Phokylides, who preach, encourage, 
censure, or complain, but do not recount-and in whom a 
profound ethical sensibility, unknown to the Homeric poems, 
manifests itself. The form of poetry (to use the words of Solon 

I Horat. de Art. Poet. 79-

"Archilochurn proprio rabies armavit lamho:' &c. 

Compare Epist. i. rg, 23, and Epod. vi. r2; Aristot. Rhetor. iii. 8, 7, and 
Poetic. c. 4-also Synesius de Somniis-li\u,.•p 'AJuca.7os Ka.l 'ApxlAoxos, ol 
lielia.?Ta.v1it<a.UI Thv EUO''TDp.la.v •ls 'TDII olt<ElOV J3(ov od.upos. (Alcrei Frag' 
ment. Halle,- r8ro, p. 205.) Quintilian speaks in striking language of the 
power of expression manifested by Archilochus (x. r, 6o). 

2 Simonid@s of Amorgus touches briefly, but in a tone of contempt, upon 
the Trojan war-')'vVai/COS ofJvet<' ap.<j>•li'llplwp.evovs (Simonid. Fragm. 
8, p. 36, v. uS); he seems to think it absurd that so destructive a struggle 
should have taken place "pro mu1 muliercu!a," to use the phrase of Mr. 
Payne Knight. 

3 See Quintilian, x. r, 63. Horat. Od. i. 32; ii. 13. Aristot. Polit. 
iii. ro, 4· Dionys. Halic. observes (Vett. Scriptt. Censur. v. p. 421) 
respecting Alkreus-7roAAaxov ')'OVV 'TO fJ.ETpOV .t TIS ?TEpleAol, ~'1/'TOpiKhv av 
efJpo• 1roA•Telav; and Strabo (xiii. p. 6r7), .,.a uTau•wnt<a KaAo.Jp.eva Tov 
'All.t<alou 7r011jp.e.Ta. • 

There was a large dash of sarcasm and homely banter aimed at neigh
bours and contemporaries in the poetry of Sapphtl, apart from her im
passioned love-songs-&AJ\ws ut<c:,,. .. ., Tiw &')'po<~<OJi vup.rp[ov Ka! TOV 8upwpov 
TOV ~~~ 'TOlS ')'rip.oiS, E~'T<AEO'Ta'Ta t<al ~v ,..,ozs ov&p.au• p.aAAov 'fi ~~~ 11'011}TI
"0LS. e"!lUTE a~Ti)S p.ali.AOV lUTI Ta 7r011jp.a-ra TaVTa ~taAE')'EU8al 'f) ~OE<v' 
ova' av dpp.&ual ?TPOS TOV xopbv 'f) 7rpos Thv Avpav, el p.1j TIS et'll xopbs 
~•aAeKTIKOs (Dem@tr. Phaler. De Interpret. c. r67). · 

Compare also Herodot. ii. 135, who mentions the satirical talent of 
Sapphtl, employed against her brother for an extravagance about the 
!=OUrtezan RhodClpis. ' 
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himself) is made the substitute for the public speaking of the 
• agora.! · 

Doubtless all these poets made abundant use:of the ancient 
mythes, but it ~as by turning then1 to present account, in the 
way of illustration, or flattery, or contrast,-a tendency which 
we may usually. detect even in the con1positions .of Pindar, 
in spite. of the lofty and hemic sti'ain which they' breathe 
'throughout. That narrative or legendary poetry still· continued 
to be composed during the seventh and sixth centuries before 
the Christian cera, is a fact not to be questioned. But it 
exhibited the old epical chanl.cter without the old epical genius; 
both the inspiration of the composer and the sympathies of 
the audience had become more deeply enlisted in the world· 
before them, and disposed to fasten on incidents of their own 
actual experience. Fron1 Solon and Theognis .. we pass to the 

\. abandonment of all metrical restrictions and to the 'introduction 
~of prose writing,--'-'-a fact, the importance of which it is needless 

1 
t to dwell upon,-marking as .well the increased farniliarity with 
, writ~en rec6rds, as ~he commencement of a· .. sep?-:ate

1
.branch 

1
: of literature for the mtellect, apart from the tmagmatlon and · 
! ·emotions wherein the old legends had their exchisive. :foot. 
; " Egypt was first unreservedly opened to the Gre.e~~ quti1)g 

the reign of Psammetichus, about B.c. 66o; gradually It became 
, much frequent~d by them for military or commercial'purposes, 

or for simple curiosity. It enlarged the range of their thoughts 
\ and observations, while it alsodmparted to them .. that. vein 

r

·. of my. s~icism, .. which overgrew.· .. the. primitive simp!ichy of the 
"Homenc rehgwn; and of wh1ch. I have spoken m a. fQrmer 

r chapter, They found ·in it a long-established civilisation, 
colossal· wonders of architecture, and a certain knowledge of 

· astronomy and geometry;' el~flientary indeed; but in·· advance 
of their own. Moreover it was a portion of their present world, 
and it contributed to forrri in them an interest fornotirig,and· · 
describing the actual realities before them. A sensible progress 
is made in the Greek mind during the two cerituries from 
B.c. 700 to B.c. soo, iq the record and arrangement of historical 

1 Sol6n, Fragm. iv I, eel. Schneiclewin-

Avros •>fpv§ ~AOoP ;,q,• il'epr~< ::!aAai'Zvos 
KOcrJ.I.OV Errfwv ~O~v a ..... T~ tiyoprj, (JEp.I!VOt;, &c. < ,.. • 

See ,Brandis, Handbu~h cler Griechischen Philosophie, sect .. xxiv,.:._~xv. 
Plato 'tates that Sol6n, in his old age, engaged in the composition of an· 
epic poem, which he left unfinished, on the subject of the supposed island 
of Atlantis and Attica (Plato, Timreus·, p. 21, and Kritias, p. iiJ). 
Plutarcq, Sol6n, c. 31. · 
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facts : an historical sense arises in the superior intellects, and 
some idea of evidence as a discriminating test between fact 
and fiction. And this progressive tendency was further stimulated 
by increased communication and by more settled and peaceful 
social relations between the various members of the Hellenic 
world : to which may be added material improvements, pur
chased at the expense of a period of turbulence and revolu
tion, in the internal administration of each separate state. The 
Olympic, Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian games became fre
quented by visitors from the most distant parts of Greece : 
the great periodical festival in the island of Delos brought 
together the citizens of every Ionic community, with their 
wives and children, and an ample display of wealth and 
ornaments.! Numerous and flourishing colonies were founded 
in Sicily, the south of Italy, the coasts of Epirus, and of the 
Euxine Sea : the Phokreans explored the whole of the Adriatic, 
established Massalia, and penetrated even as far as the south 
of Iberia, with which they carried on a lucrative commerce.2 

The geographical ideas of the Greeks were thus both expanded 
and rectified : the first preparation of a map, by Anaximander 
the disciple of Thales, is an epoch in the history of science. 
We may note the ridicule bestowed by Herodotus both upon 
the supposed people called Hyperboreans and upon the idea 
of a circumfluous ocean-stream, as demonstrating the progress 
of the age in this department of inquiry.3 And even earlier 
than Herodotus-Xanthus and Xenophanes had noticed the 
occurrence of fossil marine productions in the interior of Asia 
Minor and elsewhere, which led them to reflections on the 
changes of the earth's surface with respect to land and water. 4 

If then we look down the three centuries and a half which 
elapsed between the commencement of the Olympic rera and 

1 Homer, Hymn. ad Apollin. 155-; Thucyd. iii. 104. 
2 Herodot. i. 163. 
3 Herodot. iv. 36. ')'EAW OE bplwv rilr 1rEpLt511ou~ -ypcl.l/tavTa~ 'ITOl\.l\.ou~ ifo71, 

Kal ovob•a VOOV fxovTa~ ~~1/'}''f/ITcl.f'EVOV" o1 '!lj(EaVOV TE pEOVTa '}'ptf.</Jourrt 1rEp<~ 
rhv 'Y~v l!ov~rav Ku~t:>.or•pia &~ lmo r&pvou, &c., a remark probably directed 
against Hekat::eus. ' 

Respecting the map of Anaximander, Strabo, i. p. 7 ; Diogen. Laert. ii. 
I ; Agathemer. ap. Geograph. Minor. i. I. 1rpwro~ €r6:>-f'1/ITE Ttl" olKouftev11v 
€v .,.(vaKt -ypcl.l/ta<· 

Aristagoras of Miletus, who visited Sparta to solicit aid for the revolted 
Ionians against Darius, brought with him a brazen tablet or map, by means 
of which he exhibited the relative position of places in the Persian empire 
(Herodot. v. 49). 

4 Xanthus ap. Strabo. i. p. 50; xii. p. 579· Compare Creuzer 
Fragmenta Xanthi, p. 162. ' 
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the age of He'rodotus and Thucydides, we shall discern a strik~ 
ing advance in the Greeks,.~-ethical, social, and intellectual. 
Positive ·history ~nd chronology has not only . been created; 

· but in the case of Thucydides, the qualities necessary to the 
historiographer, in their application to recent everits, have been 
developed ·with a degree of perfection never since surpassed; 
Men's ,minds have assumed~ a gentler· as well as a juster cast; 
and acts come to be, critidsed with reference to their: bearing 
on the internal happiness of·a·.wellcregulated .·commuriityj as 
well as upon'· the standing harmon'y ·of fraternal states. ·:While 

. Thucydides· treats the· habitual and licensed. piracy, so .coolly 
alluded to :in· the· Homeric poems, as ari obsolete enormity~ 
many of•the <acts described in the.old heroic .and·Theogonic 
legends were fountl riot less repugnant to this improved tone of 
feeling. .·The, battles of the ·gods with the Giants and 'Titans,-"', 
the castration of Uranus by his son Kronus,-thecnielty, deceit 
and· licentiousness, often .supposed both in· the gods' and heroes; 
provoked .sb:orig disapprobation, And the lar.guage· ofthe 
philosopher Xenophanes, who· composed. :bpth' elegiac·: and 
iambic poems for the express: purpose of denouncing such tales; 
is as vehement:and 'unsparing ·as that of the Christiap writ'ers; 
who, eight centuries afterwards, at~acked'the,whole scheme of 
paganism.1 • •. , . · · ., · 

It was not merely as·an ;ethicaLand social critic that Xeno, 
phanes sto.od . :distinguished. · ~He v,ra~· one of. a. great and 
eminent .triad-,-Thales and Pythagoras .being the others-who; 
in the sixth century: before the Christian rera,· first 'opened up 
those veins; of speculative philosophy which.occupied afterwar!is 

·so large a· portion of. Grecian intellectual ·energy. Of the. 
material differences between the three I do .not here speak ; ·1· 
regard them only in reference .to .. the Homeric and Hesiodic 
philosophy which preceded them, and from which all ·three . '. 
deviated by a step, perhaps the, most remarkabie in all the . 
history ·Of philosophy. . -

They 1were the first who attempted. to disenthral the philo
sophic 'intellect from all-'persohifying religious· faith, arid. to 
constitute a method Of interpreting .nature distinct froni the 
spontaneous inspirations of untaught minds. It is in,them that 
we first find the idea of Person~ tacitly set aside or limited,. and: 

. an impersonal Nature conceived as the object of study:· The 
divine husband and wife, Oceanus arid Tethys, parents of many 
gods and of the. Oceanic nymphs, . together with the avenging 

1 Xenophan. ap. Sexi. Empiric. adv. Mathemat. ix. 1g3. ,F~agm .. I .• , 
Poet. Grrec. ed.·Schileidewin. Diogen," Laert. ix. t8; 
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goddess Styx, are translated into the material substance water, 
or, as we ought rather to say, the Fluid : and Thales set himself 
to prove that water was the primitive element, out of which all 
the different natural substances had been formed. 1 He, as well 
as Xenophanes and Pythagoras, started the problem of physical 
philosophy, with its objective character and invariable laws, to 
be discoverable by a proper al'ld methodical application of the 
human intellect. The Greek word <I>vuts, denoting nature, and 
its derivatives physics and physiology, unknown in that large sense 
to Homer or Hesiod, as well as the word Kosmos to denote the 
mundane system, first appears with these philosophers. 2 The 
elemental analysis of Thales-the one unchangeable cosmic 
substance, varying only in appearance, but not in reality, as sug
gested by Xenophanes,-and the geometrical and arithmetical 
combinations of Pythagoras,-all these were different ways 
of approaching the explanation of physical phrenomena, and 
each gave rise to a distinct school or succession of philosophers. 
But they all agreed in departing from the primitive method, 
and in recognising determinate properties, a material substratum, 
and objective truth, in nature-either independent of willing or 
designing agents, or serving to these latter at once as an indis
pensable subject-matter and as a limiting condition. Xeno
phanes disclaimed openly all ~knowledge respecting the gods, 
and pronounced that no man could have any means of ascer
taining when he was right and when he was wrong, in affirm
ations respecting them : 3 while Pythagoras represents in part 
the scientific tendencies of his age, in part also the spirit of 
mysticism and of special fraternities for religious and ascetic 
observance, which became diffused throughout Greece in the 
sixth century before the Christian rera. This was another point 
which placed him in antipathy with the simple, unconscious, 

1 Aristotel. Metaphys. i. 3· 
2 Plutarch, Placit. Philos. ii. I ;' also Stobreus, Eclog. Physic. i. 22, 

where the difference between the Homeric expressions and those of the 
subsequent philosophers is seen. Damm, Lexie. Homeric. v. 4>{"''s ; 
Alexander von Humboldt, Kosmos, p. 76,•the note 9 on page 62 of that 
admirable work. • 

The title of the treatises of the early philosophers (Melissus, Demokritus, 
Parmenides, Empedokles, Alkma:<Jn, &c.) was frequently llEp! 4>uue«•s 
(Galen, Opp. t. i. p. 56, ed. Basil). 

3 Xenophan. ap. Sext. Empiric. vii. 50; viii. 326-

K,o.t, TD. p.E':. oV~ uo.cjJ€~ !'V.;t~ O.rAJe iOev, ~)liT~ rl~ €u·nv 
Eulwt o.J.L4f>i. 8ewv re Kat acTUO. Aeyw 1r~:pt 1rO.VTwv· 

E~ yap .. Ko.l Ta. p.&.A.trrTo. ,rVxor.. T~T~AE<!:p.Evo~ et1r~w, 
AvTo~ op.w~ ovtc oi8e, OoKo~ 0 •Trt Traut 'TETlJKTat. 

Compare Aristotel. De Xenophane, Zenone, et Gorgia, cap. 1-2. 
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and demonstrative faith of the old poets, as well as with the 
current legend . 
. ·If these distinguished men, when they ceased to follow the 
primitive instinct of tracing the phrenomena of nature to per
sonal and designing agents, passed over, not at once to induction 
and observation, but to a misemployment of abstract words, 
substituting metaphysical eidJ!a ih. the place of polytheism, and 
to an exaggerated application of certain narrow physical theories 
-we must r~member that nothing else could be expected from 
the scanty stock of facts then accessible, and that the most pro
found study of the human mind points out such transition as 
an inevitable law of intellectual progress.l At present we have , 
to compare them only with that state of the Greek mind 2 which 
they partially superseded, and with which they were in decided 
opposition. The rudiments of physical science were conceived 
and developed among superior men ; but the religious feeling 
of the mass was averse to them ; and the aversion, though 
gradually mitigated, never wholly died away. Some of the 
philosophers were not backward in charging others with 
irreligion, while the multitude seems to have felt the same· 
sentiment more or less towards all-or towards that postulate 
of constant sequences, with determinate conditions of occur
rence, which scientific study implies, and which they could not 
reconcile with their belief in the agency of the gods, to whom 
they were constantly praying for special succour and blessing's. 

The discrepancy between the scientific a"nd the religiou·s 
point of view was dealt with differently by different philosophers. 
Thus Sokrates openly admitted it, and assigned to each a distinct 
and independent province. He distributed phrenomena into 
two classes : one wherein the connexion of antecedent and con-. 
sequent was invariable and ascertainable by human study, and 
therefore future results accessible to a well-instructed foresight; . 
the other, and those, too, the ;most comprehensive and im
portant, which the gods had reserved .for themselves and their. 
own unconditional agency, wherein there was no invariable or . . 

1 See the treatise of M. ··Auguste Comte ( Com·s de Philosopltie Positive) 
and his doctrine of the tqree succ.essive stages of the human mind i~ 
reference to scientific study-the theological, the metaphysical and the 

"positive ;-a doctrine laid down generally in his first lecture (vol. i; p. 
4-12), and largely applied and illustrated throughout his instructive work. 
It is also re-stated and elucidated by Mr. John Stuart Mill in his System 
of Logic, Ratiocinative and Inductive, vol. ii. p. 610. 

2 "Human wisdom (a•8pw?r(vn uocp('!-), as contrasted with the primitive 
theology (o/ apxalot KallitaTp(/3oV'r'€S 7r€pl 'r'as 8eoil.o•)das)," to take the WOrdS 
of Aristotle (Meteorolog. ii. I, p. 41-42, ed. Tauchnitz). 
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ascertainable sequen.ce, and where the result could only be fore
known by some omen, prophecy, or other special inspired com
munication from themselves. Each of these classes was 
essentially distinct, and required to be looked at and dealt 
with in a manner radically incompatible with · the other. 
Sokrates held it wrong to apply the scientific interpretation to 
the latter, or the theological interpretation to the former. 
Physics and astronomy, in his opinion, belonged to the divine 
class of ph::enomena, in which human research was insane, 
fruitless, and impious.1 

On the other hand, Hippokrates, the contemporary of 
Sokrates, denied the discrepancy, and merged into one those 
two classes of ph::enomena,-the divine and the scientifically 
determinable,-which the latter had put asunder. Hippokrates 
treated all ph::enomena as at once both divine and scientifically 
determinable. In discussing certain peculiar bodily disorders 
found among the Scythians, he observes, " The Scythians them
selves ascribe the cause of this to God, and reverence and bow 
down to such sufferers, each man fearing that he may suffer the 
like : and I myself think too that these affections, as well as 
all others, are divine : no one among them is either more 
divine or more human than another, but all are on the same 
footing, and all divine ; nevertheless each of them has its own 
physical conditions, and not one occurs without such physical 
conditions." 2 

1 Xenoph. Memor. i. I' 6-9· Ta tJ.~V avc:t-yl<c:tic:t (}iw~epcl'T'l)S) ITUVe/3&ui\eue 
~al 'Tr,Pd.-r'Tew, Ws ~v6,u.t(~v ltpt~T, &v 1rpa~B1}va.t · 

1
7fEpl 0€ TWv ,0.0-hA,wv B1rws 

a7ro/3TJO'Ot'To, p.av'Tevuop,evous E7rEJ.L7rEV, €1. 110t'Y}rea. Ked Tovs p.el\.A.ovTos 
otiCOVS 'T€ Kal '1T6AElS Jaxl\.fi>s olK{JCJ'ELJI }J.O..VTtiC:Y,s t<:p'1] wpou0e/:u8at' TEICTOIILIC~V 
tJ.EV -yap 'I) Xc:ti\KEU'TliCOV 'I) -yewp-y<KOV 'I) av8p~'ITW~ apx•~ebv, 'I) 'TWV 'TO!OV'TWV 
~P'YWV l?~era.a-ruc0v, 1j }\O'}'llTTtK0v, :f) ol«:ovop.uc0v, 1) UTpaT7Jf't1Cbv -yevEaOat, 
1rcf.VTO. Ttt. TOLaVra !J.aO~J.taTa JCal U.vOptfJ7rou 7vcf,p.p alpeTEa €P0J.Lt(ev elPcu · -rd. 
0~ p.Ei'LUTU.. 'TWV ~v .,-oVTots tcp'q ToVs eeo.Os ~av'To'is KO.'Tai\ehre0'8a.t, 
CfJv oOOEv 0-ijA.ov elvat To'is &v8pdnrots • . • • . . ToVs 0€ J.L1]0€v 'TWV TOto6Twv. 
olop.Evovs elvat Oat}l&vwv, &.A.i\ct. 1rd.vTa 'Tfjs &v8pww[v'1}s ~vWp.'Y}s, Oatp.ov~v tcp11· 
'Oc:t•tJ.ovijv o~ /Cal Toh tJ.aV-revotJ.~vovs &. 'Tots ii.vBpC:,.,.ou t'Ow~ec:tv ol Beol tJ.c:tOovtTL 
'iJic:ttcplvuv , , , , "Etp'l) 0~ OEtV, $. tJ.~V tJ.a80V'Taj 'ITO!EtJI fOWICC:tV o/ 8eol, tJ.aV8clvew• 
a oE p.TJ Oiji\a To'is O.vOpcfnrou t(l'Tt, 1fEtpaq8at BtO. jJ.«VTttc7}s 7raplt -rWv OeWv 
'JTUV8clvetT8c:tL' 'TOVS 8eovs -yap, ois av if.ow li\E'f', 01T'l)tJ.c:tiVEIV• Compare also 
Memorab. iv. 7, 7; and Cyrop::cd. i. 6, 3, 23-46. 

Physical and astronomical ph:oenomena are classified by Sokrates among 
the divine class, interdicted to human study (Memor. i. r, I3): Til 8e!a or 
Oc:tltJ.tlVlc:t as opposed to Tav8pd·?rela. Plato (Phileb. c. r6 ; Legg. x. P·. 
886-889; xii. p. 967) held the sun and stars to be gods, each animated 
with its special soul : he allowed astronomical investigation to the extent 
necessary for avoiding blasphemy respecting these beings-tJ.Ixp• Tov !L'II 
/3ll.arrtf>'11!L•<v 'lrepl c:tuTcl (vii. 82r). 

2 Hippokrati!s, De Aere, Locis et Aqnis, c. 22 (p. 78, edit. Littre, sect. 
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A third distinguished philosopher of the same day, Anaxagoras, 
allegorising Zeus and the other personal gods, proclaimed the 
doctrine of one common pervading Mind, as having first 

· originated movement in the prim~val Chi!OS, the heterogeneous 
constituents of which were so confused together that none of 
them could manifest themselves, each was neutralised by the 
rest, and all remained in rest and nullity. The movement 
originated by Mind disengaged them from this imprisonment, 
so that each kind of particle was enabled to manifest its pro
perties \vith some degree of distinctness. This general doctrine 
obtained much admiration from Plato and Aristotle; but they 
at the same time remarked with surprise, that Anaxagoras never ' 
made any use at all of his own general doctrine for the ex~ · 
planation of the ph~nomena of. nature,-that he looked for 
nothing but physical causes and connecting laws, 1-so that in 
fact the spirit of his particular researches was not q:aterially 
different from those of Demokritus or Leukippus, whatever 
might be the diff~rence in their general theories. His investi
gations in meteorology and astronomy, treating the heavenly 
bodies as subjects for calculation, have been already noticed 
as offensive, not only to the general public of.Greece, but even 
to Sokrates himself among them. He was tried at Athens, 

106, ed. Petersen) : "'Ert re 1rpbs rourlottrt eovoVX"" "Yhwovr·at oi11'J..'e'Ltrrot 
~v ;;)Kv8ptrt, t<al ')'UVat<-hta ~p')'ci.(ovrat t<al &s a.l ')'uva(t<es i5taJ..€')'ovra.l' re 
tJ,.,.o£ws· ICai\eVv-ra.l 'TE ol TOtoVTot U.vo.vOptets. or }J.'EV oDV ~'1f'tX1Ilptat 'T~V ahl'l]V . 
7rpotTTt8€arrt 8er{J Kal- u'f3ovTa.t TOvTEous -roVs &V8pcfJ7rovs .Kal 7rpou~eyvEovrn, 
8eOotK6Tes ?repl E_cdfj-rf(IJJ/ EKa.(J'TOt• 'E,u.ol ae Ketl··afiTErf' OoKEH TetiiTa Tc\ 7rd.8ea. 
Bela~ eiva.t, K~l '\tJ.l\.A~ 1r&.v-r~ Kac~ oUOEv ~€~epov iT€p?v 8et&;epov oUO~ Cr.vepw~ 
'1ri.VW'TEpov, a..\.i\a. ?J"CX.V"TU. ee,c::-·· EKQ.U'TOV Oe lxH cf>vtTtJI TCAJJI .'f'OtOU'T'e_wv, Kal 
oMi~v l!veu · <f>Vtrtos "Yhwerat. Kal roi'Jro ro r.6.8os, ·&s p.ot. Oot<e<t ')'(-yvetr8at, 
<f>pci.trw, &c. . . ' . ' 

Again, sect. II2. 'AJ..l\tt oyttp, &tr1rEp 't<al 1rp6r<pov rJ..e~a, 8e(a f'~V Kal 
Tail-rd 'f1'Tl Op.olws TO'iO't li.Jt.Aoun, ')'ly~e1:eu OE Ka-rO. <fJ{nnP €KaO'ra. 

Compare the remarkable treatise (,f Hipj:>okrates, De Morbo Sacro, 
capp. 1 & r8, vol. vi. p. 352-394,'ed. Littre. See this opinion of Hippo
krates illustrated by the doctrines of some physical philosophers stated in 
Aristotle, Physic. ii. 8: {1,,.1repo f!et 6 Zeh, oox 81r'WS TOV ITLTOV ao~-htrp, 
all}..' i~ avcf')'K'l/S, &c. Sople valuable observations on the method of 
Hippokrates are also found in Plato, Phredr .. p. 270.' 

1 See the graphic picture in Plato, Phredon. p. 97-98 (cap. 46~47) : 
compare Plato, Legg. xii. p. 967; Aristotel. Metaphysic. i. p. 13...:14 (ed. 
Brandis); Plutarch. Defect. Oracul. p. 435· · . 
. Simplicius, Commentar. in Aristotel. Physic. p. 38. t<al 81rep o~ o ~v 

<J:>afowvt ;;)wKpci.T'l/S l')'KO.AEL r<j) 'Ava~a-y6'p~, rb , ~V 'TO.LS rwv KO.Ttt !J.Epos 
alTtoJ\O")'(ats f.J-~1 Tq3 vrj} KEXp1jcr8at, tiAAcl Ta.'is fJ)\tl(a'is CJ.1J'o06fTecrtJI, olKe'i'Qv ~V 
riJ <f>UlTtoAO'Y(~. Anaxagoras thought that the superior intelligence of man, 
as compared with other animals, arose from.his possession of hands (Aristot. 
de Part. Animal. iv. 10, p. 687, ed. Bekk. ). 
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and seems to have· escaped condemnation only by voluntary 
exile.! 

The three eminent men just named, all essentially different 
from each other, may be taken as illustrations of the philo
sophical mind of Greece during the last half of the fifth 
century B.c. Scientific pursuits had acquired a powerful hold, 
and adjusted themselves in various ways with the prevalent 
religious feelings of the age. Both Hippokrates and Anaxa
goras modified their ideas of the divine agency, so as to suit 
their thirst for scientific research. According to the former, 
the gods were the really efficient agents in the production of 
all phrenomena,~the mean and indifferent ·not less than the 
terrific or tutelary. Being thus alike connected with all 
phrenomena, they were specially associated with none-and 
the proper task of the inquirer was, to find out those rules and 
conditions by which (he assumed) their agency was always 
determined, and according to which it might be foretold. 
Now such a view of the divine agency could never be recon
ciled with the religious feelings of the ordinary Grecian 
believer, 'even as they stood in the time of Anaxagoras: still 
less could it have been reconciled with those of the Homeric 
man, more than three centuries earlier. By him Zeus and 
Athene were conceived as definite Persons, objects of special 
reverence, hopes and fears, and animated with peculiar feelings, 
sometimes of favour, sometimes of wrath, towards himself or his 

1 Xenophon, Memorab. iv. 7· Sokrates said, t<d ..-apc.cppovi;crc.• ... ~v 
'l"<tVTO: p.epLp.VWVTa ouo~v ~TTOV fJ , Ava~a}'6pas ..-apecpp6v7)1TEV, 0 f'E"fi<T'I"OV 
<f>pov-/Jrrc.s ~11"l'l"rp Ttts 'I"WV eewv 1-'TJX«VdoS ~~7J")'Eicr8cu, &c. Compare Schau bach, 
Anaxagone Fragment. p. 50-141 ; Plutarch, Nikias, 23, and Perikles, 
6-32 ; Diogen. Laert. ii. 10-14. 

The Ionic philosophy, from which Anaxagoras receded more in language 
than in spirit, seems to have been the least popular of all the schools, 
though some of the commentators treat it as conformable to vulgar opinion, 
because it confined itself for the most part to ph::enomenal explanations, 
and did not recognise the noumena of Plato, or the rl> ~v vo7)Tov of Par
menides,-" qualis fuit Ionicorum, qu::e tum dominabatur, ratio, vulgari 
opinione et communi sensu comprobata" :Karsten, Pannenidis r·ragment., 
De Parmenidis Philosophia, p. 154). This is a.mistake: the Ionic philo
sophers, who constantly searched for and insisted upon physical laws, came 
more directly into conflict with the sentiment of the multitude than the 
Eleatic school. 

The larger atmospheric phrenomena were connected in the most intimate 
manner with Grecian religious feeling and uneasiness (see Demokritus ap. 
Sect. Empiric. ix. sect. 19-24, p. 552-554, Fabric.); the attempts of Anaxa
goras and Demokritus to explain them were more displeasing to the public 
than the Platonic speculations (Demokritus ap. Aristot. Meteorol. ii. 7 ; 
Stobreus, Eclog. Physic. p. 594: compare Mullach, Democriti Fragmenta, 
lib. iv. p. 394). 
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'family or country. They were propitiated by his prayers, anc:t 
prevailed upon to lend him succour in danger-but offended 

:and disposed to bring evil upon him if he omitted to render 
r thanks or sacrifice. This sense of individual communion with 

them, and dependence upon them, was the essence of his 
faith. While he prayed· with sincerity for special blessings 
or protection from the gods, he' could not acquiesce in the 
doctrine of Hippokrates, . that their agency was governed by 
constant la~s and physical conditions. . . 

That radical discord between the mental impulses of science 
and religion, wh.ich manifests itself so decisively during the 
most cultivated ages of Greece, and which harassed more or 
'Jess• so many of the philo~?phers, produced its most afflicting 
result in the condemnation of Sokrates by the Athenians . 

. According to the remarkable passage recently cited from Xeno
, phon, it will appear that Sokrates agreed with his countrymen 
'in denouncing physical speculations as impious,-that .he 
t recognised the religious process of discovery as a peculiar 

branch; co-ordinate with the scientific,-and that he lai<l down 
a theory, of which the basis was, the confessed divergence of 
these two processes from the beginning-thereby seemingly 
satisfying the exigencies of religious hopes and fears on the one 
hand, and those of reason, in her ardour for ascertaining the 
invariable laws ofphrenomena, on the other. We may remark 
that the theory: of this religious and extra-scientific ·process of 
discovery was at that . ti~e sufficiently complete ; for SokraU~s 
could. point out, that those anomalous phrenomena which the 

, gods had reserved for themselves, and into which science was 
! forbidden to pry, were yet accessible to thet see kings of the 
r pious man, through oracles, omens, and other exceptional 

means of communication which divine benevolence vouchsafed 
to keep open. 

Now the scission thus produced between the superior minds 
and the multitude, in consequence of the development of 
science and the scientific point of view, is a fact of great 
moment in the history of ·Greek progress, and forms an im
portant contrast between the age of Homer and Hesiod and 
that of Thucydides; though in point of fact, even the multi
tude, during this later age, were partially modified by those 
very scientific views which they regarded with disfavour. And 

. we must keep in view. the primitive religious faith, once. 
univer.sal and unobstructed, but subsequently disturbed by the 
intrusions of science ; we must follow the great change, as well 
in respect to enia:rged intelligence as to refinement of social and 

:t'l· 
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ethical feeling, among the Greeks, from the Hesiodic times 
downward, in order to render some account of the altered 
manner in which the ancient mythes came to be dealt with. 
These mythes, the spontaneous growth of a creative and 
personifying interpretation of nature, had struck root in Grecian. 
associations at a time when the national faith required no 
support from what we call evidence. They were now submitted 
not simply to a feeling, imagining, and believing public, but 
also to special classes of instructed men,-philosophers, 
historians, ethical teachers, and critics,-and to a public 
partially modified by their ideas 1 as well as improved by a 
wider practical experience. They were not intended for such 
an audience; they had ceased to be in complete harmony 
even with the lower strata of intellect and sentiment,-much 
more so with the higher. But they were the cherished inherit-· 
ance of a past time ; they were interwoven in a thousand ways 
with the religious faith, the patriotic retrospect, and the 
national worship, of every Grecian community; the general 
type of the mythe was the ancient, familiar and universal form 
of Grecian thought, which even the most cultivated men had 
imbibed in their childhood from the poets,2 and by which they 

1 It is curious to see that some of the most recondite doctrines of the 
Pythagorean philosophy were actually brought before the general Syra
cusan public in the comedies of Epicharmus: " In comcediis suis per
sonas sa:pe ita colloqui fecit, ut sententias Pythagoricas et in universum 
sublimia vitre prrecepta immisceret." (Grysar, De Doriensium Comcedi!i, 
p. III, Col. 1828.) The fragments preserved in Diogen. Laert. (iii. 9-17) 
present both criticisms upon the Hesiodic doctrine of a primreval chaos, and 
an exposition of the archetypal and immutable ideas (as opposed to the 
fluctuating phrenomena of sense) which Plato afterwards adopted and 
systematised. 

Epicharmus seems to have combined with this abstruse philosophy a 
strong vein of comic shrewdness and some turn to scepticism (Cicero, 
Epistol. ad Attic. i. 19): "ut crebro mihi vafer ille Siculus Epicharmus 
insusurret cantilenam suam." Clemens Alex. Strom. v. p. 258. Na<f>e /Cal 
p.tp.vau' (urtU'TEtV' lfp8pa Tau'Ta 'TWV <f>pevwv. Zwp.ev apt8p.,P ~eal AO"ttUp.<j!· 
TauTa 'Yap u~(et /3po-ro6s. Also his contemptuous ridicule of the prophet
esses of his time who cheated foolish wom~n out of their money, pretending 
to universal knowledge, 1eal .,..&.v-ra 'Y''Yv~UICOVTt Ttj) -r'hvav AO'Y'f> (ap. Polluc. 
ix. 81). See, about Epicharmus, 0. Muller, Dorians, iv. 7, 4· 

These dramas seem to have been exhibited at Syracuse between 480--460 
B.c., anterior even to Chionides and Magnes at Athens {Aristot. Poet. c. 3): 
he says 1ro!I.J\tj) 1rp&-repos, which can hardly be literally exact. The critics 
of the Horatian age looked upon Epicharmus as the prototype of Plautus 
(Hor. Epistol. ii. I, s8). 

2 The third book of the Republic of Plato is particularly striking in 
reference to the use of the poets in education : see also his treatise De Legg. 
vii. p. 8ra--8II. Some teachers made their pupils learn whole poets by 
heart (31\ovs 7rOt'l)Tii.s l~<p.av8&.vwv), others preferred extraGts ~nd s~l~ctions. 
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were to a certain degree ·unconsciously enslaved. Taken as a 
whole the mythes had acquired prescriptive and ineffaceable 

· .. possession. To attack, call in question, or repudiate them, 
was a task painful even to undertake, and far beyond the 
power of any one to accomplish. 

For these reasons, the .anti-mythic vein of criticism was of 
little effect as a destroying force. But nevertheless its dissolv
ing, decomposing and transforming influence was very con
siderable. ·To accpmmodate the ancient mythes to an improved 

·· tope of sentiment and a newly created canon of credibility, 
was a function ·which even the wisest Greeks did not disdain, 
and which occupied. no small proportion of the whole intel
lectual activity of the natjon. The mythes were looked at 
from a point of view completely foreign to the reverential 
Guriosity and literal imaginative faith of the Homeric man. 
They were broken up and recast in order to force them into 
new moulds such. as their authors had never conceived. W'e 
may distinguish four distinct classes of mi.nds, in the literary 

· \ age now under examination, as having taken them in hand
the poets; the logographers, the philosophers, and the historians. 

' - With· the poets and logographers, the mythical persons. are 
real pn:;decessors, and the mythical world an antecedent fact. 
Buti(is .divine and heroic reality; not human ; the present is 

, only half:bmther of the past (to borrow 1' an illustration from 
Pindar in his allusion to gods and men) remotely and generi-·

\ cally, but not closely' and specifically, analogous to it. As .a 
general habit, the old feelings and the old unconscious faith, 
apart· from all. proof or evidence, still remainjn their minds; 

' but "recent .feelings have _grown up, which compel them to 
omit, to alter, sometimes even to reject and condemn, par~ 
ticular narratives. 
· Pindar repudiates some stories and transforms others, because 
they are inconsistent with his conceptions of the gods. Thus 
lie formally protests against the tale that Pelops had been killed 
and served up at table by his father, for the immortal gods to 
eat. Pin dar shrinks from' the idea of imputing to them so 
horrid an appetite; He pronounces the tale to have been 
originally fabricated by a slanderous neighbour. Nor .can he 
bring himself to recount the quarrels between different gods.2 

The amours of Zeus and Apollo are noway displeasing to him ; 
but lie occasionally suppresses some of the simple details of the 
old mythe, as deficient in dignity. Thus, according to the 

1 Pinclar, Nem. vi. r. Compare Simonid~s, Fragm. I (Gaisford). 
2 _Pjndar, Oly~1p. i. 30-55; ix. 32-45. · 
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Hesiodic narrative, Apollo was informed by a raven of the 
infidelity of the nymph Koronis : but the mention of the raven 
did not appear to Pindar consistent with the majesty of the 
god, and he therefore wraps up the mode of detection in vague 
and mysterious language.! He feels considerable repugnance to 
the character of Odysseus, and intimates more than once that 
Homer has unduly exalted him, by force of poetical artifice. 
With the character of the JEakid Ajax, on the other hand, he 

, has the deepest sympathy, as well as with his untimely and 
inglorious death, occasioned by the undeserved preference of 
a less worthy rival. 2 He appeals for his authority usually to the 
Muse, but sometimes to "ancient sayings of men," accom
panied with a general allusion to story-tellers and bards,
admitting however that these stories present great discrepancy, 
and sometimes that they are false.s Yet the marvellous and 
the supernatural afford no ground whatever for rejecting a 
story : Pindar makes an express declaration to this effect in 
reference to the romantic adventures of Perseus and the 
Gorgon's head.4 He treats even those mythical characters, 
which conflict the most palpably with positive experience, as 
connected by a real genealogical thread with the world before 
him. Not merely the heroes of Troy and Thebes, and the 
demigod seamen of Jason in the ship Argo, but also the 
Centaur Cheir6n, the hundred headed Typh6s, the giant 
Alkyoneus, Antceus, Belleroph6n and Pegasus, the Chimcera, 
the Amazons and the Hyperboreans-all appear painted on the 
same canvas, and touched with the same colours, as the men 
of the recent and recorded past, Phalaris and Krcesus : only 
they are thrown back to a greater distance in the perspective.5 

The heroic ancestors of those great JEginetan, Thessalian, 
Theban, Argeian, &c. families, whose present members the 
poet celebrates for their agonistic victories, sympathise with the 
exploits and second the e&rts of their descendants : the 
inestimable value of a privileged breed, and of the starhp of 

1 Pyth. iii. 25. See the allusions to .Semele, Alkmena, and Danae, 
Pyth. iii. 98; Nem. x. IO. Compare also supra, chap. ix. 

2 Pindar, Nem. vii. 20-30; viii. 23-31. Istnm. iii. so-6o. 
It seems to be sympathy for Ajax, in odes addressed to noble A!:ginetan 

victors, which induces him thus to depreciate Odysseus ; for he eulogises 
Sisyphus, specially on account of his cunning and resources (Olymp. xiii. 
50), in the ode addressed to XenopMn the Corinthian. 

3 Oly,mp. !· ,28;, Nem. viii. 2~ j Pyth. i. 93; Olymp. vii. 55; Nem. vi. , 
43· </><<l'T' o o.v8pw1rwv 1ra-'\cual p?Jcrtes, &c. 

4 Pyth. x. 49· Compare Pyth. xii. rr-22. 
5 Pyth. i. 17; iii. 4-7; iv. I2; viii. 16. Nem. iv. 27-32; v. 8g.

1
• 

lsthm. v. 31; vi. 44-48. Olymp. iii. 17 ; viii. 63; xiii. 61-87. 
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nature, is powerfully contrasted with the impotence of un
assisted teaching and practice.1 :r'he power and skill of the 
Argeian Themus and his relatives as wrestlers, are ascribed 
partly to the fact that their ancestor Pamphaes in aforetime 
-had hospitably entertained the Tyndarids Kastor and Pollux.2 

Perhaps however the strongest proof of the sincerity of Pin dar's 
mythical faith is afforded when he notices a guilty incident 
with shame and repugnance, but with an unwilling confession 
of its truth, · as in the case of the fratricide committed on 
Phokus by his brothers Peleus and Telam6n.3 

JEschylus and Sophokles exhibit the same spontaneous· and 
uninquiring faith as Pindar in the legendary antiquities of 
Greece, taken as a whole; but they allow themselves greater 
licence as to the details. It was indispensable to the success 
of theii· compositions that they should .recast and group anew 
the legendary events, .preserving the names and general under
stood relation of those characters whom they introduced. The 
demand for novelty of. combination increased with the multipli
cation· of tragic spectacles at Athens : moreover the feelings 
of the Athenians, ethical as well as political, had become too 
:ritical to tolerate the literal reproduction of many among the 
mcient stories. 

Both of these. poets exalted rather .·than lowered the dignity 
Jf the mythical world, as soi11ething: .<:livine and heroic rather 
:han human. The Prometheus of lEschylus is a far. more 
~xalted conception than his keen-witted namesake in Hesiod: 
md ·the more homely details of the ancient Thebai:s ai1d 
:Edipodia were modified in· the like spirit by' Sophokles. 4 

rhe religious agencies of the old epic are constantly kept 
Jrominent by both. The paternal curse,-the wrath of 
leceased persons against those from whom they have sustained 
vrong,-the judgements of.the Erinnys against guilty or fore
loomed persons, ·sometimes inflicted directly, sometimes 
Jrought about through dementation of the suffer.er himself 
like the Homeric Ate),-1\re frequent in their tragedies.5 

1 Nem. iii. 39; v. 40. <TtJ')!')!EVtJS euoo~{a-11'6rl"os <TU')!')!EV~s; v,' 8. 
)!ymp. ix. 103. Pindar seems to introduce <J>6q. in· cases where Homer 
;c,uld have 111entioned the divine· assistance. 

2 Nem. x. 37-51. Compare the family legend of the Athenian Demo-
.rates, in Plato, Lysis. p. 205. 

8 Nem. v. 12-16. 
4 .See vol. i. chai,: xiv. on the Legend -of the Siege of Theb@s. 
5 The curse of illdipus is the determining force in the Sept. ad Theb.,· 

\pel. r', 'Eptvvos 1rarphs 17 !L•')!arreev~s (v. 70); it reappears several times 
1 the course of the drama, with particular solemnity in the· mouth of 

VOL IL D 
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h:schylus in two of his remaining pieces brings forward the 

gods as the chief personages. Far from sharing the objection 
of Pindar to dwell upon dissensions of the gods, he introduces 
Prometheus and Zeus in the one, Apollo and the Eumenides 
in the other, in marked opposition. The dialogue, first super
induced by him upon the primitive chorus, gradually became 
the most important portion of the drama, and is more elabor
ated in Sophokles than in h:schylus. Even in Sophokles, 
however, it still generally retains its ideal majesty as contrasted 
with the rhetorical and forensic tone which afterwards crept 
in : it grows out of the piece, and addresses itself to the 
emotions more than to the reason of the audience. Neverthe
less, the effect of Athenian political discussion and democratical 
feeling is visible in both these dramatists. The idea of rights 
and legitimate privileges as opposed to usurping force, is 
applied by .!Eschylus even to the society of the gods. The 
Eumenides accuse Apollo of having, with the insolence of 

Eteokl€s (695-709, 725, 785, &c.); he yields to it as an irresistible force, 
as carrying the family to ruin-

"E7rel 70 rrpO:yp.a K0.pT1 f:rn.crrr€pxn 6e0~1 
lTw KaT' oVpov, KiJJ.La KwKVToil AaxOv, 
~o{fl<e crrvyq9~v rrliv TO Aa'tov 'Yivo-;. 

* * * * * cll{.\ov 'YaP Ex9p&. fJ.OI. 1ra.Tp0s Ti'Aet.' apa 
SrjpOl'i O.KAatla-TOt'i OJLfJ.O.UW n-pocrt~O.vet, &c. 

. So again at the opening of the Agamemn6n, the p.vrlp.wv p.~vts TEtmi
wotvos (v. ISS) and the sacrifice of lphigenia are dwelt upon as leaving 
behind them an avenging doom upon Agamemn6n, though he took pre
cautions for gagging her mouth during the sacrifice and thus preventing her 
from giving utterance to imprecations-4>80')'')'0V &pa'iov at/Cots B[<;t xai\tVWV 
.,.• avav.!rp !J.EVEt (f{aTarrx•<v), v. 246. The Erinnys awaits Agamemn6n even 
at the moment of his victorious consummation at Troy (467"; compare 762-
990, 1336-1433): she is most to be dreaded after great good fortune: she 
enforces the curse which ancestral crimes have brought upon the house of 
Atreus-1rpWTapxos ltT?J-1ra;\atal &pap.,.[at i56p.wv (II8S-II97, Choeph. 692) 
-the curse imprecated hy the outraged Thyest€s .(r6or). In the Choe
phorre, Apollo menaces Orestes with the wrath of his deceased father, and 
all the direful visitations of the Erinnys, unless he undertakes to revenge 
the murder (271-296). Alcra and 'Eptvv!Js. bring on blood for blood (647). 
But the moment that Orestes, placed between these conflicting obligatiom . 
(92S), has achieved it, he becomes himself the victim of the Erinnyes, whc I 
drive him mad even at the end of the Choephorre (l!ws 15' l.,.' tp.cppwv elp.l, 

· 1026), and who make their appearance bodily, and pursue him throughont 
the third drama of this fearful trilogy. The Eid6lon of Klytremneslra 
impels them to vengeance (Eumenid. 96), and even spurs them on when 
they appear to relax. Apollo conveys Orestes to Athens, whither the 
Erinnyes pursne him, and prosecute him before the judgement-seat of the : 
goddess Athen€, to whom they submit the award; Apollo appearing as his : 
defender. The debate between "the daughters of Night" and the god, ; 
accusing and defending, is eminently curious (S76-73o): the Erinnyes are 
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youthful am bitiqn, "ridden down" their old prerogatives t_ 

while the Titan Prometheus, ~he champion of suffering hutnan
. ity against the unfriendly dispositions of Zeus, ventures to 
depict the latter as a. recent usurper reigning only by his 
superior strength, exalted by one successful revolution, and 
destined at some future time to be overthrown by another,
a fate which cannot be averted except through warnings com-
municable only by Prometheus himself.2 ' .. 

Though .!Eschylus incurred reproaches of impiety frotn Plato, 
and seemingly also .from the Athenian public, for partiCular . ' 

deeply mortified at the humiliation put upon them when Ore~Hk is 
acquitted, but Ath~n~ at length reconciles them, and a covenant is made 
whereby they become protectresses of Attica, accepting of a perma.nerit 
apode and solemn worship ( Ioo6) : Orestes returns to Argos, and promises 
that even in his tomb he will watch that none of his descendants shall ever 
injure the land of Attica (770). The solemn trial and.acquittarof Orestt's 
formed the consecrating legend of the Hill and Judicature of Areiopagus. 

This is the only complete trilogy of JEschylus which .'Yfe possess, and 
the avenging Erinnyes (416) are the movers throughout the whole-unseen 
in the first two dramas, visjble and appalling in the third. And the ap]:>ear-

1ance of Kassandra under the actual prophetic fever in the first, contributes 
i still further to impart to it a colouring different from common humanity. 
· The general view of the movel)1ent of the Oresteia given in Welcker· 
(JEschyi. Trilogie, p. 445/ appears to me more conformf>ble to Hellenic 
ideas than that of Klausen (Theologumena JEschyli, .. p .. I57-(6g), whose 
valuable collection and comparison of passages is too much affected, both. 
here and elsewhere, by the desire to bring the agencies Of the Greek 
mythiCal world into harmonywith what a religious mind of.the present ilay' 
would approve. Moreover he sinks the personality of Ath@n~ too nmch 
in the supreme authority of Zeus ~p. IS8-r68). 

1 Eumenides, 15o-

'IW 1rar AtO~, Erri~<Xo7TOIS 1rlhe:t, 
N Eo~ 0€ ypo.la~S ~aii.Lovo.s: ~ea8trrrr&.crw, &c. ' i.~. 

The same metaphor again, v.': 731. h:sc;hylus seems to delight in ~;on-
trasting the young and the old gods:. compare 70-162, 882. ·.· 

The Erinnyes tell AJ?ollo that'he assumes functions which do not belong . 
to him, and will thus desecrate those which do belong to him (715-754)--, · · 

"AU" a.i.p.aTYfpO.. 1rp6:yJLa.7', oV Aa.xWv, CTe{3ec.~, 
MavTeLa li' olnc EO; &:yvti. JL~V'TeVtTel. p.Evwv.; 

; .The'refusal.of the king Pelasgos, in the Supplices,.to. undertake what he .. 
. eels to b~· t.he sacred duty of protecting thO! suppliant Danaldes w.ithout · 
lirst·subtmttmg the ma~ter to his people and .obtaining their expre~sed ton-.; 
;ent, and the fear wh1ch he expresses of their blame (t<ar' &px?ts. ')'it 
ptll.alTws A.•ws), are more forcibly set forth than an old epic poem wcml~ 
nobably ~ave thought necessary (see Supplices, 369, 397, 485, 519) ... '!'he 
;olemn w1sh !o exclude bot.h anarchy and despotism from. Athens bea~s · 
;till mo~e the mark ~f ,political feeling of the time--p.{JT' /Xvap;i(ov. l-InT• 
1EIT7rOTOVp.EVOY (Eumemd, 527-696). · , . 

2 
Promt'theus, 35, 151,170, 309, 524, 910,. 940, 959. ·.· ..... . 
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speeches and incidents in his tragedies,l and though he does 
not adhere to the received vein of religious tradition with the 

1 Plato, Republ. ii. 381-383; compare .JEschyl. Fragment. 159, ed. 
Dindorf. He was charged also with having divulged in some of his plays 
secret matters of the mysteries of Demeter, but is said to have excused 
himself by alleging ignorance : he was not aware that what he had said 
was comprised in the mysteries (Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. iii. 2 ; Clemens 
Alex. Strom. ii. p. 387) ; the story is different again in .JElian, V. H. 
v. 19. 

How little can be made out distinctly respecting this last accusation may 
be seen in Lobeck, Aglaopham p. 81. . 

Cicero (Tusc. Dis. ii. 10) calls .JEschylus "almost a Pythagorean: '' upon 
what the epithet is founded we do not know. 

There is no evidence to prove to us that the Prometheus Vinctus was con
sidered as impious by the public before whom it was represented; but its 
obvious meaning has been so regarded by modern critics, who resort to 
many different explanations of it, in order to prove that when properly 
construed it is not impious. But if we wish to ascertain what .JEschylus 
really meant, we ought not to consult the religious ideas of modern times; 
we have no test except what we know of the poet's own time and that 
which had preceded him. The explanations given by the ablest critics 
seem generally to exhibit a predetermination to bring out Zeus, as a just, 
wise, merciful, and all-powerful Being ; and all, in one way or another, 
distort the figures, alter the perspective, and give far-fetched interpretations 
of the meaning of this striking drama, which conveys an impression 
directly contrary (see Welcker, Trilogie .JEsch. p. 9D--ll7, with the explan- • 
ation of Dissen there given; Klausen, Theologum . .JEsch. p. I4D--I54; 
Schomann, in his recent translation of the play, and the criticism of that 
translation in the Wiener Jahrbucher, val. cix. 1845, p. 245, by F. Ritter). 
On the other hand, Schutz (Excurs. ad Prom. Vinet. p. 149) thinks_ that 
.JEschylus wished by means of this drama to enforce upon his countrymen 
the hatred of a despot. Though I do not agree in this interpretation, it 
appears to me less wide of the truth than the forcible methods employed by 
others to bring the poet into harmony with their own religious ideas. 

Of the Prometheus Solutus, which formed a sequel to the Prometheus 
Vinctus (the entire trilogy is not certainly known), the fragments preserved 
are very scanty, and the guesses of critics as to its plot have little base to 
proceed upon. They contend that, in one way or other, the apparent objec
tions which the Prometh. Vinctus presents against the justice of Zeus were in 
the Prometh. Solutus removed. Hermann, in his Disse1·tatio de ./Eschy!i 
Prometheo Soluto (Opuscula, val. iv. p. 256), calls this position in question : 
I transcribe from his Dissertation one passage, because it contains an 
important remark in reference to the mapner in which the Greek poets 
handled their religious legends : " while they recounted and believed many 
enormities respecting individual gods, they always described the Godhead 
in the abstract as holy and faultless." •.. 

"Immo illud admirari oportet, quod quum de singulis Diis indignissima 
qureque crederent, tamen ubi sine certo nomine Deum dicebant, immunem 
ab omni vitio, summaque sanctitate prreditum intelligebant. Illam igitur 
J ovis srevitiam ut excusent defensores Trilogire, et jure punitum vohmt 
Prometheum-et in sequente fabula reconciliato J ave, restitutam arbitrantur 
divinam justitiam. Quo invento, vereor ne non optime dignitati consuluerint 
supremi Deorum, quem decuerat potius non srevire omnino, quam placari ea 
lege, ut alius Promethei vice lueret." 
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same strictness as Sophokles-yet the ascendency and inter
ference of the gods are never out of sight, and the solemnity 
with which they are represented, set off by a bold, figurative, 

· and elliptical style of expression (often but imperfectly in
telligible to modern readers), reaches its maximum in his 
tragedies. As he throws round the gods a kind of · airy 
grandeur, so neither do his men or heroes appear like tenants 
of the common earth. . The mythical world f~om which 11e 
borrows his characters, is peopled only with "the immediate 
.seed of the gods, in close contact with Zeus, in whom the 
divine blood has not yet had time to degenerate : " 1 his indi
viduals are taken, not from the iron race whom Hesiod 
acknowledges with shame as his contemporaries, but from the 
extinct heroic race which had fought at Troy and Thebes. It. 
is to them that his conceptions aspire, and he is even charge
able with frequent straining, beyond the limits of poetical taste, 

1 to realise his picture. If he does not consistently succeed in 
1 it, the reason is because consistency in such a matter is un
attainable, since, after all, the analogies of common humanity,· 
the only materials which the most creative imagination has to. 
work upon, obtrude themselves involmi.tarily, and the linea
ments of the man are thus seen even under a: dress which 
~.promises superhuman proportions. · 
· Sophokles, the most illustrious ornament of Grecian tragedy, 
dwells upon the same heroic characters, and maintains. their 
grandeur, on the whole, with little abatement ; combining with 
it a far better dramatic structure, and a wider appeal to human 
sympathies. Even in Sophokles, however, we find indications 
that an altered ethical feeling, and a more predominant sense 
of artistic perfection, are allowed· to modify the harsher religious ~ 
agencies of the old epic. Occasional misplaced effusions 2 of 
. ' 1 JEschyl. Fragment. 146, Dindorf. ; ap. Plato. Repub; iii. p. 391 ; 
compare Strabo, xii. p. 58o- ' < 

·. . . . . • • oi. 9eWv O:yxiurropoL 
Oi. ZlJvO~ €yyVs-, oh. Ev 'IOo.lw ml.:yw 
6.t~~ 1Til.Tp<:>ov, ~wp.6S" Eur' Ev' d8epi., 
Ko1J7r~ CT</Hv e£tn]Aov a.T~t-1.1 8a.tp.Ovwv. 

There is one real exception to this statement-the Persre-which is 
founded upon .an event .o_f r.ec~nt occurrence ; and one. apparent exception 
-the Prom~theus Vinctus. But in that -drama· no -individual mortal is 
made to appear ; we can hardly consider Ill as an J¢-h!J.<pos ( 253).- · - · - ·· 

2 For the characteristics of JEschylus see Aristophan. Ran. 7 55, ad fin. 
passim. The competition between JEschylus and Euripid@s turns upon 
'YVW!J.a.t lr:yo:Ba.i, 1497 ; the weight and majesty of the words, 1362 ; 1rpi;rros 
Twv 'Ell.ll:lwwv 7Tvp')IW<ra.s p-h!J.o.Ta. <r•~:wd., 1001, 92r, 930 ("sublimis et gr~vis 
et grandiloquus srepe usque ad vitium," Quilitil. x. r) ; the imposing appear-
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rhetoric, as well as of didactic prolixity, may also be detected. 
It is JEschylus, not Sophokles, who forms the marked anti
thesis to Euripides ; it is JEschylus, not Sophokles, to whom 
Aristophanes awards the prize of tragedy, as the poet who 
assigns most perfectly to the heroes of the past those weighty 
words, imposing . equipments, simplicity of great deeds with 
little talk, and masculine energy superior to the corruptions of 
Aphrodite, which beseem the comrades of Agamemnon and 
Adrastus.l 

How deep1y this fee1ing, of the heroic character of the 
mythical world, possessed the Athenian mind, may be judged 
by the bitter criticisms made on Euripides, whose composi
tions were pervaded, partly by ideas of physical philosophy 
learnt under Anaxagoras, partly by the altered tone of educa
tion and the wide diffusion of practical eloquence, forensic as 
well as political, at Athens. 2 While Aristophanes assails 
Euripides as the representative of this "young Athens," with 
the utmost keenness of sarcasm,-other critics also concur in 

ance of his heroes, such as Memnl>n and Kyknus, 961 ; their reserve in 
speech, go8; his dramas "full of Ar~s," and his lion-hearted chiefs, inspir
ing the auditors with fearless spirit in defence of their country,-IOI4, 1019, 
1040; his contempt of feminine tenderness, 1042-

.lEscH. OVO' oLO' oVOcls ~VTtv" €pWcrav rrWrror' €:rrolrJua yvvai'Ka.. 
EuRIP. MO. 6.1:, oVOe yd.p .q" riJs 'Ac/JpoUTrJS o~Oiv uot . 
.lESCH. }A:qOi "/. E7r€l7J· 

"AA'A' €1rl. uol TOt. ~eo.l Toi's uoiutv 7roAA.l, 1r0Ai\oiJ "rruc6.9ot.TO. 

To the same general purpose Nubes (1347-1356), composed so many 
years earlier. The weight and majesty of the A!:schylean heroes (13&.pos, 
'TO }J-E-yal\o1rpe1res) is dwelt upon in the life of A!:schylus, and Sophokl~s is 
said to have derided it-"!lu1rep 1?.p b ~orpoKJ\.f;s ~1\e-ye, 'TOV Alux6l\ov 
ata1rE1ratxcl>s ~'YI<OV, &c. (Plutarch, De Profect. in Virt. Sent. c. 7), unless 
we are to understand this as a mistake of Plutarch quoting Sophokl~s 
instead of Euripides as he speaks in the Frogs of Aristophanes, which is 
the opinion both of Lessing in his Life of Sophokles and of Welcker 
(lEschyl. Trilogie, p. 525). • 

1 See vol. i. chapters xiv. and xv . 
.A!:schylus seems to have been a greater innovator as to the matter of the 

mythes than either Sophokles or Euripid& (Dionys. Halic. Judie. de Vet. 
Script. p. 422, Reisk. ). For the close adherence of Sophokles to the 
Homeric epic see Athenre. vii. p. 277; Diogen. Laert. iv. 20; Suidas v. 
nol\E}J-wv. Mscbylus puts into the mouth of the Eumenides a serious a;gu
ment derived from the behaviour of Zeus in chaining his father Kronos 
(Eumen. 640). 

2 See Valckenaer, Diatribe in Euripid. Fragm. capp. 5 and 6. 
The fourth and fifth lectures among the Dramatisclte Vorlesungen of 

August Wilhelm Schlegel depict both justly and eloquently the difference 
between A!:schylus, Sophokles and Euripides, especially on this point of 
the gradual sinking of the mythical colossus into an ordinary man; about 
Euripides especially in lecture 5, vol. i. p. 206, ed. Heidelberg, 1809. 
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designating him as having vulgarised the mythical heroes, and 
transformed them into mere characters of common life,--,
loquacious, subtle, and savouring of the. market-place.1 In 
some of his plays, sceptical expressions and sentiments were 
introduced, derived from his philosophical studies, sometimes 
confounding two or three distinct gods into one, sometimes 
translating the personal Zeus into a substantial .!Ether with 
determinate attributes, He put into the mouths of some of his 
unprincipled dramatic characters, apologetic ·speeches which 
were denounced as ostentatious sophistry, and as setting out a 
triumphant case for the criminal.2 His thoughts, his words,· 
. 1 Aristot. Poetic. c. 46 . . OTov Kal 'locj>o~<:>..fis·tcp1J, a.hos p.ev. o1ous /lei 

7rote'i:v, Eltpt1rl811s OE, oTol eltr,. 
The Ranre and Acharneis of Aristophan~s exhibit fully the reproaches 

urged against Euripid~s.: the language put into the mouth of Euripides in 
the former play (vv. 935-977} illustrates especially the point here laid 
down. . Plutarch (De Gloria Atheniens. c. 5) contrasts 'iJ E~pnrloov rrocpla 
""l h ~ocpoKA<ovs A.o')lt6.,.'>1s. Sophokl~s either adhered to the old mythes 
or introduced alterations into them in a spirit conformable to ·their original 
character, while Euripid~s refined upon them. T.he comment of:Oem~trius 
Phalereus connects.,.{, A.6')1LOV expressly with the maintenance of the dignity 

\ ?f t~e tales. 'Ap~op.at lie a1l'O "TOV p.<')ICtA01rp€11'0VS, 3;rep VVP ]\ 6')1 t 0 p 

\ovop.a(ovrrw (c. 38). · , 
' 2 Aristophan. Ran. 770, 887, ro66. · 
: Euripidi?s says to A!:schylus, in regard to the language 'employ!'!d by both if}'' 
of them:_ 

•Hv o~v crV AiYnc; Av~ea~l]'TTOV~ .. 
Ka.l IIapvtluuwv TJJ.L'iv 'p.ey€6YJ, TOilr' ~url TO XP'IJCTTC.. 8lB&.uKetv1 

t-Ov XP~ ~pci~etv_ l.i.V()pwrre[w;; 

A!:schylus replies-
• r "AA'A.', W K(uc68o.tJA.Ov, &.v&:yK"I} . 

_Me')la.Awv yvwtJ.Wv. Ka.l Stavo!.Wv ·Lo-a Ka1· Ta .P~f.L.O..To.. Tlt<:retv. 
KiiA.Aws- e!.~~:Ot; ToVt; ~ p. t (} €-o v S' TOLs- p-~jp.o..o-t p.eLSocn xpijCTOat. 
Kcr.l. yO.p TOLS' i:p.aT_Lots- ~p.Wv xpWvTo..t 1TOAV a-ep.voTipoto-i. 

,"'A "p.oiJ XPlJCTTWt; Ka.To..Oeigav'Tot; Ou;X.vfA.{jvw <n}, · 

Eumt> . . / ... , , . , . ~ , , · , Ti.,Op~a-cr.s- ;·, ~ 
, .lESCH. UpwTov p.ev TOVS' {Jo..(nAevOI''TO.t; po.Kt .o.p..rnuxwv, tv eAe(.VOt 

To~s ci.v6p~.1TOLS'. ¢o.ivotv'T' elvo.t, ·· , 

. For the character of. the language an'd measures of Eudpid~s, as repre; 
sen ted by A!:schylus, see also v. 1297, and Pac. 527. Philosophical discus
sion was introduced by Euripid&s (Dionys. Hal. Ars Rhetor. viii. ro-ix.,· 
II) in the Melanippe, where the doctrine of prodigies (Tipas) appears to 
have been argued. QuintiJian (x. I) remarks that to. young . beginners in 
judicial pleading, the study-of Euripides was mttch more specially profit
able than that of Sophokl&s : compa-re Dio Chrysostom,- Orat. xviii. vol.' 
p, 477, Reisk. · 

In Euripicl@s the heroes themselves sometimes delivered moralising dis
courses,-elrrcl')lwV T~v· Bel..l\<po<J>OP"T?1V ')lvwp.ol\o')IOVV"Tt:l. (Welcker, _G_riechisch·
Tragod. Eurip. Stheneb. p. 782); Compare _the. fragments of his Bellero
pMn (rs-zs, Matthire),_:l,nd_of,'his Chrysippus (7, ib.). A striking story is 
fOUJ1_d in Seneca;-Epistol. IIS; and Plutarch, de Audiend. Poetis, c. 4, t. i. 
p: 70, Wytt. • 
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and the rhythm of his choric songs, were all accused of being 
deficient in dignity and elevation. The mean attire and 
miserable attitude in which he exhibited CEneus, Telephus, 
Thyestes, Ino, and other heroic characters, were unmercifully 
derided,1 though it seems that their position and circumstances 
had always been painfully melancholy ; but the effeminate 
pathos which Euripides brought so nakedly into the foreground, 
was accounted unworthy of the majesty of a legendary hero. 
And he incurred still greater obloquy on another point, on 
which he is allowed even by his enemies to have only repro
duced in substance the pre-existing tales,-the illicit and fatal 
passion depicted in several of his female characters, such as 
Phredra and Sthenobrea. His opponents admitted that these 
stories were true, but contended that they ought to be kept 
back, and not produced upon the stage,-a proof both of the 
continued mythical faith and of the more sensitive ethical 
criticism of his age. 2 The marriage of the six daughters to the 
six sons of h:olus is of Homeric origin,. and stands now, 
though briefly, stated, in the Odyssey ; but the incestuous 
passion of Makareus and Kanake, embodied by Euripides 3 in 

1 Aristophan. Ran. 840-
W UTWIJ.VA.tocroA.>..eKT&.liYJ 

Ko.~ 1M"wxorrou~ Ka(. jJaKWU11PParrni.Orf 
See also Aristophan. Acharn. 385-422. For an unfavourable criticism 
upon such proceeding, see Aristot. Poet. 27. 

2 Aristophan. Ran. !050-
EuRIP. TI6Tepov a· 0 v K 0 v 'T a A 6 y 0 v 'Toiirov 1t'epl Tlj~ lflo.L8pa~ ~vv€8lJK.O.; 
.lEscH. MG. At' 0../I.A' OvT'· C.AA' ti.1ToKpthrrew XP~ TO 7rOvYJpOv 1"6v ye 7rOt71T11v, 

Kat p.l] TTap&:yetv p.:qlJE- 8t86.uK.et.v. 
In the Hercules Furens, Euripid~s puts in relief and even exaggerates the 

worst elements of the ancient mythes: the implacable hatred of H&r~ 
towards Herakles is pushed so far as to deprive him of his reason (by send
ing down Iris and the unwilling AVG'G'a.), and thus intentionally to drive him 
to slay his wife and children with his own hands. 

3 Aristoph. Ran. 849, I04I, I08o; Thesmophor. 547; Nubes, I354-
Grauert, De Media Grrecorum Comcedill. in Rheinisch. Museum. znd Jahrs. 
I Heft, p. 51. It suited the plano! the drama of JEolus, as composed by 
Euripides, to place in the mouth of Makareus a formal recommendation 
of incestuous marriages: probably this contributed much to offend the 
Athenian public. See Dionys. Hal. Rhetbr. ix. p. 355· 

About the liberty of intermarriage among relatives, indicated in Homer, 
parents and children being alone excepted, see Terpstra, Antiquitas 
Homerica, cap. xiii. p. I04-

0vid, whose poetical tendencies led him chiefly to copy Euripid€s, 
observe> (Trist. ii. I, 380)-

" Omne genus scripti gravitate Tragredia vincit, 
Hrec quoque materiam semper amoris habet. 

N am quid in Hippolyto nisi cc:eca: flamma novercre? 
Nobilis est Canace fratris amore sui." 

This is the reverse of the truth in regard to JEschylus and Sophokl@s, 
and only very partially true in respect to Euripides. 
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the lost tragedy called ./E'olus, drew upon him severe censure. 
Moreover he often disconnected the horrors of the old legends 
with those religious agencies by which they had been originally 
forctd on, prefacing them by motives of a more refined char~ 
acter, such as carried no sense of awful compulsion. Thus the 
considerations by which the Euripidean Alkmreon was reduced 
to the necessity of killing his· mother, appeared to Aristotle 
ridiculous.1 After the time of this great poet, his successors 
seem to have followed him in breathing into their characters 
the spirit of common life. But the names and plot were still 
borrowed from the stricken mythical families of Tantalus, 
Kadmus, &c. : and the heroic exaltation of all the individual 
personages introduced, as contrasted with the purely human 
character of the Chorus, is still numbered by Aristotle aJilong 
the essential points of the theory of tragedy.2 

The tendency then of Athenian tragedy-powerfully ·mani
fested in lEschylus, and never wholly lost-was to uphold an 
unquestioning faith and a reverential estimate of the general 
mythical world and its personages, but to treat the particular 
narratives rather as matter for the emotions than as recitals of 
actual fact. . The logographers worked along with them to the 
first of these two ends, but not to the second. Their grand 
object was, to cast the mythes into a continuous readable series, 
and they were in consequence compelled to make selection 
between ·inconsistent or contradictory narratives; to reject some 
narratives as false, and to receive others as true. But their 
preference was determined more by their sentiments as to what . 
was appropriate, than by any pretended historical test. • Ph ere-' 
kydes, Akusilaus, and Hellanikus 3 did. not seek to banish 
miraculous or fantastic incidents from the mythical world. 
They regarded it as peopled with loftier beings, and expected 
to find in it phrenomena not paralleled in their own degenerate 
days. They reproduced thefaWes as they found them in the 
poets, rejecting little except the discrepancies, and producing 

1 Aristot. Ethi~. Nicom'. iii .• I, ,8. Kal -yap Tlw E~pnrl8ov 'AliKp.alwva' 
-yelloi'a <PalveTa< .,.;,. &.va-ytcauavTa P.'Y/TpoKTOV~ITa<. (In the lost tragedy called 
'AliKp.alwv d 8iit. '¥w<Pi'8os.) • 

2 Aristot. Poetic. 26-27. And in his Problemata also, in giving the 
reason why the Hypo-Dorian and Hypo-Phrygian musical modes were 
never assigned to the Chorus, he ·says-

Tai!Ta oe lip.<Pw xoprjj p.ev &.vapp.ouT!:., Toi's oe &.1ro 11'K1/v71s olKet&...epa. 
'E"•i'vo< p;ev -yap 7Jpd>wv p.<fJ1/Tal· ol 8€ 7J-yep.&ves Twv &.pxalwv p.&vo< ~uav 
J!p_w~s, ol __ ~_e .Aaol /fv~pw1r_o_<,_ iliv__.~uTlv d X~RQ_s, . .II._<LIC_al ~p~&(El "~!<iJ. -r:o __ _ 
-yo•pov Kal hu6xwv ~Oos ""l p.~llos' &.v8pw"'"a -yap. 

3 See MUller, Prolegom. zu einer wissenschaftlichen Mytholcigie, c. iii.· 
p. 93· 
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ultimately what they believed to be not only a continuous, 
but an exact and trustworthy, history of the past-wherein 
they carry indeed their precision to such a length, that 
Hellanikus gives the year, and even the day, of the capture of 
Troy.l 

Hekatreus of Miletus (soo n.c.), anterior to Pherekydes and 
Hellanikus, is the earliest writer in whom we can detect any 
disposition to disallow the prerogative and specialty of the 
mythes, and to soften down their characteristic prodigies, some 
of which however still find favour in his eyes, as in the case of 
the speaking ram who carried Phryxus over the Hellespont. 
He pronounced the Grecian fables to be " many and ridiculous;" 
whether from their discrepancies or from their intrinsic improb
abilities we do not know. And we owe to him the first attempt 
to force them within the limits of historical credibility ; as 
where he transforms the three-headed Cerberus, the dog of 
Hades, into a serpent inhabiting a cavern on Cape Trenarus
and Gery6n of Erytheia into a king of Epirus rich in herds of 
oxen. 2 Hekatreus traced the genealogy of himself and the gens 
to which he belonged through a line of fifteen progenitors up 
to an initial god,3-the clearest proof both of his profound faith 
in the reality of the mythical world, and of his religious attach
ment to it as the point of junction between the human and the 
divine personality. 

We have next to consider the historians, especially Herodotus 
1 Hellanic. Fragment. 143, ed. Didot. 
~ Hekatrei Fragm. ed. Didot, 332, 346, 349 ; Schol. ApoJU\n. Rhod. 

i. 256; Athenre. ii. p. 133; Skylax, c. 26. 
Perhaps Hekatreus was induced to look for Erytheia in Epirus by the 

brick·red colour of the earth there in many places, noticed by Pouqueville 
and other travellers (Voyage dans Ia Grece, vol. ii. 248; see Klauso::n, 
h:nea& und die Penaten, vol. i. p. 222). 'E«a"Talos b Mt7o.{jf1'ws-A.6"fOV 
evp<v el«6"Ta, Pausan. iii. 25, 4· He seems to have written expressly 
concerning the fabulous Hyperboreans, and to have upheld the common 
faith against doubts which had begun to rise in his time: the derisory 
notice of Hyperboreans in Herodotus is probably directed against Helm· 
treus, iv. 36 ; Schol. Apollon. Rhod. ii. 67 5 ; Diodt\r. ii. 47. 

It is maintained by Mr. Clinton (Fast. :Nell. ii. p. 480) and others (see 
not. ad Fragment. Hecatrei, p. 30, ed. Didoi), that the work on the 
Hyperboreans was written by Hekatreus of A bdera, a literary Greek of the 
age of Ptolemy Philadelphus-not by Hekatreus of Miletus. I do not 
concur in this opinion. I think it much more probable that the earlier 
H ekatreus was the author spoken of. 

The distinguished position held by Hekatreus at Miletus is marked not 
only by the notice which Herodotus takes of his opinions on public matters,· 
but also by his negotiation with the Persian satrap Artaphernes on behalf 

. ...... ..... tn; ..... ...:~A .... 17' .. ,."'.--......... t- .. ,.1-n!~ ..... • T r.rl n:n...l.-..~.f\ 
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and Thucydides. Like Hekatreus, Thucydides belonged to a 
gens which traced its descent from Ajax, and through Ajax to 
h:akus and Zeus.1 Herodotus modestly implies that he him
self had no such privilege to boast of.2 The curiosity of these ·· 
two historians respecting the past had no other materials. to work 
upon except the mythes, which they found already cast by the 
logographers into a continuous series, and presented ;as an 
aggregate of antecedent history, chronologically deduced from 
the times of the gods. In common with the body of the 
Greeks, both Herodotus and Thucydides had imbibed that 
complete and unsuspecting belief in the general reality .of 
mythical antiquity, which was interwoven with the religion and 
the patriotism, and all the public demonstrations, of the 

I Hellenic world. To acquaint themselves with the genuine 
details of this foretime, was an inquiry highly interesting to 
them. But the increased positive tendencies of their age, as 
well as their own habits of personal investigation, had created 
in them an lzistorical sense in regard to the past as well as to 
the present. Having acquired a· habit of appreciating the 

'· intrinsic tests of historical credibility and probability, they 
i found the particular, narratives of the poets and logographers, 
' inadmissible as a whole even in the eyes of Hekatreus, still 
I more at variance with their stricter canons ofcriticism. And 
· we thus observe in them the constant struggle, as well as the 
' resulting compromise, between these. two opposite tendencies ; 
~on one hand a firm belief in the reality of the mythical world, 
~on the other hand an inability to accept the details which 
~their only witnesses, the poets and logographers, told them 
)respecting it. . . · '. 
~ Each of them however performed the process in his own 
T way. Herodotus 'is a man of deep and· anxious religious feel-. 
· ing. He often recognises the special judgements of the gods 

as determining historical events : his piety is also partly tinged 
with that. mystical vein_which the l~st two centuries had gradually 
infused into the religion of. the Greeks--for he is apprehensive 
of giving offence to th!! gods by reciting publiCly what he has 
heard respecting them. He frequently stops short in his 
narrative, and intimates that there is a sacred legend, but that 
he will not tell it. In other cases, where he feels compelled to 
speak o:ut, he entreats forgiveness for ·doing. so from the gods 
and heroes. Sometimes he will riot even mention the name of 
a god, though he generally thinks himsel~. authorised to do so, 

1 Marcellin. Vit. :I'hucyd,''init;, 
2 Hewdot. ii. 143· · 
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the names being matter of public notoriety.! Such pious 
reserve, which the open-hearted Herodotus avowedly proclaims 
as chaining up his tongue, affords a striking contrast with the 
plain-spoken and unsuspecting tone of the ancient epic, as well 
as of the popular legends, wherein the gods and their proceed
ings were the familiar and interesting subjects of common talk 
as well as of common sympathy, without ceasing to inspire both 
fear and reverence. 

Herodotus expressly distinguishes, in the comparison of 
Polykrates with Minos, the human race to which the former 
belonged, from the divine or heroic race which comprised the 
latter.2 But he has a firm belief in the authentic personality 
and parentage of all the names in the mythes, divine, heroic 
and human, as well as in the trustworthiness of their chronology ' 
computed by generations. He counts back 1 6oo years from 
his own day to that of Semele, mother of Dionysus ; 900 years 
to Herakles, and 8oo years to Penelope, the Trojan war being 
a !ittle earlier in date.3 Indeed even the longest of these 
periods must have seemed to him comparatively short, seeing 
that he apparently accepts th~ prodigious series of years which 
the Egyptians professed to draw from a recorded chronology~ 
17,ooo years from their god HerakJes, and 15,ooo years from 
their god Osiris or Dionysus, down to their king Amasis 4 

(sso B.c.). So ·much was his imagination familiarised with 
these long chronological computations barren of events, that 
he treats Homer and Hesiod as "men of yesterday," though 
separated from his own age by an interval which he reckons as 
four hundred years. 5 

Herodotus had been profoundly impressed with what he saw 
1 Herodot. ii. 3, 51, 61, 65, 170. He alludes briefly (c. 51) to an tpos 

ll.&')'os which was communicated in the Samothracian mysteries, but he does 
not mention what it was : also about the Thesmophoria, or -rel\e-rij of 
De""~ter (c. r 71 ). • 

KalwEpl J.'Ev 'roV-rwv TOO'afi-ra fJ!J.'iV El?roVtn, Kal wapd. r&v 8eWv ~eal ?,pcf,wv 
•.vphe<a. .r'll (c. 45). 

Compare similar scruples on the part of ·Pausanias (viii. 25 and 37). 
The pa,sage of Herodotus (ii. 3) is equivocal, and has been understood 

in more ways than one (see Lobeck, Aglaopham. p. 1287). 
The aversion of Dionysius of Halikarnassus to reveal the divine secrets 

is not less powerful (see A. R. i. 67, 68). 
2 Herod. iii. 122. 
3 Herod. ii. 145. 
4 Herodot. ii. 43-145· Kal ra.v-ra Al')'V'TrTLOL ¢.rpe~<<ws cpattl br(u-ra.u6a<, 

ae£ TE 1\o')'L(OfLEVOl 1<al ¢.el a1l'O')'pO.<J>OfLEVOL 'ra (rea.. 

~ He~o;Jot. ii. 53; !'fXP' oil 7rpW'fiV,'TE /Cal xe<s, "'• ~i7rEtV), O')'rp. 'Huloiiov 
')lap, /Cat 0!''1/p~V ?l~LI<('IjV 'TE'TpO.i<OO'LOlO't lTEO't 00/CEW fLEV 7rpeO'{JvTtpous 
')'EVE0'6tu, 1<a.l OV 71'1\EOfTL, 
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. and heard in Egypt. The wonderful monuments,· the evident 
\antiquity, and the peculiar civilisation of that country, acquired 
· such preponderance in his mind over his own native legends, 

that he is disposed to trace even the oldest religious names or 
institutions of Greece to Egyptian or Phcenician original, setting 
aside in favour of this hypothesis the Grecian legends ot 
Dionysus and Pan.1 The oldest Grecian mythical genealogies 
are thus made ultimately to lose themselves in Egyptian or 
Phcenician antiquity; and in the full extent of these genealogies 
Herodotus firmly believes. It does not seem that any doubt · 

f
. had ever crossed his mind as to the real personality of those 
who were named or described in the popular mythes : all of 

\ them have once had reality, either as men, as heroes, or as 
; gods. The eponyms of cities, demes and tribes, are all com
i prehEmded in this affirmative category; the supposition of 
t fictitious personages being apparently never entertained. Deuka~ 
\lion, Hellen, Dorus,2-Ion, with his four sons, the eponyms ot 
1 the old Athenian trib~s, 3-the autochthonous Titakus and 

Dekelus,4-Dartaus, Lynkeus, Perseus, Amphitryon, Alkmena, 
and Herakles,5-Talthybius, the heroic progenitor of the privi' _ 
leged heraldic gens at Sparta,-the Tyndarids and Helena, 6~ 
Agamemnon, Menelaus, and Orestes,7-Nestor and his son 
.Peisistratus,~Asopus, Thebe, and h:girta,~Inachus. and IO, 
h:etes and Medea,s-Melanippus, Adrastus, and Amphiaraus, 
as 'well as Jason and the Argo 9-all these are occupants of the 
real past time, and predecessors of himself and his contempor
aries. In the veins of the Lacedcemcinian kings flowed the 
blood both of Kadmus and of Danaus, their splendid pedigree 

, being traceable to both of these great mythical names : Herodo
tus carries the lineage up through H:etakles first to Perseus and 

· Danae, then through Danae to Akrisius and the Egyptian 
Danaus; but he drops the patern,allineage when he .comes to 

' Perseus (inasmuch· as Perseus i:; the son of Zet1s by Danae, 
without any reputed human father, such .as Amphitryon was to 
Henikles), and then follow the ]1igher members of the .series 

1 through Danae ~lone. 1~ He also pursues the same regal gene-

1 Herodot. ii. 146. .· . 2 Herod. i. 56. 
3 Herod. v. 66. 4 Herod. ix. 73. 
6 Herod. ii. 43-44, 91-98, 17r-i82 (the Egyptians admitted the truth of 

, the Greek 'legend, that Perseus had come to Libya to fetch the Gorgon's 
head). 

6 Herod. ii. II3_-I20; iv. 145 ; vii. IJ4· 
7 Herod. i. 67-68 ; ii, II 3 ; vii. !59· 

\ 8 Herod. i. r, 2, 4; v. 8r, 65. 
,< 9 Herod. i. 52; iv. 145; v. 67; vii, 193· 10 Herod. vi. 52-.53: 

~I If 
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alogy, through the mother of Eurysthenes and Prokl~s, up to 
Polynikes, CEdipus, Laius, Labdakus, Polyd6rus and Kadmus : 
and he assigns various ancient inscriptions which he saw in the 
temple of the Ismenian Apollo at Thebes, to the ages of Laius 
and CEdipus.l Moreover the sieges of Thebes and Troy,
the Argonautic expedition,-the invasion of Attica by the 
Amazons,-the protection of the Herakleids, and the defeat 
and death of Eurystheus, by the Athenians, 2-the death of Meki
steus and Tydeus before Thebes by the hands of Melanippus, 
and the touching calamities of Adrastus and Amphiaraus con
nected with the same enterprise,-the sailing of Kast6r and 
Pollux in the Arg6,3-the abductions of I6, Eur6pa, Medea 
and Helena,-the emigration of Kadmus in quest of Eur6pa, 
and his coming to Bceotia, as well as the attack of the Greeks 
upon Troy to recover Helen,4-all these events seem to him 
portions of past history, not less unquestionably certain, though 
more clouded over by distance and misrepresentation, than the 
battles of Salamis and Mykale. 

But though ·Herodotus is thus easy of faith in regard both to 
the persons and to the general facts of Grecian mythes, yet 
when he comes to discuss particular facts taken separately, we 
find him applying to them stricter tests of historical credibility, 
and often disposed to reject as well the miraculous as the 
extravagant. Thus even with respect to Herakles, he censures 
the levity of the Greeks in ascribing to him absurd and 
incredible exploits. He tries their assertion by the philosophical 
standard of nature, or of determinate powers and conditions 
governing the course of events. " How is it consonant to 
1taturc (he asks), that Herakles, being, as he was, according to 
the statement of the Greeks, still a man (i.e. having not yet 
been received among the gods), should kill many thousand 
persons? I pray that indulgence may be shown to me both by 
gods and heroes for saying so much as this." The religious 
feelings of Herodotus here told him that he was trenching upon 
the utmost limits of admissible scep~icism. 5 

2 ?erod. v. 61; ix. 27-28. 1 Herod. iv. 147 ; v. 59-61. 
3 Herod. i. 52; iv. 145; v. 67. 
4 Herod. i. 1-4; ii. 49, 113; iv. 147; v. 94· 
5 Herod. iL 45· Al-yoVfn o€ 71"0AACt Hal """" &.vE7rllf/(.1J"T(A)S oi "Eli.A'1V<s' 

euMr]s o€ aurtwv !(ttl 8oeb p.v86s ElfTl, rhv 7repl TOV 'Hpal<ll.tos 11.€-youtT! .•• 
"En o€ ~va Mvra 'TbV 'HpaHll.€a, l<al tr. l'tv8pw7rOV ws of, tpa.lfl, /( w s <I>{, If' v 
~X e L 1J'oAi\Ct.s J.f.vpu!Bas tpoveVuat ; Kal ?rfpl p..Ev T06Twv 'TouaVTa -iJfJ.LV el?roiJcn, 
JCal1Tap?t Tiiw 8eWv Kal 1rapCt. TfiJV .Y,pc!Jwv eVp.Eveta EtTJ. 

We may also notice the manner in which the historian criticises the 
stratagem whereby Peisistratus established himself as despot at Athens
by dressing up the stately Athenian woman Phye in the costume of the 
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Another striking instance of the disposition of Herodotus to 

rationalise the miraculous narratives of the current mythes, is 
to be found in his account of the oracle of Dodona and its 
alleged Egyptian origin. ;Here, if in any case, a miracle was 
not only infull keeping, but apparently indispensable to satisfy 
the exigencies of the religious sentiment ; anything less than a 
miracle would have appeared tame and unimpressive to the 
visitors of so revered a spot, much more to the residents thein
selves. Accordingly, Herodotus heard both from the three 
priestesses and from the Dodomeans generally, that two black 
doves· had started at the same time from Thebes in Egypt : one 
of them went to Libya, where it directed. the Libyans to 
establish the oracle of Zeus Ammon; the other came to the 
grove of Dodona, and perched ()ri one of the venerable oaks, 
prodaiming with a human voice that an oracle of Zeus mttst be 
founded on that very spot The injunction of the speaking 
dove was respectfully obeyed.1 ·. · ,· 

Such was the tale related and believed at Dodona. But 
Herodotus had also heard, from the priests at Thebes in Egypt; 
a different tale, ascribing the origin of all the prophetic estabc 
lishments, in· Greece as well as in Libya, to two sacerdotal 
women, who had .been carried away. from Thebes by • some 

· Phcenician .merchants and sold, the on~ itY Greece, the other·in
Libya. The Theban priests boldly assured Herodotus that 
much pains had been taken to discover \vbat had become of 
these women so exported, and that the fact of their having 
been taken to Greece and Libya-had been accordingly verified.2 

The historian of Halicarnassus cannot for a moment thi.nk of 
admitting the miracle which harmonised 'so well with the feelings 
of the priestesses and the Dodomeans. 3 "How (he askc) could 

goddess Ath@n~, and passing off her injunctions as the commands of the 
goddess: the Athenians accepted henfith unsuspecting faith, and received 
Pcisistratus at her command. Herodotus treats the w)1ole affair as a' piece 
-of extravagant silliness, 1rpa')'l-'a. efi7]Biu<ra.-rov /;.a.ttp<{J (i. '6o). · 

1 Herod. ii. 55· Ll.wowva.lwv IJ€ a.!' lp1,i"a.t •• · • tAeyov ra.vra., uuvw{ioll.&• 
')'•ov lie u<f>t t<a.l ot'li.All.o< Ll.wowvaZot ol 1repl ro lp&v. . , • 

The miracle sometimeS' takes another form.; the oak at Dlld6na was 
itself once ·endued-with speech (Dionys. Hal. Ars Rhetoric. i. 6 ; Strabo).' 
· 2 Herod. ii. 54· ' , ' ·. · · '· · 
. 3, Herod. ii. 57·. ~E1rel recp -tp&1rcp &v 7rE.\wf.s '')'e' &.vllpw7r7J'ty· <f>/,vp 
<f>IJE")'~U.tTO; ,' 

According to one statement, the word neAEtl.s in the Tnessalian dialect 
meant both a dove and a prophetess (Scriptor. Rer. Mydiicarum, ed. Bode, 
i. 96). Had there been any truth in this, Herodotus could hardly have 
failed to notice it, inasmuch as it would exactly have helped him out of the 
diflicultywhichhefelt. •.' •• 1 -,.-

~. 
,.· 
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a dove speak with human voice?" But the narrative of the 
priests at Thebes, though its prodigious improbability hardly 
requires to be stated, yet involved no positive departure from 
the laws of nature and possibility, and therefore Herodotus 
makes no difficulty in accepting it. The curious circumstance 
is, that he turns the native Dodomean legend into a figurative 
representation, or rather a misrepresentation, of the supposed 
true story_ told by the Theban priests. According to his inter
pretation, the woman who came from Thebes to D6d6na was 
called a dove, and affirmed to utter sounds like a bird, because 
she was non-Hellenic and spoke a foreign tongue : when she 
learned to speak the language of the country, it was then said 
that the dove spoke with a human voice. And the dove 
was moreover called black, because of the woman's Egyptian 
colour. 

That Herodotus should thus bluntly reject a miracle, re
counted to him by the prophetic women themselves as the 
prime circumstance in the origims of this holy place, is a proof 
of the hold which habits of dealing with historical evidence had 
acquired over his mind ; and the awkwardness of his explana
tory mediation between the .dove and the woman, marks 
not less his anxiety, while discarding the legend, to let it 
softly down into a story quasi-historical and not intrinsically 
incredible. 

We may observe another example of the unconscious ten
dency of Herodotus to eliminate from the mythes the idea of 
special aid from the gods, in his remarks upon Melampus. 
He designates Melampus "as a clever man, who had acquired 
for himself the art of prophecy;" and had procured through 
Kadmus much information about the religious rites and cus
toms of Egypt, many of which he introduced into Greece 1-

especially the name, the sacrifices, and the phallic processions 
of Dionysus: he adds, "that Melampus himself did not 
accurately comprehend or bring out the whole doctrine, but 
wise men who came after him mad~ the necessary additions." 2 

Though the name of Melampus is here. maintained, the char
acter described 3 is something in the vein of Pythagoras-totally 
different from the great seer and leech of the old epic mythes_:_ 

1 Herod. ii. 49· 'E-yci> p.~v vvv ¢'11P.' M<A.ap.1rooa ')'<v6p.evov livlipa uocpbv, 
p.a.JI'TtK1JV 'TE Ewv'rcj) cruu71ia'at, ual '1ft:06!-'eJIOJI a.'lf, Al")'V7rTOV, a,\i\a 'TE 1TOAAtt 

~11'1]')'1,!Ta!T8ctt dEA.A.'I]!Tt, JCctl -ra 7r<pl -rbv At6vu!Tov, oA.[-ya o.i•-r~v 7rctpaA./\a~u.v-ru.. 
2 Herod. ii. 49· 'A-rp<JC€ws p.Ev ov 7rd.v-ru. uuA.A.afJwv -rbv A.6-yov fcp 1we 

(Melampus)' a/\A.' o/ ~7rL')'EV6p.EVOt 'TOV'T<p <TOcf>t!T'Tctl p.<t~'6vws l~E;>?JVO.~. 
3 Compare Herod. iv. 95; ii. 81. 'EA.A..f,vwv ob -rrji i!t.<T8EVE<1Tti.-rrp 

uocpur-rfi llv8a-y6pq.• 
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the founder of the gifted family of the Amythaonids, and the 
grandfath~r of Amphiaraus.1 But that which is most of all at 
variance with the genuine legendary spirit, is the opinion 
expressed by ~Ierodotus (and delivered· with some emphasi? as 
his own), that Melampus "·was a clever man who had· acqmred 
for himself prophetic powers." Such a supposition would have 
appeared inadmissible to Homer or Hesiod, or indeed to Solon 
in the preceding century, in whose view even inferior arts come 
from the gods, while Zeus or Apollo bestows the power of 
prophesying. 2 The intimation of such an opinion by Herodotus, 
himself a thoroughly pious man, marks the sensibly diminished 
omnipresence of the gods, and the increasing tendency to look 

, for the explanation of phrenomena among more visible and 
determinate agencies. -

We may make a similar remark on the dictum of the his
torian respecting the narrow defile of Tempe, forming the 
embouchure of the Peneus and the efflux of all the waters from 
the Thessali~n basin. The Thessalians alleged that this. whole 

·basin of Thessaly had once been a lake, but that Poseidon had _ 
. ~ 

. 1 Homer, Odyss.,xi. 290; xv. 225. Apollodor. i. 9, II-12. Hesiod, 
Eoiai, Fragm. 55, ed. Diintzer (p. 43)-

'AAKl}V J,~.iv -yOp ESooKEV 'OA\iiJ.'n'l.~ Ala.KiOl')(n, 
.Noifv /j' 'Af.A.'v9a.o.vi8ac.~, 1Thoihov 0' €rrop' 'ATpdOl'!O"t. 

also Frag. 34 (p. 38); and Frag. 65 (p. 45); Schol. A poll. Rhod. i. I 18. 
Herodotus notices the celebrated mythical narrative of Melampus healing 

the deranged Argive women (ix. 34); according to the original legend, the 
daughters' of Pri;etus. In the· Hesioclic Eoiai (Fr. 16, Diintz. ; Apollod. ii. 
2) the d\~temper of the Prretid females was ascribed to their ·having 
repudiated the rites-and ·worship of Dionysus (Aknsilaus indeed assigned a 
different ._cause); which shows that the old fable recognised a connexiori 
between Mela:mpus and these rites. . _ 

2 . Horner, Iliad, i. 72-87; · xv. ~p2. Odyss. xv. 245-252 ; iv. 233; 
Soinetim~s the gods, inspired prophecy for the special· occasion, without 
conferring upon the. party the permanent gift- and status of a prophet 
(compare., Odyss. i. 202; xvii. 383). Solon, Fragm. xi. 48-53, 
Schneidewin- · 

AAi\ov M&.vnv €0l'}Kt.:v /J.va~ €Kciepyo<; 'Am)AAwv, 
""Eyvw 0' dvOpl. KaKOv 'fl'lh69Ev Epx6p.Evov, 

"'Ot <TUVOJt.apnj<TWCTt. 6eo( .•.• 

Herodotus himself reproduces the old belief in the special gift of pro· 
J~hetic J't>Wer by.Zeus and Apollo, in the ~tory of Euenius of ApoJionia 
(Ix. 94). . , , . 

See thcdine ode of Pindar describing the birth and inspiration of Jamus, 
eponymous father of the great prophetic family in Elis called the J amids 
(Herodot, ix. 33), Pindar, Olymp. vi. 40-75. About· Teiresias, Sophoc. 
ffid. Tyr: 283-410, Neither Nestor nor Odysseus possesses the gift of 
prophecy: 

VOL. II., E 
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split the chain of mountains and opened the efflux ; 1 upc •. 
which primitive belief, thoroughly conformable to the genius ol 
Homer and Hesiod, Herodotus comments as follows : "ThE 
Thessalian statement is reasonable. For whoever thinks tha1 
Poseidon shakes the earth, and that the rifts of an earthquakE 
are the work of that god, will, on seeing the defile in question, 
say that Poseidon has caused it. For the rift of the mountains 
is, as appeared to me (when I saw it), the work of an earth
quake." Herodotus admits the reference to Poseidon, when 
pointed out to him, but it stands only in the background : what 
is present to his mind is, the phrenomenon of the earthquake, 
not as a special act, but as part of a system of habitual 
operations.2 

1 More than one tale is found elsewhere, similar to this about the defile 
of Temp~- -

"A tradition exists that this part of the country was once a Jake, and 
that So~mon commanded two deeves or genii, named Ard and Beel, to 
tum off the water into the Caspian, which they effected by cutting a 
passage through the mountains ; and a city, erected in the newly-formed 
plain, was named after them Ard-u-beel." (Sketches on the shores of the 
Caspian, by W. R. Holmes.) . 

Also about the plain of Santa Fe di 'Bogota, in South America, that it 
was once under water, until Bochica cleft the mountains and opened a 
channel of egress (Humboldt, Vues des Cordilleres, p. 87-88); and about 
the plateau of Kashmir (Humboldt, Asie Centrale, vol. i. p. roz), drained 
in a like miraculous manner by the saint Kasyapa. The manner in which 
conjectures, derived from local configuration or peculiarities, are often made 
to assume the form of traditions, is well remarked by the same illustrious 
traveller:-" Ce qui se presente comme nne tradition, n'est souvent que le 
reflet de !'impression que laisse !'aspect des lieux. Des banes de coquilles 
a demi-fossiles, repandues dans les isthmes ou sur des plateaux, font naitre, 
m~me chez les hommes les moins avances dans Ia culture intellectuelle, 
!'idee de grandes inondations, d'anciennes communications entre des bassins 
limitrophes. Des opinions, que !'on pourroit appeler systl~matiques, se 
trouvent dans les forets de l'Orenoque comme dans les lies de Ia Mer du 
Sud. Dans l'une et dans !'autre de ces contn§es, elles ont pris Ia forme des 
traditions." (A. von Humboldt, A~ie Centrale, vol. ii. p. 147.) Compare 
a similar remark in the same work and volume, p. 28.6-294. 

2 Herodot. vii. 129. (Poseid6n was worshipped as llerpa<os-in Thessaly, in 
commemoration of this geological interference: Schol. Pindar. Pyth. iv. 245.) 
TO 0€ ?Tai\atOv A€-ye'Tat, ob~t ~6wro:J Kw ToV abAWv.os Kal 8te1Cp&ov To6-rou, 7o0s 
7f'OTa~J.oOs Tolrrous • • . pEov-ras ,'JrOLEiv -r1w @ecrcrai\l-rw wauav wb ... a'YOS. AV-rol 
p.Ev vvv eJcrtTai\m }\.~'YOVU& nouetOEw:t~a 7rOL;}<Tat Tbv aVAWva, Ot, oli peEl, lJ 
ll17v<tbs, obc&ra J\l-yovres. uOcr-rts -yap vop.{(Et llocrera.fwva rtw -yi]v uel<Lv, 
~eal .,-Ct Oteu-reW-ra. tnrO UEtG'p.ofJ 'TOil 8eoV ,-oVTov tp'Ya elva,, Kal ltv fKeLvo lOWv 
cpal17 llocretaewva 7roti]crat. 'Ecr-rl -yap creurp.ov lp-yov, &s Ep.ol lcpalve-ro elva1 

7J aiC!.u-raULS r(.;,v oop.fwv. In another case (viii. 129), Herodotus believe~ 
that Poseid6n produced a preternaturally high tide in order to punish the 
Persians, who had insulted his temple near Potidrea: here was a special 
motive for the god- to exert his power. 

This remark of Herodotus illustrates the hostile ridicule cast by Aristo-
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Herodotus adopts the Egyptian version of the legend of 

Troy, founded on that capital variation which seems to have 
originated with Stesichorus, and according to which Helen 
never left. Sparta at all-her eidolon had been taken to. Troy in 
· er place. Upon this basis.a new story had been framed, mid

·ay between ·Homer and Stesichonis, representing Paris to 
ave really carried ·off Helen from Sparta, but to have been 
riven by storms to Egypt, where she remained during the. 
·hole siege of Troy, having been detained by Pr6teus, the king 

ilan<!s (in the Nubes) upon Sokrat<!s, on the score of alleged impiety, . 
ecause he belonged to a school of philosophers (though in point of fact he 
iscountenanced that line of study) who introduced physical laws and forces 
, place of the personal agency of the gods. The old man Strepsiades· 
tquires from Sokratl!s, Who rains? Who tlzunders? To which Sokratl!s 
~plies, Not Zeus, but the Nephehe, z'.e. the clouds: you never saw rain 
ithout clouds. .Strepsiades then proceeds to inquire-" But who is it 
tat compels the clouds to move onward? is .it not Zeu~ ? " Soknitl!s
N ot at all; it is rethereal rotation." Strepsiades-" Rotation? that had 
:caped me: Zeus. then no longer exists, and Rotation reigns in his place." 

STREPS. "0 8' O.va.yKti,wv Ea-T~ rtr; a.VTar; (Necf>€Au.r;), olix 0 ZeUr;,·OOcrre rf>lpeu9a.t.; 
SOKRAT.· .. HxtcrT'1 O.AA' ai.O€ptos Oi'vor;. ., 
S·nmPs. ~ Aivos; Tovrl p . .' EA~)I.:r]9et-

•o ZeVr; oinc. Wv, O.AA." d.vT' a-&,..oV ~ivor; vvv1 fjacnAeVwv. 

o the same effect v; 1454, t.'ivos ~aiJ'tll<VEl rbv t.i' J~•MJli.Cli<Ws-" Rota· 
~n has-driven out Zeus, and reigns in his place." 
,If Aristophan~s had had as strong a -.yish to turn the public.antipathies 
'ainst Herodotus as against Sokrat~s and Euripid~s; the explanation here 
'ven would have afforded him a plausible· show of truth for doing so ; and 
is highly probable that the Thessalians would have been sufficiently dis
eased with the view of Herodotus to sympathise in the poet's attack upon 
m. The point would have been made (waiving ·metrical considerations)-, 

~ E' u fl. 0 S' f3acrtA€VH; Tbv n 0 .u E t &·W v· €.t6:h1JIV1.1CW'i •. 

he comment of Herodotus upon the Thessalian view see~s aln1ost as if 
,were intended to, guard against this very inference. 
Other accounts ascribed the cutting of the defile of Tempi! to I-I~rakl~s 

)iod6r. iv, r8). · 
Respecting the ancient Grecian faith .which recognised the displeasure of 

oseid6n as the cause of. earthquakes, see Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 3, 2; · 
hucydid. i. 127; Strabo, xii. p .. 579; Diod6r. xv. 48-49. It ceased to 
ive universal satisfaction even .so early as the time of Thall!s and Anaxi
tenl!s (see Aristot. Mete<?rolog. ii. 7-8 i Plutarch, Placit. Philos. iii. 15 ; 
eneca, Na~ural. Qurest. vi. 6-23); and that philosopher,. as well as 
naxagoras, Democritus, and others, suggested different physical explana- . 
ons of the fact. Notwithstanding a. dissentient minority, however, the 
ld doctrine still continued to be generally received : and Diod6rus, in de-. 
:ribing the terrible earthquake in 373 B.C.; by which Helikl! and Bura were 
estroyed, . while he notices thqse philosophers (probably Kallisthen~s, 
enec. Nat. Qurest. vi. 23) who substituted physical causes and laws in 

place of the divine agency, rejects their views and ranks himself with the 
relig'ious public who traced ·this formidable phrenomenon to the wrath of 
Poseid()n (xv. 48~49).. · 
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of the country, until Menelaus came to reclaim her after h 
triumph. The Egyptian priests, with their usual boldness • 
assertion, professed to have heard the whole story from Menelal 
himself-the Greeks had besieged Troy, in the full persuasic 
that Helen and the stolen treasures were within the waJl~, n< 
would they ever believe the repeated denials of the Trojans 1 

to the fact of her presence. In intimating his preference f< 
the Egyptian narrative, Herodotus betrays at once his perfcc 
and unsuspecting confidence that he is dealing with genuir 
matter of history, and his entire distrust of the epic poets, eve 
including Homer, upon whose authority that supposed hist01 
rested. His reason for rejecting the Homeric version is, th: 
it teems with historical improbabilities. If Helen had bee 
really in Troy (he says), Priam and the Trojans would nev< 
have been so insane as to retain her to their own utter ruin 
but it was the divine judgement which drove them into th 
miserable alternative of neither being able to surrender Hele 
nor to satisfy the Greeks of the real fact that they never ha 
possession of her-in order that mankind might plainly read,.; 
the utter destruction of Troy, the great punishments with whic 
the gods visit great misdeeds. Homer (Herodotus thinks) ha 
heard this story, but designedly departed from it, because it w~ 
not so suitable a subject for epic poetry.l 

Enough has been said to show how wide is the differen< 
between Herodotus and the logographers with their liten 
transcript of the ancient legends. Though he agrees with ther 
in admitting the full series of persons and generations, he triE 
the circumstances narrated by a new standard. Scruples hav 
arisen in his mind respecting violations of the laws of nature 
the poets are unworthy of trust, and their narratives must b 
brought into conformity with historical and ethical condition~ 
before they can be admitted as truth. To accomplish this con 
formity, Herodotus is willing -to mutilate the old legend in on 
of its most vital points. He sacrifices the personal presence c 
Helena in Troy, which ran throug~ every one of the ancier 

1 Herod. ii. I r6. 6oKE€t otl p.ot Kal "Op.'l/p0S
0

T~V AO'YOll TOVTOV 7ru6€<T6a 
a/\71.' OV -yap Op.o(ws Ev7rpE7rfJS i!v ~S TfJV ~7r07rOtff/ll i!v Tql htlprp Tql 7r€ 

lxp{j<Ja.TO' ~s t> !J.ETf;rce avTbv, li'liA,{,lTaS &, s Kal TOVTOV lrr(<TTa.tTO .. ~, A6'YOV. 
Herodotus then produces a passage from the Iliad, with a view to prov 

that Homer knew of the voyage of Paris and Helen to Egypt : but th 
passage proves nothing at all to the point. 

Again (c. 120}, his slender confidence in the epic poets breaks ont
el xp1, TL TOtlTI ~'7r07rOtOtlTt XPEWp.<VOV 71.~-yew. 

It is remarkable that Herodotus is disposed to identify Helen with th 
~•iv11 'Acppool1'11 whose temple he saw at Memphis (c. II2). 
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!epic poems belonging' to the. Trojan .cycle, and is indeed, under 
the gods, the great and present movmg force throughout; 

·1 Thucydides places himself generally in the same point of 
.; view as Herodotus with regard to mythical antiquity ;. yet with 
i;·,ame"~onsiderable differences. Though manifesting no belief 
'1v;Jl present miracles or. prodigies,1 he seems to accept without 
~;eserve the pre-existent reality of all the persons mentioned in 
~4e mythes, and of the long series of generations extending 
, }ack -through so many supposed centuries ... In this category, 
· ,oo, are included the eponymous personages, Hellen, .·Kekrops, 
flumolpus, Pandion; Amphilochus the son of Amphiaraus, and 
,}\karnan: But on the other hand, we .,find no trace of that 
i·~istinction between a human and an heroic ante-human race, 
Lrhich Herodotus still admitted,-nor any respect for Egyptian 
r:'egends. Thucydides, regarding the personages of the mythes 
~is men of the same breed and stature with his own con
'temporaries, not only tests the acts imputed to them by the 
same limits of credibility, but presumes in them the sarrie 
p0litical views arid feelings as' he was accustomed to trace in 
~~he .Proceedings of Peisist~~tus or Pe~ikles. He treats the 
\ froJan war as a great political enterpnse, undertaken by all 
', 'freece ; brought into combination through the imposing 
t:;ower.of Agar:pemnon, not (according to the legendary narra

' •{e) through the influence of the oath exacted by Tyndareus, 
a';hen he explains how the predecessors of Agamemnon arrived· 
f-;t so vast a dominion-beginning with Pelops, who came over 
1 JlS he says) from Asia with great wealth among the. poor 
lc>eloponnesians, and by means of this wealth so aggran{}ised 
aimself, though a 'foreigner, as to become the eponym of the 

:)eninsu1a. Next followed his son Atreus, who acquired after 
qhe death of Eurystheus the dominion of Mykeme, which had 

1oefore been possessed by the descendants of Perseus : here the 
bid legendary tale, which descPibed -Atreus as having been 
) ' ' . 
• 1 "Uf conquirere fabnlosa (says Tacitus, Hist. ii. 50, a worthy parallel of 
1Thucydides) et fictis oblectare Jegentinm animos, procul gravitate ccepti 
'operis crediderim, .ita.vnlgatis traditisque demere fidem non.ausim. Die, 
·quo Bebriaci certabatnr, a vern inusitata specie, apud Regium I:epidum 
celebri' vico consedisse, incola! memora\}t; nee deinde ccetu hominum aut 
,circumvolitantium alitum, territam pulsamque, donee Otho se ipse inter
ficeret: tum ablatam ex oculis : et tempora reputantibus, initium finemque 
miraculi cum Othonis exitu ,competisse." Suetonius (Vesp. 5) recounts a 
different miracle, in which three eagles appear. · · 

This passage of Tacitus occurs immerliately after his magnificent descrip
' tion of the suicide of the emperor Otho, a deed which he contemplates with 
1the most fervent admiration. His feelings were evidently so wrought up, 
that he was content to relax the canons of historical credibility .. 
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banished by his father Pelops in consequence of the murder 
of his elder brother Chrysippus, is invested with a political 
bearing, as explaining the reason why Atreus retired to 
Mykenre. Another legendary tale-the defeat and death of 
Eurystheus by the fugitive Herakleids in Attica, so celebrated 
in Attic tragedy as having given occasion to the generous pro
tecting intervention of Athens-is also introduced as furnishing 
the cause why Atreus succeeded to the deceased Eurystheus : 
"for Atreus, the maternal uncle of Eurystheus, had been 
entrusted by the latter with his government during the expedi
tion into Attica, and had effectually courted the people, who 
were moreover in great fear of being attacked by the Herak
leids." Thus the Pelopids acquired the supremacy in Pelo
ponnesus, and Agamemnon was enabled to get together his 
rzoo ships and roo,ooo men for the expedition against Troy. 
Considering that contingents were furnished from every portion 
of Greece, Thucydides regards this as a small number, treating 
the Homeric Catalogue as an authentic muster-roll, perhaps rather 
exaggerated than otherwise. He then proceeds to tell us why the 
armament was not larger. Many more men could have been 
furnished, but there was not sufficient money to purchase pro
visions for their subsistence: hence they were compelled, after 
landing and gaining a victory, to fortify their camp, to divide 
their army, and to send away one portion for the purpose of 
cultivating the Chersonese, and another portion to sack the 
adjacent towns. This was the grand reason why the siege 
lasted so long as ten years .. For if it had been possible to 
keep the whole army together, and to act with an undivided 
force, Troy would have been taken both earlier and at smaller 
cost.! 

Such is the general sketCh of the war of Troy, as given by 
Thucydides. So different is it from the genuine epical narra
tive, that we seem hardly to- be reading a description of the 
same event ; still less should we imagine that the event was 
known, to him as well as to us, only through the epic poets 
themselves. The men, the numoers, and the duration of the 
siege, do indeed remain the same ; but the cast and juncture 
of events, the determining forces, and the characteristic features, 
are altogether heterogeneous. But, like Herodotus, and still 
more than Herodotus, Thucydides was under the pressure of 
two conflicting impulses. He shared the general faith in the 
mythical antiquity, yet at the same time he could not believe 
in any facts which contradicted the laws of historical credibility 

1 Thucyd. i. 9-12. 
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or probability. He was thus under the 'necessity of torturing 
the matter of the old mythes into conformity with the subjec;
tive exigencies of his Own mind. He left out, altered, recom
bined, and supplieq new connecting principles and supposed 
purposes,.until ·the story became such as no one could. have 
any positive reason for calling in question. Though it lost the 
impressive mixture of religion, romance and individual ad
venture, which constituted its original. charm, it ~acquired a 
smoothness and plausibility, and. a political ensemble, which 
the critic:;; were. satisfied to accept as historical truth; And 
historical truth it would doubtless have been, if any indeperic 
dent .evidence could have been found to sustain it. ·Had 
Thucydides been able to produce such. new testimony, we 
should have been pleased to satisfy ourselves that the-war of 
Troy, as he recounted. it, was the real event; of whicq'the war 
of Troy, as sung by the epic poets, was a misreported; · exagger· 
ated, and ornamented recital. But in this case the poets are 
the only real witnesses, and the narrative of Thucydides is a 
mere extract and distillation from their incredibilities .. · · 

A few other instances may be mentioned to .illustrate the 
views of Thucydides · respecting various mythicaJ incidents. 
1. He treats the residence of the Homeric Pha!akiatis at Kor
kyra as aitundisputed fact,' and employs it partly to explain 
the efficiency of.the Korkyrean navy in times preceding the 
Peloponnesian war.l 2. He ·notices with equal- ·Confidence 
the story of Tereus and Prokne, daughter of Pandion, and the 
murder of the child Itys by Prokne his mother and Philomela ; 
and he produces this ancient mythe with especial reference to 
the alliance between the Athenians. and Tet~s; king of the 
Odrysian Thracians, during the time of the Peioponnesiah 
war, intimating that the . Odrysiah Teres was neither of the 
s·ame family nor of the same country as TGreus the husband 
of Prokne.2 ·· Th~ conduct of Pa.ndion, in giving his diuighter 

' 1 Thucyd. i. 25. . . . . 
. 2 Thucyd. ii. 29. . Ked 'TO lnov ''TO ?repl 'TOV "l'Tvv a_[ tuvct'iJ<es iv 'TV 'Yil 

Taii'Tp (?rpa~av' '1Wl\l\OLS a~ J<al 'TWV :?I'On)'T~V lv a7)56vos p.vf}p.y Aavl\c~s ~ 
ilp~<s ??rc.;v6p.aO'T~<:. ElJ<?s ~ J<al 'TO ,'cljo~s llo.vBl~va ~vv&l/la~8ac Tlj~ BvyaTpos 
oca 'TOO'OVTOV, br wcf>el\e<q. TV wpos al\l\7)1\ovs, p.al\1\ov.fJ·.Bca ?I'Q)\)\(IJV 71P.•pwv 
ts 'OopvO"as ~Bov. The first of these sentences would lead us to infer, if it 
came from any other pen than that of Thucydid~s, that the writer believed 
the metamorphosis of Philom~la into a nightingale : see vol. i •. ch. xi. 

T.he observation respecting the, convenience of neighbourhood for the 
marriage is remarkable, and shows how completely Thucydid€s regarded 
the event as historical. What would he have said respecting the marriage 
of. Oreithyia, ·daughter of. Erechtheus, ·with Boreas, and the prodigious· 
distance which s_he is reported to have been carried by her husband ? 
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Prokne in marriage to Tereus, is in his view dictated by poli
tical motives and interests. 3· He mentions the Strait of 
Messina as the place through which Odysseus is said to have 
sailed.l 4· The Cyclopes and the Lrestrygones (he says) were 
the most ancient reported inhabitants of Sicily ; but he cannot 
tell to what race they belonged, nor whence they came. 2 S· 
Italy derived its name from Italus king of the Sikels. 6. Eryx 
and Egesta in Sicily were founded by fugitive Trojans after the' 
capture of Troy ; also Skione, in the Thracian peninsula of 
Pallene, by Greeks from the Achrean town of Pellene, stopping 
thither in their return from the siege of Troy : the Amphilo
chian Argos in the Gulf of Ambrakia was in like manner founded 
by Amphilochus son of Ampbiariius, in his return from the 
same enterprise. The remorse and mental derangement of the 
matricidal Alkmre6n, son of Amphiariius, is also mentioned by 
Thucydides,3 as well as the settlement of his son Akarnan in 
the country called after him Akarnania.4 

''r1TEP .,.. 1r6VTDV 1Tci.vr', hr' <'uxura xOov&s, &c. (Sophokli!s ap. Strabo, 
vii. p. 295.) . 

From the way in which Thucydidi!s introduces the mention of this event, 
we see that he intended to correct the misapprehension of his countrymen, 
who having just made an alliance with the Odrysian Teres, were led by that 
circumstance to think of the old mythical T.Jreus, and to regard him as the 
ancestor of Te?"Cs. 

1 Thucyd. iv. 24. 2 Thucyd. vi. 2. 
8 Thucyd. ii. 68-102; iv. 120; vi. 2. Antiochus of Syracuse, the con

temporary of Thucydides, also mentioned I talus as the eponymous king of 
Italy : he further named Sikelus, who came to Morges, son of I talus, after 
having been banished from Rome. He talks about Italus, just as Thucy
dides talks about Theseus, as a wise and powerful king, who first acquired 
a great dominion (Dionys. H. A. R. i. 12, 35, 73). Aristotle also men
tioned I talus in the same general terms (Polit. vii. 9, 2 ). 

4 We may here notice some particulars respecting Isokrates. He mani
fests entire confidence in the authenticity of the mythical genealogies and 
chronology; but while he treats the mythical personages as historically 
real, he regards them at the same.time not as human, but as half-gods, 
superior to humanity. About Helena, Theseus, SarpedC\n, K)knns, 
Memn6n, Achilles, &c., see Encom. Helen. Or. x. pp. 282, 292, 295, Bek. 
Helena was worshipped in his time as a goddess at Therapnre (ib. p. 295). 
He recites the settlements of Danaus, Kadmus and Pelops in Greece, as 
undoubted historical facts (p. 297). In his discourse called Bmh·is, he 
accuses Polykrates the sophist of a gross anachronism in having placed 
Busiris subsequent in point of date to Orpheus and .!Eolus (Or. xi. p. 301, 
Bek. ), and he adds that the tale of Busiris having been slain by Herakli!s 
was chronologically impossible (p. 309). Of the long Athenian genealogy 
from Kekrops to Theseus, he speaks with perfect historical confidence 
(Panathenaic. p. 349, Bek.) ; not less so of the adventures of Herakles and 
his mythical contemporaries, which he places in the mouth of Archidamus 
as a justification of the Spartan title to Messenia (Or. vi. Archidamus 
p. 156, Bek. ; compare Or. v. Philippus, pp. II4, 138), cprJ.uw, ofs 1r•pi 
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·Such are the special allusions made by this illustrious author 

in the course of his history to mythical events. From the. 
tenor of his language we may see that he accounted all that 
could be known about them tp be uncertain and unsatisfac
tory; but he has it much ·at heart to show, that even the 
greatest were inferior in magnitude and importance to the 
Peloponnesian war.1 In this respect his opinion seems to 

:r&v 1raAcu&v .,.,rr.-euop.ev, · &c. · He condemns the poets in· strong lan
guage for the wicked and dissolute tales which they circulated respecting 
.the gods : many of them (he says) had heen punished for such blas- · 
phemies. by blindness, poverty, exile and other misfortunes (Or. xi. 

' }?· 309, Bek. ). 
, In general it may be sajd, that lsokrat~s applies no principles of 
historical criticism to the mythes ; he rejects such as appear to him 
discreditable or unworthy,'and believes the rest. · 

1 Thucyd. i. 21-22. 
·The first two volumes of this History haye been _noticed in an ahle 

article of the Quarterly Review for October 1846; as well as in the 
,Heidelberger Jahrbiicher _der Literatur (1846, No. 41, p. 641-655) by 
'·Professor KortUm. 
1 While expressing, on several points, approbation of my work, by which 
I feel much flattered-both my English and my. German critic take partial 
.objection to the views respecting Grecian legend. The Quarterly Reviewer 
:contends that the mythopoeic faculty of the human mind, though essentially 
loose and untrustworthy, is never creative, but requires some basis of fact 
lo work upon. KortUm thinks that I have not done justice to Thucydides, 
'as regards his way of dealing with legend; that. I do not. allow sufficient 
'weight to the authority of an historian ·so circumspect and so cold-blooded 
(den kalt-blUthigsten und. besonnensten Historiker des Alterthums, p. 653) 
as a satisfactory voucher for the early facts of Grecian history in his preface 
(Herr G. fehlt also, wenn er das ancrkannt kritische Procemium als 
Gewahrsmann verschmiiht, p. 654) . 
. No man feels more powerfully than I do .the merits of Thucydid~s as an 

historian, or the value of the example which he set in multiplying critical 
·inquirie> respecting matters recent and verifiable. But.the ablest judge.or 
advocate, in investigating specific facts, can proceed no further than he ' 
finds witnesses having the means of knowledge and willing .more or .less to 
fell truth. In reference. to facts prior ~o 776 B. c., Thucydid~s had nothing 
]:lefore him except the legendary poets, whose credibility is not at all ' 
enhanced by the circumstance that he accepted them as witnesses, applying 
himself only to cut down and modify their allegations. · His credibility' in 
regard to the spec_ific facts of t1lese early times depends altogether upon 
~heirs. Now we in our d!ty are in a better position for appreciating their 
credibility than he was in his, since the. foundations of historical evidence 
are so much more fully understood, and good or bad materials for. histo1'y 
are open to comparison in such large extent and variety. Instead ·of won· 
dering that he shared the general faith in such delusive guides-we ought 
rather to give him credit for the reserve with which he qualified that faith, 
and for the_ sound idea of historical possibility to which he held fast as the 
I,imit of his confidence. But it is impossible to consider Thncydid@s as a 
satisfactory gua.·antee (Gewahrsmann) for matters of fact which he derives 
_<_>nly from such sources. 
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have been at variance with that which was popular among his 
contemporaries. 

To touch a little upon the later historians by whom these 
mythes were handled, we find that Anaximenes of Lampsacus 
composed a consecutive history of events, beginning from the 
Theogony down to the battle of Mantineia.1 But Ephorus 
professed to omit all the mythical narratives which are referred 
to times anterior to the return of the Herakleids (such restric
tion would of course have banished the siege of Troy), and 
even reproved those who introduced mythes into historical 
writing ; adding, that everywhere truth was the object to be 
aimed at.2 Yet in practice he seems often to have departed 

Professor Kortum considers that I am inconsistent with myself in refusing 
to discriminate particular matters of historical fact among the legends
and yet in accepting these legends (in my chap. xx.) as giving a faithful 
mirror of the general state of early Grecian society (p. 653). It appears to 
me that this is no inconsistency, but a real and important distinction. 
Whether Herakles, Agamemn6n, Odysseus, &c., were real persons, and 
performed all, or a part, of the possible actions ascribed to them-I profess 
myself unable to determine. But even assuming both the persons and their 
exploits to be fictions, these very fictions will have been conceived and put 
together in conformity to the general social phren omena among which the' 
describer and his bearers Jived-and will thus serve as illustrations of the 
manners then prevalent. In fact the real value of the Preface of Thucy." 
dides, upon which Professor KortUm bestows such just praise, consists, not 
in the particular facts which he brings out by altering the legends, but in 
the rational general views which he sets forth respecting early Grecian 
society, and respecting the steps as well as the causes whereby it attained 
its actual position as he saw it. 

Professor KortUm also affirms that the mythes contain "real matter of 
fact along with mere conceptions : " which affirmation is the same as that 
of the Quarterly Reviewer, when he says that the mythopoeic faculty is not 
creative. Taking the mythes in a mass, I doubt not that this is true, nor 
have I anywhere denied it. Taking them one by one, I neither affirm nor 
deny it. My position is, that whether there be matter of fact or not, we 
have no test whereby it can be single.d out, identified and severed from the 
accompanying fiction. And it lies upon those, who proclaim the practica
bility of such severance, to exhibit some means of verification better than 
any which has been yet pointed out. IfThucydides has failed in doing 
this, it is certain that none of the many authors who have made the same 
attempt after him have been more successful. • 

It cannot surely be denied that the mythopoeic faculty is creative, when 
we have before us so many divine legends not merely in Greece, but in 
other countries also. To suppose that these religious legends are mere 
exaggerations, &c., of some basis of actual fact-that the gods of poly
theism were merely divinised men with qualities distorted or feigned
would be to embrace in substance the theory of Euemetus, 

1 DiodOr. xv. 8g. He was a contemporary of Alexander the Great. 
2 Diod6r. iv. I. Stmbo, ix. p. 422, ~triTifJ.~<Tas -ro"is <P•ll.op.u8ou<Tiv ~v -rfi 

-ri)s I<T-rop(as -ypacpjj. ' 
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from his own rule.l Theopompus,. on the other hand, openly 
proclaimed that he co~ld narrate fables in his history better 
than Herodotus, or 'Ktesias, or Hellanicus.2 The fragments 
which remain to us exhibit some proof that this promise was 
performed as to quantity; 3 though as to his style of narration, 
the judgement of Dionysius is unfavourable. Xenophon en
nobled his favourite amusement of the chase by·, numerous 
examples chosen from the heroic world, tracing their portraits 
with all the simplicity of an undiminished faith. Kallisthenes, 
·like Ephorus, professed to omit all mythes which referred to a 
'time anterior to the ·return of the Herakleids; yet we know 
that he devoted a separate book or portion of his historyto the 
Trojan war.4 Philistus introduced some mythes iri the earlier 
portions of his Sicilian history ; but Timreus was distinguished 
above ·all others by the copious and indiscriminate way in 
which he collected and repeated such legends.5 Some of 
these writers employed their ingenuity in transforming the 

1 Ephorus r(!cou~ted the principal adventures of H&rakl~s (Fragm. 8, 9, 
ed. Marx.), the tales of Kadrrius and Harmonia (Fragm. 12), the banish
ment of A!:t6lus from· Elis (Fragm. 15; Strabo, viii. p. 357); he drew 
-inferences from the chronology of the Trojan and The ban wars (Fragm. 28); 
he related the. coming ofDredalus to the Sikan king Kokalus, and the 
expedition of the· Amazons (Fragm. 99-103). ' 

He was particularly copious. in his information about KTl<TEIS, a?rotKi~· . 
and <TV')I')'EVEtci.t (Polyb. ix. I). ' . · 

2 Strabo, i. p. 74· . . · . ' . · 
8 Dionys. Halic. deVett. Scriptt. Judie. p, 428, Reisk;; £!ian; V. H. iii. 

18, ®eo"o"'"o.< ... 'ilewos·,..u9ol\o')'os. · . . , · • 
Theopompus affirmed, that the bodies of those who went into the for

bi~den. precinct (rb li/3arov) of Zeus !n Arcadia_ \?ave no shadow (Polyb. 
XVI. 12). He recounted the storyofMrdas and Slienus·(Fragm. 74, 75, 76, 
ed. Wichers) : he said a good deal about the heroes of Troy ;' and he seems 
to have assigned the misfortunes of the Nourot to an historical cause-the 
rottenness of. the Grecian ships from the 'length of the siege,' while the 
genuine epic ascribes it to the anger of Athen~·(Fragm. II2, 113, II<j.; 
Schol. Hom\!r. Iliad. ii. 135) ; he nanated an alleged expulsion- of Kinyras · 
from Cyprus by Agamemn6ri (Fragm; I II) ; he gave the genealogy of t\le 
l\1acedonian queen Olympias up' t~ Achilles and. AT.a"\<us (Fragm. 232). · 

4 Cicero, Epist. ad Familiar .. v. 12; Xenoph6n de Venation. c. 1. · 
5 Philistus, Fragm.·r (~oiler), Dredalus and Kokalus; about' Liber and 

Juno (Fragm. 57); about the migration of the Sikels into Sicily eighty years 
after the Trojan war (ap. Dionys. Hal. i. 3). . 

Timreus (Fragm. so, 51, 52, 53, Goller) related many fables respecting 
Jasen; Medea, and the Argonauts generally. ,'The miscarriage of the 
Athenian armament under Nikias before Syracuse is impured to'·the anger 
of I-Ierakles agains~the Athenian~ b.ecause they came to assist ~he Egesta?s, 
descendants of Troy (Plutarch, Nrloas, 1),-a naked reproductiOn of genume 
epical agencies by an historian ; also about' DiomM~s and the Daunians ; 
Phaeth6n and the river Eridanus ;· the combats of the Gigantes in the 

'Phlegrereart plains (Fragm. 97, 99, 102). 
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mythical circumstances into plausible matter of history : 
Ephorus in particular converted the serpent Pytho, slain by 
Apollo, into a tyrannical king.l 

But the author who pushed this transmutation of legend into 
history to the greatest length, was the Messenian Euemerus, 
contemporary of Kassander of Macedon. He melted down in 
this way the divine persons and legends, as well as the heroic 
-representing both gods and heroes as having been mere 
earth born men, though superior to the ordinary level in respect 
of force and capacity, and deified or heroified after death as a 
recompense for services or striking exploits. In the course of 
a voyage into the Indian Sea, undertaken by command of Kas
sander, Euemerus professed to have discovered a fabulous 
country called Panchaia, in which was a temple of the 
Triphylian Zeus : he there described a golden column with 
an inscription purporting to have been put up by Zeus him
self, and detailing his exploits while on earth.2 Some eminent 
men, among whom may be numbered Polybius, followed the 
views of Euemerus, and the Roman poet Ennius 3 translated his 
Historia Sacra : but on the whole he never acquired favour, 
and the unblushing inventions which he put into circulation 
were ·of themselves sufficient to disgrace both the author and 
his opinions. The doctrine that all the gods had once existed 
as mere men offended the religious pagans, and drew upon 
Euemerus the imputation of atheism ; but, on the other hand, 
it came to be warmly espoused by several of the Christian 
assailants of paganism,-by Minucius Felix, Lactantius, and 
St. Augustin, who found the ground ready prepared for them 
in their efforts to strip Zeus and the other pagan gods of the 
attributes of deity. They believed not only in the main theory, 
but also in the copious details of Euemerus; and the same 
man whom Strabo casts aside as almost a proverb for men
dacity, was extolled by them as an excellent specimen of 
careful historical inquiry. 4 

1 Straho, ix. p. 422. 
2 Compare Diod6r. v. 44-46; and Lactantius: De Falsa Relig. i. I I. 
3 Cicero, De Natura Dear. i. 42; Varro, De Re Rust. i. 48. 
4 Strabo, ii. p. 102. ou 7roAV oVv J...el'll'E'TQ,L Tai!Ta T{;)JJ nVeew f(ctl Elnu.t.Epov 

~eal 'Awncpc!.vous tjtw<Tp.ci.-rwv; compare also i. p. 47, and ii. p. 104. 
St. Augustin, on the contrary, tells us (Civitat. Dei, vi. 7), "Quid de 

ipso Jove senserunt, qni nutricem ejus in Capitolio posuerunt? Nonne 
atte>tati sunt omnes Euemero, qui non fabulosa garrulitate, sed historictl 
diligentili, homines fuisse mortalesque conscripsit?" And Minucius Felix 
(Octav. 2D-2I), "Euemerus exequitur Deorum natales: patrias, sepulcra, 
dinumerat, et per provincias monstrat, Dictrei J avis, et Apollinis Delphici, 
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But though the pagan world repudiated that "lowering tone 

of explanation" which effaced the superhuman .personality of 
Zeus and the great gods of Olympus-the mythical persons 
and narratives generally came to be surveyed more and more 
from the point of view1 of history, and subjected to such 

)

alterations as might make them look more.like .. plausible mat.ter 
of fact. Polybius, Strabo, Diodorus, and Pausanias,_ cast the ' 
mythes into historical statements-with more~or less of trans
formation, ·as the case may require, assuming always that there 
is a basis of truth, which may be discovered by removing 

1 poetical exaggerations and allowing for mistakes. Strabo, in 
particular, lays down that principle broadly and unequivocally 
in his remarks upon Homer. To~ give pure fiction, without 
any foundation of fact, wa,~ in his judgement utterly unworthy 
of so great a genius ; and he comments with considerable 
acrimony on the geographer Eratosthenes, who maintains the 
opposite opinion. Again, Polybius tells us that the Homeric 

· .!Eolus, the dispenser of the winds by appointment from Zeus, 
was in reality a man eminently skilled in navigation, and exact 
in predicting the weather; that-the Cyclopes and Lrestrygones 
were wild and savage real men in Sicily; and that Scylla and 
Charybdis were a figurative representation of dangers arising 
from pirates in the Strait of Messina. Strabo speaks of the 
amazing expeditions of Dionysus and Hera~U~s, and of the 
long wanderings of Jason, Menelaus, and Odysseus, in the same 
category with the extf!nded commercial range of the Phcenician 
merchant-ships. He ·explains the report of Theseus and 
Peirithous having descended to Hades, -by their dangerous' 
earthly pilgrimages,-and the invocation of the Dioskuri as the 
protectors of the imperilled mariner, by the celebrity which they 
had acquired as real men and navigators. ' 

et Pbarire Isidis, 'et-Cereris Eleusinire.:• Compare Augustin, Civit. Dei, 
xviii. 8-14; and Clemens Alexand. Cohort. ad Gent. p. 15-18, Sylh. 

Lactantius (De Falsa Relig. c. IJ, 14, 16) gives copious citations from 
Ennius's translation of the Histotia Sacra of Euemerus. 

EMI!.t•pos, b o11"ti<A-"f/O.ls li.O•os, Sextus Empiricus, adv. Physicos, ix. § 17-
si. Compare Cicero, De Nat. Deor: i. 42; Plutarch, De Iside et Osiride, 
c. 23,. t. ii.·p. 475, ed. Wytt. 
, Nitzsch assumes (Heiden Sage der Griechen, sect. 7, p. 84) that the 

voyage of Euemerus to Panchaia was intended only. as an amusing romance, 
and that Strabo, Polybius, Eratosthen~s and Plutarch were mistaken iil 
construing it .as a serious recital. Bottiger, in his Kunst-Mythologie der 
Griechen (Absch. ii. s. 6, p. 190), takes the same view. But not the least 
reason is given for adopting this opinion, and it seems to ine far-fetched and 
improbable; Lobeck (Aglaopham. p. g8g), though Nitzsch alludes to him 
as holding it, manifests no such tendency,•as far as I can observe. · 
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Diodorus gave at considerable length versions of the current:· 

fables respecting the most illustrious names in the Grecian· 
mythical world, compiled confusedly out of distinct and 
incongruous authors. Sometimes the mythe is reproduced in 
its primitive simplicity, but for the most part it is partially, and 
sometimes wholly, historicised. Amidst this jumble of dis
sentient authorities, we can trace little of a systematic view, 
except the general conviction that there was at the bottom of, 
the mythes a real chronological sequence of persons, and real 
matter of fact, historical or ultra-historical. Nevertheless there 
are some few occasions on which Diodorus brings us back a 
step nearer to the point of view of the old logographers. For, 
in reference to Herakles, he protests against the scheme of 
cutting down the mythes to the level of present reality. He 
contends that a special standard of ultra-historical credibility 
ought to be constituted, so as to include the mythe in its native 
dimensions, and do fitting honour to the grand, beneficent, 
and superhuman personality of Herakles and other heroes or 
demigods. To apply to such persons the common measure of 
humanity (he says), and to cavil at the glorious picture which 
grateful man has drawn of them, is at once ungracious and 
irrational. All nice criticism into the truth of the legendary 
narratives is out of place : we show our reverence to the god 
by acquiescing in the incredibilities of his history, and we must 
be content with the best guesses which we can make, amidst 
the inextricable confusion and numberless discrepancies which 
they present.l Yet though Diodorus here exhibits a pre-

1 Diodllr. iv. I-8. "EvtOL -yap 'rWV ava-yLVWCTI<OV'rwV, ob ISLKa(q. xpdJp.EVOL 
KpfCTEL, 'ra!<pt{3et ~'1rLb1/TOVCTLV ~V Ta'is apxdcus p.v60AO'Y{a<S, ~1r' lcrcji TO'is 
7rpC1.7'rO!J.~VOLS •• 'rrf Ka8' f,p.iis xp&v<p, Kal 'ra OLCT'ra(&p.eva 'rWV (p'fWV il•a Tb 
p.E"'fe8os, ~IC ToV tca8' aOToVs fJ[ou TEKp.atp&!J.EVot, 'T~V cHpaKAEovs OVv&.f.UV ~K 
T1)S acr8evelas TWV vliv avBpdJ..-wv 8ewpolicrw, &cr7E ISLa 'r~V 07rEp{3oA.~v 'rOV 
!J.E'YE6ovs Twv lp-ywv a7rL<Tn'icr8at T~v 'YPCI.</>TJV. KaO&A.ov -yap ~v TCI.tS apxdats 
p.v6o"-o-yiaLs OVI< ~" 'TrCI.V'rbs 7p07rOV 1rL1Cpws 'r~V aA.1,8eLCI.V ·~E'TCI.CTTEOV. 
Kal ")'O.p Ev To'is 8e&-rpou 7rE7rELO'JJ.EVot p.1}TE KewraVpous Ouf>ve'is f~ 
~7Epo-yevwv crwp.J.TWV 07rJ.p~aL, p..f,7E r1/pVOV1/V 7ptcrdJp.a7oV, 8p.w S 7rpocr·oe
XOf'€8CI. ras Tota6Tas p.v8oA.o'Ylas, Kd.l Ta'is e7rLCT1/!J.CI.<TiaLS crvva6-
~op.ev 'r~V Tov 8eov Ttp..f,v. Kal -yap li.To"ll"ov, 'Hpa!<AECI. p.ev t,., KaT'' 
av8pdJ7rOVS ~V'rCI. TO'iS l/lfoLS 1faVOLS E~1/!J.EpWCTaL 'r~V olKOV!J.EV1/V1 ?-OVs /l' 
av8pW7rOUS1 ~1rLAa8op.EVOVS T1)S /WLV1)S euep-yecrfas1 CT VI< 0 </> Cl. V'r E'iV Tbv t1rl niis 
KCI.AA (cr,.ou lp'YoLs t7rawov, &c. 

This is a remarkable passage : first, inasmuch as it sets forth the total 
inapplicability of analogies drawn from the historical past as narratives about 
HerakMs ; next, inasmuch as it suspends the employment of critical and scien
tific tests, and invokes an acquiescence interwoven and identified with the : 
feelings, as the proper mode of evincing pious reverence for the god Herak!i~s. 
It aims at reproducing exactly that state of mind to which the mythes were 
addressed, and with which alone they could ever be in thorough harmony. 
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r·onderance of the religious sentim.ent over the' purely historical 
point of view, and thus reminds us of a period earlier than 
Thucydides-he in another place inserts a series. of : stories 
which seem to be derived from Euemerus, ·and in which 
Uranus, Kronus arid Zeus appear reduced to the .character of 
'iuman kings celebrated for their exploits and benefactions} 
Many or the authors, whom Diod6rus _copies; have so entangled 
·together Grecian, Asiatic, Egyptian and Libyan fables,. that it 
becomes impossible to ascertain how much of this heterogeneous 
mass can be considered as at all connected with •the genuine 
Hellenic mind. 
· . Pausanias is far more strictly Hellenic in his view ·of the 
Grecian. mythes than Diod6rus : his sincere· piety makes him 
inclined to faith generally with regard to the mythical narratives, 
but subject nevertheless to th~ frequent necessity of bistoricising 
or allegorising them. His belief in the general reaJity of the 
mythical history and chronology is complete, in spite of the 
-many discrepancies which he finds in it, and which he is unable 
to reconcile . 
. Another author who seerhs to have conceived clearly, :and 
applied consistently, the semi-historical theory of -the Grecian 
mythes, is PaJrephatus, -of whose work ·what appears to· be a 
short abstract. has been p'reserved.2 In the short· preface -'Of 
this 'treatise "concerning Incredible Tales," he :remarks, that 
some men, froh1 want of instruction, believe. all the current 
narratives~ while others, more searching and tautious;·-dis" 
believe them altogether. .Each of these extremes he is anxious 
to avoid. On the one harid,- he thinks that no narrative could 
ever have acquired credence unless it· had ·been -founded 1n 
truth';. on the other, it is impossible-for him to:accept so much 
of the existiqg narratives as conflicts ~ith the analogies of -
present natural phrenomena. If such things: ever had ,been, 
they would still 'continue to be-"-bl1tthey never have· so occurred: 
and the extra-analogical features of the stories are to be ascribed 
to_ .the licence of the poet.s. Palrephatps wishe.s ·to adopt a 
rniddle course, neither .accepting all nor rejecting all : accord-. 
, 1 Diodlk iii. 4S-6o i -44~46. · . ·. •-·. : : . .. · ' 
• 2 The work of Palrephatus, probab1y this original; is allude\} to in 'the 
Ciris of Virgil (88)- · 

" Docta· P'3.Icephatia tesiatur voce papyru::;~" · .. · ' · 

The date of Palrephatus .is ~n-known-indeed, this passage qf the Ci',.;·s 
;eems the only ground that .exists for inference respecting)t. - Th~t which, 
,;e now possess is probably at! extract from a _larger _w9rk-an extra_ct. 
:11ade by an excerptor at iiome JateF time: see Vossius de Historit;is Grrecis;; 
). 478, ed. Westermaiin. · 
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ingly, he had taken great pains to separate the true from the 
false in many of the narratives; he had visited the localities 
wherein they had taken place, and made careful inquiries from 
old men and others.! The results of his researches are presented 
in a new version of fifty legends, among the most celebrated 
and the most fabulous, comprising the Centaurs, Pasiphae, 
Akt::eon, Kadmus and the Sparti, the Sphinx, Cycnus, D::edalus, 
the Trojan horse, h:olus, Scylla, Geryon, Bellerophon, &c. 

It must be confessed that Pal::ephatus has performed his 
promise of transforming the " incredibilia " into narratives in 
themselves plausible and unobjectionable, and that in doing so 
he always follows some thread of analogy, real or verbal. The 
Centaurs (he tells us) were a body of young men from the 
village of Nephele in Thessaly, who first trained and mounted 
horses for the purpose of repelling a herd of bulls belonging to 
Ixion king of the Lapith::e, which had run wild and done great 
damage: they pursued these wild bulls on horseback, and 
pierced them with their spears, thus acquiring both the name 
of Prickers (K€vTop~s) and the imputed attribute of joint body 
with the horse. Aktreon was an Arcadian, who neglected the 
cultivation of his land for the pleasures of hunting, and was 
thus eaten up by the expense of his hounds. The dragon 
whom Kadmus killed at Thebes, was in reality Drako king of 
Thebes; and the dragon's teeth which he was said to have 
sown, and from whence sprung a crop of armed men, were in 
point of fact elephants' teeth, which Kadmus as a rich Phcenician 
had brought over with him : the sons of Drako sold these 

I Palrephat. init. ap. Script. Mythogr. erl. Westermann, p. 268. Twv 
&v8pciJ1rwv oi ,_,.Ev welOowrat wUcn -roLs A.eyofJ.Evots, &s O.vop.(A.rrro·t crocpla.s Kal 
~1f'U1'T-IJJ.t?JS-01 Qf 7TVKV6'n:pot 'T~JII cplJrnv kal 7rol\u7rp&,f'!J.O"t'ES 0:'7l'LO'TOiJtTL 'Tb 
1rapdwav p.?JOEv ""p:vE(fOa,t Tolrrwv. ,E;wl 0€ OoKeL ')'ez.•Ecr8at wdvTa. Tet hey&
p.eva: • • • , -yevOf.'EVct o€ 'riVet o! 'II'O<'I)Tctl l<ctl /l.o-yo-yp&.cpo< '11'ctp€TpE'}ctv •ls TO 
&7ruTT0TEpov JCal 8avj.l.a.O'uf>Tepov Toil •OavJJ.cl(elv ~ve"a ToOr &v8p4mous. 'Ef'cb 
oe ')'tVWO'~tw, 8·n ob OVvaTCtL TO. 'TOtaVTa t1vaL oTa lad i\E")'ETCU. ToV-ro 0€ ual 
Oteli\:Yicpa, O·n el t-t~ '7Evero, olnc &v ~AE'Yero. 

Th" main assumption of the semi.histlirical theory is here shortly and 
clearly stated. • 

One of the early Christian writers, Minucius Felix, is astonished at the 
easy belief of his pagan forefathers in miracles. If ever such things had 
been done in former times (he affirms), they would continue to be done now; 
as they cannot be done now, we may be sure that they never were really 
done formerly (Minucius Felix, Octav. c. 20): "Majoribus enim nostris 
tam facilis in menclaciis fides fuit, ut Iemere crediderint etiam alia mon
struosa mira miracula, Scyllam multiplicem, Chimreram multiformem, Hy
dram, et Centauros. Quid illas aniles fabulas-<le hominibus aves, et feras 
homines, et de hominibus arbores atque flores ? QUtl!, si esstm! facta, 
jierent; quia fieri tton possunt, ideo nee facta sunt." 
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elephants' teeth and emr:)loyed the proceeds to levy troops 
against Kadmus. Dredalus, instead of flying across the sea on 
wings, had escaped from Krete in a swift sailing-boat under a 
violent,storm: Kottus, Briareus and Gyges were not persons 
with one hundred hands, but inhabitants of the .village of 
Hekatoncheiria in Upper Macedonia, who warred with the 
inhabitants of Mount Olympus against the Titans: Scylla, 
whom Odysseus so narrowly escaped, was a fast-sailing piratical 
vessel, as was also Pegasus, the alleged winged horse of 
Bellerophon.1 

By such ingenious conjectures, Palrephatus eliminates all the 
incredible circumstances, and leaves to us a string of tales 
perfectly credible and commonplace, which we should r-eadily 
believe, provided a very moderate amount of testimony could 
be produced in their favour. · If his treatment not only dis
enchants the original mythes, but even effaces their generic 
and ess~n.tial ch~racter, we ought to remember that this is not 
more tjlariwhat is .done by Thucydides in his sketch ·of .the 
Trojan ' wai:. Palreph.atus handles the mythes consistently, 
accordir).g to. the semi-historical theory, and his results exhibit 

" 
1'1'alrep)lat. Nan:at. I, 3, 6, I], 20, 2I, 29. Two short treatises on the 

same subject as this of Palref>hatus, are printed along with it ·both in the 
collection 6f Gale and of Westermann; the. one Heracliti de Incredibi!ibus, 
the other 'Anonymi de Incredibz'libus; They both profess to interpret soti1e 
of the extraordinary or miraculous mythes, and proceed in a track not unlike 
that of Palrephatus. Scylla was a beautiful courtezan, surrounded with 
abominable parasites: she ensnared and ruined the companions bf Odysseus, 
though he himself was prudent enough to escape her (Heraclit. c. 2, p. 313, 
vVest). Atlas was a great astronomer; Pasiphae fell in love with a youth 
named Taurus ; tile monster called the Chimrera was in reality a ferocious 
queen, .w,to ·had two brothers called Leo and Drako; the ram which carried 
Phryxus and Helle across tile A!:gean was a boatman named Krius {Heraclit. 
c. 2, 6, 1.5. 24). . . . 

A great !lumber of similar explan,ations are scattered throughout the 
Scholia o'n Homer and· the Commentary of Eustathius, without specification 
of their authors; 

Thelin considers such resolution of fable into plausible history as a proof 
of surpassing ingenuity (Progy;nnasmata, cap. 6, ap. Walz. Coil. Rhett~ 
Grrec. i. p. 219). Others· among the Rhetors, too, exercised their talents 
sometimes in vindicating, sometimes in controverting, the probability of the 
ancient mythes. See the Progymnasmata of Nicolaus-Ka-ra<Ttceuij g.,.. 
eltc&-ra -r?t ~<a-r?t N<oflrw, 'Ava<Tii<vh 8n ol>tc eitc&-ra -r?t liar?t N<0{3"flv (ap. Walz. 
Col!. Rhetor. i. p. 284-,318), where there are many specimens of this fanci
ful mode 'ofhandling. 

Plutarch, however, in one of his treatises, accepts Minotaurs, Sphinxes, 
Centaurs, &c., as 1·ealities ; he treats them as products of the monstrous, 
incestuous, and ungovernable lusts of man, which he contrasts with the 
simple aeyd moderate passions of animals (Plutarch, Gryllus, p. 990). 

VOL. II. F 
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the maximum which that theory can ever present.1 By aid 1 

·conjecture we get out of the impossible, and arrive at matte: 
intrinsically plausible, but totally uncertified j beyond th 
point we cannot penetrate, without the light of extrins: 
·evidence, since there is no intrinsic mark to distinguish trut 
from plausible fiction. 

It remains that we should notice the manner in which tr 
:ancient mythes were received and dealt with by the philosopher 
'The earliest expression which we hear, on the part of philosoph: 
iis the severe censure bestowed upon them on ethical grounc 
lby Xenophanes of Koloph6n, and seemingly by some others 1 

lhis contemporaries.2 It was apparently in reply to such charge 
which did not admit of being directly reb~tted, that Theageni 
of Rhegium (about 520 B.c.) first started the idea of a douh 
meaning in the Homeric and Hesiodic narratives,-an interi< 
sense, different from that which the words in their obviot 
meaning bore, yet to a certain extent analogous, and discove 
able by sagacious divination. Upon this principle he allegorise 
especially the battle of the gods in the Iliad.8 In the succeedir: 

1 The learned Mr. Jacob Bryant regards the explanations of Palrephat1 
as if they were founded upon real fact. He admits, for example, the ci• 
N ephele alleged by that author in his exposition of the fable of the Centaur 
Moreover, he speaks with much commendation of Palrephatus generall} 
"He (Palrephatus) wrote early, and seems to have been a serious and sensib 
person ; one who saw the absurdity of the fables upon which the theolof 
of his.country was founded." (Ancient Mythology, vol. i. p. 41I-435·) 

So also Sir Thomas Browne (Enquiry into Vulgar Errors, Book I. cha1 
vi. p. 221, ed. 1835) alludes to Palrephatus as having incontestably point< 
out the real basis of the fables. "And surely the fabulous inclination , 
those days was greater than any since; which swarmed so with fables, ar. 
from such slender grounds took hints for fictions, poisoning the world ev< 
after: wherein how far they succeeded, may be exemplified from Palrephatu 
in his Book of Fabulous Narrations." 

• Xenophan. ap. Sext. Empir. adv. Mathemat. ix. 193. He also di 
approved of the rites, accompanied by mourning and wailing, with whic 
the Eleates worshipped Leukothea : he told them, •l p.~v 8•1w {nroll.ap.fJ< 
voutn, p.~ 8p'f/viiv· El o~ /£v8ponrov, p.~ 8o•w (Aristotel. Rhet. ii. 23). 

Xenophanes pronounced the battles of the Titans, Gigantes and Centau: 
to be "fictions of our predecessors," 1rJ\&rTp.ara. riiw 1rporlp"'" (Xenophar 
Fragm. 1. p. 42, ed. Schneidewin). , 

See a curious comparison of the Grecian and Roman theology in Diony' 
Halicarn. Ant. Rom. ii. 20. 

s Schol. Iliad. xx. 67; Tatian. adv. Grrec. c. 48. Herakleitus indif 
nantly repelled the impudent atheists who found fault with the divine mytht 
of the Iliad, ignorant of their true allegorical meaning : 1] rwv '"'¢vop.€vc. 
..-tiJ 'Op.f,ptp r&ll.p.a. TOPS "Hpa.s o•<Tp.ol!s a.lrtaTa.t, Ka.l vop.l(oVrTtJI liA'f/11 Tt> 
lia.I/Jtll.ij rijs aolov 1rp~s "0p.'1/pOJI lX<tV p.a.vla.s Ta.vra.-'H oO p.€p.vp 8rt r' t1<p€p. 
bi/Jo9Ev, &c. AfA'f/8E a· a.broh ~Tt TOOTOIS ro'i• h•<Tw ti<TE8Eoli.0')'11TQ.I 1] '1"0 

'lravr~s 'Y<v•<T•s, Ka.l .,.4 <TuvExws q.li&p.eva. r€<T<Ta.pa. <Tro•xeia. roor"'" r& 
urlx"'v i<Trl r&E•s (Schol. ad. Hom. Iliad. xv. 18). 
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century, Anaxagoras and Metrod6rus carried out the alle-
'gorical explanation more comprehensively and systematically; 
the former representing the mythical personages .as mere mental 
conceptions invested with name and gender, and illustrative of 

,ethical precepts,-the latter connecting them with physical 
''principles and ph::enomena. Metrodorus resolved not only the 
'persons of Zeus, Here and Athene, but also those of Agamem
non, Achilles and Hector, into various elemental combinations 
.and physical agencies, and treated the adventures ascribed to 
'them as natural facts concealed under the veil of allegory.1 •. 

: 'Empedokles, Prodikus, Antisthenes, Parmenides, Herakleides · 
' of Pontus, and in a later age, Chrysippus and the Stoic philo} 
~sophers generally,2 followed more or less the same principle of 
'treating the popular gods as allegorical personages ; while the· 
r-expositors of Homer (such as Stesimbrotus, Glaukon.,and 
:others, even down to the Alexandrine age), though none of 
•;them proceeded to the same extreme length as Metrod\)rus, 
~employed allegory amongst other media of explanation for the 
; purpose of solving difficulties, or eluding reproaches against the 
; poet. 

, 1 Diogen. Laert. ii. r I ; Tatian. adv. ·Grrec. ·c. 37; Hesychius, v. 
, 'A-yap.lp.vova. See the ethical tum given to the stories of Circ€, the Syrens 
'and Scylla, in Xenoph. Memorab. i. 3, 7 ; ii. 6, 11-31. Syncellus, Chronic • 
. p. 149· 'Ep!''l"•vou<Tt ll~ ol 'Ava~a'Y&pHot Tovs p.uOwllets Oeovs, vovv p.tv TI>.V· 
· ll.la, 'T~vlll; 'A8?)viiv.T€X"'1"• &c. 

Uschold and other modern German authors seem to have adopted in its 
full extent the principle of interpretation proposed by Metrod6rus-treating 
Odys~eus and Penelop~ as personifications of the Sun and Moon, &c. See 
Helbig, Die Sittlichen Zustiinde des Griechischen Held en Alters, Einleitung. 

·p. xxix. (Leipsig, 1839). · , 
\ Corrections of the Homeric text were also resorted to, in order to escape 
1 the necessity of imputing falsehood to Zeus (Aristotel. De Sophist. Elench." 

c. 4). . . 
2 Sextus Empiric. ix. r8; Diogen. viii. 76; Plutarch, De Placit. 

Philosoph. i., 3-6; De Poesi Homericll, 92-126. De Stoicor. Repugn. 
I p. 1050; Menander, De Encomiis, c. 5· 

Cicero, De Nat. Deor. i. 14, 15, r6, 41; ii. 24-25. "Physica ratio non 
inelegans inclus;t in impias fabula.s." . 

In the Bacchce of Euripiq~s, Pentheus is made to deride the tale of the 
motherless infant Dionysus having been sewn into the thigh of Zeus. 

1 Teiresias, while reproving him for his impiety, explains the story away 
in a sort ·of allegory: the !'?1Pia ll.tbs (he says) was a mistaken statement 

' in place of the al8~p xe&va ~'Yt<ul(l\ovp.•vos (Bacch. 235-290). 
· Lucretius (iii. 995-1036) al!egorises the conspicuous sufferers in Hades,

' Tantalus, Sisyphus, Tityus, and the Danaids, as well as the ministers of 
l penal infliction, Cerberus and the Furies. The first four are emblematic 

descriptions of various defective or vicious characters in human nature,-'--
the deisidremonic, the ambitious, the amorous, or the insatiate and querulous 

• man; the two last represent the mental terrors of the wicked. 
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In the days of Plato and Xenophon, this allegorising interpre · 

tation was one of the received methods of softening down thE 
obnoxious mythes-though Plato himself treated it as an 
insufficient defence, seeing that the bulk of youthful hearen 
could not see through the allegory, but embraced the stor; 
literally as it was set forth.1 Pausanias tells us, that when hE 
first began to write his work, he treated many of the Greek 
legends as silly and undeserving of serious attention ; but as 
he proceeded he gradually arrived at the full conviction, that 
the ancient sages had designedly spoken in enigmatical Ian· 
guage, and that there was valuable truth wrapped up in their 
narratives: it was the duty of a pious man, therefore, to study 
and interpret, but not to reject, stories current and accredited 
respecting the gods.2 And others,-arguing from the analog: 
of the religious mysteries, which could not be divulged withou 
impiety to any except such as had been specially admitted an~ 
initiated,-maintained that it would be a profanation to revea 
directly to the vulgar, the genuine scheme of nature and the 
divine administration : the ancient poets and philosophers hac 
taken the only proper course, of talking to the many in type: 
and parables, and reserving the naked truth for privileged an( 
qualified intelligences. 3 The allegorical mode of explaining thE 

1 Ol vilv 7r<pl "Op:T/pov 1i<.vol-so Plato ~ails these interpreters (Kratylus 
p. 407) ; see also Xenoph. Sympos. iii. 6; Plato, Ion, p. 530 ; Plutarch, 
De Audiend. Poet. p. 19. {movota was the original word, afterward: 
succeeded by aililrryopla. 

"Hpas lie G<a'f.tOVs Kal 'Hcpala-Tov pll[!<ts 01rb ,.a.,.pbs, f.t~ii'AovTos 7j) f.t7JTpl 
TV7rTO!J.lvp &!J.uve'iv, «a~ 8eop.ax_las 80'as ''Op.r]pos 7rerrol7}Kev, oV 1rapaOe~er€oJ1 
€ls T1/v 1r&~w, oiJ-r' ~v {nrovolats TrE"'f'Ot1Jp.Evas, olJr' ltvev V1rovotWv. 
'0 ')lap VEOS ovx' oT&s .,.. Kpfv<tV, 11,.,., .,.. 07rOVOta /(o;l & f.'i!. (,.}\}\' a ttv 'T7]AIIWV"TOS 
&v 'Ar#Jn iv TO:LS 156~a<s, Gua'Of(VL71"T<I. .,.. I<O:l af.tETCf<JTa"Ta <J>t'A<t ,t,v<u8al 
(Plato, Republ. ii. 17, p. 378). 

The idea of an interior sense and concealed purpose in the ancient poets 
occurs several times in Plato (Theretet. c. 93, p. r8o): 1rapa f.'EV Twv 
ltpxalwv, f.t<Ta 7rodJa-<ws i7rtKpv7rTOf.tlvwv Tabs 7ro'A'Aovs, &c. ; also Protagor. 
c. 20, p. 316. 

" Modo Stoicum Homerum faciunt,-modo Epicureum,-modo Peri
pateticum,-modo Academicum. App~ret nihil horum esse in illo, quia 
omnia sunt." (Seneca, Ep. 88.) Compare Plutarch, De Defectu Oracul. 
c. I 1-12, t. ii. p. 702, Wytt., and Julian, Orat'. vii. p. 216. 

2 Pausan. viii. 8, 2. To the same purpose (Strabo, x. p. 474}, allegory 
is admitted to a certain extent in the fables by Dionys. Halic. Ant. Rom. 
ii. 20. The fragment of the lost treatise of Plutarch, on the Platrean 
festival of the Dredala, is very instructive respecting Grecian allegory 
(Fragm. ix. t. 5, p. 754-763, ed. Wytt.; ap. Euseb. Prrepar. Evang. iii. 1). 

8 This doctrine is set forth in Macrobius (i. 2). He distinguishes be· 
tween .fabula and .fabulosa narratio: the former is fiction pure, intended 
either to amuse or to instruct-the latter is founded upon truth, either respect· 
_inj )~!Jman or respecting divine agency. The gods did not like to be! 
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3-ncient fables 1 became more and more popular in the third and 
fourth centuries after the Christian ::era, especially among the 

i:publicly talked of (according to his view) except under the respectful veil 
i of a fable (the same feeling as that of Herodotus, which led him to refrain 
from inserting the l•po! ll.&ro• in his history). The supreme God, the 

, .,.&ra6bv, the 1rpw'Tov a1'T<ov, could not be talked of in fables ; but the other 
'gods, the aerial or ::ethereal powers, and the soul, might be, and ought to 
. be, talked of in that manner alone. Only superior .intellects ought to be 
admitted to a knowledge of the secret reality. "De Diis creteris, et de 
animil, non frustra se, nee ut oblectent, ad fabulosa convertunt; sed quia 
sciunt inimicam esse natura apertam nudamque exposz"tio1zem sui/ qure 

'sicut vulgaribus sensibus hominum intellectum sui, vario rerum tegmine 
operimentoque, subtraxit; ita a prndentibus arcana sua voluit perfabulosa 
tractari . • . . • • Adeo semper ita se et sciri et coli numina maluerunt, 
qualiter in vulgus antiquitas fabulata est . . • . Secundum h::x:c Pythagoras 
pse atque Empedocles,. Parmenides quoque et Heradides, de Diis fabulati 

. mnt : nee secus Timreus." Compare also Maxim us Tyrius, dissert. x. and 

. xxii. Arnobius exposes the allegorical interpretation as mere evasion, and 
holds the Pagans to ~iteral historical fact (Adv. Gentes, v. p. 185, ed. 
Elm.). · 

Respecting the allegorical interpretation applied to the Greek fables, 
Bi:ittiger (Die Kunst-Mythologie der Griechen, Abschn. ii. p. 176) ; 
Nitzsch (Heldensage der Griech. sect. 6, p. ,78) ; Lobeck (Aglaopham. 
p. 133-155). 

1 According to the anonymous writer; ap. Westermann (Script. Myth. 
p. 328), every personal or denominated god may be construed in three 
different ways : either 7rparp.aT<'i<'ts (historically, as having been a king or 
a man)-or 1/Jvxucws, in which theory Hl!n~ signifies the soul; Athl!nt!, 
prudence; Aphroditt!, ·desire; Zeus, mind, &c.-or <TTo<xE<aKws, in which 
system Apollo .signifies the sun; Poseidon, the sea ; Hl!rl!, the upper 
stratum of the air, or 12ther; Ath~n~, the lower or denser stratum ; Zeus, 
the upper hemisphere ; Kronus, · the lower, &c. This writer thinks that 
all the three principles of ,construction may be resorted to, each on its 
proper occasion, and that neither of them excludes the others. It will be 
seen that the first is pure Euemerism ; the two latter are modes of 
allegory. ' 

The allegorical construction of the gods and of the divine mythes is 
copiously applied in the treatises, both of Phurnutus and Sallustius, in 
Gale's collection of mythological writers. Sallustius treats the mythes as 
of divine origin, and the chief poets as inspired (0•&71.7J7rTo<): the gods were 
propitious to those who recounted worthy and creditable mythes respecting 
them, and Sallustius prays that they will accept with favour his own 
remarks (cap. 3 and 4, p. 245-2'51, Gale). He distributes mythes 'into 
five classes: theological, ·physical, spiritual, material, and mixed. He 
defends the practice of speaking of the gods under the veil of allegory, 
much in the same way as Macrobius (in the preceding note): he finds, 
moreover, a good excuse even for those mythes which imputed to the gods 
theft, adultery, outrages towards a father,. and other enormities : such tales 
(he says) were eminently suitable, since the mind must at once see that the 
facts as told are not to be taken as being themselves the real truth, but· 
simply as a veil disguising some interior truth (p. 247). 

Besides the life of Homer ascribed to Plutarch (see Gale, p. 325-332), 
Ht!raclid~s- (not H~raclid~s of Pontus) carries out the process of allegoris
ing the Homeric mythes most earnestly and most systematically. The 
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new Platonic philosophers ; being both congenial to thei~ 
orientalised turn of thought, and useful as a shield against the 
attacks of the Christians. 

It was from the same strong necessity, of accommodating the' 
old mythes to a new standard both of belief and of apprecia
tion, that both the historical and the allegorical schemes of 
transforming them arose; the literal narrative being decomposed 
for the purpose of arriving at a base either of particular matter 
of fact, or of general physical or moral truth. Instructed men 
were commonly disposed to historicise only the heroic legends, 
and to allegorise more or less of the divine legends : the 
attempt of Euemerus to historicise the latter was for the most 
part denounced as irreligious, while that of Metrod6rus to 
allegorise the former met with no success. In allegorising 
JDOreover even the divine legends, it was usual to apply the 
scheme of allegory only to the inferior gods, though some of the 
great Stoic philosophers carried it further and allegorised all 
the separate personal gods, leaving only an all-pervading cosmic 
Mind, 1 essential as a co-efficient along with Matter, yet not 
application of the allegorising theory is, in his view, the only way of rescu
ing Homer from the charge of scandalous impiety-,.&vrp -yO.p flu'/37JO'<V1 

<l p.7Jo<v fll\7\7J'YOP7JO'EV (Herac. in init. p. 407, Gale). He proves at length, 
that the destructive arrows of Apollo, in· the first book of the Iliad, mean 
nothing at the bottom except a contagious plague, caused by the heat of 
the summer sun in marshy ground (p. 416-424). AtMne, who darts 
down from Olympus at the moment when Achilles is about to draw his 
sword on Agamemn6n, and seizes him by the hair, is a personification 
of repentant prudence (p. 435). The conspiracy against Zeus, which 
Homer (Iliad. i. 400) relates to have been formed by the Olympic gods, 
and defeated by the timely aid of Thetis and Briareus-the chains and 
suspension imposed upon Here-the casting of Hephrestos by Zeus out of 
Olympus, and his fall in Lemnus-the destruction of the Grecian wall by 
Poseid6n, after the departure of the Greeks-tbe amorous scene between 
Zeus and Here on Mount Gargarus-the distribution of the universe 
between Zeus, Poseid6n, and Hades-all these he resolves into peculiar 
manifestations and conflicts of the elemental substances in nature. To the 
much-decried battle of the gods he gives a turn partly physical, partly 
ethical (p. 481). In like manner he transforms and vindicates the adven
tures of the gods in the Odyssey: the wanderings of Odysseus, together 
with the Lotophagi, the Cyc16ps, Circe, the .Sirens, JEolus, Scylla, &c., 
he resolves into a series of temptations, imposed as a trial upon a man of 
wisdom and virtue, and emblematic of human life (p. 496). The story of 
Ares, Aphrodite and Hephrestos, in the eighth book of the Odyssey, seems 
to perplex him more than any other: he offers two explanations, neither 
of which seems satisfactory even to himself (p. 494). 

1 See Ritter, Geschichte der Philosophie, 2nd edit. part 3, book u, 
chap. 4, p. 592 ; Varro ap. Augustin. Civitat. Dei, vi. 5, ix. 6; Cicero, 
Nat. Deor. ii. 24-28. 

Chrysippus admitted the most important distinction between Zeus and 
the other gods (Plutarch, de Stoicor. Repugnant. p. 1052). 
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separable from Matter .. But many pious pagans seem to have 
perceived that allegory pushed to this extent was fatal to all 
living religious faith, 1 inasmuch as it divested the gods of their: 
character of Persons, sympathising with mankind and modifi
able in their dispositions according to the conduct and prayers 
of the believer : and hence they permitted themselves to 
employ allegorical interpretation only to some of the obnoxious 
legends connected with the superior. gods, leaving the per-
sonality of the latter. unimpeached. · 

One novelty, however, introduced seemingly by the philo-· 
sopher EmpedokH~s and afterwards expanded by others, deserves 
notice, inasmuch as it modiBed considerably the old religious .. 
creed by drawing a pointed contrast between gods and dremons,. 
-a distinction hardly at all manifested in Homer,-but recog
nised in the "Works and Days" of Hesiod. 2 Empedokles· 
widened the gap between the two, and founded upon it. im~ 
portant consequences. The gods were good, immortal, and 
powerful agents, having volition and intelligence,' but without 
appetite, passion or infirmity; the dremons were of a mixed 
nature between gods and men, ministers and interpreters from 
the former to the latter, but invested also with at;~. agency and 
dispositions of their own. _Though not immortal, they were 
still long lived, and subject' to the passions and propensities of 
men, so that therE: were among them beneficent and maleficent : 
dremons with every shade of intermediate difference.8 It had 
·· 1 Plutarch. de Isid .. et Osirid. c. 66, p. 377; c. 70, p. 379· . Compare 
'on this subject 0. MUller, Prolegom. Mythol.. p. 59 seq., and Eckermann, 
Lehrbuch der Religions Geschichte, vol. i. sect. ii. p. 46 . 

.. . 2 Hesiod, Opp. et Di. I22 : to the same effect Pythagoras and Thal~s · 
(Diogen. . Laert.' viii. 32 ; and Plutarch, Placit. Phi los. i. 8). 

The Hesiodic dremons are all good : Athenagoras (Legat. Chr. p. 8) 
says that Thal~s admitted a distinction between goo&.and bad dremons, 
which seems very doubtful. . . • 

3 The distinction between ®•ol and.aaC,..oves.is especially set.forth in the 
treatise of Plutarch, De Defectu Oraculorum, .capp. 10, 12, 13, -IS, &c.
He seems to suppose it traceable to the doctrine of Zoroaster-or the Orphic 

·mysteries, and he repr~sents it as relieving the philosopher from· great per
plexities ; for it was difficult to :know where to draw the line in admitting.' 

'or rejecting divine Providence: errors were committed sometiPleS ·in 
affirming God to be the cause of everything, at other times in supposing 
him to be the cause of nothing. 'E,.e! .,-/, liwp(ua• ,.o;s XP'T/U'r~ov tccil 1-'~XP• 
'r&vOiv '~'P ?rpovo(ct, XO.AE?I"OV, 'oi. 1-'~v oM<vbs. &1rA.c<is .,-bv 6ebv, o{ o/; &!J.oV .,., 
1rcl.vn"v o.t.,-wv ?rotoi!vns, &u.,-oxovu• .,-ov 1-'•'~'p(ov tco.l ""P~""ov.,-os. E~ p.f.v o~v 
71.~-yovutv ol A.€-yov.,-ES, 8.,-t IIA.ci.'rCdV .,-/, 'rO.ts j'<VVCd!J.~vo.•s ?I"OLO'r'T/CI'<V {motcE[!J.•vov 
O''rO<XEtOV l~evpwv, l) >i/v i!A.'T/V ~a! </>V.ULV ICO.AOVII'LII, ?I"OAAcdV d?rhAAO.~€ tco.l 
!J.•-yci.A."'v d?roptOiv .,-oils <1>•A.ou64>ovs • i!-'ol lie liotcovu& ?rA.•[ovas A.vua& tcal 
!-'•i(ovas a?roplas ol '1'0 .,-Oiv /iat!-'OVCdV -yevos lv /-'EO'ql 8e0iv tcal &v8pW?rCdV, tcal 
'rpO?rOV 'r&vt\ 'r~W ICOtVCdV(av TJ!-'cdV uovo.-yov e/s '1'0.0'1'0 ~<a! CI'VVO.?I"'rOV1 i~evpOV'rES 
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been the mistake (according to these philosophers) of the old 
mythes to ascribe to the gods proceedings really belonging to 
the dremons, who were always the immediate communicants 
with mortal nature, inspiring prophetic power to the priestesses 
of the oracles, sending dreams and omens; and perpetually 
interfering either for good or for evil. The wicked and violent 
dremons, having committed many enormities, had thus some
times incurred punishment from the gods : besides which, their 
bad dispositions had imposed upon men the necessity of 
appeasing them by religious ceremonies of a kind acceptable to 
such beings; hence the human sacrifices, the violent, cruel, 
and obscene exhibitions, the wailings and fastings, the tearing 
and eating of raw flesh, which it had become customary to 
practise on various consecrated occasions, and especially in the 
Dionysiac solemnities. Moreover, the discreditable actions 
imputed to the gods,-the terrific combats, the Typhonic and 
Titanic convulsions, the rapes, abductions, flight, servitude, and 
concealment,-all these were really the doings and sufferings of 
bad dremons, placed far below the sovereign agency-equable, 
undisturbed, and unpolluted-of the immortal gods. The action 

(c. IO). 'H ocup.6vwv cpi}(TIS lxov<Ta Ka! 1rtt0os 8V1/TOV KO.l 0EOV Mva,uv 
(c. IJ). 

EI<Tl ')ldp, ells lv &vOpc{,11'ots, J<al oafp.O<TtV d.perijs /Jtacpopal, Kal TOV 11'0.01/TLKOV 
J<al ai\6')/0V TOLS p.ev ix<TOeves Kal b.p.avp'lw lTt 1\ellf;avov, II!<T11'€p 11'EphTwp.a, 
TOLS a. 7TOAIJ J<al au<TJCO.'Ttt<T{3E<T'TOV hE<T'TtV, iliv txv71 J<al <TVp.{3ol\a. 11'01\1\axov 
Ou<Tlat J<a.l TEAE'Ta.l Ka.l p.uOui\oyla.t <TC:,(ou<Tt J<a.l /Jta.cpui\ttTTOU<TtV ivotE<T11'0.pp.€va. 
(ib.): compare Plutarch, de Isid. et Osir. 2S, p. 360. 

Kal p.1qv 8<Tas lv re p.vOots J<a.llip.vots 1\e')IOU<Tt J<a.l /f.liov<Tt, rovro 
.uEv U.p7raj'Ct.s, ToV-ro OE 7rA&.vas 8eWv, ICp{nJ!ets TE 1ea.l cf>v'YU.s Kal Aa:rpelas, ob 
Oewv ei<Tlv d.i\1\(1. lia.tp.6vwv ?TaOnp.cx..-a., &c. (c. IS): also c. 23 ; also de lsid. 
et Osir. c. 2S, p. 366. 

Human sacrifices and other objectionable rites are excused, as necessary 
for the purpose of averting the anger of bad dremons (c. I4-15). 

Empedokles is represented as the first author of the doctrine which 
imputed vicious and abominable dispositions to many of the dremons (c. IS, 
I6, 17, 20), ro/..s el<TO.')!Op.evovs l1rb 'Ep.1TEOOKI\eovs oafp.ova.s; expelled from 
heaven by the gods, Oenil.aTOt J<a.l ovpaVO'TrETiis (Plutarch, De Vitand. Aer. 
Alien. p. 830); followed by Plato, Xego~~ates and Chrysippus, c. 17: 
compare Plato (Apolog. Socrat. p. 27 ; Poht1c. p. 271 ; Symposion, c. 28. 
p. 203), though he seems to treat the oalp.oves as defective and mutable 
beings, rather than actively maleficent. Xenokrates represents some of 
them both as wicked and powerftll in a high degree :-E•voJCpttT1/S J<a.l Twv 
?,p.epwv TO:s rt11'ocpp&oa.s, J<al Twl/ ~oprwv li<Ta< 11'A7/')Itt< ..-was :f) tw1f'<Tolis, 1) 
V1/<TTElas, 1) liuucp'l/p.[as, :f) ai<Txpol\oyla.v ~xov<Ttv, oll.-e Oewv Ttp.a'Ls olire 
oatp.6vwv o1erat "P.O<TiiKELV XP1/<TTwv, d.l\A.' eivat cpt'J<Tets lv .-r;; 11'<pt€xovn 
P.•')lttl\as p.ev Kalluxupas, OUITTp611'0VS /Je J<al (1'J<u0pw1rb.s, a! xalpov<Tt TOOS 
TOtOVTOLS, J<al. TV')!XttVOVITCJ.t "P OS ovOev ll.i\1\o x•<pov TPE1rOV'Tat 
(Plutarch, De Isid. et Osir. c. 26, p. 361 ; Qurestion. Rom. p. 283) : 
compare Stobreus, Eclog. Pbys. i. p. 62; 
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of such dremons upon mankind was fitful and intermittent : 
they sometimes perished or changed their local abode, so that 
oracles which had once been inspired became after a time for
saken and disfranchised.1 

This distinction between gods and dremoris appeared to save 
in a great degree both the truth of the old legends and the 
dignity of the gods : it obviated the necessity of pronouncing 
either. that the gods were unworthy, or the legends untrue. 
Yet although devised for the purpose of satisfying a more 
scrupulous religious sensibility, it was found inconvenient 
afterwards when assailants arose against paganism generally ... 
For while it abandoned as indefensible a large portion of what 
had once been g~nuine faith, it still retained the same word 
dcemons with an entirely altered signification. The Christian' 
writers in their controversies found ample warrant among the 
earlier pagan authors 2 for treating all the gods as dremons-and 
not less ample warrant among the later pagans for denouncing 
the dremons generally as evil beings. 3 

Such were the different modes in which the ancient mythes 
were treated, during the literary life of Greece, by the · fout 
classes above named-poets, logographers, historians and 
philosophers. 

Literal acceptance, and unconscious, uninquii:ing. faith, such 
as they had obtained from the original auditors to whom they 
were addressed, they now found only among the multitude
alike retentive of traditional feeling 4 and fearful of criticising 

1 Plutarch,. Pe Defect. · Orac. c. 15, p. 418. Chrysippus admitted, 
amol)g the various conceivable causes to account for the existence of evil,. 
the sup,rosition of some negligent and reckless dremons, 3atp.&vu< tpavil.a ~v 
oTs "rf ov'ft ')'lvwrat t<al l')'t<il.rrr~at &p.tA.itat (Plutarch, De Stoicor. Repug, 
nant. p. 1051). A distinction, which ·I do not fully understand, between 
8eol and 3aip.oves, was also adopted among the. Lokrians at Opus: oa!p.wv 
with them seems to have been equivalent to l\pws (Plutarch, Qu::r!stion. 
Grrec. c. 6, p. 292) : see the note above. · . 

2 Tatian. adv. Grrecos, c. 20 ; Clemens Alexandrin. Admonit. ad Gentes, 
p. 26-29, Sylb. ; Mimtc. Felix. Octav: .. c. 26. "Isti igitur impuri 
spiritus, ut ostensum a Magis, a philosophis, a Platone, sub statuis et 
imaginibus consecrati delitescuht, et afflatu suo quasi auctoritatem prre
sentis· numinis consequuntur," &c. This, like so many other of the 
aggressive arguments of the Christians against paganism, was taken from 
the pagan philosophers themselves. . , 

Lactantius, De Vera Philosophia, iv. 28. "Ergo iidetn· sunt Dremones, 
quos fatentur execrandos esse : iidem Dii, qui bus supplicant. Si nobis 
credendum esse non putant, credant Homero; qui summum ilium Jovem 
Dremonibus aggregavit," &c. . . · ' 

3 See vol. i. chap. ii., the remarks on the Hesiodic Theogony. . 
4 A destructive inundation took place at Pheneus in ~.cadla, seemingly 

in the time of Plutarch : the subterranean outlet (,Sclpallpov) of the river had 
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the proceedings of the gods.l But with instructed men they 
became rather subjects of respectful and curious analysis
all agreeing that the Word as tendered to them was inadmissible, 
yet all equally convinced that it contained important meaning, 
though hidden yet not undiscoverable. A very large propor
tion of the force of Grecian intellect was engaged in searching 
after this unknown base, by guesses, in which sometimes the 
principle of semi-historical interpretation was assumed, some
times that of allegorical, without any collateral evidence in 
either case, and without possibility of verification. Out of 
the one assumption grew a string of allegorised phrenomenal 
truths, out of the other a long series of seeming historical 
events and chronological persons-both elicited from the 
transformed mythes and from nothing else. 

The utmost which we accomplish by means of the semi-

become blocked up, and the inhabitants ascribed the stoppage to the anger 
of Apollo, who had been provoked by "the stealing of the Pythian tripod 
by H~rakles : the latter had carried the tripod to Pheneus and deposited it 
there. 1Ap" o~v oint lt-ro1rcfn·epos To6TCIJJI 6 ,A7r&'A.A(J)JI, el ~fve&-rcr.s ci1r&AAuO'L 
TOVS vvv, lp.tpp&.~as TO {J&.pa8pov, t<al l<aTat<ll.6rras TtJI' xcfJpav ll. .... arrav ahwv, 
llTI 7rp0 x•"Alwv lTr.>P, tfJs </)arrw, d 'Hpai<A.ijs &varr'll"&.rras TDV Tp[,..ol!a TOV 
p.av.-at<ov els ~eveov ¢.,..-five-yt<<; (Plutarch. de Seril. Numin. Vindicta, p. 557; · 
compare Pausan. viii. 14, 1). The expression of Plutarch that the abstrac· 
tion of the tripod by Harakles had tal<en place rooo years before, is that of 
the critic, who thinks it needful to historicise and chronologise the genuine 
legend ; which, to an inhabitant of Pheneus at the time of the inundation, 
was doubtless as little questioned as if the theft of Herakles had been laid 
in the preceding generation. 

Agathocles of Syracuse committed depredations on the coasts of Ithaca 
and Korkyra : the excuse which he offered was, that Odysseus had come 
to Sicily and blinded Polyphemus, and that on his return he had been. 
kindly received by the Phreakians (Plutarch, ib.). 

This is doubtless a jest, either made by Agathocles, or more probably 
invented for him ; but it is founded upon a popular belief. 

1 " Sanctiusque et reverentius visum, de actis Deorum credere quam 
scire." (Tacit. German. c. 34·) 

Aristides, however, represents the Homeric theology (whether he would 
have included the Hesiodic we do not know) as believed quite literally 
among the multitude in his time, the second century after Christianity 
(Aristid. Orat. iii. p. 25). 'A,..opw, 8,..11 .... &re XPII p.e lhaelrrOaa p.eO' ilp.wv, 
'lrth<pa ells To'is 7roli.Ao'is liot<et Kal 'OwhP'I' II€ •rrvvlioK<i, O•wv 'll"aO-fip.aTa 
rrvp.7rearr8ijvaa t<al "p.as, oTov 'Apeos 1ierrp.a Kal 'A7roAAwvos 871TEias t<al 
'H<!JaliJTOV pl>jleiS els e&.Aarrrrav, ofiTw II€ t<al 'Ivovs ~X'II t<al <Jwy&.s Tlvas. 
Compare Lucian, Z<vs Tpa-ywoos, c. 20, and De Luctu, c. 2 ; Dionys. 
Halicar. A. R. ii. p. go, Sylb. 

Kallimachus (Hymn. ad Jov. 9) distinctly denied the statement of the 
Kretans that they possessed in Krete the tomb of Zeus, and treated it as an 
instance of Kretan mendacity ; while Celsus did not deny it, but explained 
it in some figurative manner-alvtTTOJ.<Evos Tpo'II"!Ka.s 07ravola.s (Origen. cont. 
Celsum, iii. p. 137). 
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historical theory even in its most successful applications, is, 
that after leaving out from the mythical narrative all tb,at is 
miraculous or high-coloured or extravagant, we arrive at a 
series .of credible incidents-incidents which may, perhaps, 
have really occurred, and against which no intrinsic presumption 
can be raised. This is exactly the character of a well-written 
modern novel (as, for example, several among the compositions 
of Defoe), the whole story of-which is such as may well have 
occurred in real life : it is plausible fiction and nothing beyond. · 
To raise plausible fiction up to the superior dignity of truth, 
some positive testimony or positive ground of inference must 
be shown ; even the highest measure of intrinsic probability 
js. not alone sufficient. A man who tells us that on the day 
of the battle of Platrea, rain fell on the spot of ground where 
the city of New York now stands, will neither deserve rior 
obtain credit, because he can have had no means of positive 
knowledge ; though the statement is not in the ·slightest degree· 

. improbable. On the other hand, statements in themselves 
very improbable may well deserve belief, provided they be 
supported by sufficient positive evidence. · Thus the canal 
dug by order of Xerxes across the promontory of Mount Athos, 
.and the sailing of the Persian fleet through it, is a fact which I 
believe, because it is well-attested-notwithstanding . its re
markable improbability, which so far misled Juvenal as to 

· induce him to single out the narrative as a glaring -example 
of Grecian mendacity.1 Again, many critics have observed 
that the general tale of the Trojan war (apart from the super
·human agencies) is. not more improbable than that of the 
crusades,· which every one admits to be an historical fact. 
But (even if we grant this position, which is only true to a 
small extent), it is not sufficient_ to show an analogy l:ietween 
the two cases in respect to negative presumptions alone ; 
the analogy ought to be shown to hold between them in· respect 
·to positive certificate also. The crusades·· are ·a curious 
phrenomenon in history,. but we accept them nevertheless as . 
an unquestionable fact, b"ecause the .antecedent improbability 
is surmounted by aa.equate contemporary testimony. When 
the like testimony, both in . amount and kind, is produced 
to establish the historicl!J reality of the Trojan war, we shall 
not hesitate to deal with'the two events on.the·same footing. 

In applying the semi-historical theory lo Grecian mythical 
1 Juvenal, Sat. x. 174- . 

"Creditur olim 
Velificatus Athos, et quantum Grrecia mendax 
Audet in historia, '' &c. · 
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narrative, it has been often forgotten that a certain strength 
of testimony, or positive ground of belief, must first be tendered, 
before we can be called upon to discuss the antecedent prob
ability or improbability of the incidents alleged. The belief 
of the Greeks themselves, without the smallest aid of special 
or contemporary witnesses, has been tacitly assumed as sufficient 
to support the case, provided only sufficient deduction be made 
from the mythical narratives to remove all antecedent im
probabilities. It has been taken for granted that the faith 
of the people must have rested originally upon some particular 
historical event, involving the identical persons, things and 
places which the original mythes exhibit, or at least the most 
prominent among them. But when we examine the psycha
gogic influences predominant in the society among whom this 
belief originally grew up, we shall see that their belief is of 
little or no evidentiary value, and that the growth and diffusion 
of it may be satisfactorily explained without supposing any 
special basis of matters of fact. The popular faith, so far 
as it counts for anything, testifies in favour of the entire and 
literal mythes, which are now universally rejected as incredible.1 

1 Colonel Sleeman observes respecting the Hindoo historical mind
" History to this people is all a fairy tale" (Rambles and Recollections of 
an Indian Official, vol. i. ch. ix. p. 70 ). And again, "The popular poem 
of the Ramaen describes the abduction of the heroine by the monster king 
of Ceylon, Rawun ; and her recovery by means of the monkey general 
Hunnooman. Every word of this poem the people assured me was 
written, if not by the hand of the Deity himself, at least by his inspiration, 
which was the same thing-and it must consequently be true. Ninety-nine 
out of a hundred, among the Hindoos, implicitly believe, not only every 
word of the poem, but every word of every poem that has ever been 
written in Sanscrit. If you ask a man whether he really believes any very 
egregious absurdity quoted from these books, he replies, with the greatest 
nai"vett in the world, Is it not written in the book, and how should it be 
there written, if not true? The Hindoo religion reposes upon an entire 
prostration of mind,-that continual and habitual surrender of the reasoning 
faculties, which we are accustomed to make occasionally, while engaged at 
the theatre, or in the perusal of works of fiction. We allow the scenes, 
characters, and incidents, to pass before .our mind's eye, and move our 
feelings-without stopping a moment to ask wh~ther they are real or true. 
There is only this difference-that with people of education among us, even 
in such short intervals of illusion or abandon, any extravagance in the 
acting, or flagrant improbability in the fiction, destroys the charm, breaks 
the spell by which we have been so mysteriously bound, and restores us to 
reason and the realities of ordinary life. With the Hindoos, on the con
trary, the greater the improbability, the more monstrous and preposterous 
the fiction-the greater is the charm it has over their minds ; and the 
greater their learning in the Sanscrit, the more are they under the influence 
of this charm. Believing all to be written by the Deity, or under his 
inspirations, and the men and things of former days to have been very 
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We have thus the very minimum of positive proof, and the 
maximum of negative presumption : we may diminish the latter 
by conjectural omissions and interpolations, but we cannot 
by any artifice increase the former : the narrative ceases to 
be incredible, but it still remains uncertified,-a mere common~ 
place possibility. Nor is fiction always, or essentially, extrava
gant and incredible. It is often not only plausible and 
coherent, but even more like truth (if a paradoxical phrase may, 
be allowed) than truth itself. Nor can. we, in the absence 
of any extrinsic test, reckon upon any intrinsic mark to dis
criminate the one from the other.1 

different from men and things of the present day, and the heroes of these 
fables to have been demigods, or people endowed with powers far superior 
to those of the ordinary men of their own day-the analogies of nature are 
never for a moment considered; nor do questions of probability; or possi· 
bility, according to those analogies, ever obtrude to dispel the charm with 
which they are so pleasingly bound. They go on through life reading and 
talking of these monstrous fictions, which shock the taste and understanding 
of other nations, without ever questioning the truth of one sin~le -incident', 
or hearing it questioned. There was a time, and that not far distant, when 
it was the same in England, and in every other European nation ; .and 
there are, I am afraid, some parts of Europe where it is so still. But the 
Hindoo faith, so far as religious questions are concerned, is not more 
capacious or absurd than that of the Greeks or Romans in the days of 
Socrates or Cicero ; the only difference is, that among the Hindoos a 
greater number of the questions which interest mankind are brought under 
the head of religion." (Sleeman, Rambles, &c., vol. i. ch. xxvi. p. 227: 
compare vol. ii.. ch. v: p. 51 ; viii. p. 97). · 

1 Lord Lyttelton, in commenting on the tales of the Irish bards, in'his 
History of Henry II., has the following just remarks (book iv. vol. iii' 
p. 13, quarto): "One may reasonably suppose that in MSS. written since 
the Irish received the Roman letters from St. Patrick, some traditional 
truths recorded before by the bards in their unwritten poems may have· 
been preserved to our times. Yet these cannot be so separated from many 
fabulous stories derived from the same sources, as to obtain a firm credit ; it 
not being sufficient to establish the authority of suspected traditions, that 
they can be shown not to be so improbable or absurd as others with which 
they are mixed-st'nce the1·e may be specious as well as senseless fictions. 
Nor can a poet or bard, who lived in the sixth or seventh century after 
Christ, if his poem .is still extant, be any voucher for facts supposed to have 
happened before the incarnatiorr ; thpugh his evidence (allowing for poetical 
licence) may be received on such matters as <:orne within his own time, or 
the remembrance of old men with whom he conversed. The most judicious 
historians pay no regard to the Welch or British traditions delivered by 
Geoffrey of Monmouth, though it is not impossible but that some of these 
may be true." J 

One definition of a mythe given by Plutarch coincides exactly with a 
specious fiction : '0 p.v6os efvcu {3o6>o.eTac >o.o-yos 1ftev8hs ~oclcws a>o.'176wtji 
(Plutarch, Bellone an pace clariores fuerunt Athenienses, p. 348). 

"Der Grund-Trieb des Myth us (Creuzer justly expresses it) das Gedachte 
in ein Geschehenes umzusetzen." · (Symbolik der A!ten Wc;\~1 s~ct. 43, 
p. 99·) ' 
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In the semi-historical theory respecting Grecian mythic~ 

narrative, the critic unconsciously transports into the Homeri 
age those habits of classification and distinction, and tha 
standard of acceptance or rejection, which he finds currer 
in his own. Amongst us the distinction between historic1 
fact and fiction is highly valued as well as familiarly understood 
we have a long history of the past, deduced from a stud 
of contemporary evidences ; and we have a body of fictitiou 
literature, stamped with its own mark and interesting in it 
own way. But this historical sense, now so deeply roote 
in the modern mind that we find a difficulty in conceiving an 
people to be without it, is the fruit of records and inquirie: 
first applied to the present, and then preserved and studied b 
subsequent generations; while in a society which has nc 
yet formed the habit of recording its present, the real facts < 
the past can never be known ; the difference between atteste 
matter of fact and plausible fiction-between truth and th1 
which is like truth-can neither be discerned nor sought fo 
Yet it is precisely upon the supposition that this distinction 
present to men's habitual thoughts, that the semi-historic: 
theory of the mythes is grounded. 

It is perfectly true, as has often been stated, that the Grecia 
epic contains what are called traditions respecting the past
the larger portion of it indeed consists of nothing else. Bt 
what are these traditions? They are the matter of those son1 
and stories which have acquired hold on the public mine 
they are the creations of the poets and storytellers themselve 
each of whom finds some pre-existing, and adds others , 
his own, new and previously untold, under the impulse ar 
authority of the inspiring Muse. Homer doubtless found mar 
songs and stories current with respect to the siege of Tro: 
he received and transmitted some of these traditions, re-ca 
and transformed others, and enlarged the whole mass by m 
creations of his own. To the subsequent poets, such 
Arktinus and Lesches, these Homeric creations formed portio1 
of pre-existing tradition, with which they dealt in the san 
manner ; so that the whole mass of'traditions constituting tl 
tale of Troy became larger and larger with each successi· 
contributor. To assume a generic difference between the old 
and the newer strata of tradition-to treat the former as morsE 
of history, and the latter as appendages of fiction-is 1 

hypothesis gratuitous at the least, not to say inadmissibl 
For the farther we travel back into the past, the more < 
we recede from the clear day of positive history, and the deep 
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do we plunge into the unsteady twilight and \gorgeous cloud.s 
of fancy ··and feeling. It was -one of the agreeable dreams 

. of the Grecian epic, that the man who travelled far enough 
northward beyond the Rhiprean mountains, would in time 
reach the delicious country· and genial climate of the virtuous 
Hyperboreans-the votaries and favourites of Apollo, who 
dwelt in the extreme north beyond the chilling blasts of Boreas. 
Now the hope that we may, by carrying our researches tip 
the stream of time; exhaust the limits of fiction, and land 
ultimately upon some points of solid truth, appears .to me
no .lt;!ss illusory than this northward journey in quest of the 
Hyperborean elysium. 

The general disposition to adopt the semi-historical theory. 
as to the genesis of Grecian mythes, arises in part from re-·. 
luctance in critics to impute to the mythopreic ages extreme 
credulity or fraud ; together with the usual presumption, that 
where much is believed some portion of it must be true. There 
would be some weight in these grounds of reasoning, if the 
ages under discussion h~d been supplied with records and 
accustomed to critical inquiry. But amongst a people un
provided with the former and strangers to the latter, credulity 
is naturally at its maximum, as well in the narrator himself 
as iri his hearers. The,idea of deliberate fraud is moreover 
inapplicable/ for if the hearers are disposed ·to accept what 
is related to them as a revelation from the l\1use; the cestrus · 
of composition is quite sufficient to ill)piut a similar persuasion 
to the poet whose· mind is penetrated with it. The belief 
of that day can hardly be said to stand apart by itself as an' 

·act of reason. It becomes confounded with vivacious imagina-' 
:~ion ·and earnest emotion; and in every case where ·these. 
mental excitabilities are powerfully acted. upon, faith ensues 

1 In reference to t)le loose statem~nts- of the Highlanders, Dr. Johnson 
·observes-" He that goes into the Highlands with a mind naturally acquies· 
cent, and a credulity eager for. wondei·s, may perhaps come back with an 
opinion vei:y different from ~pine ; for the inhabitants, knowing the 

. ignorance of all strangers in their language and antiquities, are perhaps not · 
very scrupulous adherents to truth : yet I do not say that they deliberately 
speak studied falsehood, or have a settled purpose to deceive. They have . 
acquired and considered little; and do· not always feel their own ignorance. 
They are. not much accustomed to be interrogated by others, and seem 
never to have thought of interrogating themselves ; so that if they do not 
know what they tell to be trut, thty likewise do not distinctly perceive it to 6t 
false.· Mr: Boswell was very diligent in his inquiries, and the result of his 
investigations was, that the answer to the second question was commonly 
such as nullified the answer to the first.'' (Journey to the Western Islands, 
p. 272, Istedjt. I77.s.> -
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unconsciously and as a matter of course. How active and 
prominent such tendencies were among the early Greeks, the 
extraordinary beauty and originality of their epic poetry may 
teach us. 

It is, besides, a presumption far too largely and indiscrimin
ately applied, even in our own advanced age, that where 
much is believed, something must necessarily be true-that 
accredited fiction is always traceable to some basis of historical 
truth.l The influence of imagination and feeling is not con
fined simply to the process of retouching, transforming, or 
magnifying narratives originally founded on fact; it will often 
create new narratives of its own, without any such preliminary 
basis. Where there is any general body of sentiment pervading 
men living in society, whether it be religious or political-love, 
admiration or antipathy-all incidents tending to illustrate that 
sentiment are eagerly welcomed, rapidly circulated and (as a 
general rule) easily accredited. If real incidents are not at 
hand, impressive fictions will be provided to satisfy the demand. 
The perfect harmony of such fictions with the prevalent feeling 
stands in the place of certifying testimony, and causes men to 
hear them not merely with credence, but even with delight. 
To call them in question and require proof, is a task which 
cannot be undertaken without incurring obloquy. Of such 
tendencies in the human mind abundant evidence is furnished 
by the innumerable religious legends which have acquired 
currency in various parts of the world, and of which no country 
was more fertile than Greece-legends which derived their 
origin, not from special facts misreported and exaggerated, but 
from pious feelings pervading the society, and translated into 

·narrative by forward and imaginative minds-legends, in which 
not merely the incidents, but often even the personages are 
unreal, yet in which the generating sentiment is conspicuously 
discernible, providing its own matter as well as its own form. 
Other sentiments also, as well as the religious, provided they 
be fervent and widely diffused, will find expression in current 
narrative, and become portions of the general public belief. 

. Every celebrated and notorious character is the source of a 
thousand fictions exemplifying his peculiarities. And if it be 
true, as I think present observation may show us, that such 
creative agencies are even now visible and effective, when the 

.. materials of genuine history are copious and critically studied 
1 I considered this position more at large in an article in the West

' minster Review for May 1843, on Niebuhr's Greek Legends, with whichj 
article much in the present chapter will be found to coincide. · j 
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-much more are we warranted in ~oncluding th~t in ages 
destitute~ of records, strangers to historical testimony, and full 
of belief in divine inspiration both as to the future and as to 
the past, narratives purely fictitious will acquire ready and 
uninquiring credence, provided only they be plausible and in 
harmony with the preconceptions of the auditors. 

The allegorical interpretation of the rnythes has been by 
several learned investigators, especially by Creuzer, connected 
with the hypothesis of an ancient and highly instructed body 
of priests, having their.origin either in Egypt or in the East, 
and communicating to the rude and barbarous Greeks religious, 
physical and historical knowledge under the veil of symbols. 
At a time (we are told) when language was yet in its infancy, 
visible symbols were the most vivid means of acting upon the 
minds' of ignorant hearers: the next step was to pass to sym
bolical -language and expressions-for a plain and literal 
exposition, even if understood at all, would at least have been 
listened to with indifference, as not· corresponding with any 
mental demand. In such allegorising way, then, the early 
priests set forth their doctrines respecting God, nature and 
humanity--'-,a refined monotheism and a theological philosophy, 
-and to thi1> purpose the earliest mythes were turned. ~ut 
another class of mythes, more popular and more captivatmg, 
grew up 'under the hands of the poets-mythes purely epical, 
and descriptiv_e of real or supposed past events. The allegorical 
mythes, being taken up by the poets, insensibly became con-.;. 
founded in· the same category with the purely narrative mythes 
-the matter symbolised was no longer thought of, while the 
symbolising words came to be construed in their own literal
meaning~and the basis of the early allegory, thus lost among 
the general public, was only preserved as a secret among various 
religiouS' fraternities, composed of members. allied together by 
initiation in certain mystical ceremonies, and administered by · 
ilereditary families of presiding priests. In the Orphic an? 
Bacchic sects, in the Eleusinian and Samothracian mysteries; 
was thus treasured up the secret doctrine of .the old theological 
md philosophical mythes, which had once constituted the 
Jrimitive legendary stock of Greece, in the hands of the original 
~riesthood and in ages anterior to Horner. . Persons who 
ud gone through the preliminary ceremonies of initiation,-were 
Jermitted at length to hear, though under strict obligation of 
;ecrecy, this ancientreligious and cosmogonic doctrine, reveal
ng the . destination of man and the certainty of posthumous 
:ewards and punishments-all disengaged from the corruption~ 

VOL. II. G 
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of poets, as well as from the symbols and allegories under 
which they still remained buried in the eyes of the vulgar. 
The mysteries of Greece were thus traced up to the earliest 
ages, and represented as the only faithful depositary channels 
of that purer theology and physics which had originally been 
communicated, though under the unavoidable inconvenience 
of a symbolical expression, by an enlightened priesthood coming 
from abroad to the then rude barbarians of the country. I 

But this theory, though advocated by several learned men, 
1 For this general character of the Grecian mysteries with their concealed 

treasure of doctrine, see Warburton, Divine Legation of Moses, book ii. 
sect. 4· 

Payne Knight, On the symbolical Language of ancient Art and Mytho
logy, sect. 6, 10, II, 40, &c. 

Saint C1·oi:c, Recherches sur les Mysteres du Paganisme, sect. 3, p. xo6; 
sect. 4, p. 404, &c. 

Creuzer, Symbolik und Mythologie der Alten Volker, sect. 2, 3, 23, 39, 
42, &c. Meiners and Heeren adopt generally the same view, though then 
are many divergencies of opinion between these different authors, on r. 
subject essentially obscure. Warburton maintained that the interior 
doctrine communicated in the mysteries was the existence of one Supreme 
Divinity, combined with the Euemeristic creed, that the pagan gods had 
been mere men. 

See Clemens Alex. Strom. v. p. 592, Sylb. 
The view taken by Hermann of the ancient Grecian mythology is in 

many points similar to that of Creuzer, though with some considerable 
difference. He thinks that it is an aggregate of doctrine-philosophical, 
theological, physical, and moral-exprC"ssed under a scheme of systematic 
personifications, each person being called by a name significant of the 
function personified : this doctrine was imported from the East into 
Greece, where the poets, retaining or translating the names, but forgetting 
their meaning and connexion, distorted the primitive stories, the sense of 
which came to be retained only in the ancient mysteries. That true sense, 
however (he thinks), may be recovered by a careful analysis of the signifi
cant names:· and his two dissertations (De Mythologiil. Grrecorum Anti
quissimil., in the Opuscula, vol. ii.) exhibit a specimen of this systematic 
expansion of etymology into narrati\'e. The dissent from Creuzer is set 
forth in their published correspondence, especially in his concluding "Brief 
an Creuzer Uber das Wesen und die Behandlung der Mythologie," Leipzig, 
x8 I 9· The following citation from his Latin dissertation sets forth his 
general doctrine- , 

Hermann, De Mythologiil Grrecorum Antiquissimil, p. 4 (Opuscula, 
vol. ii. p. 171) :-" Videmus rerum divinarum humanarumque scientiam ex 
Asiil per Lyciam migrantem in Europam : videmus fabulosos poetas pere
grinam doctrinam, monstruoso turnore orientis sive exutam, sive nondum 
indutam, quasi de integra Grrecil specie procreantes; videmus poetas illos, 
quorum omnium vera nomina nominibus-ab arte, quil. clarebant,. pelitis
obliterata sunt, diu in Thraciil. hrerentes, raroque tandem etiam cum aliis 
Grrecirepartibuscommercio junctos: qualis Pamphus, non ipse Atheniensis, 
Atheniensibus hymnos Deorum fecit. Videmus denique retrusam paulatim 
in mysteriorum secretam lllam sapientum doctrinam, vitiatam religionum 
perturbatione, corruplam inscitiil interpretum, obscuratam levitate amceniora 
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. has been shown to be unsupported and erroneous. It implies 
'fl. mistaken view both of the antiquity and the purp<;>rt of the 
i mysteries, which cannot be safely carried up even to the age of 
1. Hesiod, and which, though imposing and venerable as religious 
:ceremonies, included no recondite or esoteric teaching.1 

/ The doctrine supposed to .have been originally symbolised 
; and subseque~tly overclouded, in the Greek mythes, was in 
1 

sectantium-adeo ut earn .ne illi quidem intelligerent, qui hrereditariam a 
j priori bus poesin colentes, quum ingenii prrestantiil omnes prrestinguerent, 
: tantil illos oblivione merserunt, ut ipsi sint primi auctores omnis erudition is 
,1 habiti." 

· Hermann thinks, however, that by pursuing the suggestions of etymo
logy, vestiges may still be discovered, and something like a history com

.'piied, of Grecian belief as it stood anterior to Homer and Hesiod :-"est 
:autem in hac omni ratione judicio maxime opus; quia non testibus res 
;agitur, sed ad interpretandi solertiam omnia revocanda sunt" (p. 172). To 
''-he same general purpose the French work of M. Emeric David, Recherches 
:ur le Dieu Jupiter-reviewed by 0. MUller: see the Kleine Schriften of 
1he 'latter, vol. ii. p. 82. . 

f Mr. Bryant has also efiiployed a profusion of learning, and numerous 
( etymological conjectures, to resolve the· Greek mythes into mistakes, 
: perversions, and mutilations, of the exploits and doctrines of oriental 

;

. tribes long-lost and by-gone,-Amonians, Cuthites, Arkites, &c. "It was 
. Noah (he th. inks) who was represented under the different names of Thoth, 
Herm~s, Men~, Osiris, Zeuth, Atlas, Phor6neus, Promi:theus, to which 

l list a further number of great extents might be added : the Novs of Anaxa
\ goras was in reality the patriarch Noah" (Ant. Mythol. vol. ii. pp. 253, 
, 272). "The Cuthites or. Amonians, descendants of Noah, settled in 
1 Greece from the east, celebrated for their skill in building_ and the arts" 
'(ib. i. p. 502; ii. p. 187). "The greatest part of the Grecian theology· 
'arose from misconception and blunders, the stories concerning their gods· 
I and heroes were founded on terms misinterpreted ·or abused" (ib. i .. 
! p. 452), "The number of different actions ascribed to the various Grecian 
:gods or·heroes all relate to one people or family, and are at bottom one 
'and the same history" (ib. ii. p. 57). "The fables of Prometheus and 
j Tityus were taken from ancient Amonian temples, from hieroglyphics mis
t understood and badly explained" (i. p. 426): see especiallyv.ol. ii. p. 160. 
( . 1 The -Anti-Symbolik ~f Voss, and still more the Aglaophamus of 

t

'L. obeck, are full of instruction on the subject of this.supposed _interior 
doctrine, and on the ancient mysteries in general :. the latter treatise 
especially is not less distin,guished for its judicious. and circumspect 

. criticism than for its ~opious learning. . , . 
'l Mr. Halhed (Preface to the Gentoo Code oLLaws, p. xiii.-xiv.) has 
good observatioils on the vanity of all attempts to allegorise the Hindu 
mythology : he observes, . with perfect truth, " The vulgar and illiterate 

(have always understood the mythology of their country .in its literal sense : 
· and there was a time to every nation, when the highest rank in it was equally 
·vulgar and illiterate with the lowest .••. A Hindu esteems .the astonishing 
' miracles attributed to a Brima, or a Kishen, as facts of .the most indu
\ bit.able authenticity, and the relation of iliem as most strictly historical." 
> Compare also Gibbon's remarks on the allegorising tendencies of the. 
·,later Platonist.s (Hist. Decl. and Fall, vol. iv. p. 7I). .,. . 
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reality first intruded into them by the unconscious fancies of 
later interpreters. It was one of the various roads which 
instructed men took to escape from the literal admission of 
the ancient mythes, and to arrive at some new form of belief, 
more consonant with their ideas of what the attributes and 
character of the gods ought to be. It was one of the ways of 
constituting, by help of the mysteries, a philosophical religion 
apart from the general public, and of connecting that distinc
tion with the earliest periods of Grecian society. Such a dis
tinction was both avowed and justified among the superior 
men of the later pagan world. Varro and Sc::evola distributed 
theology into three distinct departments,-the mythical or 
fabulous, the civil, and the physical. The first had its place in 
the theatre, and was left without any interference to the poets ; 
the second belonged to the city or political community as such, 
-it comprised the regulation of all the public worship and 
religious rites, and was consigned altogether to the direction of 
the magistrate; the third was the privilege of philosophers, but 
was reserved altogether for private discussion in the schools 
apart from the general public.!. As a member of the city, the 
philosopher sympathised with the audience in the theatre, and 
took a devout share in the established ceremonies, nor was he 
justified in trying what he heard in the one or saw in the other 
by his own ethical standard. But in the private assemblies of 
instructed or inquisitive men, he enjoyed the fullest liberty of 
canvassing every received tenet, and of broaching his own 
theories unreservedly, respecting the existence and nature of 
the gods. By these discussions the activity of the philosophical 
mind was maintained and truth elicited ; but it was such truth 
as the body of the people ought not to hear, lest their faith in 

1 Varro, ap. Augustin. De Civ. Dei, iv. 27 ; vi. 5-6. "Dicis fabulosos 
Deos accommodates esse ad theatrum, naturales ad mundum, civiles ad 
urbem." "Varro, de religionibus loquens, multa esse vera dixit, qme non 
modo vulgo scire non sit utile, sed etiam tametsi falsa sint, aliter existimare 
populum expediat : et ideo Gnecos teletas et )nysteria taciturnitate parieti
busque clausisse" (ibid. iv. 31). See Villoison, De Triplici Theologia 
Commentatio, p. 8 ; and Lactantius, De Origin. ~rror. ii. 3· The doc
trine of the Stoic Chrysippus, ap. Etymologicon Magn. v. Te},eTal
Xpvcrnl'1ros ~~~ </>710'1, 'TOVs 'II'Epl 'f'OJII edwv AO')IOUS El!CO'f'WS ICaAEL0'8al '7'EA€'7'aS 
xpilva• ')'ap TovTovs TEII.EuTalovs ~eal brl 'll'acr• ll•M<TKE<T8a•, Tijs 1/Juxils lxo6.,.11; 
t!pf.la ~eal ICEKpaT'llf.I~"'IIS, Kal 'll'pos ToPs lJ.f.lufJTous O'IW'II'~V lluvaf.IEV'IIS' f.le-ya -yap 
Elva• '1'0 ii8Aoll 0'11'€p 8ewv a/CoVO'al 'f'E 6p8a, /Cal l-yKpaTE'is JIEIIE0'8al UV'TWII. 

The triple division of Varro is reproduced in Plutarch, Amatorius, p. 763 . 
.,.a, ~-''" f.IV8rp, .,.a, liE IIOf.lrp, .,.a, ll€ },o-yrp, '11'[0'7 '" l~ apxils l<TX'lii<E' Tijs ll' oliv 'll'epl 
e.r;,, ll&~'IIS !Cal 'll'aVT&.'II'aO'IJI TIJI€f.1011ES !Cal ll!ll&.O'!Call.ol ')'E"YOIIaO'IJI r,f.llll o1 .... 
'II'OI'IITal, 1eal ol JIOf.I08eTa.l, leal Tp£To>, ol <j>IAOO'otJ>ol. 
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their own established religious worship should be overthrown. 
In thus distinguishing the civil theology from the fabulous, 
Varro was enabled to cast upon the poets all the blame of the 
objectionable points in the popular theology, and to avoid the 
necessity of pronouncing censure on the magistrates ; who (he 
'contended) had made as good a compromise with the settled 
prejudices of the public as the case permitted. 

The same conflicting sentiments which led the philosophers 
to decompose the divine mythes into allegory, impelled the 
historians to melt down the heroic mythes into something like 
continuous political history, with a long series of chronology 
calculated upon the heroic pedigrees. The one process as well 
as the other was interpretative guesswork, proceeding upon un
authorised assumptions, and without any verifying test or evi
dence. ,While it frittered away the characteristic beauty of the 
mythe into something essentially anti-mythical, it. sought to 
arrive both at history and philosophy by impracticable roads. 
That the superior'men of antiquity should have striven hard to 
save the dignity of legends which constituted the charm of 
their literature as well as the substance of the popular. religion, 
we cannot be at all surprised ; but it is gratifying to find Plato 
discussing the subject in a more philosophical . spirit. The 
Platonic Sokrates being asked whether he believes the current 
Attic fable respecting the abduction of Oreithyia (daughter of 
Erechtheus) by Boreas, replies, in substance,-" It would not 
be strange if I disbelieved it, as the clever men do; I rnight 

· then show my cleverness by saying that a gust of Boreas ble.w 
her down from .the rocks above while she was 'at play, and that 
having been killed in this manner she was reported to have 
peen carried off by . Boreas. · Such speculations are amusing 
enough, but they belong to men ingenious .and busycmin.ded 
over-much, and not greatly to be envied, if it be only for this 
reason, that. a.fter. having set right .one .fable, they are under the 
'necessity o.f applying the same process to a host o.f others-Hippo~ 
centaurs, Chimreras, Gorgons, Pegasus, and numberless other. 
monsters and incredibilities. A man, who, disbelieving these 

'stories, shall try to find a probable basis for each of them, will 
'display an ill-placed acuteness and take upon himself an endless 
burden, for' which I at least have no leisure: accordingly I forego 
such researches, ::nd believe in the current version of the stories," 1 

'l Plato, Phredr. c. 7, p. 229. . 
PHJEDRUS. E111'~J'OI; if, ~WKpaTES, <TO 'I'OV'I'O .. ~ J'V8oll.d')I1J!""11'•l8•• ali.1J8he1vat; 
SOKRATES. 'All.ll..' el a?rt<T'I'Oi1JV, U,u.,..•p ol uo<J>ol, OVI< &.v lf'I'O?I'OS Et1Jv, •I..a 

tro<J>t(&!"•vos <J>al1JV' av-r~v 11'V€V!"a Bop€ov J<a-rii. TOJV 11'A'1J<Tlov ?I'ETpwv <TVV 
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These remarks of Plato are valuable, not simply because they 

point out the uselessness of digging for a supposed basis of truth 
in the mythes, but because they at the same time suggest the 
true reason for mistrusting all such tentatives. The mythes 
form a class apart, abundant as well as peculiar. To remove 
any individual mythe from its own class into that of history or 
philosophy, by simple conjecture and without any collateral 
evidence, is of no advantage, unless you can perform a similar 
process on the remainder. If the process be trustworthy, it 
ought to be applied to all; and e converso, if it be not applicable 
to all, it is not trustworthy as applied to any one specially ; 
always assuming no special evidence to be accessible. To 
detach any individual mythe from the class to which it 
belongs, is to present it in an erroneous point of view: we 
have no choice except to admit them as they stand, by 
putting ourselves approximately into the frame of mind of those 
for whom they were destined and to whom they appeared 
worthy of credit. 

If Plato thus discountenances all attempts to transform the 
mythes by interpretation into history or philosophy, indirectly 
recognising the generic difference between them-we find sub
stantially the same view pervading the elaborate precepts in 
his treatise on the Republic. He there regards the mythes, not 
as embodying either matter of fact or philosophical principle, 
but as portions of religious and patriotic faith, and instruments 
of ethical tuition. Instead of allowing the poets to frame them 
according to the impulses of their own genius and with a view 
to immediate popularity, he directs the legislator to provide 
types of his own for the characters of the gods and heroes, and 
to suppress all such divine and heroic legends as are not in 
harmony with these pre-established canons. In the Platonic 
system, the mythes are not to be matters of history, nor yet of 
spontaneous or casual fiction, but of prescribed faith : he sup
poses that the people will believe, as a thing of course, what 

if>«pp.«t<d<f 7ra((au<T«V ~ITa<, t<cr.l oliTOJ IJij TEli.EuTfJ<Tcr.<Tcr.V AEX8~vcr.< {,7r~ TOV 
Bapeou &vJ.p7ra<rTav -y•-yovevcr.• • • • 'E-yw ~~~. ;:, il>cr.i'lif>E, lil\.l\.ws p.€v .,.,. Ta<cr.v.-« 
X«p(<V'Ttl. fJ"}'OVp.«<, l\.(cr.v lio lif<VOU l<«l l7rt7r0VOU Kcr.l OU 7rJ.Vu EUTVXOVS l.vlip~s, 
t<cr.T' lil\.l\.o p.~v ouli~v. g.,., li' «fmiJ &vJ.-yt<'l) p.<Tik 'TOVTO .,.~ TWV 'l7r71"01<EV'TC1Vpwv 
<llios i7rcr.vop8ovo-8cr.t, t<cr.l «M<s TO Tiis X<p.cr.Cpcr.s. Kcr.l i7rtpp{i liE- lixll.os 
'TO&O!J'TOJV rop-yO;tOJV t<«l fl'I)')'J.<Twv, t<al !ill.l\.OJJI l.p.1}xJ.vOJJI 7rll.iJ81J TE t<«l ir.Ta7riat 
-r<p«Toll.ooywv Ttvwv tpVIT<wv· cr.Ts •f TIS &7rt<TTwv 7rpo<r/3</3~ t<cr.Tik .-o dt<~S 
lft<a<TTOV, llTE l.oypo£t<cp 'Ttvl ITotf>('f XpWp.<VOS1 71"01\.ll.ijs Clu'Trji ITXol\.ijs lJ<f}IT€1. 
'Ep.ol li€ 7rpos 'TCIVTa ouliap.ws l<T-rl ITXOII.fJ ••• •oe.v liij xcr.ip«v i&<rcr.s -rcr.v-ra, 
7rEt8op.<VOS lit Ttji vop.t(op.Ell'f 7rEpl auTwv, fJ JIVV liij lll.<-yov, ITKO'ItW oil Tcr.vTa 
&11.;>..' lp.cr.vT~v, &c. 
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the poets circulate, and he therefore directs that the latter shall 
circulate nothing which does not tend to ennoble and improve 
the feelings. He<conceives the mythes as stories composed to. 
illustrate the general sentiments of the poets and the community, 
respecting the character and attributes of the gods and heroes, 
or respecting the social relations, and ethical duties as well as 
motives of mankind : hence the obligation upon the legislator 
to prescribe beforehand the types of character which shall be 
illustrated, and to restrain the poets from following out any op
posing fancies. "Let us neither believe ourselves (he exclaims), 
nor permit any one tq circulate, that Theseus son of Poseidon, 
and Peirithous son of Zeus, or any other hero or son of a god, 
could ever have brought themselves to commit abductions or 
·Other enormities such as are now falsely ascribed to them. We 
must compel the poets to say, either that such persons were not 
the sons of gods, or that they were not the perpetrators of such 
misdeeds." 1 . 

Most ofthe mythes which the youth hear and repeat (accord
ing to Plato) are false, but some of them are true : the great and 
prominent mythes which appear in Homer and Hesiod are no 
less fictions than the rest. But fiction constitutes one of the 
indispensable instruments of mental training as well as truth; 
only the legislator must take care that the fictions so employed 
shall be beneficent and not mischievous.2 As the mischievous 
fictions (he says) take their rise from wrong preconceptions re
specting the character of the gods and heroes, so the way to 

1 Plato, Repub. iii. 5, p. 391. The perfect ignorance of all men re
specting the gods rendered the task of fiction easy (Plato, K:ritias, 
P· I07)·' 

2 Plato, Repub. ii. r6, p. 377· Ao-ywv Be BtTTiw elBos, .,.b· p.h . a~:IJ6es, 
lfteV8os= 0, E•n:pov; .NaL flatOeVTEov 0' €v &p.q>oTEpou, 1rp&Tepov lt. €v Tots 
1jlev8eo-w· • • • • Ou p.avOrJ.vets, oTt -rrpwTov Tots 7rat8iots p.vOovs 'A.l-yop.ev-. 
TovTo Bl1l'ov C:.s .,.~ 8'1\.ov e111'e'iv 1jievqos, lvt Be ~eal a'A.?)6ij. • • • ITpwTov 7!p.'iv 
'?l't<T'Ta":'J'Teov Tots p.v6o1rotats, 1<al ~" p.ev &;v ~ea'A.bv p.v6ov 1l'Ot~<Tw<Ttv, ·''Y"P<'Tf!ov, 
tv a, 1x.v J.L~, ·0.7ru1CplTEov • • • • &Jv 8~ vVv· AEf'OU(J't, ToOs ?roi\i\oOs J~e/3A'YJ'TEOJ 
, • , , o0s 'H<TioBos ICGd "Op.?)pos {)p.tV t'A.e-yET?)V, 1eal o[ tf.'A.'A.ot ?l'Ot?)Tai. 
O~Tot -yrJ.p 1rov p.v6ovs Tots 'av6p~11'ots 1jiev8e'is <TvvTt6lvTes t'A.e-y&v ,.,.~ ~eal 
'A.e-yov<Tt. IToiovs BtJ, i!' B' ~s, 1eal .,.( auTwV p.ep.tp&p.evos 'A.l-yets; ."O?l'ep, ~v B' 
'"(W, XptJ 1eal ?l'pw'TOV 1eal p.rJ.'J\.t<T'Ta p.lp.tpe<T6at, lf'J\.'1\.ws 'TE «al irJ.v 'TIS p.tJ /Ca'J\.OJS 
1jievB?)Tat. Ti TOvTo; "OTav Tts e1~erJ.(?I «a«ws T<p 'A.&-y'i' ?l'epl Oewv .,.. «al 
{Jp~wv, oToi e1<Ttv, fJJ<T11'Ep -ypatpelts p.?)Bev 'ot«&Ta -yprJ.tpwv ofs &.v lip.ota {3ov'A.?)Tat 
-yprJ.1jiat. · · 

The same train of thought, and the precepts found'ed u pan it, are followed 
up through chap. 17, 18, and 19; compare De Legg. xii. p. 941. 

' Instead of recognising the popular or dramatic theology as something 
'distinct from the civil (as Varro did), Plato suppresses the former as a 
separate departm~nt and merges it in the latter. . 
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correct them is to enforce, by authorised compositions, the 
adoption of a more correct standard.1 

The comments which Plato has delivered with so much force 
in his Republic, and the enactments which he deduces from 
them, are in the main an expansion of that sentiment of con
demnation, which he shared with so many other philosophers, 
towards a large portion of the Homeric and Hesiodic stories.2 

But the manner in which he has set forth this opinion unfolds 
to us more clearly the real character of the mythical narrative. 
They are creations of the productive minds in the community, 
deduced from the supposed attributes of the gods and heroes : 
so Plato views them, and in such character he proposes to 
amend them. The legislator would cause to be prepared a 
better and truer picture of the foretime, because he would start 
from truer (that is to say more creditable) conceptions of the 
gods and heroes. For Plato rejects the mythes respecting Zeus 
and Here, or Theseus and Peirithous, not from any want of 
evidence, but because they are unworthy of gods and heroes : 
he proposes to call forth new mythes, which, though he admits 
them at the outset to be fiction, he knows will soon be received 
as true, and supply more valuable lessons of conduct. 

We may consider then that Plato disapproves of the attempt 
to identify the old mythes either with exaggerated history or with 
disguised philosophy. He shares in the current faith, without 
any suspicion or .criticism, as to Orpheus, Palamedes, Dredalus, 
Amphion, Theseus, Achilles, Cheiron, and other mythical per
sonages ; 3 but what chiefly fills his mind is, the inherited sen
timent of deep reverence for these superhuman characters and 
for the age to which they belonged,-a sentiment sufficiently 
strong to render him not only an unbeliever in such legends as 

1 Plato, Repub. ii. c. 21, p. 382. To ev -ro'is l\&')lo<s 1/!•vlios 1r&n Kal -rl 
xp-!,rnp.ov, tlun• f'~ if~IOV .Ivai p.lrrovs; ? Ap' ob 1rp&s 'T€ 'TOOs 'lrOA€p.lovs /Cal 
-rwv /Cal\ovp.evwv cpll\wv, 8Tav li<a p.aviav 17 Twa ifvo<av /Call&v T< ~"'X••pwrr< 
1rpci.T'T€111, T6'T€ lmoTpo1r'iJs ~V€/Ca ws cp&.pp.allOV xp-hrr<p.ov ')li')IV€'TCI.I; Ka l ~ v 
aTs vvv li~ ~l\e')'op.<v -ra<s p.v6ol\o')lla<s1 li<a -ro p.~ •llieva< g.,.!l 
-ral\1)6€s lX"' 1r<pi 'TWII 'IJ'al\a<wv, acpop.OIOVVT€S 'Ttf al\716<£ TO 
1/1 € iJ /i o s, liT< p.cfl\lrTTa, ofi'Tw Xp-!,rr<p.ov 'lrOIOVfL€11; • 

1 The censure which Xenophan~s pronounced upon the Homeric legends 
has already been noticed: Herakleitus (Diogen. Laert. ix. I) and Metro
d6rus, the companion and follower of Epicurus, were not less profuse in 
their invectives, lv "YP"f'fL&.rr, To<roOTOIS -r<f T0<71TP l\<?..o<li&p11Ta< (Plutarch, 
Non posse suaviter vivi secundum Epicurum, p. 1086). He even advised 
persons not to be ashamed to confess their utter ignorance of Homer, to the 
extent of not knowing whether Hect6r was a Greek or a Trojan (Plut. ib. 
p. I094). 

3 Plato, Republic. iii. 4-5, p. 39I; De Legg. iii. I, p. 677. 
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conflict with it, but also a deliberate creator of new legends for 
the purpose of expanding and gratifying it. The more we ex
amine this sentiment, both in the mind of Plato as well as .in 
that of the Greeks generally, the more shall we be convinced 
that it formed essentially and inseparably a portion of HeUenic 
religious faith. The mythe both presupposes, and springs out 
of, a settled basis and· a strong expansive force of religious, 
social, and patriotic feeling, operating upon a past which is little 
better than a blank as to positive knowledge. It resembles his
tory, in so far as its form is narrative: it resembles philosophy, in 
so far as it is occasionally illustrative; but in its essence and sub
stance, in the mental tendencies by which it is created as well 
as in those by which it is judged· and upheld, it is a popularised 
expression of the divin~ ·and ch~roic )a:jth. ?f the people. . 

-Grecian antiquity cannot be at all understood except in con
nexion with Grecian religion. It begins with gods and 'it ends 
with historical men, the former being recognised not simply as 
gods, but as primitive ancestors, and connected with the latter 
by a long mythical genealogy, partly heroic and partly human. 
Now the whole value of such genealogies arises from their being 
taken entire : the god or hero at the top is in point of fact the 
most' important member of the whole·; 1 for the length and con
tinuity of the series arises from anxiety on the part of historical 
men to join themselves by a thread of descent with the being 
whom they worshipped in their gentile sacrifices. Without the 
ancestorial god, the whole pedigree would have become not 
only acephalous, but worthless and uninteresting. The pride of 
the Herakleids, Asklepiads, LEakids, Neleids, Daedalids, &c., 
was attached to the primitive eponymous hero and to the god 
from whom they sprung, not to the line of nan~es, generally 
long and barren, through which the divine or heroic dignity 
gradually dwindled down into common manhood. Indeed the 
length of the genealogy (as I have before remarked) was an 
evidence of the humility of the historical man, which led him 
to place himself at a respectful distance from the gods or heroes ; 
for Hekataeus of Miletus," who ranked himself as the fifteenth 
descendant of a god, might perhaps have accounted. it an 
overweening impiety in any living man to claim a god for. his 
immediate father. 

1 For a description of similar tendencies in the Asiatic religions, see 
Movers, Die Phonizier, ch. v. p. 153 (Bonn, 1841) : he points out. the 
same ph:;enomena as in the Greek,-coalescence between the. ideas of 
ancestry and worship,-confusion between· gods and men in the past,---' 
incr;asing tendency to Euemerise (p. 156-157). 
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The whole chronology of Greece, anterior to 776 B.c., con· 

sists of calculations founded upon these mythical genealogies, 
especially upon that of the Spartan kings and their descent 
from Herakles,-thirty years being commonly taken as the 
equivalent of a generation, or about three generations to a 
century. This process of computation was altogether illusory, 
as applying historical and chronological conditions to a case on 
which they had no bearing. Though the domain of history 
was seemingly enlarged, the religious element was tacitly set 
aside : when the heroes and gods were chronologised, they 
became insensibly approximated to the limits of humanity, and 
the process indirectly gave encouragement to the theory of 
Euemerus. Personages originally legendary and poetical were 
erected into definite landmarks for measuring the duration of the 
foretime, thus gaining in respect to historical distinctness, but 
not without loss on the score of religious association. Both 
Euemerus and the subsequent Christian writers, who denied 
the original and inherent divinity of the pagan gods, had a 
great advantage in carrying their chronological researches strictly 
and consistently upwards-for all chronology fails as soon as 
we suppose a race superior to common humanity. 

Moreover it is to be remarked that the pedigree of the Spartan 
kings, which Apollodorus and Eratosthenes selected as the basis 
of their estimate of time, is nowise superior in credibility and 
trustworthiness to the thousand other gentile and family pedi
grees with which Greece abounded; it is rather indeed to be 
numbered among the most incredible of all, seeing that Herakles 
as a progenitor is placed at the head of perhaps more pedigrees 
than any other Grecian god or hero.1 The descent of the 
Spartan king Leonidas from Herakles rests upon no better 
evidence than that of Aristotle or Hippokrates from Asklepius,z 
-of Evagoras or Thucydides from JEakus,-of Sokrates from 

1 According to that which Aristotle seems to recognise (Histor. Animal. 
vii. 6), Herakles was father of seventy·two sons, but of only one daughter 
-he was essentially b.ppevo"{&vos, illustrating one of the physical peculiari
ties noticed by Aristotle. Euripides however mentions daughters of 
Herakles in the plural number (Eurip. Herakleid. • 45). 

2 Hippokrates was twentieth in descent from Herakles, and nineteenth 
from Asklepius (Vita Hippocr. by Soranus, ap. Westermann, Scriptor. 
Biographic. viii. I); about Aristotle, see Diogen. Laert. v. I. Xenoph6n 
the physician of the emperor Claudius, was also an Asklepiad (Tacit. Ann: 
xii. 61). 

In Rhodes, the neighbouring island to K8s, was the gens 'AAHfllcu, or 
sons of Helios, specially distinguished from the 'AA<«<TTal of mere associated 
worshippers of Helios, TO KO<vlw ,...,, 'AA<all.;Jv Kal -r.;Jv 'AA<a<r-rwv (see the 
Inscription in Boeckh's Collection, No. 2525, with Boeckh's comment). 
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Dredalus,-of the Spartan heraldic family from Talthybius,
of the prophetic !amid family in Elis from Iamus,-'-of the root
gatherers in Pelio1,1 from Cheiron,-and of Hekatreus and his gens 
from some god in the sixteenth.ascending line of the series. 
There is little exaggeration in saying, indeed, that no per
manent combination of men in Greece, religious, social, or 
professional, was without a similar pedigree ; all arising out of 
the same exigencies of the feelings and imagination, to personify 
as well as to sanctify the bond of union among the members. 
Every one of these gentes began with a religious and ended with 
an historical person. At some point or other in the upward 
series, entities of history were exchanged for entities of religion ; 
but where that point is to be found we are unable to say, nor 
had the wisest of the ancient Greeks any means of determining. 
Thus much however we know, that the series, taken as a whole, 
though dear and precious to the believing Greek, possesses no 
value as chronological evidence to the histori~n. 

When Hekatreus visited Thebes in Egypt, he mentioned to 
the Egyptian priests, doubtless with a feeling of satisfaction and 
pride,· the imposing pedigree of the gens to which he belonged, 
-with fifteen. ancestors in ascending line, and a god as the 
initial progenitor. But he found himself immeasurably out- · 
done by the priests "who genealogised against him." 1 They 
showed to him three hundred and forty-one wooden colossal 
statues, representing the succession of chief priests in the temple. 
in uninterrupted series from father to son, through a space of 
1 1,3oo years.. Prior to the commencement of this long period 
(they said), the gods dwelling along with men, had exercised 
sway in Egypt ; but they repudiated altogether the idea of men 
begotten by gods or of heroes. 2 · 

Both these counter-genealogies are, in respect to trustworthiness 
and evidence, on the same footing. Each represents partly the 
religious faith, partly the retrospective imagination of the persons 
from whom it emanated. In each the lower members of the 
series (to what extent we cannot tell) are .real, the upper members 
fabulous; but in each also the series derived all its interest and 
all its imposing effect 'from being conceived unbroken and entire. 
Herodotus is much perplexed by the capital discrepancy between 
the Grecian and Egyptian chronologies, and vainly employs his 

1 Herodot. ii. 143· 'EICaTai<p ~~~ "j'EIIE'l]AO";'f!CTa.VTI lwv-rbv, 1CC1.l ava.o'hcra.I!TI 
Is ~IC/Ca.&11t!ICa.Tov Oeov, av-re"j'EVE'l]li.O"t'l/CTa.v brl -rji &p•Op.flcret, ob li•1C6p.evo& wa.p' 
a.b-rov, awb Oeov "j'EIIfCT6at ll.v8pwwov· a.~TE"j'EIIf'l]AO"j''l]CTCI.II ~~~ iiille, &c. 

2 Herod. ii. 143-145. Kal -ra.v-ra. Al";'V7r-r&o& &-rpeiCEws cpacrlv brlcr-racrOa&, 
a.ie£ TE ]\Q"j'I(Op.EIIOI /Cal alel a1ro"j'pacpop.EIIO'I Ta t-rea. . 
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ingenuity in reconciling them. There is no standard of objec
tive evidence by which either the one or the other of them can 
be tried. Each has its own subjective value, in conjunction 
with the faith and feelings of Egyptians and Greeks, and each 
presupposes in the believer certain mental prepossessions which 
are not to be found beyond its own local limits. Nor is the 
greater or less extent of duration at all important, when we once 
pass the limits of evidence and verifiable reality. One century 
of recorded time, adequately studded with authentic and orderly 
events, presents a greater mass and a greater difficulty of transi
tion to the imagination than a hundred centuries of barren 
genealogy. Herodotus, in discussing the age of Homer and 
Hesiod, treats an anterior point of 400 years as if it were only 
yesterday; the reign of Henry VI. is separated from us by an 
equal interval, and the reader will not require to be reminded 
how long that interval now appears. 

The mythical age was peopled with a mingled aggregate of 
gods, heroes, and men, so confounded together that it was often 
impossible to distinguish to which class any individual name 
belonged. In regard to the Thracian god Zalmoxis, the Relies
pontic Greeks interpreted his character and attributes according 
to the scheme of Euemerism. They affirmed that he had been 
a man, the slave of the philosopher Pythagoras at Samos, and 
that he had by abilities and artifice established a religious 
ascendency over the minds of the Thracians, and obtained 
from them divine honours. Herodotus cannot bring himself 
to believe this story, but he frankly avows his inability to deter
mine whether Zalmoxis was a god or a man,1 nor can he extricate 
himself from a similar embarrassment in respect to Dionysus 
and Pan. Amidst the confusion of the Homeric fight, the 
goddess Athene confers upon Diomedes the miraculous favour 
of dispelling the mist from his eyes, so as to enable him to 
discriminate gods from men ; and nothing less than a similar 
miracle could enable a critical reader of the mythical narratives 

1 Herod. iv. 94-96. After having related the Euemeristic version given 
by the Hellespontic Greeks, he concludes, with his' characteristic frankness 
and simplicity-'E")'cl> o~, ?rEpl p.ev To6Tov Kal Tov ICaTa")'alov oliC~p.aTos, aliT< 
fJ.1rt17TEW, o6TE if>v 7rllTT€{Jr.., Tl 71.('111• l'ioH:EW IJ€ ?roll.li.OtiJ'I tT€lTI ?rpOTEpov Tlw 
Zci.ll.p.o'w TOVTOII ")'Everr!Jal TiviJa")'Opew. E1TE lie '")'EIIETO TIS Zci.ll.p.o~IS ll.v1Jpw1ros, 
E1T' ~rtTllla.lp.wv TIS reTprtt ODTOS , ... lxd>pws, xa.<peTw. So Plutarch (Numa, 
c. 19) will not undertake to determine whether Janus was a god or a king, 
EfTE oa.lp.wv, <1TE {3arr1li.EVS ")'EVOfJ.EIIOS, &c. 

Herakleitus the philosopher said that men were IJ•ol IJv!JTol, and the gods 
were ll.v1Jpw7rol &ecl.vaTOI (Lucian, Vi tar. Auctio. c. 13, vol. i. p. 303, Tauch. : 
compare the same author, Dialog. Mortuor. iii. vol. i. p. 182, ed. Tauchn. 
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to draw an ascertained boundary-line between the two.1 But 
the original hearers of the mythes felt neither surprise nor 
displeasure from this confusion of the divine with the human 
individual. They looked at the past with a film of faith over 
their eyes-neither. knowing the value, nor desiring the attain
ment of an unclouded vision. The intimate companionship, 

·and the occasional mistake of identity between gods and men, 
were in full harmony with their reverential retrospect. ' And we 
accordingly see the poet Ovid in his Fasti, when he undertakes 
the task of unfolding the legendary antiquities of early Rome, 
re-acquiring, by the inspiration of Juno, the power of seeing 
gods ahd men in immediate vicinity and conjunct action, such 
as it existed before the development of the critical and historical 

'sense.2 

I · To resume, in brief, what has been laid down in this a~d the 
· preceding chapters respecting the Grecian mythes-

I. They are a special product of the .imagination and feelings, 
' radically distinct both fror:n history and philosophy: theY cannot 

be broken down and decomposed into the one, nor allegorised 
~ into the other. There are indeed some particular and even 
, assignable mythes, which. raise intrinsic presumption of an. 

~ ... , . ' 
1 Iliad, v. 127- · · 

"'AxAVv 6, a~ Tor. ci1r, Oif>r1a.A.~J.Wv EAov, ij "pl.v l1r"1ev, .. 
"'O!f>p' c:V yr.yvWuK}1s i]p.Ev 6e0v, .qae Ka.'t CivSpct. · .'r.it ~· 

> Of this undistinguishable confusion between gods and men, striking i!iu;
\ trations are to be found both in the third book of Cicero.de N aturli Deorum 
. (16--21), and in the long disquisition of Strabo (x. p. 467-474) respecting 
~ the Kabeiri, the Korybantes, the Daktyls of Ida ; the more so a$ he cites 
, the statements of Pherekydes; Akusilaus, Demetrius of Skepsis and ·others.·' 
· Under the Roman empire the lands in Greece belonging to the immortlll 

gods were exempted from tribute. The Roman tax-collectors refused to· ,. 
·recognise as immortal gods any persons who had'once been men; butthis ' 
rule could not be clearly applied (Cicero, Nat. Deor. iii. 20). See the·· re
marks of Pausanias (ii. 26, 7) about Asklepius : Galen, too, is doubtful·· 
about Asklepius· and Dionysus-'A<TKA771ft6s 7€ Tot Kal At6VIJ<Tos, ~i,.' 
ll.v8pw?rot ?rp&.,.~pov ~<T'T71V, ~1TE Kal apx1i8ev 8eo( (Galen in Protreptic. 9· t. 
i. p. 22, ed. Kuhn). ·Xenoph6n (De Venat. c. i.) considers Cheir()n as the 
brother of Zeus. • 

The ridicule of Luciall' (Deorum Concilium, t. iii. p. 527-538, Hems.) 
brings out still more forcibly the confusion here indicated. 

2 Ovid, Fasti, vi. 6-20-
·u ·Fas mihi prrecipue vult us vidisse Deorum, · 

Vel qma sum vates, vel.quia sacra cario .• .• 
• . . Ecce Deas vidi . . . 
Horrueram, tacitoque animum pallore fatebar: 

Cum Dea, guos fecit, sustuht ipsa metus. 
Nanlque ait-0 vates, Romani conditor anni, 

Ause per exiguos magna referre modos ; 
Jus tibi fecisti numen creleste videndi, 

Cum placuit numeris condere festa _tuis!' 
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allegorising tendency; and there are doubtless some others, 
though not specially assignable, which contain portions of 
matter of fact, or names of real persons,_ embodied in them. 
But such matter of fact cannot be verified by any intrinsic 
mark, nor are we entitled to presume its existence in any given 
case unless some collateral evidence can be produced. 

2. We are not warranted in applying to the mythical world 
the rules either of historical credibility or chronological sequence. 
Its personages are gods, heroes, and men, in constant juxta
position and reciprocal sympathy; men too, of whom we know 
a large proportion to be fictitious, and of whom we can never 
ascertain how many may have been real. No series of such 
personages can serve as materials for chronological calculation. 

3· The mythes were originally produced in an age which had 
no records, no philosophy, no criticism, no canon of belief, and 
scarcely any tincture either of astronomy or geography-but 
which, on the other hand, was full of religious faith, distinguished 
for quick and susceptible imagination, seeing personal agents 
where we look only for objects and connecting laws ;-an age 
moreover eager for new narrative, accepting with the unconscious 
impressibility of children (the question of truth or falsehood 
being never formally raised) all which ran in harmony with its 
pre-existing feelings, and penetrable by inspired prophets and 
poets in the same proportion that it was indifferent to positive 
evidence. To such hearers did the primitive poet or story
teller address himself. It was the glory of his productive 
genius to provide suitable narrative expression for the faith and 
emotions which he shared in common with them, and the rich 
stock of Grecian mythes attests how admirably he performed 
his task. As the gods and the heroes formed the conspicuous 
object of national reverence, so the mythes were partly divine, 
partly heroic, parily both in one.1 The adventures of Achilles, ~ 
Helen, and Diomedes, of CEdipus and Adrastus, of Meleager 
and Althrea, of Jason and the Argo, were recounted by the 
same tongues and accepted with the same unsuspecting confi
dence, as those of Apollo and Artemis, of. Ares and Aphrodite, 
of Poseidon and Herakles. 

1 The fourth Eclogue of Virgil, under the form of a prophecy, gives a 
faithful picture of the heroic and divine past, to which the legends of Troy 
and the Argonauts belonged-

" llle Del1m vitam accipiet, Divisque videbit 
Permixtos heroas, u &c. 

"Alt~r erit tum Tiphys et altera qure vehat Argo 
Delectos heroas : erunt etiam altera bella, 
Atque iterum ad Trojam magnus mittetur Achilles." 
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4· The time however came when this plausibility cea5ed to 

be complete. The Grecian mind made an important advance, 
socially, ethically, and intellectually. Philosophy and history 
were constituted, prose writing and chronological records became 
familiar; a canon of belief more or less critical came to be tacitly 
recognised. Moreover superior men profited more largely by 
the stimulus, and contracted habits of judging different from 
the vulgar : . the god, Elenchus 1 (to use a personification of 
Menander) the giver and prover of truth, descended into their 
minds. Into the new intellectual medium, thus altered in its 
elements and no longer uniform in its quality, the mythes de
scended by inheritance ; but they were found, to a certain 
extent, out of harmony even with the feelings of the people, 
and altogether dissonant with those of instructed men. Yet 
the most superior Greek was still a Greek, cherishing the com
mon reverential sentiment towards the foretime of his country. 
Though he could neither believe nor respect the mythes as they 
stood, he was under an imperious mental necessity ,to transform 
them into a state worthy of his belief and respect. Whilst the 
literal mythe still continued to float among the poets and the 
people, critical men interpreted, altered, decomposed and added, 
until they found something which satisfied their minds as a sup
posed real basis. They manufactured some dogmas of supposed 
original philosophy, and a long series of fancied history and 
chronology, retaining the mythical names and generations, even 
when they were obliged to discard or recast the mythical events. 
The interpreted mythe was thus promoted into a reality, while 
the literal mythe was degraded into a fiction.2 

1 Lllcian, Pseudol. c. '4·. napa!<ll.rrrlosr}/J.IV TfiJV Mev&.v8po11 1Tpoli.O'J'"'" .rs, 
.I "Ell.eyxo~, tplll.os &71.?]8Elq. Kal 'ITapp?J<Tlq. Oehs, obx .I a<T?]p.OTaTOS TWJI l'ITl TtJv 
<TK?Jv1w &va/3aiJIOVT"'"· (See Meineke ad Menandr. p. 284.) 

2 The following passage fro.m 'Dr. Ferguson's Essay on Civil Society 
(part ii. sect. i. p. 126) bears well on the subjec~ before us-

" If conjectures and opinions formed at a distance have not a sufficient 
authority in the history of mankind, the domestic antiquities of every nation 
must for this very ·reason be r~ceived with caution. They are for the most 
part the mere conjectures or the fictions of subsequent ages ; and even where 
at first they contained some resemblance of truth, they still vary with the 
imagination of those by whom they were transmitted, and in every genera
tion receive a different form. They are made to bear the stamp of the 
times through which they have· passed in the form of tradition, not of 
the ages to which their pretended descriptions relate. • , • • • When 
traditionary fables are rehearsed by the vulgar, they bear the marks of 
a national character, and though mixed. with absurdities; often raise the 
imagination and move the heart : when made the materials of poetry, and 
adorned by the skill and the eloquence of an ardent and superior mind, 
they instruct the understanding as well as engage the pssions. It is only 
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The habit of distinguishing the interpreted from the literal 

mythe has passed from the literary men of antiquity to those of 
the modern world, who have for the most part construed the 
divine mythes as allegorised philosophy, and the heroic mythes 
as exaggerated, adorned, and over-coloured history. The early 
ages of Greece have thus been peopled with quasi-historicat 
persons and quasi-historical events, all extracted from the 
mythes after making certain allowances for poetical ornament. 
But we must not treat this extracted product as if it were the 
original substance. We cannot properly understand it except 
by viewing it in connexion with the literal mythes out of which 
it was obtained, in their primitive age and appropriate medium, 
before the superior minds had yet outgrown the common faith 
in an all-personified Nature, and learned to restrict the divine 
free-agency by the supposition of invariable physical laws. It 
is in this point of view that the mythes are important for any 
one who would correctly appreciate the general tone of Grecian 
thought and feeling; for they were the universal mental stock 
of the Hellenic world-common to men and women, rich and 
poor, instructed and ignorant; they were in every one's memory 
and in every one's mouth,1 while science and history were 
in the management of mere antictuaries, or stript of the ornaments which 
the laws of history forbid them to wear, that they become unfit even to amuse 
the fancy or to serve a11:JI purpose whatever. 

" It were absurd to ctuote the fable of the Iliad or the Odyssey, the legends 
of Hercules, Theseus and <Edipus, as authorities in matters of fact relating 
to the history of mankind ; but they may, with great justice, be cited to 
ascertain what were the conceptions and sentiments of the age in which 
they were composed, or to characterise the genius of that people with whose 
imaginations they were blended, and by whom they were fondly rehearsed 
and admired. In this manner fiction may be admitted to vouch for the 
genius of nations, while history has nothing to offer worthy of credit." 

To the same purpose M. Paulin Paris (in his Lettre a M. H. de Mon
merque, prefixed to the Roman de Berte aux Grans Pies, Paris, 1836), 
respecting the ' romans' of the Middle Ages :-" Pour bien conna1tre 
l'histoire du moyen age, non pas celle des faits, mais celle des mceurs qui 
rendent les faits vraisemblables, il faut l'avoir etudiee dans les romans, et 
voila pourquoi J'Histoire de France n'est pas encore faite." (p. xxi.) 

1 A curious evidence of the undiminishM popularity of the Grecian 
mythes, to the exclusion even of recent history, Is preserved by Vopiscus 
at the beginning of his Life of Aurelian. 

The prrefect of the city of Rome, Junius Tiberianus, took Vopiscus into 
his carriage on the festival-day of the Hilaria; he was connected by the 
ties of relationship with Am·eiian, who had died about a generation 
before-and as the carriage passed by the splendid temple of the Sun, 
which Aurelian had consecrated, he asked Vopiscus, what author had 
written the Life of that emperor? To which Vopiscus replied, that he 
had read some Greek works which touched upon Aurelian, but nothing in 
Latin. "Whereat the venerable prrefect was profoundly grieved : " Dol-
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I 
confined to comparatively few: We know from Thucydides liow 
erroneously arid. carelessly the Athenian public of his day re
tained the history of Peisistratus, only one century past ; 1 but 

i the adventures of the· gods and· heroes, the numberless ex-
' planatory · legends attached to .visible objects and periodical 
·ceremonies, were the theme of general talk, and any man 
unacquainted with them would have found himself partially 
excluded from the sympathy of his neighbours. The theatrical 
representations, exhibited to the entire city population and 
listened to with enthusiastic interest, both presupposed and . 
perpetuated acquaintance with the great lines of heroic fable. 
Indeed in later times even 'the pantomimic danc~rs embraced 
in their representations the whole field cif mythical incident, 
and their immense success proves at once how popular and 
how well-known such subjects were. The names and attributes 
of the .heroes were incessaqtly alluded to in the way of illustra
tion, to point out a consoling, admonitory, or .repressive moral : 
the simple m~ntion of any of them sufficed to call up in every 
one's mind the principal· events of his life, and the poet or 
rhapsode ,could thus calculate on touching chords not less 
familiar than susceptible.2 

orem gemitfrs sui ~ir san~~usper·h~c verba -profudit :__:_Ergo Thersitem, 
Sinonem, 'ca,t~raque ilia prodigia vetustatis, d .nos .bene scimus; et posteri 
f•·equmtabunt :· divum Aurelianum, clluissimum _principem, sev.erissin1um 
Imperatorem, .per qu"m totus Romano no mini orbis est restitutus, posteri 
nescient? Deus ave.rtat hanc .amentiam ! Et tamen, si bene memini, 
ephemeridas illius viri scriptas habemus," _&c. (Historire August. Scriptt. 
p. 209, ed. Sal mas.) . . . : · . 
. This ;impressive remon-strance produeed.the Life of Aurelian by Vopiscus; 

The rnateri.a]s seem to have been ample and .authentic : it is to be regretted 
that they did not fall into the hands of an.author qualified to turn them to 
better account.· . . 1 Thucyd. vi. 56. . 
.. 2 .Pausan.· i. 3, 3· l).ey•ra< p.€v.tin «al/tl..l..a ob!<.&l.."IIOii ,.,.apil. ro'Ls .,.ol\l..o'Ls, 
oTa 11TTop(as_.&v"IIK6o<S qi5<i<, ,«al b7r_OITa 1)Kovov.•VBiis .l1C·11"ailiwv tv 'TO xopo<S Kal 
'~"PWY'f'illa<s w<IT.ril. .Yryovp.evou, &c. The treatise of Lucian, De. Saltatione, 
is a curious proof how in~ch these mythes were.in_.everyone's .. memory, and 
how )argt; the -range of .know;ledge of them was "\\Chich a good dancer 
possessed (see particularly 'c.' '16-79, t. -ii. p:. 308-3IO, Heinst.). 

Antiphan&s ap. Athenre. vi. p. _223-. 

. Mo.K4pu)v Ea:nv . .q TpayCflBla. 
'lro{'Y}fLa.·K.ciTO. 'lr&.vT', eZ·.re 1rpWTov ot A6yot 
i11rO TWv 8ei:u·Wv· eiut"v £1vwpttTJlEvot: 
1rpiv ~o.C 'TLJ.:'' ei7rEf:W Ws inroJ.LvijCTo.L ,p..Ovov. , 

t 8ef: -rOV 1ro~~n}v.· Oi.U'f!OVv yap ·O.v ye ¢W,. 
·-ra.a· 0.>-..~o. mivr' 'iuo.~Lv· o··io.ir,p A&tos, 
Ji.'I}'Tl"Jp' 'IOK&.<1'7'rh 6vyaTlpe·s, 1ro.'i:Be~ ilves· · · 
-rl Trelu-e8' otiTos, ·r"t. 1reTro{1JKEv. ~Av 1r&Aw 
e'l1r11 Tts 'AAKJ.Lo.{wva, · Kcli · .'Ta '1ro.t8{a. · 
1r&.vT' eVBVs e'lp1Jx', On· fLO.veLs · O.mfKTove 
'!.'JV p..1JTlp'• O.yo.va~eTWv 8' • AtJpaUTot; W6Ews 
"ij§H, 'll'tihtV 8' ci'II'E'tO'U't &c, 
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A similar effect was produced by the multiplied religious 

festivals and processions, as well as by the oracles and prophecies 
which circulated in every city. The annual departure of the 
Theoric ship from Athens to the sacred island of Delos, kept 
alive in the minds of Athenians generally, the legend of Theseus 
and his adventurous enterprise in Krete : 1 and in like manner 

The first pages of the eleventh Oration of Dio Chrysostom contain some 
striking passages both as to the universal acquaintance with the mythes, 
and as to their extreme popularity (Or. xi. p. 307-312, Reisk.). See also 
the commencement of Heraklides, De Allegori.a Homerid (ap. Scriptt. 
Myth. ed. Gale, p. 408), about the familiarity with Homer. 

The Lyde of the poet Antimachus was composed for his own consola
tion under sorrow, by enumerating the oqpwi~eds uup.tpop&.s (Plutarch, Con· 
solat. ad Apolll\n. c. 9, p. lo6 : compare .IEschines cont. Ktesiph. c. 48). 
A sepulchral inscription in Thera, on the untimely death of Admetus, a 
youth of the heroic gens .IEgidre, makes a touching allusion to his ancestors 
Peleus and Pheres (Boeckh, C. I. t. ii. p. 1087). 

A curious passage of Aristotle is preserved by Demetrius Phalereus 
(ll<pl 'Epp."l/velu.s, c. 144),-dOu<p '"fdp u.lrrC....,s ~eu.l p.ovJrr11s elp.l, tpt71.op.v8oT<pos 
'"fE'"fOVu. (compare the passage in the Nikomachean Ethics, i. 9, p.ovJ,.,..,s ~eu.l 
liT<I<Vos). Stahr refers this to a letter of Aristotle written in his old age, 
the mythes being the consolation of his solitude (Aristotelia, ·i. p. 2or). 

For the employment of the mythical names and incidents as topics of 
pleasing and familiar comparison, see Menander, ll•pl 'E7rtOetiCT<K. § iv. 
capp. 9 and II, ap. Walz. Coli. Rhett. t. ix. p. 283-294. The degree 
in which they passed into the ordinary songs of women is illustrated by a 
touching epigram contained among the Chian Inscriptions published in 
Boeckh's Collection (No. 2236)-

B .. rrti, Ko.1 ~atv1S', ~0 .. 7J ~J.LIP"' (?) ai CTVvipt6ot, 
At 7revt.XPa.l, ')'pa.'ta.t, T'IJB" £KA{6YJ.f€V Op..oii. 

'AJA.cfJ6npaL KWcu, 7rpWTa.l. ')'tfvoS"-w yAvKVS' Op8poS', 
llpOS' AVxvol' «f p.V80VS' n Bop..EV .;,J.Lt8iwv. 

These two poor women were not afraid to boast of their family descent. 
They probably belonged to some noble gens which traced its origin to a 
god or a hero. About the songs of women, see also Agathias, i. 7, p. 29, 
ed. Bonn. 

In the family of the wealthy Athenian Demokrates was a legend, that 
his primitive ancestor (son of Zeus by the daughter of the Archegetes of 
the deme Aixl\neis, to which he belonged) had received Herakles at his 
table : this legend was so rife that the old women sung it,-11.7r•p u.l '"fpa.'iat 
~OOUO"l (Plato, Lysis. p. zos). Compare also a legend of the deme 
'Avu.'"fupovs, mentioned in Suidas ad voc. ' . 

"Who is this maiden?" asks Orestes from Pylad~s in the I phigeneia in 
Tauris of Euripides (662), respecting his sister Iphigeneia, whom he does 
not know as pnestess of Artemis in a foreign land-

Tt~ EuTlv ~ ve-dvt~; ~ 1EAA71v1.KW~ 
• Avijpe8' ;p.&.-; TOV~ ,.· Ev "IAtw 7rOvovs
N6c:rTov T 'Axa.tWv, -r6v Till Oiwvoit; uocflOv 
KMxa.vT", 'A)(tAA.Ews T"oVvof-1.", &c. 
• • . . €0"Tlv "'1 tevq yE11oS" 
'EKei6Ev. • Apye,lo. 1'L), &c, 

1 Plato, Phredo, c. 2. 
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, most of the other public rites and ceremonies were of a com
; memorative character, deduced from some mythical person or 
I incident familiarly known to natives, and forming to strangers 
} a portion of the curiosities, of the place .I During the period 
) of Grecian subjection under the Romans, these curiosities, 

together with their works of art and their legends, were especially 
clung to as a set-off against present degradation. The Theban 
citizen who found himself restrained from the liberty enjoyed 
by all other Greeks, of consulting Amphiariius as a prophet, 
though the sanctuary and chapel of the hero stood in his own 
city-could not be satisfied without a knowledge .of the story 
which explained the origin of such prohibition,2 . and which 
conducted him back to the originally hostile relations between 
Amphiaraus and Thebes. Nor can we suppose among the 
citizens of Sikyon anything less than a perfect and reverential 
conception of the legend of Thebes, when we read the account 
given by Herodotus of the conduct of the despot Kleisthenes 
in regard to A.drastus and Melanippus. 3 The Trcezenian youths 
and maidens,4 who universally, when on the eve of marriage, 
consecrated 'an offering of their hair at the Heroon of Hippo
lytus, maintained a lively recollection of the legend of that 
unhappy recusant whom Aphrodite had so cruelly punished. 

I 
Abundant relics preserved in many Grecian cities and temples 

, served both as mementos and attestations of other legendary 
events ; and the -tombs of the heroes counted among the most 
powerful stimulants of mythical reminiscence. The sceptre of 
Pelops and Agamemnon, still preserved in the days of Pausanias 
at Chreroneia in Bce6tia, was the work of the god Hephrestos. 
While many other alleged productions of the same divine hand 
were preserved in different cities of Greece, this is the only one 

1 The Philopseud~~ of Lucian (t. iii. p. 31, Hemst. cap. 2, 3, 4) shows 
not only the pride which the general public of Athens and Thebes took in 
their old mythes (Triptolemus, Boreas and Oreithyia, the Sparti, &c.), but 
the way in which they treated every man who called the stories in question 
as a fool or as an atheist. He remarks that if the guides who showed the 
antiquities had been restrained to tell nothing but what was true, they 
would have died of hunger ; for the visiting strangers would not care to 
hear plain truth, even if they could have got it for nothing (fttJO~ &p.ta8lrGIII 
{lvwv rci.A1)9es &rw6etv ~8EA'10'ci.vrwv). 

2 Herodot. viii. 134· -
8 Herodot .. v. 67. 
4 Euripid. I:Iippolyt. 1424 ; Pausan. ii. 32, 1 ; Lucian; De Dei Syrii, 

c. 6o,.vol. iv. p. 287, Tauch. 
It is curious to see in the account of Pausanias how all the petty pecu

liarities of the objects around became connected with explanatory details 
growing out of this affecting legend. Compare Pausan. i. 22, 2. 
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which Pausanias himself believed to be genuine : it had been 
carried by Elektra, daughter of Agamemnon, to Ph6kis, and 
received divine honours from the citizens of Chaeroneia.1 The 
spears of Meriones and Odysseus were treasured up at Engyium' 
in Sicily, that of Achilles at Phaselis; the sword of Memn6n 
adorned the temple of Asklepius at Nicomedia; and Pausanias, 
with unsuspecting confidence, adduces the two latter as proofs 
that the arms of the heroes were made of brass.2 The hide of 
the Kalydonian boar was g·uarded and shown by the Tegeates 
as a precious possession; the shield of Euphorbus was in like 
manner suspended in the temple of Branchidae near Miletus, 
as well as in the temple of Here in Argos. Visible relics of 
Epeius and Philoktetes were not wanting; moreover Strabo 
raises his voice with indignation against the numerous Palladia 
which were shown in different cities, each pretending to be the 
genuine image from Troy. 3 It would be impossible to specify 
the number of chapels, sanctuaries, solemnities, foundations of 
one sort or another, said to have been first commenced by 
heroic or mythical personages,-by Herakles, Jason, Medea, 
Alkmaeon, Diomedes, Odysseus, Danaus and his daughters, 4 

&c. Perhaps in some of these cases particular critics might 
raise objections, but the great bulk of the people entertained a 
firm and undoubted belief in the current legend. 

If we analyse the intellectual acquisitions of a common 
Grecian townsman, from the rude communities of Arcadia 
or Phokis even up to the enlightened Athens, we shall find 
that, over and above the rules of art or capacities requisite for 
his daily wants, it consisted chiefly of the various mythes con
nected with his gens, his city, his religious festivals and the 
mysteries in which he might have chosen to initiate himself, 
as well as with the works of art and the more striking natural 
objects which he might see around him-the whole set off and 
decorated by some knowledge of the epic and dramatic poets. 
Such was the intellectual and imaginative reach of an ordinary 
Greek, considered apart from the instructed few : it was an 
aggregate of religion, of social and patriotic retrospect, and of 
romantic fancy, blended into one indivisible faith. And thus 

1 Pausan. ix. 40, 6. 
2 Plutarch, Marcell. c. 20; Pausan. iii. 3, 6. 
1 Pausan. viii. 46, I ; Diogen. Laer. viii. 5 ; Strabo, vi. p. 263 ; Appian, 

Bell. Mithridat. c. 77 ; A<:schyl. Eumen. 380. 
Wachsmuth has collected the numerous citations out of Pausanias on 

this subject (Hellenische Alterthumskunde, part ii. sect. us, p. III). 
4 Herodot. ii. 182; Plutarch, Pyrrh. c: 32; Schol. Apoll. Rhod. iv. 

1217; DiodiJr. iv. 56. . 
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the subjeCtive value of the mythes, looking at them purely as 
'elements of Grecian thought and feeling, will appear indisputably 
':sreat, however little there may be of objective reality, either 
, 1istorical or philosophical, discoverable under them. 

We must not omitthe incalculable importance of the mythes · 
as stimulants to the imagination of. the Grecian artist in . sculp
ture, in painting, in carving, and'""in ·architecture. From ·the 
divine and heroic legends and personages were borrowed those 
paintings, .statues, and reliefs, which rendered the· temples, 
porticos, and public buildings,. at Athens and elsewhere, objects 
of surpassing admiration. Such visible reproduction contri
buted again to fix the types of the gods and heroes familiarly 
arid indelibly on the public mind.1 The figures delineated on 
cups and vases as well as on the walls of private houses were 
chiefly drawn from the ·same source-the mythes being the 
great storehouse of artistic scenes and composition. 

To enlarge on the characteristic excellence of Grecian art . 
would here be out of place: I regard it only in so far as, having 
originally drawn its materials from the mythes, it reacted upon 
the 'mythical faith and imagination-the reaction. imparting 
sttength to the former as well as distinctness. to the latter. To 
cine whci .saw constantly \>efore 'him representations of the 
battles of the Centaurs or the Amazons,2 of the exploits per~ 
formed by Perseus and Bellerophon, of the incidents composing 
fhe Trojan war, or the Kalydonian boar-hunt-the process· of 
belief/even·in the more fantastic of these conceptions, became 
easy in 'proportion as the conception was familiarised; And if 
any person had been slow to believe in the efficacy of the 
prayers of JEalms, whereby that devout hero once obtained 
s·pecial relief from Zeus, at a moment when Greece was perish
ing frcim long-continued sterility-his doubts would probably ·. 
vanish, when, on visiting the JEakeium at JEgina, there were 
exhibited to him the statues o( the very envoys ;who had come 
on the beha:Jf of the distressed Greeks tci solicit that JEakus 
would pray for them.s ;A Grecian temple 4 was not simply a 
place of worship, but' the aCtual dwelling-place of a god, who 

1 'Hp.dJfwv &peTa<s, the subjects of the works of Polygnotus at Athens 
[Melanthius, ap .. Plutarch. Cim6n. c. 4); compare TheocriL xv; 138. 

2 The Centauromachia and the Amazonomachia .are constantly associated 
together in the .ancient Grecian reliefs (see the Expedition Scientifique de 
Moree, t. ii. p. 16, in the explanation of the temple of Apollo Epikureius 
at ·Phigaleia). 

3 Pausan. ii. 29,6. . · . 
4 Ernst Curtius, Die Akropolis von Athen, Berlin, 1844, p. 18. Arno· 

bius adv. Gentes, vi. p. 203, ed. Elmenhorst. 
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was believed to be introduced by the solemn dedicatory cere
mony, and whom the imagination of the people identified in 
the most intimate manner with his statue. The presence or 
removal of the statue was conceived as identical with that of 
the being represented-and while the statue was solemnly 
washed, dressed, and tended with all the respectful solicitude 
which would have been bestowed upon a real person,1 mira
culous tales were often rife respecting the manifestation of real 
internal feeling in the wood and the marble. At perilous or 
critical moments, the statue was affirmed to have sweated, to 
have wept, to have closed its eyes, or brandished the spear in 
1ts hands, in token of sympathy or indignation.2 Such legends, 
springing up usually in times of suffering and danger, and find
ing few men bold enough openly to contradict them, ran in 
complete harmony with the general mythical faith, and tended 
to strengthen it in all its various ramifications. The renewed 
activity of the god or hero both brought to mind and accredited 
the pre-existing mythes connected with his name. When Boreas, 

1 See the case of the JEginetans lending the JEakids for a time to the 
Thebans (Herodot. v. 8o), who soon however returned them: likewise 
sending the JEakids to the battle of Salamis (viii. 64-80). The Spartans, 
when they decreed that only one of their two kings should be out on 
military service, decreed at the' same time that only one of the Tyndarids 
should go out with them (v. 75) : they once lent the Tyndarids as aids to 
the envoys of Epizephyrian Locri, who prepared for them a couch on 
board their ship (Diod6r. Excerpt, xvi. P· 15, Dindorf). The Thebans 
grant their hero Melanippus to Kleisthenes of Siky6n (v. 68). What was 
sent must probably have been a consecrated copy of the genuine statue. 

Respecting the solemnities practised towards the statues, see Plutarch, 
Alkibiad. 34; Kallimach. Hymn. ad Lavacr. Palladis, init. with the note 
of Spanheim; K. 0. MUller, Archreologie der Kunst, § 69; compare 
Plutarch, Qurestion. Romaic. § 61, p. 279; and Tacit. Mor. Germ. c. 40; 
Diod6r. xvii. 49· 

The manner in which the real presence of a hero was identified with his 
statue ('Tbv Olt<a.tov li<t B<bv Oft<ot p.iv<tv tTw(oJ''Til 'Tolls ilipup.€vous.-Menan
der, Fragm. 'Hvloxos, p. 71, Meineke), consecrated ground, and oracle, is 
nowhere more powerfully attested than in the Hero!ca of Philostratus 
cap. 2-20, p. 674-692; also De Vit. Apol16n. Tyan. iv. II), respecting 
Pr6tesilaus at Elreus, Ajax at the Aianteium,. and Hect6r at Ilium : Pr6· 
tesilaus appeared exactly in the equipment of his statue,-x;>.a.p.vlia lvfj?r'Ta.t, 
~4v<, 'T~v ®<'T'Ta.l..ucbv 'l'pottov, tfurttep t<a.l '1'0 6:ya;>.p;a. 'TOV'TO (p. 674). The 
presence and sympathy of the hero Lykus is essential to the satisfaction of 
the Athenian dikasts (Aristophan. Vesp. 389-820): the fragment of 
Lucilius quoted by Lactantius, De Falsi Religione (i. 22), is curious.
Tots iiPO>O'I 'I'OtS Ka.'Tlz. 'T~II 'lrOAIV Ka.l r~v XWpa.v [lipup.€vots (Lykurgus cont. 
Leokrat. c. J ). 

2 Plutarch, Timoleon, c. 12; Strabo, vi. p. 264. Theophrastus treats 
the perspiration as a natural phrenomenon in the statues made of cedar· 
wood (Histor. Plant. v. 10). Plutarch discusses the credibility of this sort 
of miracles in his Life of Cori,olanus, c. 37-38. 
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during the invasion of Greece by Xerxes and in compliance 
with the fervent prayers of the Athenians, had sent forth a 
providential storm to the irreparable damage of the Persian 
armada,1 the sceptical minority (alluded to by Plato) who 
doubteq the mythe of Boreas and Oreithyia, and his close con
nexion thus acquired with Erechtheus and the Erechtheids 
generally, must for the time have been reduced to absolute 
silence. 

CHAPTER XVII 

THE GRECIAN MYTHICAL VEIN COMPARED WITH THAT OF 
MODERN EUROPE 

I HAVE already remarked that the existence of that popular 
narrative talk, which the Germans express by the significant word 
Sage or Volhs-Sage, in a greater or less degree of perfection or 
development, is a phrenomenon common, to almost.all stages . 
of society and to almost all quarters of the globe. It is the 
natural effusion of the unlettered, imaginative and believing 
man, and its maximum of influence belongs to an early state of 
the human mind: for the multiplication of recorded facts, the 
diffusion of positive science, and the formation of a critical 
standard of belief, tend to discredit its dignity and to repress its 
easy and abundant flow. It supplies to the poet both materials 
to recombine and adorn, and a basis as well as a stimulus for 
further inventions of his own ; and this at a time when the pO<it 
is religious teacher, historian, and philosopher, all in one-not, 
as he becomes at a more advanced period, the mere purveyor 
of avowed, though interesting, fiction. 

Such popular stories, and such historical songs (meaning by 
historical simply that which is accepted as history) are found in 
most quarters of th~ globe, and especially among the Teutonic 

1 Herodot. vii. r8g. Compare the gratitude of the Megal~politans to 
Boreas for having preserved them from the attack of the Lacedremonian 
king Agis (Pausan. viii. 27, 4-viii. 36, 4). When the Ten Thousand 
Greeks were on their retreat. through the cold mountains of Armenia, 
Boreas blew in their faces "parching and freezing intolerably." One of 
the prophets recommended that a sacrifice should be offered to him, which 
was done, "and the painful effect of the wind appeared to every one 
forthwith to cease in a marked manner" (~<al 'll'au• li~ 'll'<pupavws llio~• ll.i)!a• 
'TO xall.<'li'OV "Toil '11've6,ua"Tos.-Xenoph. Anab. iv. 5, 3). 
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and Celtic populations of early Europe. The old Gothic songs 
were cast into a continuous history by the historian Ablavius ;1 

and the poems of the Germans respecting Tuisto the earth-born 
god, his son Mannus, and his descendants the eponyms of the 
various German tribes, 2 as they are briefly described by Tacitus, 
remind us of Hesiod, or Eumelus, or the Homeric Hymns. 
Jacob Grimm, in his learned and valuable Deutsche Mythologie, 
has exhibited copious evidence of the great fundamental ana
logy, along with many special differences, between the German, 
Scandinavian and Grecian mythical world; and the Disserta· 
tion of Mr. Price (prefixed to his edition of Warton's History of 
English Poetry) sustains and illustrates Grimm's view. The 
same personifying imagination-the sama ever-present con
ception of the will, sympathies, and antipathies of the gods 
as the producing causes of phrenomena, and as distinguished 
from a course of nature with its invariable sequence-the same 
relations between gods, heroes an'd men, with the like difficulty 
of discriminating the one from the other in many individual 
names-a similar wholesale transfer of human attributes to the 
gods, with the absence of human limits and liabilities-a like 
belief in Nymphs, Giants, and other beings neither gods nor 
men-the same coalescence of the religious with the patriotic 
feeling and faith-these are positive features common to the 
early Greeks with the early Germans : and the negative con
ditions of the two are not less analogous-the absence of prose 
writing, positive records, and scientific culture. The prelim
inary basis and encouragements for the mythopreic faculty were 
thus extremely similar. 

But though the prolific forces were the same in kind, the 
results were very different in degree, and the developing cir
cumstances were more different still. 

First, the abundance, the beauty, and the long continuance 
of early Grecian poetry, in the purely poetical age, is a phre
nomenon which has no parallel elsewhere. 

Secondly, the transition of the Greek mind from its poetical 
to its comparatively positive state was self-operated, accom
plished by its own inherent and expansive force-aided indeed, 
but by no means either impressed or provoked, from without. 

1 Jornandes, De Reb. Geticis, cap. 4-6. 
2 Tacit. Mor. German. c. 2. "Celebrant carminibus antiquis, quod unum 

apud eos mernorire et annalium genus est, Tuistonem Deum terra editum, 
et filium Mannum, originem gentis conditoresque. Quidam licentia 
vetustatis, plures Deo ortos, pluresque gentis appellationes, Marsos, 
Gambrivios, Suevos, Vandaliosque affirmant: eaque vera et antiqua 
nomina." 
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From the poetry of Horner, to the history of Thucydides and 
the philosophy of Plato and "Aristotle, was a prodigious step, 
but it· was the native .growth of the Hellenic youth into an 
Hellenic man ; and what is of still greater moment, it was 
brought about without breaking the thread either ofreligious 
or patriotic tradition-without any coercive innovation or 
violent change in the mental feelings. The legendary wor.ld, 
though the ethical judgements and rational . criticisms of 
superior men had outgrown it, still retained its hold upon their 
feelings as an object of affectionate and reverential retrospect. 
~. Far different from this was the development of the early 
Germans. . We know little about their early poetry, but we shall 
run no risk of error in affirming that they had nothing to com
pare with either Iliad or Odyssey. Whether, if left t() them
selves, they would have possessed sufficient progressive power 
to make a step similar to that of the Greeks, is a ques.tion which 
we cannot answer. Their condition, mental as well as political, 
was violently changed by a foreign action from without. The 
influence of the Roman erripire introduced artificially among 
them new institutions, new opinions, habits and luxuri~s, and, 
above all, a new religion ; the Romartised Germans becoming 
themselves successively the instruments of this revolution With 
regard to such of their brethren as still remained heathens. It 
was a revolution often· brought about by penal·and coercive 
means : the old· gods Thor and Woden were formally deposed 
and renounced, their images were crumbled into.dust, and the 
sacred oaks of worship and prophecy hewn down. · But even 
where conversion was the fruit of preaching and persuasion, 
it did not the. less break up all the associations of a German 
with respect to that mythical world which he called his past, 
and of which the ancient gods constituted both the charm and 
the sanctity : he had now only the alternative of treating them 
either as men or as dremons.1 That mixed1-eligious and patriotic 

1 On the hostil~ influ~nce exerCised by th~ change ofr~ligion·o~'-the old 
Scandinavian poetry, see an· interesting article of Jacob Grimm in the 
,Gi:ittingen. Gelehrte Anzeigen•, Feb. r83o, ·p. 268-273; a review of Olaf 
Tryggvson's Saga. The article Heiden in his Deutsche_ Mythologie is also 
full of instruction on the same subject: see also the Einleitung to the book, 
P• n, znd edition. . · --- - - . 

A similar· observation has been made with respect to the old mythes or 
the pagan Russians by Eichhoff :-" L'etablissement du Christianisme, ce 
gage du bonheur des nations, fut vivement apprecie par les· Russes, qui 
dans ·leur juste reconnaissance, le personnifierent dans un heros. Vladimir 
le Grand, ami des arts, protecteur de Ia religion qu'il protegea,. et dont les 
fruits firent oublier Ies fautes; devint l'Arthus et le Charlemagne de Ia 
Russie, et ses hauts faits furent un mythe national qui domina tous ceux du 
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retrospect, formed by the coalescence of piety with ancestral 
feeling, which constituted the appropriate sentiment both of 
Greeks and of Germans towards their unrecorded antiquity, 
was among the latter banished by Christianity : and while the 
root of the old mythes was thus cankered, the commemorative 
ceremonies and customs with which they were connected, either 
lost their consecrated character or disappeared altogether. 
Moreover new influences of great importance were at the same 
time brought to bear. The Latin language, together with some 
tinge of Latin literature-the habit of writing and of recording 
present events-the idea of a systematic law and pacific adjudi
cation of disputes,-all these formed a part of the general work
ing of Roman civilisation, even after the decline of the Roman 
empire, upon the Teutonic and Celtic tribes. A class of 
specially-educated men was formed upon a Latin basis and 
upon Christian principles, consisting too almost entirely of 
priests, who were opposed, as well by motives of rivalry as by 
religious feeling, to the ancient bards and storytellers of the 
community. The "lettered men " 1 were constituted apart from 
"the men of story," and Latin literature contributed along with 
religion to sink the mythes of untaught heathenism. Charle
magne indeed, at the same time that he employed aggressive 
and violent proceedings to introduce Christianity among the 
Saxons, also took special care to commit to writing and preserve 
the old heathen songs. But there can be little doubt that this 
step was the suggestion of a large and enlightened understanding 
peculiar to himself. The disposition general among lettered 
Christians of that age is more accurately represented by his son 
Louis le Debonnaire, who, having learnt these songs as a boy, 
came to abhor them when he arrived at mature years, and could 
never be induced either to repeat or tolerate them.2 

paganisme. Autour de lui se grouperent ces guerriers aux formes athJetiques, 
au creur genereux, dont Ia poesie aime a entourer le berceau mysterieux 
des peuples : et les exploits du vai!lant Dobrinia, de Rogdai, d'Ilia, de 
Curilo, animerent les ballades nationales, et vivent encore dans de na1fs 
n!cits." (Eichhoff, Histoire de Ia Langue et Litterature des Slaves, Paris, 
1839, part iii. ch. 2, p. 190.) ' 

1 This distinction is curiously brought to view by Saxo Grammaticus, 
where he says of an Englishman named Lucas, that he was " literis quidem 
tenuiter instructus, sed historiarum scientia apprime eruditus" (p. 330, 
apud Dahlmann's Historische Forschungen, vol. i. p. 176). 

ll "Barbara et antiquissima carmina (says Eginhart in his Life of Charle· 
magne), quibus veternm regum actus et bella canebantur, conscripsit." 
. ~heganus says, of Louis le. Debonnaire, "Poetic~ carmina gentilia, qu::e 
m JUVentute d1d!cerat, respmt, nee Iegere, nee audue, nee docere, voluit." 
(De Gestis Ludovici Imperatoris ap. Pithreum, p. 304, c. xix.) 
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According to the old heathen faith, the pedigree of the 
Saxon, Anglian, Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish kings,-prob
ably also those of the German and Scandinavian kings 
generally,-was traced to Odin, or to some of his immediate 
companions or heroic sons.1 I have already observed that the 
value of these genealogies consisted not so much in their 
length, as in the reverence attached to the name serving as 
primitive source. After the worship attached to Odin had 
been extinguished, the genealogical line was lengthened up to 
Japhet or Noah-and Odin, no longer accounted worthy to 
stand at the top, was degraded into one of the simple human 
members of it.2 And we find this alteration of the original 

1 See Grimm's Deutsche Mythologie, art. Heiden, p. 356, :md edit. 
Hengist and Horsa were fourth in descent from Odin (Venerable Bede, 
Hist. i. 15). Thiotlolff, the Scald of Harold Haarfager king of Norway, 
traced the pedigree of his sovereign through thirty generations to Yngarfrey, 
the son of Niqrd companion of Odin at Upsal ; the kings of Upsal were 
called Ynglinger, and the son of Thiodolff, Ynglingatal (Dahlmann, Histor. 
Forschung. i. p. 379). Eyvind, another Scald a century afterwards, · 
deduced the pedigree of Jar! Hacon from Saming son of Yngwifrey (p. 
381). Are Frode, the Icelandic historian, carried up his own genealogy 
through thirty·six generations to Yngwe; a genealogy which Torfreus 
accepts as trustworthy, opposing it to the line of kings given by Saxo 
Grammaticus (p. 352). Torfreus makes Harold Haarfager a descendant 
from Odin through twenty·severi generations ; Alfred of England through 
twenty-three generations ; Offa of Mercia through fifteen (p. 362). See 
also the. translation by Lange of P. A. MUller's Saga Bibliothek, Introd. 
p. J:CXViii. and the genealogical tables prefixed to Snorro Sturleson's Edda. 

Mr. Sharon Turner conceives the human existence of Odin to be distinctly 
proved, seemingly upon the same evidence as Eu~merus believed in the 
human existence of Zeus (History of the Anglo-Saxons, Appendix to b. ii. 
ch. 3, p. 219, 5th edit.). . . 

2 Dahlmann, Histor. Forschung. t. i. p. 390. There is a valuable article 
on this subject in the Zeitschrift fur Geschichts Wissenschaft (Berlin, vol. i. 
p. 237-282) by Stuhr, " Uber einige Hauptfragen des Nordischen Alter
thums," wherein the writer illustrates both the strong motive and the 
effective tendency, on the part of the Christian clergy who had to deal with 
these newly-converted Teutonic pagans, to Euemerise the old gods, and to 
represent a genealogy, which they were unable to efface from men's minds, 
as if it consisted only of mere tnen. 

Mr. John Kemble (Uqer die Stammtafel der Westsachsen, ap. Stuhr. p. 
254) remarks, that " nobilitas" among that people consisted in descent · 
from Odin and the other gods. 

Colonel Sleeman also deals in the same manner with the religious 
legends of the Hindoos-so natural is the proceeding of Eu@merus, 
towards any religion in which a critic does not believe-

" They (the Hindoos) of course think that the incarnations of their three 
great divinities were beings infinitely superior to prophets, being in all their 
attributes and prerogatives equal to the divinities themsdves. But wt 
are disposed to tMnk that these incarnations were nothing more than great 
men whom thez"r jlatte1·ers and poets have exalted into e-ods-tht"s was tile 
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mythical genealogies to have taken p1ace even among the 
Scandinavians, although the introduction of Christianity was in 
those parts both longer deferred, so as to leave time for a more 
ample development of the heathen poetical vein-and seems to 
have created a less decided feeling of antipathy (especially in 
Iceland) towards the extinct faith. 1 The poems and tales com
posing the Edda, though first committed to writing after the 
period of Christianity, do not present the ancient gods in a 
point of view intentionally odious or degrading. 

The transposition above alluded to, of the genealogical root 
from Odin to Noah, is the more worthy of notice, as it illus
trates the genuine character of these genealogies, and shows 
that they sprung, not from any erroneous historical data, but 
from the turn of the religious feeling ; also that their true 
value is derived from their being taken entire, as connecting 
the existing race of men with a divine original. If we could 
imagine that Grecian paganism had been superseded by 
Christianity in the year soo B.c., the great and venerated 
gentile genealogies of Greece would have undergone the like 
modification; the Herakleids, Pelopids, h:akids, Asklepiads, 
&c. would have been merged in some larger aggregate branch
ing out from the archreology of the Old Testament. The old 
heroic legends connected with these ancestral names would 
either have been forgotten, or so transformed as to suit the 
new vein of thought ; for the altered worship, ceremonies, and 
customs would have been altogether at variance with them, 
and the mythical feeling would have ceased to dwell upon 
those to whom prayers were no longer offered. If the oak of 
Dodona had been cut down, or the Theoric ship had ceased 
to be sent from Athens to Delos, the mythes of Theseus and of 
the two black doves would have lost their pertinence, and died 
away. As it was, the change from Homer to Thucydides and 
Aristotle took place internally, gradually, and imperceptibly. 
Philosophy and history were superinduced in the minds of the 

1vay z"n which men made thet"r gods in ancz"ent Grel',le and Egypt.-All that 
the poets have sung of the actions of these men is now received as revelation 
from heaven: though nothing can be more monstrous than the actions ascribed 
to the best incarnatwn, Krishna, of the best of the gods, Vishnoo." (Sleeman, 
Rambles and Recollections of an Indian Official, vol. i. ch. viii. p. 6 I.) 

1 See P. E. Muller, Uber den Ursprung und Verfall der IsHindischer 
Historiographie, p. 63. 

In the Leitfaden zur Niirdischen Alterthumskunde, p. 4-5 (Copenhagen, 
1837), is an instructive summary of the different schemes of interpretation 
applied to the northern mythes:. I. the historical; 2. tbe geographical ; 
3· the astronomical ; 4· the physical ; 5· the allegorical. 
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<superior few, but the feelings of the general public continued 
)unshaken-the sacred objects remained the same both to. the 
,;eye and to the heart-and the worship of the ancient gods 
\was even adorned by new architects and sculptors who greatly 
'strengthened its imposing effect. . 
: · ·.While then in Greece the mythopreic stream continued in 
'·:the same course, only with abated current and influence, in 
'modern Europe its ancient bed was blocked up and it was 
turned into new and divided channels. The old religion,
.though as an ascendent faith, unanimously and publicly mani
,fested, it became extinct,-still continued in detached scraps 
and fragments, and under various alterations of name and 
form. The heathen gods and goddesses, deprived as they 
,were of divinity, did not pass out of the recollection and fears 
of their former worshippers but were sometimes represented 
(on principles like those of Euemerus) as having been eminent 
,md glorious men-:-sometimes degraded into dremons, magi
cians, elfs, fairies and other supernatural agents, ofan inferipr 
grade and generally mischievous cast. Christian writers such 
'ls Saxo Grammaticus and Snorro Sturleson committed to 
writing the ancient oral songs of the Scandinavian Scalds, and 
digested the events contained in them into continuous narrative 
-performing in this respect a task similar. to that of the 
Grecian logographcrs Pherekydes and Hellanikus, in· reference 

1 
to Hesiod and the Cyclic ·poets. But while Pherekydes and 

1 Hellanikus. compiled under the influence of feelings substan
',tially the same as those of the poets on whom they bestowed 
[their care, the Christian logographers felt it their duty to point 

. :out the Odin and Thor of the old Scalds as evil· drem6ns, or 
!cunning enchanters who had fascinated the minds of men into 
,a false belief in their divinity.1 In some cases theheathen 
i 1 urnterea tamen homines·Christiani in numina non credant ethnica, nee 
:aliter fidem narrationibus hisce adstruere vel adhibere debent, quani in 
jlibti hujus procemio monitum est de causis et occasionibus.cur et quomodo 
!genus humanum a veri fide aberraverit." (Extract from the Prose Edda, 
\p. 75, in the Lexicon Mythologicum ad calcem Eddre Sremund .. vol. iii. 
p. 357, Copenhag. edit.) • . · 
': A similar warning is. 'to be found in another passage cited by P. E: 
MUller, Uber· den Ursprung und Verfall der Islandischen Historiographie, 
p. 138, Copenhagen, 1813; compare the Prologue to the Prose Edda, 
':l. 6, and Mallet, Introduction a 1' Histoire de Dannemarc, ch. vii. p. I 14-
•32. 

Saxo Grammaticus represents Odin sometimes as a·magician, sometimes 
as an evil dremon, sometimes as a high-priest, or pori tiff ·of heathenism, who 
imposed so powerfully upon the people around him as· to receive divine 
);10nours. · Thor also is treated as having been an evil' dremon. (See Lexicon 
Mythologic. ut supra, pp. 567, 915.) 
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recitals and ideas were modified so as to suit Christian feeling. 
But when preserved without such a change, they exhibited 
themselves palpably, and were designated by their compilers, 
as at variance with the religious belief of the people, and as 
associated either with imposture or with evil spirits. 

A new vein of sentiment pad arisen in Europe, unsuitable 
indeed to the old mythes, yet leaving still in force the demand 
for mythical narrative generally. And this demand was satis
fied, speaking generally, by two classes of narratives,--the 
legends of the Catholic Saints and the Romances of Chivalry, 
corresponding to two types of character, both perfectly accom
modated to the feelings of the time,-the saintly ideal and the 
chivalrous ideal. 

Both these two classes of narrative correspond, in character 
as well as in general purpose, to the Grecian mythes,-being 
stories accepted as realities, from their full conformity with the 
predispositions all(~ deep-seated faith of an uncritical audience, 
and prepared beforehand by their authors, not with any refer
ence to the conditions of historical proof, but for the purpose 
of calling forth sympathy, emotion, or reverence. The type of 
the saintly character belongs to Christianity, being the history 
of Jesus Christ as described in the Gospels, and that of the 
prophets in the Old Testament ; whilst the lives of holy men, 
who acquired a religious reputation from the fourth to the 
fourteenth century of the Christian rera, were invested with 
attributes, and illustrated with ample details, tending to 

Respecting the function of Snorro as logographer, see Prrefat. ad Eddam, 
ut supra, p. xi. He is much more faithful, and less unfriendly to the old 
religion, than the other logographers of the ancient Scandinavian Sagas. 
(Leitfaden der Nordischen Alterthiimer, p. 14, by the Antiquarian Society 
of Copenhagen, 1837.) 

By a singular transformation, dependent upon the same tone of mind, 
the authors of the French Chansons de Geste in the twelfth century turned 
Apollo into an evil dremon, patron of the Mussulmans (see the l{oman of 
Garin le Loherain, par M. Paulin Paris, 1833, p. 31) :-"Car mieux vaut 
Dieux que ne fait Apollis." M. Paris observes, "Cet ancien Dieu des 
beaux arts est l'un des demons le plus sou vent designes dans nos poemes, 
comme patron des Musulmans." • 

The prophet M;o.homet, too, anathematised the old Persian epic anterior 
to his religion. "C'est a I' occasion de Naser Ibn ai-Hareth, qui avait 
apporte de Perse J'Histoire de Rustem et d'Isfendiar, et Ia faisait reciter 
par des chanteuses dans les assemblees des Koreischites, que Mahomet 
pronon~a Je vers suivant (of the Koran): II y a des hommes qui achetent 
des contes frivoles, pour detourner par-13. les hommes de Ia voie de Dieu 
d'une maniere insensee, et pour la hvrer a Ia risee : rnais leur punition le~ 
couvrira de honte." {Mohl, Preface au Livre des Rois de Ferdousi. 
p. xiii.) 
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assimilate them to this revered model. The numerous 
miracles, the cure of diseases, the expulsion of dremons, the 
temptations and sufferings, the teaching and commands, with 
which the biography of Catholic saints abounds, grew chiefly 
out of this pious feeling, common to the writer and to his · 
readers. Many of the other inciaents, recounted in the same 
performances, take their rise from misinterpreted allegories, 
from ceremonies and customs of which it was pleasing to find a 
consecrated origin, or from the disposition to convert the ety
mology of a name into matter of history: many have also 
been suggested by local peculiarities, and by the desire of 
stimulating or justifying the devotional emotions of pilgrims 
who visited some consecrated chapel or image. The dove was 
connected, in the faith of the age, with the Holy Ghost, the 
serpent with Satan; lions, wolves, stags, unicorns, &c. were the 
subjects of other emblematic associations; and such rriodes of 
belief found expression for themselves iil many narratives which 
brought the saints into conflict or conjoint action with these 
various animals. Legends of· this kind, indefinitely multiplied 
and pre-eminently popular and affecting, in the middle ages, 
are not exaggerations of particular matters of fact, but emana
tions in detail of some current faith or feeling, which tpey 
served to satisfy, and by which they were in turn amply 
sustained and accredited.1 

1 The legends of the Saints have been touched upon by M. Guizot (Cours 
d'Histoire Moderne, lec;:.on xvii.) and by M. Ampere (Histoire Litteraire de 
Ia France, t. ii, cap. 14, 15, r6); bu~ a far more copious and elaborate 
account of them, coupled with much just criticism, is to be found in 
the valuable Essai stir les Legendes Pieuses · du Moyen Age, par L. · F. 
Alfred Maury, Paris, 1843. · 
, M. Guizot scarcely adverts at all to the more or less of matter of fact 
contained in these biographies ; he regards them altogether as they grew 
out of and answered to the predominant emotions and mental exigencies 
of the age : "Au milieu d'un deluge de fables absurdes, Ia morale eclate 
avec un grand empire" (p. 159, ed. 1829). "Les legendes ant ete pour 
les Chretiens de ce temps (qu'on me permette cette comparaison purement 
litteraire) ce que sopt pour les Orientaux ces longs recits, ces histoires 
si brillantes et si variees, • doi:tt les Mille et une N uits pous donnent un 
echantillon.. C'etait Ia que !'imagination populaire errait librement dans un 
monde inconnu, merveilleux, plein de mouvement et de poesie" (p; 175, 
ibid.). . 

M. Guizot takes his comparison with the tales of the Arabian Nights, as 
heard by an Oriental w,ith uninquiring and unsuspicious credence. Viewed 
with reference to an instructed European, who reads these narratives as 
pleasing but recognised fiction, the comparison would not be just.; for 
no one in that age dreamt of questioning the truth of the biographies. 
<\11 the remarks of M. Guizot assume this implicit faith in them as literal 
.1istories : perhaps in. estimating the feelings to which they owed their 
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Readers of Pausanias will recognise the great general analogy 

between the stories recounted to him at the temples which he 
visited, and these legends of the middle ages. Though 
the type of character which the latter illustrate is indeed 
materially different, yet the source as well as the circulation, 
the generating as well as the. sustaining forces, were in both 
cases the same. Such legends were the natura(growth of a 
religious faith earnest, unexamining, and interwoven with the 
feelings at a time when the reason does not need to be cheated. 
The lives of the Saints bring us even back to the simple and 
ever-operative theology of the Homeric age; so constantly is 
the hand of God exhibited even in the minutest details, for the 
succour of a favoured individual,-so completely is the scien
tific point of view, respecting the phrenomena of nature, 
absorbed into the religious. 1 During the intellectual vigour of 

eftraordinary popularity, he allows too little predominance to the religious 
feeling, and too much influence to other mental exigencies which then went 
along with it ; more especially as he remarks in the preceding lecture 
(p. u6), "Le caractere general de l'epoque est la concentration du 
developpement intellectuel dans la sphere religieuse." 

How this absorbing religious sentiment operated in generating and 
accrediting new matter of narrative, is shown with great fulness of detail in 
the work of M. Maury:-" Tousles ecrits du moyen iige nous apportent Ia 
preuve de cette preoccupation exclusive des esprits vers l'Histoire Sainte et 
les prodiges qui avaient signale l'avenement du Christianisme. Tous nous 
montrent Ia pensee de Dieu et du Ciel, dominant les moindres reuvres 
de cette epoque de narve et de credule simplicite. D'ailleurs, n'etait-ce 
pas le moine, le clerc, qui constituaient alors les seuls ecrivains? Qu'y 
a-t-il d'etonnant que le sujet habitue! de leurs meditations, de leurs etudes, 
se refletat sans cesse dans leurs ouvrages? Partout reparaissait a !'imagina
tion Jesus et ses Saints: cette image, !'esprit l'accueillait avec soumission et 
obeissance: il n'osait pas encore envisager ces celestes pensees avec !'rei! de 
Ia critique, arme de defiance et de doute ; au contraire, !'intelligence les 
acceptait toutes indistinctement et s'en nourrissait avec avidite. Ainsi 
s'accreditaient tous les jours de nouvelles fables. Une foi vive veut sans 
cesse de nouveaux faits qu' elle puisse croire, com me Ia charite veut de 
nouveaux bienfaits pour s'exercer" (p. 43). The remarks on the History 
of St. Christopher, whose personality was allegorised by Luther and 
Melancthon, are curious (p. 57). 

1 "Dans les prodiges que l'on admettait a voir dO. necessairement s'operer 
au tom beau du saint nouvellement canonise, !'expression, 'Creci visum, 
claudi gressum, muti loquelam, surdi auditum, paralytici debitum membra
rum officium, recuperabant,' etait devenue plO.tot nne formule d'usage que 
Ia relation litterale du fait." (Maury, Essai sur les Lege'ndes Pieuses du 
Moyen Age, p. 5·) 

To the same purpose M. Ampere, ch. 14, p. 361 : "11 y a un certain 
nombre de faits que l'agiographie reproduit constamment, quelque soit son 
heros : ordinairement ce personnage a eu dans sa jeunesse une vision qui 
lui a revele son avenir : ou bien, nne prophetie lui a annonce ce qu'il serait ' 
un jour. Plus tard, il opere un certain nombre de mirafles, toujours les 
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!Greece and ~o~e,' a sense o_f the invariable course of nature 
, arid of the sctentlfic explanatwn of phren omena had been created 
'among the superior minds, and through them indirectly among 
the remaining community; thus limiting to a certain extent the 
ground open to be occupied by a religious legend. With the 
decline of the pagan literature an.d philosophy, before the sixth 

!
century of the Christian rera, this scientific conception gradually 
passed. out of sight, and left the mind free to a religious inter
pretation of nature not less simple and naif than that which 
had prevailed under the Homeric paganism.l The great 

m~mes ; il exorcise des possedes, ressuscite des morts, il est averti de sa fin 
par un songe. Puis sur son tombeau s'.accomplissent d'autres merveilles 
a-peu-pres semblables." ' 

' ·1 A few words from M. Ampere to illustrate this: "C'est done au 
sixicme siecle que Ia Iegende se constitue: c'est alors qu'elle prend com
pletement le caractere naif qui lui appartient: qu'elle est elle-m~me, qu'elle 
se separe de toute influence etrangere. En m~me temps, !'ignorance 
devient de plus en plus grossierc, et par suite Ia credulite s'accroit : les 
calamites du temps sont plus lourdes, et I' on a un plus grand "besoin de re
mede et de consolation. . . . . Les recits miraculeux se substituent aux 
argumens de Ia tbeologie. Les miracles sont devenus Ia meilleure demon
stration du Christianisme: c'est 'Ja seule que puissent com prendre les esprits 

I grossiers des barbares" (c. 15, p. 373). 
· Again, c . .17, p. 401: ." Un des caracteres de Ia Jegende est de meier 
constamment Je pueril au grand: il faut l'avouer, elle defigure parfois un 
pen ces hommes d'une trempe si forte, en mettant sur leur compte des 
anecdotes dont I~ caractere n'est pas toujours serieux ; elle en a use ainsi 
pour St. Columban, dont nons verrons tout a J'heure le role vis-a-vis de 
Brunehaut et 'des chefs Merovingiens. La legende auroit pu se dispenser 
de nons apprendre, comment un jour, il se fit rapporter par un cor beau les 
gants qu'il avait perdus: comment, un autre jour, il empecha Ia biere de 
couler d'un tonneau perce, et diverses merveilles, certainement indignes' 
de sa memoire.'-' . 

The miracle by which St. Columban employed the raven to fetch back 
his lost gloves is exactly in the character of the Homeric and Hesiodic age:. 
the earnest faith, as well as the reverential sympathy, between the Homeric 
man and Zeus .or Athene, is indicated by the invocation of their aid for his 
own sufferings of detail and in his own need and danger. The criticism of 
M. Ampere, on the other hand, is analogous to that of the later pagans, 
after the conception of a course of nature had become established in men's 
minds, so .far as that exceptional interference by the gods was understood 
to be, comparatively speaking, rare, and only supposable upon what were 
called great emergencies. · 

In the old He·dodic legend (see vol; i. ch. ix.), Apollo is apprised by a 
raven of the infidelity of the nymph Koronis to him-T<il p.<v fx.p' lln•"-os 
~.\11< Kopa~, &c'. (the raven appears elsewhere as companion of Apollo, Plu
tarch, de Isid. et Os. p. 379, Herod iv. 15). Pindar in his version of the 
legend eliminated the raven, without specifying how Apollo got his know
ledge of the circumstance. The Scholiasts praise Pindar much for having 
rejected tlie puerile version of the story-braw<i' Tlw nMiapov 6 'ApTEp.wv 
... 11'apaKpovrrrl.p.EVOS T~V 7rfpl .... lw ICOpaKa lrrToplav, a.bTilll a,' la.IJ'TOV ''YVOIICEPO.I 

VOL. II. 1 
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religious movement of the Reformation, and the gradual for 
mation of critical and philosophical habits in the modern mind 
have caused these legends of the Saints,-once the charm am 
chenshed creed of a numerous public,l-to pass altogether ou 
</>1JITl Tov 'A,.&M .. w • • • xalpetv oliv U.cras .,.q; Totalrrrp p.68rp .,. • A. e w s /) V'T 

A1JpWiiEt, &c.-compare also the clliticisms of the Schol. ad Soph. CEdip 
Kol. 1378, on the old epic Theba!s; and the remarks of Arrian (Exp. AI 
iii. 4) on the divine interference by which Alexander and his army were 
enabled to find their way across the sand of the desert to the temple o 
Ammon. 

In the eyes of M. Ampere, the recital of the biographer of St. Colum 
ban appears puerile (otl'll"w tliov ifioe 8eovs O.va<J>avlii't. <J>tA.evvTas, Odyss. iii 
221) : in the eyes of that biographer, the criticism of M. Ampere woul< 
have appeared impious. When it is once conceded that pha'!nomena ar• 
distributable under two denominations, the natural and the miraculous, i 
must be left to the feelings of each individual to determine what is, an< 
what is not, a suitable occasion of a miracle. Diod6rus and Pausania 
differed in opinion (as stated in a previous chapter) about the death o 
Actre(\n by his own hounds-the former maintaining that the case was on, 
fit for the special intervention of the goddess Artemis ; the latter that it wa 
not so. The question is one determinable only by the religious feeling 
and conscience of the two dissentients : no common standard of judgemen 
can be imposed upon them : for no reasonings derived from science or philo 
sophy are available, inasmuch as in this case the very point in dispute is 
whether the scientific point of view be admissible. Those who are dis 
posed to adopt the supernatural belief, will find in every case the languag 
open to them wherewith Dionysius of Halikarnassus (in recounting : 
miracle wrought by Vesta in the early times of Roman history for the pur 
pose of rescuing an unjustly accused virgin) reproves the sceptics of hi 
time: "It is well worth while (he observes) to recount the special mani 
festation ( ~,.t<J>cl.vetav) which the goddess showed to these unjustly accuse< 
virgins. For these circumstances, extraordinary as they are, have bee1 
held worthy of belief by the Romans, and historians have talked mucl 
about them. Those persons indeed who adopt the atheistical schemes c 
phHosophy (if indeed we must call them philosophy), pulling in pieces a 
they do all the special manifestations (&,.ci.IJ'as 'otaiT6povTEs .,.r,s ~'ll"t<J>avela 
Trill' 8ewv) of the gods which have taken place among Greeks or barbariam 
will of course turn these stories also into ridicule, ascribing them to the vai1 
talk of men, as if none of the gods cared at all for mankind. But thos 
who, having pushed their researches further, believe the gods not to b 
indifferent to human affairs, but favourable to good men and hostile to bad
will not treat these special manifestations as !JZOre incredible than others.' 
(Dionys. Halic. ii. 68-69.) Plutarch, after noticing the great number o 
miraculous statements in circulation, expresses his anxiety to draw a lin 
between the true and the false, but cannot find where : "excess both c 
credulity and of incredulity (he tells us) in such matters is dangerous 
caution, and nothing too much, is the best course." (Camillus, c. 6. 
Polybius is for granting permission to historians to recount a sufficient num 
ber of miracles to keep up a feeling of piety in the multitude, but nc 
more; to measure out the proper quantity (he observes) is difficult, bu 
llO~ impOSSible (6ucr1rapJ:ypac(JJs ,0:1'11' 7J 'II"OcTJT1JS, OU fJ.~fV ¢'11"apd.oypa<J>Js "f< 

XVI, 12). 
1 The great Bollandist collection of the Lives of the Saints, intended t 
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)f credit, without even being regarded, among Protestants at 
east, as worthy of a formal scrutiny into the evidence-a proof 
~f the transitory value of public belief, however sincere and 
~rvent, as a certificate' of historical truth, if it be blended with 
religious predispositions. 
1 The same mythopreic vein, anft the same susceptibility .and 
iacility .of belief, which· ha,d created both supply and demand 
'or the legends of the Saints, also provided the abundant stock 
~f romantic narrative poetry, in amplification and illustration 
If the chivalrous ideal. What the legends of Troy, of Thebes, 
)f the Kalydonian boar, of ·<Edipus, Theseus, &c. were .to an 
~arly .Greek, the tales of Arthur, of Charlemagne,· of the 
~iebelungen, were to an Englishman, or Frenchman, or Ger
nan; of"the twelfth or thirteenth century. They were neither . 
·ecognised fiction nor authenticated history ; they were his
:ory, as it is felt and welcomed by minds unaccustomed to · 
nvestigate evidence and unconscious of the necessity of doing 
;o'. That the Chronicle of Turpin, a me~e compilation of 
)Oetical legends respecting Charlemagne, was accepted as 
~enuine history, and even pronounced to be such by papal . 
mtl;lority, is well known; and the authors of the Romances 
mnou11ce themselves, not less than those of. the old Grecian 
~pic, as being about to .recount real matter of fact. I It is 
:omprise the whole year, did not extend beyond the' nine months from 
fanuary to October, which occupy fifty-three large volumes .. ,The month 
>f April fills three of those volumes, and exhibits the lives of ·r472 saints. 
flad the collection run over the entire year, the. total number of such. 
>iographies could hardly have been less than 251000, and might have been · 
:ven greater (see Guizot, Cours.d'Histoire Moderne, le<ron xvii. p. 157). 

1 See Warton's History of English Poetry, vol. i. dissert. i. p. xvii: 
~gain, in sect. iii. p. 140 : " Vincent de Beauvais, who lived under· Louis 
:x. · of France (about 1260), and who;· on account of his extraordinary 
:rudition, was appointed preceptor to that king's sons, very gravely 
:lasses ;Archbishop Turpin's Chi..rlemagne among the real histories, and 
>laces it on a level with Suetonius· and Cresar. He was himself an historian, · 
md has left a large history of the world, fraught with a variety of reading, 
md of 'high repute in the middle ages ; but edifying and. entertaining as 
his work might have been to, his contemporaries, at present it serves only 
:o record their prejudic~s and to characterise their credulity." About the 
ull belief in .Arthur and the Tales of the Round Table during the fourteenth 
:entury, and about the strange historical mistakes of the poet Gower in the 
ifteenth, see the same work, sect. 7, vol. ii. p. 33; sect. 19, vol. ii. p. Z39· 

"T'auteur de Ia Chronique de "I:urpin (says M. Sismondi;cLitterature du. 
\1:idi, v.ol. i. ch. 7, p. 289) n'avait point !'intention de briller'aux yeux du 
mblic par nne inventionheureuse, ni d'amuser les oisifs par des contes mer
~eilleux qu'ils reconnoitroient pour tels : il presentait aux Franc;ais tons ces 
aits etranges comme de l'histoire, et !a lecture des legendes fabuleuses avait 
tccoutume a croire a de plus grandes merveilles encore ; aussi plusieurs de 
[es fables furent elles reproduites dans Ia Chronic:~ue qe St. Denis." 
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certain that Charlemagne is a great historical name, and it i 
possible, though not certain, that the name of Arthur may b 
historical also. But the Charlemagne of history, and tb 
Charlemagne of romance, have little except the name i 
common ; nor could we ever determine except by independer 
evidence (which in this case. we happen to possess), whethE 
Charlemagne was a real or a fictitious person.1 That illustrim: 
name, as well as the more problematical Arthur, is taken u 
by the romancers, not with a view to celebrate realities prev 
ously verified, but for the purpose of setting forth or amplifyin 
an ideal of their own, in such manner as both to rouse th 
feelings and captivate the faith of their hearers. 

To inquire which of the personages of the Carlovingian epi 
were real and which were fictitious,-to examine whether th 
expedition ascribed to Charlemagne against Jerusalem ha 
ev~r taken place or not,-to separate truth from exaggeratio 
in the exploits of the Knights of the Round Table,-the~ 
were problems which an audience of that day had neithE 
disposition to undertake nor means to resolve. They accepte 
the narrative as they heard it, without suspicion or reserve : tb 

Again, ib. P· 290 : " Souvent les anciens romanciers, lorsqu'ils entr• 
prennent un recit de Ia cour de Charlemagne, prennent un ton plus eleve 
ce ne sont point des fables qu'ils vont conter, c'est de l'histoire nationale,
c'est Ia glmre de leurs anc~tres qu'ils veulent celebrer, et ils ont droit ala 
a demander qu'on les ecoute avec respect." ' 

The Chronicle of Turpin was inserted, even so late as the year 156o, i 
the collection printed by Scardius at Frankfort of early German historia1 
(Ginguene, Ilistoire Litteraire d'ltalie, val. iv. part ii. ch. 3, p. 1 57). 

To the same point-that these romances were listened to as real stories
see Sir Walter Scott's Preface to Sir Tristram, p. lxvii. The authors oft} 
Legends of the Saints are not less explicit in their assertions that ever: 
thing which they recount is true and well attested (Ampere, c. 14, p. 358 

1 The series of articles by M. Fauriel, published in the Revue des Deu 
Mondes, vol. xiii., are full of instruction respecting the origin, tenor, an 
influence of the Romances of Chivalry. Though the name of Charlemagr 
appears, the romancers are really unable to distinguish him from Chari< 
Martel or from Charles the Bald (p. 537-539). They ascribe to him a 
expedition to the Holy Land, in which he conquered.;Jerusalem from tr 
Saracens, obtained possession of the relics of the passion of Christ, tl 
crown of thorns, &c. These precious relics he 'carried to Rome, fro1 
whence they were taken to Spain by a Saracen emir named Balan at t} 
head of an army. The expedition of Charlemagne against the Saracens i 
Spain was undertaken for the purpose of recovering the relics :-" Cc 
divers romans peuvent ~tre regardes comme Ia suite, comme le developp• 
ment, de Ia fiction de Ia conqui!te de Jerusalem par Charlemagne." 

Respecting the Romance of Rinaldo of Montauban (describing tl 
struggles of a feudal lord against the emperor) M. Fauriel observes, " 
n'y a, je crois, aucun fondement historique : c' est, selon toute apparenc• 
Ia pure expression poetique du fait general," &c. (p. 542). 
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-hcidents' related, as well as the connecting links between them, 
/vere in full harmony with their feelings, and gratifying as well 
~·o their sympathies as to their curiosity : nor was anything 
;urther wanting to induce them to believe it, though the 
historical basis might be ever so slight or even non-existent. 1 

i 1 Among the 'formules consacrees '.(observes M. Fauriel) of the roman
cers of the Carlovingian epic, are asseverations of their own veracity, and 
\f the accuracy of what they are about to relate-specification of witnesses 
~hom they have consulted-appeals to pretended chronicles:-" Que ces 
~ftations, ces indications, soient parfois serieuses et sinceres, cela peut <ltre ; 
~}ais c'est une exception et une exception rare. De telles allegations de Ia 
piut des romanciers; sont en general un pur et simple mensonge, mais non 
toutefois un mensonge gratuit. C'est un mensonge qui a sa raison et sa 
c.onvenance : il tient au desir et au besoin de satisfaire nne opinion 
3:CCOUtttmee a supposer et a chetcher du vrai dans [es fictions du genre de 
"'elles ou l'on allegue ces pretendues autorites. La maniere dont les 
uteurs de ces fictions Ies qualifient souvent eux-m&mes, est une conse
uerice naturelle de leur pretention d'y a voir sui vi des documens venerables. 
Is les qualifient de chansons de vieille histoirc, de haute histbirc; de 
omzc geste, de grande baronnie: et ce n'est pas pour se .vanter qu'ils par
nt ainsi: Ia vanite d'auteur n'est rien chez eux, en comparaison du besoin 
u'ils ont d'<ltre crus, de passer pour de simples traducteurs, de simples 
epetiteurs de Iegendes ou d'histoire consacree. · Ces protestations de 
reracite, qui, plus ou moins expresses, sont de rigueur dans les romans 
~arlovingiens, y sont aussi frequemment accompagnees de protestations 
ccessoires contre les romanciers, qui, ayant deja traite un sujet donne, 
ont accuses d'y a voir fausse Ia verite." (Fauriel,. Orig. de l'Epopee 

.::hevaleresque, in the Revue des Deux Mondes, vol. xiii. p. 554.) 

~ 
About the <;:yc!e of the Round Table, see the same series of articles 

Rev, D.M. t. xiv. p. 17<r184). The Chevaliers of the· Saint Graal were· 
-sort of ideal of the Knights Templars: "Une race de· princes herolques, 
riginaires de l' Asie, fnt predestinee par le ciel m<lme a Ia garde du Saint' 

_,raal. Perille fut le premier de cette race, qui· s'etarit converti au . 
hristianisme, passa en Europe sous l'Empereur Vespasien," &c.; then 

ollciws a string of fabulous incidents : the epical agency is similar to that 
af Homer-a•os 3' ~'Tell.elE'ro flovl\f!, 

M. Paulin .Paris, in his Prefaces to the Romans des Douze Pairs de 
France, has controverted many of the positions of M. Fauriel, and with 
success, so far as ·regards the Proven<;al origin of the Chansons. de Geste,. 
asserted by the latter. In regard to the Romances of the Round Table, he· 
agrees substantially with M. Fauriel ; but he tries to assign a greater 
b.istorical value to the poems of the Carlovingian epic---:-very unsuccessfully 
in my opinion. But his own analysis ofthe old poem of Garin le Loherain 
bears out the very opinion which he is confuting: "Nous sommes au regne 
de Charles Martel,· et nous reconnaissons so us d'autres noms les details 
exacts de Ia fameuse dHaite d' Attila dans les champs Catalauniques. Saint 
Loup et Saint Nicaise, glorieux prelats du quatrieme siecle, reviennent 
figurer autour du pere de Pepin le Bref: enfin pour completer Ia confusion, 
Charles Martel meurt sui le champ de bataille, a Ia place du roi des Visi
goths, Theodoric.. . . , .~ Toutes !es parties de !a narration sont vraies:
seulement toutes s'y trouvmt dtplactes. En general, les peuples n'enteri
:lent rien a la chronologie :' les evenemens restent : les iridividus, les liemc: 
et fes epoques, ne laissent aucune trace: c'est, pour ainsi dire, une decora-· 
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The romances of chivalry represented, to those who heard 

them, real deeds of the foretime-" glories of the foregone 
men," to use the Hesiodic expression 1-at the same time that 
they embodied and filled up the details of an heroic ideal, 
such as that age could conceive and admire-a fervent piety, 
combined with strength, bravely, and the love of adventurous 
aggression directed sometimes against infidels, sometimes 
against enchanters or monsters, sometimes in defence of the 
fair sex. Such characteristics were naturally popular, in a 
century of feudal struggles and universal insecurity, when the 
grand subjects of common respect and interest were the church 
and the crusades, and when the latter especially were embraced 
with an enthusiasm truly astonishing. . 

The long German poem of the Niebelungen Lied, as well a~ 
the Volsunga Saga and a portion of the songs of the Edda 
relate to a common fund of mythical, superhuman personages 
and of fabulous adventure, identified with the earliest antiquit: 
of the Teutonic and Scandinavian race, and representing thei 
primitive sentiment towards ancestors of divine origin. Sigurd 
Brynhilde, Gudrun, and Atle, are mythical characters cele 
brated as well by the Scandinavian Scalds as by the Germm 
epic poets, but with many varieties and separate additions tl 
distinguish the one from the other. The German epic, late 
and more elaborated, includes various persons not known t1 
the songs in the Edda, in particular the prominent name o 
Dieterich of Bern-presenting moreover the principal cha1 

tion SCenique que l'on applique indifferemment a des recits SOUVent COTI 
traires." (Preface to the Roman de Garin le Loherain, p. xvi.-xx. 
Paris, 1833.) Compare also his Lettre a M. Monmerque, prefixed to th 
Roman de Berthe aux Grans Pies, Paris, 1836. 

To say that all the parts of the narrati.ve are true, is contrary to M 
Paris's own showing: some parts may be true, separately taken, but thes 
fragments of truth are melted down with a large mass of fiction, and can 
not be discriminated unless we possess some independent test. The poe 
who picks out one incident from the fourth century, another from the fifth 
and a few more from the eighth, and then blends them all into a continu 
ous tale, along with many additions of his ofvn, shows that he takes th 
items of fact because they suit the purposes of his" narrative, not becaus 
they happen to be attested by historical evidence. His hearers are no 
critical : they desire to have their imaginations and feelings affected, an' 
they are content to accept without question whatever accomplishes this end 

1 Hesiod, Theogon. IOO-Kll.€<a. wpoT€pow ltv8pwwwv. Puttenham talks c 
the remnant of bards existing in his time (1589): "Blind Harpers, or sue: 
like Taverne Minstrels, whose matters are for the most part stories of ol 
time, as the Tale of Sir Topaze, the Reportes of Bevis of Southampton 
Adam Bell, Clymme of the Clough, and such other old Romances 0 
Historical Rhymes." (Arte of English Poesie, bo.ok ii. cap. 9-) 
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acters and circumstances as Christian, while in the Edda there 
is nci trace of anything but heathenism. There is indeed, in 
this the old and heathen version; a remarkable analogy with 
many points of Grecian mythical narrative. As in the case of 
the short life of Achilles, and of the miserable Labdakids of 
Thebes-so in the family of the~Volsungs, thoughsprung from 
_and protected by the gods~a curse of destiny hangs upon 
them and brings on their ruin, in spite of pre-eminent personal 
qualities.l The more thoroughly this old Teutonic story has 
been traced and compared, in its various transformations and 

1 Respecting the Volsunga Sag~ and the Niebelungen Lied, the work of 
Lange-,-Untersuchungen tiber die Geschichte: und das Verhaltniss der 
N ordischen mid Deutsch en Heldensage-is a valuable translatiort from the 
Danish Saga-Bibliothek__of P. E. MUller. · · 

P. E. MUller maintains indeed the historical basis of the tales respecting 
the Volsungs (seep. 102-107)-upon arguments very unsatisfactory; though 
the genuine Scandinavian origin of the tale is perfectly made out. The 
chapter added by Lange himself at the close (see p. 432; &c.) contains 
juster views as to_the character of the primitive mythology, though he too 
advances some positions respecting a something "reinsymbolisches" in the 
background, which I find it difficult to follow (see p. 477, &c.).-There are 
very ancient epical ballads still sung by the people in .the Faro islands, many 
of them relating to Sigurd and his adventures (p . .<p2). · 

Jacob Grimm, in his Deutsche Mythologie, maintains the purely mythical 
character, as opposed to· the historical, of Siegfried and Dieterich· (Art. 
Heiden, p. 344-346). 

So, too, in the great Persian epic of Ferdousi, the principal characters 
are religious and mythical. M. Mohl obseryes,-'-" Les caracteres des 
personnages principaux de l'ancienne histoire de Perse se retrouvent dans. 
le livre des Rois (de Ferdousi) tels que les indiquent -les parties des livres 
de Zoroaster que nous possedons encore. Kaioumors, Djemschid, Feridoun,. 
Gushtasp, Isfendiar, &c., jouent dans le pOeme epique le meme r6le que• 
dans les Livres sacres : a cela pres; que dans les derniers ils nous apparais-. 
sent a travers une atmosphere mythologique qui grand it taus leurs traits : 
mais cette difference est precisement celle qu'on devait s'attendre a trouver 
entre Ia tradition religieuse et· Ia tradition epique." Mohl, Livre des Rei is, 
par Ferdousi, Preface, p. I. . ' 

The Persian historians subsequent to Ferdousi have all taken his poem as· 
the basis of their histories, .and have even copied him faithfully and literally 
(Mohl, p. 53). Many of his heroes. became the subjects of long epical 
biographies, written and recited without any art or grace, often by writers 
whose names are unkn'own (ib. p. 54-70). Mr. Marier tells us that "the 
Shah Nameh is still believed by the present Persians to contain their ancient 
history" (Adventures of Hadgi Baba, c. 32). As the Christian romancers 
transformed Apollo into the patron of Mussulmans,. so Ferdousi··makes 
Alexander the Great a Christian·:--"·Lacritique historiqne (observes M. 
Mohl) etaiCdii" temps de Ferdousi chose presqu' inconnu" (ib. p. xlviii. ). 
About the absence not only of all historiography, but also of all idea of it 
or taste for it, among the early Indians, Persians, Arabians, &c., see the
learned book of Nark, Die Cotter Syriens, Preface, n, viii. seqq. (Stuttgart, 
1842). • . . .. . 
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accompaniments, the less can any well-established connexion 
be made out for it with authentic historical names or events. 
We must acquiesce in its personages as distinct in original 
conception from common humanity, and as belonging to the 
subjective mythical world of the race by whom they were sung. 

Such were the compositio~ which not only interested the 
emotions, but also satisfied the undistinguishing historical 
curiosity, of the ordinary public in the middle ages. The 
exploits of many of these romantic heroes resemble in several 
points those of the Grecian : the adventures of Perseus, 
Achilles, Odysseus, Atalanta, Bellerophon, Jason, and the 
Trojan wa,r or Argonautic expedition generally, would have 
fitted in perfectly to the Carlovingian or other epics of the 
period.1 That of the middle ages, like the Grecian, was 
eminently expansive in its nature. New stories were success
. ively attached to the names and companions of Charlemagne 
and Arthur, just as the legend of Troy was enlarged by 
Arktinus, Lesches, and Stesichorus-that of Thebes by fresh 
miseries entailed on the fated head of CEdipus,-and that of 
the Kalydonian boar by the addition of Atalanta. Altogether, 
the state of mind of the hearers seems in both cases to have 
been much the same-eager for emotion and sympathy, and 
receiving any narrative attuned to their feelings, not merely 
with hearty welcome, but also with unsuspecting belief. 

Nevertheless there were distinctions deserving of notice, 
1 Several of the heroes of the ancient world were indeed themselves 

popular subjects with the romancers of the middle ages, Th€'seus,Jas6n, &c.; 
Alexander the Great more so than any of them. 

Dr. Warton observes respecting the Argonautic expedition, "Few stories 
of antiquity have more the cast of one of the old romances than this of J as6n. 
An expedition of a new kind is made into a strange and distant country, 
attended with infinite dangers and difficulties. The king's daughter of the 
new country is an enchantress; she falls in love with the young prince, who 
is the chief adventurer. The prize which he seeks is guarded by brazen
footed bulls, who breathe fire, and by a hideous dragon who never sleeps. 
The princess lends him the assistance of her charms and incantations to 
conquer these obstacles; she gives him posseision of the prize, leaves her 
father's court, and follows him into his nativ~ country." (Warton, 
Observations on Spenser, vol. i. p. 178.) 

To the same purpose M. Ginguene: "Le premier modele des Fees n'est
il pas dans Circe, dans Calypso, dans Medee? Celui des geans, dans Poly
pheme, dans Cacus, et dans les geans, on les Titans, cette race ennemie de 
Jupiter? Les serpens et les dragons des romans ne sont-ils pas des succes
seurs du dragon des Hesperides et de celui de Ia Toison d'or? Les Magiciens ! 
Ia Thessalie en etoit pleine. Les armes enchantees et impenetrables ! elles 
sont de Ia m€'me trempe, et !'on peut les croire forgees au mi!me foumeau 
que celles d' Achille et d'Enee." (Ginguene, Histoire Litteraire d'Italie, 
vol. iv. part ii. ch. 3, p. I 5 I.) 
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which render the foregoing proposition more absolutely exact 
with regard to Greece than with regard to the middle ages. 
The tales of the epic, and the mythes in their most popular 
and extended signification, were the only intellectual nourish
ment with which the Grecian public was supplied, until the 
sixth century before the Christian rera : there was no prose 
writing, no history, no philosophy. But such was not exactly 
the case at the time when the epic of the middle ages appeared. 
At that time, a portion of society possessed the Latin lan
guage, the habit of writing, and some tinge both of history and 
philosophy : there were a series of chronicles, scanty indeed 
,and imperfect, but referring to contemporary events ·and pre
venting the real history of the past from passing into oblivion : 
there were even individual scholars, in the twelfth century, 
whose acquaintance with Latin literature was sufficiently con
siderable to enlarge their minds and to improve their judge
ments. Moreover the epic of the middle ages, though deeply 
imbued with religious ideas, was not directly amalgamated 
with the religion of the people, and did not always find favour 
with the clergy ; while the heroes of the Grecian epic were not 
only linked in a thousand ways with existing worship, praCtices, 
and sacred localities, but Homer and Hesiod pass with 
Herodotus for the constructors of Grecian theology. We thus 
see that the ancient epic was both exempt from certain distract
ing influences by whiCh that of the middle ages was surrounded, 
and more closely identified with the veins of thought and feel
ing prevalent in the Grecian public. Yet these counteracting 
influences did not prevent Pope Calixtus II. from declining 
the Chronicle or Turpin to be a genuine history. 

If we take the history of our own country as it was conceived 
and written from ·the twelfth to the seventeenth century by 
Hardyng,'· Fabyan; Grafton, Hollinshed, and others, we shall 
find that it was supposed to begin with Brute the Trojan, and 
was carried down from thence, for· many ages and through a. 
long succession of kings, to the times of Julius Cresar. A 
similar belief of descent "from Troy, arising seemingly from a 
reverential imitation of the Romans and of their Trojan origin, 
was cherished in the fancy of other European nations. With 
regard to the English, the chief circulator of it was Geoffrey of 
Monmouth. It passed with little resistance or dispute into the 
national faith-the kings from Brute downward being enrolled 
in regular chronological, series with· their respective dates 
annexed. In a dispute which took place during the reign of 
Edward I. (A.D. r3or) between England and· Scotland, the 
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descent of the kings of England from Brute the Trojan was 
solemnly embodied in a document put forth to sustain the 
rights of the crown of England, as an argument bearing on 
the case then in discussion : and it passed without attack from 
the opposing party, 1-an incident which reminds us of the 
appeal made by .IEschines, .in the contention between the 
Athenians and Philip of Maced6n respecting Amphipolis, to 
the primitive dotal rights of Akamas son of Theseus-and also 
of the defence urged by the Athenians to sustain their conquest 
of Sigeium, against the reclamations of the Mityleneans, wherein 
the former alleged that they had as much right to the place as 
any of the other Greeks who had formed part of the victorious 
armament of Agamemn6n.2 

The tenacity with which this early series of British kings was 
defended, is no less remarkable than the facility with which it 
was admitted. The chroniclers at the beginning of the seven
teenth century warmly protested against the intrusive scepticism 
which would cashier so many venerable sovereigns and efface 
so many noble deeds. They appealed to the patriotic feelings 
of their hearers, represented the enormity of thus setting up 
a presumptuous criticism against the belief of ages, and insisted 
on the danger of the precedent as regarded history generally.3 

1 See Warton's History of English Poetry, sect. iii. p. IJI, note. "No 
man before the sixteenth century presumed to doubt that the Francs derived 
their origin from Francus son of Hector; that the Spaniards were descended 
from Japhet, the Britons from Brutus, and the Scotch from Fergus." (Ibid. 
p. I40.) 

According to the Prologue of the prose Edda, Odin was the supreme 
king of Troy in Asia, "in ea terril quam nos Turciam appellamus . . . • 
Hinc omnes Borealis plagre magnates vel primores genealogias snas referunt, 
atque principes illius urbis inter numina Incant : sed in primis ipsum Pri
amum pro Odeno ponunt," &c. They also identified Tros with Thor. (See 
Lexicon Mythologicum ad calcem Eddre Sremund. p. 552, vol. iii.) 

2 See val. i. ch. xv. ; also .t'Eschines, De ·Falsil Legatione, c. I4; Herodot. 
v. 94· The Herakleids pretended a right to the territory in Sicily near 
Mount Eryx, in consequence of the victory gained by their progenitor 
Herakles over Eryx, the eponymous hero of the place. (Herodot. v. 43.) 

8 The remarks in Speed's Chronicle (book'v. c. 3, sect. rr-r2), and the 
preface to Howes's Continuation of Stow's Chronicle, published in r63r, 
are curious as illustrating this earnest feeling. The Chancellor Fortescue, 
in impressing upon his royal pupil, the son of Henry VI., the limited 
character of En~lish monarchy, deduces it from Brute the Trojan:-" Con
cerning the different powers which kings claim over their subjects, I am 
firmly of opinion that it arises solely from the different nature of their 
original institution. So the kingdom of England had its original from 
Brute and the Trojans, who attended him from Italy and Greece, and 
became a mixt kind of government, compounded of the regal and the 
political." (Hallam, Hist. Mid. Ages, ch. viii. P. 3, page 230.) 
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How this controversy stood, at the time and in the view of the 
illustrious author of Paradise Lost, I shall give in his own' words 
as they appear in the second page of his History of England. 
After having briefly touched upon the stories of Samothes son 
of Japhet, Albion son of Neptune, &c., he proceeds-

" But now of Brutus and his l~ne, with the whole progeny of 
kings to the entrance of Julius c~sar, we cannot so easily be 
discharged: descents of ancestry 'long continued, laws and 
exploits not plainly seeming to be borrowed or dev.ised, which 
on the common belief have wrought no small impression : 
defended by many, denz'ed utterly by jew. For what though 
Brutus and the whole Trojan pretence were yielded up, seeing 
they, who first devised to bring us some noble ancestor, were 
content at first with Brutus the Consul, till better invention, 
though not willing to forego the name, taught them to remove 
it higher into a more fabulous age, and by the same remove 
lighting on the Trojan tales, in affectation to make the Briton 
of one original with the Roman, pitched there : Yet those old 
and inborn kings, never any to have been rea/persons, or done in 
their lives at least some part o.f what so long hath been remem
bered, cannot be thought without too strict incredulity. Fo~ these, 
and those causes above mentioned, that which hath received 
approbation from so many, I have chosen not to omit. · Cer~ 
tain or uncertain, be that upon the credit of those whorri I must 
follow : so jar as keeps aloof from impossible or absurd, attested 
by· ancient writers from books more ancient, I refuse not as the 
due and proper s"\ibject of story." 1 _ , 

Yet inspite of the general belief of so many centuries-in 
spite of the concurrent persuasion of historians and poets-in 
spite of the declaration of Milton, extorted from his feelings 
rather than from his reason, that this long line of quasi-histori- ' 
~a! kings and exploits could not pe all- unworthy of belief-in 
spite of so large a body of authority and precedent, the 
b.istorians of the nineteenth century begin the history of Eng~ 
land with Julius c~sar. .They do not attempt either to settle 
:he date of king B!adud'saccession, or to determine what may 
Je the basis of truth in the affecting narrative of' Lear.2 The 

1 "Antiquitas enim. recepit fabulas fictas etiam nonnunquam incondite: 
uec retas autem jam exculta, prresertim eludens omne quod fieri non p·otest, 
·e~uit," &c. (Cicero, De Republidi, ii. 10, p. 147, ed: MaiL) . 

Dr. Zachary Grey has the following observations in his Notes on 
lhakespeare (London, 1754, vol. i. p. -112). In commenting on the passage _. 
n King Lear, Nero is an angler in the lake of darkness, he says, "This is_
me of Shakespeare's most remarkable anachronismS:. King Lear succeeded 
1is father Bladud anno.mundi 3105; and Nero, anno .mundi 4017, was 
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standard of historical credibility, especially with regard to 
modern events, has indeed been greatly and sensibly raised 
within the last hundred years. 

But in regard to ancient Grecian history, the rules of evi
dence still continue relaxed. The dictum of Milton, regarding 
the ante-C:esarian history of .England, still represents pretty 
exactly the feeling now prevalent respecting the mythical 
history of Greece :-"Yet those old and inborn kings 
(Agamemnon, Achilles, Odysseus, Jason, Adrastus, Amphia
raus, Meleager, &c.), never any to have been real persons, or 
done in their lives at least some part of what so long has been 
remembered, cannot be thought without too strict incredulity." 
Amidst much fiction (we are still told), there must be some 
truth : but how is such truth to be singled out ? Milton does 
not even attempt to make the severance : he contents himself 
with " keeping aloof from the impossible and the absurd," and 
ends in a narrative which has indeed the merit of being sober
coloured, but which he never for a moment thinks of recom
mending to his readers as true. So in regard to the legends of 
Greece,-Troy, Thebes, the Argonauts, the Boar of Kalyd6n, 
Herakles, Theseus, CEdipus,-the conviction still holds in 
men's minds, that there must be something true at the bottom ; 
and many readers of this work may be displeased, I fear, not 
to see conjured up before them the Eidolon of an authentic 
history, even though the vital spark of evidence be altogether 
wanting.1 

sixteen years old, when he married Octavia, Cresar's daughter. See Funccii 
Chronologia, p. 94·" 

Such a supposed chronological discrepancy would hardly be pointed out 
in any commentary now written. 

The introduction prefixed by Mr. Giles to his recent translation of Geoffrey 
of Monmouth (1842) gives a just vie~ both of the use which our old poets 
made of his tales, and of the general credence so long and so unsus
pectingly accorded to them. The list of old British kings given by Mr. 
Giles also deserves attention, as a parallel to the Grecian genealogies anterior 
to the Olympiads. 

1 The following passage from the Preface Q[ Mr. Price to Warton's His
tory of English Poetry is alike just and forcibly aharacterised ; the whole 
Preface is indeed full of philosophical reflection on popular fables generally. 
Mr. Price observes (p. 79)-

" The great evil with which this long-contested question appears to be 
threatened at the present day, is an extreme equally dangerous with the 
incredulity of Mr. Ritson,-a disposition to receive as authentic history, 
under a slightly fabulous colouring, every incident recorded in the British 
Chronicle. An allegorical interpretation is now inflicted upon all. the 
marvellous circumstances ; a forced construction imposed upon the less 
glaring deviations from probability; and the usual subterfuge of baffled 
research,-erroneous readings and etymological sophistry,-is made to 
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I presume to think that our great poet has proceeded upon 

, mistaken views with respect to the old British fables, not less 
:in that which he leaves out than in that which he retains. To 
·omit the miraculous and the fantastic (it is that which he really 
means by "the impossible and the absurd,") is to suck the life-
blood out of these once popular parratives-to divest them at 

,once both of their genuine .. distinguishing mark, and of the 
charm by which they acted on the feelings of believers. Still 
reduce every stubborn and intractabie text to something like the consistency 
required. It might have been expected that the notorious failures of Diony· 
sius and Plutarch in Roman history would have prevented the repetition of 
an error, which neither learning nor ingenuity can render palatable ; and 
that the havoc and deadly ruin effected by these ancient writers (in other 
respects so valuable) in one of the most beautiful and interesting monuments 
of traditional story, would have acted as sufficient corrective on all future 
aspirants. The favourers of this system might at least have been instructed 
by the philosophic example of Livy,-if it be lawful to ascribe to philosophy 
a line of conduct which perhaps was prompted by a powerful sense of poetic 
beauty,..:..that traditional record can only gain in the hands of the future 
historian by one attractive aid,-the grandeur and lofty graces of that in
comparable style in which the first decade is written ; and that the best 
duty towards antiquity, and the most agreeable one towards posterity, is to 
transmit the narrative received as an unsophisticated tradition, in all the 
plenitude of its marvels and the awful dignity of its supernatural agency. 
:For however largely we may concede that real events have supplied the 
substance of any traditive story, yet the amount of absolute facts, and the 
manner ·of those facts, the period of their occurrence, the names of the agents, 
am:J. the locality given to the scene, are all combined upon principles so 
wholly beyond our knowledge, that it becomes impossible to fix with cer
tainty upon any single point better authenticated than its fellow. Prob
ability in such decisions will often prove the most fallacious guide we .can 
follow; for,. independently of the acknowledged historical axiom, that 'le 

, vrai n'est pas toujours le vraisemblable,' innumerable instances might be 
' adduced, where tradition has had recourse to this very probability to confer 
: a plausible sanCtion upon her most fictitious and romantic incidents. It 

will be a much more useful labour, wherever it can be effected, to trace the 
progress of this traditional story in the country where it has become located, 

' by a reference to those natural or artificial monuments which are the unvary-
ing sources of fictitious events; and, by a strict comparison of its details 

f with the analogous memorials of other nations, to separate those elements 
\ which are obviously of a native growth, from the occurrences bearing the 
I impress of a foreign origin. We shall gain little, perhaps, by suck a course 
!for the history of kuman·events.; but it will be an important accession to our 

stock of knowledge on the history of the human mind. It will infallibly 
display, as in the ·nnalysis of every similar record, the operations of that 
refining principle which is ever obliterating the monotonous deeds of violence, 

·,that fill the chronicle of a nation's early career, and exhibit the brightest 
i attribute in the catalogue of man's intellectual endowments,-a glowing 
, and vigorous imagination,-bestowing upon all the impulses of the mind 
\ a sp!endour and virtuou;; dignity, which, however. fallacious historically 
• considered, are never Without a powerfully redeemmg good, the ethical 
i tendency of all their lessons." 

I 
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less ought we to consent to break up and disenchant ir 
similar manner the mythes of ancient Greece-partly beca: 
they possess the mythical beauties and characteristics in 
higher perfection, partly because they sank deeper into 
mind of a Greek, and pervaded both the public and prhE 
sentiment of the country to a. much greater degree than 
British fables in England. 

Two courses, and two only, are open; either to pass <l 
the mythes altogether, which is the way in which modern' 
torians treat the old British fables-or else to give an acco 
of them as mythes ; to recognise and respect their spe,' r 
nature, and to abstain from confounding them with ordir. 

1 

and certifiable history. There are good reasons for pursur.:i_ 
this second method in reference to the Grecian mythes; In , 
when so considered, they constitute an important chapte1 ~~ 
the history of the Grecian mind, and indeed in that of~.: d 
human race generally. The historical faith of the Greek ·~r 
well as that of other people, in reference to early and unreco lf. 

times, is as much subjective and peculiar to themselves as th1 . 
religious faith : among the Greeks, especially, the two are cd,~ · 
founded with an intimacy which nothing less than great violeno"' 
can disjoin. Gods, heroes and men-religion and patriotisr. 
-matters divine, heroic and human-were all woven togethe 
by the Greeks into one indivisible web, in which the threads o~. 
truth and reality, whatever they might originally have been,\ 
were neither intended to be, nor were actually, distinguishable. 
Composed of such materials, and animated by the . electric 
spark of genius, the mythical antiquities of Greece formed a 
whole at once trustworthy and captivating to the faith and 
feelings of the people ; but neither trustworthy nor captivating, 
when we sever it from these subjective conditions, and expose 
its naked elements to the scrutiny of an objective criticism. 
Moreover the separate portions of Grecian mythical foretime 
ought to be considered with reference to that aggregate of which 
they form a part: to detach the divine from the heroic 1egendi 
:or some one of the heroic legends from the remainder, as ~,~ 
'there were an essential and generic difference between them 
is to present the whole under an erroneous point of view. Tii 
~ythes <?f Troy .and Thebes are n~ mo:e to be handled objeq 
t1vely, w1th a v1ew to detect an h1stoncal base, than those o', 
Zeus in Krete, of Apollo and Artemis in Delos, of Hermes, Ol' 

of Prometheus. To single out the siege of Troy from the other 
mythes, as if it were entitled to pre-eminence as an ascertained 
historical and chronological event, is a proceeding which 
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troys th~, tru~ "chara~t~i: and coheren~e 'of the. !llythical 
·ld: we only transfer the story (as has been remarked in the 
ceding chapter) from a class with which it is connected by 
ry tie both ·of common origin and fraternal affinity, to 
.ther with whi~h it has no relationship, except such as 
.ent and gratuitous criticism.may enforce. ·· .: 
ly drawing this marked distinction between the mythical ~lid 
historical world,---'between matter appropriate only .for sub

:ive history, and mattet in which objective evidence is attain~ 
),-we shall only carry out to its proper length the just-and. 
:-known positio~_lorlg ago laid down by Varro. '''Phat' ~ 
mid , man recognised t·hree distinguishable periods in 'the ' 
e prece!iing his. own age : , " First, the time from the begin-' 
~ ·of mankind down to the first deluge; a time wholly · 
.nown. · Secondly, the MI-iod from the first deluge down to 
first Oly~pia~, which is1talled the_m,!thzi:af tert"od; becll:use. 

-cy fabulous thmgs are recounted m 1t. 1 h1rdly, the time 
i1 the first Olympia'd dmirn to ourselves, which is called the 
'orz~alpfrzod, because tht\things done in it are comprised in 
! h1stones." 1 ·, 
l'aking·the'commencement 6ftrue or objective history at the.~ 
nt indicated' byVarro, I still consider the mythical and 
:orical periods to be separated by a wider gap tban he would 
·e adniitted .. · .To select any one year,as an absolute point 'of, 
1mencement, is of course not to be understood literally : but;· 
loirf't ·of fact, this is of very little importance in reference to 
present question, seeing that the great mythical events-the 

ies .of Thebes and Troy, the Argonautic expedition, the 
lydonian 'boar-hunt, the· return of the Herakleids, .&c.~are 
placed long. anterior to the first Olympiad, by those who 
e applied .chronological boundaries' to tht; mythical narra- · 

res. The period immediately precediilg the first Olympiad is 
1e exceedingly. barren of events ; . the received chronology 
cognises 4oo years, and Herodotus admitted soo years; from 
at date back to the Tr~jan war. 

1· Va.rro · ~P· Censorin: de Die Natali ; Varronis- Fragm. p. 219, ed. 
aliger, ,.r62J. "Varro tria discrimina tern porum esse tradit. Prim urn 
hominum principio l!.sque ad cataclysmum priorem, quod propter ignor

tiam vocatur lfli71ll.ov. Secundum, a cataclysmo priore ad Olympiadem 
imam, quod, ·quia in eo multa fabulosa referuntur, Mythz'con nominatur. 
'rtium a prim!! Olympiade ad nos ; quod dicitur Historicon, quia res in 
gestre veris historiis continentur.?' · . ,. · · 
To the same purpo'se Mricanus, ap .. Eusebium, Prrep. Ev. xx. p. 487 : 
!xp• p.~ll 'Oll.vp.?riCiliwv, obli~v a!<pt/:3h ICTTOp'l/Ta.t TOt$ "Ell.ll.'l/CT<, ?rdVTWV 
y~eexvp.lvwv; 1<a.l ~<a.-ra P.111i€v a.b-ro'is -rwv 1rpb -rov CTviJ.rpwvovv-rwv, &c .. 

"-·.· 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

CLOSING EVENTS OF LEGENDARY GREECE- PERIOD OF IN'ri·,, 

M£DIATli: DARKNESS, Bl<:FQRF; TH.IJ; VAViN OJ, HISTORl~ '
GREECE 

SECTION !. -RETURN OF THE HERAKLEIDS INTO 

PELOPONNESUS 

IN one ofthe preceding chapters, we have traced the descd 
ing series of the two most d.istinvuished mythical families 
Peloponnesus-the Perseids and the Pelopids. We have , 
lowed the former down to Herakles and his son Hyllus, a, 
the latter down to Orestes son of Agamemnon, who is left 
the possession of that ascendcncy in the peninsula which h 
procured for his father the chief ccmmand in the Trojan w 
The Herakleids or sons of Herakles, on the other hand, < 
expelled fugitives, dependent upon foreign aid or protectio 
Hyllus had perished in single combat with Echemus of Tege, 
(connected with the Pelopids by marriage with Timandra sister. 
of Klytremnestra,l) and a solemn compact had been made, asl 
the preliminary condition of this duel, that no similar attempt; 
at an invasion of the peninsula should be undertaken by his ' 
family for the space of 100 years. At the end of the stipulated 
period the attempt was renewed, and with complete success ; 
but its success was owing not so much to the va\our of the 
invaders as to a powerful hody of new allies. The Herak!eids 
re-appear as leaders and companions of the Dorians,- a 
northerly section of the Greek name, who now first come into 
importance,--poor indeed in mythical r_~nown, since they are 
never noticed in the Iliad, and only once casually mentioned in 
the Odyssey, as a fraction among the many-tongued inhaLit~nts. 
of Krete-but destined to form one of the grand and pn:·-· 
dominant elements throughout all the ~areer of historical Hella.;;;· 

The son of Hyllus--Kleodreus-as well as his grandso;\· 
Aristomachus, were now dead, and the lineage of IL::rakl~·, 
was represented by the three sons of the latter-Temenu,, 
Kresphontes, and Aristodemus. Under their conduct the; 
Dorians penetrated into the peninsula. The mythical account; 
traced back this intimate union between the Herakleids and tht ~ 
Dorians to a prior war, in which Herakles himself had rendered.~ 

1 lle,iod, Eoiai, Fragm. 58, p. 43, ed. DUntzer. 
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inestimable id to the Dorian • king JEgimius, when tht< latter 
was hard pr ssed in a contest with the Lapithre .. ·Herakles 
defeated the .apithre, and slew their king Koronus ; in return 
for which JEgi ius assigned to his deliverer one-third part of 
his whole territo y, and adopted Hyllus as his son. HerakU:s 
desired that the \territory thus made over might be held in 
reserve until' a time\\should corrie when his descendants might 
·stand in need of it ; and that time did come, after the death of 
'Hylhis (see Chap. V.}1 Some of the Herakleids then found 
sheiter,,at Trikorythus\in Attica, but the remainder, turning 
their steps towards JEgimius, solicited from him the allotment 
of land .which had been\promised to their valiant progenitor. 
JE9imius received them a<;,cording to his engagement and 
ass1gned to them the stipulated third portion of his territory. 1 , 

From this moment the Herakleids and Dorians became inti- · 
maie1y.uriiu::J. · ... u~~~llcl ~utv ~t.~.e social ccmmuniAvr~ Pa_mphylus_... 
and Dymas, sons of JEgimius, accompanied Temenus·and his 
two brothers in their invasion of Peloponnesus. 

Such is the mythical incident which :professes to explain the 
origin of those' three tribes into which all the Dorian com
munities were usually divided-the Hylleis, the Pamphyli, ·and 
the Dymanes-the first of the three including c~rtain particular 
families, such as that of the kings of Sparta, who bore the 
special name of Herakleids. Hyllus, Pamphylus, ·and Dymas 
are the eponymous' heroes of the three Dorian tribes. 

Temenus and his two brothers resolved to attack Pelopon
nesus, not by a land-march along the Isthmus, such as that in 
which _Hyllus had been previously slain, but by sea across 
the narrow inlet between the promontories of Rhium and 
Antirrhimn with ~hich the Gulf of Corinth commences 

1 Diod6r. iv. 37-6q; Apollod6r. ii. 7, 7; Ephorus ap. Steph. Byz. 
·Av,uav, Fragm. 10, ed. Marx. . · 

The Doric institutions are called by Pin dar -r<6,uol Al')l<,ulov Awp<1col (Pyth. 
i .. 124)- ' 
· There existed an ancient epic poem, now lost, hut cited on some few 

occasions by aulhors still prooerved, under the title Al')llwos; the authorship 
being sometimes ascribed to Hesiod, sometimes to Kerkops.(Athen<e. xi. 
p. 503). The few fragments which remain do not enable us to make· out the 
scheme of it, inasmuch as they em brace different mythical incidents lying 
very wide of each other,-!6, the Argonauts, Peleus and Thetis, &c. But 
the name which it bears seems to imply that the war of Mgimius against 
the Lapithre, and the aid given ·to· him by Herakles, was one·of its chief 
topics. Both 0. Miiller (History of the Dorians, vol. i. b. 1. c. 8) and 
Welcker (Der Epische Kyklus, p. 263) appear to me to go beyond the very. 
scanty evidence which we possess in their determination of this lost poem ; 
compare Marktscheffel, Prrefat. Hesiod. Fragm. cap. 5, p." I 59· ~ 

VOL. II. . K 
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According to one story indeed-which however dies not seem 
to have been known to Herodotus-they are/said to have 
selected this line of march by the express 0-irection of the 
Delphian god, who vouchsafed to expound t9' them an oracle 
which had been delivered to Hyllus in the;brdinary equivocal 
phraseology. Both the Ozolian Lokrians/ and the 1Et6lians, 
inhabitants of the northern coast of the Culf of Corinth, were 
favourable to the enterprise, and the forr!1er granted to them a 
port for building their ships, from which memorable circum
stance the port ever afterwards bore ~he name of Naupaktus. 
Aristodemus was here struck with ligntning and died, leaving 
twin sons, Eurysthenes and Prokles ; but his remaining 
brothers continued to press the ,Fxpedition with alacrity. 

At this juncture, an Akarnahian prophet named Karnus, 
presented himself in the camp 1 under the inspiration of Apollo, 
and uttered various predictions : he was however so much sus
pected of treacherou~ collusion with the Peloponnesians, that 
Hippotes, great grandson of Herakles through Phylas and 
Antiochus, slew him. His death drew upon the army the 
wrath of Apollo, who destroyed their vessels and punished 
them with famine. Temenus in his distress, again applying to 
the Delphian god for succour and counsel, was made acquainted 
with the cause of so much suffering, and was directed to banish 
Hippotes for ten years, to offer expiatory sacrifice for the death 
of Karnus, and to seek as the guide of the army a man with 
three eyes.2 On coming back to Naupaktus, he met the 
1Et6lian Oxylus son of Andnem6n returning to his country, 
after a temporary exile in Elis incurred for homicide : Oxylus 
had lost one eye, but as he was seated on a horse, the man and 
the horse together made up the three eyes required, and he was 
adopted as the guide prescribed by the oracle.3 Conducted by 

1 Respecting this prophet, compare CEnomaus ap. Eusebium, Prreparat. 
Evangel. v. p. 21 I. According to that statement, both Kleodreus (here 
called Aridmus), son of Hyllus, and Aristomachus son of Kleodreus, had 
made separate and successive attempts at the head of the Herakleids to 
penetrate into Peloponnesus through the Isthmus : both had failed and 
perished, having misunderstood the admonition 'Of the Delphian oracle. 
CEnomaus could have known nothing of the pledge given by Hyllus, as 
the condition of the single combat between Hyllus and Echemus (according 
to Herodotus), that the Herakleids should make no fresh trial for 100 years; 
if it had been understood that they had given and then violated such a 
pledge, such violation would probably have been adduced to account for 
their failure. 

2 Apollod6r. ii. 8, 3; Pausan. iii. 13, 3· 
8 Apollod6r. ii. 8, 3· According to the account of Pausanias, the beast 

upon which Oxylus rode was a mule and had lost one eye (Pans. v. 3, 5). 
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tim, they refil~ed their ships, landed on the opposite cpast of 
Achaia, and m\qrched to attack !isameims son .o: Orestes, then 
. the great potenl.\'lte 9f. the penmsula. A. decisive battle was 
•fought, in which \the latter was vanquished and slain, and in 
which Pamphylus ~.nd Dymas also perished. This battle made 

·:the Dorians so corri!::>letely mastets of the Peloponnesus, that 
\they pro~eeded to di~;;i?ute t~e territory am~ng th~msel':es. 
,The fertile land of bhs had been by prevwus stipulatwn 
!reserved for Oxylus, as \a recompense for his services as con- · 
ductor: and it was agreed that the three Herakleids-Temenus, · 

, Kresphontes, and the infa\~ sons of Aristodemus...,-shotild draw 
1lots for Argos, Sparta, and ~essene. Argos fe)l to Temenus, 
Sparta to the sons of Aristodemus, and Messene to Kre
sphontes ; the latter having se~ured for himself this prize, the 
-most fertile territory of the three, by the fraud of putting into 
the vessel out of which the lots were drawn, a lump of clay 
': •. _:_. a stone, whereby the lots of his brothers were drawn 
out while his own remaineu ·;"~:=~-~ c n sacrifices were 
'offered by each upon this partition ; but as they proceed ea. w 
the ceremony, a miraculous sign was seen upon the altar of 

;each of the brothers-a toad corresponding to Argos, a: serpent 
to Spaita, and a fox to MesseD.e, The prophets, on being 
consulted, delivered the import of these mysterious indications: 
the toad, as an animal slow and stationary, was an evidence 
that the possessor of Argos would not succeed in enterprise~ 

:beyond the limits of his own city; the serpent denoted the . 
aggressive and formidable future reserved to Sparta ; the fox 
prognosticated a career of wile and deceit to the Messenian. 

Such is the brief account given by Apollodorus of the Retun: 
ofthe Herakleids, at which point we pass, as .if touched by the 
wand of a magician, from .mythical to historical Greece. The 
story bears on the face . of it the stamp, not of· history, but of 
legend-abridged from one or more of the genealogical poets,! 
and presenting such an account as they thought satisfactory, of 
the first formation of the great Dorian establishments in Pelo
ponnesus, as well as .of ti1e semi-JEtolian Elis. Its incidents 
are so conceived as to have an explanatory bearing on Dorian 
institutions-upon the triple division of tribes, characteristic of 

i 1 Herodotus observes, in reference to the Lacedremonian account''oftheir 
,first two kings in .Peloponn@sns (Eurysthenes and Prokles, the twin s.ons of 
Aristodemus), that the Lacedremonians gave a story not in harr;io1zi wit!t 
mzy of the foels,-AallEOO:Lp.OPWl ")'ap, op.ollO")'EOPTES OVOEVl 'II'O.l'1/Ty, 
AE")'DVCJ'W aurlw 'AplCJ'"r00'1/p.OP • • • [3o.CJ'LAEilovra &.iar•<v crepe as Js' ro.-brnv -r1,v 
X.WP'TJV rf,v vvv EK'TEO.TO.l, all.ll.' ou 'TDUs 'ApLCJ''TOO~p.ov 'II'O:tOO.S (Herodot. vi. 52). 
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the Dorians-upon the origin of the great fes'.ival of the; 
Karneia at Sparta and other Dorian cities, alleged to be cele-: 
brated in expiation of the murder of Karnus-upon the 
different temper and character of the Dorian states among' 
themselves-upon the early alliance of the Porians with Elis, 
which contributed to give ascendency and vogue to the Olympic : 
games-upon the reverential • dependence1 of Dorians towards ' 
the Delphian oracle-and lastly upon the etymology of the : 
name N aupaktus. If we possessed the narrative more in detail, 
we should probably find many more examples of colouring of 
the legendary past suitable to the circl'.mstances of the historical 
present. 

Above all, this legend makes out in favour of the Dorians 
and their kings a mythical title to their Peloponnesian estab
lishments; Argos, Sparta, and Messene are presented as right
fully belonging, and restored by just retribution, to the children 
of Herakles. It was to them that Zeus had specially given the 
territory of Sparta; the Dorians came in as their subjects and 
auxiliaries.! Plato gives a very different version of the legend, ; 
but we find that he too turns the story in such a manner as to . 
embody a claim of right on the part of the conquerors. Ac- 1 

cording to him, the Ach~ans who returned from the capture of! 
Troy, found among their fellow-citizens at home-the race
which had grown up during their absence-an aversion to re- ,_ 
admit them: after a fruitless endeavour to make good their:! 
rights, they were at last expelled, but not without much contest<; 
and bloodshed. A leader named Dorieus collected all these ' 
exiles into one body, and from him they received the name of · 
Dorians instead of Ach~ans ; then marching back under the 
conduct of the Herakleids into Peloponnesus, they recovered 
by force the possessions from which they had been shut out, 
and constituted the three Dorian establishments under the 
separate Herakleid brothers, at Argos, Sparta, and Messene. 
These three fraternal dynasties were founded upon a scheme of . 

1 Tyrtreus, Fragm.-
AVTO~ yO..p Kpovloov, KMAt<TTe(>&.vOu 1r6ut.s "Hpocs-, 

Zeils 'Hpa.KAeiOa.tS' rfj8e 0€0wKe 7r6A.tv• • 
Oto-t.v G..P-o., 7rpoA.trr6vTes 'Ep{veov ~fle,u.OevTa, 

EVpet.a.v ll€Ao7rOS' vijuov O.cfnK6p..dJa.. 

In a similar manner Pindar says that Apollo had planted the sons of 
H@rakl€'s, jointly with those of h:gimius, at Sparta, Argos and Pylus 
(Pyth. v. 93)· 

Isokratl!s (Or. vi. Archidamus, p. 120) makes out a good title by a 
different line of mythical reasoning. There seem to have been also stories, 
containing mythical reasons why the Herakleids did not acquire possession 
of Arcadia (Polyren. i. 7). 
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' ~ntimate unitm and sworn alliance one with the other, for the 

1urpose of r~0isting any attack which might be made upon 
them fro·m Asi~1 either by the remaining Trojans or by their 
allies. Such is\ the· story' as Plato believed it j materially 
different in the i\1-cidents related, yet analpgous in mythic::tl 

·feeling, and embodying alike the.idea of a rightful reconquest. 
:Moreover the two \.ccounts agree in representing both the 
entire conquest and tile triple division of Dorian Peloponnesus 
as begun and complet~d. in one and the same enterprise,-so as 
to constitute one singlh event, which Plato would probably 
have called the Return 'G•f the Ach::.eans, but which was com
monly known as the Ret&~p.. of the Herakleids. Though this 
is both inadmissible and l.hconsistent with other statements 
which approach close to the historical times, yet it bears every 
mark of being the primitive view originally presented by the 
genealogical poets. The broad way in which the incidents are 
grouped together, was at once easy for the imagination to follow 
and impressive to the feelings .. 

The existence of one legendary account must never be 
understood as excluding the probability of other accounts, 
current at the same time, but inconsistent with it; and many . 
. such there were as to the first establishment of the PelopSJn
lnesian Dorians. In the narrative which I have given from 
tApollodorus, conceived ap1:iarently under the. influence of 
fnorian feelings, 'fisamenus is stated. to have been slain in the 
1invasion.· But according to another narrative, which seems to 
have found favour ·with the historical Ach::.eans on the north 
coast of Peloponnes~Js, Tisamenus, though expelled by the 
invaders from his kingdom of Sparta or Argos, was not slain.: 
he was allowed to retire under agreement, together with a 
certain portion of his subjects, and he directed his steps towards 
the coast of Peloponnesus south of the Corinthian Gulf, then 
occupied ·by the Ionians. As there were relations, not only of 
friendship, but .of kindred origin, between Ionians and Achreans 
(theeponymous heroes Ion and Ach::.eus pass for brothers, both 
sons of Xuthus), Tis;;tmenus solicited from the Ionians admis
sion for himself and his fellow-fugitives into their territory. 
The leading Ionian·s declining this request, under the appre
hension that Tisamenus might be chosen as sovereign over the 
whole, the latter accomplished his object by. force. _After a 
vehement struggle, the Ionians were van'quished and put to 
flight, and Tisamenus thus acquired possession of Helike, as 
well as of the northern coast of the peninsula, westward from 

1 Plato, Legg. iii. 6-7, p. 68z-686. 
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Sikyon; which coast continued to be occupied bJ'the Ach::eans 
and received its name from them, throughout a}. the historica 
times. The Ionians retired to Attica, many/of them takin1 
part in what is called the Ionic emigration to;fhe coast of Asi: 
Minor, which followed shortly .after. Pausa.:~ias indeed tells u. 
that Tisamenus, having gained a decisi~,e victory over th, 
Ionians, fell in the engagement,! and did not himself live t1 
occupy the country of which his troops r-.:mained masters. Bu 
this story of the death of Tisamenus seems to arise from : 
desire on the part of Pausanias to blend together into on• 
narrative two discrepant legends; at least the historica 
Ach::eans in later times continued to regard Tisamenus himsel 
as having lived and reigned in their territory, and as havin; 
left a regal dynasty which lasted down to Ogyges,2 after whon 
it was exchanged for a popular government. 3 

The conquest of Temenus, the eldest of the three Hera 
kleids, originally comprehended only Argos and its neighbour 
hood: it was from thence that Trcezen, Epidaurus, .!Egim 
Sikyon, and Phlius were successively occupied by Dorians, th 
sons and son-in-law of Temenus-Deiphontes, Phalkes, an. 
Keisus-being the leaders under whom this was accomplished. 
At Sparta the success of the Dorians was furthered by th 
treason of a man named Philonomus, who received as recon 
pense the neighbouring town and territory of Amyklre.5 Me: 
senia is said to have submitted without resistance to th 
dominion of the Herakleid Kresphontes, who established hi 
residence at Stenyklarus: the Pylian Melanthus, then ruler < 
the country and representative of the great mythical lineage < 
Neleus and Nestor, withdrew with his household gods and wit 
a portion of his subjects to Attica.6 

The only Dorian establishment in the peninsula not direct} 
connected with the triple partition is Corinth, which is said t 

1 Pausan. vii. I-3· 
2 Polyb. ii. 45 ; iv. I. Strabo, viii. p. 383-384. This Tisamem 

derive~ his name from the memorable act of revenge ascribed to his fath• 
Orestes. So in the legend of the Siege of·Thebes, Thersander, as one , 
the Epigoni, avenged his father Polynikes : the SI:Jn of Thersander. was al! 
called Tisamenus (Herodot. iv. 149). Compare 0. MUller, Dorians, i. 1 
69, note 9, Eng. Trans. 

3 Diod6r. iv. l. The historian Ephorus em bodied in his work a narrati' 
in considerable detail of this grand event of Grecian legend,-the Return, 
the Herakleids,-with which he professed to commence his consecuti' 
history: from what sources he borrowed we do not know. 

4 Strabo, viii. p. 389. Pausan. ii. 6, 2 ; I 2, I. 
5 Con6n. Narr. 36; Strabo, viii. p. 365. 
6 Strabo, viii. p. 359; Con6n, Narr. 39· 
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have been Dorised somewhat la:ter and under another leader, 
though still a Herakleid. Hippotes-descendant of Herakles 
in the fourth generation, but not through Hyllus-had been 
guilty (as already mentioned) of the murder of Karnus the 
prophet .at the camp of Naupaktus, for which he had been 
banished and remained in exile for ten years·'; his son deriving 
the name of Aletes from the Ion! wanderings endured by the 
father. At the head of a body of Dorians, Aletes attacked 
Corinth : he pitched his camp on the Solygeian e-minence nea,r __ 
the city, and harassed the inhabitants with constant warfare 
until he compelled them to surrender. Even in the time of _ 
the Peloponnesian war, the Corinthians professe.d to identify 
the hill on which the camp of these assailants had been placed; 
The great mythical dynasty of the Sisyphids was expelled, and 
Aletes became ruler and CEkist of the Dorian city; many of the 
inhabitants however, lEolic or Ionic, departed.l _ 

The settlement of Oxylus and his lEtolians in Elis is said by 
some to have been accomplished with very little opposition; 
the leader professing himself to be descended from_ lEtolus, 
who had been in a previous age banished from Elis into lEtOlia, 
and the two people, Epeians and lEtolians, acknowledging a 
kindred origin one with the other.2 At first inP.eed, according 
to Ephorus, the Epeians appeared in arms, determined to repel 
the intruders, but at length it was agreed on both sides to 
abide the issue of a single combat. Degmenus, the champion 
of the Epeians, confided in the long shot of his bow and arrow; 
but the lEtolian Pyrrechmes came provided with his sling,-a 
weapon then unknown and recently invented by the lEtolians,
the range of which was yet longer than that of the bow of his 
enemy : he thus killed Degmenus, and secured tne victory to 
.Oxylus and his followers. According to one statement the 
Epeians were expelled; according to another they fraternised 
amicably with the new-comers. Whatever may be the truth 
as to this matter, it is certain that their name is from this 
moment lost, and that they never reappear among. the historical 
elements of Greece :8 we .hear from this time forward only of 
-Eleians, said to be of•JEtolian descent. 4 

1 Thucyd. iv. 42. Schol. Pindar. O!ymp. xiii. I7; and Nem. vii. I-55· 
· Conlin, Narrat. 26. Ephor._ ap. Strab. viii .. p. 389. .. _ _ _ 

Thucydid@s calls the ante· Dorian inhabitants of Corinth JEolian's ; ··Conlin 
calls them Ionians. · - , 

2 Ephorus ap. Strabo, x. p. 463. ' 
3 ~trabo, viii. p. 358; Pausim. v. 4, I. One 'of the six towns in Triphylia 

mentioned by Herodotus is called "E1mov (Herodot. iv. I49). -
4 Herodot. viii. 73; Pausan. v. I, 2. Hekat::eus affirmed that the Epeians 
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One most important privilege was connected with the posses

sion of the Eleian territory by Oxylus, coupled with his claim 
on the gratitude of the Dorian kings. The Eleians acquired 
the administration of the temple at Olympia, which the Achreans 
are said to have possessed before them ; and in consideration 
of this sacred function, which subsequently ripened into the 
celebration of the great OlyrtJ.pic games, their territory was 
solemnly pronounced to be inviolable. Such was the statement 
of Ephorus: 1 we find, in this case as in so many others, that 
the return of the Herakleids is made to supply a legendary 
basis for the historical state of things in Peloponnesus. 

It was the practice of the great Attic tragedians, with rare 
exceptions, to select the subjects of their composition from the 
heroic or legendary world. Euripides had composed three 
dramas, now lost, on the adventures of Temenus with his 
daughter Hyrneth6 and his son-in-law Deiphontes-on the 
family misfortunes of Kresphontes and Merope-'-and on the 
successful valour of Archelaus the son of Temenus in Macedonia, 
where he was alleged to have first begun the dynasty of the 
Temenid kings. Of these subjects the first and second were 
eminently tragical, and the third, relating to Archelaus, appears 
to have been undertaken by Euripides in compliment to his 
contemporary sovereign and patron, Archelaus king of Mace
donia : we are even told that those exploits which the usual 
version of the legend ascribed to Temenus, were reported in 
the drama of Euripides to have been performed by Archelaus 
his son.2 Of all the heroes, touched upon by the three Attic 
tragedians, these Dorian Herakleids stand lowest in the descend
ing genealogical series-one mark amongst others that we are 
approaching the ground of genuine history. 

Though the name Achreims, as denoting a people, is hence
forward confined to the North-Peloponnesian territory specially 
called Achaia, and to the inhabitants of Achrea Phthi6tis, north 
were completely alien to the Eleians; Strabo does not seem to have been 
able to satisfy himself either of the affirmative or negative (Hekatreus, Fr. 
348, ed. Diclot; Strabo, viii. p. 341). • 

1 Ephorus ap. Strab. viii. p. 358. The tale of. the inhabitants of Pisa, 
the territory more immediately bordering upon Olympia, was very different 
from this. 

2 Agatharchides ap. Photium, Sect. 250, p. 1332. Oba' EiJp,.,rloou 
KaT7J'Yopw, -rql 'Apxe"Ad.q> 7rept-re8e<t<&-ros -r~s T71p.evov 1rpd.~«s. 

Compare the Fragments of the T7Jp.evtoa'l, 'Apxe"Aaos, and Kpetrcp&vr71 s, in 
Dinclorf's edition of Euripid~s, with the illustrative remarks of Welcker 
Griechische Tragodien, pp. 697, 708, 828. ' 

The Prologue of the Archelaus seems to have gone through the whole 
series of the Herakleidan lineage, from A!:gyptus and Danaus downwards. 
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of Mount CEta-and though the· great P~loponriesian states 
always seem to have prided themselves on the title of Dorians
yet we find the kings of Sparta, even in the historical age, 
taking pains to appropriate to themselves the mythical glories 
of the Achreans, and to set themselves forth as the representatives . 
of Agamemnon and Orestes. The Spartan . king Kleomenes 
even went so far as to disavowoformally any Dori;;m parentage; 
for when the priestess at Athens refused to permit him to 
sacrifice in the temple of Athene, on the. plea that it was 
peremptorily closed to all Dorians, he replied-'-" I am no 
Dorian, but an Achrean." 1 Not only did the Spartan envoy, 
before Gelon of Syracuse, connect the indefeasible title of his 
country to the supreme command of the Grecian military force, 
with the ancient name and lofty prerogatives of Agamemnon 2-

but in furt.her pursuance of the same feeling, the Spartans are· 
said to have carried to Sparta both the bones of Orestes from 

. Tegea, and those of Tisamemis from Helike,8 at the injunction 
of the Delphian oracle. There is also a story that Oxylus in· 
Elis was directed by the same oracle to invite into his country . 

. an Achrean, as CEkist, conjointly with himself; anci that he 
called in Agorius, the ·great-grandson of Orestes, from Helike, 
with a small number of. Achreans who joined him.4 The 
Dorians themselves, being singularly poor in native legends, 
endeavoured, not unnaturally, to decorate themselves with 
those legendary ornaments which the Achreans possessed in 
abundance.·· 

As a consequence ofthe Dorian establishments in Pelopon
nesus, several migrations of the pre-existing' inhabitants are 
represented as taking place. 1. The Epeians of Elis are either 
expelled, or merged in the new-comers under Oxylus, and lose 
their separate name. 2. The Pylians, together with the great 
lieroic family of Neleus and his son Nestor, who preside o.ver 
them, give place to the Dorian establishment of Messenia, and 
retire to Athens, where their leader Melanthus becomes king : 
a large portion of them take part in ·the subsequent Ionic 
emigration. 3· 'A pOJ;tion of the Achreans, under Penthilus, 
and other descendants of Orestes, leave Peloponnesus, and 
form what is called the h:olic Emigration, to Lesbos, . the 
Troad, anq the Gulf of Adramyttium :. the name Aiolians, 
unknown to Homer and seemingly never applied to any separ
ate tribe at all, being introduced to designate a large section of 
the Hellenic name, partly in Greece Proper and partly in Asia. 

1 Herodot. v. 72. 
8 Herodot. i. 68 ; Pausan. vii. I, 3· 

2 Herodot. vii. I 59· 
·' Pausan. v. 4, 2. 
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4· Another portion of Achreans expel the Ionians from Achaia 
properly so called, in the north of Peloponnesus; the Ionians 
retiring to Attica. 

The Homeric poems describe Achreans, Pylians, and Epeians, 
in Peloponnesus, but take no notice of Ionians in the northern 
district of Achaia : on the contrary, the Catalogue in the Iliad 
distinctly includes this territo"y under the dominions of 
.Agamemnon. Though the Catalogue of Homer is not to be 
regarded as an historical document, fit to be called as evidence 
for the actual state of Peloponnesus at any prior time, it 
certainly seems a better authority than the statements advanced 
by Herodotus and others respecting the occupation of northern 
Peloponnesus by the Ionians, and their expulsion from it by 
Tisamenus. In so far as the Catalogue is to be trusted, it 
negatives the idea of Ionians at Helike, and countenances what 
seems in itself a more natural supposition-that the historical 
Achreans in the north part of Peloponnesus are a small undis
turbed remnant of the powerful Achrean population once dis
tributed throughout the peninsula, until it was broken up and 
partially expelled by the Dorians. 

The Homeric legends, unquestionably the oldest which we 
possess, are adapted to a population of Achreans, Danaans, and 
Argeians, seemingly without any special and recognised names, 
either aggregate or divisional, other than the name of each 
separate tribe or kingdom. The Post-Homeric legends are 
adapted to a population classified quite differently-Hellens, dis
tributed into Dorians, Ionians, and LE6lians. If we knew more 
of the time and circumstances in which these different legends 
grew up, we should probably be able to explain their discrepancy; 
but in our present ignorance we can only note the fact. 

Whatever difficulty modern criticism may find in regard to 
the event called "The Return of the Herakleids," no doubt is 
expressed about it even by the best historians of antiquity. 
Thucydides accepts it as a single and literal event, having its 
assignable date, and carrying at one blow the acquisition of 
Peloponnesus. The date of it he fixes as eighty years after the 
capture of Troy. Whether he was the origi"nal determiner of 
this epoch, or copied it from some previous author, we do not 
know. It must have been fixed according to some computa
tion of generations, for there were no other means accessible
probably by means of the lineage of the Herakleids, which, as 
belonging to the kings of Sparta, constituted the most public 
and conspicuous thread of connexion between the Grecian real 
and mythical world, and measured the interval between the 
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Siege of Troy itself and the first recorded Olympiad. Herakles 
himself represents the generation before the siege, and his son 
Tlepolemus fights in the besieging army. If we suppose the 
first generation after Herakles to commence with the beginning 
of the siege, the fourth generation after him will coincide with 
the ninetieth year after the same epoch ; and therefore, deduct
ing ten years. for the dtiratiolf of the struggle, it will coincide 
with the eightieth year after the capture of the city ;1 thirty 
years being reckoned for a generation. The date assigned by 
Thucydides will thus agree with the distance in which . 
Temenus, Kresphontes, and Aristodemus stand removed from 
Herakles. . The interval of eighty years, between the capture · 
of Troy and the Return: of the Herakleids, appears to have 
been admitted by Apollodtlrus and Eratosthenes, and some 
other professed chronologists of antiquity : but there were 
different reckonings which also found more or less of support. • 

SECTION. Il . ..-:MrGRATION OF THESSALIANS AND BCEOTIANS 

In the same passage in which Thucydides sp\(.aks·of the·· 
Return of the Henikleids, he also marks out the date of another 
event a: little antecedent,. which is alleged to have powerfully 
affected the condition of Northern Greece. ·~ Sixty years after 
the capture of Troy (he tells us) the Bceotians were driven ,by, 
the Thessalians from Arne, and migrated into the land then 
called ~adme!s, but now Bceotia, wherein there had previously 
dwelt a section of their race, who had contributed the contingent 
to the Trojan war." ' , 

The expulsion here mentioned, of the Bceotians frorri Arne 
'' by the Thessalians," has been construed, with probability, to 
.allude to the immigration of the Thessalians, properly so called, 
from the Thesprotid in Epirus into Thessaly. Thatthe Thes
salians had migrated into Thessaly from the· Thesprotid 
territory, is stated by Herodotus, 2 though he says nothing 
about time or circumstances. Antiphus and Pheidippus appear 
in the Homeric Catalpgue as commanders of the Grecian con
tingent from the islands of Kos and Karpathus, on the south~ 
east coast of Asia Minor : they are sons of Thessalus, who is 
himself the son of Herakles. A legend ran, that these two 

' chiefs, in the dispersion which ensued after the victory, had 
been driven by storms into the Ionian Gulf, and cast u,pon the 
coast of Epirus, where they landed and settled at Ephyre in the 

1 The date of Thucydides is calculated, p.<r&. 'Vdou ll.il.wa:•v (i. 13). 
2 Herod. vii. 176. 
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Thesprotid.l It was Thessalus, grandson of Pheidippus, who 
was reported to have conducted the Thesprotians across the 
passes of Pindus into Thessaly, to have conquered the fertile 
central plain of that country, and to have imposed upon it his 
own name instead of its previous denomination A:<:olis. 2 

Whatever we may think of this legend as it stands, the state 
,of Thessaly during the historicafages renders it highly probable 
that the Thessalians, properly so called, were a body of immi
grant conquerors. They appear always as a rude, warlike, 
violent, and uncivilised race, distinct from their neighbours the 
Ach:eans, the Magnetes, and the Perrh:ebians, and holding all 
the three in tributary dependence. These three tribes stand 
to them in a relation analogous to that of the Laced:emonian 
Periceki towards Sparta, while the Penest:e, who cultivated their 
lands, are almost an exact parallel of the Helots. Moreover, 
the low level of taste and intelligence among the Thessalians, as 
well as certain points of their costume, assimilates them more 
to Macedonians or Epirots than to Hellens.8 Their position in 
Thessaly is in many respects analogous to that of the Spartan 
Dorians in Peloponnesus, and there seems good reason for 
concluding that the former, as well as the latter, were originally 
victorious invaders; though we cannot pretend to determine the 
time at which the invasion took place. The great family of the 
Aleuads,4 and probably other Thessalian families besides, were 
descendants of Herakles, like the kings of Sparta. 

There are no similar historical grounds, in the case of the 
alleged migration of the Bceotians from Thessaly to Bceotia, to 
justify a belief in the main fact of the legend, nor were the 
different legendary stories in harmony one with the other. 
While the Homeric epic recognises the Bceotians in Bceotia, 
but not in Thessaly, Thucydides records a statement which he 
had found of their migration from the latter into the former. 
But in order to escape the necessity of flatly contradicting 

1 See the epigram ascribed to Aristotle ( Antholog. Grrec. t. i. p. I 8 I, ed. 
Reisk; Vellews Patercul. L I). 

The Scholia on Lycophr6n (9I2) give a story st>mewhat different. Ephyr~ 
is given as the old legendary name of the city of"Krannon in Thessaly 
(Kineas, ap. SchoL Pindar. Pyth. x. 85), which creates the confusion with 
the Thesprotian Ephyr@. 

2 Herodot. vii. I76; Velleius Patercul. i. 2-3; Charax, ap. Stephan. 
Byz. v . .Aif>pwv; Polyren. viii. 44· 

There were several different statements, however, about the parentage of 
Thessalus as well as about the name of the country (Strabo, ix. p. 443 ; 
Stephan. Byz, v. Alp.ovla.). 

8 SeeK. 0. MUller, History of the Dorians, Introduction, sect. 4-
4 Pindar, Pyth. x. 2. 
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Homer, he inserts the parenthesis that there had been previously 
an outlying fraction of Breotians in Breotia at the time of the 
Trojan war, 1 from whom the troops who served with Agamemnon 
were drawn. Nevertheless, the discrepancy with the Iliad, 
though less strikingly obvious, is not removed, inasmuch as the 
Catalogue is unusually copious in enumerating the contingents 
from Thessaly, without once 'mentioning Breotians. Homer 
distinguishes Orchomenus from Breotia, and he does. not 
specially notice Thebes in the Catalogue : in other respects his 
enumeration of the towns coincides pretty well with the ground 
historically known afterwards under the name of Bre6tia. · 

Pausanias gives us a short sketch of the events which he sup
poses to have intervened in this section of Greece between the 
Siege of Troy and the Return of the Herakleids. PeJ1eleos, the 
leader of the Bre6tians at the siege, having been slain by Eury
pylus the son of Telephus, Tisamenus, son of Thersander and 

\ grandson of Polynikes, acted as their commander both during 
the remainder of the siege and after their return. Autesion, 

' his· son and successor, became subject to the wrath of the 
avenging Erinnyes of Laius and CEdipus : the oracle directed 

·' him to expatriate, and he joined the Dorians. In his place 
J Damasichthon, son of Opheltas and grandson of Peneleos, 
· becam·e. king of the Bceotians : he was succeeded by Ptole

mreus, who was himself followed by Xanthus. A war having 
broken out at" that time between the Athenians and Breotians, 
Xanthus eng9-ged in single combat with Melanthus son of 
Andropompus, the champion of Attica, and perished by the 
cunning of his opponent. After the death of Xanthus, the 
Breotians passed from kingship to popular government. 2 As 

· Melanthus was of the lineage of the N eleids, and had migrated 
from Pylus to Athens in consequence of the successful estab
lishment of the Dorians in Messenia, the dud with Xanthus 
must have been of course subsequent to the Return of the 
Herakleids. 
. Here then we have a summary of alleged Breotian history 
between the Siege .of Troy and the Return of the Herakleids, 
in which no mention is made of the immigration of the mass 
of Breotians from Thessaly, and seemingly no possibility left of 
fitting in so great and capital an incident. The legends followed 
by Pausanias are at variance with those adopted by Thucydides, 
but they harmonise much better with Homer. 

So deservedly high is the authority of Thucydides, that the 
1 Thucyd. i. 12. ,"\v ~€ ab-rwv ~eal &:rroocio'fJ.~S .,..p&-repov lv 'l"ji ')'ji -rav-ru 

acp' iJiv ~eal Is "I.\wv lrr-rp&.nvrrav. 2 Pausan. ix. 5, 8. 
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migration here distinctly announced by him is commonly set 
down as an ascertaineGl datum, historically as well as chrono
logically. But on this occasion it can be shown that he only 
followed one amongst a variety of discrepant legends, none of 
which there were any means of verifying. 

Pausanias recognised a migrati"n of the Bceotians from Thes
saly, in early times anterior to the Trojan war ; 1 and the account 
of Ephorus, as given by Strabo, professed to record a series 
of changes in the occupants of the country :-first, the non
Hellenic Aones and Temmikes, Leleges and Hyantes; next, 
the Kadmeians, who, after the second siege of Thebes by the 
Epigoni, were expelled by the Thracians and Pelasgians, and 
retired into Thessaly, where they joined in communion with 
the inhabitants of Arne,-the whole aggregate be:'Jg called 
Bceotians. After the Trojan war, and about the time of the 
.tEolic emigration, these Bceotians returned from Thessaly and 
reconquered Bceotia, driving out the Thracians and Pelasgians, 
-the former retiring to Parnassus, the latter to Attica. It was 
on this occasion (he says) that the Minyre of Orchomenus were 
subdued, and forcibly incorporated with the Bceotians. Ephorus 
seems to have followed in the main the same narrative as 
Thucydides, about the movement of the Bceotians out of 
Thessaly ; coupling it however with several details current 
as explanatory of proverbs and customs. 2 

The only fact which we make out, independent of these 
legends, is, that there existed certain homonymies and certain 
affinities of religious worship, between parts of Bceotia and 
parts of Thessaly, which' appear to indicate a kindred race. 
A town named Arne,8 similar in name to the Thessalian, was 
enumerated in the Bceotian Catalogue of Homer, and anti
quaries identified it sometimes with the historical town Chrero
neia, 4 sometimes with Akrrephium. Moreover there was near 

1 Pausan. x. 8, 3· 
2 Ephor. Fragm. 30, ed. Marx. ; Strabo, ix. p. 401-402. The story of 

the Bce6tians at Arne in Polyrenus (i. 12) probably comes from Ephorus. 
Diod6rus (xix. 53) gives a summary of the legendjtry history of Thebes 

from Deukali6n downwards : he tells us that the Bceotians were expelled 
from their country, and obliged to retire into Thessaly during the Trojan 
war, in consequence of the absence of so many of their brave warriors at 
Troy ; they did not find their way back into Bce6tia until the fourth 
generation. 

3 Stephan. Byz. v. "Apv-q, makes the Thessalian Arne an i£1ro<Kos of the 
Bce6tian. 

4 Homer, Iliad, ii. ; Strabo, ix. p. 413 ; Pausan. ix. 40, 3· Some of the 
f~milies at Chreroneia, even during the time of the Roman dominion in 
Greece, traced their origin to Peripoltas the prophet, who was said to hav~; 
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the Bce6tian Kor6neia a river named Kuarius or Koralius, and 
a venerable temple dedicated to the Itonian Athene, in the 
sacred ground of which the Pambceotia, or public council of the 
Bce6tian name, was held; there was also a temple and a river 
of similar denomination inThessaly, near to a town called Iton 
or Itonus.I . We may from these circumstances presume a cer
tain ancient. kindred between the population of- these regions, 
and. such· a circumstance is sufficient to explain the generation 
of legends describing migrations backward and forward, whether 
true or not in point of fact. . · 

What is most important to remark is, that the stories of 
Thucydides and Ephorus bring us out of the mythical into·· 
the·historical Bce6tia. , Orchomemi!'; is Bceotised, and we hear· 
no more o( the once,powerful Minyre : there are no more· 
Kadmeians at Thebes, iior Breotians in Thessaly. The Minyre 
and 'the Kadmeians disappear .in the Ionic emigration, 'which 
will be presently adv'erted to. Hist9rical Bceotia is now. con
stituted, apparently in its federative league .under the presidency 
of Thebes, just as we find· it in the time of th.e Persian and . 
Pel?ponne;:;ian, wars~ · " , - :,r~, ·· 

SECTION Ili.--:;EM·IGRATiciNs ':FROJ\1: GREECE TO AsrA''ANb 
THE ISLANDS OF THE :JEGEAN · ·· ~ -

I •. lEbLIC.-2. IoNic.-3. DoRIC: . 

. . To compie'ti the trapsition of Gree~~ from. it~ mytnical -to its 
historical condition, the secession of the races· belonging to the 
fo~mer must follow upon' the introduction of those belonging fo 
accompanied Opheltas in ,his invading march out_ of-Tttessa!y (Plutarch, 
Kim'on, c. ·r). ','- ·~, ' 

].Strabo, ix. 411-435; Homer, Iliad, ii. 696; Hekatreus; fr: 338, 
D]dot:·· -· -' :. •: .- ·-. , . . , . . . 

The Fragment fiom Allm'us (cited by Sttabo, but briefly and wi'th a muti
lated text) serves only•tci identify the river and the town. 

Iti'\nus was said. to be son of.Amphikty6n, and Bce6tus son of It6nus 
(Pausan.'' ix. ·r; r: 34, I: compare Steph. Byz'. v. Bowrla.) by:MehinippC::. 
By another legendary genea'logy. (probably arising after t!1e name Ai:olic 

, had obtained ..footing ·a~ the class-name for a large .section of Greeks, but· 
as old as .the poet Asius,. Olympiad 30) the eponym~:ms hero .Bce6tus was· 
fastened.ori to the great lineage of .Molus, through the paternity of the -god 
Poseid6n either with MelanippC:: or with Arn@, daughter of .Molus (Asius, 
Fr. 8,- ed. Dlintzer; Strabo; vi. p: 265 ;, Diodi'\i. v. 67-; Hellanikus ap. 
Schol. Iliad. ii: 494). Two lost plays of Euripid@s'were founded on· the 
misfortunes of Melahipp@,. and her twin childrim'by Poseid6n~Bce6tus and 
.Molus (Hygin. Fab. 186; see the Fragments of Me!l.ci.vi'll'-n'?/ ~o<fi1J and 
Me!l.t:ivl-n''ll'?/ i:>.<U'f<WTts in Dindorf's edition, and the instr.uctive comments .of 
Weicker, Griech. Tragiid. vol. :ii. p. 84o-86o). · ' · ' 
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the latter. This is accomplished by means. of the h:olic and 
Ionic migrations. 

The presiding chiefs of the h:olic emigration are the repre
sentatives of the heroic lineage of the Pelopids : those of the 
Ionic emigration belong to the Neleids; and even in what is 
called the Doric emigration to {hera, the CEkist Theras is not 
a Dorian but a Kadmeian, the legitimate descendant of CEdipus 
and Kadmus. 

The .lEolic, Ionic, and Doric colonies were planted along the 
western coast of Asia Minor, from the coasts of the Propontis 
southward down to Lykia (I shall in a future chapter speak 
more exactly of their boundaries); the .lEolic occupying the 
northern portion together with the islands of Lesbos and 
Tenedos ; the Doric occupying the southernmost, together 
with the neighbouring islands of Rhodes and Kos ; and the 
Ionic being planted between them, comprehending Chios, 
Samos, and the Cyclades islands. 

I, JEOLIC EMIGRATION 

The .lEolic emigration was conducted by the Pelopids : the 
original story seems to have been that Orestes himself was at 
the head of the first batch of colonists, and this version of the 
event is still preserved by Pindar and by Hellanikus. 1 But 
the more current narratives represented the descendants of 
Orestes as chiefs of the expeditions to .Ai:olis,-his illegitimate 
son Penthilus, by Erigone daughter of .lEgisthus,2 together with 
Echelatus and Gras, the son and grandson of Penthilus-also 
Kleues and Malaus, descendants of Agamemnon through 
another lineage. According to the account given by Strabo, 
Orestes began the emigration, but died on his route in Arcadia 
his son Penthilus, taking the guidance of the emigrants, con· 
ducted them by the long land-journey through Bceotia an( 
Thessaly to Thrace ; s from whence Archelaus, son of Pen 
thilus, led them across the Hellespont, and settled at Daskyliun 
on the Propontis. Gras, son of Archelaus, crossed over \c 
Lesbos and possessed himself of the 1sland. Kleues an< 

1 Pindar, Nem. xi. 43 ; Hellanic. Fragm. II4, ed. Didot,' Comp 
Stephan. Byz. v. IIlpwOos. 

2 Kinrethon ap. Pausan. ii. r8, 5. Penthilids existed in Lesbos durin 
the historical times (Aristot. Polit. v. 10, 2). 

s It has sometimes been supposed that the country called Thrace bet 
means the residence of the Thracians near Parnassus ; but the length of tll 
journey, and the number of years which it took up, are so specially marke< 
•hot T th;n k Thrace in its usual and obvious sense must be intended. 
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Malaus, conducting another body of Achreans, were longer 
on their journey, and lingered a considerable time near Mount 
Phrikium in the territory of Lokris ; ultimately. however they 
passed over by sea to Asia and took possession of Kyme, south 
of the Gulf of Adramyttium, the most considerable of all the 
lEolic cities on the continent.1 From Lesbos and Kyme, the 
other less considerable lEolic t~wns, spreading over the region 
of Ida as well as the Troad, and comprehending the island of 
Tenedos, are said to have derived their origin. 

Though there are rriany differences in the details, the 
accounts agree in representing these lEolic settlements as 
formed by the Achreans expatriated from Laconia under the 
guidance of the dispossessed Pelopids. 2 We are told that in 
their journey through Breotia they received considerable re
inforcements, and Strabo adds that the emigrants started from 
Aulis, the port from whence Agamemnon departed in the ex
pedition against Troy. 3 He also informs us that they missed 
their course and experienced many losses from nautical ignor
ance, but we do not know to what particular incidents he 
alludes.4 

2. IONIC EMIGRATION 

·The Ionic emigration is described as emanating from and 
directed by the Athenians, and connects itself with the previous 
legendary history of Athens, which must therefore be here briefly 
recapitulated. . . 

The great mythical hero Theseus, of whose military prowess 
and errant exploits we have spoken in a previous chapter, was 
still more memorable in the eyes of the Athenians as an in
ternal political reformer. He was supposed to have performed 
for them the inestimable service of transforming Attica out of 
many states into one. Each deme, or at least a great many 
out of the whole number, had before his time enjoyed political 
independence under its own magistrates and assemblies, ac
knowledging only a federal union with the rest under the 
I . . 

1 Strabo, xiii. p. 582. Hellanikus seems to have treated of this delay 
near Mount Phrikium (see Steph. Byz. v . .Ppi~<tov). In another account 
(xiii. p. 621), probably copied from the Kymrean Epho.rus, Strabo connects 
the establishments of this colony with the sequel of the Trojan war : the 
Pelasgians, the occupants of the territory, who had been the allies of Priam, 
were weakened by the defeat which they had sustained, and unable to resist 
the immigrants. 

2 Velleius Patercul. i. 4·; compare Antikleides ap. Athenre. xi. c. 3; 
Pausanias, iii. 2, 1. 

a Strabo, ix. p. 401. ' Strabo, i. p. 10. 
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presidency of Athens. By a mixture of conciliation and fore< 
Theseus succeeded in putting down all these separate goven 
ments and bringing them to unite in one political syste1 
centralised at Athens. He is said to have established 
constitutional government, retaining for himself a define 
power as king or president, and distributing the people int 
three classes : Eupatridre, ;f sort of sacerdotal noblesse 
Geomori and Demiurgi, husbandmen and artisans.1 Ravin 
brought these important changes into efficient working, b 
commemorated them for his posterity by introducing solem 
and appropriate festivals. In confirmation of the dominion < 

Athens over the Megarid territory, he is said further to ha\ 
erected a pillar at the extremity of the latter towards th 
Isthmus, marking the boundary between Peloponnesus an 
Ionia. · 

But a revolution so extensive was not consummated withm 
creating much discontent. Menestheus, the rival of Theseu 
-the first specimen, as we are told, of an artful demagogue,
took advantage of this feeling to assail and undermine hin 
Theseus had quitted Attica to accompany and assist his frien 
Peirithous in his journey down to the under-world, in ordt 
to carry off the goddess Persephone,-or (as those who we1 
critical in legendary story preferred recounting) in a journey t 
the residence of Aidoneus, king of the Molossians in Epirus, t 
carry off his daughter. In this enterprise Peirithous perishec 
while Theseus was cast into prison, from whence he was on! 
liberated by the intercession of Herakles. It was during h 
temporary absence that the Tyndarids Castor and Poilu 
invaded Attica for the purpose of recovering their sister Hele1 
whom Theseus had at a former period taken away from Spart 
and deposited at Aphidnre ; and the partisans of Menesther 
took advantage both of the absence of Theseus and of th 
calamity which his licentiousness had brought upon the countr; 
to ruin his popularity with the people. When he returned h 
found them no longer disposed to endure his dominion, or t 
continue to him the honours which their .previous feelings c 
gratitude had conferred. Having therefore placed his son 
under the protection. of Elephenor in Eubcea, he sought a 
asylum with Lykomedes prince of Scyros, from whom howevc 
he received nothing but an insidious welcome and a traitorou 
death.2 

Menestheus, succeeding to the honours of the expatriate• 
hero, commanded the Athenian troops at the siege of Tro} 

1 Plutarch, Theseus, c. 24, 25, 26. 2 Plutarch, Theseus, c. 34-3; 
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But though he survived the capture, he never returned to 

1Athens-different stories being related of the place where he 
1and his companions settled. During this interval the feelings 
!of the Athenians having changed, they restored the sons of 
Theseus, who had served at Troy under Elephenor and had 
returned unhurt, to the station and functions of their father. 
The Theseids Demopl1oon, Oxy~tas, Apheidas, and Thymretes, 
had successively filled this post for the space of about sixty 
years, I when the Dorian invaders of Peloponnesus (as has been 

; before related) compelled Melanthus ~nd the Neleid fa!Jlily to 
:abandon their kingdom of Pylus. The re.fugees found shelter 
at Athens, where a fortun~te''a<;J.venture soon raised Melanthus 
to the throne. A war.:-breaking out between the ·Athenians·,· 
and Breotians respecting the boundary tract .of CEnoe, the_ 
Breot.ian king Xanthuschallenged Thymretes to single combat: 
the latter declining· to accept 'it, Melanthus not only stood 

! forward in his place, but practised a cunning stratagem with 
l such success as to kill his adversary. ·He was forthwith chosen 
''-king, Thymretes being constrained to resign.2 · 

[ . Melanthus and 'his son Kodrus reigned for nearly sixty)ears, 
1 duririg which time large bodies of fugitives, escaping from the 
recerit invaders throughout Greece, were harboured by the 

.:Athenians: so that Attica became populous enough to excite 
:the alarm arid jealousy of. the Peloponnesian Dorians. A 
>powerful Dorian force,. under the command of Aletes from 
:Corinth and Althi:emenes from Argos, were accordingly de~ 
:spatched to invade the Athenian territory, in which the Delphian. 
oracle promised them suc:cess, provided they abstained from 

(injuring the person of. Kodrus. Strict orders were given to the 
,; Dorian army that Kodrus should be preserved unhurt; ·but the . 
; oraele had become known among the Athenians,·S and the 

, 1 Eusebius, Chronic. Can. p. 228-229, ed. Scaliger; fausan. ii. 18, 7· 
\ 2 Ephorus ap. Harpocration v. 'A-rraTo6pta :-'E<J>opos lv l'ieviep'f, &s l'ita 
"T:qv inr~p TiiJv Oplwv &:trd:nw ')'EVop.Evrw, O·n wo'Aep.oVvTwv '~8'1}valwv ,wpOs 
I BoLWTObs tnr~p Tfjs TWV Me.i\awWv x~pas, MEA.ail~os 0 Tiiw 'A8rwalwv /3au,A.eVs. 
: s&.v8ov Tbv ®1Jf!a'iov !J.OVOfJ:axw~ 0/TrEK'TELVEV. Compare Strabo, ix: p. 393· . 
· Ephorus derives the te'rm 'A1ra-roopta from the words signifying a trick 
wit~ reference to th~ boundaries, and assumes the name of this great Ionic 
festival to have been derived from the stratagem of Melanthus, described in 

: Con6n (Narrat. 39) and Polyrenus (i. 19). The whole derivation is fanciful 
1 and erroneous, and the story is a curious specimen of legend growing out ·of 

etymology. . _ · · 
1 3 The orator Lykurgus, in his eulogium on Kodrus, mentions a Delphian 

)

t citizen. named Kleomantis who secretly communicated .the oracle to the 
Athenians, and was rewarded by them for doing so with u[-r'll;•s EV npvTave['f 
(Lycurg. cont. Leocrat. c. 20). -
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generous prince determined to bring death upon himself as a 
means of salvation to his country. Assuming the disguise of a 
peasant, he intentionally provoked a quarrel with some of the 
Dorian troops, who slew him without suspecting his real 
character. No sooner was this event known, than the Dorian 
leaders, despairing of success, abandoned their enterprise and 
evacuated the country.! In tetiring, however, they retained 
possession of Megara, where they established permanent settlers, 
and which became from this moment Dorian,-seemingly at 
first a dependency of Corinth, though it afterwards acquired 
its freedom and became an autonomous community~2 This 
memorable act of devoted patriotism, analogous to that of the 
daughters of Erechtheus at Athens, and of Mencekeus at 
Thebes, entitled Kodrus to be ranked among the most splendid 
characters in Grecian legend. 

Kodrus is numbered as the last king of Athens : his 
descendants were styled Archons, but they held that dignity 
for life-a practice which prevailed during a long course of 
years afterwards. Medon and Neileus, his two sons, having 
quarrelled about the succession, the Delphian oracle decided 
in favour of the former; upon which the latter, affronted at the 
preference, resolved upon seeking a new home.3 There were 
at this moment many dispossessed sections of Greeks, and 
an adventitious population accumulated in Attica, who were 
anxious for settlements beyond sea. The expeditions which 
now set forth to cross the .IEgean, chiefly under the conduct of 
members of the Kodrid family, composed collectively the 
memorable Ionic Emigration, of which the Ionians, recently 
expelled from Peloponnesus, formed a part, but, as it would 
seem, only a small part ; for we hear of many quite distinct 
races, some renowned in legend, who withdraw from Greece 
amidst this assemblage of colonists. The Kadmeians, the 
Minyre of Orchomenus, the Abantes of Eubcea, the Dryopes; the 
Molossi, the Phokians, the Bceotians, the Arcadian Pelasgians, 
and even the Dorians of Epidaurus-are represented as furnish
ing each a proportion of the crews of· the~e emigrant vessels. 4 

1 Pherekyd@s, Fragm. uo, ed. Didot; VelJ. Paterc. i. 2; Con6n, Nar• 
26 ; Polyren. i. c. 18. 

Hellanikus traced the genealogy of Kodrus, through ten generations up 
to Deukali6n (Fragment 10, ed .. Didot). ' 

2 Strabo, xiv. p. 653. 8 Pausan. vii. 2, 1. 
' Herodot. i. 146 ; Pausan. vii. 2, J, 4· lsokrat@s extols his Athenian 

ancestors for having provided, by means of this emigration, settlements for 
so large a number of distressed and poor Greeks at the expense of Bar-1 
barians (Or. xii. Panathenaic. p. 241). 
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Nor were the ·results unworthy of so mighty a confluence 
of different races. Not only the Cyclades islands in t):le 
JEgean, .but the great islands of Samos and Chios near the 
Asiatic coast, and ten different cities on the coast of Asia 
Minor, from Miletus on the south to Phokrea in the north, · ! 

were founded, and all adopted the Ionic name. Athens was 
the metropolis or mother city of all of them : Androklus and 
Neileus, the CEkists of Ephesus and Miletus, and probably 
other CEkists also, started from the Prytaneium at Athens/ 
with ·those solemnities, religious and political, which usually 
marked the departure of a swarm of Grecian colonists. 

Other mythical families, besides the heroic lineage of Neleus 
and N est6r, as represented by the sons of Kodrus, took a 
leading part in the expedition. Herodotus mentions Lykian 
chiefs, descendants from Glaukus son of Hippolochus, and 
Pausanias tells us of Phil6tas descendant of Penele6s, who 
went at the head of a body of Thebans : both Glaukus and 
Penele6s are commemorated in the Iliad. 2 And it is a 
remarkable fact mentioned by Pausanias (though we do not 
know on what authority), that the inhabitants of Phokrea
'which was the northernmost city of Ionia on the bor<.'\ers of 
JEolis, and one of the last founded-consisting mostly of 
Phokian colonists under the conduct of the Athenians Philo
genes and Drem6n, were not admitted into the Pan-Ionic 
Amphiktyony until they consented to choose for· themselves 
chiefs ·of the Kodrid.family. 8 Prokles, the chief .who conducted 
the Ionic emigrants from Epidaurus to Sanios, was said to be 
of the lineage .of Ion son of Xuthus.4 · 

Of the twelve· Ionic states constituting the Pan-Ionic Am
phiktyony-some of them among the greatest cities in Hellas 
-I shall say no rriore at present, as I have to treat of them 
again when I come upon historical ground. 

3· DORIC EMIGRATIONS 

The lEo lie and Ionic emigrations are thus both presented to 
us as direct consequtnc~s of the event called the Return of the 
Herakleids: and in like manner the formation of the Dorian 
Hexapolis in the south-western corner of Asia Minor : Kos, 
Knidus, Halicarnassus and Rhodes, with its three separate 
cities, as well as the Dorian establishments in Krete, Melos, 

1 Herodot. i. r46TVii.g5';viii.""46.-Ve!!ei..,Paterc. i. 4· Pherekyd@s, 
Frag. II I, ed. Didot. :~ '!'". --... <111 . .::.·---

2 Herodot. i. I47 ; Pausan. vii. 2, 7· B Pausan. vii. 2, 2 ; vii. 3, 4· 
' Pausan. vii. 4, 3· 
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and Thera, are all traced more or less directly to the same 
great revolution. 

Thera, more especially, has its root in the legendary world. 
Its CEkist was Theras, a descendant of the heroic lineage of 
CEdipus and Kadmus, and maternal uncle of the young kings 
of Sparta, Eurysthenes and Prokles, during whose minority he 
had exercised the regency. 0!1 their coming of age his functions 
were at an end; but being unable to endure a private station, 
he determined to put himself at the head of a body of emigrants. 
Many came forward to join him, and the expedition was 
further reinforced by a body of interlopers, belonging to the 
Miny~, of whom the Laced~monians were anxious to get rid. 
These Miny~ had arrived in Lac6nia, not long before, from 
the island of Lemnos, out of which they had been expelled 
by the Pelasgian fugitives from Attica. They landed without 
asking permission, took up their abode and began to " light 
their fires" on Mount Taygetus. When the Laced~monians 
sent to ask who they were and wherefore they had come, the 
Miny~ replied that they were sons of the Argonauts who had 
landed at Lemnos, and that being expelled from their own 
homes, they thought themselves entitled to solicit an asylum in 
the territory of their fathers : they asked, withal, to be admitted 
to share both the lands and the honours of the state. The 
Laced~monians granted the request, chiefly on the ground of 
a common ancestry-their own great heroes, the Tyndarids, 
having been enrolled in the crew of the Arg6 : the Miny~ were 
then introduced as citizens into the tribes, received lots of 
land, and began to intermarry with the pre-existing families. 
It was not long, however, before they became insolent : they 
demanded a share in the kingdom (which was the venerated 
privilege of the Herakleids), and so grossly misconducted 
themselves in other ways, that the Laced~monians resolved to 
put them to death, and began by casting them into prison. 
While the Miny~ were thus confined, their wives, Spartans by 
birth and many of them daughters of the principal men, 
solicited permission to go in and .see them : leave being 
granted, they made use of the interview to change clothes with 
their husbands, who thus escaped and fled again to Mount· 
Taygetus. The greater number of them quitted Lac6nia, and 
marched to Triphylia in the western regions of Peloponnesus, 
from whence they expelled the Paroreat~ and the Kaukones, 
and founded six towns of their own, of which Lepreum was the 
chief. A certain proportion, however, by permission of the~ 
Laced~monians, joined Theras and departed with him to the 
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island of Kalliste, then possessed by Phrenician inhabitants 
who were' descended from the kinsmen and companions of 
Kadmus, and who had been left there by that prince, when he 
came forth in search of Europa, eight generations preceding. 
Arriving thus· among men of kindred lineage with himself, 
Theras met with a fraternal reception, and the island derived 
from him the name, under whit:h it is historically known, of 
Thera.1 · 

Such is the foundation-legend of Thera, believed both by 
t}Je Lacedremonians and by the Therreans, and interesting as· 
it brings before us, characteristically as well as vividly, the 
persons and feelings of the mythical world-the Argonauts, 
with the Tyndarids as their companions and Minyre as their 
children. In Lepreum, as in the other towns of Triphylia, the 
descent from the Minya: of old seems to have been believed 
in the historical times, and the mention of the river Minyeius 
in those regions by Homer tended to confirm it. 2 But people 
were not unanimous as to the .legend by which that descent 
should be made out j while some adopted the story just cited 
from Herodotus, others imagined that Chloris, who had coine 
from the Minyeian town of Orchomenus as the wife of Neleus 
to Pylus, had brought witn her a body of her countrymen.3 

These Minyre from Lemnos and Imbros appear again as 
portions of another narrative respecting _the settlement.of the. 
colony of Melos. It has already been mentioned, that when 
the Herakleids and the Dorians invaded Laconia, Philonomus, 
an Achrean, treacherously betrayed to them the country, for _ 
which he received as his recompense the territory of Amyklre. 
He is said to have peopled this territory by introducing detach
ments of Minyre from Lemnos and Imbros, who in the third 

' 
1 Her~dot. iv. 145-149 ; Valer. Maxim. iv. c. 6; Polyren. vii. 49; who' 

however gives the_ narnitive differently by mentioning '' Tyrrhenians from 
Lenmos aiding Sparta during the Helotic war : " another' narrative in his 
collection (viii. 71), though imperfectly preserved,. seems ·to approach 
more closely to Herodotlls.-

2 Horner, Iliad, xi. 721. _ • . , - · 
8 Strabo, viii. p. 347.' M. Raoul Rochette, who treats the legends for, 

the most part as if they were so much authentic history, is much displeased 
with Strabo for admitting this diversity of stories (Histoire des Colonies . 
Grecques·, t. iii. ch. 7~'-P.;.~.54:~·AprA~.rles~~U:t3.H:;--si*-~lai"ls-et-si•posiHts;

-comin-errl-esr:iq)osstble que ce m@me Strabon, botileversant toute Ia chrono
logie, fasse arriver les Minyens dans Ia Triphylie sous Ia conduite de Chloris, 
mere de Nestor?" · ·· · 

The story which M. Raoul Rochette. thus puts aside is quite ~qual in 
point of credibility to that which he accepts : in fact, no measure of credi
bility can. be applied. 
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generation after the return of the Herakleids, became so dis
contented and mutinous, that the Laced~monians resolved to 
send them out of the country as emigrants, under their chiefs 
Polis and Delphus. Taking the direction of K;rete, they stopped 
in their way to land a portion of their colonists on the island 
of Melos, which remained throughout the historical times a 
faithful and attached colony <1f Laced~mon.l On arriving in 
Krete, they are said to have settled at the town of Gortyn. 
We find, moreover, that other Dorian establishments, either 
from Laced~mon or Argos, were formed in Krete, and Lyktos 
in particular is noticed, not only as a colony of Sparta, but as 
distinguished for the analogy of its laws and customs.2 lt is 
even said that Krete, immediately after the Trojan war, had 
been visited by the wrath of the gods, and depopulated by 
famine and pestilence, and that in the third generation after
wards, so great was the influx of immigrants, that the entire 
population of the island was renewed with the exception of the 
Eteokretes at Polichn~ and Pr~sus. 8 

There were Dorians in Krete in the time of the Odyssey: 
Homer mentions different languages and different races of 
men, Eteokretes, Kydones, Dorians, Ach~ans, and Pelasgians, 
as all co-existing in the island, which he describes to be populous, 
and to contain ninety cities. A legend given by Andron, based 
seemingly upon the statement of Herodotus, that Dorus the 
son of Hellen had settled in Histi~otis, ascribed the first 
introduction of the three last races to Tektaphus son of Dorus 
-who had led forth from that country a colony of Dorians, 
Ach~ans, and Pelasgians, and had landed in Krete during the 
reign of the indigenous king Kres. 4 This story of Andren so 

1 Con6n, Narrat. 36. Compare Plutarch, Qurestion. Grrec. c. 21, where 
Tyrrhenians from Lemnos are mentioned, as in the passage of Polyrenus 
referred to in a preceding note. 

2 Strabo, x. p. 481 ; Aristot. Polit. ii. 10. 
1 Herodot. vii. 171 (see val. i. ch. xii.). Diod6rus (v. So), as well as 

Herodotus, mentions generally)arge immigrations into Krete from Lace
drem6n and Argos ; but even the laborious research of M. Raoul Rochette 
(Histoire des Colonies Grecques, t. iii. c. 9, p.• 6o-68) fails in collecting any 
distinct particulars of them. • 

4 Steph. Byz. v. ~wp<ov.-nepl &v lu-ropel ''Avopwv, Kpn-ros iv -rii v.f]urp 
{3a.utl\euowros, T~><Ta.</>ov -rhv ~C:,pov -roii dEl\:>..nvos, bpp..f]uo.v-ro. ~" ·'T~s ~v 
0eTTai\lq. -r&'T'E pJv &oop[5os, vVv B~ •IO'Tta.tW•nOos Jca}o..oup..Ev7]s, lupucJu6a.t Els 
I<pn-rnv p.e-ra ~wplewv TE !Cal 'AxaLWV Kal ne:>..au-ywv, TWV obiC U7rapaviwv els 
Tvppnvlav. Compare Strabo, x. p. 475-476, from which it is plain that the 
story was adduced by Andr6n with a special explanatory reference to the 
passage in the Odyssey (xv. 175). 

The age of Andr6n, one of the authors of Atthides, is not precisely 
ascertainable, but he can hardly be pu't earlier than 300 B.c. ; see the 
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exactly fits on to the Homeric Catalogue of Kretan inhabitants, 
that we may reasonably presume it to have been designedly 
arranged with reference to that Catalogue, so as to afford some 
plausible account, consistently with the received legendary 
chronology, how there came to be Dorians in Krete before the 
Trojan war-the Dorian colonies after the return of the Hera
kleids being of course long posterior in supposed order of time. 
To find a leader sufficiently early for his hypothesis, Andron 
ascends to the primitive Eponymus Dorus, to whose son 
.Tektaphus he ascribes .the introduction of a mixed colony of 
Dorians, Achreans, and Pelasgians into Krete. These are the 
exact three races enumerated in the Odyssey, and the king 
Kres, whom ARdron affirms to have been then reigning in the 
island, represents the Eteokretes and Kydones in the list qf 
Homer. The story· seems to have found favour among native· 
Kretan historians, as it doubtless serves to obviate what would 
otherwise be a contradiction·in the legendary chronology.1 

Another Dorian emigration from Peloponnesus to Krete, 
which extended also to Rhodes and Kos, is· further said to 
have been conducted by Althremenes, ·who had been one of 
the chiefs in the expedition against Attica in which Kodrus 
perished. This prince, a Herakleid · and third in descent from 
Temenus, was induced to expatriate by a family quarrel, and 
conducted a body of Dorian colonists from Argos first to K!ete, 
where some of them remained; but the greater number accom
panied him to Rhodes, in which island, after expelling the 
Karian possessors, l).e founded the three cities of Lind us, Ialysus, 
and Kameirus. 2 · . · • 

. It is proper here to add, that the legend 'of the Rhodian 
archreologists respecting their CEkist Althremenes, who was 
worshipped in the island with heroic honours, was something 
totally different frorri the preceding. Althremenes was a Kretan, 
son of the king Katreus, ,and grandson of Minos. An oracle 
predicted to him that he would one day kill his father : eager 
to escape so terrible a destiny, he quitted Krete, and conducted 
preliminary Dissertation of C. Muller to the Fragmenta Historicorum 
Gn:ecorum, ed. Didot; p. lxxxii. ; and the Prolusio de Atthidum Scrip
toribus, prefixed to Lenz's edition of the Fragments of Phanodemus and 
Demlln, p. xxviii. Lips. 1812. 

1 See Diod6r. iv. 6o; v. So From Strabo (/.c.) however we see that 
others rejected the story of Andrlln . 

. _o. MUller (History of the Dorians, b. i. c. r. § 9) accepts the story as 
substanfiaily~o.r;:e, .putting aside the name D6rus, and even regards it as 
certain that Minos of Knllssus·'Wi:.~ ,_,Dorian: ·but the evidence with which 
he supports this conClusion appears to meloose'ai;d•b.nr.iful. 

2 Con6n, Narrat. 47; Ephorus, Fmg. 62, ed. Marx. ~-----
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a colony to Rhodes, where the famous temple of the Atabyrian 
Zeus, on the lofty summit of Mount Atabyrum, was ascribed to 
his foundation, built so as to command a view of Krete. He 
had been settled on the island for some time, when his father 
Katreus, anxious again to etn brace his only son, followed him • 
from Krete : he landed in Rhodes during the night without 
being known, and a casual col!ision took place between his 
attendants and the islanders. Alth::emenes hastened to the 
shore to assist in repelling the supposed enemies, and in the 
fray had the misfortune to kill his aged father. 1 

Either the emigrants who accompanied Alth::emenes, or 
some other Dorian colonists afterwards, are reported to have 
settled at Kos, Knidus, Karpathus, and Halikarnassus. To the 
last-mentioned city, however, Anthes ofTrcezen is assigned as the 
cekist : the emigrants who accompanied him were said to have 
belonged to the Dymanian tribe, one of the three tribes always 
found in a Doric state: and the city seems to have been charac
terised as a colony sometimes of Trcezen, sometimes of Argos.2 

We thus have the JEolic, the Ionic, and the Doric colonial 
establishments in Asia, all springing out of the legendary age, 
and all set forth as consequences, direct or indirect, of what is 
called the Return of the Herakleids, or the Dorian conquest of 
Peloponnesus. According to the received chronology, they 
are succeeded by a period, supposed to comprise nearly three 
centuries, which is almost an entire blank, before we reach 
authentic chronology and the first recorded Olympiad-and 
they thus form the concluding events of the mythical world, 
out of which we now pass into historical Greece, such as it 
stands at the last-mentioned epoch. It is by these migrations 
that the parts of the Hellenic aggregate are distributed into 
the places which they occupy at the dawn of historical daylight 

1 Diod6r. v. 59 ; Apollod6r. iii. 2, 2. In the chapter next but one 
preceding this, Diod6rus had made express reference to native Rhodian 
mythologists,-to one in particular, named Zeno (c. 57). 

Wesseling supposes two different settlers in Rhodes, both named Althre
men@s; this is certainly necessary, if we are to treat' the two narratives as 
historical. 

2 Strabo, xiv. p. 653; Pausan. ii. 39, 3; Kallimachus apud Stephan. 
Byz. v. 'Ai\ucapva<T<TOs. 

Herodotus (vii. 99) calls Halikarnassus a colony of Trrez@n ; Pomponins 
Mela (i, 16), of Argos. Vitruvius names both Argos and TrU!z@n (ii. 8, 
12); but the two rekists whom he mentions, Melas and Arevanius, were 
not so well known as Anthes ; the inhabitants of Halikarnassus heing 
called Antheada! (see Stephan. Byz. v. 'A61jva~; and a curious inscription 
in Boeckh's Corpus Inscriptionum, No. 2655). 
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-Dorians, Arcadians, JEtolo-Eleians, and :Achreans, sharing 
Peloponnesus unequally among them-JEolians, Ionians, and 
Dorians, settled both in the islands of the JEgean and the coast 
of Asia"Mi1ior. The Return of the Herakleids, as well as the . 

• three emigrations, JEolic, Ionic, arid Doric, present the legendary 
explanation, _suitable to 'the feelings ·and belief of the people, 
showing how Greece passed frvm the heroic races who besieged 
Troy and Thebes, piloted the adventurous Argo,· and slew the 
monstrous boar of Kalydon'-to the historical races, differently 
named a:nd ·classified,-_ who furnish~d. victors_ to the. Olympic 
and Pythian games. . _ - ... ' '" ., -· :-
. A patient and learned French writer, M. ,Raoul Rochette
who construes all the events of the heroic age, generally 
speaking, as so much real history, only making allowance for 
the mistakes and exaggerations of poets,-is greatly perplexed 
by the blank and interruption.which this supposed continuous 
series of history presents, from the Return of the Herakleids · 
down to the beginnip.g of the Olympiads. He cannot ·explain 

. 'to himself. so long a period cif. absolute quiescence, after the 
important incidents and striking adventures of the heroic age; 
If there happened·· nothing worthy of record 'during . this ·long 
period.;-as he presumes from the fact that nothing has. been 
transmitted~he concludes that this must have arisen from the 
state'ofsuffering imd exhaustion in which previous war~: and 
revolution had left the Greeks; a long interval of-complete 
inaction being required to heal 'such wounds.l , · · 

1 .'"La peiiode qui me semble la plus· obscure .et Ia plus remplie de .diffi
cultes, n'~st pas_ celle que je viens de parcourir: .c'est celle· qui· separe 
l'epoque des I:-Ieraclides de !'institution des Olympiades. La perte des 
·<iuvrages d'Ephore.· et de Theopompe est sans doute la Ca-use en grande 
partie du :vide immense que nous offre dans cet intervalle. l'histgire de la 
Gn':ce. Mais si.l'on en excepte l'etablissement des. colonies EoHennes, 
Doriennes: et.Ioniennes, de l'Asie Mineure, et quelques.evenemens;. tres 
-rapprocbes de Ia premiere de ces epoques, l'espace de plus de quatre siecles 
qui les separe est couvert d'une obscurite presque impenetrable; et I' on aura 
·toujours lieu de s'eto\:mer que les ouvrages .des anciens n'offrent aucun 
secourspciur remplir une lacune. aussi considerable. Une pareille absence 
doit aussi .nous faire soup1;onner qu'il se passa dans ·Ia. Grece peu de ces 
grands evenemens qui se gra vent forteinent dans ]a memoire. des horilmes : . 

•puiSCf\rt;~-~-~·Ics-"ft:r'r...(:eS•£~"~~n"a~~t~i~n.LLP.Oil).t C~nservees. d3.ns les ecrits des 
contemporains,.-au n1oins le ·souVellif s'en serortiilo-:'pe'ipt:tu~pai."~d-es"k!n';l.i:!•!·-::. 
mens: or,Jes monumens et l'histoire se taisent egalement. II· faut done 
croire que la Grece, agitee depuis si long temps par des revolutions de_ toute 
espece, epuisee par ses dernieres emigrations,. se tourna toute entiere vers 
des occupations paisibles, et ne chercha, pendant ce long intervalle, qu'a 
guerir, au sein du repos et de l'abondance qui .en est Ia suite, les plaies pro
fondes que sa population_ avail souffertes." (Raoul Rochette; Histoire. des 
Colonies Grecques, .t. ii. c. 16, p. 455.) · 
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Assuming M. Rochette's view of the heroic ages to be correct, 

and reasoning upon the supposition that the adventures ascribed 
to the Grecian heroes are matters of historical reality, transmitted 
by tradition from a period of time four centuries before the 
recorded Olympiads, and only embellished by describing poets 
-the blank which he here dwells upon is, to say the least of it, 
embarrassing and unaccountabl~ It is strange that the stream 
of tradition, if it had once begun to flow, should (like several 
of the rivers in Greece) be submerged for two or three centuries 
and then re-appear. But when we make what appears to me 
the proper distinction between legend and history, it will be 
seen that a period of blank time between the two is perfectly 
conformable to the conditions under which the former is 
generated. It is not the immediate past, but a supposed 
remote past, which forms the suitable atmosphere of mythical 
narrative,-a past originally quite undetermined in respect to 
distance from the present, as we see in the Iliad and Odyssey. 
And even when we come down to the genealogical poets,. who 
affect to give a certain measure of bygone time, and a succession 
of persons as well as of events, still the names whom they most 
delight to honour and upon whose exploits they chiefly expatiate, 
are those of the ancestral gods and heroes of the tribe and their 
supposed contemporaries; ancestors separated by a long lineage 
from the present hearer. The gods and heroes were conceived 
as removed from him by several generations, and the legendary 
matter which was grouped around them appeared only the. 
more imposing when exhibited at a respectful distance, beyond 
the days of father and grandfather and of all known predecessors. 
The Odes of Pindar strikingly illustrate this tendency. We thus 
see how it happened that between the times assigned to heroic 
adventure and those of historical record, there existed an inter
mediate blank, filled with inglorious names; and how amongst 
the same society, which cared not to remember proceedings of 
fathers and grandfathers, there circulated much popular and 
accredited narrative respecting real or supposed ancestors long 
past and gone. The obscure and barren centuries which im
mediately precede the first recorded Olympiad, form the natural 
separation between the legendary return of the Herakleids and 
the historical wars of Sparta against Messene ;-between the 
province of legend wherein matter of fact (if any there be) is so 

To the same purpose Gillies (History of Greece, ch. iii. p. 67, quarto): 
"The obscure transactions of Greece, during the four following centuries, 
ill correspond with the splendour of the Trojan, or even of the Argonautic 
expedition," &c. · 
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intimately combined with its accompaniments of fiction, as to 
be undistinguishable without the aid ·of extrinsic evidence
and that of history, where some matters of fact can be ascer
tained, and where a sagacious criticism may be usefully em
ployed in trying to add to their number. 

CHAPTER XIX 

APPLICATION OF CHRONOLOGY TO GRECIAN LEGEND 

I NEED not rep~at, what has alreac;ly been . sufficiently set 
forth in the preceding pages, that the mass of Grecian. incident 
anterior to 776 B.C. appears to me not reducible either to history 
or to chronology, and that any chronological system which. may 
be applied to it must be essentially uncertified and illusory. 
It was however chronologised in ancient times, and has; con
tinued to be so in modern; and the various schemes' employed . 
for this purpose ir)ay be found stated and compared in the first 
volume (the last published) of Mr. Fynes Clinton's Fasti 
Hellenici ... There. were among the Greeks, and there still are 
among' inodern scholars, important differences as to. the dates 
of the. principal events: Eratosthenes dissented both ·from 
Herodotus and from Phanias and Kallimachus, while Larcher 
and Raoul Rochette (who follow Herodotus) stand opposed to 
0. Muller and to. Mr. Clinton.1 That the reader may have a 

1 Larcher·and Raoul Rochette, adopting the chronological date of Hero
dotus, fix the taking of Troy at 1270 B.C., and the Return qf the Herakleids 
at II90 B:C. According to the scheme of Eratosthenes, these two. events 
stand .at II 84 and I !04 B. c. ' · 

0. Miiller, in his Chronological Tables (Appendix vi. to History of 
Dorians, vol. ii. p. 441, Engl. trans!.), gives no dates or computation of 
years ·anterior to the Capture of Troy and the Return of the Herakleids, . 
which he places with Eratosthenes in u84 and II04 B.C. 

C. Miiller thinks (inhis.Annotatio ad Marmor Parium, appended to the 
Fragmenta Historicontm Grrecorum, ed. Didot, pp. 556, 568, 572 ; com
pare his Prefatory Notice of the Fragments of Hellanikus, p. xxviii. of the 
same volume) that the ancient chronologists in their arrangement of the· 

. ffiytfiical--=even:is '"'a---s--ant-ececlcu.t-a.u.d --ccrl:;Cq_!!~r:.t,-J;. ,,~re!'e. g"-~idt:?d-. hy .. certain. 
numerical attachments, especially by a reverence for the·· cycle of 63 years, 
product of the sacred numbers 7 x 9 ""'63. I cannot think that he makes 
out his hypothesis satisfactorily, as to the particular cycle followed, though 
it is not improbable that some preconceived numerical theories did g"ide 
these early calculators. He calls attention to the fact that the Alexandrine 
'-co~putatipn of dates was onlyone among a number of others. discrepant, 
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general conception of the order in which these legendary events 
were disposed, I transcribe from the Fasti Hellenici a double 
chronological table, contained in p. r 59, in which the dates are 
placed in series, from Phoroneus to the Olympiad of Correbus 
in B.c. 776-in the first column according to the system of 
Eratosthenes, in the second according to that of Kallimachus. 

"The following table (says Mr. Clinton) offers a summary 
view of the leading periods from Phoroneus to the Olympiad 
of Correbus, and exhibits a double series of dates; the one 
proceeding from the date of Eratosthenes, the other from a 
date founded on the reduced calculations of Phanias and 
Kallimachus, which strike out fifty-six years from the amount 
of Eratosthenes. Phanias, as we have seen, omitted fifty-five 
years between the Return and the registered Olympiads; for 
so we may understand the account: Kallimachus, fifty-six 
years between the Olympiad of Iphitus and the Olympiad in 
which Correbus won.l The first column of this table exhibits 
the current years before and after the fall of Troy : in the 
second column of dates the complete intervals are expressed." 

Wherever chronology is possible, researches such as those 
of Mr. Clinton, which have conduced so much to the better 
understanding of the later times of Greece, deserve respectful 
attention. But the ablest chronologist can accomplish nothing, 
unless he is supplied with a certain basis of matters of fact, 
pure and distinguishable from fiction, and authenticated by 
witnesses, both knowing the truth and willing to declare it. 
Possessing this preliminary stock, he may reason from it to 
refute distinct falsehoods and to correct partial mistakes: but 
if all the original statements submitted to him contain truth 
(at least wherever there is truth), in a sort of chemical combina
tion with fiction, which he has no means of decomposing,-he 
is in the condition of one who tries to solve a problem without 
data: he is first obliged to construct his own data, and from 
them to extract his conclusions. The statements of the epic 
poets, our only original witnesses in this case, correspond 
to the description here given. Whetner ·the proportion of 

and that modern inquirers are too apt to treat it as if it stood alone or 
carried some superior authority (p. 568-572 ; compare Clemen. Aiex. 
Stromat. i. p. 145, Sylb.). For example, 0. MUller observes (Appendix 
to Hist. of Dorians, p. 442) that "Larcher's criticism and rejection of the 
Alexandrine c~ronologists ma.y perh~ps be found as groundl~ss as they are 
presumptuous, -an observation wh1ch, to say the least of 1t, ascribes to 
Eratoslheni!s a far higher authority than he is entitled to. 

1 The date of Kal!imachus for Iphitus is approved by Clavier (Prelll. 
Temps, t. ii. p. 203), who considers it as not far from the truth, · ' 
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truth contained in them be smaller or greater, it is at all eve 
unassignable,-and the constant and intimate admixture: 
fiction is both indisputable in itself, and indeed essential to 
purpose and profession of those from whom the tales proce1 
Of such a character are all the deposing witnesses, even wh1 
their tales agree; and it is out of a heap of such tales, r 
agreeing, .but discrepant in a• thousand ways, and withoul 
morsel of pure authenticated truth,-that the critic is call 
upon to draw out a methodical series of historical eve1 
adorned with chronological dates. 

If we could imagine a modern critical scholar transport 
into Greece at the time of the Persian war-endued with I 
present habits of appreciating historical evidence, withe 
sharing in the religious or patriotic feelings of the country 
and invited to prepare, out of the great body of Grecian eJ 
which tl:ien existed, a History and Chronology of GreE 
anterior to 776 B.c., assigning reasons as well for what 
admitted as for what he rejected-! feel persuaded that 
would have judged the undertaking to be little better th 
a process of guess-work. But the modern critic finds that r 
only Pherekydes and Hellanikus, but also Herodotus a. 
Thucydides, have either attempted the task or sanctioned t 
belief that it was practicable,-a matter not at all surprisir 
when we consider both their narrow experience of histori1 
evidence and the powerful ascendency of religion and patrioti: 
in predisposing them to antiquarian belief,-and he therefc 
accepts the problem as they have bequeathed it, adding l 
own efforts to bring it to a satisfactory solution. Neverthele 
he not only follows them with some degree of reser 
and uneasiness, but even admits important distinctions qu 
foreign to their habits of thought. Thucydides talks of t 
deeds of Hellen and his sons with as much confidence as 
now speak of William the Conqueror : Mr. Clinton recogni: 
Hellen with his sons Dorus, JEolus and Xuthus as fictitio 
persons. Herodotus recites the great heroic genealogies do• 
from Kadmus and Danaus with a belief .not less complet~ 
the higher members of the series than in the lower : but 
Clinton admits a radical distinction in the evidence of ever 
before and after the first recorded Olympiad, or 776 B.c. 
"the first date in Grecian chronology (he remarks, p. 1 ~ 
which can be fixed upon authentic evidence"-the highest p< 
to which Grecian chronology, reckoning upward, can be carr 
Of this important epoch in Grecian development,-the c 
mencement of authentic chronological life,-Herodotus 
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1cydides had no knowledge or took no account : the later 
?nologists, from Tim~us downwards, noted it, and made it 
'e as the basis of their chronological comparisons, so· far as 
vent : but neither Eratosthenes nor Apollodorus seem to 
e recognised (though Varro and Africanus did recognise) 
narked difference in respect of certainty or authenticity 
ween the period before and "th·e period after. · · . 
n ·further illustration of Mr. Clinton's opinion that the first 
)rded Olympiad is the earliest date which can be fixed upon 
hentic evidence, we have in p. r38 the following just remarks 

\,·eference to the dissentientviews of Eratosthenes. Phanias 
.8 Kallimachus, about the date of the Trojan war·:-" The• 
1ronology of ·Eratosthenes (he says), founded on a careful 
lnparison of circumstances, and approved by those to whom 
! same stores of information were open, is eptitled to our 
pect. But we must remember that a conjectural date can 

· ver rise to the authority of evidence ; that what is accepted 
·-(a substitute for testimony, is not an equivalent: witnesses 
_ )y can prove a date, and in the want of these, the knowledge 
Jit is plainly beyond our reach. If, in the absence of a 

ltter light, we seek for what is probable, we are not to forget 
te . distinction between conjecture and proof.; between what 
,;probable and what is certain. The computation then of 
tatosthenes for the war of Troy is open to inquiry ; and if 
e find it adverse to the opinions of many preceding writers, 
ho fixed a lower date, and adverse to the acknowledged 
ngth. of generation in the most authentic dynasties, we are 
lowed to follow other guides, who give us a lower epoch." 
liere Mr. Clinton again plainly acknowledges the want of 

<il:lence and the ·irremediable uncertainty of Grecian chro. -
Jl<ilgy before the Olympiads. Now the reasonable conclusion 
om his argument is, not simply that "-the computation· of 
ra:tosthenes was open to inquiry" (which few would be found 
>deny), but that both Eratosthenes and Phanias had delivered 
)~kive opinions upon a point on which no sufficient evidence 
'""";accessible, and therefore that neither the one nor the 
t';Jwas a guide _to be foll?wed.l_ Mr. Clinton does indeed 
1ea~ of authentic dynasties pnor to the first .recorded 
(1\ . 

1}iKarl Mtiller observes (in the Dissertation above refened to, appended 
-~ Fragmenta Historicorum Gra:corum, p. 568)-" Quod attinet reram 

. lnam, tot obruimur et tam diversis veterum scriptorum computationibus; 
-~ulas enumerare negotium sit tredii plenum, eas vel probare vel impro

' :es vana nee vacua ab arrogantiil. Nam nemo hodie nescit .qurenam 
m<.. \s_habenda sit omnibus." • • '' 

. • ... / : . 
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Olympiad; but if there be any such, reaching up fron. 
period to a supposed point (:oeval with or anterior to thej 
of Troy-I see no good r~ason for the marked distind 
which he draws between chronology before and chronol 
after the Olympiad of CorC!.:!bus, or for the necessity wl 
he feels of suspending his upward reckoning at the !a~ 
mentioned epoch, and begit1ning a different process, calle 
"a downward reckoning," ftom the higher epoch (suppose 
to be somehow ascertained without any upward reckoning) < 
the first patriarch from whom such authentic dynasty emanates 
Herodotus and Thucydides might well, upon this suppositim 
ask of Mr. Clinton, why he called upon them to alter the 

1 The distinction which Mr. Clinton draws between an upward and 
downward chronology is one to which I cannot assent. His doctrine is, th 
upward chronology is trustworthy and practicable up to the first recordt 
Olympiad ; downward chronology is trustworthy and practicable from Ph· 
r&neus down to the Ionic migration : what is uncertain is the length of tl 
intermediate line which joins the Ionic migration to the first recorded Olyr 
piad,-the downward and the upward terminus. (See Fasti Helleni< 
vol. i. Introduct. p. ix. second edit. and p. 123, ch. vi.) • 

All chronology must begin by reckoning upwards; when by this proce 
we have arrived at a certain detertnined rera in eiJ.rlier time, we may fro 
that date reckon downwards, if we p'ease. We must be able to reck( 
upwards from the present time to the Christian rera, before we can empl< 
that event as a fixed point for chronological determinations generally. B 
if Eratosthenes could perform correctly the upward reckoning from his ov. 
time to the fall of Troy, so he cou]d also perform the upward reckoning,) 
to the nearer point of the Ionic migration. It is true that Eratosthep 
gives all his statements of time from an older point to a newer (so far 
least as we can judge from Clemens Alex. Strom. r, p. 336); he say 
"From the capture of Troy to the return of the Herakleids is So year 
from thence to the Ionic migration, 6o years ; then further on, to tl 
guardianship of Lykurgus, 159 Years; then to the first year of the fi1 
Olympiad, 108 years; from which Olympiad to the invasion of Xerxes, 2< 
years; from whence to the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, 48 .years 
&c. But here is no difference between upward reckoning as hi("' as tl 
first Olympiad, and then downward reckoning for the interval~ r tin 
above it. Eratosthenes first found or made some upward reckoni ·.to ti 
Trojan capture, either from his own time or from some time at a.lmov 
distance from his own : he then assumes the capture of Troy as an ::n-a, a1 
gives statements of intervals going downwatds tp the Peloponne5ii.'n wa 
amongst other statements, he assigns clearly that interval which Mr. Clint• 
pronounces to be undiscoverable, viz. the space of time between the lor 
emigration and the first Olympiad, interposing one epoch between them. 
reject the computation ofEratosthe11es, or any other computation, to determi 
the supposed date of the Trojan war; but if I admitted it, I could pave 
hesitation in admitting also the space which he defines between the lor 
migration and the first Olympia.cJ. Eusebius (Prrep. Ev. x. 9, 1p. 4~ 
reckons upwards from the birth of Christ, making various halts but ne' 
breaking off, to the initial ph_renornena of Grecian antiquity-the deluge 
Deukalion and the conflagratiOn of Phaet&n. 
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Lod of proceeding at the year 776 B.c., and why they might 
rbe allowed to pursue their "upward chronological reckon
,-, withoufinterruption from Leonidas up to Danaus, or from 
sistratus up to Hellen and Deukalion, without any alteration 

'the point of view. Authentic dynasties from the Olympiads, 
>.",to an epoch above the Trojan war, would enable us to obtain 
ronological proof of the latter date, instead of being reduced ' 

. ; Mr. Clinton affirms that we are) to "'conjecture" instead of 
)roof. . 
• The;whole question, as to the value of the reckoning from the 

)ly111piads up to Phoroneus, does in truth turn upon this one 
)Oint ::_Are those geneal,ogies which profess , to cover the 
;pace ·between the two, authentic af\d trustworthy or not? 
\!Ir. Clinton appears to_ feel that they are not so,. when he 
tdmits ,the essential difference in the character of the evidence, 
md the necessity of altering the method of computation before· 
tnd after the first recorded Olympiad : yet in his Preface he· 
.abours to prove that they possess historical worth and aJe 
n the main correctly set forth : moreover, that the fictitious 
Jersons, wherever any such are inte~mingled, may be detected 
md eliminated. . The evidences upon which he relies, are- · 
r. Inscriptions; 2. The early poets. 
'. 1. ~An. inscription, being nothing but a piece- of writing on 
marble, carries evidentiary value under the same conditions as 
' published writing on paper. If the inscriber reports a con~ 
lempodry fact which he had the means of knowing, and·if,. 
there be nci reason to suspect misrepresentation, we believe 
this assertion : if, on the other hand, he records facts belonging 
to a long period before his o~n time, his authority counts for 
little, except in so far as we can verify and appreciate his m~ans 
::>f knowledge. . · 

I r ''~stimating therefore the probative force of any inscription, , 
~-, st and most indispensable point is to assure ourselves of 

. r .. Ae. Amongst all the public registers and inscriptions 
:~.lluc'~~ to by Mr. Clinton,, there is not one which can be 
posi'-i:V.ely referred t.o a•date anterior'to 776 B.C. The quoiC 
::>f Ipliitus-the public registers at Sparta, Corinth, and Elis- · 
the l~;t of the priestesses of Juno at Argos-are all of a date 
completely uncertified. 0. Muller does indeed agree with Mr. 
Clinton (though in my opinion without any sufficient proof) 
in assigning the quoit of Iphitus to the age ascribed to that 
prince : and if we even grant thus much, we shall have an . 
inscription as old (adopting Mr.· Clinton's determination of the 
age of Iphitus) as 828 B.c~ But when Mr. Clinton quotes 
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0. Muller as admitting the registers of Sparta, Corinth, ~ 
Elis, it is right to add that the latter does not profess 
guarantee the authenticity of these documents, or the age 
which such registers began to be kept. It is not to be doub 1 
that there were registers of the kings of Sparta carrying th~ 
up to Herakles, and of the kings of Elis from Oxylus .. , 
Iphitus: but the question is, atowhat time did these lists begir 
to be kept continuously? This is a point which we have m 
means of deciding, nor can we accept Mr. Clinton's unsup 
ported conjecture, when he tells us-" Perltaps these wen 
begun to be written as early as B.c. 1048, the probable tim( 
of the Dorian conquest." Again he tells us-" At Argos ~ 
register was preserved of the priestesses of Juno, which mi'gh 
be more ancient than the catalogues of the kings of Sparta o 
Corinth. That register, from which Hellanikus composed hi: 
work, contained the priestesses from the earliest times down t< 
the age of Hellanikus himself. . . . But this catalogue miglz 
haz1e been commenced as early as the Trojan war itself, anc 
even at a still earlier date." (pp. x., xi.) Again, respectin1 
the inscriptions quoted by Herodotus from the temple of th< 
Ismenian Apollo at Thebes, in which Amphitryo and Laodama 
are named, Mr. Clinton says-" They were ancient in the tim• 
of Herodotus, which may perhaps carry them back 400 year 
before his time : and in that case they might approach withi1 
300 years of Laodamas and within 400 years of the probabl• 
time of Kadmus himself."-" It is granted (he adds in a note 
that these inscriptions were not genuine, that is, not of th• 
date to which they were assigned by Herodotus himself. Bu 
that they were ancient cannot be· doubted," &c. 

The time when Herodotus saw the temple of the Ismeniru 
Apollo at Thebes can hardly have been earlier than 450 B.C. 
reckoning upwards from hence to 776 B.c., we have an interva 
of 326 years : the inscriptions which Herodotus saw may 
therefore have been anct'ent, without being earlier than the 
recorded Olympiad. Mr. Clinton does indeed tell us tha 
ancz'ent " may perhaps " be construed ac 400 years earlier tha1 
Herodotus. But no careful reader can permit himself to cor 
vert such bare possibility into a ground of inference, and t• 
make it available, in conjunction with other similar possibilitie 
before enumerated, for the purpose of showing that there reall 
existed inscriptions in Greece of a date anterior to 776 B.< 
Unless Mr. Clinton can make out this, he can derive n 
benefit from inscriptions, in his attempt to substantiate th 
reality of the mythical persons or of the mythical events. 
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The truth is that the Herakleid pedigree of the Spartan 

kings (as has been observed in a former chapter) is only one 
out of the numerous divine and heroic genealogies with which 
the Hellenic world abounded, 1-a class of documents which 

1 See the string of fabulous names placed at the head of the Halicar
nassian Inscription,. professing to enumerate the series of priests of PoseidC\n 
from the foundation of the city (!ntJcript No. 2655, Boeckh), with the 
commentary of the learned editor: compare also what he pronounces to be 
an inscription of a genealogy partially fabulous at Hierapytna in Krete 
(No. 2563). 

The memorable Parian marble is itself an inscription, in which legend 
and history,-gods, heroes, and men-are blended together in the various 
successive epochs without any consciousness of transition in the mind of 

• the inscriber. · 
That the Catalogue of priestesses of Here a:t Argos went back to the 

extreme of fabulous times, we may discern by the Fragments of Hellanikus 
(Frag.·45-53}. So also did the registers at SikyC\n: they professed to record 
Amphion, son of Zeus and Antiope, as the inventor of harp-music (Plutarch, 
De Musici, c. 3, p. II32). · 

I remarked in a preceding page that Mr. Clinton erroneously cites K. 
0. Miiller as a believer in the chronological authenticity of the lists of the 
early Spartan kings: he says (vol. iii. App. vi. p. 330), "Mr. Miiller. is of 
opinion that an autlzentz'c account of the years of each Lacedremonian reign 
from the return of the Heraclidre to the Olympiad of Korcebus had been 
preserved to the time of Eratosthenes and ApollodC\rus." But this is a 
mistake: for· MUller expressly disavows any belief in the authenticity of 
the lists (Dorians, i. p. 146) : .he says, " I· do not contend that the chro
nological accounts. in the Spartan lists form an authentic document, more 
than those in the catalogue. of the .priestesses of Here and in the list ?f 

·, Halicarnassian priests. The chronological statements in the Spartan lists 
···may have been formed from imperfect memorials: but the Alexandrine 
chronologists must have found such tables in existence," &c. ' 

The discrepancies noticed in Herodotus (vi. 52) are alone sufficient to 
prove· that continuous registers of the names of the Lacedremonian kings 
did not begin to be kept until very long after the date here assigned by Mr. 

'Clinton. 
. XenophC\n (Agesilaus, viii. 7) agrees with what Herodotus mentions to 
'have been the native Lacedren1onian story-that Aristodemus (and not his 
•sons) was the .king who conducted the Dorian invaders to Sparta. What 
is further remarkable is that XenophC\n calls him-' Aptc1'r6orw.os b 'Hpat<li.Eovs. 
'The reasonable inference here is, that Xenophlln believed Aristodemus to 
:be the son of Herakles, and that this was· one of the various genealogical 
'stories current. But here file critics interpose: "<I' 'Hpa.t<ll.,ovs (observes 
Schneider), non 7ra.ls, s'ed l<7r6')'ovos, ut ex Herodoto viii. 131 admonuit 
\Veiske." Surely ·if Xenophlln had meant this, he would have said <I &.cp' 
'•Hpa.Kli.Eovs. · 

Perhaps particular exceptional cases might be quoted, wherein the very 
common phrase of b followed by a genitive means descendant, and not son. 
But if any doubt be allowed upon this point, chrcmological computations, 
founded on genealogies, will be exposed to a serious additional suspicion. 
Why are we to assume that XenophC\n must give 'the same story as Herodotus, 
unless his words naturally tell us so? 
... M. John Brandis, in an instructive Dissertation (De Temporum Grllecorum 
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become historical evidence only so high in the ascending series 
as the names composing them are authenticated by contem
porary, or nearly contemporary, enrolment. At what period 
this practice of enrolment began, we have no information 
Two remarks however may be made, in reference to an) 
approximate guess as to the time when actual registratior 
commenced :-First, that the 51umber of names in the pedi 
gree, or the length of past time which it professes to embrace 
affords no presumption of any superior antiquity in the time o 
registration :-Secondly, that looking to the acknowledge< 
paucity and rudeness of Grecian writing even down to tht 
6oth Olympiad (540 B.c.), and to the absence of the habit o 
writing, as well as the low estimate of its value, which sud 
a state of things argues, the presumption is, that writte1 
enrolment of family genealogies did not commence until : 
long time after 776 B.c., and the obligation of proof fall 
upon him who maintains that it commenced earlier. Ant 
this second remark is further borne out when we observe, tha 
there is no registered list, except that of the Olympic victors 
which goes up even so high as 776 B.C. The next list whicl 
0. M iiller and Mr. Clinton produce, is that of the Karneonih 
or victors at the Karneian festival, which reaches only up t• 
676 B.C. 

If Mr. Clinton then makes little out of inscriptions t• 
sustain his view of Grecian history and chronology anterio 
to the recorded Olympiads, let • us examine the inference 
which he draws from his other source of evidence-the earl 
poets. And here it will be found, First, that in order t 
maintain the credibility of these witnesses, he lays dow 
positions respecting historical evidence both indefensible i 
themselves, and especially inapplicable to the early times < 
Greece : Secondly, that his reasoning is at the same tim 
inconsistent-inasmuch as it includes admissions, which 
properly understood and followed out, exhibit these ver 
witnesses, as habitually, indiscriminately, and unconscious!: 
mingling truth and fiction, and therefqre little fit to be believe 
upon their solitary and unsupported testiniony. 

To take the second point first, he says, Introduction, p. ii.-ii 
-"The authority even of the genealogies has been called i 

Antiquissimorum Rationibus, Bonn. 1857) insists forcibly on the point th 
Herodotus knew nothing of these registers of Spartan kings, and that th< 
did not exist at Sparta when his history was composed (p. 6). M. Brant 
conceives Hellanikus to be the first arranger and methodiser of these ear 
genealogies (p. 8-37 ). 
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question by many able and learned persons, who reject Dana us, 
Kadmus, ·Hercules, Theseus, and many others, as fictitious 
persons. It is evident that any fact would come froin the 
hands of the poets embellished with many fabulous additions : 
and fictitious genealogies were undoubtedly composed. Be
cause, however, some genealogies were fictitious, we are not 
justified in concluding that a~l were fabulous. . . . . . In 
estimating then the historical value of the. genealogies trans
mitted by the early poets, we may take a middle course; not 
rejecting them as wholly false, nor yet implicitly receiving all· 
as true. The genealogies contain many real persons, but these · 
are incorporated with many. fictitious . names. The fictions 
however will have a basis of truth : the genealogical expression 
may be false, but the conri'exion which it describes is real. 
Even to those who reject the whole as fabulous, the exhibition 
of the early times which is presented in this volume may still 
be not unacceptable : because it is necessary to the right under
standing of antiquity that the opinions of the Greeks concern- ' 
ing their own origin should be set before us, even if these. are 
erroneous opinions, and that their story should be told as they 
have told it themselves. The names preserved by the ancient 
genealogies may be considered of three kinds; either they 
were the name of a race or clan conveited into the.name of 
an individual, or they were altogether fictitious, or lastly, they 
were real historical names. An attempt is made in the four 
genealogical tables inserted below to distinguish these three 
classes of names. . . . . Of those who are left in the third 
class (i.e. the real) all are not entitled to remain there. But I 
have only placed in the third class those 'names concerning 
which there seemed to be little doubt. The rest are left t'o 
the judgement of the reader." 

Pursuant to this principle of division, Mr. Clinton furnishes 
four genealogical tables, 1 in which the names of persons repre
senting races are printed in capital letters, and those of purely 
fictitio,us persons in italics. And these tables exhibit a curious 
sample of the intim;:tte commixture of fiction ·with that which 
he calls truth : real son and mythical father, real husband arid 
mythical wife, or vice versa. 

Upon Mr. Clinton's tables we may remark-. 
1. The names singled out as fi'ctitious are distinguished by 

no common character, nor any mark either assignable or 
defensible, from those which are lef~ as real. To take ·an 
example (p. 4o), why is It6nps the 1st printed out as a fiction, 

1 See Mr. Clinton's-work, pp. 3:i, 40, roo. 
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while Itonus the znd, together with Physcus, Cynus, Salmoneus, 
Ormenus, &c., in the same page, are preserved as real, all of 
them being eponyms of towns just as much as I tonus? 

z. If we are to discard Hellen, Dorus, JEolus, Ion, &c., as 
not being real individual persons, but expressiOns for personi
fied races, why are we to ·retain Kadmus, Danaus, Hyllus, and 
several others, who are just ~ much eponyms of races and 
tribes as the four above mentioned? Hyllus, Pamphylus and 
Dymas are the eponyms of the three Dorian tribes, 1 just as 
Hoples and the other three sons of Ion were of the four Attic 
tribes : Kadmus and Danaus stand in the same relation to 
the Kadmeians and Danaans, as Argus and Ach<:eus to the 
Argeians and Ach<:eans. Besides, there are many other names 
really eponymous, which we cannot now recognise to be so, in 
consequence of our imperfect acquaintance with the sub
divisions of the Hellenic population, each of which, speaking 
generally, had its god or hero, to whom the original of the 
name was referred. If, then, eponymous names are to be 
excluded from the category of reality, we shall find that the 
ranks of the real men will be thinned to a far greater extent 
than is indicated by Mr. Clinton's tables. 

3· Though Mr. Clinton does not carry out consistently 
either of his disfranchising qualifications among the names 
and persons of the old mythes, he nevertheless presses them 
far enough to strike out a sensible proportion of the whole. 
By conceding thus much to modern scepticism, he has de
parted from the point of view of Hellanikus and Herodotus, 
and the ancient historians generally ; and it is singular that 
the names, which he has been the most forward to sacrifice, 
are exactly those to which they were most attached and which 
it would have been r.wst painful to their faith to part with-l 
mean the eponymous heroes. Neither Herodotus, nor Hel
lanikus, nor Eratosthenes, nor any one of the chronological 
reckoners of antiquity, would have admitted the distinction 
which Mr. Clinton draws between persons real and persons 
fictitious in the old mythical world, thqugh they might perhaps 
occasionally, on special grounds, call in question the existence 
of some individual characters amongst the mythical ancestry 
of Greece; but they never dreamt of that general severance 
into real and fictitious persons which forms the principle of 
Mr. Clinton's "middle course." Their chronological compu
tations for Grecian antiquity assumed that the mythical 

1 "From these three" (Hyllus, Pamphylus and Dymas), says Mr. Clinton, 
vol. i. ch. 5, p. rog, "the three Dorian <tribes derived their names." 
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characters in their full and entire sequence were all real persons. 
Setting up the entire list as real, they calculated so many 
generations to a century, and thus determined the number of 

, centuries which separated themselves from the gods, the heroes, 
and the autochthonous men, who formed in their view the 
historical starting-point. But as soon as it is admitted that 
the personages in the mythicaJ. world are divisible into two 
classes, partly real and partly fictitious, the integrity of the • 
series is broken up, and it can be no longer employed as a 
basis for chronological calculation. In the estimate of the 
ancient chronologers, three succeeding persons of the same 
lineage-grandfather, father and son-counted for a century; 
and this may pass in a rough way, so long as you are thor
oughly satisfied· that they are all real persons: but if in the 
succession of persons A, B, C, you strike out B as a· fiction, 
the continuity of data necessary for chronological computation 
disappears. Now Mr. Clinton is inconsistent with himself in 
this-that while he abandons the unsuspecting historical faith 
of the Grecian chronologers, he nevertheless continues his 
chronological computations upon the data of that ancient 
faith,"7'upon the assumed reality of all the persons constituting 
his ante-historical generations. What' becomes, for example, 
of the Herakleid ·genealogy of the Spartan kings, when it is 
admitted that eponymous persons are to be cancelled as 
fictions; seeing that Hyllus, through whom those kings traced 
their origin. to Heraklb, comes in the .most distinct manner 
under that category, its much so as Hoples the son of Ion? 
It will be found that when we once cease to believe in the 
mythical world as an uninterrupted and unalloyed succession 
of real individuals, it becomes unfit. to serve as a basis for 
chronqlogical computations, and that Mr. Clinton, when he 
mutilated the dat\1- of the ancient chronologists, ought at the 
same time to have abandoned their problems as insoluble. 
Genealogies of real persons, such as Herodotus and Erato-

. sthenes believed in, afford a tolerable basis for calculations of 
time, within certain limjts of error : "genealogies containing 
many real persons,· but incorporated with many fictitious 
names," (to use the language just cited from Mr. Clinton,) are 
essentially unavailable for such a purpose. . 

It is right here to add, that I agree in Mr. Clinton's view of 
these eponymous persons : I admit with him that "the gene
alogical expression may often be false, when the conm~xion 
which it describes is real." Thus, for example, the adop~ion 
of Hyllus by LEgimius, the ftl.ther of Pamphylus and Dymas, 
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to the privileges of a son and to a third fraction of his terri
tories, may reasonably be construed as a mythical expression 
of the fraternal union of the three Dorian tribes, Hylleis, 
Pamphyli, and Dymanes: so about the relationship of Ion 
and Achxus, of Dorus and h:olus. But if we put this con
struction on the name of Hyllus, or Ion, or Achxus, we 
cannot at the same time em~loy either of these persons as 
units in chronological reckoning; nor is it consistent to recog
nise them in the lump as members of a distinct class, and yet 
to enlist them as real individuals in measuring the duration of 
past time. 

4· Mr. Clinton, while professing a wish to tell the story of 
the Greeks as they have told it themselves, seems unconscious 
how capitally his point of view differs from theirs. The dis
tinction which he draws between real and fictitious persons 
would have appeared unreasonable, not to say offensive, to 
Herodotus or Eratosthenes. It is undoubtedly right that the 
early history (if so it is to be called) of the Greeks should be 
told as they have told it themselves, and with that view I have 
endeavoured in the previous narrative, as far as I could, to 
present the primitive legends in their original colour and 
character-pointing out at the same time the manner in which 
they were transformed and distilled into history by passing 
through the retort of later annalists. It is the legend as thus 
transformed which Mr. Clinton seems to understand as the 
story told by the Greeks themselves-which cannot be ad
mitted to be true, unless the meaning of the expression be 
specially explained. In his general distinction, however, 
between the real and fictitious persons of the mythical world, 
he departs essentially from the point of view even of the later 
Greeks. And if he had consistently followed out that dis
tinction in his particular criticisms, he would have found the 
ground slipping under his feet in his upward march even to 
Troy-not to mention the series of eighteen generations further 
up to Phoroneus; but he does not consistently follow it out, 
and therefore in practice he deviates .little from the footsteps 
of the ancients. ' 

Enough has been said to show that the witnesses upon 
whom Mr. Clinton relies blend truth and fiction habitually, 
indiscriminately and unconsciously, even upon his own ad
mission. Let us now consider the positions which he lays 
down respecting historical evidence. He says (Introduct. 
p. vi., vii.)-

" We may acknowledge as rear persons all those whom there 
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is no reason for rejecting. The presumption is in favour of 
the early tradition, if no argument can be brought to over
throw it. The persons may be considered real, when the 
description of them is consonant with the state of the country 
at that time: when no national prejudice or vanity could be 
concerned in inventing them : when the tradition is consistent 
and general : when rival or hostile tribe's concur in the leading · 
facts: when the acts ascribed t; the person (divested of their . 
poetical ornament) enter into the. political system of the age, 
or form the basis of other transactions which fall within kriown 
historical times. Kadmus and Danaus appear to be real 
persons : for it is conformable to the state of mankind, and 
perfectly credible, that Phrenician and Egyptian adventurers, 
in the ages to which these persons are ascribed, should have 
found their way to the coasts of Greece: and the Greeks (as· 
already observed) had no motive from any national vanity to 
feign these settlements. Hercules was a real person. His 
acts were recorded by those who were not friendly to the 
Dorians; by Acha':ans and JEolians and Ionians, who had ito 
vanity to gratify in celebrating the hero of a hostile arid rival. 
·people. His descendants in many branches remained in many 
states down to the historical times. · His son Tlepolemus and 
hi~ granC:son and great-grandson Cleodreus and Aristomachus 
are acknowledged (i.e. by o: Muller) to be real persons: and' 
there is no reason that can be assigned for receiving these, 
which will not be equally valid for establishing the reality both 
of Hercules and H yllus. Above all, Hercules . is authenti- ·. 
cated by the testimonies both of the Iliad and Odyssey." 

These positions appear to me inconsistent with sound views· 
of the conditions of historical testimony. According to what 
is here laid down, we are bound to accept as real all the persons 
mentioned by Homer, Arktinus, ·Lesches, the Hesiodic poets, 
Eumelus, Asius, &c., unles.s we can adduce some positive 
ground .in each particular case to prove the contrary. If this 
position be a true. one, the greater part of the history of · 
England, from Brute the Trojan down to Julius Cresar, ought 
at once to be admitted as valid and worthy of credence. What 
Mr. Clinton here calls the early tradition, is in point of fact 
the narrative of these early poets. The word tradition is an 
equivocal word, and begs the whole question; for while in its 
obvious and literal meaning it implies only something handed 
down, whether truth or fiction-it is tacitly understood to imply 
a tale descriptive of some real matter of fact, taking its rise at 
the time when that fact happt>JJ.ed, and originally accurate, but 
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corrupted by subsequent oral transmission. Understandinf 
therefore by Mr. Clinton's words early traditiJn, the tales o 
the old poets, we shall find his position totally inadmissiblt 
-that we are bound to admit the persons or statements o 
Homer and Hesiod as real, unless where we can product 
reasons to the contrary. To allow this, would be to put then 
upon a par with good contem.I¥Jrary witnesses; for no greate 
privilege can be claimed in favour even ofThucydides, than tht 
title of his testimony to be believed unless where it can be con 
tradicted on special grounds. The presumption in favour of a! 
asserting witness is either strong, or weak, or positively nothing 
according to the compound ratio of his means of knowledge, hi, 
moral and intellectual habits, and his motive to speak tht 
truth. Thus, for instance, when Hesiod tells us that his fathe 
quitted the JEolic Kyme and came to Askra in Breotia, we rna: 
fully believe him; but when he describes to us the battles be 
tween the Olympic gods and the Titans, or between Herakle: 
and Kyknus-or when Homer depicts the efforts of Hector 
aided by Apollo, for the defence of Troy, and the struggle 
of Achilles and Odysseus, with the assistance of Hen 
and Poseidon, for the destruction of that city, events pro 
fessedly long past and gone-we cannot presume either of then 
to be in any way worthy of belief. It cannot be shown tha 
they possessed any means of knowledge, while it is certain tha 
they could have no motive to consider historical truth : thei 
object was to satisfy an uncritical appetite fr>r narrative, and t< 
interest the emotions of their hearers. Mr. Clinton says, tha 
"fhe persons may be considered real when the description o 
them is consistent with the state of the country at that time.' 
But he has forgotten, first, that we know nothing of the state o 
the country except what these very poets tell us; next, tha 
fictitious persons may be just as consonant to the state of tht 
country as real persons. While therefore, on the one hand, wt 
have no independent evidence either to affirm or to deny tha 
Achilles or Agamemnon are consistent with the state of Greect 
or Asia Minor at a certain supposed, date 1183 B.C.,-so, or 
the other hand, even assuming such consistency to be madt 
out, this of itself would not prove them to be real persons. 

Mr. Clinton's reasoning altogether overlooks the existence o 
p!attsible fiction-fictitious stories which harmonise perfectly wei 
with the general course of facts, and which are distinguishe< 
from matters of fact not by any internal character, but by tht 
circumstance that matter of fact has some competent and well 
informed witness to authenticate it, either directly or thrOtlf 
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they are as much eponyms of tribes or races as D6rus and 
Hellen. ·And if he can adinit Herakles to be a real man, I do 
not see upon what reason he can consistently disallow any one 
of the mythical personages, for there is not one whose exploits 
are more strikingly at variance with the standard of historical 
probability. Mr. Clinton reasons upon the supposition that 
"Hercules was a Dorian hefO : " but he was Ach~an and 
Kadmeian as well as Dorian, though the legends respecting him 
are different in all the three characters. Whether his son 
Tlepolemus and his grandson Kleodreus belong to the category 
of historical men, I will not take. upon me to say, though 
0. Muller (in my opinion without any warranty) appears to 
admit it; but Hyllus certainly is not a real man, if the canon 
of Mr. Clinton himself respecting the eponyms is to be trusted. 
"The descendants of Hercules (observes Mr. Clinton) remained 
in many states down to the historical times." So did those of 
Zeus and Apollo, and of that god whom the historian Hekat~us 
recognised as his progenitor in the sixteenth generation : the 
titular kings of Ephesus, in the historical times, as well as 
Peisistratus, the despot of Athens, traced their origin up to. 
JEolus and Hellen, yet Mr. Clinton does not hesitate to reject' 
A<:olus and Hellen as fictitious persons. I dispute the proprieti 
of quoting the Iliad and Odyssey (as Mr. Clinton does) in\ 
evidence of the historic personality of Hercules. For even 
with regard to the ordinary men who figure in those poems, wf. 
have no means of discriminating the real from the fictitious 
while the Homeric Herakles is unquestionably more than at 
ordinary man,-he is the favourite son of Zeus, from his birtl 
predestined to a life of labour and servitude, as preparation fo 
a glorious immortality. Without doubt the poet himself be 
lieved in the reality of Hercules, but it was a reality clothe. 
with superhuman attributes. 

Mr. Clinton observes (Introd. p. ii. ), that·" because son: 
genealogies were fictitious, we are not justified in concludil) 
that all were fabulo~" It is no way necessary that we sh01i 
maintain so extensi a ition: it. is sufficient that all ~ . ' fabulous so far as co cerns gods and heroes,-some fabul 1 
throughout-and none ascertainably true, for the pe~ ~ 
anterior to the recorded Olympiads. How much, or 'Wf 
particular portions, may be true, no one can pronounce. t 
gods and heroes are, from our point of view, essentially t\ 
titious ; but from the Grecian point of view they were the nv. 
real (if the expression may be permitted, i.e, clung to with 1: , 
~trongest faith) of all the me~1bers of the series. Theyj' ~ 
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Jnly-formed parts of the ~en~alogyas originally-conceived, but 
.vere in themselves the grand•reaso'n why it was COnceived,-'-aS 
1 golden chain to connect' the" living man with a_ divine 
mcestor. The genealogy therefore taken as a_ whole (and its 
value consists in its being taken as a whole) was from the be
~inning a fiction ; but the names of the father and grandfather 
Jf the living man, in whose da)' it first came forth, were doubt
less those of real men. Wherever therefore we can verify thl!! 
:iate of a genealogy, as applied to some living person, we may 
reasonably presume the two lowest members of it to be.als'o 
those of real persons : but this has no application to t~e 
time anterior to the Olympiads-still less to the pretended 
times of the Trojan war, the Kalydonian boar-hunt, or the 
deluge of Deukalion. To reason (as Mr. Clinton does, In trod.-
p;_ vi.),-" Because Aristomachus was a real man, therefore-his 
father Cleodreus, his grandfather Hyllus, .and so farther ·up
wards, &c. must have been real men,"~is an inadmissible· 
conclusion. The historian_ Hekatreus was a ·real man, and 
doubtless his father Hegesanderalso-but it would· be unsafe 
to march up his genealogical ladder fifteen steps to the presence 
of th<ltancestorial god of whom he boasted: the upper step~ ·of; 
the !itdder \vill be found broken ·and unreal. Not to mention 
that the inference, from real son to real father, is inconsiste-nt 
with the admissions in Mr. Clinton's own genealogical tables·;. 
for he there inserts the names of several mythical fathers as -
having begotten real historical sons._ 

The general authority of Mr. Clinton's book, and the sinc'ere 
respect which I entertain for his elucidations of the later ' 
~hronology,have imposed upon me the duty of assigning :tho·se, 
~rounds on which I dissent from his conclusions prior to. the 
:irst n;corded Olympiad. The reader who desires to see the 
:mmerbus and contradictory guesses (they deserve no better 
1ame) of the Greeks themselves in the attempt to chronologise 
:heir mythical narratives, will find them in the copious notes 
i-nnexed- to the first half of his first volume. As I consider all 
.'uch researches not.mepely as frt>.it).,e,s_s>'1n regard to ~ny tn'tst, 
lorthy result, but as serving to ·aivert attention from the 
bnuine form and really illustrative character of Grecian 
>gend, _I have not thought it right to go over the same ground 
,1 the present work; Differing as I do, however, from Mr. 
:::linton's views on_ this· subject, I concur with him in depre
ating the application of etymology (In trod. p. xi.-xii.) as. a 
~neral·s.cheme of explanatio~ to the characte:s an'd events-of j 

~~reek legend. Amongst.the many causes which operated as ' 
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suggestives and sti~:nulants to Greek fancy in the creation 
of these interesting tales, doubtless etymology has had its 
share; but it cannot be applied (as Hermann, above all 
others, has sought to apply it) for the purpose of imparting 
supposed. sense and system to the general body of mythical 
narrative. I have already remarked on this topic in a former 
chapter. • 

It would be curious to ascertain at what time, or by whom, 
the earliest continuous genealogies, connecting existing persons 
with the supposed antecedent age of legend, were formed 
and preserved. Neither Homer nor Hesiod mentioned any 
verifiable present persons or circumstances : had they done so, 
the age of one or other of them could have been determined upon 
good evidence, which we may fairly presume to have been im
possible, from the endless controversies upon this topic ampng 
ancient writers. In the Hesiodic "Works and Days," the heroes 
of Troy and Thebes are even presented as an extinct race, 1 

radically different from the poet's own contemporaries, who are 
a new race, far too depraved to be conceived as sprung from 
the loins of the heroes ; so that we can hardly suppose Hesiod 
(though his father was a native of the h:olic Kyme) to have 
admitted the pedigree of the h:olic chiefs, as reputed desce,ld
ants of Agamemnon. Certain it is that the earliest poets 
did not attempt to measure or bridge over the supposed 
interval, between their own age and the war of Troy, by any 
definite series of fathers and sons : whether Eumelus or Asius 
made any such attempt, we cannot tell, but the earliest con
tinuous backward genealogies which we find mentioned are 
those of Pherekydes, Hellanikus, and Herodotus. It is well 
known that Herodotus, in his manner of corr ~uting the up
ward genealogy of the Spartan kings, assig.1s the date of 
the Trojan war to a period 8oo years ear~ier than himsei.f, 
equivalent about to B.c. I 2 70-r 2 so ; while the subsequent. 
Alexandrine chronologists, Eratosthenes and Apollodorus, 
place that event in r 184 and 1183 B.C.; and the Parian marblj' 
refers it to an intermediate-date, diff~rent from either-r2o 
B.C. Ephorus, Phanias, Tim:eus, Kleitarchus, and "Duris, ha 
each his own conjectural date ; but the computation of th 
Alexandrine chronologists was the most generally followed b 
those who succeeded them, and seems to have passed to 
modern times as the received date of this great legendary 
event-though some distinguished inquirers have adopted th~ 
epoch of Herodotus, which Larc~er has attempted to vindicat 

1 See vol. i., chap. ii. 
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,in an elaborate, but feeble, dissertation.l It is unnecessary to 
state that in my view _the inquiry has no other value except 
to illustrate the ideas which guided the Greek mind, and to 
exhibit its progress from the days of Homer to those of 
Herod<iltus. For it argues a considerable mental progress when 
men begin to methodise the past, even though they do so on 
fictitious principles, being as yete unprovided with those records 
!which alone could put them on a better course. The Homeric 
~man was satisfied with feeling, imagining, and believing, par
ticular incidents of a· supposed past, without any attempt to 

1 Larcher, Chronologie d'Herodote, chap. xiv. p. 352-401. 
From the capture of Troy down to the passage of Alexander with his 

invading army into Asia, the latter a known date of 334 B.c., the following 
different reckonings were made-

Phanias . . 
Ephorus. . 
Eratosthenes 
Timreus . . 
Kleitarchu's . :} 

gave 715 years. 
" 735 
" 774 " 

820 
" 

Duris ~ . . . . . . . . . , 1 ooo , 
(Clemens .. Alexand. Strom. i. p. 337.) 

Democritus estimated a 'space of 730 years between his composition of 
the Mucpos Atci.H:orrtJ-oS and. the capture of Troy (Diogen. Laert. ix. 41). 
Isokrates belie•·ed the Lacedremonians'to ha\·e been established in Pelopon
nesus 700 years, and he repeats this in three different passages (Archidam •. 
p. u8; Panathen. p. 275; De Pace, p. 178). The dates of these three. 
orations tl;!emselves differ by twenty-four .years, the Archidamus being older 
than the Fanathe'naic by that interval ; yet he employs the same number of 
years for •:~ach in calculating backwards to the Trojan war (see Clinton, 
v.ol. i. Introd. p .. v). In round numbers, his calculation coincides pretty 
nearly wit\ the 8oo years given by Herodotus in the preceding century, · 

The remarks of Boeckh on the Parian marble generally, in his Corpus 
Inscriptiorium Grrec. t. ii. p. 322-336, are extremely valuable, but especially 
his criticism on the epoch of the Trojan war, which stands the twenty
fourth in the Marble. The ancient chronologists, from Damast@s and 
Hellanikus downwards, professed to fix not only the exact year, but the 
exact month, day and hour in which this. celebrated cap lure took place. 
[Mr. Clinton pretends to no more than the possibility of determining the 
event within fifty years, Introduct. p. vi.] Boeckh illustrates the manner of 
their argumentation. · 

0. Muller observes (Iiistory of the Dorians, t. ii. p. 442, Eng. Tr.), "In 
reckoning from the migration of the Heraklidre downward, we follow the 
Alexandrine chronology, of which it should be observed, that our materials 
only enable us to restore it to its original state, niJt tiJ examine its 
correctness." .. · 

But I do not see 'upon what evidence even so much as this can be done. 
Mr. Clinton, admitting that Eratosthenes fixed his date by conjecture, 
supposes him to have chosen "a middle point between the longer and 
shorter coniputations of his predecessors." Boeckh thinks this explanation 
unsatisfactory (l. c. p. 328). • · 

VOL. II. N 
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graduate the line of connexion between them and himself: t• 
introduce fictitious hypotheses and media of connexion is th 
business of a succeeding age, when the stimulus of ratiom 
curiosity is first felt, without any authentic materials to suppl 
it. We have then the form of history operating upon th 
matter of legend-the transition-state between legend an• 
history; less interesting in~ed than either separately, yf 
necessary as a step between the two. 

CHAPTER XX 

STATE OF SOCIETY AND MANNERS AS EXHIBITED IN 
GRECIAN LEGEND 

THOUGH the particular persons and events chronicled in th 
legendary poems of Greece, are not to be regarded as belongin 
to the province of real history, those poems are nevertheles 
full of instruction as pictures of life and manners ; and th 
_very same circumstances which divest their composers of a: 
credibility as historians, render them so much the mor 
valuable as unconscious expositors of their own contemporar 
society. While professedly describing an uncertified pas1 
their combinations are involuntarily borrowed from th 
surrounding present. For among communities, such as thos 
of the primitive Greeks, without books, without means c 
extended travel, without acquaintance with foreign language 
and habits, the imagination even of highly gifted men wa 
naturally enslaved by the circumstances around them to .a fa 
greater degree than in the later days of Solon or Herodotus 
insomuch that the characters which they conceived and th 
scenes which they described would for that reason bear 
stronger generic resemblance to the realities of their own tim 
and locality. Nor was the poetry of that age addressed t 
lettered and critical authors, watchful to detect plagiarisrr 
sated with simple imagery, and requiring something of novelt 
or peculiarity in every fresh production. To captivate the; 
emotions, it was sufficient to depict with genius and fervm 
the more obvious manifestations of human adventure or suffe· 
ing, and to idealise that type of society, both private an 
public, with which the hearers around were familiar. Even i 
describing the gods, where a. great degree of latitude an 
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eviation might have been expected, 1 we see that Homer 
,1troduces into Olympus the passions, the caprices, the love of 
lower and patronage, the alternation of dignity and weakness, 
vhich animated the bosom of an ordinary Grecian chief; and·· 
his tendency, to reproduce in substance the social relations to.· 
1hich he had been accustomed, would operate still more 
)werfully when he had to desc~be simply human characters 
V-the chief and his people, the· warrior and his comrades, the 
. 1sband, wife, father, and son-or the imperfect rudiments."of 
.dicial and administrative proceeding. That his narrative on 
1l these points, · even with fictitious . characters and events, 
1resents a clqse approximation to general reality, there. can be 
10 reason to doubt. 2 The necessity under which he lay of 
!rawing from a store, then happily unexhausted, of personal 
)Xperience and observation, is one Of the Causes of that fresh
,leSS and vivacity of description for which he stands unrivalled, · 
md which constituted the imperishable charin of the Iliad and 

· )dyssey from the beginning to the end of Grecian literature. 
· While therefore we renounce the idea of chronologising or 
1istoricising the events of Grecian legend, we may turn them to 
)rofit as valuable memorials of that state of society, feeling and 
ntelligence, which must be •to us the starting-point of the 

. ~istory of the people. Of course ,the legendary age, like all 
'.hdse which succeeded it, had its antecedent causes and deter
mining condit~ons; but of these we know nothing, and we are 
compelled to assume it as a primary fact for the purpose of 
following out its subsequent changes. To conceive ·absolute 
beginning or origin (a~ Niebuhr has justly remarked) is beyond 
the reach of our faculties : we can neither apprehend nor verify 
anything beyond· pr.ogre~s, or development; or decay 3-change 

~ 1 Kctl ToVs OeoVs BE Sul: ToV'T'o 1rcl.VTes cpa.ut /3autAe6e(J'6at, 8·n· 1atl aU.,-ol, ol 
.uh t7't /Cal PVP, ol 0~ 'TO apx.a<ov, ~{3arnll.eVOP'TO. "ncnrep. o€ /Cal' 'T_/i.. eto'l/_' 
.iau'Toi's O.cpop.owvaw ol livOpw'tl'ot, ofi'Tw 1<al 'To/Js {3lovs -rciw Oewv (Aristof . 
. Politic; i. I, 7 ). · · · . · 
; 2 In the j)ictures of the •Homeric Heroes, there is no material difference 
.. _,r character recognised between one·race of Greeks and another-or even.· 
Jetween Greeks and Trojans." See Helbig, Die Sittlichen- Zustande des 
"';riechischen Heldenalters, part ii. p. 53· · · 
1 3 Niebuhr, Riimische Geschichte, vol. i. p. 55,. 2nd edit. "Erkennt. 
/\an aber dass al!er Ursprung jenseits unserer nur Entwickelung und Fort-· 
;ang fassenden Begriffe liegt ; und beschrahkt sich von Stufe auf Stufe im 
Umfang der Geschichte zuriickzugehen, so wird man Volker eines Stammes 
;das heisst, durch eigenthiimllche Art und Sprache.icleritisch) vielfach eben 
\n sich entgegenliegenden Kiistenlandern antreffen . . . ohne dass irgend 
it was die Voraussetzung erheischte, eine von die sen getrennten Landschaften 

· ?i die urspriingliche Heim'ath gewes.!n von wo ein Theil nach der andern_ 
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from one set of circumstances to another, operated by some 
definite combination of physical or moral laws. In the case of 
the Greeks, the legendary age, as the earliest in any way known 
to us, must be taken as the initial state from which this series 
of changes commences. We must depict its prominent 
characteristics as well as we can, and show-partly how it 
serves to prepare, partly how it forms a contrast to set off
the subsequent ages of Solon, of Perikles, and of Demosthenes. 

1. The political condition, which Grecian legend everywhere 
presents to us, is in its principal features strikingly different 
from that which had become universally prevalent among the 
Greeks in the time of the Peloponnesian war. Historical 
oligarchy, as well as democracy, agreed in requiring a certain 
established system of government, comprising these three 
elements-specialised functions, temporary functionaries, and 
ultimate responsibility (under some forms or other) to the 
mass of qu::tlified citizens-either a Senate or an Ecclesia, or 
both. T~tere were of course many and capital distinctions 
between one government and another, in respect to the qualifi
cation of the citizen, the attributes and efficiency of the general 
assembly, the admissibility to power, &c.; and men might often 
be dissatisfied with the way in which these questions were 
determined in their own city. But in the mind of every man, 
some determining rule or system-something like what in 
modern times is called a constitution-was indispensable to any 
government entitled to be called legitimate, or capable of 
creating in the mind of a Greek a feeling of moral obligation to 
obey it. The functionaries who exercised authority under it 
might be more or less competent or popular ; but his personal 
feelings towards them were commonly lost in his attachment or 
aversion to the general system. If any energetic man could by 
audacity or craft break down the constitution and render him
self permanent ruler according to his own will and pleasure-
gewandert ware . • . Dies ist der Geographie der Thiergeschlechter und 
der Vegetation analog: deren grosse Bezirke durch Gebiirge geschieden 
werden, und beschrankte Meere einschliessel\." 

"When we once recognise, however, that all afJsolute begt'nnt'ng lies out 
if the reach if our mental conceptions, which comprehend nothing beyond 
development and progress, and when we attempt nothing more than to go 
back from the later to the earlier stages in the compass of history, we shall 
often find, on opposite coasts of the same sea, people of one stock (that is 
of the same peculiar customs and language), without being warranted in 
supposing that either of these separate coasts was the primitive home from 
whence emigrants crossed over to the other. This is analogous to the 
...... -.,-.. ····~·~'\...~. (' - ._ ' ~ .. ~ . -
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even though he might govern well, he could never inspire the 
people with any sentiment of duty towards him. His sceptre 

· was illegitimate from the beginning, and even the taking of his 
life, far from being interdicted by that moral feeling which 
condemned the shedding of blood in other cases, was considered 
meritorious. Nor could he be mentioned in the language except 
.by a name 1 (Tvpavvor;, despot) w~ich branded him as an object 
of mingled fear and dislike. 

If we carry our eyes back from historical to legendary Greece, 
we find a picture the reverse of what has been here sketched. 
We discern a government in which there is little or no scheme 
or system,-stillless any idea of responsibility to the governed, 
-but in which the main-spring of obedience on the part of the 
people consists in their personal feeling and reverence towards 
the chief. We remark, first and foremost, the king; next, a 
limited number of subordinate kings or chiefs; afterwards, the 
mass of armed freemen, husbandmen, artisans, freebooters, &c. ; 
lowest of all, the free labourers for hire and the bought slaves. 
The king is not distinguished by any broad or impassable 
boundary from the other chiefs, to each of whom the title 
Basileus is applicable as well as to himself: his supremacy has 
been inherited from his ancestors, and passes by descent, as a 
general rule, to his eldest son, having been conferred upon the 

1 
family as a privilege by the favour of Zeus.2 In war, he is the 

. 1 The Greek name TVp<i.vvos cannot be properly rendered ty1·ant; for 
· many of the .,.,',pavvo• by no means deserved to be so called, nor is it con
sistent with the use of language to speak of a mild and wen:intentioned 
tyrant. The word despot is the nearest approach _which we can make.to it, 
since it is understood to imply that: a man has got more power than he 
ought to have, while it does not exclude a beneficent use of s-gch power 
by some individuals. It is however very inadequate to express the full 
strength of Grecian feeling which the original word called· forth .. 

2 The Phreakian king Alkinous (Odyss. vii. 55-65): there are twelve 
' other Pha!akian BGt<TtA.i)es, he is himself the thirteenth (viii. 391). 

The chief men in the Iliad, and the suitors of Penelop& in the Odyssey, 
are called usually and indiscriminately both BacnA.i)es and "Avai<TES; the 
latter word however designates them as men of pr.operty and masters of 
slaves (analogous to the sub!it'quent word 15ecr?rt!n)s, which "'ord does not 
occur in Homer, though "B<cr.,.owa is found in the Odyssey), while the former 
word marks them as persons of conspicuous station in the tribe (see Odyss. 
i. 393-401 ; xiv. 63). A chief could only be Ba<TtA.evs of freemen ; but 
he might be • Ava~ either of freemen or of slaves. · 

AgamemnlJn and Menelaus belong to the most kingly race ( ')'Evos {Jatfti\
ei,Tepov : compare Tyrtreus, Fragm. ix. v. 8, p. 9, ed. Schneidewin) of the 
Pelopids, to whom the sceptre originally made for Zeus has been given by 
Ilerm@s (Iliad, ii. 101 ; ix. z6o; x. 239); compare Odyss. xv. 539· The 
race of Dardanus are the favourite offspring of Zeus, {3acrti\eoTaTov among 
the Trojans (Iliad, xx. 304). Thest races a~e the parall. of the kingly 
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leader, foremost in personal prowess, and directing all military 
movements; in peace, he is the general protector of the injured 
and oppressed; he further offers up those public prayers and 
sacrifices which are intended to obtain for the whole people 
the favour of the gods. An ample domain is assigned to him 
as an appurtenance of his lofty position, while the produce of 
his fields and his cattle is consecrated in part to an abundant, 
though rude, hospitality. Moreover, he receives frequent 
presents, to avert his enmity, to conciliate his favour, 1 or to 
buy off his exactions; and when plunder is taken from the 

prosapia: called Amali, Asdingi, Gungingi and Lithingi, among the Goths, 
Vandals, and Lombarcls (Jornandes, De Rebus Geticis, c. 14-22; Paul 
Warnefrid, Gest. Langob. c. 14-21); and the i'>.px•~<ov ')'Elias among the 
Chaonian Epirots (Thucyd. ii. 8o). 

1 Odyss. i. 392; xi. 184; xiii. 14; xix. 109-

?V 1-1-EJ:: yrJ.p, n Ka.K0v~ {3arnA_ev€p.ev• o.,i\fr,&. •r£ ot 0C:, 
A4>vec.ov rreAeTa.c., Kat. TLJJ.:YjeUTepO'i a.vTos. 

Iliad, ix. 154-297 (when AgamemniJn is promising seven townships to 
Achilles, as a means of appeasing his wrath)-

·~,v s; Q.vOpet; ,vo1ovut. ,'"oA"VPP"'Ives1 rro>..vf3oiiTa.L, 
Ot. Ke CTf! 8wTt.vy)Ut., 6eov w5', np.:rwovrn, 
Kat uo1. lnrO CTKl'jrrTp'f' Attra.pO.s TeAEovut 9ip.tcTTas., 

See Iliad, xii. 312; and the reproachts of Thersites (ii. 226)-Bautld)as 
owpocpa')'OVS (Hesiod, Opp. Di. 38-264). 

The Roman kings had a large -rep.evos assigned to them,-" agri, arva, et 
arbusta et pascui lreti atque uberes" (Cicero, De Republ. v. 2) : the Ger
man kings received presents: "Mos est civitatibus (observes Tacitus 
respecting the Germans whom he describes, M. G. IS) ultro ac viritim con
ferre principibus, vel armentorum vel frugum, quod pro honore acceptum 
etiam necessitatibus subvenit." 

The revenue of the Persian kings before Darius consisted only of what 
were called owpa or presents (Herod. iii. 89) : Darius first introduced both 
the name of tribute and the determinate assessment. King Polydekles in 
Seriphos invites his friends to a festival, the condition of which is that 
each guest shall contribute to an tpavos for his benefit (Pherekydes, Fragm. 
26, ed. Didot); a case to which the Thracian banqnet prepared by Seuthes 
affmds an exact parallel (Xenoph&n, Ana b. vii. 3, 16-32: compare Thucyd. 
ii. 97, and Welcker, JEschyl. Trilogie, p. 381). Such Aids or Benevol
ences, even if originally voluntary, became in the end compulsory. In the 
European monarchies of the middle ages, woat were called free gifts were 
more ancient than public taxes: "The feudal Aias (observes Mr. Hallam) 
are the beginning of taxation, of which they for a long time answered the 
purpose" (Middle Ages, ch. ii. part i. p. 189). So about the Aides in the old 
French Monarchy, "LaCour des Aides avoit ete instituee, et sa jurisdic
tion s'etoit formee, lorsque le domaine des Rois suffisoit a toutes les 
depenses de l'Etat, les droits d'Aides etoient alors des supplemens peu con· 
siderables et toujours temporaires. Depnis, le clomaine des Rois avoit ete 
aneanti : les Aides, au contraire, etoient devenues permanentes et formoient 
presque Ia totalite des ressources du tresor." (Histoire de la Fronde, par 
M. de St. Aulaire, ch. iii. p. 124.) • 
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enemy, a large previous share, comprising probably the inost · 
alluring female captive, is reserved for him apart from the 
general distribution.l .• . : 

Such is the position of the king in the heroic tiines . of· 
Greece,--:-the only person (if we except the heralds and priests, · 
each both special and subordinate) who is then presented to us 
as clothed with any individual authority,-the person by whom 
all the executive functions, the~ few ih number, which the 
society requires, are either performed or directed. His personal 
ascendency-derived from divine countenance bestowed both 
upon himself individually and upon his race, and probably 
from accredited divine descent-is the salient feature in the 
picture: ·The people .. hearken to his voiCe, em brace his pro-· 
positions, and obey his orders : not merely resistan.ce, but even 
criticism upon his acts, is generally exhibited in an odious 
point of view, and is indeednever heard of except from some 
one or more of .the subordinate princes. To keep alive and 
justify such feelings in the .public mind, however, the king must 
himself possess various accomplishments, bodily and mental, 
and that too in a superior degree.2 He must be brave. in. the 
field, wise in the council, and eloquent in the' agora; he . must 
be endued with bodily strength and activity above other men,. 
a:nd must be an adept; not only in the use of h_is ~rms, b~t also. 
iri those athletic exercises which the crowd delight to witness .. 
Even the more homely varieties of manual acquirements are an· 
addition to his character,-such as the craft of the carpenter 
or shipwright, the straight furrowing of the plqughman, or' 
the indefatigable persistence of the mower without repose or 

.. 1 'E ... l P1JTOtS -ylpacrt 71'ct'Tpt!<l:t;l /3acrtil.elat, is the description. which Thucy
didl!s gives of these heroic· goveruments (i. I 3). . · 
· The language of Aristotle (Polit. iii. Io, I) is much the same: 'H /3ao:tii.Eia 
-~ 71'Epl 'TOOs ~pc.Jti<OVS xpovous~ab'T~ li' ~v ~KOY'TWY p.ev, l71'( 'TIIrt li'• 
clJptcrp.lvots• cr'TpCX:'T1J'Y0S li' .;jv /Cctl litl<ll<T'T~S b ·{3acrtii.EVS, Kill 'T~V. 11'p0S 'TOVs 6eovs' 
1c6pws • 

. It can hardly be ·said correctly, however, that the king's authority was 
defined: nothing can well be n•ore indefinite. , ·· 

Agameum6n enjoyed or assumed the power of putting to death a dis-• 
obedient soldier (Aristot. •Polit iii. 9, 2). The words which Aristotle read 
in the speech of Agamemn6n in the lliad-'-nap -yap <lp.ol eci.vaTos-'-are not 
in our present copies: the Alexandrine critics effaced many traces: of the: 
old manners. 

2 Striking phrases on this head are put into the mouth of Sarped6n. 
(Iliad, xii. 3 ro-322 ). ' · ' 

Kings are named and commissioned by Zens,-'EK lie ;).cos {3acrc}..'ijes~ 
(Hesiod, Theogon. 96; Callimach. Hymn. ad Jov. 79: KpaTEpciJ Oepc!. ... ovTE' 
.;).cos is a sort of paraphrase for the kingly dignity in the case of.felias and· 
Nelcns (Odyss, xi. 255; compare llittcl, ii. 204).. · ·.,. · . , .:~; 
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refreshment. throughout the longest day.l The conditions of 
yoluntary obedience, during the Grecian heroic times, are 
family descent with personal force and superiority, mental as 
well as bodily, in the chief, coupled with the favour of the gods: 
an old chief, such as Peleus and Laertes, cannot retain his 
position.2 But, on the other hand, where these elements of 
force are present, a good deal of violence, caprice and rapacity 
is tolerated: the ethical judgement is not exact in scrutinising 
the conduct of individuals so pre-eminently endowed. As in 
the case of the gods, the general epithets of good, just, &c. are 
applied to them as euphemisms arising from submission and 
fear, being not only not suggested, but often pointedly belied, 
by their particular acts. These words signify 3 the man of 
birth, wealth, influence and daring, whose arm is strong to 
destroy or to protect, whatever may be the turn of his moral 
sentiments; while the opposite epithet, bad, designates the 
poor, lowly and weak, from whose dispositions, be they ever so 
virtuous, society has little either to hope or to fear. 

Aristotle, in his general theory of government, lays down 

1 Odysseus builds his own bed and bedchamber and his own raft (Odyss. 
xxiii. 188; v. 246-255): he boasts of being an excellent mower and plough· 
man (xviii. 36 5-37 5) : for his astonishing proficiency in the athletic contests, 
see viii. 18o-23o. Paris took a share in building his own house (Iliad, vi. 
314)-

2 Odyss. xi: 496; xxiv. 136-248. 
3 See this prominent meaning of the words &:yaObs, i"Oll.bs, ICa~<bs, &c., 

copiously illustrated in Welcker's excellent Prolegomena to Theognis, sect. 
9-16. Camerarius, in his notes on that poet (v. 19), had already con· 
ceived clearly the sense in which these words are used. Odyss. xv. 323. 
or&. TE TOLS Ct')laOot(/'t 7rapa5pd!C>J(/'t X~P'l)ES. Compare Hesiod, Opp. Di. 216, 
and the line in Athenreus, v. p. 178, AV-r&p.a-rot 5' Ct'JiaOol 5etl\Oiv .!1rl 5a'i-ras 
ta(l'tV. 

"Moralis illarum vocum vis, et civilis-quarum hrec a lexicographis et 
commentatoribus plurimis fere neglecta est-probe discernendre erunt. 
Quod quo facilins fieret, nescio an ubi posterior intellectus valet, majuscula 
scribendum fuisset 'A')IaOol et Ka1<ol." 

If this advice of Welcker could have been foilowed, much misconception 
would have been obviated. The reference of these words to power and 
not to worth, is their primitive import in the Greek language, descending 
from the Iliad downward, and determining tha habitual designation of 
parties during the period of active political dispute. The ethical meaning 
of the word hardly appears until the discussions raised by Sokrat€:s, and 
prosecuted by his disciples, but the primitive import still continued to 
maintain concurrent footing. 

I shall have occasion to touch more largely on this subject, when I come 
to expound the Grecian political parties. At present it is enough to remark 
that the epithets of good men, best men (the better classes, according to a 
phrase common even now), habitually applied afterwards to the aristocrati
cal parties, descend from the rudest p~iod of Grecian society. 
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the position, 1 that the earliest sources of obedience :vt_d authority 
among mankind are personal, exhibiting themselves most 
perfectly in the type of paternal supremacy ; and that there'- . 
fore the kingly government, as most conformable to this stage • 
of social sentiment, became probably the first established 
everywhere. And in fact it still continued in his time to 
be ·generally prevalent among the non-Hellenic nations im
mediately around; though the 'Phcenician cities and Carthage, 
the most civilised of all non-Hellenic states, were republics. 
Nevertheless, so completely were the feelings about kingship 
reversed among his contemporary Greeks, that he finds it 
difficult to enter into the .voluntary obedience paid by his 
ancestors to their early heroic chiefs. He cannot explain 
to his own satisfaction how any one man should have been 
so much superior to the companions around him as to main
tain such immense personal ascendency: he suspects that 
in such small communities great merit was very rare, so that 
the chief had few competitors. 2 Such remarks illustrate strongly 
the revolution which the Greek mind had undergone during 
the preceding centuries, in regard to the internal grounds of 
political submission.. But the, connecting link between the 
Homeric and the republican schemes of government is to 
be found in two adjuncts of the Homeric roy)l.lty, which are 
now to be mentioned-the Boule, or council of chiefs, and 
the agora, or general assembly of freemen. 

These two meetings, more or less frequently convoked, and 
interwoven with the earliest habits of the primitive Grecian 
communities, are exhibited in the monuments of the 1egendary 
age as opportunities for advising the king, and media for 
promulgating his intentions to the people, rather than as 
restraints .upon his authority. Unquestionably they must 

. 1 Aristot. Polit. i. I, 7· - . : ~ 
2 Kc:ll ~~d. -rov-r' tu"'s ~{3a<Tt'Aevov-ro 1rpo-repov, 8-rt <F1r&vwv ~~~ e6pe'iv tl.v~pas 

~<a<f>.!povTas Ka-r' .&.pe-rt}V, i!.A.A.ws Te Kal TO-r,e /-'<Kpd.s o1Kovv-ras 'lTOAe<s (Pol it. 
iii. 10, 7) ;·also· the same treatise, v. 8, 5, and v. 8, 22. Ou ')llvowrat ~· t-rt 
{3autA.eia< vvv, &c. 

Aristotle handles moJJarcHy far less copiously than either oligarchy or 
democracy : the tenth and eleventh chapters of his third book, in which he 
discusses it; are nevertheless very interesting to peruse. 

In the conception of Plato also, the kingly government, if it is to work 
well, implies a breed superior to humanity to hold the sceptre (Legg. iv. 6, 
p. 713). 

The Athenian dramatic poets (especially Euripid~s) often put into the 
mouths of their heroic characters popular sentiments adapted to the 
democratical atmosphere of Athens-very different from what we find in 
Homer. • 
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have conduc~d in practice to the latter result as well as to 
the former ; but this is not the light in which the Homeric 
poems describe them. The chiefs, kings, princes, or Gerontes 
-for the same word in Greek designates both an old man 
and a man of conspicuous rank and position-compose the 
council, 1 in which, according to the representations in the 
Iliad, the resolutions of Agamemn6n on the one side and of 
Hect6r on the other appear unitormly to prevail. The harsh
ness and even contempt with which Hect6r treats respectful 
opposition from his ancient companion Polydamas-the de~ 
sponding tone and conscious inferiority of the latter, and the 
unanimous assent which the former obtains, even when quite 
in the wrong-all this is clearly set forth in the poem : 2 while 
in the Grecian camp we see Nest6r tendering his advice in 
the most submissive and delicate manner to Agamemn6n, 
to be adopted or rejected as "the king of men " might de
termine.3 The council is a purely consultative body, assembled 
not with any power of peremptorily arresting mischievous 
resolves of the king, but solely for his information and guidance. 
He himself is the presiding (Boulephorus or) member 4 of 
council; the rest, collectively as well as individually, are his 
subordinates. 

We proceed from the council to the agora. According to 
what seems the received custom, the king, after having talked 
over his intentions with the former, proceeds to announce them 
to the people. The heralds make the crowd sit down in order,5 

and enforce silence : any one of the chiefs or councillors-

1 BovldJV li€ 1rpwTov p.eya86p.wv T(e ')'<p&v.,.wv (Iliad, ii. 53) : compare x. 
195-415. "I;>.ov, 1ra;\awv 01/f'O')',povros (xi. 371). So also the modern 
words Seigneur, Signon, from Senior; and the Arabic word Shaik. 

2 Iliad, xviii. 313-

"'EKTOpt M-Ev ylip €'1l''riVlJ<TO.V KdKd M-'I'JTL.6wvn, 
TiovAvO&.p.a.vTt 0' O.p' oil ns-, &s- €u9A~v 4>p&..CeTo l3ovA1]v. 

Also xii. 213, where Polydamas says to Hect6r-

. . . . . €1rel oVO~ !J-Ev oV8€ €otKe 
AYjp..ov €0vra. rrapE§ ci.yop€V€fJ.EV, oiJ,-'• €vl. f3ovAfi, 
OVre 1ror' Ev TToAE,.up, uOv Of: Kp6.TOS' o.ii:v"' O.i.~nv, 

8 Iliad, ix. 95-101. • 
4 Iliad, vii. 126, n~;>.evs-'E<T8A.os Mvpp.tli&vwv f3ov"-11<J>&pos ~o' il.')'op11r~s. 
• Considerable stress seems to he laid on the necessity that the people in 

the agora should sit down (Iliad, ii. 96): a standing agora is a symptom of 
tumult or terror (Iliad, xviii. 246) ; an evening agora, to which men come 
elevated by wine, is also the forerunner of mischief (Odyss. iii. 138). 

Such evidences of regular formalities observed in the agora are not 
without interest. • 
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but as it seems, no one else 1-is allowed to address them :. the 
king first promulgates his intentions, which are theri open to 
be commented upon by others. But in the Homeric agora no 
division of affirmative or negative voices ever takes place, nor 
is any formal resolution ever adopted. The nullity of positive 
function strikes' us even more in the agora than in the counciL 
It is an assembly for talk, communication and discussion to a 
certain extent by the chiefs, in presence of the· ·people as 
listeners and sympathisers-often for eloquence, and sometimes 
for quarrel-but here its ostensible purposes end. 

The agora in Ithaka, in the second book of the Odyssey, 
is convened by the youthful Telemachus, at the instigation 
of' Athene, not for the purpose of submitting ·any proposition; 
but in order to give formal and public notice to the suitors. 
to desist from their iniquitous intrusion and pillage of hi·s 
substance, and to absolve himself further, before gods and 
men, from all obligations towards them, if they refuse to 
comply. For the slaughter of the suitors, in all the security 
of the festive hall and banquet (which forms the catastrophe of 
the Odyssey), was a proceeding involving much that was shock
ing to Grecian feeling, 2 and therefore required to be preceded 
by such ample formalities, as would leave both the delinquents 
themselves without the shadow of excuse, and their surviving 
relatives without any claim to the . customary satisfaction. 
For this special purpose Telemachus directs the heralds to 
summon an agora : but what . seems most of all surprising 
is, ·that none. had · ever been summoned or held since the 
departu;e ' of Odysseus himself, an interval of twenty years. 
"No agora or session has taken place amongst us (says the 
grey-headed ,JEgyptius who opens the proceedings) . since 
Odysseus went ori shipboard : and now, who is he tht has 
called us together? what man, young or old, has felt such a 
strong ·necessity? Has he received intelligence from .. our 
absent warriors, or has he other public news to communicate? 
He is our good friend for doing this : whatever his projects 

1 Iliad, ii. I oo-
. • • . , • euro'T avrr)~ . 
'1-xolar", tiKoVuet.av 8E BtoTpecf>~wv f3a.cnA:r]wv. 

Nitszch (ad Odyss. ii .. 14) controverts this ·;estriction of individual mani
festation to the chiefs: the view of 0. Mi\ller (Hist. Dorians, b. iii. c. 3) 
appears to me more correct : such was also the opinion of Aristotle-.P"'<Tl 
roivvv 'AptrJ'I'OTfATJS 8·n 0 p.'Ev O}]JJ.os p.6vou Toil &.~eoVI'!'U. ~eVptf!S i;v,- OI .S€ 
?ryep.&ves Kal Toil 1rpa~at (Schol. Iliad. ix. 17): compare the same·statement 
in his Nikomachean Ethics, iii. 5· •· · 

2 See Iliad, ix. 635 ; Odyss. xi~ 419. ... '. 

,I 
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may be, I pray Zeus to grant him success." 1 Telemachus, 
answering the appeal forthwith, proceeds to tell the assembled 
Ithakans that he has no public news to communicate, but that 
he has convoked them upon his own private necessities. Next 
he sets forth pathetically the wickedness of the suitors, calls 
upon them personally to desist and upon the people to restrain 
them, and concludes by soleiTlJlly warning them, that, being 
henceforward free from all obligation towards them, he will 
invoke the avenging aid of Zeus, so "that they may be slain 
in the interior of his own house, without bringing upon him 
any subsequent penalty." 2 

We are not of course to construe the Homeric description as 
anything more than an t'deal, approximating to actual reality. 
But allowing all that can be required for such a limitation, 
it exhibits the agora more as a special medium of publicity 
and intercommunication,s from the king to the body of the 
people, than as including any idea of responsibility on the part 
of the former or restraining force on the part of the latter, 
however such consequences may indirectly grow out of it. The 
primitive Grecian government is essentially monarchical, re
posing on personal feeling and divine right : the memorable 
dictum in the Iliad is borne out by all that we hear of the 
actual practice,-" The rule of many is not a good thing: 

1 Odys5, ii. 25-40. 
2 Odyss. ii. 43, 77, !45-

3 A similar character is given of the public assemblies of the early 
Franks and Lombards (Pfeffel, Histoire du Droit Public en Allemagne, 
t. i. p. 18; Sismondi, Histoires des Republiques ltaliennes, t. i. c. 2, 
p. 71). 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus (ii. 12) pays rather too high a compliment to 
the moderation of the Grecian heroic kings. 

The kings at Rome, like the Grecian heroic kings, began with an &.px~ 
&.vv.,.evOvvos: the words of Pomponius (De Origine Juris, i. 2) would be 
perhaps more exactly applicable to the latter than to the former: "Initio 
civitatis nostrre Populus sine certil lege, sine jure certo, primum agere 
insituit: omniaque manu a Regibus gubernabantur." Tacitus says (Ann. 
iii. 26), "Nobis Romulus, ut libitum, imperitaverat: dein Numa religioni
bus et divino jure populum devinxit, repertaque quredam a Tullo et Anco: 
sed prrecipuus Servius Tullius sanctor legum fuit, quls etiam Reges obtem
perarent." The appointment of a Dictator under the Reptlblic was a 
reproduction, for a short and definite interval, of this old unbounded 
authority (Cicero, De Repub. ii. 32; Zonaras, Ann. vii. 13; Dionys. Hal. 
v. 75)· 

See Rubino, Untersuchungen i\ber Romische Verfassung und Geschichte, 
Cassel, 1839, buch i. abschnitt 2, p. rr2-132; and Wachsmuth, Hellenische 
Alterthumskunde, i. sect. r8, p. 8r-9r.• 
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let us have one ruler only-one king,-him to whom Zeus 
has gi:ven the sceptre and the tutelary sanction~." 1 

The second book of the. Iliad, full as it is of beauty and · 
' vivacity, not only confirms our idea of the passive, recipient, 

and listening character of the agora, but even. presents a 
repulsive picture of the degradation of the mass of the people ' 

, before the chiefs. Agamemnim convokes the agora for the· 
~ purpose of immediately arming the Grecian host; under a 
· full impression that the gods have at last determined forthwith 

to crown his· arms with complete victory. Such impression 
: has been created by a special visit of Oneirus (the Dream-god), 
. sent by Zeus during his sleep-being indeed an intentional 
r fraud on the part of Zeus, though Agamemnon does not suspect 
, its deceitful character. At this precise moment, when he ma:y 

be conceived to be more than usually anxious to get his army 
! into the field and snatch the prize, an unaccountable fancy 
1 seizes him, that instead of inviting the troops to do what 

he really wishes, and encouraging their spirits for this one last 
effort, he will. adopt a course clirectly contrary; he will try their 

) courage by professing to believe that the siege had pecome 
.. desperate, and that there was no choice except to go on. ship
,' board and flee. Announcing to Nestor and Odysseus, in 
; preliminary council, his intention to hold this strange language, 
\ he at the same time tells them that ,he relies upon them to 
· oppose it and counterwork its effect upon the multitude.2 The 
' agora is presently assembled, and the king of men pours forth a 
' speech. full of dismay and despair, cop eluding by a distinct 
f exhortation to all present to go aboard and return home "at 
; once. Immediately the whole army, chiefs as well as people,. 
1 break up and proceed to execute his orders : every one rushes 
1 off to get his ship afloat, except Odysseus, who looks on in 
f mournful silence· and astonishment. The army would have 
· been quickly on its voyage home, had not the goddesses Here 
and Athene stimulated Odysseus to an instantaneous inter
. ference. He hastens among the dispersing crowd and diverts 
i them from their purpos~ of retreat : to t~e chiefs he addresses. 
I • . . 

1 Iliad, ii. 204. Agamemn6n promises to maK.e over to Achilles seven 
, well-peopled cities, with a body of wealthy inhabitants (Iliad, ix. 153); 
• and Menelaus, if he could have induced Odysseus to quit lthaka and settle 
. near him in Argos, would have depopulated one of his neighbouring towns 
in order to make room for him (Odyss. iv. 176). . _ , 

f Manso (Sparta i. I, p. 34) and Nitzsch (ad Odyss. iv. 171) are inclined 
:to exclude these passages as spuiious,-a proceeding, in ·my opinion, inad· 
missible, without more direct grounds than tbey are able to produce, 

·: 2 Iliad, ii. 7 4· UpwTa 8' E'}'WV t~,o-.v we•pfJuop.at, &c. 
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flattering words, trying to shame them by gentle expostulation: 
but the people he visits with harsh reprimand and blows from 
his sceptre,1 thus driving them back to their seats in the 
agora. 

Amidst the dissatisfied crowd thus unwillingly brought back, 
the voice of Thersites is heard the longest and the loudest,
a man ugly, deformed, and unwarlike, but fluent in speech, 
and especially severe and unsparing in his censure of the chiefs, 
Agamemn6n, Achilles, and Odysseus. Upon this occasion, 
he addresses to the people a speech denouncing Agamemn6n 
for selfish and greedy exaction generally, but particularly for 
his recent ill-treatment of Achilles-and he endeavours more
over to induce them to persist in their scheme of departure. 
In reply, Odysseus not only rebukes Thersites sharply for his 
impudence in abusing the commander in chief, but threatens 
that if ever such behaviour is repeated, he will strip him naked, 
and thrash him out of the assembly with disgraceful blows; 
as an earnest of which he administers to him at once a smart 
stroke with the studded sceptre, imprinting its painful mark 
in a bloody weal across his back. Thersites, terrified and 
subdued, sits down weeping, while the surrounding crowd 
deride him, and express the warmest approbation of Odysseus 
for having thus by force put the reviler to si1ence. 2 

Both Odysseus and Nest6r then address the agora, sympa~ 
thising with Agamemn6n for the shame which the retreat of 
the Greeks is about to inflict upon him, and urging emphatically 
upon every one present the obligation of persevering until the 
siege shall be successfully consummated. Neither of them 
animadverts at all upon Agamemn6n, either for his conduct 
towards Achilles, or for his childish freak of trying the temper 
of the army. 8 

There cannot be a clearer indication than this description
so graphic in the original poem-of the true character of the 
Homeric agora. The multitude who compose it are listening 

1 Iliad, ii. 188-196-

"O,vr~vl!" p.€v ... fla,crt~Yjo. ICO.~ lto](.OV II.v8pt1 ~t.Lx.ef-q, 
Tov8 ayavot.S' E'71"E€<TO"tV EPYj,TlJUO.fTK.e 11'apaaTaS' • • • 
~Ov 8' aV 8fn.Lov ..,.· G.vOpa. t8ot, f3o0wv-r0. ,.. EcfJ€Upot, 
TOv ald,7r'Tpft' EAO.uacrtcev, bp.oiCA'I]tTaqiCe TE p.V8ct, &c. 

2 Iliad, ii. 213-277. 
8 Iliad, ii. 284-340. Nor does Thersites, in his criminatory speech 

against Agamemn6n, touch in any way upon this anomalous point, though 
in the circumstances under which his speech is made, it would seem to be 
of all others the most natural-and the sharpest thrust against the com-
mander-in-chief. • 
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and acquiescent, not. often hesitating,· and' never refractory 1 

to the chief. The fate which awaits a presumptuous critic, even 
. where his virulent reproaches are substantially well-founded, 
· is plainly set forth in the treatment of Thersites ; while the 
· unpop11larity of such a character is attested even tnoi:e by the 
excessive pains which Homer takes to heap upon ,him repulsive 
personal deformities, than by•the chastisement of Odysseu~ 

•6 h_e _is l~~e, bald, crook-backed, of. misshapen head and 
-squmtmg viswn. . · · . : 

But we cease to wonder at the submissive character-of the 
agora, when we read the proceedings of Odysseus towards the · 
people themselves,- his fine words and flattery addressed to 
the chiefs, and, his contemptuous reproof and marmal violence 
towards the common men, at a moment when both were doing 
exactly the same thing,-fulfilling the express bidding' of 
-Agamemnon, upon whom Odysseus does not offer a single 
comment. This scene, which excited a sentiment of strong 
displeasure among the democrats of historical Athens,2affords 
a proof that the feeling of personal dignity, of which philosop?ic 
observers in Greece~Herodotus, XenophO'n, Hippokrat;es, and 
Aristotle-boasted, as distinguishing the free Greek citizen 
from the slavish Asiatic, was yet undeveloped in the time 
of Homet.a The ancient epic is commonly- so filled with the 
personal adventures of the chiefs, and the people are so· C!)n· 
stahtly depicted as simple appendages attached ·to, them, that 
we rarely obtain-a glimpse of the treatment of the one apart 

-from the other, su'ch as this memorable Hori1eric .agora affords. 
There remains one other point of view in which we are to 

regard the agora of primitive Greece-as· the scene in wh,ich 
justice was administered. The king is spoken of as constitute¢! 
by Zeus the great judge of society. He has received from 
Zeus the sceptre and along with it the powers of command 'and. 
sanction: the people obey these commands and enforcE; tl:lese 
sanctions, under hini, enriching him at the same time .with 
lucrative presents and payi:nents.4 Sometimes the. king se~a-
. l See this illu~tratecl' in • the language of TMseus, Eurip. Supplic. 
349-352~ 

• J16§at. 8€ )(PriSw Kat 1r6Aet 1r&.Crn-T<i8e-' 
~6§et 8', el:'-oU 8E>...ovTo~· WU.a ·Toil >...OyoU 
IIpoa8oVs-, Exot1J.' O.v 8~p.ov ~Vp.<=vEO'Tepov. 

2 Xenoph6n, Memorab. i. 2; 9· - . · 
' 8 Aristot. Poli't. vii. 6, I; Hippocrat. De Aere, Lac.! et Aq. v: 85-:--86; 

Herodot. vii. 134. · . 
· 4 The <TI<i)?T-rpov, 8~p.un•s or 8~!-'-'S, and &')'op{j ·go tqp;ether, under.the pre
siding superintendence of the godse The goddess Themis both. convokes 
and dismissc;~_}l}e agora (see Iliad, xi. 8o6 ; Oclyss::ii .. 67;. lli:;td, xx; 4):-
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rately, sometimes the kings or chiefs or Gerontes in the plura 
number, are named as deciding disputes and awarding satisfac 
tion to complainants; always however in public, in the midst o 
the assembled agora.! In one of the compartments of tht 
shield of Achilles, the details of a judicial scene are described 
While the agora is full of an eager and excited crowd, two mer 
are disputing about the fine of•satisfaction for the death of ~ 
murdered man-one averring, the other denying, that the fine 
had already been paid, and both demanding an inquest. The 
Gerontes are ranged on stone seats,2 in the holy circle, with twc 
talents of gold lying before them, to be awarded to such of thr 
litigants as shall make out his case to their satisfaction. Th· 
heralds with their sceptres, repressing the warm sympathies c 
the crowd in favour of one or other of the parties, secure aJ 
alternate hearing to both.3 This interesting picture completel 
harmonises with the brief allusion of Hesiod to the judicia 
trial-doubtless a real trial-between himself and his brothe 
Perses. The two brothers disputed about their paternal ir 
heritance, and the cause was carried to be tried by the chiefs i 
agora ; but Perses bribed them, and obtained an unjust verdic 
for the whole. 4 So at least Hesiod affirms, in the bitterness c 
his heart; earnestly exhorting his brother not to waste a preciou 
time, required for necessary labours, in the unprofitable occup1 

The eEp.<O'T<s, commandments, and sanctions, belong properly to Ze1 
(Odyss. xvi. 403); from him they are given in charge to earthly kings al01: 
with the sceptre (Iliad, i. 238; ii. 206). 

The commentators on Homer recognised Blp.<s, rather too strictly, : 
b.yopas /Cal {Jou>..'iis >..l~w) see Eustath. ad Odyss. xvi. 403). 

The presents and the >..<1rapal 8€p.unes (Iliad, ix. 156). 
1 Hesiod, Theogon. 85 ; the single person judging seems to be me1 

tioned (Odyss. xii. 439). 
It deserves to be noticed that in Sparta the senate decided accusatim 

of homicide (Aristot. Polit. iii. r, 7): in historical Athens the senate 
Areiopagus originally did the same, and retained, even when its powe 
were much abridged, the tri.t!'lof accusations of intentional homicide ar 
wounding. 

Respecting the judicial functions of the early Roman kings, Dionys. Ha 
A. R. x. I. To p.ev b.pxa<ov ol /3aO'<>..e<s iq>'.a~Twv (TaTTov Tols lieop.lv• 
Tas liftcas, teal TO O<ka<w8'ev {,,..' helvwv, TOVTO v6p.os ~v (compare iv. 2; 
and Cicero, ]{epublic. v. 2; Rubino, Untersuchungen, i. 2, p. 122). 

2 Iliad, xviii. 504-
0l 8e 'J..lpoVT<O 

E'la.T• «i1rt E~uTo'iul. At.8ou;, iepct ~v1 xV~eAce. 

Several of the old northern Sagas represent the old men assembled for f 
purpose of judging as sitting on great stones in a circle called the Urthei 
ring or Gerichtsring (Leitfaden der Ni:irdischen Alterthiimer, p. 3 
Copenhag. 1837). • 

a Homer, Iliad, xviii. 497-510. 4 Hesiod, Opp. Di. 37· 
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tion of witnessing and abetting litigants in the agora-for which 
(he adds) no man has proper leisure, unless his subsistence for 
the year beforehand be safely treasured up in his garners.l He 
repeats more than once his complaints of the crooked and cor
rupt judgements of which the kings were habitually guilty; dwell
ing upon abuse of justice as the crying evil of his day, and 
predicting as well as invoking the vengeance of Zeus to repress 
it. And Homer ascribes the • tremendous violence of the 
autumnal storms to the wrath of Zeus against those judges who 
disgrace the agora with their wicked verdicts. 2 

Though it is certain that in every state of society, the feelings 
of men when assembled in multitude will command a certain 
measure of attenti'on, yet we thus find the agora, in judicial 
matters still more than in political, serving merely the 'purpose 
of publicity. It is the king who is the grand personal mover 
of Grecian heroic society.8 .He is on earth the equivalent of 
Zeus in the agora of the gods: the supreme god of Olympus is 
in the habit of carrying on his govermnent with frequent pub
licity, of hearing some dissentient' opinions, and of allowing him
self occasionally to be wheedled by Aphrodite or worried irito 
compliance by Here; but his determination is at last conclusive, 
subject only to the overruling interference of the Mcerre or 
Fates. 4 Both the society of gods, and the various societies of 
men, are, according to· the conceptions of Grecian legend, carried 
on by the personal rule of a legitimate sovereign,. who does not 
derive his title from the special appointment of his subjects, 
though he governs with their full consent. In fact, Grecian 
legend presents to us hardly anything else, except these great 
individual personalities. The race, or nation, is as it were ab-
sorbed into the prince y;,1eponymous person,s, especially, are not 
merely princes, but fathers and representative unities, each the 
equivalent of that greater or less aggregate to which he gives 
name. 

But though in the primitive Grecian government, the king is 
the legitimate as well as the real sovereign, he is always con
ceived as acting through the council and agora. Both the one 
and the other are esta:blished and essential media through which 
his ascendency is brought to bear upon the society : the ab
sence of such, assemblies is the test and mark of savage men, 

1 Hesiod, Opp. Di. 27-33. · 
~ Hesiod, Opp. Di. 250-263; Homer, Iliad, xvi. 387. , 
3 Tittmann (I;)arstellung der Griechischen Staatsverfassungen, book ii. 

p. 63) gives too lofty ari idea, in my judgement, of the condition and func-
tions of the Homeric agora. . , . 

4 Iliad, i. 520-527 ; iv. 14-56 ; est"ecially the agora of the gods (xx. 16~. 
VOL, II.. 0 
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as in the case of the Cycl6pes.l Accordingly he must possess 
qualities fit to act with effect upon these two assemblies : wise 
reason for the council, unctuous eloquence for the agora. 2 

Such is the ideal of the heroic government : a king not merely 
full of valour and resource as a soldier, but also sufficiently 
superior to those around him to ensure both the deliberate 
concurrence of the chiefs, and the hearty adhesion of the 
masses. 3 That this picture • is not, in all individual cases, 
realised, is unquestionable; but the endowments so often pre
dicated of good kings show it to have been the type present 
to the mind of the describer. 4 Xenoph6n, in his Cyrop<edia, de
picts Cyrus as an improved edition of the Homeric Agamem
non,-" a good king and a powerful soldier," thus idealising 
the perfection of personal government. 

It is important to point out these fundamental conceptions 
of government, discernible even before the dawn of Grecian 
history, and identified with the social life of the people. It 
shows us that the Greeks, in their subsequent revolutions and 
in the political experiments which their countless autonomous 
communities presented, worked upon pre-existing materials
developing and exalting elements which had been at first sub
ordinate, and suppressing or remodelling on a totally new 

1 Odyss. ix. II4-
Totat.v a· {the CyclOpes) oiJT1 O:yopal ~OVA.TJtfJ6pot, OVn 6€J.Lt.UTE~, 
"A'AA.' oty' VlJi11AWv bpiwv vaiovut. Kcl..p"'}va 
~Ev U1r€U"CTI. yAa~vpo'icn · 6ep.tcrreV~t 0€ €Kacrro~ 
llo.LOwv 7,8' o.A6xwv· oVS' ciAA~Awv 0.A€yov<n. 

These lines illustrate the meaning of 8€1us. 
2 See this point set forth in the prolix discourse of Aristeides, llepl 

'P1)Topt1Cf/s (Or. xlv. vol. ii. p. 99) : 'Hcriollos • , •• Ta.vTa. l!.vTtiCpvs 'Op.f)p'f' 
ll.e-ywv .••. 8n T€ 7) p1}Topt1Cl) qovellpos T~s {Ja.IJ'LALIC~s, &c. 

3 PNeus, king of the Myrmidons, is called (Iliad, vii. 126) 'Eq871.bs 
Mvpp.tli&vwv fJovA-qcp&pos -iJI;' fJ.-yop1JT1Js-Diomedes, fJ.-yop!i lie ,.. b.p.eivw (iv. 
400)-Nest&r, 71.•-ylis llvll.lwv &.-yop1JT1Js-Sarped8n, Avtdwv fJouA.1Jcf>&pe (v. 
633); and Idomeneus, Kpr}Ti:w fJouA.1}cp6pe (xiii. 219). 

Hesiod (Theogon. 8o-g6) illustrates still more amply the ideal of the 
king governing by persuasion _and inspired by the Muses. 

4 See the striking picture in Thucyuides (ii. 65). XenopMn, in the 
Cyropredia, puts into the mouth of his h"ero the Homeric comparison 
between the good king and the good shepherd, implying as it does immense 
superiority of organisation, morality, and intelligence (Cyropred. viii. 
p. 450, Hutchinson). 

Volney observes respecting the emirs of the Druse~ in Syria-" Every
thing depends on circumstances: if the governor be a man of ability, he is 
absolute ;-if weak, he is a cipher. This proceeds from the want of fixed 
laws; a want common to all Asia." (Travels in Egypt and Syria, vol. ii. 
p. 66.) Such was pretty much the condition of the king in primitive 
Greece. • 
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principle, that which had been originally predominant. When 
we approach historical Greece, we find that (with the exception 
of Sparta) the primitive, hereditary, unresponsible monarch, 
uniting in himself all the functions of government, has ceased 
to reign-while the feeling of legitimacy, which originally in~ 
duced his people.to obey him willingly, has been exchanged for 
one of aversion towards the character and title generally. The 
multifarious functions which he· once exercised have been 
. parcelled out among temporary nominees. On the other 
_,hand, the. council or senate, and the agora, originally simple 
:media through which the king acted, are elevated into standing 
'and independent sources of authority, controlling and holding 

in responsibility the various special officers to whom executive 
duties of one kind or another are confided. The general prin· 
ciple here indicated is common both to the oligarchies and the 
democracies which grew up in historical Greece. Much as 
these two governments differed from each other, and many as 
were the varieties even between one oligarchy or democracy and 
another, they all .stood in equal contrast with the principle of 
the heroic government. Even in Sparta, where the hereditary 
kingship lasted, it was preserved with lustre and influence ex
ceedingly diminished,l and such timely diminution of its power 
seems to have been one of the essential conditions of its preser-

. vation. 2 Though the Spartan kings had the hereditary com-
mand of the military forces, yet even in all foreign expeditions 

' they habitually acted in obedience to orders from home; while 
, in affairs· of the interior, the superior power of the Ephors 
; sensibly overshadowed them. So that unless possessed of more 

~- than ·ordinary force of character, they seem to· have exercised 
_their chief influence as•presiding members of the senate. . 

There is yet another point of view in which it behoves us to 
-take notice of the council and the agora as integral portions 
-of the legendary government of the Grecian communities. ·We 

1 Nevertheless the question put by'Leotychides to the deposed Spartan 
·I king DemaratuS-OKoi'6v TL ern TO lfpx••v p.eTd. TO {Jau(ll.evetv (Herodot. vi . 
. 67), and the poignant insult w]1ich those words conveyed, afford one among 
·,many other evidences of the lofty estimate current in Sparta respecting the 

' regal dignity, of which Aristotle in the Politica seems hardly to take 
sufficient account. 
: 2 0. Miiller_ (Hist. Dorians, book iii. i. 3) affirms that the fundamental 
:features of the heroic royalty were maintained in the Dorian states, and 
:obliterated only in the Ionian and democratical. In this point he has been 
'followed by various other authors (see Helbig, Die Sittlich. Zusliinde des. 
'Heldenalters, p. 73), but his position appears to me not correct, even as 
.regards Sparta ; and decidedly incorrect, in regard to the other Dorian 
\tates. · • 
( 
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are thus enabled to trace the employment of public speaking, 
as the standing engine of government, and the proximate cause 
of obedience, to the social infancy of the nation. The power of 
speech in the direction of public affairs becomes more and 
more obvious, developed and irresistible, as we advance towards 
the culminating period of Grecian history, the century preceding 
the battle of Chreroneia. That its development was greatest 
among the most enlightened s~ctions of the Grecian name, and 
smallest among the more obtuse and stationary, is matter of 
notorious fact ; and it is not less true, that the prevalence of thi~ 
habit was one of the chief causes of the intellectual eminence o 
the nation generally. At a time when all the countries aroun( 
were plunged comparatively in mental torpor, there was nf 
motive sufficiently present and powerful to multiply so wonde i 
fully the productive minds of Greece, except such as arose frc: 1 

the rewards of public speaking. The susceptibility of t, : 
multitude to this sort of guidance, their habit of requiring ar ; 
enjoying tqe stimulus which it supplied, and the open discussio i 
combining regular forms with free opposition, of practic. t 
matters political as well as judicial-are the creative caus1 : 
which formed such conspicuous adepts in the art of persuasim. ·. 
Nor was it only professed orators who were thus produced 
didactic aptitude was formed in the background, and the specu 
lative tendencies were supplied with interesting phrenomena fo: 
observation and combination, at a time when the truths o; 
physical science were almost inaccessible. If the primary effec·! 
was to quicken the powers of expression, the secondary, but not 
less certain result, was to develope the habits of scientific 
thought. Not only the oratory of Demosthenes and Perikles, 
and the colloquial magic of Socrates, but also the philosophical 
speculations of Plato~ and the systematic politics, rhetoric and 
logic of Aristotle, are traceable to the same general tendencies 
in the minds of the Grecian people. We find the germ of these 
expansive forces in the senate and agora of their legendary 
government. The poets, first epic and then lyric, were the 
precursors of the orators in their power of moving the feelings 
of an assembled crowd; whilst the Homeric poems-the general 
training-book of educated Greeks-constituted a treasury of 
direct and animated expression, full of concrete forms and rare 
in the use of abstractions, and thence better suited to the work
ings of oratory. The subsequent critics had no difficulty in 
selecting from the Iliad and Odyssey samples of eloquence ir. 
all its phases and Vfl.rieties. 

On the whole, then, the soci~ety depicted in the old Greek 
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poems is loose and unsettled, presenting very little of legal 
restraint, and still less of legal protection-but concentrating 
such political power as does exist in the hands of a legitimate 
hereditary king, whose ascendency over the other chiefs is more 
or less complete according to his personal force and character. 
Whether that ascendency be greatef or less however, the mass 
of the people is in. either case ~olitically passive, and of little 
account. Though the Grecian freeman of the heroic age is 

'Jove the degraded level of the Gallic plebs as described by · 
:resar, 1 he is far from rivalling the fierce independence and sense 
f dignity combined with individual force, which characterise 
1e. Germanic tribes before their' establishment in the Roman 
mpire. Still less does his condition, or the society in which he 
ovys, correspond to those pleasing dreams of spontaneous 
:titude and innocence, in which Tacitus and Seneca indulge 

• th regard to primitive man.2 
2. The state of moral and social feeling, prevalent in legendary 

reece, exhibits a scene in harmony with the rudimentary 
Jlitical fabrics just described. Throughout the long stream 
f legendary narrative on which the Greeks looked back as 
1eir past history, the larger social motives hardly ever come 
1to play: either individual valour and cruelty,1or the personal 
ttachments and quarrels of relatives and war-companions, or 
1e feuds of private enemies, are ever before us. There is no 
ense of obligation then existing, between man and man as 
uch-and 'very little between each man and the entire com
Junity of which he is a member; such sentiments are neither 
'perative in the real. world, nor present to the imaginations of 
he poets. Personal feelings, either towards the gods, the kinE; 
'r some near and known individual, fill the whole of a man's 
>osom : out of them arise all the motives to beneficence, and 
ll the internal restraints upon violence, antipathy, or rapacity:· 
.nd special communion, as well as special solemnities, are 
ssential to their existence. The ceremony of an oath, so 
mposing, so paramount, and so indispensable in those days, 

1 Cresar, Bell. Gallic. yi. a. 
2 Seneca, Epist.· xc. ; Tacitus, Annal. iii. 26. "Vetustissimi mortalium 

;ays the latter), nulla adhuc mala li,bidine, sine probro, scelere, eoque sine 
>cena out coercitione, agebant: neque prremiis opus erat, cum honesta 
uopte ingenio peterentur ; et ubi nihil contra morem cuperent, nihil per 
netum vetabantur. At postq~am exui requalitas, et pro modestia et pudore 
.mbitio et vis incedebat, proven€re dominationes, multosqile apud"populos 
eternum mansere," &c. Compare Strabo, vii. p. 301. , 

These are the same fancies so eloquently set forth by Rousseau in the 
last century. A far more sagaciqps criticism pervades the preface of 
Thucydid~s. 
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illustrates strikingly this principle. And even in the case ( 
the stranger suppliant-in which an apparently spontanem 
sympathy manifests itself-the succour and kindness shown t 
him arise mainly from his having gone through the consecrate 
formalities of supplication, such as that of sitting down in tr 
ashes by the sacred hearth, thus obtaining a sort of privilege ( 
sanctuary.1 That ceremony ~alts him into something mm 

1 Seuthes, in the Anabasis of Xenoph6n (vii. 2, 33), describes how, whf 
an orphan youth, he formally supplicated Medokos the Thracian king 1 
grant him a troop of followers, in order that he might recover his lo 
dominions-~t<aBe(&~'l/1' ivoicppws almji LK,T'I/S oouvai ~0· ifvopas. 

Thucydides gives an interesting description of the arrival of the exi 
Themistokli!s, then warmly pursued by the Greeks on suspicion of treaso1 
at the house of Admi!tus, king of the Epirotic Molossians. The wife ' 
Admetus herself instructed the fugitive how to supplicate her husband i 
form : the child of Admi!tus was placed in his arms, and he" was directe 
to sit down in this guise close by the consecrated hearth, which was of tl1 
nature of an altar. While so seated, he addressed his urgent entreaties t 
Admetus for• protection : the latter raised him up from the ground an 
promised what was asked. "That (says the historian) was the mo: 
powerful form of supplication." Admi!tus-&.KoO<Tas &.vi<TT'I/<Tl TE auThv ~·7 
-roV EavToV viEos, tiJtJ'7rEp Jcallxccw aV-rOv i«afM(eTo, ~eal p,E'YHfTov 'ilcETEVJ.t 
;)v TOvTo (Thuc. i. 136). So Ti!lephus, in the lost drama of JEschy!t 
called Mv<rol, takes up the child Oresti!s. See Bothe's Fragm. 44: Scho 
Aristoph. Ach. 305. 

In the Odyssey, both Nausikaa and the goddess Athi!ni! instruct Odysset 
in the proper form of supplicating Alkinous : he first throws himself dow 
at the feet of queen Arete, embracing her knees and addressing to her h 
prayer, and then without waiting for a reply, sits down among the ashes o 
the hearth-&s <l"lfwvj KaT' ifp' ~(eT' ~ ... • l<rx&.pplv Kovip<r<-Alkinous is dinin 
with a large company: for some time both he and the guests are silent: : 
length the ancient Echeneus remonstrates with him on his tardiness i 
raising the stranger up from the ashes. At his exhortation, the Ph::eakia 
king takes Odysseus by the hand, and raising him up, places him on a cha 
beside him: he then directs the heralds to mix a bowl of wine, and to sen 
it to every one round, in order that all may make libations to Zer 
Hiketesios. This ceremony clothes the stranger with the full rights an 
character of a suppliant (Odyss. vi. 310; vii. 75, 141, 166): KaTa voJ.wt 
&.cp<t<T6pwv, JEschyl. Supplic. 242. 

That the form counted for a great deal, we see evidently marked : bt 
of course supplication is often acldressed, and successfully addressed, in ci1 
cumstances where this form cannot be gone tohrough. 

It is difficult to accept the doctrine of Eustathius (ad Odyss. xvi. 424. 
that LK,T'I/S is a vox media (like ~•lvos), applied as well to the LICETaa<IKc 
as to the ltcoT'I/S properly so called : but the word lLII.J.:hll.o<<TLV, in th 
passage just cited, does seem to justify his observation : yet there is n 
direct authority for such use of the word in Homer. 

The address of Theoclymenos on first preferring his supplication t 
Telemachus is characteristic of the practice (Odyss. xv. 260); compare als 
Iliad, xvi. 574, and Hesiod. Scut. Hercul. 12-85. 

The idea of the ~eivos and the w''T'I/S run very much together. 
can hardly persuade myself that the reading [KeTev<re (Odyss. xi. 520) i 
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than a mere suffering man-it places him in express fellowship 
with . the master of the house, under the tutelary sanctions 
of Zeus Hiketesios. There is great difference between one 
form of supplication and another : the suppliant however in 
any form becomes more or less the object of a particular 
sympathy. . · ' 

The sense of obligation tow;uds the gods manifests itself 
separately in habitual acts of worship, sacrifice, and libations, 
or by votive presents, such as that of the hair of Achilles, which 
he has pledged to the river-god Spercheius,1 and such as the 
constant dedicated offerings, which men who stand in urgent 
need of the divine· aid first promise and afterwards fulfil. But 
the feeling towards the gods also appears, and ·that not less 
frequently, as mingling. itself with and enforcing obligations 
towards some particular human person. The tie which binds a 
man to his father, his kinsman, his guest, or any special 
promise towards whom he has taken the engagement of an 
oath, is conceived in conjunction with the idea of Zeus, as 
witness and guarantee; and the intimacy of the association is 
attested by some surname or special appellation of the god.2 
Such personal feelings composed all the mota] influences of 
which a Greek of that day was' susceptible,-a, state of mind· 
which we can best appreciate by contrasting it with that of the 
subsequent citizen of historical Athens. In the view of the 
latter, the great impersonal authority called "The Laws" stGod 
out separately both as guide and sanction, distinct from religious 
duty or private sympathies : but of this discriminated conception. 
of positive law and positive morality,3 the germ only can be 
detected in the Homeric poems. 'l;'he appropriate Greek word 

truly Homeric·: implying as it does the idea of a pitiable sufferer, it is 
altogether out of place when predicated of the proud and impetuous N eopto
lemus: we should rather have ~xpected tl<fAEUIJ'E, (See Odyss. x. rs.) 

The constraining efficacy of special formalities of supplication, among the 
Scythians, is powerfully set forth in the Toxaris of Lucian: the suppliant 
sits upon an ox-hide, with his hands confined behind him (Lucian, Toxaris, 
c. 48, vol. iii. p. 69, Tauch. )-the ,....-yiu-rrr it<e-r7]pia among that people. 

1 Iliad, xxiii. 142. • • 
2 Odyss. xiv. 389-

~V y~p ":oVv~~e' ~yW ?"• 1 o.i&Er:a:,otJ.a.~, .ouse, cfn>.:r}uw, 
AAAo. 6-ux. ~EVtov 8€tCTas, avTov 8 el\eatpwv· 

3 Nagelsbach (Homerische Theologie, Abschn. 'v. s. 23) gives a just and 
well-sustained view of the Homeric ethics : '' Es ist der charakteristische 
Standpunkt der Homerischen Ethik·, dass die Spharen des Rechts, der 
Sittlichkeit, und Religiositat, bey dem Dichter, durchaus nbch nicht auseih
ander fallen, so dass der Mensch z. B. llit<atos seyn · konnte ohne Oeouof}s 
·~u seyn-sondern in unentwickelter~inheit beysammen sind." 
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for human laws never occurs. Amidst a very wavering phrase
ology,1 we can detect a gradual transition from the primitive 
idea of a personal goddess Themis, attached to Zeus, first to 
his sentences or orders called Themistes, and next by a 
still further remove to various established customs, which 
those sentences were believed to sanctify-the authority of 
religion and that of custom foalescing into one indivisible 
obligation. 

The family relations, as we might expect, are set forth in our 
pictures of the legendary world as the grand sources of lasting 
union and devoted attachment. The paternal authority is 
highly reverenced : the son who lives to years of maturity, 
repays by affection to his parents the charge of his maintenance 
in infancy, which the language notes by a special word; whilst, 
on the other hand, the Erinnys, whose avenging hand is put in 

1 N6f<o<,' laws, is not an Homeric word; v6f<os, law, in the singular 
occurs twice in the Hesiodic Works and Days (276, 388). 

The employment of the words li(!<7], oil<at, e~f'LS, Mf'l<J'TES, in Homer, is 
curious as illustrating the early moral associations, but would require far 
more space than can be given to it in a note ; we see that the sense of each 
of these words was essentially fluctuating. Themis, in Homer, is some
times decidedly a person, who exercises the important function of opening 
and closing the agora, both of gods and men (Iliad, xx. 4; Odyss. ii. 68), 
and who, besides that, acts and speaks (Iliad, xiv. 87-93); always the 
associate and companion of Zeus the highest god. In Hesiod (Theog. 901) 
she is the wife of Zeus: in A!:schylus (Prometh. 209) she is the same as 
ra<a: even in Plato (Legg. xi. p. 936) witnesses swear (to want of 
knowledge of matters under inquest) by Z<';us, Apollo, and Themis. 
Themis as a person is probably the oldest sense of the word : then we have 
the plural e~f't<J'res (connected with the verb ri61)f<<, like 6e<J'f<6s and 
TE0,u6s), which are (not persons, but) special appurtenances or emana
tions of the Supreme God, or of a king acting under him, analogous to and 
joined with the sceptre. The sceptre, and the Oif'<<J'T<S or the oi~<a< con
stantly go together (Iliad, ii. 209; ix. 99): Zeus or the king is a judge, not 
a law-maker ; he issues decrees or special orders to settle particular dis
putes, or to restrain particular men ; and agreeable to the concrete forms of 
ancient language, the decrees are treated as if they were a collection of 
ready-made substantive things, actually in his possession, like the sceptre, 
and prepared for being delivered out when the proper occasion arose :
o<K<t<J'7r6il.ot, o1TE e~f'L<J'TaS npbs Atbs elpv<tTa< (Jl. i .• 238), compared with the 
two passages last cited :-" A</>pova rovrov &v~vres, ~s o!irwa oloe O€f<t<J'Ta 
(IJ. V. 761),-"A-yp<av, oliTE o(!<aS E~ elo6-ra o!ire O~f'!<J'T<tS (Odyss. ix. 215). 
The plural number ol""' is more commonly used in Homer than the 
singular : olwq is rarely used to denote Justice as an abstract conception ; 
it more often denotes a special claim of right on the part of some given 
man (II. xviii. 508). It sometimes also denotes, simply, established custom 
or the known lot-of<Wwv o[IC7J, -yep6vrwv, Oe[wv {3a<J'<ii.-/Jwv, Oewv (see 
Damm's Lexicon ad voc.) ; Mp.ts is used in the same manner. 

See upon this matter, Platner, De ~otione Juris ap. Homerum, p. 81 ; 
and 0. Miiller, Prolegg. Mythol. p. 121. 
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motion by the curse of a father or mother, is an object of deep 
dread.1 

In regard to marriage, we firid the wife occupying a station 
of great dignity and influence, though it was the practice for 
the husband to purchase her by valuable presents .to her 
parents,-a practice extensively prevalent among early com
munities, and treated by AristotJe as an evidence of barbarism. 
She even seems to live less secluded and to enjoy a wider 
sphere of action than was allotted to her in historical Greece. 2 

Concubines are frequent with the chiefs, and occasionally the 
jealousy of the wife breaks out in reckless excess against her 
husband, as may be seen in the tragical history of Phmnix. 
The continence of Laertes, from fear of displeasing his wife 
Antikleia, is especially noticed. s A large portion of the 
romantic interest which Grecian legend inspires is derived 
from the women : Penelope, Andromache, Helen, Klytrem
nestra, Eriphyle, Iokasta, Hekabe, &c., 1all stand in the fore-

1 0~8€ 'TOKevcn epJ"'"P" cpl!l.ots &1rJ8w1<e (II. iv. 477) : 6pE1r-rpa or 
8pe1r-r'hpta (compare II. ix. 454; Odyss. ii; 134; Hesiod, Opp. Di. r86). 

2 Aristot. Polit. ii. 5, r r. The <Sva, or. present given by the suitor 
to the father as an inducement to grant his daughter in marriage, are 
spoken of as very valuable,-t'mepei<rta <Sva (Il; xi. 244; xvi. 178; 
xxii. 472) : to grant a daughter without i!ova was high compliment to 
the intended son-in-Jaw (Il. ix. 141 ; compare xiii. 366). Among the 
ancient Germans of Tacitus, the husband gave presents, not to his wife's · 
father, but to herself (Tacit. Germ. c. r8): the customs ·of the early Jews 
were in this respect completely Homeric ; see the case of Shechem and 
Dinah (Genesis xxxiv. r2) and others, &c; ; also Mr. Catlin's Letters on 
the North American Ir1'dians, vol.i. Lett. 26, p. 213. · 

The Greek <ova correspond exactly to the mundium of the Lombard 
and Alerriannic Jaws, which is thus explained by Mr. Price (Notes on the 
Laws of King Ethelbert, in the Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, 
translated and published by Mr. Thorpe, vol. i. p. 20): "The Longo
hardie Jaw is the most copious of all the barbaric codes in its provisions 
respecting marriage, and particularly so on the subject' of the Mund. Fro~ 
that law it appears that. the Mundium was a sum paid over to the family 
of the bride, for transferring the tutelage which they possessed over her to 
the family of the husband,-' Si quis pro muliere Jibed. aut puellii mundium 
dederit et ei tnidita fuerit a9, uxorem,' &c. (ed. Rotharis, c. r83). In the 
same sense in which the term occurs in these dooms, it is also to be met 
with in the Alemannic "Jaw: it was also common in Denmark and in 
Sweden, where the bride was called a mund-bought or mund-given 
woman." . 

According to the 77th Law of King Ethelbert (p. 23), this 1mmd was 
often paid in cattle : the Saxon daughters were 1ra.p6evot lt.!l.cpe<rl/3otat (Iliad, 
xviii. 593). 

3 Odyss. i. 430 ; Iliad, ix. 450 ; see also Terpstra, Antiquitas Homerica, 
capp. 17 and r8. 

Polygamy appears to be ascribedJo Priam, but to no one else (Iliad. xxi. 
88). . . 
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ground of the picture, either from their virtues, their beauty, 
their crimes, or their sufferings. 

Not only brothers, but also cousins, and the more distant 
blood-relations and clansmen, appear connected together by a 
strong feeling of attachment, sharing among them universally the 
obligation of mutual self-defence and revenge, in the event of 
injury to any individual of the.race. The legitimate brothers 
divide between them by lot the paternal inheritance,-a bastard 
brother receiving only a small share ; he is however commonly 
very well treated, 1 though the murder of Phokus by Telamon 
and Peleus constitutes a flagrant exception. The furtive preg
nancy of young women, often by a god, is one of the most 
frequently recurring incidents in the legendary narratives; and 
the severity with which such a fact, when discovered, is visited 
by the father, is generally extreme. As an extension of the 
family connexion, we read of larger unions called the phratry 
and the tribe, which are respectfully, but not frequently 
mentioned.2 

The generous readiness with which hospitality is afforded to 
the stranger who asks for it, 3 the facility with which he is 
allowed to contract the peculiar connexion of guest with his 
host, and the permanence with which that connexion, when 
created by partaking of the same food and exchanging presents, 
is maintained even through a long period of separation, and 
even transmitted from father to son-these are among the 
most captivating features of the heroic society. The Homeric 
chief welcomes the stranger who comes to ask shelter in his 

1 Odyss. xiv. 202-215; compare Iliad, xi. 102. The primitive German 
law of succession divided the paternal inheritance among the sons of a de
ceased father, under the implied obligation to maintain and portion out 
their sisters (Eichhorn, Deutsches Privat·Recht. sect. 330). 

2 Iliad, ii. 362-
~A¢p~Twp, 0.9E.JLtcrTos, &.veo-Tt6s Ecrnv €K..et'vo~ 1 
"Os 1roA€p.ov eparat, &c. (II. ix. 63.) 

These three epithets include the three different classes of personal 
sympathy and obligation :-r. The Phratry, in which a man is connected 
with father, mother, brothers, cousins, brothers-in-law, clansmen, &c. ; 
2. the OepurTEs, whereby he is connected with his fellow-men who visit 
the same agora; 3· his Hestia or Hearth, whereby he becomes accessible 
to the ~<lvos and the IKET'1Js-

T0 15' '08vueVs tlf/Jo~ b~V ~e:a.l /J.AI(tp.ov lyxos ltwl(ev, 
'A p X f, v ~etvouVV7js 1rpot:nc"J]B€os· oVO€ 7-pa:triSn 
l'vwr~v a.>...>..~.>..ow. (Odyss. xxi. 34) ' 

3 It must be mentioned, however, that when a chief received a stranger 
and made presents to him, he reimbursed to himself the value of the 
presents by collections among the p.ople (Odyss. xiii. 14; xix. 197): 
ap')ICI.l\eov ')lap ~VCI. 1rpO<Kbs xapluauOca, says Alkinons. 
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house, first gives him refreshment, and _then inquires his name 
and the purpose of his voyage.l ·Though not inclined to invite 
strangers to his house, he cannot repel them when they spon
taneously enter it craving a lodging. 2 The suppliant is also 
commonly a stranger, but a stranger under peculiar circum
stances ; who proclaims his own calamitous and abject con
dition, and seeks to place hiffio'ielf in a. relation to the chief 
whom he solicits something like that in which men stand to 
the gods. Onerous as such special tie may become to him,. 
the chief cannot decline it, if solicited in the proper form : the 
ceremony of supplication has a binding effect, and the Erinnyes 
punish the hardhearted person who disallows it. A conquered 
enemy may sometimes throw himself at the feet of his conqueror, 
md solicit mercy, but he cannot by doing so acquire the. 
:haracter and claims of a suppliant properly so called : the 
:onqueror has free discretion either to kill him, or to spare him 
md accept a ransom. 3 

.. There are in the legendary narratives ·abundant e:(Camples of · 
ndividuals who transgress in particular acts even the holiest of 
:hese personal ties, but the savage Cyclops is the only person 
iescribed as professedly indifferent to_ them, and careless of 
hat sanction of the gods which in Grecian belief accompanied 
hem all.4 In fact, the tr!J.gical horror which. pervades the 
ineage of Athamas or Kadmus, and which attaches ·to many 
>f the acts of Herakles, of Peleus, and Telamon, of Jason and 
\1edea, of Atre]Js and Thyestes, &c., is founded ·upon a deep 
eeling and sympathy with those special obligations, which 

1 Odyss. i. 123 ; iii. 70, &c. 
2 Odyss. xvii. 383-

;j' 
'}'t~ yO.p ~1} fe"i~ov ~Ko.~ei f1.AAo9ev o.Vz-0~ irrr;A8Wv 
AAAov y , et fJ.Tl Twv8 , Ot 6"t]p.wepyot.' EaO'tv, &c. ; • 

~hich breathes the plain-spoken shrewdness of the Hesiodic Works and\; 
)ays, v. 355· ~· "· · ' · 
~.See t~e illustrati;e c~se of ~r~a?n in vain craving mercy from AchUies · 

Ihad, xx1. 64-97. Avn orot Etp. ti{<Tao, &c.). · .; 
Menelaus is about to spare the life of the Trojan Adrastus, who clasps 

,is knees and- craves mercy,' offering a large ransom-when Agamemn6n 
epels the idea of quarter, and kills Adrastus with his own hand : his 
peech to Menelaus displays the extreme of violent enmity, yet the poet 
ays-

·n~ ebrWv, 1rap€1fetaev 0.8eA¢ewV ¢plvas {]pws-, 
At O'tfl-a 1ra.pe t.7TW v, &c. 

Adrastus is not called an l~eh11s, nor is the expression used in 
espect to Dolan (II. x. 456), nor in the equally striking case of Odysseus 
:::>dyss. xiv. 279) when begging forJlis life. . .. 

4 Odyss. ix. II2-275. 
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conspicuous individuals, under the temporary stimulus of th• 
maddening Ate, are driven to violate. In such conflict o 
sentiments, between the obligation generally reverenced an< 
the exceptional deviation in an individual otherwise admired 
consists the pathos of the story. 

These feelings-of mutual devotion between kinsmen an< 
companions in arms-of genejous hospitality to the stranger 
and of helping protection to the suppliant-constitute th• 
bright spots in a dark age. We find them very general!~ 
prevalent amongst communities essentially rude and barbarou 
-amongst the ancient Germans as described by Tacitus, th• 
Druses in Lebanon,1 the Arabian tribes in the desert, and eve1 
the North American Indians. 

1 Tacit. German. c. 21. "Quemcunque mortalium arcere tecto, nefa 
habetur : pro fortuna quisque apparatis epulis excipit : cum defecere qu 
modo hospes fuerat, monstrator hospitii et comes, proximam domum not 
invitati adeunt: nee interest-pari humanitate accipiuntur. Notum igno 
tumque, quantum ad jus ho"spitii, nemo discernit." Compare C:esa• 
B. G. vi. 22. 

See about the Druses and Arabians, Volney, Travels in Egypt and Syri. 
vol. ii. p. 76, Engl. Trans!. ; Niebuhr, Beschreibung von Arabien, Copenh 
I 772, p. 46-49. 

Pomponius Mela describes the ancient Gennans in language not inapplic 
able to the Homeric Greeks: "Jus in viribus habent, adeo ut ne latrocini 
quidem pudeat : tantum hospitibus boni, mitesque supplicibus" (iii. 3). 

" The hospitality of the Indians is well known. It extends even t• 
strangers who take refuge among them. They count it a most sacred duty 
from which no one is exempted. Whoever refuses relief to any on• 
commits a grievous offence, and not only makes himself detested ant 
abhorred by all, but liable to revenge from the offended person. In thei 
condu.:< towards their enemies they are cruel and inexorable, and whet 
enraged, bent upon nothing but murder and bloodshed. They are how 
ever remarkable for concealing their passions, and waiting for a convenien 
opportunity of gratifying them. But then their fury knows no bounds. I 
they cannot satisfy their resentment, they will even call upon their friend 
and posterity to do it. The longest space of time cannot cool their wrath 
nor the most distant place of refuge afford security to their enemy' 
(Loskiel, History of the Mission of the United Brethren among the Nortl 
American Indians, Part I. ch. 2. p. 15). 

"Charlevoix observes (says Dr. Ferguson, Essay on Civil Society, Par 
II. § 2. p. 145), that the nations among whom. he travelled in Nortl 
America never mentioned acts of generosity or kindness under the notim 
of duty. They acted from affection, as they acted from appetite, withou 
regard to its consequences. When they had done a kindness, they hal 
gratified a desire ; the business was finished and it passed from the memory 
The spirit with which they give or receive presents is the same as tha 
which Tacitus remarks among the ancient Germans :-' Gaudent m<tneri 
bus, sed nee data imputant, nee acceptis obligantur.' Such gifts are of littlt 
consequence, except when employed as the seal of a bargain or a treaty." 

Respecting the Morlacchi (Illyrian iiclavonians) the Abbe Fortis say: 
(Travels in Dalmatia, p. 55-58)-
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i They are the instinctive manifestations of human sociality, 
,;tanding at first alone, and for that reason ·appearing to possess 

! "The hospit~lity of the Morlachs is equally conspicuous among the poor 
~s among the opulent. The rich prepares a roasted lamb or sheep, and 
the poor, with equal cordiality, gives his turkey, ·milk, honey-whatever 

-he has. Nor is their generosity confined to strangers, but generally extends 
.!o all who are in want .... Friend!lhip is lasting among the MorlacchL 
(They have even made it a kind of religious point, and tie the sacred bond 
'at the foot of the altar. The Sclavonian ritual contains a particular bene
'diction, for the solemn union of two male or two female friends, in presence 

,,bf the whole congregation. The male friends thus united are called 
Pobratimi, and the females Posestreme, which means' half-brothers and· 

. half-sisters. The duties of the Pobratimi are, to assist each other in every 
'case of need and danger, to revenge mutual wrongs, &c.: their enthusiasm 
1 is often carried so far as to risk, and even lose their life. . . . But as the 
tfriendships of the Morlacchi are strong and sacred, so their quarrels are 
~commonly unextinguishable. They pass froni father to son, and the 
)mothers fail not to put their children in mind of their duty to revenge their 
'(father if he has had the misfortune to be killed, and to show them often 
"\le bloody shirt of the deceased. . . . A Morlach is in':. placable if injured 
, · .. insulted. '\V:ith him rev,enge and justice have exactly the same mean
~ ·,g, and truly it is the primitive idea, and I have been told that in Albania 
., :ie effects of revenge are still more atrocious and 1pore lasting. There, a 
:man of the mildest character is capable of the most barbarous ·revenge, 
i believing it to be his positive duty. . . . A Morlach who has killed 
[another of a powerful family is commonly obliged to save himself by flight, 
. and keep out of the way for several years. If during that time he has been 
!fortunate enough to escape the search of his pursuers, and has got a small 
\sum of money, he endeavours to obtain pardon and peace, .•. It is the 
'custom in some places for the offended party to threaten the criminal, 
holding all sorts of arms to his throat, and at last to consent to accept his 
.ransom." 
I Concerning the influence of these two distinct tendencies-devoted 
~ersonal friendship and implacable animosities-among the Illyrico
Sclavonian population, see Cyprien Robert, Les Slaves de Ia Turquie, 
ch. -vii. p. 42-46, and Dr. Joseph MUller, Albanien, Rumelien, und die 
ffisterreichisch-Montenegrenische Granze, Prag. 1844, p. 24-25. · 
1 "It is for the virtue of hospitality (observes Goguet, Origin of Laws, 
:&c., vol. h book vi. ch. iv.) that the primitive times are chiefly famed. 
·But, in· my opimon, hospitality was then exercised not so much from 
generosity and greatness of soul, as from necessity. Common interest pro
bably gave rise to that custom. In remote antiquity, there were few or no 
1lUb!ic inns : they entertaineo strangers, in order that they might render 

'_fhem the same service,· if they happened to travel into their country . 
. Hospitality was reciprocal. When they received strangers into their 
ihouses, they acquired a right of bein; received into theirs again. This 
iright was regarded by the ancients as sacred and inviolable, and extended 
'not only to those who had acquired it, but to their children and posterity. 
!Besides, hospitality in these times could not he attended with much 
'expense : men travelled but little. In a word, the modern Arabians 
hove that hospitality may consist with the greatest ,·ices, and that this 
ipeci.es of generosity is no decis~ve evidence of goodness or' heart, or 
'\ectitude of matiners." · 
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a greater tutelary force than really belongs to them-beneficent, 
indeed, in a high degree, with reference to their own appropriate 
period, but serving as a very imperfect compensation for the 
impotence of the magistrate, and for the absence of any all
pervading sympathy or sense of obligation between man and 
man. We best appreciate their importance when we compare 
the Homeric society with that of barbarians like the Thracians, 
who tattooed their bodies, as tl\e mark of a generous lineage
sold their children for export as slaves-considered robbery, 
not merely as one admissible occupation among others, but as 
the only honourable mode of life; agriculture being held con
temptible-and above all, delighted in the shedding of blood 
as a luxury. Such were the Thracians in the days of Her.odotus 
and Thucydides : and the Homeric society forms a mean term 
between that which these two historians yet saw in Thrace, 
and that which they witnessed among their own civilised 
countrvmen.l 

When however among the Homeric men we pass beyond the 
influence of the private ties above enumerated, we find scarcely 
any other moralising forces in operation. The acts and adven
tures commemorated imply a community wherein neither the 
protection nor. the restraints of law are practically felt, and' 
wherein ferocity, rapine, and the aggressive propensities gener
ally, seem restrained by no internal counterbalancing scruples. 
Homicide, especially, is of frequent occurrence, sometimes by 
open violence, sometimes by fraud : expatriation for homicide 
is among the most constantly recurring acts of the Homeric 
poems : and savage brutalities are often ascribed, even to 
admired heroes, with apparent indifference. Achilles sacrifices 
twelve Trojan prisoners on the tomb of Patroklus, while his 
son N eoptolemus not only slaughters the aged Priam, but also 

The book of Genesis, amidst many other features of resemblance to the 
Homeric manners, presents that of ready and exuberant hospitality to the 
stranger. 

1 H.especting the Thracians, compare Herodot. v. II ; Thucydid. vii. 
29-30. The expression of the latter historian is remarkable,-Tb lie 'Y<vos 
'TWV €lpi:f1<WV, bp.o'ia 'TOts p.d.li.«T'Ta 'TOV {3ap(3~p11<ov, ~ v ij> t.v 8 a p q 1) cr !1, 
cpovt~eW-ra.T6v ilJ'TL. • 

Compare Herodot. viii. 116; the cruelty of the Thracian king of the 
Bisalt;.e towards his own sons. 

The story of Ody,;seus to Eumreus in the Odyssey (xiv. 21o-226)· 
furnishes a valuable comparison for this predatory disposition among the 
Thracians. Odysseus there treats the love of living by war and plunder as 
his own peculiar taste: he did not happen to like regular labour, but the 
latter is nqt treated as in any way mean or unbecoming a free-man-

lpyov Bl p.o1. oU ilAov ~ev 
OVB' oLKwcJ>eA.i-q, ij Tl! Tp€t/)et. O.y.\a.a -rEKva., &c. 
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seiies by the leg the child Astyanax (son of the slain Hector) 
and hurls him from one of the' lofty towers of Troy.1 More
:>Yer, the celebrity of Autolykus, the maternal grandfather of 
Odysseus, in the· career of wholesale robbery and perjury, and 
the wealth which it enabled him to acquire, are described with 
the same unaffected admiration as the wisdom of Nestor or the 
strength of Ajax. 2 Achilles, Menelaus, Odysseus, pillage in 
person whenever they can fino lfn opportunity, eiT?ploying both 
force and stratagem to surmount 'resistance. 3 The vocation of 
a pirate is recognised as honourable, so that a host, when he 
asks his guest what is the purpose of his voyage, enumerates 
enrichment by indiscriminate maritime plunder as among those 
projects which may naturally enter into his contemplation.4 

Abduction of cattle, and expeditions for unprovoked ravage as 
1 Ilias Minor, Fragm. 7, .p. r8, ed. Dlintzer; Iliad, xxiii. I75· Odys· 

seus is mentioned once as obtaining poison for his arrows (Odyss. i. r6o), 
b~ no poisoned arrows are ever employed in either of the two poems. 

The anecdotes recounted by the Scythian Toxaris in Lucian's work so 
entitled (vol. ii. c. 36, p. 544 seqq. ed. Hemst.) afford a vivid picture of 
this corhbination of intense and devoted friendship between individuals, 
with the most revolting cruelty of manners. " You Greeks live in peace 
md tranquillity," observes the Scythian-'ll'ap' 7,1-''iv lle uw•x•<s ol '11'6A.<!J-o<, 
cal 1)· l'II'<A.a6vowv li.A./I.ots, f) O'll'oxwpov!J-<V l'11't6vTas, . f) iTvp.'ll'<u6vTES · O'll'ep 
vop.i)s '1)'/l.das p.ax6p.E8a· tvea·p.&.A.tc:rTa ll<< <f>(A.wv &;yaewv, &c. 

2 Odyss. xxi. 397; Pherekyd@s, Fragm. 63, ed. Didot; At1tolykus, 
'II'AE'iUTa ICAE'II'TWJ/ l8'1)uca5pt(<v. The Homeric Hymn to Herm@s (the great 
patron-god pf Autolykus) is a further speCimen of the admiration which 
might be made to attach to clever thieving. . · . 

The 7,!J-<p6~<o<Tos &v-f]p, likely to rob the farm, is one great enemy against 
whom Hesiod advises precaution to be taken,-a sharp-tombed dog well
fed to serve as guard (Opp. DL_ 6o4). . · · ·, 
, 3 Iliad, xi. 624; xx. r8g. Odyss. iv. 81-90; 'ix. 40; xiv. 230: and·· 
.. he indirect revelation (Odyss. xix. 284), coupled with a compliment to the 
dexterity of Odysseus. ·f>. 

4 Even in the century prior to Thucydid&s, undistinguishing plunder at 
sea, committed by Greek ships against ships not Greek, seems not to have 
been held discreditable. The Phokrean Dionysius, after the ill- success of 
the Ionic revolt, goes with his three ships of war to Sicily, and from thence 
plunders Tyrrhenians and Carthaginians (Herod. vi. I7)·'~A.'I)'iUT1js '/CUTE·. 
uT-h~<ee, 1EA.A.-f]vwv p.ev oboev6s, Kapx'l)oovlwv lie 1<al Tvpu'l)vwv. Compare the' 
:'conduct of the Phokrean settlers at Alalia in Corsica, after the conquest of 
Ionia by Harpagus (Herbdot: i. r66). 
'

1

. In the. treaty between the Romans and Carthaginians, made at some 
)eriod subsequent to 509 :B.c., it is stiptilated-Tov KaA.ov 'A~<pwr'l)pfov, 
\lauTtas, Tapu71tov, p.'q /l.'l)((<uOat ~'11'~/CEtva. 'Pwp.alovs, 1-''11~/ }!J-'11'opebeiJ'8at,_ 

!"'IJOE 'lfOJ\tJ/ ~<Tf(etv (Polyb. iii. 24, 4). Plunder, commerce and colonisation,_ 
~'tre here assumed as the three objects which the Roman ships, would pursue, 
mless they were under special obligation to abstain, in reference to 

foreigners.. This morality approaches nearer to that of the Homeric age 
,'.han to ·the state of sentiment whic~ Thucydid&s indicates as current in his 
.lay am·ong the Greeks. . 
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well as for retaliation, between neighbouring tribes, appear 
ordinary pha!nomena: 1 and the established inviolability of 
heralds seems the only eyjdence of any settled feeling of 
obligation between one community and another. While the 
house and property of Odysseus, during his long absence, 
enjoys no public protection, 2 those unprincipled chiefs, whc 
consume his substance, find sympathy rather than disapproba. 
tion among the people of Ithat<:a. As a general rule, he whc 
cannot protect himself finds no protection from society : hi1 
own kinsmen and immediate companions are the only partie1 
to whom he can look with confidence for support. And in thi.· 
respect, the representation given by Hesiod makes the pictur~ 
even worse. In his emphatic denunciation of the fifth age, tha 
poet deplores not only the absence of all social justice anc 
sense of obligation among his contemporaries, but also th• 
relaxation of the ties of family and hospitality.a ·There ar• 
marks of querulous exaggeration in the poem of the "Work 
and Days" ; yet the author professes to describe the real stat 
of things around him, and the features of his picture, softe1 
them as we may, will still appear dark and calamitous. I 
is however to be remarked, that he contemplates a state c 
peace-thus forming a contrast with the Homeric poems. Hi 
copious catalogue of social evils scarcely mentions liability t 
plunder by a foreign enemy, nor does he compute the chance 
of predatory aggression as a source of profit. 

There are two special veins of estimable sentiment, on whic 
it may be interesting to contrast heroic and historical Greec~ 
and which exhibit the latter as an improvement on the form! 
not less in the affections than in the intellect. 

The law of Athens was peculiarly watchful and provider 
with respect both to the persons and the property of orpha 
minors ; but the description given in the Iliad of the utter an 
hopeless destitution of the orphan boy, despoiled of his patem 
inheritance and abandoned by all the friends of his father, who 
he urgently supplicates, and who all harshly cast him off, is or 

1 See the interesting boastfulness· of N est6r, ,Iliad, xi. 67o-7oo ; a! 
Odyss. xxi. r8; Odyss. iii. 71 ; Thucyd. i. 5· 

2 Odyss. iv. 165, among many other passages. Telemachus laments t 
misfortune of his race, in respect that himself, Odysseus, and Laertes Wf 

all only sons of their fathers: there were no brothers to serve as mutt 
auxiliaries (Odyss. xvi. u8). 

8 Opp. Di. I~2-I99-
ovoe '1f"ari,p nalOecn:nv Op.oitor;, oV81 Tt Trai8E'~, 
OV8€ ~ei:vo~ fetvo86.1Cce, KO.L ETo.'ipoi eTa.ipCfJ, 
ovoe Ka.ul-yvrrro~ <PiAo~ iufL€TO.t, Ws TO 'lr0.pos 'fr~p, 
Alo/a ae YJJp&:cncovnt~ «.n.ul)'crovO"t TOK~as, &c. 
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•fthe most pathetic morsels in the whole poem.l In reference 
:gain to the treatment of the dead body of an enemy, we find 
.U the Greek chiefs who come near (not to mention the conduct 
>f Achi.lles himself) .piercing with their spears the corpse of the 
l~ln Hector, while some of them even pass disgusting taunts 
1ppn it. We may add, from the lost epics, the mutilation of 
he dead bodies of Paris and Deiphobus by the hand of Mene
aus. 2 But at the time of the P~rsian invasion; it was regarded 
,s.unworthy of a right-minded' Greek to maltreat in any way 
he dead body of an enemy, even where such a deed might 
eem to be justified on the plea of retaliation. After the battle 
>f Platrea, a proposition was made to the Spartan king Pausanias 
o retaliate upon the dead body of Mardonius the insults which 
~erxes had heaped upon that of Leonidas at Thermopylre. He 
ndignantly spurned the suggestion, not without a,. severe rebuke, 
~r rather a half-suppressed menace, towards the proposer : and 
he feeling of Herodotus himself goes heartily along with him. 3 

The different manner of dealing with homicide presents a 
hird test, perhaps more striking yet, of the change in Grecian 
eelings and manners during the three centuries preceding the 
~ersian invasion. That which the murderer in the Homeric 
imes had to dread, was, not· public prosecution and punish
nerit, but the' personal vengeance of the kinsmen and friends 
>f the deceased, who were stimulated by the keenest impulses 
>f honour and obligation to avenge the deed, and were con
idered by the public as specially privileged to· do so.4 To 

1 Iliad, 'xxii. 487-500. Hesiod dwells.upon injury to orphan children, 
rowevei\ as a heinous offence (Opp. DL 330). · 

2 Iliad, xxii. 371. ob8' ltpa. o1 'TIS ltvo~'T>)'Tt 'Y• wa.poi1'T'1). Argument of Iliad 
vl:inor, ap. Diintzer; Epp. Fiagm. p. 17; Virgil, A~neid, vi; 520. 

Both Agamemn6n and the Oiliad Ajax·cut off the heads of slain warriors 1 

nd send .. them rolling like a ball or like a mortar among the crowd of 
varrior.s (Iliad, xi. 147 ; xiii. 102). · . 

The ethi<:al maxim preached by Odysseus in the Odyssey, not to utter 
1oastful shouts over a slain enemy (Ob;x: ou('t), wrap.ovo•u•v ~"'' &vBpciutv 
bxe"Tcia.u8a.•, xxii. 412), is abundantly violated in the Iliad. 

3 Herodot. ix. 7S-79. Contrast this strong expression from Pausanias 
vith. the conduct of the Carthaginians towards the "end of the Pelopon
.esian war, after their capture" of Selinus in Sicily, .where, after having put 
o death 16,000 persons, they mutilated the dead bodies-Ka'Tct ... ~ 1rrJ...-p•ov 
Oos (Diod6r. xiii. 57-86). . . 

4 The Mosaic law recognises this habit and •duty on the part of the 
elatives of the murdered man, and provides cities of refuge for the purpose 
>f sheltering the offender in certain cases (Deuteron. xxxv. 13-14; Bauer,. 
fandbuch der Hebra\schen Alterthiimer, sect. 51-{z). , 

f
The relative who inherited the property of a murdered man was spechllly 
lij?:ed to avenge his dea~~~ (II. Le~ Vorlesungen tiber die Geschichte des'. 
d1schen Staats.-Vorl. m. p. 35). . .. 

VOL. II. · P 
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escape from this danger, he is obliged to flee the countr 
unless he can prevail upon the incensed kinsmen to accept 
a valuable payment (we must not speak of coined money in tl 
days of Homer) as satisfaction for their slain comrade. Th( 
may, if they please, decline the offer, and persist in their rig: 
of revenge ; but if they accept, they are bound to leave tl 
offender unmolested, and he accordingly remains at hon 
without further consequences~ The chiefs in agora do n· 
seem to interfere, except to ensure payment of the stipulat< 
sum. 

Here we recognise once more the characteristic attribute 
the Grecian heroic age-the omnipotence of private fan 
tempered and guided by family sympathies, and the practic 
nullity of that collective sovereign afterwards called Tlze City
who in historical Greece becomes the central and paramou 
source of obligation, but who appears yet only in the bac 
ground, as a germ of promise for the future. And the mann 
in which, in the case of homicide, that germ was develop( 
into a powerful reality, presents an interesting field of com paris< 
with other nations. 

For the practice, here designated, of leaving the party guil 
of homicide to compromise by valuable payment with tl 
relatives of the deceased, and also of allowing to the latter 
free choice whether they would accept such compromise 
enforce their right of personal revenge-has been remarked 
many rude communities, and is particularly memorable am01 
the early German tribes.1 Among the many separate Teuton 

1 "Suscipere tam inimicitias, seu patris, seu propinqui, quam amiciti: 
necesse est. Nee implacabiles durant : luitur enim etiam homicidit 
certo pecorum armentorumque numero, recipitque satisfactionem unive1 
domus." (Tacit. German. 21.) Niebuhr, Beschreibung von Arabie 
p. 32. 

"An Indian feast' (says Loskiel, Mission of the United Brethren 
North America) is seldom concluded without bloodshed. For the murd 
of a man 100 yards of wampum, and for that of a woman 200 yards, m1 
be paid by the murderer. If he is too poor, which is commonly the ca' 
and his friends cannot or will not assist him, he must fly from t 
resentment of the relations." • • 

Rogge (Gerichtswesen der Germanen, capp. I, 2, 3) Grimm (Deutsc 
Rechtsalterthtimer, book v. cap. 1-2), and Eichhorn (Deutsches Priv: 
Recht. sect. 48) have expounded this idea and the consequences deduc 
from it among the ancient Germans. The practice of blood-feud, he 
alluded to, is still prevalent in British India; not only among the rue 
Western tribes, coolies and others, but also among the more civilised a: 
polished Rajpoots. 

Aristotle alludes, as an illustration of the extreme silliness of ancie 
Greek practices (Eu{Je'll ,.cf.f''ll"av), to a cT!stom which he states to have st 
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;tablishments which rose upon the ruins of the Western 
1npire of Rome, the right as wellas duty of private revenge, 
rr personal injury or insult ?ffered to any member of a family---.: 
:1d the endeavour to avert Its effects by means of a pecumary 
)mposition levied upon the offender, chiefly as satisfaction to 
te party injured, but partly also as· perquisite to the king-was 
iopted as the basis of their legislation. This fundamental 
lea was worked out in elabora(e detail as to the valuation of 
te injury inflicted, wherein one main circumstance was the 
.nk, condition and power of the sufferer. The object of the 
gisla1;or was to preserve the society from standing feuds, but 
the same time to accord such full satisfaction a.s would induce 

te injured person to waive his acknowledged right of personal 
:vei:ige-the full luxury of which as it· presented itself to the 
,ind of an Homeric Greek, may be read in more .than 011e 
tssage of the ;Iliad. I The German codes begin by-trying to 

'ntinued at the A':olic Kymi!, in cases of murder. If the accuser pro
teed in support of his charge a certain number of witnesses from his O\Vn 
ndred, the person was held peremptorily guilty-,-oTov Ev Kvp.v 1r•pl Ta 
>VtKa v&p.os Ju·nv, tx.v 1rl1.~06s .,., 1rap&.uxrrrat p.ap-r,\pwv o. '!itd,Kwv -rbv tp6v0 v 
;v avTou UV"f"f•vwv, {voxov elvat -r<iJ tp&v'l' -rbv tpevyov-ra (Polit. ii. · 5, I~). 
his presents a curious parallel with the Old German institution of the 
i.deshdfern or conjurators, who, though most frequently required aud: 
oduced in 'support of .the. party acc;used, were yet also brpught by ·the 
.rty accusing. See Rogge, sect. 36, p. 186; Griinm, p. 862. 
1 The. word ?rutv{j indicates this satiifaction .by_ paluable payment for 
:ong ·done, especially for homicide : that the Latin word pa:na originally 
earit the same thing may be inferred from the .old phrases dare pa:nats; 
ndere pa:nas. ·The most illustrative passage in the Iliad is that in whith 
,ax, in the embassy undertaken to conciliate Achilles, censure~ by corn
rison .the inexorable obstinacy of the latter in setting at naught the 
offered presents of Agamemn6n (II. ix. 627)- · 

N~.\1)~· x:al p.Ev·-r{<; Te KaUt;IV~'T.OtO tjJOvoc..o 
llow~v, ~ oV 1Ta.t80s- E8€~a'TO "TEfJVEtWros· . 

, Kal p• 0 p.€v €v 8~J.Lc:> p.EveL aVroil, ·1rOM' ti1To'Tluas 
To~ OE .,· €p'r)-rUeTa.'- Kpa.Ol1] Kal ,(}vp.Or; <iyi,vwp, 
Ilotvl]v lie~a.J.Ltivov • . . ,· o, • . 

The ?row/j is: in its primitive sense a gelluine payment in vali.ulble 
mmodities serving as compensation (Iliad, iii. 290.; v. 266; ·xiii. 659): 
t it comes by a natural metaphor to signify the death of one or more 
·ojans, as a satisfaction for that of a Greek warrior who had just fall(!n 
r vice versa, Iliad; xiv. 483 ; xvi. 398) ; sometimes even the notion of 
mpensation generally (xvii. 207). In the representation cin the shield of 
:hilles, the genuine proceeding about 1row{j clearly appears : the quesli<)n 
~re tried is, whether the payment stipulated as satisfaction for a pers<m 
.in, .has really. been made cir not-avo o' lfvop•s EvelKEov eYveKa 1row~s 
•'lipos lx.'lro<f>Otp.~vov, &c. (Jfviii. 498). , · 
The danger of an act of homicide is proportioned to the number arid 
1wer of the surviving relatives of the slain; but even a small number is· 
rcient to necessitate flight (Od~ss. xxiii. 120): .on .the other hand, a 
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bring about the acceptance of a fixed pecuniary composJtJc 
as a constant voluntary custom, and proceed ultimately 
enforce it as a peremptory necessity: the idea of society is 
first altogether subordinate, and its influence passes only 1 
slow degrees from amicable arbitration into imperative contrc 

The Homeric society, in regard to this capital point 
human progression, is on a level with that of the German trib 
as described by Tacitus. But the subsequent course of Greci< 
legislation takes a direction completely different from that 
the German codes. The primitive and acknowledged right 
private revenge (unless where bought off by pecuniary paymenT 
instead of being developed into practical working, is supersedt 
by more comprehensive views of a public :wrong requiring publ 
intervention, or by religious fears respecting the posthumo 
wrath of the murdered person. In historical Athens, the rig 
of private revenge was discountenanced and put out of sigl 
even so early as the Drakonian legislation, and at last restrict< 
to a few extreme and special cases; I while the murderer can 
to be considered, first as having sinned against the gods, ne 
as having deeply injured the society, and thus at once 
requiring absolution and deserving punishment. On the fi1 
of these two grounds, he is interdicted from the agora ar 
large body of relatives was the grand source of encouragement to 
insolent criminal (Odyss. xviii. 141). 

An old law of Tralles in Lydia, enjoining a nominal1rotv~ of a medinm 
of beans to the relatives of a murdered person belonging to a contemptil 
class of citizens, is noticed by Plutarch, Qurest. Grrec. c. 46, p. 302. Ev 
in the century preceding Herodotus, too, the Delphians gave a 7rotv~ 
satisfaction for the murder of the fabulist JEsop ; which 1row~ was claim 
and received by the grandson of JEsop's master (Herodot. ii. 134. Plutarc 
Ser. Num. Vind. p. 556). 

1 See Lysias, De Crede Eratosthen. Orat. i. p. 94 : Plutarch, Solon, 
23 ; Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 632-637. 

Plato (De Legg. ix. p. 871-874), in his copious penal suggestions to dt 
with homicide, both intentional and accidental, concurs in general with t 
old Attic law (see Matthire, Miscellanea Philologica, vol. i. p. 151): a 
as he states with sufficient distinctness the grounds of his propositions, · 
see how completely the idea of a right to private or family revenge is absc 
from his mind. In one particular case he CGnfer~ upon kinsmen the pri 
lege of avenging their murdered relative (p. !S71) ; but generally, he ratl 
seeks to enforce upon them strictly the duty of bringing the suspect 
murderer to trial before the court. By the Attic law, it was only the kh 
men of the deceased who had the right of prosecuting for murder-or t 
master, if the deceased was an olt<f.r71s (Demosthen. cont. Euerg. 
Mnesibul. c. r8); they might by forgiveness shorten the term of bani' 
ment for the unintentional murderer (Demosth. cont. Makart. p. 106 
They seem to have been regarded, generally speaking, as religiou 
obliged, but not legally compellable• to undertake this duty; comp: 
Plato, Euthyphro, cap. 4 & 5· 
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~om all holy places, as well as from public functions, even 
·,)bile yet untried and simply a suspected person ; for if this 
jere not done, the wrath of the gods would manifest itself in 
;ad crops and other national calamities. On the second 
.round, he is tried before the council of Areiopagus, and if 
\und guilty, is condemned to death, or perhaps to disfranchise
~ent and banishment.1 The idea of a propitiatory payment 
!~ the relatives of the deceasetl has ceased altogether to be 
tlmitted: it is the protection of society which dictates, and 
he force of society which inflicts, a measure of punishment 
la!culated to deter for the future. 
~ 3· The society of legendary Greece includes, besides the 
~hiefs, the general mass of freemen ('Aaot'), among whom .stand 
\ut by special names certain professional men, such ·as the 
jarpenter, the smith, the leather-dresser, the leech, the prophet, 
Jle bard, and the fisherman. 2 We have no means of appre-

f 1 Lysias, cont. Agorat. Or. xiii. p. I37· Antiphon. Tetralog. i. x. p. 
129. > Ao-vp.rpopov ~· vp.lv lo-·rl TOV~ •• p.tap'Ov Kal &va')WOll 6rTa, Els .. a. 1'€1-'~"71 
)wv Oe&v dcn&v'Tct p.talvetv T~V a,ve(av o.ln·Wv, t?7rl OE Ttts alrrCt.s -rpa7rl(as 
~VTCJ. O'V')II<Cl1'CJ.7rtp.7rll.rivat TOVS ltvatTiovs· tl< -yap 1'0V1'WV ar 1'€ ltrpopia< -yivov'T'at, 
ivuTvxets 8' al 1rpcl.~ets «aOl(J'T~VTa.t. . ' 

The three Tetralogies of Antipho are all very instructive respecting the 
ega! procedure in cases of alleged homicide : as also the Oration De C~de 
~lerodi.s (see capp. I and 2)-Tov v61wv lte>J>evov, orhv \''lfoKn(vt>V'l'a. 
~vTa7ro8a.velv, &c. . 
' The case of the Spartan Drakontws (one of the Ten Thousand Greeks 
'vho · served with Cyrus the younger, and permanently exiled from his 
lountry in consequence of 3:n involuntary murder committed diuing his 
•oyhood) presents a pretty exact parallel to the fatal quarrel of Patroklus 
:)t dice, when a boy, ·with the son of Amphidamas, in consequence of 
·?hich he was forced to seek shelter under the roof of Peleus (compare, 
.liad, xxiii. 85, with Xenoph. Anabas. iv. 8," 25). . 
·; 2 Odyss. xvii." 384; xix. I35· Iliad, iv. 187; vii. 221. I know nothing 
yhich better illustrates the idea of the Homeric ~'fiJ.ItOEp-yol-the herald, the 
~rophet, the carpenter, the leech, the bard, &c.,_:than the following 
iescription of the structure of an East" Indian village (Mill's History of 
{3ritish India, b. ii. c. 5, p. 266) £ "A village politically considered 
;esembles a corporation or township. Its proper establishment of officers 
:md servants consists of the following 'descriptions :_:.The potail, or head 
:nhabitant, who settles disputes and collects the revenue, &c. ; the cur
J\um, who keeps the acco'\mt' of cultivation, &c. ; the tallier ; the boundary
,,]an ; the superintend~nt of tanks· and water·courses ; the Brahman, who 
Jierforms the village worship; the schoolmaster; the calendar Brahn1an, 
,)r astrologer, who proclaims the lucky or unpropitious periods for. so~ing 
,!r thrashing; the smith and carpenter; the potter; the washerman; the 
,5arber ; the cowkeeper ; the doctor ; the dancing-girl, who attends at 
rejoicings ; the musician and the poet." · .' · 
·. Each of these officers and servants (~'fiJ.Ito•p-yoi) is remunerated by a definite 
~rrquisite-so ·much landed produ;e-out of the general crop of the village 
.f~. 264). 

I 
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Ciatmg their condition. Though lots of arable land were 
assigned in special property to individuals, with boundaries 
both carefully marked and jealously watched/ yet the larger 
proportion of surface was devoted to pasture. Cattle formed 
both the chief item in the substance of a wealthy man, the 
chief means of making payments, and the common ground· of 
quarrels-bread and meat, in large quantities, being the con
stant food of every one. 2 'the estates of the owners were 
tilled, and their cattle tended, mostly by bought slaves, but to 
a certain degree also by poor freemen called Thetes, working 
for hire and for stated periods. The principal slaves, who 
were entrusted with the care of large herds of oxen, swine, or 
goats, were of necessity men worthy of confidence, their duties 
placing them away from their master's immediate eye.s They 
had other slaves subordinate to them, and appear to have been 
well treated : the deep and unshaken a~tachment of Eum::eus 
the swineherd and Philcetius the neatherd, to the family and 
affairs of the absent Odysseus, is among the most interesting 
points in the ancient epic. Slavery was a calamity which in 
that period of insecurity might befall any one. The chief who 
conducted a freebooting expedition, if he succeeded, brought 
back with him a numerous troop of slaves, as many as he 
could seize 4-if he failed, became very likely a slave himself: 
so that the slave was often by birth of equal dignity with his 
master-Eum::eus was himself the son of a chief, conveyed 
away when a child by his nurse, and sold by Phcenician kid
nappers to Laertes. A slave of this character, if he conducted 
himself well, might often expect to be enfranchised by his 
master, . and place~ in an independent holding. 5 

1 Iliad, xii. 421 ; xxi. 405. 
2 Iliad, i. 155; ix. 154 ; xiv. 122. 
3 Odysseus and other chiefs of Ithaka had oxen, sheep, mules, &c., on 

the continent and in Peloponn€sus, under the care of herdsmen (Odyss. iv. 
636 ; xiv. roo). 

Leukanor, king of Bosporus, asks the Scythian Arsakomas-llo<Ta. ll~ 
/300'It.f,/-'aTa, t, '11"00'as a/-'&~ as lxess, TO.VTO. '}'ap 0!-'eis '11"AOVTflTE; (Lucian, 
Toxaris, c. 45). The enumeration of the ~nop,erty of Odysseus would 
have placed the /3o<TKfJ/-'aTa in the front line. 

4 .6./-'wal o' &s 'Ax•ll.•ils 71.1/t"O'<TaTo (Iliad, xviii. 28: compare also Odyss. 
i. 397 ; xxiii. 357 ; particularly xvii. 441 ). 

5 Odyss. xiv. 64; xv. 412; see also xix. 78: Eurykleia was also of 
dignified birth (i. 429). The questions put by Odysseus to Eumreus, to 
which the speech above referred to is an answer, indicate the proximate 
causes of slavery: "Was the city of your father sacked? or were you 
seized by pirates when alone with your sheep and oxen?" (Odyss. xv. 
3~~ • 

Eumreus had purchased a slave for himself (Odyss. xiv. 448). 
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On the whole, . the slavery of legendary Greece does not 
present itself as existing under a peculiarly harsh form, espe~ 
cially if we consider that all the classes of society, were then 
very much upon. a level in point' of taste, sentiment, and 
instruction.! In the absence of legal security or an effective 
social sanction, it is probable that the condition of a slave. 
under an average master may have· been as good as that of 
the free Thete. The class of' slaves whose lot appears to 
b.ave been the most pitiable were the females-more numerous 
than the males, and performing the principal work in the 
interior of the house. Not only do they seem to have been 
more harshly treated than the males, but they were charged , 
with the hardest and most exhausting labour which the 
~stablishment of a Greek chief required-they brought in 
•vater from the spring, and turned by hand the house-mills, 
.vhich ground the large quantity of flour consumed in his 
'amily.2 This oppressive task was p~rformed generally by 
'emale slaves,. in historical as 'well as in legendary Greece.3 

3pinniJ1g and weaving was the constant occupation of women, 
.vhether free or slave, of every rank and station: all the gar
nents worn both by men and women were fashioned at home, 

1 Tacitus, ·Mor. Germ. 21. "Do~inum ac servum nullis edui:ationis 
leliciis 'dignoscas: inter eadem pecora, in ·eadem humo, degunt," &c. 
Juvenal, Sat. xiv. 167). · 

2 Odyss. vii. !04; xx. II6. Iliad, vi. 457; compare the Book of 
}enesis, .ch. xi. 's: The expression of Telemachus, when h!'! is proceed: 
ng , 'to hang up the female slaves who had misbenaved; is bitterly 
:onterriptuous- · ,, · · 

M-1) p.ev 51, Kct9ap_W 6a.vrirw O.rrO 6v1J.Ov €Aotp..TJV 
Tawv, &c. (Odyss. 'xxii. 464.) • 

The humble establishment of Hesiod's farmer dbes not possess a mill ; 
1e has nothing better than a wooden pestle arid mortar for grinding or 
Jruising the corn ; both are constructed, and the wood cut from the trees 
Jy, his own hand (Opp. n;. 423), though it seems that a professional car
Jenter ("the servant of Athene ") is required to put together the plough 
v. 430). The· Virgi ian poem Moretit?n (v. 24)· assigns a hand-mill even 
o the humblest rural establishment. The instructive article '.'Corn Mills" 
n Beckmann's Hisr. of Inventions (vol. i. p., 227, Engl. trans!.) collects 
Lll the information avail:l.ble about this SUlJject. 

s See Lysias, Or. I, p. 93 (De Ca::de Eratosthenis). Plutarch (Non 
Josse suaviter .vivi secundum Epicurum, c. 21,. p. IIOl)--'IIaxv<TJ<e.:\ns 
oll.erpls 1rphs p.vll.rw K<Vovp.,v?j-and Kallimachus (Hymn. ad Delum, 242):--
L?Jo' 89• o<tll.al t:.v<TTo,d•s p.o-y,ov<T•v all.eTplo<s~notice the overworked 
:ondition of these women. ' 
. The "grinding slaves" (&li.<.Tploes) are expressly named· in one of the 
~aws of Ethelbert. king of Kent, and constitute the second class' in poi11t. 
>f value among the female sla~es (Law ~- -:I:'horp~'s ,1\ncient Laws !).rid 
nstitutes of England; vol. r. p. 71': · 
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and Helen as well as Penelope is expert and assiduous at thf· · 
occupation.1 The daughters of Keleos at Eleusis go to tht: 
well with their basins for water, and N ausikaa daughter of 
Alkinous 2 joins her female slaves in the business of washing 
her garments in the river. If we are obliged to point out the 
fierceness and insecurity of an early society, we may at the 
same time note with pleasur~ its characteristic simplicity of 
manners : Rebecca, Rachel, and the daughters of Jethro in tht 
early Mosaic narrative, as well as the wife of the native Mace· 
donian chief (with whom the Temenid Perdiccas, ancestor ot 
Philip and Alexander, first took service on retiring from 
Argos) baking her own cakes on the hearth, s exhibit a parallel 
in this respect to the Homeric pictures. 

We obtain no particulars respecting either the common free
men generally, or the particular class of them called Thetes. 
These latter, engaged for special jobs, or at the harvest anc~ 
other busy seasons of field labour, seem to have given their 
labour in exchange for board and clothing : they are mentioned 
in the same line with the slaves,4 and were (as has been just 
observed) probably on the whole little better off. The con
dition of a poor freeman in those days, without a lot of land 
of his own, going about from one temporary job to another, 
and having no powerful family and no social authority to look 
up to for protection, must have been sufficiently miserable. 
When Eumieus indulged his expectation of being manumitted 
by his masters, he thought at the same time that they would 
give him a wife, a house, and a lot of land, near to themselves ; b 

without which collateral advantages, simple manumission might 
perhaps have been no improvement in his condition. To be 
Thete in the service of a very poor farmer is selected by Achilles 
as the maximum of human hardship : such a person could not 
give to his Thete the same ample food, and good shoes and 
clothing, as the wealthy chief Eurymachus, while he would 
exact more severe labour.6 It was probably among such 
smaller occupants, who could not advance the price necessary 
to purchase slaves, and were glad tq saye the cost of keep 
when they did not need service, that the Thetes found employ· 

1 Odyss. iv. 131 ; xix. 235· 
2 Odyss. vi. 96; Hymn. ad D@m@tr. ro5. 
3 Herodot. viii. 137· ' Odyss. iv. 643. G Odyss. xiv. 64. 
6 Compare Odyss. xi. 490, with xviii. 358. Klytremn~stra, in the 

Agamemnon of JEschylus, preaches a something similar doctrine to Kassan
dra,-how much kinder the b.pxa<&?r/l.ouTo• lleCT?r6Ta< were towards their 
slaves, than masters who had risen by.unexpected prosperity (Agamemn. 

~~~ ' 
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m.ent : though we may conclude that the brave and strong 
aJ;nongst these poor freemen found it preferable to accompany 
some freebooting chief, and to live by the plunder acquired.1 

'Ilhe exact Hesiod advises his farmer, whose work is chiefly 
p~rformed by slaves, to employ and maintain the Thete during 
summer-time, but to dismiss him as soon as the harvest is 
completely got in, and then to take into his house for the 
winter, a woman "without. any child;" who would of course 
be more useful that the Thete for the indoor occupations of 
that season. 2 · 

'In a state of society such ·as that which we have been 
describing, Grecian commerce was necessarily trifling and 
restricted. The Homeric poems mark either total ignorance 
or great vagueness of apprehension respecting all that lies 
beyond . the coasts Gf Greece and Asia Minor and the islands 
between or adjoining them .. Libya and Egypt are supposed 
so distant as to be known only by name and hearsay : indeed 
when the city of Kyrene was founded, a century and a half 
aRer the first Olympiad, it was difficult to find anywhere a 
Greek navigator who had ever visited the cpast of Libya, or 
was fit to serve as guide to .the colonists.3 The mention of the 
Sikel~ in the Odyssey 4 leads us- to conclude that Korkyra, 

~· l1 Thucyd. i. 5· ~-rp&.~ov'ro 1rphs l\'(J(I'T~fav, fryoup.~v-o>V ltv8p6w ob -rwv 
&.OuvaTwTdTwl{, tdpOovs. 'TOil u¢eTEpou· cdiTiiJJI fveKa.,.ICal Tots &uOevfa'L TP~<f>?]s. 

2 Hesi()d, Opp. Di. 459-~cpopf<l)8i)val, op.ws a,..w<s TE Ked ah&s-and 
6<i3-

l , , •••• ·,. A,V-r,O.p bMw }h ., 
Ua.v'Ta. {3LOV ICO..T1'19)}o.t e7ta.pp.evov evBo6a. OLIC.Ol11 
®~7&. T' /I.oucov 'Tr'Ou:t'iuOat, . ~ea~ tiTeKvov €pt8ov 
AtSeuOa.t K€Aop.o.L' xaAem, 8' im07rop-r~~ €pt8os. 

Th~ two words lfotKov 7rote7(1'9at ;eem here to be taken together in the 
sense of " dismiss the Th~te," or "make. hiln house less;" for when put 
ti'ut of his empl~yer's house, he had no residence of ·his own. Gottling 
'(q'ii loc.), Nitzsch (ad Odyss. iv. 643), and Lehrs (Qurest: Epic. p. 205) all 
cb'nstrue lfo1Kov with 9~-ra, and represent Hesiod as advising that the 
houseless Tbete should be at that moment taken oti, just at the time when 
the summer's work was. finished. Lehrs (and seemingly Gottling also), 
sensible that this can never have been' the real meaning of the poet, would 
throw out the two lines as sp>trious. I may remark -further that the trans
lation of 9-f}s given by Gottling-villicus-is inappropriate : it includes .the 
idea of superintendence over other labourers, ·which does not seem to have 
belonged to the Thete in any case. · 

There were a class of poor-free-women who made their living by taking 
iniwool to spin and perhaps to weave: the exactness of their dealing as 
welJ as the poor profit which they rnade, are attested by' a touching Homeric 
simile (Iliad, xiii. 434). See Iliad, vi. 289; xxiii. 742. Odyss. xv. 414. 

3 Herodot. iv. 151. Compare Ukert, Geographie der Griechen und 
.Romer, part i. p. 16-19. • ;'·· t Odyss. xx. 383-xxiv. 210, The identity of the Homeric Scheria with 
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Italy ~nd Sicily were not wholly unknown to the poet. Among 
seafaring Greeks, the knowledge of the latter implied the 
knowledge of the two former-since the habitual track, even of 
a well-equipped Athenian trireme during the Peloponnesian 
war, from Peloponnesus to Sicily, was by Korkyra and the 
Gulf of Tarentum. The Phok<eans, long afterwards, were the 
first Greeks who explored either the Adriatic or Tyrrhenian 
sea.1 Of the Euxine sea no" knowledge is manifested in 
Homer, who, as a general rule, presents to us the names of 
distant regions only in connexion with romantic or monstrous 
accompaniments. The Kretans, and still more the Taphians 
(who are supposed to have occupied the western islands off the 
coast of Akarnania), are mentioned as skilful mariners, and the 
Taphian Mentes professes to be conveying iron to Temesa to 
be there exchanged for copper; 2 but !;>oth Taphians a;d 
Kretans are more corsairs than traders.3 The strong sense of 
the dangers of the sea, expressed by the poet Hesiod, and the 
imperfect structure of the early Grecian ship, attested by 
Thucydides (who points out the more recent date of that 
improved shipbuilding which prevailed in his time), concur to 
demonstrate the then narrow range of nautical enterprise.4 

Such was the state of the Greeks as traders, at a time when 
Babylon combined a crowded and industrious population with 
extensive commerce, and when the Phcenician merchant-ships 
visited in one direction the southern coast of Arabia, perhaps 
even the island of Ceylon-in another direction, the British 
islands. 

The Phcenician, the kinsman of the ancient Jew, exhibits the 
type of character belonging to the latter-with greater enterprise 
and ingenuity, and less of religious exclusiveness, yet still differ
ent from, and even antipathetic to, the character of the Greeks. 
In the Homeric poems, he appears somewhat like the Jew of 
the middle ages, a crafty trader turning to profit the violence 
and rapacity of others-bringing them ornaments, decorations, 
the finest and brightest products of the loom, gold, silver, 
Korkyra, and that of the Homeric Thrinak4t with Sicily, appear to me 
not at all made out. B<1th Welcker and Klausen treat the Phreakians as 
purely mythical persons (see Vv. C. Miiiler, De Corcyrreorum Republica, 
Gotting. 1835, p. 9). 

1 Heredot. i. 163. 
2 Nitz.~ch. ad Odyss. i. 181 ; Strabo, i. p. 6. The situation of Temesa, 

whether it is to be placed in Italy or in Cyprus, has been a disputed point 
among critics both ancient and modern. 

3 Odyss. xv. 426. Tc!.rpw<, 71.7)tCT'Top•s l!.vllp•s ; and xvi. 426. Hymn to 
D€m€ter, v. 123. • 

, 4 Hesiod, Opp. Di. 615-684; Thucyd. i. 13. 
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electrum, ivory, tin;· &c~, in 'exchange for which he ·wwived 
landed produce, skins; wool, and slaves, the only commodities 
.which even a wealthy Greek chief of those early times had to · 
offer.:...,_prepared at the same time >for dishonest gain, in any 
:manner which chance might throw in his way.l He is however 
.really a trader, not Undertaking expeditions with the deliberate 
p~rp<;>se of surprise and plundef, ~rid standing distin~uish~d in 
th1s ·respect from the Tyrrheh1an, Kretan, or Taph1an puate. 
Tin, ivory, and electrum, all of which are acknowledged in the . 
Homeric poems, were the fruit of.Phcenician trade with the West 
as wellas with the East.2 

1 Odyss. xiv. 790 : ~v: 46-
_ ,. ,<Polvt§ ~.\8ev tlv~p, O.tra'M]Atcx. ei8Wr;, 

4 TpW~erils, &s BY, '1ToAA:a ~e&./IC' _O.vOpW7rotvtv €Wp)te1., _ 

The interesting narrative given by Eumreus, of the manner in which he 
fell into· slavery, is a vivid picture of Phcenician· dealing (compare Heredot. 
i.. 2-4·., Iliad, vi. 290; xxiii. 743). Paris is reported to have yisited 
Sidon, and brought from thence .. women eminent for skill at the. loom. 
The Cyprian Verses (see the Argument ap. Diintzer, p. 17) affirmed that 
Paris had landed at Sidon, and attacked and captured. the city. Taphian 
corsairs kidnapped slaves at Sidon (Odyss. xv. 424). : 
. The ornaments· or trinkets (&ovpp.cm:a) which. the Phcenician merchant 

carries with ,him, seem to ·be the same as the oafoa!l.a 7ro,!l.!l.cl., n&p.,..as T€ 

-y•ap..,..7cl.s 8' ·;;ii.,·Kas, &c, which Hephrestus was employed in fabricating 
(Iliad, xviii. 400) ·under the protection of Thetis. .. 

"Fallacissimum' esse genus Phceriicum omnia monumenta vetustatis 
atque · omnes historire nobis prodiderunt." (Cicero, Or:it. Trium .. partes 
ineditre, ed. ·Maii, I8I 5, p. I3.) . · . . ·. . 1 

. 
2 Ivory is frequently mentioned in Homer, who uses the word ~!l.~tpo.s ex

clusively to i:nean that substance, not to signify the animal. 
The art of dyeing, especiallf with the· va'rious shades of purple, was .in 

after ages one of the special excellences of the Phcenidans : yet Homer, 
where he alludes in a simile to dyeing or.stainirig, introduces a Mreonian or 
Karian ·woman as the 'performer of the· process, not a Phcenician (lliad, 
iv. 'r4I). · . · · 

What the electrum named in the Homeric. poems really is cannot be 
positively determined. The word in antiquity meant two different things : 
I. amber; 2. an impure gold, containing as much as one-fifth or more of 
silver (Pliny, H. N. xxxiii. 4). The passages in which we read the word 
in the Odyssey (!o not positively exclude either of these meanings; put they 
present tons electrum so much in juxtaposition with gold and silver each 
separately, that perhaps the second meaning is more proba])le than the 
first. Herod,otusunderstands it to mean amber (iii. I IS): Sophokles, on 
the contrary, employs it to designate a metal akin to gold (Antigone, 
1033). ' . . 

See the dissertation of Buttmann, appended to his collection of essay's 
called Mythologus, vol. ii. p. 337 ; .also Beckmann, History of Inventions, 
vol. iv. p. 12, Engl. Tr;tnsl. "The ancients (observes the latter) used as 
a peculiar metal a mixture of gold and silver, because. they were not 
acquainted with the art of sepa.-ating them, and gave ii the name of 
~lectrum." Dr. Thirlwall (Ilist. of Greece, vol. i. p. 24I) thinks that the 
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Thucydides tells us that the Phrenicians and Karians, in ver) 

early periods, occupied many of the islands of the lEgean, anc 
we know, from the striking remnant of their mining works whid 
Herodotus himself saw in Thasus, off the coast of Thrace, that 
they had once extracted gold from the mountains of that islam: 
-at a period indeed very far back, since their occupation must 
have been abandoned prior to the settlement of the poet Archi 
lochus.1 Yet few of the islands in the lEgean were rich in suet 
valuable products, nor was it in the usual course of Phceniciar 
proceeding to occupy islands, except where there was an ad 
joining mainland with which trade could be carried on. Th( 
traffic of these active mariners required no permanent settle 
ment. But as occasional visitors they were convenient, ir 
enabling a Greek chief to turn his captives to account,-to ge 
rid of slaves, or friendless Thetes who were troublesome-anc 
to supply himself with the metals, precious as well as useful. 
The halls of Alkinous and Menelaus glitter with gold, copper 
and electrum. Large stocks of yet unemployed metal-gold 
copper and iron-are stored up in the treasure-chamber o 
Odysseus and other .chiefs.8 Coined money is unknown t< 
the Homeric age-the trade carried on being one of barter 
In reference also to the metals, it deserves to be remarked tha 
the Homeric descriptions universally suppose copper, and no 
iron, to be employed for arms, both offensive and defensive 
By what process the copper was tempered and hardened, so a: 
to serve the purposes of the warrior, we do not know; 4 but tht 

Homeric electrum is amber; on the contrary, Hiillmann thinks that it wa 
a metallic substance (Ilandels, Geschichte der Griechen, p. 63-81). 

Beckmann doubts whether the oldest J<acnrf.repos of the Greeks was real!: 
tin: he rather thinks that it was "the stannum of the Romans, the wer. 
of our smelting·houses,-that is, a mixture of lead, silver, and othe 
accidental metals" (ibid p. 20). The Greeks of Massalia procured til 
from Britain, through Gaul, by the Seine, the Saone, and the Rhon' 
(Diod6r. v. 22). 

1 Heredot. ii. 44; vi. 47· Archiloch. Fragm. 21-22, ed. Gaisf 
CEnomaus, ap. Euseb. Prrep. Ev. vi. 7· Thncyd. i. 12. 

The Greeks connected this Phcenician settlement in Thasus with th 
legend of Kadmus :~.nd his sister Europa: 'fhasus, the eponym us of th 
island, was brother of Kadmus. (Herod. ib.) 

2 The angry Laomed6n threatens, when Poseid6n and Apollo ask fran 
him (at the expiration of their tem1 of servitude) the stipul:~.ted wages c 
their labour, to cut off their ears and send them off to some distant island 
(Iliad, xxi. 454). Compare xxiv. 752. Odyss. xx. 383; xviii, 83. 

3 Odyss. iv. 73; vii. 85; xxi. 61. Iliad, ii. 226; vi. 47· 
4 See Millin, Mineralogie Homerique, p. 74· That there are, howeve1 

modes of tempering copper, so as to Wtpart to it the hardness of steel 
has been proved by the experiments of the Comte de Cay ius. 
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lSe of iron for these objects belongs to a later age, though the 
t Works and Days" of Hesiod suppose this change to have been 
;]ready intrciduced.1 

, The mode of fighting among the Homeric heroes is not less 
. ~ifferent from the historical times, than the material of which 
'1heir arms were composed. In historical Greece, the Hoplites, 
.br heavy-armed infantry, maintained a close order and well
pressed line, charging the_ enerAy with their spears protended 
at even distance, and coming thus to close conflict without 
breaking their rank: there were special troops, bowmen, slingers, 
&c. armed with missiles, but the hoplite had no weapon to 
~mploy in this manner. The heroes of the Iliad and Odyssey, 
bn the contrary, habitually employ the spear as a missile, which 
they launch with tremendous force : each of them is mounted 
',11 his war-chariot drawn by two horses and· calculated to c6n
/"ain the warrior and his charioteer; in which ·latter capacity a 
friend or comrade will sometimes consent to serve. Advancing 
fn his chariot at full speed, in front of his own soldie_rs, he hurls 

_'his spear against the enemy: sometimes indeed he will fight on 
ioot and hand to hand, but the chariot is usually near to receive 
him' if he chooses, or to ensure his retreat. J'he mass of the 
3-reeks and Trojans coming forward to the charge, without any 
; The Massaget<:e employed 'only copper-no iron-for their weapons 
(Herodot. i. 215). · 

- : 1 Hesiod, Opp. Di. I 50-420. · The examination of the various matters 
'pf antiquity discoverable throughout the north of Europe, as published by 
the Antiquarian Society of Copenhagen, recognises a distinction of three 
~uccessive ·ages :-I. Implements and arms .. of stone, bone, wood, &c. ; · 
'iittle ·or no use of metals at all ; clothing ma.de of skins. 2. Implements 
lind arms of copper and gold, or rather bronze and gold ; little or no silver. 
or iron. Articles of gold and electrum are found belonging to this age, 
ibut none of silver, nor any evidences of writing. 3· The age which follows 
!this has belonging to it arms of iron, articles of silver, and some Runic 
inscriptions : it is the last age of northern paganism, immediately preceding 
·~he introduction of Christianity (Leitfaden zur Ni:irdischen Alterthums-
~unde, pp. JI, 57, 63, Copenhagen, I837). . 
~ The Homeric age coincides with the second of these two periods. 
Silver is comparatively little mentioned in Homer, while both hronze a,nd 
gold are faqtiliar metals. · Iron a]so is rare, and seems employed only for 
agricultural purpoSeS-Xpuu6v TE, )(a.i1.1<611 TE /li1.1s, ~<T8'i)Ta. 8' flcpa.v.,..fl" 
\Iliad, vi. 48; Odyss. ii. 338; xiii. I36). The xpuuox6os and the xa.ii.KEVS 
\re both mentioned in Homer, but workers in silver and iron are not-
\nown by any special mme (Odyss. iii. 425-436). . 
! "The hatchet, wimble, plane, and level, are the tools mentioned by 

:Homer, who appears to have been unacquainted with the saw, the square, 
;and the compass." (Gilles, 1-Iist. of Greece, chap . .ii. p. 6r.) · 

1 The Gauls known to Polybius, seemingly the Cisalpine Gauls only, 
!possessed all their property in ca~e and goJd-8p~,U,UCX.Ta Kal XPU<TOs,-on 
'account of the easy trimsportability of both (Poly b. ii. I7). 
! 
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regular step or evenly-maintained line, make their attack in the 
same way by hurling their spears. Each chief wears habitually 
a long sword and a short dagger, besides his two spears to be 
launched forward-the spear being also used, if occasion serves, 
as a weapon for thrust. Every man is protected by shield~ 
helmet, breastplate and greaves : but the armour of the chiefs. 
is greatly superior to that of the·common men, while they them
selves are both stronger and n'ore expert in the use o( their 
weapons. There are a few bowmen, as rare exceptions, but 
the general equipment and proceeding is as here described. 

Such loose array, immortalised as it is in the Iliad, is familiar· 
to every one; and the contrast which it presents, with those 
inflexible ranks and that irresistible simultaneous charge which 
bore down the Persian throng at Platrea and Kunaxa,1 is such 
as to illustrate forcibly the general difference between heroic 
and historical Greece. While in the former, a few splendid 
figures stand forward in prominent relief, the remainder being 
a mere unorganised and ineffective mass-in the latter, these 
units have been combined into a system, in which every man, 
officer and soldier, has his assigned place and duty, and the 
victory, when gained, is the joint work of all. Pre-eminent 
individual prowess is indeed materially abridged, if not wholly 
excluded-no man can do more than maintain his station in, 
the line.2 But on the other hand, the grand purposes, aggres
sive or defensive, for which alone arms are taken up, become 
more assured and easy; while long-sighted combinations of the· 
general are rendered for the first time practicable, when he has I 
a disciplined body of men to obey him. In tracing the picture· 
of civil society, we have to remark a similar transition-we pass
from Herakles, Theseus, Jason, Achilles, to Solon, Pythagoras; 
and Perikles-from "the shepherd of his people," (to use the 
phrase in which Homer depicts the good side of the Heroic 
king,) to the legislator who introduces, and the statesman who 

1 Tyrtreus, in his military expressions, seems to conceive the Homeric 
mode of hurling the spear as still prevalent-o&pu o' elrr&ll.f-LWS {3d ll.l\ o v-r e s 
(Fragm. ix. Gaisford). Either he had his mind prepossessed with the 
Homeric array, or else the close order and conjunct spears of the hoplites 
had not yet been introduced during the second Messenian war. . 

Thiersch and Schneidewin would substitute 1rdll.l\ov-res in place ol 
f3&.llll.ov-res. Euripides (Androm. 695) has a similar expression, yet it doe! 
not apply well to hop lites ; for one of the virtues of the hop lite consisted i1 
carrying his spear steadily: oop&.-rwv Klv1)cns betokens a disorderly marcl 
and the want of steady courage and self-possession. See the remarks o. 
Brasidas upon the ranks of the Athenians under Kleon at Amphipolis 
(Thucyd. v. 6). • 

2 Euripid. Andromach. 6g6. 
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:inaintains, a preconcerted syst'em by which willing citizens con
'·;ent to bind themselves. If commanding individual talent is 
:10t always to be found, the whole community is so trained as 
'o be able 'to maintain its course under inferior' leaders; the 
' !ghts as well as the duties of each citizen being predetermined 
n the social order, according to principles more .or less wisely 
aid down. The 'contrast is similar, and the transition equally 
emarkable, in the civil as in tM military picture. In fact, the 

'nilitary organisation of the Grecian republics is- an element of 
' :he greatest importance in respect to the conspicuous part which 
•hey have played· in human affairs-their superiority over other 
contemporary nations in tJ:is respect being hardlyless striking. 
than it is in many others, as we shall have occasion to see. in 
a subsequent stage ofthis history. 

Even at the most advanced pqint of their tactics, the Greeks 
could effect little against a walled city. Stillless.effective·were 
the heroic weapons and array for such an undertaking as a siege. 
'Fortifications are a feature of the age deserving considerable 
notice. · There was a time; we are told, in which the primitive 
Greek towns or villages derived a precarious security, not from 
their walls, b,ut merely from sites lofty and difficult of access. 
They were not built immedi;".tely-;:upon the shore, or close llpon 
any convenient landing-place, but at some distance inland, on a 
rock or elevation which could not be approached without notice 
or scaled without difficulty. It was thought sufficient .at that 
:time to guard ,against piratical or marauding surprise: but .as 
~he state of. society became assured-as the .chance of sudden 
tssault comparatively diminished and industry increased-these 
uiinviting abodes were exchanged for more convenient sites on 
. 'le plain or declivity beneath ; or a portion of the latter was 
nclosed within larger boundaries arid joined on to the original 
oundation, which thus became the Acropolis of the new town. 
fhebes, -Athens, Argos, &c .. belonged tci the latter class of cities; 
.,Jut there were in many parts of Greece deserted sites cin hill
:ops,<still retaining even in historical times the traces of former 
,mbitation, and some of them still bearing the name.of the old 

:· )Wns. Among the mountainous parts of Krete, in JEgina and 
· .hodes, in portions of ·.Mount Ida and Parnassus, · similar 
:, ,mnan~s _might· be perceived.1 · 

,: I 'H wcxr.cx<a w&r.ts in JEgina (Herodot. vi. 88); .'Aurvwcl.r.cxtcx in Sa.mus 
-olyren. i. 23,·2; Etymol.' Mag. v~ 'Aurv7rcl.r.cxtcx :·it became seemingly the 

,cropolis of the subsequent city. •· · 
About the deserted sites in 'the-lofty regions of Kr~te, see Theophrastus, 

de Ventis, v. 13, ·ed. Schneider, p. ,.62. · • · 
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Probably in such primitive hill villages, a continuous circle ~ 

of wall would hardly be required as an additional means of 
defence, and would often be rendered very difficult by the 
rugged nature of the ground. But Thucydides represents the 
earliest Greeks-those whom he conceives anterior to the Trojan 
war-as living thus universally in unfortified villages chiefly on 
account of their poverty, rudeness, and thorough carelessness 
for the morrow. Oppressed arfd held apart from each other by 
perpetual fear, they had not yet contracted the sentiment of 
fixed abodes-they were unwilling even to plant fruit-trees l 
because of the uncertainty of gathering the produce-and were 
always ready to dislodge, because there was nothing to gain by 
staying, and a bare subsistence might be had any where. He 
com pares them to the mountaineers of .tEtolia and of the Ozolian 
Lokris in his own time, who dwelt in their unfortified hill 
villages with little or no inter-communication, always armed 
and fighting, and subsisting on the produce of their cattle and 
their woods 1-clothed in undrest hides, and eating raw meat. 

The picture given by Thucydides, of these very early and 

The site of ITall.alcr"'l1lf'S in Mount Ida,-br&vw Kef3p'l1vos /CaTa TO p.e-rewp
OTaTov Ti)s ~l~'71S (Strabo, xiii. p. 607); ficrTepov ~€ ICaTw'T~pw uTa~(ots 
e~-h~<ovTa els 'T~V vvv ~Ki)lj!tv fJ.E'T'I'Kl0'6'11crav. Paphos in Cyprus was the same 
distance below the ancient Palre-Paphos (Strabo, xiv. p. 683). 

Near Mantineia in Arcadia was situated gpos iv Tt)i ?Te~trp, Ta ~pe(?Tta lTt 
MaV'TLVElas lxov Ti)S &pxatas· l{a/I.Et'Tat ~· 'TO xwplov ;,cp' f!p.wv ITTO/I.ts 
(Pausan. viii. 12, 4). See a similar statement about the lofty sites of 
the ancient town of Orchomenus (in Arcadia) (Paus. viii. 13, 2), of 
Nonakris (viii. 17, 5), of Lusi (viii. r8, 3), Lykoreia on Parnassus (Paus. 
x. 6, 2 ; Strabo, ix. p. 418). 

Compare also Plato, Legg. i\i. 2, p. 678-679), who traces these lofty and 
craggy dwellings, general among the earliest Grecian townships, to the 
commencement of human society after an extensive deluge, which had 
covered all the lower grounds and left only a few survivors. 

1 Thucyd. i. 2. 4>a{veTaL -yap f! vvv 'Ell.ll.?u 1Call.ovp.ev'l1, ob ?T<!ll.a• {3e{3a(ws 
ol~<ovp.ev'l1, &/1./l.a p.eTavacrT<lcrets TE o3uat Ta 1rp6Tepa, Kal Prr~tws e/CauTot .. ~v 
eav'TWV b.?To/l.e(?TOVTES, {3ta(6p.evot O?Tii 'TtVWV &el 71"AEIOVWV' Tijs ;-ap ~p.7rop(as 
OU/{ olii1''11S, ovll' ~1TifJ.L'YV6V'TES &liews &/1./1.-hll.ots, oti'TE Ka'Ta 'l'iJV oti'TE littti 
6all.&crcr'l1s, vep.6p.evo• lie' Ta abTwv ~ICacrTot 8crov &7ro(pv, «al ?Tepwvcrlav i 
XP'I1fJ.J.Twv ou« lxovTES ouoe -yijv <fwreuovT<s, li.o'71/l.ov bv d'l!"O'T< TIS br•JI.O,}, v,~ 
«al b.Te&X(I1''TWV IJ.p.a liv'TWV, /i./1./l.os b.cJ>aLpfii1'e'TaL: Ti)S 'TE «a9' i)p.epav ava-y~<alov 
TpocJ>i)S 7raY'TaXOV &;v f!-yo6p.eVOI "1!"1KpaTELV, OU xa/I.E?TWS il.1!"av(cr'1"aV'TO, 1<al li1' 
av'TO oti'TE p.e-y€6 .. ?TO/I.ewv rcrxvov, oliTE TP li.ll.li.V?TapacrKevp. l 

About the distant and unfortified villages and rude habits of the 
h:tolians and Lokrians, see Thucyd. iii. 94 ; Pausan. x. 38, 3 : also of the; 
Cisalpine Gauls, Polyb. ii. 17. 

Both Thucydides and Aristotle seem to have conceived the Homeric 
period as mainly analogous to the {3dp{3apot of their own day-A6•1 ~· 
'Apt11'TOTEA'11S /l.e-ywv, g.,., TOtavTa &el11"01Et~Op.'l1pos ora ;fv TOTE' ~v lie TOtav'T« 
.,.a, rall.a•« ofc£,.ep 1<al vvv lv Tois {3ap/3c!p!ts (Schol. Iliad. x. ISI). 
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unrecorded times, can only be taken as conjectural-the con
lectu!es indeed of a statesman an? a phjlosopher,-generali~ed 
loo, m part, from the many particular mstances of contentwn 
ftnd expulsion of chiefs which he found in .,the old legendary 
poems. The Homeric poems, however, ·present to us a different 
picture. They recognise walled towns ; fixed abodes, strong 
local attachments, hereditary i~dividual property in land, vine
rards planted and carefully culrivated, established temples of 
the gods, and splendid palaces of the chiefs.1 The description 
::>f Thucydides belongs to a lower form of society, and bears 
more analogy to that which the poet him~elf conceives as anti
~uated and barbarous7 to the savage Cyclopes who dwell on 
the tops of mo.untains, in hollow caves, without the plough, 
without vine or fruit culture, without arts or instruments-or ,to 
the primitive settlement of Dardanus son of Zeus, on the higher 
~round of Ida, while it was reserved for his. descendants and 
mccessors to· found the holy Ilium on the plain.2 · Ilium or 
Troy represents the perfection of Homeric society . .' It is a 
~onsecrated spot, containing temples of the gods as well as the 
palace of Priam, and surrounded by walls which are the fabric 
::>f the gods ; while the antecedent for~ of ruder society, which 
:he poet briefly glances at, is the parallel of that which the 
theory of Thucydides ascribes to his owri early semi-barbarous 
mcestors. 

Walled towns serve thus as one of the evidences, that a large 
part of the population of Greece had, even in. the Homeric 
cimes, reached a level higher than that of the JEtolians 
3.nd Lokrians of the days of Thucydides. The remains of 
Mykeme and. Tiryns demonstrate thell)assy and Cyclopian style 
),f architecture employed· in those early days: but we may re" 
mark, that while modern observers seem inclined to treat the 
emains of the former ;as very imposing, and significant of a 
reat princely family, Thucydides, on. the contrary, speaks of it 
s a small place, and labours to elude the inference, which 
· ight be deduced from its insignificant size, in disproof of the 
randeur of Agamemnon.~ Such fortifications supplied a means 

1 Odyss. vi. ro; respecting Nausithous, past king of the Phreakians
'Ap.~t &e Teixo~ E>...a.rrue 72:QAet, ~ea.l ~8elp.aro o'tiCovi, 
Kal Vl]OV~. 7TO("qCTf! 6eWv, «al EBO.uua:r' O.poVpa~. 

The' vineyard, olive-ground and garden of Laertes, is a model of careful 
:ultivation (Odyss. xxiv. 245) ; see also the shield of Achilles (Iliad, xviii. 
;4r-s8o), and the Kalydonian plain (Iliad, ix. 575). 

2 Odyss. x. 106-1 15 ; lliad, xx. 216. 
3 Thucyd. L 10. Kctl s ... , }J.Ev N.~.vni)vctl }J.Inpov ;jv, 'I) d •u Twv 'TOTE 

roll.ur!J." ,..~ &~•oxpewv /Jon•< .tv"'• &c. 
·VOL. II. 
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of defence incomparably superior to those of attack. Indeec 
even in historical Greece, and after the invention of batterin 
engines, no city could be taken except by surprise or blockadt 
or by ruining the country around, and thus depriving the ir 
habitants of their means of subsistence. And in the two grer 
sieges of the legendary time, Troy and Thebes, the former . 
captured by the stratagem of the wooden horse, while the latt( 
is evacuated by its citizens, un~er the warning of the gods, aft( 
their defeat in the field. 

This decided superiority of the means of defence over thm 
of attack, in rude ages, has been one of the grand promoth 
causes both of the growth of civic life, and of the general marc 
of human improvement. It has enabled the progressive portior 
of mankind not only to maintain their acquisitions against tr 
predatory instincts of the ruder and poorer, and to surmom 
the difficulties of incipient organisation,-but ultimately, whe 
their organisation has been matured, both to acquire predt 
minance, and to uphold it until their own disciplined habits ha' 
in part passed to their enemies. The important truth he1 
stated is illustrated not less by the history of ancient Greec· 
than by that of modern Europe during the middle ages. Tr 
Homeric chief, combining superior rank with superior fore 
and ready to rob at every convenient opportunity, greatly r 
sembles the feudal baron of the middle ages ; but circumstanet 
absorb him more easily into a city life, and convert the ind• 
pendent potentate into the member of a governing aristocracy 

1 Nagelsbach, Homerische Theologie, Abschn. v, sect. 54· Hesi< 
strongly condemns robbery-Aws &:ya.Of!, 8.p11:a.~ o€ Ka~<'h, Oa.vd.Tolo oo-r«1 
(Opp. Di. 356, comp. 320); but the sentiment of the Grecian here 
poetry seems not to go against it-it is looked upon as a natural emplo 
ment of superior force-AirroiJ.a.ro• 3' &'Ya.Ool 3etXwv ~7rllia.7Tas ta.u•v (Athem 
v. p. 178; comp. Pindar, Fragm. 48, ed. Dissen.): the long spear, swo 
and breastplate, of the Kretan Hybreas, constitute his wealth (Skolion 2 
p. 877 ; Poet. Lyric. ed. Bergk), wherewith he ploughs and reaps-whi 
the unwarlike, who dare not or cannot wield these weapons, fall at his fet 
and call him The Great King. The feeling is different in the later age 
Dem~trius Poliork~t~s (about 310 B.c.); in the Ithyphallic Ode address• 
to him at his entrance into Athens, robbery is treated as worthy only 
JEtolians-

AhwAucOv -yap <ipn-&.uac. Ta. TWv 1rihas, 
Nv11l 81, ~e~ ora 1roppw.-

(Poet. Lyr. xxv. p. 453, ed. Schneid.: 

The robberies of powerful men, and even highway robbery genercal' 
found considerable approving sentiment in the middle ages. "A)l Euro 
(observes Mr. Hallam, Hist. Mid. Ag. ch. viii. part 3, p. 247) was a see 
of intestine .anarchy during the middle ages ; and though England was 1 
less exposed to the scourge of private•war than most nations on the con 
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Traffic by sea continued, to be beset. with danger from pirates, 
ong after it had become tolerably· assured by land·: the. "wet 
vays" have always been the last resort of lawlessness and 
.iolence, and the 1Egean in particular. has .in. all times· suffered 
· oie than other waters under. this calamity. 

Aggressions of the sort here: described .were of.course most 
umerous in those earliest times when the 1Egean was not yet 
n Hellenic sea, and when many tJf the Cyclades were occupied, 

not by Greek;s, but by Karians---:perhaps by Phoenicians : the 
number of Karian sepulchres discovered in the sacred island of 
Delus seems to attest such occupation as .an· historical fact. 1 

According to the legendary account, espoused both by 
Herodotus and by Thucydides, it was the Kretan Minos ~ho 
subdued these islands and established ,his sons as rulers in 

~
em ; either expelling the Karians 6t reducing them to servi
de , and . tribute. 2 Thucydides presumes that he must of 
ou~se h":ve putdo~n piracy, in <;>~der to e?able his.tribute to ~e 
m1tted m safety, ·hke the Athemans dun!)g :the ,tlme ,of theu· 

h,egemony.3 Upon the legendary thalassocraty of Minos I have 

~ent, we should fi;1d, could we r~cover. the local annals of every ~ountry, 
such an accumulation of petty rapine and tumult, as would almost alienate · 
us from the ·liberty which served to engender it. . . . .. Highway robbery 
was· from the earliest times a sort of national crime •. ·. . We know how 
long-the outlaws' of Sherwood iived in tradition; men who, like some of 
their betters, have been permit ted to redeem by a few acts of generosity 
the just ignominy of extensive crimes. These indeed we1:e the heroes of 
vulgar applause: but when such a judge as Sir John Fortescue could exult, 
that more Englishmen were hanged for robbery in one year than French in· 
seven-and that,· if an Englishman be poor, and see another having riches, 
which may be taken from him by nzig!Lt, he will nOt spare to do so,-it may 
be perceived how thoroughly th-ese' sentiments had pervaded the public 
niind." · .. 

The robberies. habiti~ally committed by the noblesse of France and 
ermany during the: middle ages, so much worse than anything in England 

-and those of the Highland chiefs even in later times-are too well known 
o need any.•references: as to France, an ample catalogue is set forth in 

ulaure's Histoire de Ia Noblesse (Paris, 1792). The confederations of the 
erman cities chiefly originated in the necessity of keeping the roads 

nd rivers open. for' the. transit of men and goods against the nobles who 
fested the high roads. .Sc'aliger .might have found. a, parallel to the 
p<rTal of the heroic ages in the noblesse of la Rouergue as it stood :even in 

he. 16th century, which he thus describes:~" In Comitatu Rodez pessimi 
unt : nobilitas ibilatrocinatur: .nee possunt reprimi" (ap. Dulaure, c. 9). 

1 Thucyd. i. 4, 8. Ti)s, vvv 'EAA'Illl<i)s OaAci.<T<T'IIS· 
2 Herodot. i. 171; Thucyd. i. 4-8. Isokrates (Panathenaic .. p. 241) 

takes credit to Athens for having finally expelled the.Karians out· of these 
islands at the time.of the Ionic·emigration.. · " 
·, 8 Thucyd. i. 4· ,TO TE AIJ<TTII<Iw ws Eli<O>, ~<a8rfp•• l1< Ti)s OaAci.uu'lls ~<f>'· 
rOJI ~liovaTo, 'TOV T<h. 1rpou&liovs p.a~AOV Uvcil almjJ. 
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already remarked in another place : 1 it is sufficient here to re 
peat, that in the Homeric poems (long subsequent to Minos i1 
the current chronology) we find piracy both frequent and he!< 
in honourable estimation, as Thucydides himself emphaticall: 
tells us-remarking moreover that the vessels of those earl: 
days were only half-decked, built and equipped after th 
piratical fashion, 2 in a manner upon which the nautical men o 
his time looked back with di~dain. Improved and enlarge< 
shipbuilding, and the trireme, or ship with three banks of oars 
common for warlike purposes during the Persian invasion, bega1 
only with the growing skill, activity and importance of th 
Corinthians, three quarters of a century after the first Olympiad. 
Corinth, even in the Homeric poems, is distinguished by th 
epithet of wealthy, which it acquired principally from its n 
markable situation on the Isthmus, and from its two harbour 
of Lechreum and Kenchrere, the one on the Corinthian, th 
other on the Sar6nic gulf. It thus supplied a convenient cor 
nexion between Epirus and Italy on the one side, and th 
.IEgean sea on the other, without imposing upon the unskilf~; 
and timid navigator of those days the necessity of circumnav 
gating Peloponnesus. 

The extension of Grecian traffic and shipping is manifeste• 
by a comparison ofthe Homeric with the Hesiodic poems ; i 
respect to knowledge of places and countries-the latter bein 
probably referable to dates between B.C. 740 and B.C. 640. I 
Homer, acquaintance is shown (the accuracy of such a< 
quaintance however being exaggerated by Strabo and othE 
friendly critics) with continental Greece and its neighbourin 
islands, with Krete and the principal islands of the .IEgean, an• 
with Thrace, the Troad, the Hellespont, and Asia Minor be 
tween Paphlagonia northward and Lykia southward. Th 
Sikels are mentioned in the Odyssey, and Sikania in the la: 
book of that poem, but nothing is said to evince a knowledg 
of Italy or the realities of the western world. Libya, Egypt an 
Phrenike, are known by name and by vague hearsay, but th 
Nile is only mentioned as "the river Egypt: " while the Euxin 
sea is not mentioned at all.4 In the ".Hesiodic poems, on th 

1 See vol. i. chap. xii. 
2 Thucyd. i. IO. -rep 7ra;l.cucfi -rp61rqJ il.pcr-rtiCC:,-repov 7rap<criC<uacrp.eva. 
3 Thucyd. i. 13. 
4 See Voelcker, Homerische Geographie, ch. iii. sect. 55-63. He h: 

brought to bear much learning and ingenuity to identify the places visitt 
by Odysseus with real lands, but the attempt is not successful. Compa1 
also Ukert, Hom. Geog. vol. i. p. I4,jnd the valuable treatises of J. f 
Voss, A!te Wdtkunde, annexed to the second volume of his Kritiscl 
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.pther hand, the Nile, the Ister, the Phasis and the Eridanus, 
lare all specified by name ; 1 Mount JEtna, and the island of 
lbrtygia near to Syracuse, the Tyrrhenians and Ligurians in the 
'Lvest, and,the Scythians in the north, were also noticed.2 In
;~eed within forty years after the first Olympiad, the cities of 
t Zorkyra and Syracuse were founded from Corinth-the first of 
·r'. numerous and powerful series of colonies, destined to impart 
J} new character both to the south. of Italy and to Sicily. . 
'! ·In refierence to the astronomy and physics of the Homeric 
'Greek, it has already been remarked that he connected together 
the sensible phrenomena which form the subject matter of these 
~ciences by threads of religious and personifying fancy, to which 
~he real analogies among them were made subordinate; and 
' hat these analogies did not begin to be studied by themselves, 
r,part from the religious element by which they had been at 
t rst overlaid, until the age of Thales, coinciding as that period 
flid with the increased opportunities for visiting Egypt and the 
1 \terior of Asia .. The Greeks obtained access in both of these 
I iountries to an enlarged stock of astronomical observations, to 
the use of the· gnomon or sun-dial, 3 and to a more exact deter
:mination, of the length of the solar year 4 than that which served 

;B.liitter (Stuttgard, 1828), p. ,245-413. Voss is the father of just views 
respecting Homeric geography. 
! .1 Hesiod, Theog. 338-340. . 
· 2 Hesiod, Thcogon, 1016; Hesiod, Fragm. 19o-194, ed. Gottling; 
Strabo, i. p. r6 ; vii. p. 300. Compare Ukert, Geographie der Griechen 
~und Romer, i. p; 37· · · 
,( 3 The Greeks learnt from the Babylonians 7TOJ\ov Kal -ypwp.ova tCal -ra 
pvwiJetCa ,.dpea -r1is 1i!J.lp71s (Herodot. ii. 109). ~rhe word ... &ll.ov means 
~he same as horologium, the circular plate upon which the vertical gnomon 
projected its shadow, marked so as to indicate the hour of the day-twelve 
:hours between sunrise and sunset : see Ideler, Handbuch der Chronologie, 
~ol. i. p. 233. Respecting the opinions 0f Thales, see the same work, 
1\)art ii. p. rS-57 ,; ·Plutarch. de Placit. Philosoph or. ii. c. 12; Aristot. de 
~Coelo, ii. 13. Costard, Rise and Progress of Astronomy among the 
f>l\.ncients, p. 99· . 
1j 

4 We have very little information respecting the early Grecian mode of 
.!omputing time, and we know that though. all the different states computed 

l iy lunar periods, yet most, .if riot all, of them had different hames of 
ponths as well as different days of beginning and ending their months. 

1
\11 their immediate computations however were made by months : the 
1unar period was their immediate standard of reference for determining 

r¥heir festivals and for other purposes, the solar. period being resorted· to 
.only as a corrective, to bring the same months constantly into the same 
'keasons of the year. Their original month had thirty days, and was 
\iivided into three decades, as it continued to be during the times of 
historical Athens (Hesiod, Opp. Di. 766). In order to bring this lunar 
.. ~,_eriod more nearly into hannony•with the sun, they intercalated every 
'·\ ';cond year an additional month : so that their years included alternately 
'\ 
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as the basis of their various lunar periods. It is pretended that 
Thales was the first who predicted an eclipse of the sun-no! 
indeed accurately, but with large limits of error as to the tim~ 
of its occurrence-and that he also possessed. so profound ar 
acquaintance with meteorological pha;nomena and probabilities, 
as to be able to foretell an abundant crop of olives for the 
coming year, and to realise a large sum .of money by an olive 
speculation.1 From Thales ddwnward we trace a succession of 
astronomical and physical theories, more or less successful, 
into which I do not intend here to enter. It is sufficient at 
present to contrast the father of the Ionic philosophy with the 
times preceding him, and to mark the first commencement o. 
scientific prediction among the Greeks, however imperfect a\ 
the outset, as distinguished from the inspired dicta of prophet~ 
or oracles, and from those special signs of the purposes of the 
gods, which formed the habitual reliance of the Homeric man.~'' 
We shall see these two modes of anticipating the future-one 
based upon the philosophical, the other upon the religious 
appreciation of nature-running simultaneously on throughou· 
Grecian history, and sharing between them in unequal portion; 
the empire of the Greek mind ; the . former acquiring both 
greater predominance and wider application among the 
intellectual men, and partially restricting, but never abolish
ing, the spontaneous employment of the latter among the 
vulgar. 

twelve months and thirteen months, each month of thirty days. This 
period was called a Dieteris-sometimes a Trieteris. Solon is said to have 
first introduced the fashion of months differing in length, varying alternately 
from thirty to twenty-nine days. It appears however that Herodotus had 
present to his mind the Dieteric cycle, or years alternating betweer. 
thirteen months and twelve months (each month of thirty days), and n 
other (Herodot. i. 32 ; compare ii. 104). As astronomical knowledg. 
improved, longer and more elaborate periods were calculated, exhibitint 
a nearer correspondence between an integral number of lunations and ar 
integral number of solar years. First, we find a period of four years " 
next, the Octaeteris, or period of eight years, or ninety-nine lunar months. 
lastly, the Metonic period of nineteen years, or 235 lunar months. How. 
far any of these larger periods were ever legally authorised or brought into 
civil usage even at Athens, is matter of much doubt. See Ideler, Uber 
die Astronomischen Beobachtungen der Alten, p. 175-195; Macrobius, 
Saturn a!. i. I 3· 

1 H erodot. i. 74 ; Aristot. Polit. i. 4, 5· 
2 Odyss. iii. 173-

,~ TlOJ.t.eV 3E 8e0v <f>a.lv~w Tipa.~· ail'r0.p 0-y' 1Jf.L'L11 
Ae'i~e, K«i ~vWye" 1riAa.yo~ p.iuov eiS" EVJ3otav 
Tffp.vew, &c. 

Compare Odyss. xx. IOO; Illiad, i. 62~ Eurip. Suppl. 216-230. 
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Neither coined money, not· the art of writing,1 ·nor paint
ing nor sculpture, nor imaginativ.e architecture, belong to the 
. Homeric and Hesiodic times. Such rudiments of arts, destined 
·dltimately to acquire great development in Greece, as may have 
~xisted in'these early days, served only as a sort of nucleus to 
che fancy of the poet, to shape· out for himself the fabulous 
'creations ascribed to Hephrestus or Dredalus. .No statues of 
the gods, not .even of wood, ar~; mentioned in .the Homeric 
poems. Allthe many varieties, in Grecian music,. poetry and 
dancing,-the former chie.fly borrowed .from Lydia and Phrygia 
-date ,from a period considerably later than the first 01 ympiad. 
ferpander, the earliest musician whose date is assigned-and 

·.:he inventor of the harp with seven strings instead of that with 
four strings-does not come untiL the z6th Olympiad, or 676 
s.c. : the poet Archilochus is nearly of ,the same date. ,The · 
la:mbic and elegiac metres-the first deviations from . the prim
itive epic strain and · subject-do not. reach· up to the yea-
706 B.C. . . . . ·• 

It is this epic poetry which forms at once both the undoubted 
1rerogative and the. solitary jewel of the earliest rera of Greece, 

Of the, many epic poems. which existed in Greece during the 
eighth century before the Christian rera, none have .been pre" 
served except the Iliad and Odyssey: the.JEthiopis of Arktinus, 
the Ilias Minor of Lesches, the Cyprian·Verses, the Capture of 
CEchalia, the Returns of the Heroes from Troy, the Thebals 
and the Epigoni-sevetal of tl;lem passing' in antiquity under 
the name of Homer-have all been lost.- But the two which 
remain .are quite sufficient to demonstrate in the primitive' 
Greeks, a mental organisation unparalleled in any other people, 
'.nd powers of invention and expression which: prepared, as well 
s. foreboded, the 'future eminence.of the nation in all the 
·arious departments to which thougnt and language can be ap
Jlied. Great as the power of thought afterwards became among 
he Greeks, their power of expression was 'still greater ; in the 
ormer, other nations have .built upon· their foundations and, 
mrpassed them-in the latter .they still remain unrivalled. It 
is not too much to say that this flexible, emphatic and trans'-' 
parent character of the language as an. instrument of communi
,cation-its perfect aptitude for narrative .and discussion, as 
''.veil as for .. stin:ing all the veins of human emotion without ever 
. forfeiting that character of simplicity which adapts it to all men 

1 The (r{Jp.a-r~ Jl.v~p&. mentioned in Iliad,· vi. r68; if they prov~ :1nything, 
are· rather an evidence against', t\lan for, the existence of alphabetical, 
writing at the tiines.when the Iliad was composed. · ·. · · 
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and all times-may be traced mainly to the existence and the 
wide-spread influence of the Iliad and Odyssey. To us these 
compositions are interesting as beautiful poems, depicting life 
and manners, and unfolding certain types of character, with the 
utmost vivacity and artlessness : to their original hearer, they 
possessed all these sources of attraction, together with others 
more powerful still, to which we are now strangers. Upon him 
they bore with the full weight "and solemnity of history and re
ligion combined, while the charm of the poetry was only 
secondary and instrumental. The poet was then the teacher 
and preacher of the community, not simply the am user of their 
leisure hours : they looked to him for revelations of the un
known past and for expositions of the attributes and dispen
sations of the gods, just as they consulted the prophet for his 
privileged insight into the future. The ancient epic comprised 
many different poets and poetical compositions, which fulfilled 
this purpose with more or less completeness. But it is the ex
clusive prerogative of the Iliad and Odyssey, that after the 
minds of men had ceased to be in full harmony with their 
original design, they yet ret:J.ined their empire by the mere 
force of secondary excellences ; while the remaining epics
though serving as food for the curious, and as storehouses 
for logographers, tragedians, and artists-never seem to have 
acquired very wide popularity even among intellectual 
Greeks. 

I shall, in the succeeding chapter, give some account of the 
epic cycle, of its relation to the Homeric poems, and of the 
general evidences respecting the latter, both as to antiquity and 
authorship. 

CHAPTER XXI 

GRECIAN EPIC-HOMERIC POEMS 

AT the head of the once abundant epical compositions of 
Greece, most of them unfortunately lost, stand the Iliad and 
Odyssey, with the immortal name of Homer attached to each 
of them, embracing separate portions of the comprehensive 
legend of Troy. They form the type of what may be called the 
heroic epic of the Greeks, as distinguished from the genealogical, 
in which latter species some of the Hesiodic poems-the 
Catalogue of Women, the Eoia1, and the Naupaktia-stood 
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conspicuous. Poems of the Homeric character (if so it may be 
called, though the expression is very indefinite)-being confined 
to one of the great events or great personages of Grecian legend
~ry arltiquity, and comprising a limited number of characters 
~ll contemporaneous-made some approach, more or less 
successful, to a certain poetical- unity; while the Hesiodic 
'poems, tamer in their spirit and unconfined both as to time 
and as to persons, strung toget11er distinct events without any 
obvious view to concentration of interest-without legitimate 
beginning or end.1 Between these two extremes there were 
many gradations. Biographical poems, such as the Herakleia 
or Thesei:s, recounting all the principal exploits performed by 
one single hero, present a character intermediate between the 
two, but bordering more closely on the Hesiodic. Even the 
hymns to the gods, which pass und,er th~ name of Horrier, are 
epical fragments, narrating particular exploits or adventures of 
the god commemorated. . . 

Both. the didactic and the mystico~religious poetry of Greece 
began in Hexameter verse-the characteristic and consecrated 
measure of the epic: 2 out· they belong to a different species, 
and burst out from a different vein in the Grecian mind. It 
seems to have been the more common belief among the 
historical Greeks that such mystic effusions were more ancient 
than their narrative poems; and that Orpheus, Musreus, Linus, 
Olen, Pamphus, and even Hesiod, &c:t &c., the reputed com
posers of the former, were of earlier date than Homer. But 
there is no evidence to sustain this opinion, and the presump
tions are all against it. Those compositions, wb~ch, in the 
sixth century before the Christian rera passed under the name 
of Orpheus and Musreus, seem to have been unquestionably 
post-Homeric. We calmot even admit the modified conclusion 
of Hermann, Ulrici, and. others, that the mystic poetry as 
a genus (putting 'aside the particular compositions falsely 
ascribed to Orpheus and others) preceded in order· of time 
the narrative. s . 

1 Aristot. Poet. c. 17-37'. He points out and explains the sup~rior 
;tructure of the Iliad and Odyssey, as compared with the semi-Homeric 
md biog~aphical poems : but he takes no notice of the H esi<idic or genea
'ogical. 

z Aristot. Poetic. c. 41. He considers the Hexameter to be the natural • 
neasure of narrative poetry : any other would be unseemly. 

" Ulrici, Geschichte der Griechischen Epos, 5te Vorlesung, p. g6-ro8; 
}. Hermann, Ueber Homer und Sappho, in his Opuscula, tom. vi. p. 89. 

The superior antiquity -of Orph;.us as compared with Homer passed as a 
·eceived position to the classical Romans (Horat. Art. Poet. 392). · 
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Be~ides the Iliad and Odyssey, we make out the titles o 

about thirty lost epic poems, sometimes with a brief hint o 
their contents. 

Concerning the legend of Troy there were five-th< 
Cyprian Verses, the .tEthiopis and the Capture of Troy 
both ascribed to Arktinus; the Lesser Iliad, ascribec 
to Lesches; the Returns (of the Heroes from Troy), to whid 
the name of Hagias of Trcezen"is attached; and the Telegonia 
by Eugammon, a continuation of the Odyssey. Two poems
the Thebai"s and the Epigoni (perhaps two parts of one and th< 
same poem) were devoted to the legend of Thebes-the tw< 
sieges of that city by the Argeians. Another poem, calle< 
ffidipodia, had for its subject the tragical destiny of ffidipu 
and his family; and perhaps that which is cited' as Europia, o 
verses on Europa, may have comprehended the tale of he 
brother Kadmus, the mythical founder of Thebes.1 

The exploits of Herakles were celebrated in two composi 
tions, each called Herakleia, by Kimethon and Pisander
probably also in many others of which the memory has ·no 
been preserved. The capture of ffichalia by Herakles forme< 
the subject of a separate epic. Two other poems, the .tEgimiu 
and the Minyas, are supposed to have been founded on othe 
achievements of this hero-the effective aid which he lent t• 
the Dorian king .tEgimius against the Lapithre, his descent t• 
the under-world for the purpose of rescuing the imprisone• 
Theseus, and his conquest of the city of the Minyre, the powe1 
ful Orchomenus. 2 

Other epic poems-the Phoronis, the Danai's, the Alkmreoni! 
the Atthis, the AmazoniaS-we know only by name. We caJ 
just guess obscurely at their contents so far as the name ind: 
cates. The Titanomachia, the Gigantomachia, and the Corir 
thiaca, three compositions all ascribed to Eumelus, afford b 
means of their titles an idea somewhat clearer of the matte 
which they comprised. The Theogony ascribed to Hc::sio< 

1 Respecting these lost epics, see Diintzer ,, Collection of the Fragment 
Epicor. Grrecorum ; Wiillner, De Cyclo Epico, p. 43-66; and Mr. Fym 
Clinton's Chronology, vol. iii. p. 349-359· 

2 Welcker, Der Epische Kyklus, p. 256-266; ApollodClr. ii. 7, 7 
DiodClr. iv. 37 ; 0. MUller, Dorians, i. 28. 

8 Welcker (Der Epische Kyklus, p. 209) .considers the AlkmreClnis ~ 
the same with the Epigoni, and the Atthis of Hegesinous the same wit 
the Amazonia: in Suidas (v. "Op:qpos) the latter is among the poems ascribe 
to Homer. 

Leutsch (Thebaidos Cyclicre Reliquire, p. 12-14) views the Thcbo 
and the Epigoni as different parts of the same poem. 
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km exists, though partially corrupt and mutilated : but there 
!~em to have been other poems, now lo.st, of the like i:Uport 
md title. 

Of the poems composed in the Hesiodie style,' diffusive and . 
:ull of genealogical detail, the principal were, the Catalogue of 
#omen and the Great Eoiai; the.latter of which indeed seems 
:o have been a continuation of the former. A large number of 
:he celebrated women of heroic•Greece were commemorated in 
:he~e poe.ms; cine after the other,. without any other th~n ·an 
ubitrary: bond of connexion. The ,Marriage of Keyx_:_,the 
Melampodia-and a string of fables called Astronomia, are 
:Urther ascribed to Hesiod : . and the poem above mentioned, 
:alled lEgimips, is also sometimes connected with his na.me, 
;ometimes with·that of Kerkops. ·The Naupaktian.Verses (so 
:ailed probably from the birth-place of their author), and 
:he. genealogies of Kimeth6n and Asius, were compositions of 
:he same rambling character, as far ·as we can judge from 
:he scanty fragments remaining.! The Orchomenian epic 
)Oet Chersias, of whom two 1ines only are preserved. to 
IS by Pausanias, may reasonably be referred to the same 
:ategory.~ , 

'The .oldest of the' epic poets, to whom ahy date, carrying ' 
ll'ith it the semblance of authority, is assigned, is Arktinus of 
Y.I:iletus; who is placed by Eusebius in the first Olympiad, and. 
)y Suidas. m the ninth. Eugamm6n, the author of ,tJ:e . 
felegonia, · and the latest of the catalogue, is placed in the· 
ifty-thin;l' Olympiad, B.C. s66. Between 'these two we find 
'\.sius and Lesches, about the'thirtieth Olympia:d,:-a time when 
he vein of the ancient epic was drying up, and when other ' 
orms of poetry"--'--elegiac, iambic, lyric and choric~had either 
tlready arisen, or were on the point of arising, to compete 
vith it.3 . . , 

It has already been stated in a former chapter, that in the 
:arly commencements of prose-writing, Hekat::eus, Pherekydes, 
md :other logographers, made it their business. to ·extract· from 
he ancient fables something like a continuous narrative chrono
ogically arranged. It was upon a principle somewhat analogous 
hat the Alexandrine literati, about the second century before 

1 See the Fragments of Hesiod, Eum(!Jus, Kinrethon, and Asius, in the 
ollections of Marktscheffel, DUntzer, Gi:ittling and·Gaisford. 

I have already, in going over the ground of Grecian legend, referred 
D all these lost poems in. their proper places; · . 

2 Pausan.· ix:. 38, 6 ; Plutarch, Sept. Sap. Conv. p: 156. 
8 See Mr .. Clinton's Fasti fil;!llenici, about. the date of Arktinus, 

ol. i. p. 350. 
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the Christian rera,1 arranged the multitude of old epic poetl 
into a series founded on the supposed order of time in th~ 
events narrated-beginning with the intermarriage of Uranus 
and Grea, and the Theogony-and concluding with the death 
of Odysseus by the hands of his son Telegonus. This collec 
tion passed by the name of the Epic Cycle, and the poetsj 
whose compositions were embodied in it, were termed Cyd 
poets. Doubtless the epical• treasures of the Alexandrin 
library were larger than had ever before been brought t.ogethe 
and submitted to men both of learning and leisure ; so that 
multiplication of such compositions in the same museum 
rendered it advisable to establish some fixed order of perusal: 
and to copy them in one c;:orrected and uniform edition.2 ll 
pleased the critics to determine precedence neither by antiquit) 
nor by excellence of the compositions themselves, but bJ 
the supposed sequence of narrative, so that the whole taker 
together constituted a readable aggregate of epical ·antiquity 

Much obscurity 3 exists, and many different opinions hav( 
been expressed, respecting thi~ Epic Cycle : I view it, not a: 

1 Perhaps Zenodotus, the superintendent of the Alexandrine librar· 
under Ptolemy Philadelphus, in the third century B.c. : there is a Scholioi 
on Plauws, published not many years ago by Osann, and since more full• 
by Ritschl,-" Crecius in commento Comoediarum Aristophanis in PlutO..: 
Alexander A!:tolus, et Lycophron Chalcidensis, et Zenodotus Ephesius, im 
pulsu regis Ptolemrei, Philadelphi cognomento, artis poeticae Iibros i1 
un urn ~ollegerunt et in ordinem red egerunt; Alexander tragcedias, Lycophro: 
comcedias, Zenodotus vero Horned poemata et reliquorum illustriun 
poetarum." See Lan~e, Ueber die Kyklischen Dichter, p. 56 (Mainz 
1837); Welcker, Der Epische Kyklus, p. 8; Ritschl, Die Alexandrinische• 
Bibliotheken, p. 3 (Breslau, 1838). 

Lange disputes the sufficiency of this passage as proof that Zenodotus wa 
the framer .of the Epic Cycle : his grounds are however unsatisfactory to m( 

2 That there existed a cyclic copy or edition of the Odyssey (-h KVKA.ud 

is proved by two passages in the Scholia (xvi. 195 ; xvii. 25), with Boeckh' 
remark in Buttmann's edition: this was the Odyssey copied or edited alon 
with the other poems of the cycle. 

Our word to edit-or edition-suggests ideas not exactly suited to th 
proceedings of the Alexandrine library, in which we cannot expect to fin 
anything like what is now called publication. , That magnificent establi>l 
ment, possessing a large collection of epical manuscripts, and ample mear 
of every kind at command, would naturally desire to have these compositior 
put in order and corrected by skilful hands, and then carefully copied fc 
the use of the library. Such copy constitutes the cyclic edition: they mig! 
perhaps cause or permit duplicates to be made, but the tKooa-,s or editio 
was complete without them. / 

a Respecting the great confusion in which the Epic Cycle is involve< 
see the striking declaration of Buttmann, Addenda ad Scholia in Odysseun 
p. 575 : compare the opinions of the diji:rent critics, as enumerated at tl 
end of Welcker's treatise, Episch. Kyk. p. 420-453. 
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' ,n exclusive canon, but simply as an all-comprehensive classifi-
iation, with a new edition founded thereupon. It would include 
~l the epic poems in the library older than the Telegonia, and 
_pt for continuous narrative : it would exclude only two classes 
[-first, the recent epic poets, such as Panyasis and Antimachus; 
l1ext, the genealogical and desultory poems, such as the Cata
pgue of Women, the Eoiai, and others, which could not be 
<•lade to fit in to any chronologi~al sequence of events.1 Both 
~e Iliad and the Odyssey were comprised in the Cycle, so that 
he denomination of cyclic poet did not originally or d('siguedly 
:arry with it any association of contempt. But as the great and 
:apiqtl poems were chiefly spoken of by themselves, or by the 
itle of their own separate authors, so the general name of 
•oets cif the Cycle came gradually to be applied only to the' 
vorst, and thus to imply vulgarity or common-place; the more 
:o as many of the inferior compositions included in the collec
ion seem•to have been anonymous, and their authors in conse
[Uence describable only under some such common designation 
.s that of the cyclic poets.· It is in this manner that we are 
o explain the disparaging sentiment connected by Horace 
.nd others with the idea of a cyclic writer, though no such 
en~iment was implied in the original meaning of the Epic Cycle. 

The poems of the Cycle were thus mentioned in contrast' and· 

) 1 Our information respecting the Epic Cycle is derived from Eulychius 
:roclus, a literary man of Sicca during the second century of the Christian 
ira, and tutor of Marcus Antoninus (Jul. Capitolin. Vit. Marc. c. 2)
ot from Proclus, called Diadochus, the new-Platonic philosopher of the 
fth century, as Heyne, Mr. Clinton, and others have 'imagined. The 
·agm'ents from his work called Chrestomathia give arguments of several of 
1e/Iost cyclic poems connected with the siege of Troy, communicating 
1e important fact that the Iliad and Odyss~y were included in the cycle, 
ti'\i giving the following description of the principle upon which it was 
rranged :-Aux.ll.ap.{3dv•• 8~ 7r<pl Tau ll.e-yop.~vov briH:ou tdnc}l.ov, &s 11px<Ta< 
ov il< 'Ti)S O~pavou Kal ri)s op.oll.o-yovp.Jvnr p.{~ews •••• ~tal 7TEpa.TOV'TC1.1 0 
IT<Khs ~tfncll.os, i1< 8•a¢&pwv 7TOI71'TWV <TV!J.7Tll.71po6p.evos, p.Jxp• Ti)s·luro{3ri.a'<ws 
)8v(n:T,CtJS .••• AJ'Ye' Of &,s Toil ~7rtrcoV K.{ntJ\ou '7'0. 7rot11t-ta.-ra. BtaCTW(E-rcu 
"l a'11"0VM(•'Tal 'TOLS 7TOll.ll.o7s, o~x ol$'Tw 1i·?t T~V lt.pedv, &s ll•a 'T~]V lt.~toll. ov e lav 
wv iv. a~Tji 7rpa.yp.ri.T"'" (,ap. Photium, cod;' 239). 
r .This much-commented passage, while it clearly marks out the cardinal 
rinciple of the Epic Cycle (lt.~toll.ovOia 7rpa-yp.dTwv), neither affirms nor denies 
\ything respect~ng the excellence of the constituent poems. Proclus 
··eaks of the taste common in his own time ·(u7rov8&(eTa• Tots 7Toll.ll.o7s) : 
lere was not much rel.isli ·in his time for these poems as such, but people 
. ·re much interested in the sequence of epical events. . ·.~ , 
tl'he abstracts, which he himself drew up in. the form of arguments of 

Jera) poems, show that ~ adapted himself to this taste. We cannot 
~.llect from his words that he inteaded to express any opinion of his own 
Yspecting the goodness or badness of the cyclic poems. '! 
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ntithesis with Homer,1 though originally the Iliad and Odysse; 
ad both been included among them: and this alteration of the 
1eaning of the word has given birth to a mistake as to th( 
rimary purpose of the classification, as if it had been designed 
specially to part off the inferior epic productions from Home_r. 
lut while some critics are disposed to distinguish the cychc 
oets too pointedly from Homer, I conceive that Welcker gc'es 
)0 much into the other extrenfe, and identifies the cycle tOO 
losely with that poet. He construes it as a classification 
eliberately framed to comprise all the various productions. of 
1e Homeric epic, with its unity of action and comparatiVe 
aucity both of persons and adventures-as opposed to fhe 
Iesiodic epic, crowded with separate persons and pedigrees, 
nd destitute of central action as well as of closing catastropJ:le. 
'his opinion does indeed coincide to a great degree with fhe 
tct, inasmuch as few of the Hesiodic epics appear to h~ve 
een included in the Cycle. To say that none were includ~d, 
·ould be too much, for we cannot venture to set aside eitJ1er 

1 The gradual growth of a contemptuous feeling towards the scri)tor 
'clicus (Horat. Ars Poetic. 136), which was not originally implied in the 
arne, is well set forth by Lange (Ueber die Kyklisch. Dicht. p. 53-56)· h 
Both Lange (p. 36-41) however and Ulrici (Ge>chichte des Griec · 

:12os, qte Varies. 12· 418) adoQt another OQinion with res12ect to the cy;le, 
·hich I think unsupported and inadmissible,-that the several constitt'ent 
oems were not received into it entire (i. e. with only such change& as 
·ere requisite for a corrected text), but cut down and abridged in G,uch 
1anner as to produce an exact continuity of narrative. Lange even imagjlle; 
1at the cyclic Odyssey was thus dealt with. But there seems no evidenc< 
) countenance this theory, which would convert the Alexandrine literat; 
·om critics into logographers. That the cyclic lliad and Odyssey ,.,ere 
1e same in the main (allowing for corrections of text) as the common Q'ad 
nd Odyssey, is shown by the fact, that Proclus merely names them in the 
=ries without giving any abstract of their contents : they were too .v~ll 
nown to render such a process necessary. Nor does either the lang~age 
f Proclus or that of Crecius as applied to Zenodotus, indicate any trp.ns· 
)rmation applied to the poets whose works are described to have 1;1een 
rought together and put into a certain order. 
The hypothesis of Lange is founded upon the idea that the (O.~toll.ov8ia '~~'f"'Y· 

ci.Twv) continuity of narrated events must necessarily have been exact and 
1ithout break, as if the whole constituted one work. But this would not 
·e possible, let the framers do what they mignt: moreover, in the atte&pt, 
ile individuality of all the constituent poets must have been sacrifiCed, 
1 such manner that it would be absurd to discuss their separate merits. 

The continuity of narrative in the Epic Cycle could not have been ril~re 
han approximative,-as complete as the poems composing it would adt1J.l~ 
.evertheless it would be correct to say that the poems were arrangeJ 1 

eries upon this principle and upon no other. The librarians might v~v 
rranged in like manner the vast mass of tragedies in their possesiaor 
if they had chosen. to do so) upon the J:iinciple of sequence in the subjects 
tad they dt!ne so, the serie» would have formed a Tragic Cycle. 
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: p.e Theogony or the .lEgimius ; but we may account .;for their 
absence perfectly well without supposing any design to.exclude 
:hem, for it is obvious that their--rambling character (like that 
of the Metamorphoses of Ovid) forbade the possibility of in-. 
terweaving them in any continuous series. Continuity in the 
series of narrated events, coupled with a certain ·degree. of 
antiquity in· the poems, being th~ principle on .which the 
arrangement ·called the Epic Cycle was· based, the Hesiodic 
poems generally were excluded, not from any pre-conceived in-~· 
tention, but because they could not be brought into. harmony 
with such orderly reading. . . 

What .were the particular poems which it comprised, we 
cannot now determine with exactness. W elcker arranges 
them as follows.:.,-- Titanomachia,." Danai:s, Amazonia (or 
Atthis); CEdipodia, Thebai:s (or expedition of Amphiaraus), 
Epigoni (or Alkmre6nis), Minyas (or Phokai:s), Capture of 
<Echalia,' Cyprian Verses, Iliad,: .lEthiopis; Lesser Iliad, 
lliupersis or . the Taking of Troy, Returns of the Heroes, 
Odyssey, and Telegonia. Wuellner, Lange, and Mr. Fynes 
Clinton enlarge the list of cyclic poems still further.1 But .all 
such ,reconstructions of the Cycle are conjectural and destitute 
of authority.. The only poems which we· can affirm on positive 
grom1ds to have been comprehended in it,. are, first, fpe series 
respecting the heroes of Troy, from the Cypria to the Telegonia~ 
of which· Proclus has· preserved the arguments, and which .. 
:ncludes the Iliad and Odyssey~riext,.the old Thebals,. which· 
is expressly termed cyclic 2 in order to !listinguish it. from the 
poem,of the same name composed by Antimachus; In regard 
to other particular compositions, .we have no evidence to guide 
us, either for'' admission or exclusion, except our.genenil views· 
as to the scheme upon which the Cycle .was framed. If my' 
idea of that scheme ·be correct, the Alexandrine critics arranged·.· 
tqereiri all their old epical treasures, down to the Telegonia:_ 
the good as·. well as the bad ; . gold, . silver, and iron-provided 
O!Jly they could be pieced in with the narrative series. But I 
cannot venture to include, as Mr. Clinton does, the Eur6pia, 
the Phor6nis, and other ·poems of which we know only, the 
names, because it is uncertain whether their .contents 'were suth 
as. to fulfil that primary condition.. Nor can I concur with him 
in ,~hinking that, where there ~ere two_ or more·J?Oems of. the 

· 1 Welcker, Der Epische Kyklus, p. 37-"4r; ;wuellner, De Cyclo E;ic'o, 
p. 43 seq .. ; Lange, Ueber die Kyklischen Dichter, p. 47.'> Clinton, Fasti 
Hellenici,. vol .. i. p. 349· · e • . . · .· · . • 

2 Schol. Pindar. Olymp. v,1.·.~; 26; Atheilre. xi. p. 465., . • ' 
- ~ '\ •. 
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same title and subject, one of them must necessarily have been 
adopted into the Cycle to the exclusion of the others. There 
may have been two Theogonies, or two Herakleias, both 
comprehended in the Cycle; the purpose being (as I before 
remarked), not to sift the better from the worse, but to 
determine some fixed order, convenient for reading and 
reference, amidst a multiplicity of scattered compositions, as 
the basis of a new, entire, and corrected edition. 

Whatever may have obeen the principle on which the cyclic 
poems were originally strung together, they are all now lost, 
except those two unrivalled diamonds, whose brightness, 
dimming all the rest, has alone sufficed to confer imperish· 
able glory even upon the earliest phase of Grecian life. It has 
been the natural privilege of the Iliad and Odyssey, from the 
rise of Grecian philology down to the present day, to provoke 
an intense curiosity, which, even in the historical and literary 
days of Greece, there were no assured facts to satisfy. These 
compositions are the monuments of an age essentially religious 
and poetical, but essentially also unphilosophical, unreflecting, 
and unrecording. The nature of the case forbids our having 
any authentic transmitted knowledge respecting such a period ; 
and the lesson must be learnt, hard and painful though it be, 
that no imaginable reach of critical acumen will of itself enable 
us to discriminate fancy from reality, in the absence of a 
tolerable stock of evidence. After the numberless comments 
and acrimonious controversies 1 to which the Homeric poems 
have given rise, it can hardly be said that any of the points 
miginally doubtful have obtained a solution such as tc 
command universal acquiescence. To glance at all these 
controversies, however briefly, would far transcend the limits 
<>f the present work. But the most abridged Grecian histor) 
would be incomplete without some inquiry respecting the Poe• 
(so the Greek critics in their veneration denominated Homer), 
.and the productions which pass now, or have heretofore passed, 
under his name. 

· Who or what was Homer ? What date is to be assigned tc 
him ? What were his compositions ? ~ 

1 It is a memorable illustration of that bitterness which has so much dis· 
·graced the controversies of literary men in all ages (I fear we can make n< 
exception), when we find Pausanias saying that he had examined into th( 
ages of Hesiod and Homer with the most laborious scrutiny, but that h< 
knew too well the calumnious dispositions of contemporary critics anc 
poets, to declare what conclusion he had come to (Paus. ix. 30, 2) 
·n·plli~ 'H<TlOI>ov ,.. nA.tJcias Kal 'Op:fwov, 71"QhV7Tpa-yp.ov-huavTI ~s TO aKpl~EIJ' 
TaTov oil p.o1 -ypd</>ELV ~~~~~ ~~~, (71'1UTap.~rp TO <P•!I.a.lTwv /i;>..A.wv Te Ka} ob~ 
·.JIKIUTa iluo• Ka.T' lp.e l,.} 7TOI{jae• ,.;;,v i71'wv Ka8eiaT-hK•aav • 
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A person, putting these questions to Greeks of different 

towns and ages, would have obtained answers widely discrepant 
and contradictory. Since the invaluable labours of Aristarchus 
and the other Alexandrine critics on the text of the Iliad and 
Odyssey, it has indeed been customary to regard those two 
(putting aside the Hymns and a few other minor poems) as 
being the only genuine Homeric compositions : and the literary 

'men called Chorizontes, or the Separators, at the head of whom 
'were Xenon and Hellanikus, endeavour@d still further to reduce 
'the number by disconnecting the Iliad and Odyssey,· and 
'pointing out that both 'could not be the work of the same 
! author. Throughout the whole course of Grecian antiquity, 
the Iliad and the Odyssey, and the Hymns have been received 
as Homeric. But if we go back to the time .of Herodotus or 
still earlier, we find that several other epics also were ascribed 
to Homer-and there were not wanting 1 critics, earlier than the 
Alexandrine age, who regarded the whole Epic Cycle, together 
with the satirical poem called Margites, the Batrachomyomachia, 
and other smaller pi~ces, as Homeric works. Tpe cyclic 
Thebai:s and the Epigoni·(whether they be two separate poems, 
or the latter a second part of the former) were in early days 
currently ascribed to Homer : th~ same was the .case with the 
Cyprian Verses : some even attributed to him several other 
poems, 2 the Capture of CEchalia, the Lesser Iliad, the Phokai:s, 
and the .Amazonia. Th~. title of the poem called Thebai:s to 
be styled Homeric depends upon· evidence more ancient than 
any 'which can be produced to authenticate the Iliad and the 
'Odyssey: for Kallinus, the ancient elegiac poet (B.c. 64o), 
mentioned Homer as the author of it-and his opinion was 
shared by many other competent_ judges.3 From the remark
able description given by Herodotus of the expulsion of the' 
rhapsodes from Sikyon, by the despot Kleisthenes,, in the time 

l
1 See the extract of Proclus, in Photius Cod. 239· , , 
2 Suidas, v. "Op:qpos. Eustath. ad Ilia~L ii. p. 330. · 
3 Pausan. ix. 9, 3· The name of Kallinus in that passage seems ·cer

ainly correct: Tel. lle l11'11 "TV.v'Ta (the Theba!s) Kall.ll.ivos &cp11c&!J.evos ab-rwv 
~s !J.V~!J.11V, lcp7Jrrev·~o,...7Jpov 1'bv 'II'O<~rravTa eivac· Kall.ll.lvrp llo -;roll.ll.o£ n Ka! 
\!l~w< li.O')'ov Ka'TO. TabTd. f')'J•wrrav. 'E')'& lle 'T~V 11'o(7J<T<V T<tO'T7JV ueT.i ')IE 
'ncc£5a ""! 'Oilorrrre<av E'll'a<vw ,...&ll.crrTa. 

To the same purpose the author of the Certamen of Hesiod and Homer, · 
and the pseudo-Herodotus (Vit. Homer. c. 9). The 'A,...cpcap~w E~ell.a.rria., 
alluded to in Suidas as the production of Homer, may be reasonably identi
fied with the Theba!s (Suidas, v. "O!J.7Jpos). 

The cyclographer Dionysius, who affirmed that Homer had lived both in 
the The.ban and t~e Trojan wars, m~t have recognised that poet as author 
~f the Theba!s as well as of the Iliad (ap. Prod. ad Hesiod. P• 3). l ~OL. II. ~ · R 
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of Solon (about B.C. s8o), we may form a probable judgement 
that the Thebals and the Epigoni were then rhapsodised at 
Sikyon as Homeric productions.1 And it is clear from the 

1 Herodot. v. 67. Kil.wr84v7Js -yltp 'Ap-y•loun 7rOii.Ep.f,fJ'as--rov-ro p.4TI, 
pa>jtq>oovs l1ravCJ'e ~v ::::StKvwvt Ct')'wvl(eCJ'8at, TWTI 'Op.7Jpelwfl E1rewv <1v<Ka, 11-r 
' Ap')'•'iol -re Kal "Ap-yos -rlt 1roil.il.lt 1rci.v.,-a. ilp.vea.Tat--rovTo lie, >7p<f!ov -yltp ii 
Ka.l ~aTL Ev a.VTj] TfJ 0:')'opfj 'tiiw lucvwvlc.w ) AOp.f]u-rov Toil TaA.aoV, -roUTo. 
~ ... •8op.7]CJ'E o Kil.wr8ev7)s, UvTa 'Ap')'e'iov, ~Kf3all.e'iv ~K .,-ijs xwp71s 
Herodotus then goes on to relate how Kleisthenes carried into effect hi: 
purpose of banishing the h~ro Adrastus : fir~t, he applied to the Delphia! 
Apollo for permission to do so directly and avowedly ; next, on that per 
mission being refused, he made application to the The bans to allow him tc 
introduce into Sikyiln their hero "Melanippus, the bitter enemy of Adrastu· 
in the old The ban legend ; by their consent, he consecrated a chapel t< 
Melanippus in the most commanding part of the Sikyonian agora, and the1 
transferred to the newly-imported hero the rites-and festivals which hac 
before been given to Adrastus. 

Taking in conjunction all the points of thjs very curious tale, I ventiw 
to think that the rhapsodes incurred the displeasure of Kleisthenes b: 
reciting, not the Homeric Iliad, but the Homeric Thebai'r and Epigoni 
The former does not answer the conditions of the narrative: the latte 
fulfils them, accurately. . 

l. It cannot be said even by the utmost latitude of speech, that in th. 
Iliad "Little else is sung except Argos and the Argeians "-("in illi 
ubique fere nonnisi Argos et Argivi celebrantur "-is the translation o 
Schweighhauser): Argos is rarely mentioned in it, and never exalted int< 
any primary importance : the Argeians, as inhabitants of Argos separately 
are never noticed at all : that name is applied in the Iliad, in comm01 
with Achmans and Danaans, only to the general body of Greeks-an< 
even applied to them much less frequently than the name of Achmam. 

2. Adrastus is twice, and only twice, mentioned in the Iliad, as maste 
of the wonderful horse Areion and as father-in-law of Tycleus; but h 
makes no figure in the poem, and attracts no interest. 

Wherefore, though Kleisthenes might have been ever so much incense< 
against Argos and Adrastus, there seems no reason why he should hav 
interdicted the rhapsodes from reciting the Iliad. On the other hand, th 
Thebals and Epigoni could not fail to provoke him especially. For, 

l. Argos and its inhabitants were the grand subject of the poem, an< 
the proclaimed assailants in the expedition against Thebes. Though th 
poem itself is lost, the first line of it has been preserved (Lentsch, The!: 
Cycl. Reliq. p. 5 ; compare Sophokles, CEd. Col. 380 with Scholia)

• Apyor; aet.Be, 8e&., '1f'OA.v8ll/nov, £v(h:v lf.vaKrer;, &c. 

2. Aclrastus was king of Argos, and the chief. of the expedition. 
It is therefore literally true, that Argos arid the Argeians were " th 

burden of the song" in these two poems. 
To this we may add-
I. The rhapsodes would have the strongest motive to recite the Thebai 

and Epigoni at Sikyiln, where Adrastus was worshipped and enjoyed so va~ 
a popularity, and where he even attracted to himself the choric solemnitit 
which in other towns were given to Dionysus. 

2. The means which Kleisthen@s took to get rid of Adrastus indicatt 
a special reference to the Theba!s : . .he invited from TMbes the her 
Melanippus, the Hector of Thebes in that very poem . 

• 
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1nguage of Herodotus, that in his time the general opinion 
scribed to Homer both the Cyprian Verses and the Epigoni, 
hi:J!lgh he himself dissents.l In spite of such dissent, however, 
hat historian must have conceived the hames of Homer and 
fesiod to be nearly co-extensive with the whole of the· 
mcient epic, otherwise he would hardly have delivered his 
aemorable judgement, that they two were the framers of Grecian 
~heogony. · 
·That many different cities laid claim.to the birth of Homer, 

seven is rather below the truth, and Smyrna and Chios are the 
aost prominent among them) is well known, and most of them 
ta.d legends. to tell respecting his romantic parentage, his alleged 
tliridness; and his life of an: itinerant bard acquainted with 
toverty and ·sorrciw.2 The discrepancies of statement respect-

For these reasons I think we may conclud@ that the 'Op.~p€!a. t1r'll alluded' 
J in this very illustrative story of Herodotus are the Theba!s and the 
Cpigoni, not the Iliad. 

1 Herodot. ii. 117 ; iv. 32. The words in which Herodotus intimates 
.is own disse'nt from the reigning opinion are treated as spurious by F. A. 
Volf, but vindicated by Sch'weighhauser : whe'ther they be admitted or 
ot, the general currency .of the opinion adverted to is equally evident. 

2 The Life of Homer, which passes falsely under the name of 
lerodotus, contains a collection. of these different stories : it is supposed 
J have been written about the second century ·after the. Christian rera, hut 
he statements which it furnishes are probably several of them as old as 
lphorus (compare also Proclus ap. Photium, c. 239). 

The belief in the blindness of' Homer is doubtless· of far more ancient 
ate, ·sin~e the circumstance appears· mentioned in the Homeric Hymn to 
he Ddian Apollo, where 'the bard of Chios, in some very touching lines, 
ecommends himself and his strains to the favour of the Delian maidens 

employed in the worship of Apoilo.. This hymn is. cited by Thucydid~s as 
unquestionably authentic, and he doubtless accepted the lines as a descrip· 
tion of the personal condition and relations of the author of the Iliad and 
Odyssey (Thucyd. 'iii; ro4) : Simonid~s of Ke6s also calls Homer a Chian 
(Frag. 69, Schneidewiri). · . . · ·~. 
" There· were also tales which represented Homer as the contemporary, the 
cousin, and the rival in recifed composition, of Hesiod, who (it was pre-
· tended) had· vanquished him.· See the Certamen Homeri et Hesiodi, 
!annexed to the works of the latter (p. 314, ed. Giittling; and Plutarch, 
l~onviv. Sept. Sapient, c~ ro), in which· also va~ous stories respecting !he 
rhfe of Homer are scattered. The emperor .;Hadnan consulted the Delphtan 
1oracle to know who Homer was ; the answer of the priestess reported him 
to be a native'oflthaca, the son of Telemachus and Epikast~, daughter of 
Nest6r (Certatl)en Hom. et Hes. p. 314). The.author of this Certamen 
tells us that the authority of the Delphian oracle deserves implicit 
confidence. _ 
·· Hellanikus, Damastes, and Pherekydes.traced both Homer and Hesiod· 
up to Orpheus, through a pedigree of ten generations (see Sturz, Fragment. 
Hellanic. fr. 7 5-144; compare ·also . Lobeck's remarks-Aglaophainus, 
P·: 322-on the subject of these ~nealogies). The computations of these 
authors earlier than Herodotus .. are of value, because they illustrate the ' ' . 
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ing the date of his reputed existence are no less worthy ol 
remark ; for out of the eight different epochs assigned to him 
the oldest differs from the most recent by a period of 46 
years. 

Thus conflicting would have been the answers returned ir. 
different portions of the Grecian world to any question: 
respecting the person of Homer. But there were a poetica 
gens (fraternity or guild) in the Ionic island of Chios, who, i1 
the question had been .put to them, would have answered ir 
another manner. To them Homer was not a mere antecedenl 
man, of kindred nature with themselves, but a divine or semi· 
divine eponymus and progenitor, whom they worshipped ir 
their gentile sacrifices, and in whose ascendent name and glor) 
the individuality of every member of the gens was merged 
The compositions of each separate Homerid, or the combinec 
efforts of many of them in conjunction, were the works o 
Homer : the name of the individual bard perishes and hi: 
authorship is forgotten, but the common gentile father live: 
and ·grows in renown, from generation to generation, by th< 
genius of his self-renewing sons. 

Such was the conception entertained of Homer by th1 
poetical gens called Homeridre or Homerids; and in th• 
general obscurity of the whole case, I lean towards it as th• 
most plausible conception. Homer is not only the repute< 
author of the various compositions emanating from the gentil, 
members, but also the recipient of the many different legend 
and of the divine genealogy, which it pleases their imaginatiOJ 
to confer upon him. Such manufacture of fictitious personality 
and such perfect incorporation of the entities of religion ant 
fancy with the real world, is a process familiar and even habitua 

· in the retrospective vision of the Greeks.l · 
!t is to be remarked that the poetical gens here brought t• 

habits .of min~ in which Grecian chronolog)_' began : the genealogy migl 
be eas1ly continued backward to any length m the past. To trace Hom~ 
up to Orpheus, however, would not have been consonant to the belief < 
the Homerids. 

The contentions of the different cities whicb disputed for the birth c 
Homer, and indeed all the legendary anecdotes circulated in antiquit 
respecting the poet, are copiously discussed in Welcker, Der Episcb 
Kyklos (p. 194-199). 

1 Even Aristotle ascribed to Homer a divine parentage : a damsel of th 
isle of los, pregnant by some god, was carried off by pirates to Smyrna : 
the time of the Ionic emigration, and there gave birth to the poet (Aristote 
ap. Plutarch. Vit. Homer. p. 1059). 

Plato seems to have considered Hom~ as having been an itinerant rhaj 
sode, poor and almost friendless (Repub,. p. 6oo) . 
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~iew, the Homerids, are of indisputable authenticity. Their 
'¢.xistence and their considerations were maintained down to 
L'\e historical times in the island of Chios.1 If the Homerids 
·.vere still conspicuous even in the. days of Akusilaus, Pindar, 
•f!ellanikus and Plato, when their productive invention had 
~~eased, and when they had become only guardians and di;;
~tributors, in common with others, of the treasures bequeathed 
by their predecessors-far more exalted must their position 
,have been three centuries before,, while they were still the 
inspired creators of epic novelty, and when the absence of · 
writing assured to them the undisputed monopoly of their own 
compositions .. 2 

Homer, then, is no individual man, but the divine of 
heroic father (the ideas of worship and ancestry Coalescing, as 
they constantly did in the Grecian mind) of the gentile Home
rids, and he is the author of the Thebals, the Epigoni, the 
Cyprian Verses, the Procems or Hymns, and other poems in , 
the same sense in which he is the author of the Iliad and 

1 Pindar, Nem. ii. 1, and Scholia ; Akusilaus, Fragm. 31, Didot ; 
Harpokration, v. 'Op:qpi5a.t; Hellanic. Fr. 55, Didot; ·Strabo, xiv. p. 045, 

It seems by a passage of Plato (Phredrus, p. 252), that .the Home<'idre 
professed to possess unpublished verses of their ancestral poet-l1r71 &,,..&OeTa.. 
Compare Plato, Republic. p. 599, and Isocrat. Helen. p .. 218. 

2 Nitzsch (De Historia Homeri, Fascic. r, p. 128, Fascic. 2, p. 71), and 
Ulrici (Geschichte der Episch. Poesie, vol. i. p. 24o-381) question the 
antiquity of the Homerid gens, and limit their functions to simple reciters, 
denying that they ever composed songs or poems of their own. Yet these 
gentes, such as the Euneidre, the Lykomidre, the Butadre, the Talthybiadre, 
the descendants of CheirCln at Peli6n, &c.; the Hesychidre (Scho'l. Sophocl. 
CEdip. Col. 489) (the acknowledged parallels of the Homeridre), ·may be 
surely all considered as belonging to the earliest known elements of Grecian 
history : rarely at least, if ever, can such gens, with its tripartite character 
of civil, religious, .and professional, be shown to have commenced at .any 
recent period. And in the early times, composer and singer were ,.one 
person : often at least, though probably not always, the bard combined 
both functions. The Homeric &.otaJs sings his own compositions ; and it 
is reasonable to imagine that many of the earlyHomerids did the same. 
, See Nio;buhr, Romisch. Geseh. vol. i. p. 324; and the treatise, Ueber 
die Sikeler in der Odyssee-in the Rheinisches Museum, 1828, p. 257 ; 
and Boeckh, in the Index pf Contents to his Lectures of 1834· 

"The Sage Vyasa (observes Professor Wilson, System of Hindu 
Mythology, Introd. p. lxii.) is represented, not as the author, but as the 
arranger and compiler of the Vedas and •the Puranas. His uame denotes 
his character, meaning tke arranger or distributor (Welcker gives the same 
meaning to the name Homer); and 'the recurrence of many Vyasas,-many 
individuals who new modelled the Hindu seriptures,-has nothing in it 
that is improbable, except the fabulous intervals by which their labours are 
;eparated." Individual authorship and the thirst of personal distinction 
lre in. this case also buried under ane great and common name, as in the 
case of Homer. 
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Odyssey-assuming that these various compositions emanate, 
as perhaps they may, from different individuals numbered 
among the Homerids. But this disallowance of the historical 
personality of Homer is quite distinct from the question, with 
which it has been often confounded, whether the Iliad and 
Odyssey are originally entire poems, and whether by one 
author or otherwise. To us, the name of Homer means these 
two poems, and little else : we desire to know as much as can 
be learnt respecting thar date, their original composition, their 
preservation, and their mode of communication to the public. 
All these questions are more or less complicated one with the 
other. 

Concerning the date of the poems, we have no other informa
tion except the various affirmations, respecting the age of 
Homer, which differ among themselves (as I have before 
observed) by an interval of 46o years, and which for the most 
part determine the date of Homer by reference to some other 
event1 itself fabulous and unauthenticated-such as the Trojan 
war, the Return of the Herakleids, or the Ionic migration. 
Krates placed Homer earlier than the Return of the Herakleids 
and less than eighty years after the Trojan war: Eratosthenes 
put him Ioo years after the Trojan war: Aristotle, Aristarchus 
and Castor made his birth contemporary with the Ionic 
migration, while Apollod6rus brings him down to roo years 
after that event, or 240 years after the taking of Troy. Thucy
dides assigns to him a date much subsequent to the Trojan 
war.1 On the other hand; Theopompus and Euphori6n refer 
his age to the far more recent period of the Lydian king Gyges 
(01. 18-23, B.c. 708-688), and put him soo years after the 
Trojan epoch.2 What were the grounds of these various con
jectures, we do not know, though, in the statements of Krates 
and Eratosthenes, we may pretty well divine. But the oldest 
dictum preserved to us respecting the date of Homer-meaning 

1 Thucyd. i. 3· 
2 See the statements and citations respecting the age of Homer, col· 

lected in Mr. Clinton's Chronology, voL i. p. 146. He prefers the view 
of Aristotle, and places the Iliad and Odyssey a· century earlier than I am 
inclined to do,-94<>-927 B. c. 

Krat<~s probably placed the poet anterior to the Return of the Herakleids, 
because the Iliad makes no mention of Dorians in Peloponnesus : Erato
sthenes may be supposed to have groJlnded his date on the passage of the 
Iliad which mentions the three generations descended from lEneas. We 
should have been glad to know the grounds of the very low date assigned 
by Theopompus and Euphorion. 

The Pseudo-Herodotus, in his life of iiomer, puts the birth of the poet 
l68 years after the Trojan war. 
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thereby the date of the Iliad and Odyssey-appears to me at 
the sametime the most credible, and the most consistent with 
the general history of the ancient epic. Herodotus places 
Homer 400 years before himself; taking his departure, not 
from any fabulous event, but from a. point of real and authentic 
time.l Four centuries anterior 'to Herodotus would be a 
period commencing with 88o B.c.: so that the composition of' 
the Homeric poems would thus fall in a space between Sso 
and 8oo B.c. We may gather from the language of Herodotus 
that this was his own judgement, opposed to a current opinion 
which assigned the poet to an earlier epoch. 

To place the Iliad and.'Odyssey at som·e periods between 
Sso B.c. and 776 B.c., appears to me more probable than any 
other date, anterior or posterior-more probable than the 
latter, because we are justified in believing these two poems to 
be older than Arktinus, who comes shortly after the first 
Olympiad-:-more probable than the former, because the further 
we push the poems back, the more do we enhance the wonder 
of their preservation, already sufficiently great, down from such 
an age and society to the historical times. · . , , 

The mode in which these poems, and indeed all poems, epic 
as well as lyric, down to the age (probably)_of Peisistratus, were 
circulated and brought to bear upon the public, . deserves 
particular attention. They were not read by individuals alone 
and apart, but·sung or recited at festivals or to assembled com- . 
panies. This seems to be one of the few ~ndisputed facts with. 
regard to the great poet : for even those who maintain that the · 
Iliad and Odyssey were preserved by means of writing, seldom 
contend tliat they were read. 

In ll:Ppreciating the effect of the poems, we must always take 
account of this great difference between early Greece and our 
own times-between th,e congregation mustered at a solemn 
festival, stimulated by community of sympathy, listening to a 
measured and musical recital from the lips of trained bards or 
rhapsodes, whose matter was supposed to have been inspired 
by the Muse-and the solitary reader with a manuscript before· 
him; such manu scrip! being, down to a very late period in 
Greek literature, indifferently written, without division into 
parts and without marks' of punCtuation. As ·in the case of 

l Herodot. ii. 53· Herakleid@s Ponticus affirmed tl;lat Lykurgus had 
brought into Peloponnesus the Hom.,ric poems, which had before been 
unknown out of Ionia. The supposed epoch of Lykurgus has sometimes 
been employed to sustain the date here assigned to the Homeric poems ; 
b.ut everything respecting Lykurgus is too doubtful to serve as evidence in 
other inquiries. • 
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dramatic performances in all ages, so in that of the early 
Grecian epic-a very large proportion of its impressive effect 
was derived from the talent of the reciter and the force of the 
general accompaniments, and would have disappeared alto
gether in solitary reading. Originally the bard sung his own 
epical narrative commencing with a procemium or hymn to one 
of the gods : 1 his profession was separate and special, like that 
of the carpenter, the leech, or the prophet : his manner and 
enunciation must have ,equired particular training no less than 
his imaginative faculty. His character presents itself in the 
Odyssey as one highly esteemed ; and in the Iliad, even 
Achilles does not disdain to touch the lyre with his own hands, 
and to· sing heroic deeds.2 Not only did the Iliad and 
Odyssey, and the poems embodied in the Epic Cycle, produce 
all their impression and gain all their renown by this process of 
oral delivery, but even the lyric and choric poets who succeeded 
them were known and felt in the same way by the general 
public, even after the full establishment of habits of reading 
among lettered men. While in the case of the epic, the 
recitation or singing had been extremely simple and the 
measure comparatively little diversified, with no other accom
paniment than that of the four-stringed harp-all the variations 
superinduced upon the original hexameter, beginning with the 
pentameter and iambus, and proceeding step by step to the 
complicated strophes of Pindar and the tragic writers, still left 
the general effect of the poetry greatly dependent upon voice 
and accompaniments and pointedly distinguished from mere 
solitary reading of the words. And in the dramatic poetry, the 
last in order of time, the declamation and gesture of the 

1 The Homeric hymns are procems of this sort, some very short, con
sisting only of a few lines-others of considerable length. The Hymn (or 
rather one of the two hymns) to Apollo is cited by Thucydides as the 
Procem of Apollo. 

The Hymns to Aphrodite, Apollo, Hermes, Demet<§r and Dionysus, are 
genuine epical narratives. Hermann (Prref. ad. Hymn. p. lxxxix.) pro
nounces the Hymn to Aphrodite to be the oldest and most genuine; por
tions of the Hymn to Apollo (Herm. p. xx.) are also very old, but both 
that hymn and the others are largely interpolatea. His opinion respecting 
these interpolations, however, is disputed by Franke {Prrefat. ad Hymn. 
Homeric. p. ix.-xix.); and the distinction between what i' genuine and 
what is spurious depends upon criteria not very distinctly assignable. Com
pare Ulrici, Gesch. der Ep. Poes. p. 385-391. 

2 Phemius, Demodokus, and the nameless bard who guarded the fidelity 
of Klytremnestra, bear out this position {Odyss. i. 155 ; iii. 267; viii. 490; 
xxi. 330; Achilles in Iliad, ix. 190). 

A degree of inviolability seems attach~ to the person of the bard as well 
as to that of the hera!<! (Odyss. xxii. 355-357) . 
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speaking actor alternated with the song and dance of the 
Chorus, and with the instruments of musicians, the whole being 
set off by imposing visible decorations. Now both dramatic 
effect and song are familiar in modern times, s.o that every 
man knows the difference b.etween reading the words and 
hearing them· under the appropriate circumstances.: but poetry, 
as such, is, and has now long been, so exclusively enjoyed by 
reading, that it requires an espeCial memento to bring us back 
to the time when the Iliad and Odyss~y were addressed only 
to the ear and feelings of a promiscuous and sympathising 
multitude. Readers there were none, at least until the century 
preceding Solon and Peisistratus : from that time forward, they 
gradually incr.eased both in number and influ~nce; though 
doubtless small; even in the most literary perioa of Greece, 
as compared with modern European society. So far as the 
production of beautiful epic poetry was concerned, however, 
the select body of instructed readers furnished a less potent 
stimulus than the unlettered and listening crowd of the earlier . 
periods. The poems of Chrerilus and Antimachus, towards 
the close of the Peloponnesian war, though admired by erudite 
men, never ac·quired popularity ; and the e111peror Hadrian 
failed in his attempt ~o bring the la,tter poet into fashion at the 
expense of Homer. 1 

It will be seen by what has been here stated, that that class 
of men, who formed the medium of communication between 
the verse and the ear, were of the highest importance in the 
ancient world, and especially ip the earlier periods of its career 
.__:the bards and rhapsodes for the epic, the singers for thJ>-" 
lyric, the actors and singers jointly with the dancets.o-forthe 

1 Spartian, Vit. Hadri~n. p .. 8 ; Dio. Cass. lxix. 4· ; Pint.· Tim .. c. 36 . 
.. There are some good observations on this point in Nake's comments 
on Chcerilus, ch. viii. p. 59'-

" Habet hoc epica poesis, vera ilia, cujus perfectissimam normam agno
scimus Homericam-habet hoc proprium, ut non in possessione virorum 
eruditorum, sed quasi viva sit et coram populo recitanda : nt cum populo 
crescat, et si p0pulus Deorum et antiquorum heroum facinora, quod prre
cipnum est epicre poeseos argumentum, andire et secnm repetere dedidi
cerit, obmutescat. Id verb tum factum est in Grrecia, quum populus ea 
relate, quam pueritiam dicere possis, peractil, .partim ad res serias tristesque, 
politicas maxime-easque multo, quam antea, impeditiores-ahstrahebatur: 
partim epicre poeseos pertresus, ex aliis poeseos generib.us, qure tum n'asce
bantur, novnm et diversum oblectamenti genus prime prresagire, sibi, deinde 
haurire, coepit." · 

Nake remarl<s too that the "splendidissima et propria Homericre poeseos 
retas, ea qure sponte quasi suil inter populum et quasi cum populo viveret," 
did not reach below Peisistratus. •It did not, I think, reach even so low as 
that period. · 
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-chorus and drama. The lyric and dramatic poets taught with 
their own lips the delivery of their compositions, and so promi
nently did this business of teaching present itself to the view 
of the public, that the name Didaskalia, by which the dramatic 
exhibition was commonly designated, derived from thence its 
origin. 

Among the number of rhapsodes who frequented the 
festivals at a time when Grecian cities were multiplied and 
easy of access, for the recitation of the ancient epic, there 
must have been of cou;se great differences of excellence; but 
that the more considerable individuals of the class were 
elaborately trained and highly accomplished in the exercise of 
their profession, we may assume as certain. But it happens 
that Sokrates with his two pupils Plato and Xenophon speak 
contemptuously of their..merits, and many persons have been 
disposed, somewhat too readily, to admit this sentence of con
denmation as conclusive, without taking account of the point 
of view from which it was delivered.1 These philosophers 
considered Homer and other poets with a view to instruction, 
ethical doctrine, and virtuous practice : they analysed the 
characters whom the poet described, sifted the value of the 
lessons conveyed, and often struggled to discover a hidden 
meaning, where they disapproved that which was apparent. 
When they found a man like the rhapsode, who professed to 

1 Xenoph. Memorab. iv. 2, IO ; and Sympos. iii. 6. 010'8&. "' oliv (8vos 
i]AtOtd,..rEpov f>al/JcpOWv; . . . . .6.-iji\.ov '}'?tp <>·n T?u inrovolas obK brlu-rav-rat. 
::Sb ()/; ::Sr'f/dtp./3p&-rrp TE Kal 'Ava!;<p.&.vl!prp Kal tlA.A.ots 'lrOAAo'is 1roA.b l!t!l!wKas 
&p')'VpLOv, iJJU'T€ oVOfv ()€ 'TWV ?roAAoi/ &~lwv AfA?16e. 

These ~1rovo'iru are the hidden meanings or allegories which a cert:J.in set 
of philosophers undertook to discover in Homer, and which the rhapsodes 
were no way called upon to study. 

The Platonic dialogue called ICin ascribes to ICin the double function of a 
rhapsode or impressive reciter, and a critical expositor of the poet (Isokrat~s 
also indicates the same double character in the rhapsodes of his time
Panathenaic. p. 240) ; but it conveys no solid grounds for a mean estimate 
of the class of rhapsodes, while it attests remarkably the striking effect 
produced by their recitation (c. 6, p. 535). That this class of men came to 
combine the habit of expository comment on the poet with their original 
profession of reciting, proves the tendencies of' the age ; probably it also 
brought them into rivalry with the philosophers. • 

The grounds taken by Aristotle (Problem. xxx. IO ; compare Aul. Gellius, 
xx. 14) against the actors, singers, musicians, &c., of his time are more 
serious, and have more the air of truth. 

If it be correct in Lehrs (de Studiis Aristarchi, Diss. ii. p. 46) to identify 
those early glossographers of Homer, whose explanations the Alexandrine 
critics so severely condemned, with the rhapsodes, this only proves that the 
rhapsodes had come to undertake a double duty, of which their predecessors 
before Soliln would never have dreamt. • 
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mpress the Homeric narrative upon an audience, and yet either 
tever meddled at all, or meddled unsuccessfully, with the 
1usiness of exposition, they treated him with contempt; indeed . 
:okrates depreciates the poets themselves much upon the same 
'rinciple, as dealing with matters of which they could render 
,o rational account. 1 It was also the habit of Plato and 
~enophon to disparage generally professional exertion of talent 
)r the purpose of gaining a livelihood, contrasting it often in 
ri indelicate manner with the gratuitotis teaching and ostenta
ious poverty of their master. But we· are not wanante4. in 
1dging the rhapsodes by such a standard. Though theY were 
bt philosophers or moralists, it was their province-and it had 
een so, long before the philosophical point 'Of view was 
pened-to bring their poet home to the bosoms and emotions 
f an assembled crowd, and to penetrate themselves with his 
1eaning so far as was suitable.for that purpose, adapting to it"• 
1e appropriate graces of actioh and intonation. In this their 
enuine task they were valuable members of the Grecian 
)mmunity, and seemed to have possessed all the qualities 
ecessary for success. . 
These rhapsodes, the successors of the primitive Aoedi or 

ards,. seem to have been distinguished from them by the 
iscontinuance of all musical accompaniment. Originally the 
ard sung, ·enlivening the song with 'occasional touches of the 
mple four-stringed harp : his successor the rhapsode, recited, 
olding in his hand nothing but a branch of laurel, and 
epending for effect upon voice and manner,-a ·species of 
msical arid rhythmical declamation,2 which gradually increased 

1 Plato, Apolog. Socrat. p. 22, c. 7· · • . 
2 Aristotel. Poetic. c. 47; Welcker, Der Episch. Kyklos; Ueber den 
ortrag der Homerischen .Gedichte, p. 340-406, which collects all the 
cts respecting the Acedi and the rhapsodes., Unfortunately the ascer-
ined points are very few. :..; ' . 
The laurel branch in the hand. of the singer ·or reciter (for the two ex

·essions are often confounded) seems to have been peculiar to the recitation 
Homer and Hesiod (Hesiod, Theog. 30 ; Schol. ad Aristophan. N~b~ 

;67 ; Pausan. x. 7, 2). , "Poemata omne genus (says Apuleius, Flond. 
122, Bipont.) apta virgte, lyrae, socco, cothurno." 

Not only Homer and Hesiod, but also Archilochus, were recited by 
apsodes (Athenre. xii. 620 ; also Plato, Legg. ii. p. 658). Consult, 
sides, Nitzsch, De Historiil. Homeri, Fascic. 2, p. I 14, seq., respecting 
e rhapsodes; and 0. MUller, History of the Literature of ancient Greece, 
. iv. s. 3· 
The .ideas" of singing and speech are however often confounded, in 
'erence to any verse solentnly and emphatically delivered (Thucydid. ii. 
)-cprf.(f'ICOVT€S o[ wp€(1'/3.6-repot w,.a:L ~ /i E(f' (J a: t, dH{€L ilwpta:ICOS wol\€ji.OS KO:l 
lf.'OS d.f.'' a:~rrp. And the rh::tpsodes are said to sing Homer (Plato, 
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in vehement emphasis and gesticulation until it approached to 
that of the dramatic actor. At what time this change took 
place, or whether the two different modes of enunciating the 
ancient epic may for a certain period have gone on simultane· 
ously, we have no means of determining. Hesiod receives 
from the Muse a branch of laurel, as a token of his ordination 
into their service, which marks him for a rhapsode; while the 
ancient bard with his harp is still recognised in the Homeric 
Hymn to the Delian !\polio, as efficient and popular· at the 
Panionic festivals in the island of Delos.1 Perhaps the improve· 
ments made in the harp, to which three strings, in addition tc 
the original four, were attached by Terpander (B.c. 66o), and 
the growing complication of instrumental music generally, rna) 
have contributed to discredit the primitive accompaniment 
and thus to promote the practice of recital: the story, th? 
Terpander himself composed music not only for hexamet 
poems of his own, but also for those of Homer, seems tc 
indicate that the music which preceded him was ceasing tc 

Eryxias, c. 13 ; Heysch. v. Bpaupwvlo<s); Strabo (i. p. 18) has a goo( 
passage upon song and speech. 

William Grimm (Deutsche Heldensage, p. 373) supposes the ancient 
German heroic romances to ha>•e heen recited or declaimed in a. simila1 
manner with a simple accompaniment of the harp, as the Servian heroi< 
lays are even at this time delivered. 

Fauriel also tells us, respecting the French Carlovingian Epic (Roman~ 
de Chevalerie, Revue des Deux Mondes, xiii. p. 559) : "The romances o 
the 12th and 13th centuries were really sung : the jongleur invited hit 
audience to hear a belle chans011 d' lzistoin,-' le mot chanter ne manqu< 
jamais dans Ia formule initiale,'-and it is to be understood literally; th< 
music was simple and intermittent, more like a recitative ; the jon~leu 
carried a rebek, or violin with three strings, an Arabic instrument; wher 
he wished to rest his voice, he played an air or retournelle upon this ; h• 
went thus about from place to place, and the romances had no existenc< 
among the people except through the aid and recitation of these jongleurs.' 

It appears that there had once been rhapsodic exhibitions at the festival, 
of Dionysus, but they were discontinued (Kiearchus ap. Athenre. vii. p 
275)-probably superseded by the dithyramb and the tragedy. 

The etymology of paljlceo&s is a disputed point : V\' elcker traces it t< 
{>&.fJ'lios; most critics derive it from pd.1r-rew O.a,'li~v, which 0. MUller ex 
plains "to denote the coupling together of verscl; without any considcrabl< 
divisions or pauses,-the even, unbroken, continuous flow of the epi• 
poem,'' as contrasted with the strophic or choric periods(/. c.). 

1 Homer, Hymn to A poll. 170. The ~el8apu, aot'li~, opx"l/8~-t&s, are con 
stantly put together in that hymn : evidently the instrumental accompani 
ment was e'sential to the hymns at the Ionic festival. Compare also th• 
Hymn to Hermes (430), where the function ascribed to the Muses cal 
hardly be understood to include non·musical recitation. The Hymn t• 
Hermes is more recent <than Terpander, ~asmuch as it mentions the scve1 
strings of the lyre, v. 50. 
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find favour.l By whatever steps the change from the bard to 
the rhapsode took pll:!ce, certain it is that before the time of 
Solon the latter was the recognised and exclusive organ of the 
old Epic; sometimes in short fragments before private com
panies, by single rhapsodes-sometimes several rhapsodes in 
~ontinuous succession ·at.' a public festival. 1i 

Respe'cting. the mode in which the Homeric poems were 
xeserved, during the two centuries (or, as .some. think, longer 
nterval) between their original compj)sition and the period 
;hortly preceding Solon-and respecting their original com
Josition and subsequent changes-there are wide differences of 
Jpinion among able critics. Were they preserved with, or 
without, being written? Was the Iliad originally composed as 
Jne poem, and the Odyssey in like manner,· or is each of them 
1,n aggregation of parts originally self-existent and unconnected? 
'J as the authorship of each poem single-headed or many-headed? 

·' Either tacitly oi: explicitly, these questions have been generally 
:oupled together and· discussed with reference to each other, 
JY inquiries into the Homeric poems; though Mr. Payne 
K.night's Prolegomena ha;:e the merit of keeping theni dis
:inct. Half a century ago, the acute and Yaluable Prolegomena 
>f F.,A. Wolf, turning to account the Venetian Scholia which 
1ad theq been recently published, first opened philosophical 
liscussion as to the history of the Homeric text. A consider
Lble part of that dissertation (though by no means the whole) 
.s employed in vindicating the position, previously announced 
>y Bentley amongst others, that the separate constituent por
ions of the Iliad and Odyssey had not been cemented together 
nto any compact body and unchangeable order until the days 
>f Peisistratus; in the sixth century before Christ. As a step 
owards that conclusion, Wolf ·maintained that no written 
:opies of either poem could be shown to have existed during 

1 Terpander-see Plutarch. de Musidl., c. 3-4 ;• the facts respecting him 
.re collected in Plehri's Lesbiaca, p. 140-166; but very little cari be 
uthenticated. · 

Stesander at the Pythian festivals sa~g the Homeric battles, with a harp 
ccompaniment of his own ~om position (A then~. xiv. p. 638). 

The principal testimonies respecting the rhapsodising of the Homeric 
•oems at Athens, chiefly at the Panathenaic festival, are Isokrat~s, 
'anegyric. p. 74; Lycnrgus contra Leocrat. p. r6r ; Plato, Hipparch. p. 
28; Diogen. Laert. Vit. Solon. i. 57· 

Inscriptions attest that rhapsodising continued in great esteem, down to 
late period. of the historical age, both at Chios and Te6s, especially the 

)rmer : it was the subject of competition by trained youth, and of prizes 
)r the victor, at periodical reli.ious solemnities : see Corp. Inscript. 
:oeckh, No. 2214·3o88. ' 
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the earlier times to which their composition is referred-and 
that- without writing, neither the perfect symmetry of so 
complicated a work could have been originally conceived by 
any poet, nor, if realised by him, transmitted with assurance 
to posterity. The absence of easy and convenient writing. 
such as must be indispensably supposed for long manuscript~ 
among the early Greeks, was thus one of the points in Wolf' 
case against the primitive integrity of the Iliad and Odyssey. 
By Nitzsch and other .leading opponents of Wolf, the con
nexion of the one with the other seems to have been accepted 
as he originally put it, and it has been considered incumbent 
on those, who defended the ancient aggregate character of 
the Iliad and Odyssey, to maintain that they were written 
poems from the beginning. . 

To me it appears that the architectonic functions ascribed 
by Wolf to Peisistratus and his associates in reference to the 
Homeric poems, are nowise adll)issible. But much would 
undoubtedly be gained towards that view of the question, if 
it could be shown that in order to controvert it, we were 
driven to the necessity of admitting long writte,n poems in the 
ninth century before the Christian ::era. Few things, in my 
opinion, can be more improbable: and Mr. Payne Knight, 
opposed as he is to the W olfian hypothesis, admits this no less 
than Wolf himself.! The traces ·of writing in Greece, even in 

1 Knight, Prolegom. Hom. c. xxxviii.-xl. "Haud tamen ullum Homer
icorum carminum exemplar Pisistrati seculo antiquius extitisse, aut sex
centesimo prius anno ante C.N. scriptum fuisse, facile credam: rara enim 
et perdifficilis erat iis temporibus scriptura ob penuriam materire scribendo 
idonere, quum literas aut lapidibus exarare, aut tabulis ligneis aut laminis 
metalli alicujus insculpere oporteret .... Atque ideci memoriter re
tenta sunt, et hrec et alia veterum poetarum carmina, et per urbes et vicos 
et in principum virorum redibus, decantata a rhapsodis. Neque mirandum 
est, ea per tot srecula sic integra conservata esse, quoniam-per eos tradita. 
erant, qui ab omnibus Grrecire et coloniarum regibus et civitatibus mercede 
satis ampHl conducti, omnia sua studia in iis ediscendis, retinendis, et rite 
recitandis, conferebant." Compare Wolf, Prolegom. xxiv.-xxv. 

The evidences of early writing among the Greeks, and of written poems 
even anterior to Homer, may be seen collected in Kreuser (Vorfragen ueber 
Hom eros, p. 127-r 59, Frankfort, 1828). His proofs appear to me altogether. 
inconclusive. Nitzsch maintains the same opinion (Histor. Homeri, Fasc. 
i. sect. xi. xvii. xviii. )-in my opinion, not more successfully : nor doe: 
Franz (Epigraphic~ Grrec. In trod. s. iv.) produce any new argliments. ' 

I do not quite subscribe to Mr. Knight's language, when he says tha\ 
there is nothittg wonderful in the long preservation of the Homeric poems 
unwritten. It is enough to maintain that the existence and practical use of 
long manuscripts by all the rhapsodes, under the condition and circum
stances of the 8th and ~th centuries amojg the Greeks, would be a greater 
wonder. 
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. · ·· '"It ~ · the seventh century before the Christian ·rera, are exceeding}y 

trifling. We have no remaining inscription earlier than the 
4oth Olympiad, and the early inscriptions are rude and un
skilfully executed : nor cari we. even assure ourselves whether 
Archilochus, Simonides of Amorgus, Kallinus, Tyrtreus, 
X:anthus, ·and the other early elegiac and lyric poets, committed 
;heir compositions to writing, or at what time the practice of . 
doirl'g so became familiar. The first positive ground; which 
authorises us to presume the existettce of a manuscript of 
Homer, .is in the famous ordinance of Solon with regard t() the 
rha}?sodes at the Panathenrea-; but for what length of time, 
previously, manuscripts had existed, we are-unable to say. 

Tlfose who maintain the Homeric poems to have been 
writteri from· the ·beginning, rest their case, not upo'n · positive 
proofs-nor yet upon'the existing habits of society with regard 
to poetry, for they admit generally that the Iliad and· Odyssey 
were n_ot read, but recited and heard:---but upon the supposed 
necessity that there must have been manuscripts,~ to ensure the 
preservation Of the poems;-the ·Unassisted memory or reciters 
being neither sufficient nor ,trustworthy. . But .here we only 
escape a smaller difficulty by running into a greater; for the 
existence of trained bards,> gifted with extraordinary memory, 
is far less astonishing than that of long manuscripts in an age 
essentiaUy non-reading and non-writing, and when even suitable 
instruments and materials f01;. the process are not obvious. 
Moreover th'ere is a: strong positive reason for believing that 
the bard wa's under no necessity of refreshing· his. memory by 
consulting a manuscript. For if such had been the fact, blind
ness would have been· a disqualification for the profession, 
which we know that it was not: as well from· the· example of, 
Demodokus in the Odyssey, as from that of the blind bard of 
Chios, -in the :EI ymn· to the Belian Apollo, whom Thucydides, 
as well-as the general tenor of Grecian legend, identifies with 
Homer him~elf. 2 · The author of that Hymn, .be he who he 
may, could never have described a blind man as attaining the 

1 See this argument stroiJgly put by Nitzsch, in the prefatory remarks at 
'he beginning of his second volume of Commentaries on the Odyssey (P• x,-

t
cxix. ). He takes great pains tq discard all . idea that the poems were· . 
·ritten in order to be read. To 'the same purpose Franz (Epigraphice· 
,nee. Introd. p. 32), who adopts Nitzsch's positions,-" Audituris enim, 
•On lecturis, carmina parabant.". . . 

2 Odyss. vii. 65; Hymn. ad· A poll. 172; Pseudo-Herodot.. Vit. Homer. 
c; 3 ; Thucyd. iii. 104. 

Various commentators on Homer imagined that under the misfortune of· 
Demodokus the poet in reality d~cribed his .<iwn ~chol. ad Odyss. J, .i ;. 
Maxim. Tyr. xxxviii. 1). · 
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utmost perfection in his art, if he had been conscious that the 
memory of the bard was only maintained by constant reference 
to the manuscript in his chest. 

Nor will it be found, after all, that the effort of memory 
required either from bards or rhapsodes, even for the longest of 
these old epic poems,-though doubtless great,-was at all 
superhuman. Taking the case with reference to the entire 
Iliad and Odyssey, we know that there were educated gentle
men at Athens who col.lld repeat both poems by heart : 1 but 

1 Xenoph. Sympos. iii. 5· Compare, respecting the laborious discipline 
of the Gallic Druids, and the number of unwritten verses which they retained 
in their memories, Cresar. B. G. vi. 14: Mela, iii. 2: also Wolf, Prolegg. 
s. xxiv. and Herod. ii. 77, about the prodigious memory of the Egyptian 
priests at Heliopolis. 

I transcribe, from the interesting Discours of M. Fauriel (prefixed to his 
Chant' Populaires de Ia Grece Moderne, Paris, 1824), a few particulars 
respecting the number, the mnemonic power, and the popularity of those 
itinerant singers or rhapsodes who frequent the festivals or paneghyris of 
modern Greece : it is curious to learn that this profession is habitually 
exercised by bli11d men (p. xc. seq.). 

"Les aveugles exercent en Grece une profession qui les rend non seule
ment agreables, mais necessaires ; le caractere, !'imagination, et la condition 
du peuple, etant ce qu'ils sont : c'est !a profession de chanteurs ambulans 
. . . lls sont dans !'usage, tant sur le continent que dans les iles, de la 
Grece, d'apprendre par creur le plus grand nombre qu'ils peuvent de chan
sons populaires de tout genre et de toute epoque. Quelques uns finissent 
par en sa voir une quantite prodigieuse, et tons en sa vent beaucoup. A vee 
ce tresor dans leur memoire, ils sont toujours en marche, traversent Ia 
Grece en tout sens; ils s'en vont de ville en ville, de village en village, 
chantant a l'auditoire qui se forme aussit6t autour d'eux, partout ou ils se 
montrent, celles de leurs chansons qu'ils jtl'"gent convenir le mieux, soit a Ia 
localite, soit a Ia circonstance, et reqoivent nne petite retribution qui fait 
tout leur revenu. lis ont !'air de chercher de preference, en tout lieu, Ia 
partie Ia plus inculte de Ia population, qui en est toujo1us Ia plus curieuse, 
Ia plus a vide d'impressions, et Ia moins difficile dans le choix de ceux qui 
leur sont offertes. Les Turcs seuls ne les ecoutent pas. C'est aux reunions 
nombreuses, aux f~tes de village connues sous le nom de PanegJ,yris, que 
ces chanteurs ambulans accourent le plus volontiers. Ils chantent en 
s'accompagnant d'un instrument a cordes que !'on touche avec un archet, 
et qui est exactement l'ancienne lyre des Grecs, dont il a conserve le nom 
comme Ia forme. 

"Cette lyre, pour ~tre entiere, doit a voir cinq:cordes: mais souvent elle 
n'en a que deux ou trois, dont les sons, comme il est aise de presumer, 
n'ont rien de bien harmonieux. Les chanteurs aveugles vont ordinairement 
isoles, et chacun d'eux chante a part des autres: mais quelquefois aussi ils 
se n!unissent par groupes de deux ou de trois, pour dire ensemble les 
mSmes chansons ... Ces modernes rhapsodes doivent ~tre divises en 
deux classes. Les uns ( et ce sont, selon toute apparence, les plus nom
breux) se bornent a Ia fonction de recueillir, d'apprendre par creur, et de 
mettre en circulation, ~s pieces qu'ils nlt>nt point composees. Les autres 
(ct ce sont ceux qui ferment l'ordre le plus distingue de leurs corps), a cette 
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in the prOfessional recitations, we are not to imagine that the 
same1~person did go through the whole: the recitation was 
essentially a joint undertaking, and the rhapsodes who visited 
a festival would naturally understand among themselves which 
part of the poem should devolve upon each particular indi
vidual. \Jnder such circumstances, and with such means of 
preparation beforehand, the quantity of verse which a rhapsode 
could deliver would be measured, not so much by the exhaus
tion of his memory, as by the physical.sufficiency of his voice, 
having reference to the sonorous, emphatic, and rhythmical 

, pronunciation required from him.1 

But what guarantee have we for the exact transmission of 
the .text for a space of two centuries by simply oral means? 
It may be replied that oral .transmission would hand down the 
text as exactly as in point of fact it was handed down. · The 
great lines of each poem-the order of parts-the vein of 
Homeric feeling and the general style of locution, and for the 

, most part, the true words-would be maintained : for the pro-
1 fessional training of the rhapsode, over and above the precision 
'of his actual memory, would tend to Homerise his mind (if 
the expr.ession .may be permitted), and to restrain him within 
this magic circle. _·On the other hand, in respect to the details 
of the text, we should expect that there would be wide differ
ie~ces and numerq1us inaccuracies:· and. so there really were, as 
I the records contained iri the Scholia, together with the passages 

lrotiction de repetiteur~ et de colporteurs des poesies d'autrui, joignent celle 
. de poetes, et ajoutent a Ia masse des chansons apprises d'autres chants de 
leur fayon .. , .. • Ces rhapsodes . aveugles sont les nouvellistes et les 
historiens, en m~me temps que les poetes du peuple, en cela parfaitement 
semblables aux rhapsodes anciens de Ia Grece." 

To pass to anothet'"country-Persia; once the great rival of Greece:~ 
"The Kuiroglian rhapsodes are called KU1·roglou-Khans, from khaunden, 
to sing. Their duty is to know by heart all the mefjlisses (meetings) of 
Kurroglou'; narrate them, 'br sing them with the accompaniment of the 
favourite instrument of Kurroglou, the chungur or sitar, a three-stringed 
guitar. Ferdausi has also his Shah-nama-Khans, and the prophet 
Maliommed his Kormt-Khans. The memory of those singers is truly 
astonishing. At every request they recite in one breach for some hours, . 
without stammering, beginhing the tale at the passage or verse pointed out 
by the hear~rs." (~pecimens of the Popular Poetry. of Persia, as found in 
the Adventures and Improvisations of Kurroglou, the Bandit Minstrel 
of Northern Persia, by Alexander ·.Chcidsko: London, 1842, Introd. 
p. IJ.) .. 

' 'One of the songs of the Calrimck national .. bards. spmetimes lasts a 
whole day." (Ibid. p. 372.) . 

1 There are just remarks of Mr. Mitford on the possibility that the 
Homeric poe~ns might have beel).rreserved witho1 writing (History of 

1
Greece, vol. 1. p. I35-137). . , · . 
l VOL. II. S 
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cited in ancient authors, but not found in our Homeric text, 
abundantly testify.l 

Moreover the state of the Iliad and Odyssey in respect to tht 
letter called the Digamma affords a proof that they were 
recited for a considerable period before they were committed 
to writing, insomuch that the oral pronunciation underwen1 
during the interval a sensible change.2 At the time when 
these poems were composed, the Digamma was an effective con· 
sonant, and figured as.such in the structure of the verse: a! 
the time when they were committed to writing, it had ceased 
to be pronounced, and therefore never found a place in any oJ 
the manuscripts-insomuch that the Alexandrine critics, thougr 
they knew of its existence in the much later pccms of Alkrem 
and Sappho, never recognised it in Homer. The hiatus, and 
the various perplexities of metre, occasipned by the loss of th~ 
Digamma, were corrected by different grammatical stratagems. 
But the whole history of this lost letter is very curious, and i~ 
rendered intelligible only by the supposition that the Iliad anc 
Odyssey belonged for a wide space of time to the memory, 
the voice and the ear, exclusively. 

At what period these poems, or indeed any other Gree~ 
poems, first began to be written, must be matter of conjecture 
though there is ground for assurance that it was before tht 
time of Solon. If in the absence of evidence we may ventun 
upon naming any more determinate period, the question a· 
once suggests itself, what were the purposes which in that stagt 
of society, a manuscript at its first commencement must havt 

1 Villoison, Prolegomen. p. xxxiv.-lvi. ; Wolf, Prolegomen. p. 37 
DUntzer, in the Epicor. Grrec. Fragm. p. 27-29, gives a considerable lis 
of the Homeric passages cited by ancient authors, but not found either h 
the Iliad or Odyssey. It is hardly to be doubted, however, that many o 
these passages belonged to other epic poems which passed under the nam• 
of Homer. Welcker (Der Episch. Kyklus, p. 20-133) enforces thi 
opinion very justly, and it harmonises with his view of the name of Home 
as co-extensive with the whole Epic cycle. 

2 See this argument strongly maintained in Giese (Ueber den .!Eolische1 
Dialekt, sect. 14, p. r6o seqq.). He notices several other particulars in th 
Homeric language-the plenitude and variet)C of interchangeable gram 
matical forms-the numerous metrical licences, set right by appropriat 
oral intonations-which indicate a language as yet not constrained by th 
fixity of written authority. 

The same line of argument is taken by 0. MUller (History of the Liter2 
ture of Ancient Greece, ch. iv. s. 5). . 

Giese has shown also, in the same .chapter, that· all· the manuscripts c 
Homer·mentionedin the Scholia, were written in the Ionic alphabet (witl 
H and .n as marks for the long vowels, and no special mark for the rougl 
breathing), in so far ~ the special d~1tions out of them enable us t• 
verify. 

• 
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;been intended to answer? For whom was a written· Iliad 
'necessary? Not for the rhapsodes; for with them it was not only 
:planted in the memory, but aiso interwoven with the feelings, 
.and conceived'ttin conjunction with all those flexions and intona
; tions of voice, pauses and other oral artifices, which were 
:required for emphatic delivery, and which the naked manuscript 
~could never reproduce .. Not for the general public-they were 
;accustomed to receive it with its rhapsodic delivery, and with 
1 its accompaniments of a solemn and. crowded festival. The 
only persons for whom the written Iliad would be suitable, 
would be a select few ; studious and curious men-a class of 

• readers, capabie of analysing the complicated emotions which 
·.they· had experienced as hearers in the crowd, and who would 
on perusing the written words realise in their imaginations 
a sensible portion of the impression communicated by tl}e . 
reciter.! · 

Incredible as the statement may seem in an age like the 
present, there is in all early societies, and there was in early 
Greece, a time when no such reading class existed. If we 
could discover at what time such a class first began to be 

1 Nitzsch and Welcker a;gue, that b~cause the· Homeric .poems were 
keard with great delight and interest, therefore the first rudiments of the 
art of writing, even while beset by ·a thousand mechanical difficulties, 
would be employed to record them .. I cannot adopt this opinion, which 

. appears to me to derive all its plausibility from ·our pr~sent familiarity with 
reading and writing. The first step from the recited to the written poem 

' is really one of great violence, as well as useless for any want then· actually 
! felt. I much more agree with Wolf when he says: "Diu enim illoruru 

hominum vita et simplicitas nihil admodum habuit, quod scriptura dignum 
videretur: in aliis omnibus occupati agunt illi, .qure posteri scribunt; vel (ut 
de.quibusdam populis accepimus) etiam monstratam operam hanc spernunt 
tanquam indecori .otii : carmina · autem qure pangunt, Iongo usu sic ore 
fundere et excipere consueverunt ut cantu et recitatione cum maxime 
vigentia deducere ad mutas notas, ex. ill ius retatis sensu nihil aliud esset, 
quam perin1ere ea et vitali'vi ac spiritu privare." (Prolegom. s .. xv. p. 59·) 

Some good remarks on this subject are to be found in William Hum
boldt's Introduction to his elaborate treatise Ueber die Kawi-Spracke, in 
reference to the oral tales ci:irrent among • the Basques. He . too observes 
how great and repulsive a proceeding ·i~ is, to pass at first from verse sung 
or recited, to verse writt$ ; implying that the words are conceived de-

• tached from the Vortrag, the accompanying music ·and the surrounding and 
sympathising assembly. The Ba·sql)e tales .have· no charm for the people 

. themselves when put in Spanish words arid read (Introduction, sect. xx. p. 
zsS-259). . 

Unwritten prose tales, preserved in the memory and said to be repeated 
nearly in the same words from age to age, are mentioned by Mariner in the 
Tonga Islands (Mariner's Account, vol. ii. p. 377). 

: . Th~ Druidical poems were keij unwritten by de~gn, after writing was in 
established use for other purposes (Cresar;·B. G. vf':' 13). · 
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formed, we should be able to make a guess at the time when 
the old Epic poems were first committed to writing. Now the 
period which may with the greatest probability be fixed upon 
as having first witnessed the formation even of the narrowest 
reading class in Greece, is the middle of the seventh century 
before the Christian rera (B.c. 66o to B.c. 63o),-the age of 
Terpander, Kallinus, Archilochus, Simonides of Amorgus, &c. 
I ground this supposition on the change then operated in the 
character and tendenci€s of Grecian poetry and music,-the 
elegiac and iambic measures having been introduced as rivals 
to the primitive hexameter, and poetical compositions having 
been transferred from the epical past to the affairs of present 
and real life. Such a change was important at a time when 
poetry was the only known mode of publication (to use a 
modern phrase not altogether suitable, yet the nearest ap
proaching to the sense). It argued a new way of looking at 
the old epical treasures of the people, as well as a thirst for 
new poetical effect; and the men who stood forward in it may 
well be considered as desirous to study, and competent to 
criticise, from their own individual point of view, 'the written 
words of the Homeric rhapsodes, just as we are told that 
Kallinus both noticed and eulogised the Thebai:s as the pro
duction of Homer. There seems therefore ground for con
jecturing, that (for the use of this newly-formed and important, 
but very narrow class) manuscripts of the Homeric poems and 
other old epics-the Thebai:s and the Cypria as well as the 
Iliad and the Odyssey-began to be compiled towards the 
middle of the seventh century B.C. : 1 and the opening of Egypt 
to Grecian commerce, which took place about the same period, 
would furnish increased facilities for obtaining the requisite 
papyrus to write upon. A reading class, when once formed, 
would doubtless slowly increase, and the number of manu
scripts along with it; so that before the time of Solon, fifty 
years afterwards, both readers and manuscripts, though still 
comparatively few, might have attained a certain recognised 

1 Mr. Fynes Clinton (Fasti Hellenici, vol. i.~ p. 368-373) treats it as a 
matter of certainty that Archilochus and Aikman wrote their poems. I am 
not aware of any evidence for announcing this as positively known-except. 
indeed an admission of Wolf, which is doubtless good as an mt,o-umentum a, 
hominem, but is not to be received as proof (Wolf, Proleg. p. so). Thi 
evidences mentioned by Mr. Clinton (p. 368) certainly cannot be regarded 
as proving anything to the point. 

Giese (Ueber den JEolischen Dialekt, p. 172) places the first writing 
of the separate rhaps~!ies composing •he Iliad in the seventh century 
B.C. 
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authority, and formed a tribunal of refe;ence, · against the 
carelessness of individual rhapsodes. 

We may, I think, consider the Iliad and Odyssey to have 
been preserved without the aid of writing for a period near 
upon two centuries.1 But is it true, as Wolf imagined, and as 
other able critics have imagined also, that the separate portions 
of which these two poems are composed were originally dis
tinct epical ballads, each constituting a separate whole and 
intended for separate recitation? Is it true that they had not 
only no common author, but originally neither common pur
pose nor fixed order, and that their first permanent arrange
ment and integration was delayed for three centuries, and 
accomplished at last only by the taste of Peisistratus conjoined 
with various lettered friends? 2 

This hypothesis-to which the genius of Wolf first gave ceie
brity, but which has been since enforced more in detail by 
others, espacially by William~Muller and Lachmann-appears 
to ine not only unsupported by any sufficient testimony, but 
also opposed to other testimony as well as to a strong force 
of internal'probability. The authorities quoted by Wolf are 

1 The songs of the. Icelandic ·skalds were pr.eserved orally for a period 
longer than two centuries,-P. A. Miiller thinks very much longer,-before 
they were collected or embodied in written story by Snorro and Sremund 
(Lange, Untersuchungen tiber die Gesch. der Nordischen Heldensage, p. 
98; also Introduct. p. xx.-xxviii.). He confounds; however, often, the 
preservation of the songs from old. time-with the question whether they 
have ·Or have not an historical basis. 

And there were doubtless many old bards and rhapsodes in ancient 
Greece, of whom the same might be said which Saxo Grammaticus affirms 
of an Englishman named Lucas, that. he was '' literis quidem tenuiter 
instructus, sed historiarum scientia apprime eruditus" (Dahlmann, Histor· 
ische Forschungen, vol. ii. p.' 176). · 

2 " Homer wrote a: sequel of songs arid rhapsodies, to be sung· by him- . 
self for small earnings and good cheer, at festivals and other days of merri
ment ; the Iliad he made for the men, the Odysseis for the other' sex. 
These loose songs were not collected together into the form of an epic 
poem until 500 years after." 

Such is the naked langtuige in which Wolfs main hypothesis l1ad been 
previously set forth by Bentley, in his "Remarks on a late Discourse 
of Free-thinking, 'by PhiZeleutherus Lipsiensis," published in 1713: the 
passage remained unaltered in the seventh edition of that treatise pub
'ished in 1737. See Wolf's Prolegg. xxvii. p. r 15. 

The same hypothesis may be seen more amply developed, partly in the 
work of Wolf's pupil and admirer, William Miiller, Homerische Vorschu!e 
(the second edition of which was published at Leipsic .1836, with an 
excellent introduction and 'notes by Baumgarten-Crusius, adding greatly to 
the value of the original work by its dispassionate review of the whole con
troversy), partly in two valuable.Dissertations of .Lachmann, published in 
the Philological Transactions of the Berlin Acadetlf:'y Jor 1837 and 1841. 
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Josephus, Cicero, and Pausanias :1 Josephus mentions nothing 
about Peisistratus, but merely states (what we may accept as 
the probable fact) that the Homeric poems were originally 
unwritten, and preserved only in songs or recitations, from 
which they were at a subsequent period put into writing: 
hence many of the discrepancies in the text. On the other 
hand, Cicero and Pausanias go further, and affirm that Pei
sistratus both collected, and arranged in the existing order, 
the rhapsodies of the ijiad and Odyssey (implied as poems 
originally entire and subsequently broken into pieces), which 
he found partly confused and partly isolated from each other
each part being then remembered only in its own portion of 
the Grecian world. Respecting Hipparchus the son of Pei
sistratus, too, we are told in the Pseudo-Platonic dialogue 
which bears his name, that he was the first to introduce into 
Attica the poetry of Homer, and that he prescribed to the 
rhapsodes to recite the parts at the Panathenaic festival in 
regular sequence. 2 

Wolf and William Muller occasionally speak as if they 
admitted something like an Iliad and Odyssey as established 
aggregates prior to Peisistratus j but for the most part they 
represent him or his associates as having been the first to put 
together Homeric poems which were before distinct and self
existent compositions. And Lachmann, the recent expositor 
of the same theory, ascribes to Peisistratus still more unequi
vocally this original integration of parts- in reference to the 
Iliad-distributing the first twenty-two books of the poem into 
sixteen separate songs, and treating it as ridiculous to imagine 
that the fusion of these songs into an order such as we now 
read, belongs to any date earlier than Peisistratus. a 

1 Joseph. cont. Apion. i. 2 ; Cicero de Orator. iii. 34; Pausan. vii. 26, 
6 ; compare the Scholion on Plautus in Ritschl, Die Alexandrin. Bibliothek, 
p. 4· .iElian (V. H. xiii. 14), who mentions both the introduction of the 
Homeric poems into Peloponnesus by Lykurgus, and the compilation by 
Peisistratus, can hardly be considered as adding to the value of the testi
mony: still less Libanius and Suidas. What we learn is, that some literary 
and critical men of the Alexandrine age (more qr fewer, as the case may 
be ; but Wolf exaggerates when he talks of an untinimous conviction) spoke 
of Peisistratus as having first put together the fractional parts of the Iliad 
and Odyssey into entire poems. 

2 Plato, Hipparch. p. 228. 
8 "Doch ich komme mir bald lacherlich vor, wenn ich noch immer die 

Moglichkeit gelten lasse, dass unsere Ilias in dem gegenwartigen Zusammen
hange der bedeutenden Theile, und nicht blos der wenigen bedeutendsten, 
jemals vor der Arbeit des Pisistratus gedacht worden sey." (Lachmann, 
Fernere Betrachtungen ~her die !lias, s~t. xxviii. p. 32; Abhandlungen 
Berlin. Academ. 1841.) How far this admission-that for the few most 

• 
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Upon this theory we may remark, first, thlt it stands opposed 

to the testimony existing respecting the regulations of Solon; 
. who, before the time of Peisistratus, had enforced a fixed order 

of recitation on the rhapsodes of the Iliad at the Panathenaic 
festival : not only directing that they should go through the 
rhapsodies sen'atim and without omission. or corruption, but 
also establishing a prompter .or censorial authority to ensure 
obedience,l-which implies the existence (at tli~ same time 

important portions of the Iliad there did eKist an established order of 
succession prior to Peisistratus-is intended to reach, I do not know ; but 
the language of Lachmann goes further than either Wolf or William, 
Miiller. (See Wolf, Prolegomen. p. cxli.-cxlii., and W. Miiller, Homer
ische Vorschule, Abschnitt. vii. pp .. 96, 98, 100, 102.) The latter admits 
thl!-t neither Peisistratus nor the Diaskeuasts could have made any con~ 
siderable changes in the Iliad and Odyssey, either in the W>l;Y of addition 
or of transposition ; t)1e poems as aggregates being too . well known, 
and the Homeric vein of invention too completely extinct, to admit of such 
.novelties. · 

I confess I' do not see how these last-mentioned admissions can be recon· 
ciled with the main doctrine of Wolf, in so far as regards Peisistratus. . 

1 Diogen. Laert. i. 57.-Ttt. o€ 'Op.f!pov ~ ~ 01ro/3oA. 'ij s -ye-ypacpe (:::S6A.ow) 
· palf;rpoeiu8a<, oTov 81rov b 1rpwTos tA.1}~ev, ~Kii8<v ll.px<u8a< Tlw &.px6p.<vov, &s 

</>11<Tl .O.t<vx/oas ~V TOtS M<';j<tptKOtS• . . 
Respecting Hipparchus, son of Peisistratus; the Pseudo-Plato tells us (in 

the dialogue so called, p. 228)-1<a.l itt. 'Op.f!pov l1r11 "PWTOS ~"6p.tu<v els T1iv 
-y'ijv TaVT1}vl, Kal1]v&.-yKau< Tolls paljtrpoovs ITava81}valots £~ 01roA.f!>f!ews tlcf>•~fis 
alrra. Ot.£"€vat, lJJ (J' 7r E p v v v r T t oYOe 'lrOtoUut. '. . 

These words have provoked multiplied criticisms from all the learned 
men who have touched upon the theory offlli.!-'Homeric poems-to deter
mine what was the practice which SoWn fciun~d ei<isting, and what was the 
change which he introduced. Our information is.too scanty to pretend to 
certainty, but I think the explanation, of Hermann the most satisfactory 
("Quid sit 01ro/3ol-..f! et 011'o/:3A.flll11V.·"-'-0Puscula, t. v. p. 300,. t. vii. 
p. I62). . , .. 

'T1rofJoA.e6s is the technical term for the wompter at a theatrical re• 
presentation (Plutarch, Prrecept. gerend.' Reip. p. 813); OTro/3oA.-i) and· 
01ro/3rlli.A.etv have corresponding meanings, of aiding the memory of a speaker. 
and keeping him in accordance with a certain standard, in possession of 
the prompter; see the words ~~ 07ro{3oll.'ijs, Xenophon. Cyropred. iii. 3, 37· 
'Y,..o/3i>il.-i) therefore has no necessary .connexion with a series of rhapsodes, 
but would apply just as much to one alone;· although it happens in this 
case to be brou&ht to bear upon .. several in succession. 'T,6A.1}1jtts, again, 
means ''the takmg up in ~uccession of one rhapsode by another : '' though 
the two words, therefore; have not the same meaning, yt:t the proceeding 
described in the two passages in reference both to Solbn and Hipparchus 
appears to be in substance the same-i.e. to ensure, by compulsory super
vision, a correct and orderly reCitation by. the successive rhapsodes who 
went through the different parts of the poem. ' 

There is good reason to conclude from this passage that the rhapsodes 
b,efore Solon were guilty both of negligence and of omission in their recital 
of Homer, but no reason to imagine either that they transposed the books, 
cir that the legitimate order wasT10t previously,r¥gnised. 
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that it proclaims the occasional infringement) of an orderly 
aggregate, as well as of manuscripts professedly complete. 
Next, the theory ascribes to Peisistratus a character not only 
materially different from what is indicated by Cicero and 
Pausanias-who represent him, not as having put together 
atoms originally distinct, but as the renovator of an ancient 
order subsequently lost-but also in itself unintelligible and 
inconsistent with Grecian habit and feeling. That Peisistratus 
should take pains to r~ress the licence, or make up for the 
unfaithful memory, of individual rhapsodes, and to ennoble 
the Panathenaic festival by the most correct recital of a great 
and venerable poem, according to the standard received among 
the best judges in Greece-this is a task both suitable to his 
position, and requiring nothing more than an improved re
cension, together with exact adherence to it on the part of the 
rhapsodes. But what motive had he to string together several 
poems, previously known only as separate, into one new whole? 
What feeling could he gratify by introducing the extensive 
changes and transpositions surmised by Lachrnann, for the 
purpose of binding together sixteen songs which the rhapsodes 
are assumed to have been accustomed to recite, and the people 
to hear, each by itself apart? Peisistratus was ryot a poet, seek
ing to interest the public mind, by new creations and com-

The appointment of a systematic {nro/3oli.Evs or prompter plainly indicates 
the existence of complete manuscripts. 

The direction of Sol6n, that Homer should be rhapsoclised under the 
security of a prompter with his manuscript, appears just the same as that of 
the orator Lykurgus in reference to lEschylus, Sophokles, and Euripides 
(Pseudo-Plutarch. Vit. X. Rhetor. Lycurgi Vit. )-•1u-hveyK< o€ Kal V6ftoVS
&s xa.A.tccts eltc6vas &.va8e£vat TWV 1rOLTJTWv AlO'xVAou, ~ocpo~eAEous, Eiipt7rl0ov, 
Kal Tas Tpa-y'f>o[as aVTWV iv KOtVtjJ -ypa1faf',VOVS cpvA.ri.TTEtv, teal TOV Tl)s 
'1T6A.ews ')'pctp.fi.aTEa 7rapava')'L"}WWa'tcElV -ro'is lnrOJcptvotJ.Evcts· oU -y?tp i~?]v alrrils 
(ILA.ll.ws) {nrotcpiv<u8at. The word ltA.ll.ws which occurs last but one is intro
duced by the conjecture of Grysar, who has cited and explained the above 
passage of the Pseudo-Plutarch in a valuable dissertation-De Gracorum 
Traga:dill, qualis fuit circa tempom Demosthenis (Cologne 1830). All the 
critics admit the text as it now. stands to be unintelligible, and various 
corrections have been proposed, among which that of Grysar seems the best. 
From his Dissertation I transcribe the following: passage, which illustrates 
the rhapsodising of Homer i~ ~7ro/3oll.~s-

" Quum histriones fabulis interpolandis regre abstinerent, Lycurgus legem 
supra indicatam eo tulit consilio, ut recitationes histrionum cum publico illo 
exemplo omnino congruas redderet. Quod ut assequeretur, constituit, ut 
dum fabulre in seen§. recitarentur, scriba publicus simul exemplum civitatis 
,inspicerct, juxta sive in thcatro-sive in postscenio sedens. Hrec enim -verbi 
7rap~:~,va-ytvc/.,utc<tv est significatio, posita prrecipue in prrepositione .,.ap?t. ut 
idem sit, quod contra 5\ye juxta Iegere ;.id quod faciunt ii, qui tecta ab 
altero vel recitata cum su!s conferre cupiunt." (Grysar, p. 7.) 

• 
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binations, but a ruler desirous to impart solemnity to a great 
religious festival in his native city. Now such a purpose would 
be answered by selecting, amidst the divergences of rhapsodes 
in different parts of_ Greece, that order of text which intelligent 
men could approve as a return to the pure and pristine Iliad; 
but it would be defeated if he attempted large innovations of 
his own, and brought out for the first time a ntow Iliad by 
blending together, altering, and transposing, many old and 
well-known songs. A novelty so bold IVOuld have been more 
likely to offend than to please both the critics and the multi
tude. And if it were even enforced, by authority, at Athens, , 
no probable reason can be given why all the other towns and 
all the rhapsodes throughout Greece should abnegate their 
previous habits in favour of it, since Athens at , that ·time 
enjoyed no political ascendency such as she acquired during 
the following century. On the whole, it will appear that the 
character and position of Peisistratus himself go far to negative 
the function which \Volf and Lachmann put upon him. His 
interference presupposes a certain foreknown and ancient 
aggregate, the main lineaments of which were familiar to the 
Grecian publi'c, although many of the rhapsodes in their prac
tice may have deviated from it both by omission and inter
polation. In correctingthe Athenian recitations conformably 
with such understood general type, he might hope both to pro
cure respect for Athens and to constitute a fashion for the rest 
of Greece. But this step of" collecting the torn body of sacred 
Homer" is something generically different from . the com
pqsition of a new Iliad out of pre-existing songs : the former is 
as easy, suitable, and promising, as the latter is violent and 
gratuitous.1 

1 T):lat the Iliad .or ·odyssey were ever recited with all the parts entire, at 
any time anterior to Sol6n, is a point which Ritschl denies (Die Alexandrin. 
Bibliothek. p. 67-70). He thinks that before So16n, they were always 
recited in parts, and without any fixed order among the parts. Nor did 
Soli\n determine (as he thinks) the order of the parts: he only checked the 
license of the rhapsodes as to the recitation of the separate books ; it was 
Peisistratus, who, with the help of Onomakritus and others, first settled the 
order of the parts and bound each poem into a whole, with some correc
tions and interpolations. Nevertheless he admits that the parts were 
originally composed by the same poet, and adapted to form a whole 
amongst each other: but the primitive entireness (he asserts) was only 
maintained as a sort of traditional belief, never realised in recitation, and 
never reduced to an obvious, unequivocal, and permanent fact-until the 
time of Peisistratus. 

There is no sufficient ground, I think, for denying all entire recitation 
previous to Sol6n, and we only ii¥erpose a new djfculty, both grave and 
gratuitous, by doing so. · . 
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To sustain the inference, that Peisistratus was the first archi

tect of the Iliad and Odyssey, it ought at least to be shown 
that no other long and continuous poems existed during the 
earlier centuries. But the contrary of this is known to be the 
fact. The LEthiopis of Arktinus, which contained 91oo verses, 
dates from a period more than two centuries earlier than Pei
sistratus : several other of the lost cyclic epics, some among 
them of considerable length, appear during the century suc
ceeding Arktinus ; and it is important to notice that three or 
four at least of these poems passed currently under the name 
of Homer.1 There is no greater intrinsic difficulty in sup
posing long epics to have begun with the Iliad and Odyssey 
than with the .JEthiopis : the ascendency of the name of 
Homer, and the subordinate position of Arktinus, in the 
history of early Grecian poetry, tend to prove the former in 
preference to the latter. 

Moreover, we find particular portions of the Iliad, which 
expressly pronounce themselves, by their own internal evidence, 
as belonging to a large whole, and not as separate integers. 
We can hardly conceive the catalogue in the second book 
except as a fractional composition, and with reference to a 
series of approaching exploits ; for taken apart by itself, such a 
barren enumeration of names could have stimulated neither the 
fancy of the poet nor the attention of the listeners. But the 
Homeric Catalogue had acquired a sort of canonical authority 
even in the time of Sol6n, insomuch that he interpolated a line 
into it, or was accused of doing so, for the purpose of gaining 

1 The JEthiopis of Arktinus contained 9100 verses, as we learn from the 
Tabula lliaca: yet Proklus assigns to it only four books. The Ilias Minor 
had .four books, the Cyprian verses eleven, though we do not know the 
number of lines in either. 

Nitzsch states it as a certain matter offact, that Arktinus recited his own 
poem alo1U:, though it was too long to admit of his doing so without inter
ruption. (See his Vorrede to the 2nd vol. of the Odyssey, p. xxiv.) There 
is no evidence for this assertion, and it appears to me highly improbable. 

In reference to the Romances of the Middle Ages, belonging to the 
Cycle of the Round Table, M. Fauriel tells us that the German Perceval 
has nearly 25,000 verses (more than half as lopg again as the Iliad); the 
Perceval of Christian of Troyes probably more ; the German Tristan, of 
Godfrey of Strasburg, has more than 23,000 ; sometimes the poem is 
begun by one author and continued by another. (Fauriel, Romans de 
Chevalerie, Revue des Deux Mondes, t. xiii. p. 6g5-697.) 

The ancient unwritten poems of the Icelandic Skalds are as much lyric 
as epic : the longest of them does not exceed 8oo lines, and they are for 
the most part much shorter (Untersuchungen tiber die Geschichte der 
Nordischen- Heldensage, aus P. A. Mtil~r's Sagabibliothek von G. Lange, 
Frankf. 1832. Introdlltt. p. xlii. ). -
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la disputed point against the Megarians, who on their side set 
~forth another version.1 No such established reverence could 
lhave been felt for this docurrient, unless there had existed, for 
fa long time prior to Peisistratus, the habit of regarding and 
[listening to the Iliad as a continuous poem. And when 

t

tht! philosopher Xenophanes, contemporary with Peisistratus, 
·noticed Homer as the universal teacher, and denounced him as 
, ari unworthy describer of the gods, he must have connected 
. this great mental sway, not with· a JV.Imber of unconnected . 
. rhapsodies, but with an aggregate Iliad and Odyssey; probably 
with other poems also, ascribed to the sa)lle author,-such as the 

'Cypria, Epigoni, and Theba1s. . ~ · 

I We fin~, it is true, ref~rences in various auth?rs to portions 
of the Ihad each by 1ts own separate name, such as the 

[Teichomachy, the Aristeia (pre-e!llinent exploits) of Diomedes 
:or of Agamemn6n, the Doloneia or Night-expedition (of Dolan 
,as well as of Odysseus and Diomedes), &c., and pence it has . 
:been concluded that these portions originally existed as 
separate poems, before they were cemented together into an 
:Iliad. But such references prove nothing to the point; for 
until the Iliad was divided by Aristarchus and his colleagues 
into a given number of books or rhapsodies, designated by the 
series of letters· in the alphabet, there was no .method of calling 
. attention to any particular portion of the poem except by special. 
'indication of its subject-matter.2 Authors subsequent to 
Peisistratus, such as Herodotus artd Plato, who unquestionably 
conceived the Iliad as a whole, cite the separate fractions of it 
by designations of this sort. 

The foregoing.remarks on the Wolfian hypothesis respecting 
the text of the Iliad, tend to separate two points which are by 
no means ·necessarily connected, though that hypothesis, as set 
forth by Wolf himself, by W. Muller, and by Lachmann, 
presents the two in conjunction. First, was the Iliad originally 
:projected and composed by.one· author and as one poem, ·or 
lwere the different parts composed separately and by uncon-
1nected authors, and subsequently strung together into an 
aggregate? Secondly,:assuming that the internal evidences of 
the poem negative the former supposition, and drive i.J.s upon 
the latter, was the construction of the-whole poem deferred, and 
did the parts exist only in their separate state, until a period so 
late as the reign of Peisistratus? It is obvious that these two 

1 Plutarch", So16n, 10. ~ 
• The Homeric Scholiast referslto Quintus Calaber iv TV 'Ap.u.Covop.a.xl'f> 

which was only one portion of his long poem (Sch~l. ad Iliad. ii. 220). 
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questions are essentially separate, and that a man may believ( 
the Iliad to have been put together out of pre-existing songs 
without recognising the age of Peisistratus as the period of it: 
first compilation. New whatever may be the steps througl 
which the poem passed to its ultimate integrity, there i: 
sufficient reason for believing that they had been accomplishe< 
long before that period: the friends of Peisistratus found ar 
Iliad already existing, and already ancient in their time, eve1 
granting that the poem jlad not been originally born in a stat! 
of unity. Moreover, the Alexandrine critics, whose remark: 
are preserved in the Scholia, do not even notice the Peisistrati< 
recension among the many manuscripts which they had befor< 
them : and Mr. Payne Knight justly infers from their silenc< 
that either they did not possess it, or it was in their eyes of n< 
great authority; 1 which could never have been the case if i 
had been the prime originator of Homeric unity. 

The line of argument, by which the advocates of Wolf' 
hypothesis negative the primitive unity of the poem, consists i1 
exposing gaps, incongruities, contradictions, &c. between th• 
separate parts. Now, if in spite of all these incoherencie> 
standing mementos of an antecedent state of separation, th• 
component poems were made to coalesce so intimately as tt 
appear as if they had been one from the beginning, we ca1 
better understand the complete success of the proceeding an< 
the universal prevalence of the illusion, by supposing sucl 
coalescence to have taken place at a very early period, durinJ 
the productive days of epical genius, and before the growth o 
reading and criticism. The longer the aggregation of th< 

1 Knight, Prolegg. Homer. xxxii. xxxvi. xxxvii. That Peisistratus cause• 
a corrected MS. of the Iliad to be prepared, there seems good reason t• 
believe, and the Scholion on Plautus edited by Ritschl (see Die Ale:>Candrin 
ische Bibliothek, p. 4) specifies the four persons (Onomakritus was one 
employed on the task. Ritschl fancies that it served as a sort of Vulgat 
for the text of the Alexandrine critics, who named specially other MSS. ( c 
Chi6s, Sin6pe, Massalia, &c.) only when they diverged from this Vulgate 
he thinks also that it formed the original from whence those other MS~ 
were first drawn, which are called in the Home,ric Scholia al «o<val, «o<JI< 
TEpa< (p. 59-60). • 

\Velcker supposes the Peisistratic MS. to have been either lost or carrie• 
away when Xerxes took Athens (Der Epische Kyklus, p. 382-388). 

Compare Nitzsch, Histor. Homer. Fasc. i. p. 165-167; also his com 
mentary on Odyss. :>Ci. 604, tl1e alleged interpolation of Onomakritus; an· 
Ulrici, Geschichte der Hellen. Poes. Part i. s. vii. p. zsz-zss. 

The main facts respecting the Peisistratic recension are collected an• 
discussed by Grafenhan, Geschichte der Philo!ogie, sect. 54-64, vol. i. r: 
266-3rr. Unfortunateij' we cannot ~t beyond mere conjecture an' 
possibility. 

• 
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,~eparate poems was deferred, the harder it would be to 
:obliterate in men's minds the previous state of separation, and 
'to make them accept the new aggregate as an original unity. 
hhe bards or rhapsodes might have found comparatively little 
(difficulty in thus piecing together distinct songs, during the 
)ninth or eighth century before Christ; but if we suppose the 
)process to be deferred until the latter half of the sixth century 

1-if we imagine that Solon, with all his contemporaries and 
, predecessors, knew nothing about any 11-ggregate Iliad, but w:as 
; accustomed to read and hear only those sixteen distinct epical 
lpie,ces into which Lachmann would dissect the Iliad, each of 
;'the: sixteen bearing a separate name of its own-no compilation 
'then for the first time made by the friends of Peisistratus could 
,ihave effaced the established habit, and planted itself in the 
(general convictions of Greece as that primitive Homeric pro
,'duction. Had the sixteen pieces remained disunited and 
, :individualised down to the time of Peisistratus, they would in 
ian probability have continued so ever afterwards; nor could 
jthe extensive changes and tr~nspositions which (acco~ding to 
,Lachmann's theory) were reqmred to melt them down mto our 
,
1present Iliad, have obtained at that late period universal 
'acceptance. Assuming it to be true that such changes and 
:transpositions did really take place, they must at least be referred 
ito a period greatly earlier than Peisistratus or Solon. -
t The whole tenor of the poems themselves confirms what 
h here remarked. There is nothing either in the Iliad or 
;'Odyssey which savours of modernism, applying that term to the 
age of Peisistratus; nothing which brings to our view the 
'alterations, brought about by two centuries,· in the Greek 
language, the coined money, the habits of writing and reading, 
~he despotisms and republican governments, the close military 
,irray, the improved construction of ships, the Ainphiktyonic 
son vocations, the. mutual ·frequentation of religious festivals, 

. 'he Oriental and Egyptian veins of religion, &c., familiar to the 
'.~tter epoch. These alterations Onomakritus and the other 
,:terary friends of Peisistratus could hardly have failed to notice 
:ven without design, had they then for the first time undertaken 

!'.he task of piecing togeth~r many self-existent epics into on~ 
.9.rge aggregate.1 Everythingjn the 'two, great Homeric poems, 
:: 1 Wolf allows both the uniformity of colouring and the antiquity of 
colouring which pervade the' Homeric poems, also the strong line by which 
they stand distinguished from the other Greek poets:-" Immo congruunt 
in iis omnia ferme in idem ingenium, in eosdem mores, in eandem formam 
sentiendi et loquendi." (Prolego•. p. cc!xv. ;, compare p. cxxxviii.) 

He thinks indeed that this harmony was restore!by the ability imd care \ . . 
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Since that time an elaborate study has been bestowed upon 
the early manifestations of poetry (Sagen-poesie) among other 
nations; and the German critics especially, among whom this 
description of literature has been most cultivated, have selected 
it as the only appropriate analogy for the Homeric poems_ 
Such poetry, consisting for the most part of short, artless 
effusions, with little of deliberate or far-sighted combination, 
has been as~umed by many critics as a fit standard to apply for 
measuring the capacities of the Home;-ic age; an age ex
clusively of speakers; singers, and hearers, not of readers or 
writers.,,.. In 'place of the unbounded admiration which was felt 
for Homer, not merely as a poet of detail, but as constructor of 
a· long epic, at the ti'me when Wolf wrote his Prolegomena, 
the tone of criticism passed ·to the opposite extreme, and 
attention was fixed entirely upon the defects in the arrangement 
of the Iliad and Odyssey. Whatever was to be found in them 
of symmetry pr pervading system, was pronounced to be 
decidedly post~Horneric. Under such preconceived anticipa
tions Homer seems to have been generally studied in Germany; 
during the generation succeeding Wolf, the negative portion of 
whose theory was usually admitted, though as to the positive 
substitute-what explanation was to be given of the history and 
prese1;1t constitution of the Homeric poemsc_there was by hO· 

·means the like agreement. During the last ten years, however,. 
a contrary tendency has manifested itself; the Wolfian theory 
has been re-examined and shaken by Nitzsch, who, as well as. 
0. Muller, Welcker, and other scholars, have revived the idea.· 
of original Homeric unity, under certain modifications. The; 
chaqge in Goethe's opinion, coincident with this new direction, 
is recorded in one of his latest works. 1 On the other hand, the· 
original opinion of Wolf has also been reproduced within the, 
last five years, and forlified with several new observations on. 
the text of the Iliad,. by Lachmann. -

Vico,-marked with a good deal of original thought, but hot strong iik 
eruditiqn (Opere di Vico, ed. Milan, ·vol. v. p. 437-497). 

An interesting and instrvctive review of the course o{ Homeric criticism. 
during the last fifty years, comprising some new details on the gradual• 
developmentofthe theories both of Wolf and of Lachmann, will be found 
in a recent Dissertation published at Konigsberg-" Die Homerische Kritik 
von Wolf, his Grote "-by Dr: Ludwig Friedlander, Berlin, I853· Dr .. 
Friedlander' approves several of the opinions which I have ventured to· 
advance respecting the· probable structure of the Iliad, and sustains them, 
by newTeasons of his own. . . . 

1 In the' 46th volume of his collected "works, in the little treatise 
"H'?iher,- 11och ez:nmal ... : comJ11'-re G. Lange,.:Ueber die Kyklischen• 
Dichter (~ainz. 1837), Preface, p. vi. ' 
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The point is thus still under controversy among able scholars, 

and is probably destined to remain so. For in truth our means 
of knowledge are so limited, that no man can produce argu
ments sufficiently cogent to contend against opposing precon
ceptions; and it creates a painful sentiment of diffidence when 
we read the expressions of equal and absolut~ persuasion with 
which the two opposite conclusions have both been advanced.1 

We have nothing to teach us the history of these poems except 
the poems themselves. Not only do we possess no collateral 
information respecting them or their authors, but we have no 
one to describe to us the people or the age in which they 
originated : our knowledge respecting contemporary Homeric 
society is collected exclusively from the Homeric compositions 
themselves. We are ignorant whether any other, or what 
other, poems preceded them or divided with them the public 
favour, nor have we anything better than conjecture to deter
mine either the circumstances under which they were brought 
before the hearers, or the conditions which a bard of that day 
was required to satisfy. On all these points, moreover, the age 

1 "Non esse to tam Iliadem aut Odysseam unius poetre opus, ita extra 
dubitationem positam puto, ut qui secus sentiat, eum non satis lectitasse ilia 
carmina contendam." (Godf. Hermann, Prrefat. ad Odysseam, Lips. 
182 5, p. i v.) See the language of the same eminent critic in his treatise 
"Ueber Homer und Sappho," Opuscula, vol. v. p. 74· 

Lachmann, after having dissected the 2200 lines in the Iliad, between 
the beginning of the eleventh book and line 590 of the fifteenth, into four 
songs " in the highest degree different in their spirit" (" ihrem Geiste 
nach hi:ichst verschiedene Lieder"), tells us that whosoever thinks this 
-difference of spirit inconsiderable,-whosoever does not feel it at once 
when pointed out,-whosoever can believe that the parts as they stand 
now belong to one artistically constructed Epos,-" will do well not to 
trouble himself any more either with my criticisms or with epic poetry, 
because he is too weak to understand anything about it" ("wei! er zu 
schwach ist etwas darin zu verstehen ") : Fernere Betrachtungen Ueber die 
llias : Abhandl. Berlin. Acad. 1841, p. 18, § xxiii. 

On the contrary, Ulrici, after having shown (or tried to show) that the 
composition of Homer satisfies perfectly, in the main, all the exigencies of 
an artistic epic-adds, that this will make itself at once evident to all those 
who have any sense of artistical symmetry ; but that for those to whom 
that sense is wanting, no conclusive demonstbtion can be given. He 
warns the latter, however, that they are not to deny the existence of that 
which their shortsighted vision cannot distinguish, for everything cannot be 
made clear to children, which the mature man sees through at a glance 
(Ulrici, Geschichte des Griechischen Epos, Part i. ch. vii. p. 260-261). 
Read also Payne Knight, Proleg. c.. xxvii., about the insanity of the 
Wolfian school, obvious even to the "homunculus e trivio." 

I have the misfortune to dissent from both Lachmann and Ulrici ; for it 
appears to me a mistake to put the Ilia~nd Odyssey on the same footing, 
.as Ulrici does, and as is-too frequently done by others. 
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~f Thucydides 1 and Plato seems to have been no better in
armed than we are, except in so far as they could profit by the 
nalogies of the cyclic and other epic poems, which would 

doubtless in many cases have afforded valuable aid. 
: ,.. Nevertheless no classical scholar can be easy without some 
ppinion respecting the authorship of these immortal poems. 
1\.nd the more defective the evidence we possess, the more 
~ssential is it that all that evidence should be marshalled in 
the clearest 'order; and its bearing upon the points in controversy 
distinctly understood beforehand. . J1oth these conditions 
seem to have been often neglected, throughout the long-con
tinued Homeric discussion. · 

To illustrate the first point :-Since two poems are com
prehended in the problem to be solved, the natural process 
would be, first to study the easier of the two, and then to apply 
the conclusions'thence deduced as a means of explaining the 
other. Now the Odyssey, looking at its aggregate character,· 
is incomparably more easy to comprehend than the Iliad. 
Yet most Homeric critics apply the microscope at once, and in 
the first instance, to the Iliad. 

To illustrate the second point :-What evidence is sufficient 
to ilegative the supposition that the ·Iliad or the Odyssey is a 
poem originally and intentionally one'?' Not simply particular 
gaps a1_1d contradictions, though . they be evF!n gross and 
numerous; but the preponderance of these proofs of mere· un
prepared coalescence over the other proofs of designed adapta
tion scattered throughout the whole poem. For the poet (or the 
co-operating poets, if more than one) may have intended t<> 
compose an harmonious, whole, but may have realised their 
intention incompletely, and left partial faults; or perhaps the 
contradictory liries may have crept in through a corrupt text. 
A. survey of· the wbole poem is necessary to determine the 
question j and this necessity, to"o, has not always been attended 
to. 

If it had happened that the Odyssey had been preserved to 
bs alone, without the Iliad, I think the dispute respecting 
aomeric unity would n~ver have been raised. For the former 
is, in my judgement, pervaded almost from beginning to end by 
l!larks of designed adaptation; and the special faults which 
. 1 Plato, Aristotle, and their coatemporaries generally, read· the most 

Is. picious portions of the Homeric poems as genuine (Nitzsch, Plan und 
ang der Odyssee, in the Preface to his second vol. of Comments on the 
d\issey, p. lx.-lxiv.). · 

' Thucydid@s accepts the Hymn to Apollo as a composition by the author 
f the Iliad. · • . •, 

VOL. II. T 
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Wolf, W. Muller, and B. Thiersch,1 have singled out for th 
purpose of disproving such unity of intention, are so few and c 
so little importance, that they would have been universally n 
garded as mere instances of haste or unskilfulness on the pa1 
of the poet, had they not been seconded by the far more powe; 
ful battery opened against the Iliad. These critics, having lai 
down their general presumptions against the antiquity of th 
long epopee, illustrate their principles by exposing the man 
flaws and fissures in tbe Iliad, and then think it sufficient 
they can show a few similar defects in the Odyssey-as if th 
breaking up of Homeric unity in the former naturally entaile 
a similar necessity with regard to the latter; and their metho 
of proceeding, contrary to the rule above laid down, puts th 
more difficult problem in the foreground, as a means of solutio 
for the easier. We can hardly wonder, however, that they ha' 
applied their observations in the first instance to the Iliad, be 
cause it is in every man's esteem the more marked, striking an 
impressive poem of the two-and 'the character of Homer 
more intimately identified with it than with the Odyssey. Th 
may serve as an explanation of the course pursued; but be tl: 
case as it may in respect to comparative poetical merit, it is n1 
the less true, that as an aggregate, the Odyssey is more simp 
and easily understood, and therefore ought to come first in tf 
order of analysis. 

Now, looking at the Odyssey by itself, the proofs of a uni: 
of design seem unequivocal and everywhere to be found. 
premeditated structure, and a concentration of interest upc 
one prime hero under well-defined circumstances, may be tract 
from the first book to the twenty-third. Odysseus is alwa: 
either directly or indirectly kept before the reader, as a warri1 
returning from the fulness of glory at Troy, exposed to manifo 
and protracted calamities during his return home, on which h 
whole soul is so bent that he refuses even the immortali 
offered by CalypsCI ;-a victim, moreover, even after his retur 
to mingled injury and insult from the suitors, who have loz 
been plundering his property and dishonouring his house ; b 
at length obtaining, by valour and cW:nning united, a sign 
revenge which restores him to all that he had lost. All tl 
persons and all the events in the poem are subsidiary to n 
main plot : and the divine agency, necessary to satisfy the fe1 
ing of the Homeric man, is put forth by PoseidCin and Athe· 
in both cases from dispositions directly bearing upon Odysse 

1 Berphard TJ?iersch, Ueber das Zjitalter und Vaterland des-Hon 
(Halberstadt 1832), Ei•leitung, p. 4-18. 
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To appreciate the unity of the Odyssey, we have only to read 
;the objections taken against that of the Iliad-especially in re
gard to the long withdrawal of Achilles, not only from the scene, 

'i but from the memory-:together with the independent pro- · 
; minence of Ajax, Diomedes and other heroes. How far we are 
:-entitled from hence to infer the want of premeditated unity in the 
:Iliad, will be presently considered; but it is certain that• the 
) constitution of the Odyssey in this respect everywhere demon-
. strates the presence . of such unity. Whatever may be the 
' interest attached to Penelope, Telemachus, or Eumreus, we 
\ never disconnect them from their association with Odysseus. 
: The prese.nt is not the place for collecting the many marks of 
' art1stical structure dispersed throughout this poem : but it may 
• be worth while to remark, that the final catastrophe realised in 
' the twenty-second book-the slaughter of the suitors in the 
·very house which they were profaning-is distinctly and pr9-
minently marked out in the first and second books, promised 
by Teiresias in the eleventh, by Athene in the· thirteenth, and 
by Helen in the fifteenth, and gradually matured by a series of 
suitable preliminaries, throughout the eight books preceding its 
occurrence.l Indeed what is principally evident, and what has 

;,been· often noticed, in the Odyssey, is, the equable flow both of 
;Jthe narrative and the events; the absence of that rise and fail 
of interest which is sufficiently conspicuous in the Iliad. 

To set against these evidences of unity, there ought at least 
. to be some strong cases produced of occasional incoherence or 
contradiction. But it is remarkable how little of such counter-

. evidence :is to be found, although the arguments ofWqlf, W. 
·Muller, and B. Thiersch stand so much in need of it. They 
have discovered only one instance of undeniable inconsis~yncy 
.in the parts-the number of days occupied by the absence of 
Telemachus at Pylus and Sparta. That young prince, th~:mgh 
represented as in great haste to depart, and refusing pr(O!ssirig 
invitations to prolong his .stay, must nevertheless be supposed · 
to have continued for thirty days the guest of Menelaus, in 
order to bring his proceedings into chronological harmony with 
those of Odysseus, aQd to explain the first meeting of father 

:and son in the swine, fold of Eumreus. Here is undoubtedly· 
an inaccuracy (so Nitzsch 2 treats it, and I think justly) on the 

. 1 Compare i. 295; ii. 145 (v~11'otvo£ K<v. r .... , .. " 3&p.wv tv .. ocr8<v IS~otcrO•) .; 
·,d. rr8; xiii. 395 ; xv. r78; also xiv. r62. 
: 2 Nitzsch, Plan und Gang der Odyssee, p. xliii., prefixed to the second 
vol. of his Commentary on the Odysseis. . . 

"At carminum primi audito,es non adeo curiosi. erant (observes Mr:. 
Payne Knight, Proleg. c. xxiii.), ut ejusmodi req~m rationes aut exquirerent. 
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part of the poet, who did not anticipate, and did not experience 
in ancient times, so strict a scrutiny ; an inaccuracy certainly 
not at all wonderful ; the matter of real wonder is, that it stands 
almost alone, and that there are no others in the poem. 

Now this is one of the main points on which W. Muller and 
B. Thiersch rest their theory-explaining the chronological con
fusibn by supposing that the journey of Telemachus to Pylus and 
Sparta constituted the subject of an epic originally separate 
(comprising the first four books and a portion of the fifteenth), 
and incorporated at second-hand with the remaining poem. 
And they conceive this view to be further confirmed by the 
double assembly of the gods (at the beginning of the first book 
as well as of the fifth), which they treat as an awkward repeti
tion, such as could not have formed part of the primary scheme 
of any epic poet. But here they only escape a small difficulty 
by running into another and a greater. For it is impossible to 
comprehend how the first four books and part of the fifteenth 
can ever have constituted a distinct epic ; since the adventures 
of Telemachus have no satisfactory termination, except at the 
point of confluence with those of his father, when the unex
pected meeting and reGognition takes place under the roof of 
Eum::eus-nor can any epic poem ever have described that 
meeting and recognition without giving some account how 
Odysseus came thither. Moreover the first two books of the 
Odyssey distinctly lay the ground, and carry expectation for
ward, to the final catastrophe of the poem-treating Tele
machus as a subordinate person, and his expedition as merely 
provisional towards an ulterior result. Nor can I agree with 
W. Muller, that the real Odyssey might well be supposed to 
begin with the fifth book. On the contrary, the exhibition of 
the suitors and the Ithakesian agora, presented to us in the 
second book, is absolutely essential to the full comprehension 
of the books subsequent to the thirteenth. The suitors are 
far too important personages in the poem to allow of their 
being first introduced in so informal a manner as we read in 
the sixteenth book : indeed the passing allusions of Athene 
aut expenderent : neque eorum fides e subtilio'ribus congruentiis omnino 
pendebat. Monendi enim sunt etiam atqne etiam Homericorum studiosi 
veteres illos &o,~oh non lingua professoria inter viros criticos et gram: 
maticos, aut alios quoscunque argutiarum captatores, carmina cantitasse, 
sed inter eos qui sensibus animorum libere, incaute, et effuse indulgerent " 

.&c. Chap. xxii.-xxvii. of Mr. Knight's Prolegomena are valuable to the 
same purpose, showing the "homines rudes t:t agrestes " of that day ai 
excellent judges of what fell under their senses and observation, but care: 
less, credulous, and unobservant of cont:w.diction, in matters which came 
only under the mind's ey8. 
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(xiii. 310, 375) and Euma:us (:xiv. 41, 81) to the suitors, pre-
suppose cognisance of them on the" part of the hearer. · 

Lastly, the twofold discussion of the gods, at the beginning 
of the first and fifth books, and the double interference of 
Athene, far from being a needless repetition, may be shown 
to suit perfectly both the genuine epical conditions and the 
unity of the poem.1 For although the final consummation, 
arid the organisation of measures against the suitors, was to be 
accomplished by Odysseus and Telemachus jointly, yet the 
match and adventures of the two, un.til the moment of their 
meeting in the dwelling of Euma:us, were essentially distinct. 
But according to the religious ideas of the old epic, the pre
siding direction of Athene was necessary for the safety and 
success of both of them. Her first interference arouses and 
inspires the son, her second produces the liberation of the 
father-constituting a point of union and common origination 
for two lines of adventures in both of which she takes earnest 
interest, but which are necessarily for a time kept apart in 
order to coincide at the proper moment: 

It will thus appear that the twice~repeated agora of the gods 
in the Odyssey, bringing home as it does to one and the same 
divine agent that double start which is essential to the scheme 
of the poem, consists better with the supposition of premeditated 
unity than with that of distinct self-existent parts. And as
suredly the manner in which Telemachus and Odysseus, both 
by different roads, are brought into meeting and conjunction, 
at the dwelling of Euma:us, is something not only contrived, • 
but very skilfully contrived. It is needless to advert to the 
highly interesting character of Euma:us, rendered available as a 
rallying point, though in different ways both to the father and 
the son, over and above the sympathy which he himself 
inspires. · 

If the Odyssey be not an original unity, of what self-existent 
parts can we imagine it to have consisted? To this question 
it is difficult to imagine a satisfactory reply: for the supposition 
that Telemachus and his adventures may once have formed 
the subject of a sepal"ate epos, apart from Odysseus, appears 
inconsistent with the whole character of that youth as it stands 

1 ,V. MUller is not correct in saying that in the first assembly of the 
gods, Zeus promises something which he does not perform: Zeus does not 
tJromise to send Hermes as messen~er to Kalyps6, in the first book, though 
. Atbene urges him to do so. Zeus mdeed requires to be urged twice before 
he dictates to Kalypsl\ the release of Odysseus, but he. had already 
intimated in the first book that he felt great difficulty in protecting the 
·hero, because of the wrath maftifested against )lim by Poseid6n. 

. ' . ' . . . 
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in the poem, and with the events in which he is made to take 
part. We could better imagine the distribution of the a~ven
tures of Odysseus himself into two parts-one containing his 
wanderings and return, the other handling his ill-treatment by 
the suitors and his final triumph. But though either of these 
two subjects might have been adequate to furnish out a 
separate poem, it is nevertheless certain, that as they are pre
sented in the Odyssey, the former cannot be divorced from the 
latter. The simple retl.ljn of Odysseus, as it now stands in the 
poem, could satisfy no one as a final close, so long as the 
suitors remain in possession of his house and forb1d his reunion 
with his wife. Any poem which treated his wanderings and 
return separately, must have represented his reunion with 
Penelope and restoration to his house as following naturally 
upon his arrival in Ithaka-thus taking little or no notice of 
the suitors. But this would be a capital mutilation of the 
actual epical narrative, which considers the suitors at home as 
an essential portion of the destiny of the much-suffering hero, 
not less than his shipwrecks and trials at sea. His return 
(separately taken) is foredoomed, according to the curse of 
Polyphemus executed by Poseidon, to be long-deferred, miser
able, solitary, and ending with destruction in his house to 
greet him ; 1 and the ground is thus laid, in the very recital of 
his wanderings, for a new series of events which are to happen 
to him after his arrival in Ithaka. There is no tenable halting
place between the departure of Odysseus from Troy and the 
final restoration to his house and his wife. The distance 
between these two events may indeed be widened, by accumu
lating new distresses and impediments, but any separate portion 
of it cannot be otherwise treated than as a fraction of the 
whole. The beginning and end are here the data in respect 
to epical genesis, though the intermediate events admit of 
being conceived as variables, more or less numerous : so that 
the conception of the whole may be sajd without impropriety 
both to precede and to govern that of the constituent parts. 

The general result of a study of the Odyssey may be set 
down as follows :-1. The poem as it: now stands exhibits 
unequivocally adaptation of parts and continuity of structure, 
whether by one or by several consentient hands: it may per
haps be a secondary formation, out of a pre-existing Odyssey 

1 Odyss. ix. 534-

• 

'OIJIE ~taJCW~ EA.8ot,_ 0Afua.t··ii1T'o·7TclVTa.f· E-ra(pollf, 
N,.,OS" · E1r•- 'llioTplTJ-:t ~Vpot 8' ~v 1rfuJ.o.T• oi.Kr»-
.. Os i~CJ.T' cVx6JLno~'(the Cyclops to PoseidOn) ToV 4' l~r.Avf KvaJ."oxal'Tl)S· 

• 
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of smaller dimensions ; but if so, the parts of the smaller whole 
must have been so far recast as to make them suitable mem
bers of the larger, and are noway recognisable by u~, .. · z. The 
subjectcmatter of the poem not ·only does not favour, but goes · 
far to exclude, the possibility of the Wolfian hypothesis. Its 
events cannot be so arranged as to have composed several 
antecedent substantive epics, afterwards put together into .the 
present aggregate. olts authors _cannot have been mere com
pilers of pre-existing· materials, such as Peisistratus and his 
friends : they must have been poets, <!orripetent to work such 
matter as they found into a new and enlarged design of their 
own. Nor can the age in which this long poem, of so mariy 
thousand lines, was turned out as a continuous aggregate, be 
separated from the ancient, productive, inspired age of Grecian 
epic. . · 

Arriving at such conclusions from the internal evidence of 
the Odyssey,1 we can apply them by analogy to the Iliad. -We 
learn something respecting the character and capacities of that 
early age which has left no other mementos except these two 
poems. Long continuous epics .(it is observed by those who 
support the views of Wolf), with an artistical structure, are 
inconsistent with the capacities of a rude and non-writing age. 
Such epics (we may, reply) are not z1zconszstentwith the early age 
o( the Greeks, and the Odyssey is a proof of it ; for in that 
poem the integration of the whole, and the composition of the 
parts, must have been simultaneous, The analogy of the 
Odyssey enables us to rebut that preconception under which . 
many ingenious critics sit down to the study of the Iliad,and 
which induces them to explain all the incoherences of the 
latter by breaking it up into smaller unities, as if short epics 
were the only manifestation of poetical power which the age 
admitted. There ought to be no reluctance in admitting a 
presiding scheme and premeditated unity of parts, in so far as· 
the patts themselves point to such a conclusion.. · . 

Tli:~t the Iliad is not so essentially one piece as the Odyssey, 

1 Wolf admits, in most unequivocal language, the compact and artful 
structure of the Odyssey. Against this positive internal evidence he sets 
the general presumption, thaf no such constructive art can possibly have 
d)elonged to a poet of the age of Homer :-'-"De Odyssei maxime; cujus 
admirabilis summa et compages pro prreclarissimo. monumento Grreci 
in~eriii habenda est •.••. Unde fit ut Odysseam nemo, cui omnino priscus 
vates placeat, nisi perlectatn e manu deponere queat. · At ilia 'ars id ipsum 
est, quod vix ac •u vix quidem cadere videtur in vatem, singulas tantum 
rh~psodias decantantem," &c. •(Prolegomena, p. cxviii.-cxx.; compare 
CXI.l.)•. ., 
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every man agrees. It includes a much greater multiplicity of 
events, and, what is yet more important, a greater multiplicity 
of prominent personages : the very indefinite title which it bears, 
as contrasted with the speciality of the name Odyssey, marks 
the difference at once. The parts stand out more conspicu
ously from the· whole, and admit more readily of being felt and 
appreciated in detached recitation. We may also add, that it 
is of more unequal execution than the Odyssey-often rising to 
a far higher pitch of grandeur, but also occasionally tamer: the 
story does not move ori continuously; incidents occur without 
plausible motive, nor can we shut our eyes to evidences of 
incoherence and contradiction. 

To a certain extent, the Iliad is open to all these remarks, 
though Wolf and William Mi.iller, and above all Lachmann, 
exaggerate the case in degree. And from hence has been 
deduced the hypothesis which treats the parts in their original 
state as separate integers, independent of and unconnected with 
each other, and forced into unity only by the afte~thought of a 
subsequent age ; or sometimes not even themselves as integers, 
but as aggregates grouped ·together out of fragments still 
smaller-short epics formed by the coalescence of still shorter 
songs. Now there is some plausibility in these reasonings, so 
long as the discrepancies are looked upon as the whole of the 
case. But in point of fact they are not the whole of the case : 
for it is not less twe, that there are large portions of the Iliad 
which present positive and undeniable evidences of coherence 
as antecedent and consequent, though we are occasionally per
plexed by inconsistencies of detail. To deal with these latter, 
is a portion of the duties of a critic. But he is not to treat the 
Iliad as if inconsistency prevailed everywhere throughout its 
parts ; for coherence of parts-symmetrical antecedence and 
consequence is discernible throughout the larger half of the 
poem. 

Now the Wolfian theory explains the gaps and contradictions 
throughout the narrative, but it explains nothing else. If (as 
Lachmann thinks) the Iliad originally consisted of sixteen songs 
or little substantive epics (Lachmann's sixteen songs cover the 
space only as far as the 22nd book or the death of Hector, and 
two more songs would have to be admitted for the 23rd anq 
24th books)-not only composed by different authors, but by 
each 1 without any view to conjunction with the rest-we have 

1 Lachmann seems to admit one case in which the composer of one song 
manifests cognisance of another song, an~ a disposition to give what will 
form a sequel to it. His ~teenth song (t'lie Patrokleia) lasts from xv. 592 
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then no right to expect any intrinsic continuity between them; 
and all that continuity which we now find must be of extran
eous origin. Where are we to look for the origin? Lachmann 
follows Wolf in ascribing the whole constructive process to 
Peisistratus anq his associates, at a period when the creative 
epical faculty is admitted to have died out.· But upon this 
supposition Peisistratus (or his associates) must have done 
much more than "Omit, transpose, and interpolate, here and 
there ; he must have gone far to rew~;ite the whole poem. · A 
great poet might have recast pre-existing separate songs into 
one comprehensive whole, but ho mere. arrangers or compilers 
would be competent to do so : and we· are . thus left without 
any means of accounting for that degree of continuity and con
sistence which runs· through so large a portion of the Iliad, 
though not through the whole. The idea that the poem as we 
read it grew out of atoms not originally designed for the places 
which they now occupy, involves us in new and inextricable 
difficulties when we seek to elucidate eilher the mode of coal
escence or the degree of existing unity.1 

Admitting then premeditated adaptation of parts to a certain 

down to the end of the I 7th book: the sixteenth song (including the four 
next bool<s, from 18 to 22 iiiclusive) is a Continuation of the nfteenth, but 
by a different poet. (Fernere Betrachtungen tiber die !lias, Abhandl. 
Berlin. Acad. r84I, sect. xxvi. xxviii. xxix. pp. :24, 34, 42). 

This admission of premeditated adaptation to a certain extent breaks up 
the integrity of the Wolfian hypothesis; 

1 The advocates of the Wolfian theory appear to feel the difficulties 
which beset it ; for their language is wavering in respect to these supposed 
pri.mary constituent atoms. Sometimes Lachmann . tells us, that the 
original pieces were much finer poetry than the Iliad a.s we now read it; at 
another time, that' it cannot be now discovered what they originally were: 
nay, he further admits (as remarked in the preceding note) that the poet 
of the sixteenth song had cognisance of the fifteenth. 

But if it be granted that the original constituent songs were so composed, 
though oy different poets, as that the more recent were adapted to the 
earlier, with more or less dexterity and success, this brings us into totally 
different conditions of the problem. It is a virtual surrender of the 
Wolfian hypothesis, which however Lachmann both means to defend, and· 
does defend with ability ; though his vindication of it has, to my mind, 
only the effect of exposing its inherent weakness by carrying it out into 
something detailed and positive. I will add, in respect to his Disserta
tions, so instructive as a microscopic examination .of the poem,-r. That 
I find myself constantly dissenting from that critical feeling, on the strength 
of which he cuts out parts as interpolations, and discovers traces of the 
hand of distinct poets ; 2. that his objections against the continuity of the 
narrative are often founded upon lines which the ancient scholiasts and Mr. 
Payne Knight had already pronounced to be interpolations ; 3· that such 
of his objections as are found~ upon lines undisputed, admit in many 
cases of a complete and satisfactory reply. I 
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extent as essential to the Iliad, we may yet inquire whether it 
was produced all at once or gradually enlarged-whether by 
one author or by several; and if the parts be of different age, 
which is the primitive kernel, and which are the additions. 

Welcker, Lange, and Nitzsch 1 treat the Homeric poems as 
representing a second step in advance, in the progress of popular 
poetry. First comes the age of short narrative songs; next, 
when these have become numerous, there arise constructive 

·minds who recast and blend together many of them into a 
larger aggregate conceh~ed upon some scheme of their own. 
The age of the epos is followed by that of the epopee
short spontaneous effusions preparing the way, and furnishing 
materials, for the architectonic genius of the poet. It is further 
presumed by the above-mentioned authors that the pre
Homeric epic included a great abundance of such smaller 
songs,-a fact which admits of no proof, but which seems 
countenanced by some passages in Homer, and is in itself 
noway improbable. But the transition from such songs, 
assuming them to be ever so numerous, to a combined and 
continuous poem, forms an epoch in the intellectual history 
of the nation, implying mental qualities of a higher order than 
those upon which the songs themselves depend. Nor is it to 
be imagined that the materials pass unaltered from their first 
state of isolation into their second state of combination. They 
must of necessity be recast, and undergo an adapting process, 
in which the genius of the organising poet consists ; nor can 
we hope, by simply knowing them as they exist in the second 
stage, ever to divine how they stood in the first. Such, in my 
judgement, is the right conception of the Homeric epoch,-an 
organising poetical mind, still preserving that freshness of 
observation and vivacity of details which constitutes the 
charm of the ballad. 

Nothing is gained by studying the Iliad as a congeries of 
fragments once independent of each other : no portion of the 
poem can be shown to have ever been so, and the supposition 
introduces difficulties greater than those which it removes. 
But it is not necessary to affirm that the whole poem as we 
now read it belonged to the original and preconceived plan.2 

1 Lange, in his letter to Goethe, Ueber die Einheit der Iliade, p. 33 
(1826); Nitzsch, Historia Homeri, Fasciculus 2. Prrefat. p. x. 

2 Even Aristotle, the great builder-up of the celebrity of Homer as 
to cpical aggregation, found some occasions (it appears) on which he 
was obliged to be content with simply excusing,,.without .. admiring, the 
poet (Poet. 44· -rols ltA.A.ots 0.-ya8ols lJ 11'o<y1Js ~B6vwv O.cpavl(H -ro liTo11'ov). 

And Hermann observ~ justly, in his acute treatise De Interpolationibus 

• 
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In this respect the Iliad produces upon my mind an impres
sion totally different from the Odyssey. In the latter poem, 
the characters and .incidents are fewer, and the whole plot 
appears of one projection, from the beginning down to the 

1death of the suitors : none of the parts look as if they had 
been composed separately and inserted by way of, addition 
into a pre-existing smaller poem. But the Iliad, on the con
trary, presents the appearance of a house built upon a plan. 
comparatively narrow and subsequent!~ enlarged by successive 
additions. The first book, together with the eighth, and the 
books from the eleventh to the twenty:second inclusive, seem 
to form the primary organisation of the poem, then properly 
an Achilleis : the twenty-third and twenty-fourth books are, 
perhaps, additions at the tail ·Of this primitive poem, which 
still leave it nothing more than an enlarged Achilleis. But 
the books from the second to the seventh inclusive, together 
with the tenth, are of a wider and more comprehensive char
acter, and convert the poem from an Achilleis into an Iliad.1 

The primitive frontispiece, i1;1scribed with the anger of Achilles 
and its direct consequences, yet remains after it has ceased to 
be coextensive with the poem. The parts added, however, are 
not necessarily inferior in merit to the original poem : so far is 
this from being the case, that amongst them are comprehended 
some of the noblest efforts of the Grecian epic. Nor are they 
more recent in date than the original ; strictly speaking, they 
must be a little more recent, but they belong to the same 
generation and state of society as the primitive Achilleis. 
These qualifications are necessary to keep apart different 
questions which, in discussions of Homeric criticism, are but 
too often confounded. 

If we take those portions of the poem which I imagine to 
have constituted the original Achilleis, it will be found that 
the sequence of events contained in them is more rapid, more · 
unbroken, and more intimately knit together in the way of 
cause and effect, than in the other books. Heyne and Lach
mann indeed, with other objecting critics, complain of the 

Homeri (Opuscula, t. v. p. 53),-," Nisi admirabilis ilia Homericorum car
~inum suavitas Iectorum animos quasi incantationibus quibusdari1 captos 
teneret, non tam facile delitescerent, quae accuratius considerata, et multo 
minus a pte quam quis jure postulet composita esse apparere necesse est." 

This treatise contains many criticisms on the str,ucture of the Iliad, some 
of them very well founded, though there are many from which I dissent. 
· 1 In reference to the books from the second to 'the seventh inclusive, I 
1gree with the observations of William Mtille~ Homerische Vorschule, 
t\bschnit. viii. p. n6-n8. 
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action in them as being too much crowded and hurried, since 
one day lasts from the beginning of the eleventh book to the 
middle of the eighteenth, without any sensible halt in the 
march throughout so large a portion of the journey. Lach
mann likewise .admits that those separate songs, into which 
he imagines that the whole Iliad may be dissected, cannot be 
severed with the .same sharpness, in the books subsequent to 
the eleventh, as in those before it.1 There is only one real 
halting-place from the ileventh book to the twenty-second
the death of Patroclus ; and this can never be conceived as 
the end of a separate poem, 2 though it is a capital step in the 
development of the Achilleis, and brings about that entire 
revolution in the temper of Achilles which was essential for 
the purpose of the poet. It would be a mistake to imagine 
that there ever could have existed a separate poem called 
Patrocleia, though a part of the Iliad was designated by that 
name. For Patroclus has no substantive position: he is the 
attached friend and second of Achilles, but nothing else,
standing to the latter in a relation of dependence resembling 
that of Telemachus to Odysseus. And the way in which 
Patroclus is dealt with in the Iliad is (in my judgement) the 
most dexterous and artistical contrivance in the· poem-that 
which approaches nearest to the neat tissue of the Odyssey.1 

1 Lachmann, Fernere Betrachtungen tiber die !lias, Abhandlungen .Ber. 
lin. Acad. 141, p. 4· 

After having pointed out certain discrepancies which he maintains tc 
prove different composing hands, he adds,-" Nevertheless, we must Jx 
careful not to regard the single constituent songs in this part of the poerr 
as being distinct and separable in a degree equal to those in the first half 
for they all with one accord harmonise in one particular circumstance, 
which with reference to the story of the Iliad is not less important ever 
than the anger of Achilles, viz. that the three most distinguished heroes 
Agamemn6n, Odysseus, and Diomedes, all become disabled throughou 
the whole duration of the battles." 

Important for the story of the A chilitis, I should say, not for that of the 
Iliad. This remark of Lachmann is highly illustrative for the distinctiOI 
between the original and the enlarged poem. 

2 I confess my astonishment that a man of so much genius and powe 
of thought as M. Benjamin Constant, should flave imagined the origina 
lliad to have concluded with the death of Patroclus, on the ground tha 
Achilles then becomes reconciled with Agamemn6n. See the review of B 
Constant's work De la Religion, &c., by 0. MUller, in the Klein 
Schriften of the latter, vol. ii. p. 74· 

8 He appears as the mediator between the insulted Achilles and th 
Greeks, manifesting kindly sympathies for the latter without renouncing hi 
fidelity to the former. The wounded Machaon, an object of interest to th 
whole camp, being carried off the fieldtby Nestor-Achii!es, looking o 
from his distant ship, *ds Patroclus to inquire whether it be real! 

• 
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The great and capital misfortune which prostrates the 

strength of the Greeks and renders them incapable of defending 
themselves without Achilles, is. the disablement by wounds of 
~gamemn6n, Diomedes, and Odysseus : so that the defence 
bf the wall and of the ships is left only to heroes of the second 
magnitude (Ajax alone excepted), such as Idomeneus, Leon
'teus, Polypcetes, Meriones, Menelaus, &c. Now it is remark
able that all these three first"rate chiefs are in full force at the 
beginning of the eleventh book : all toree are wounded in the 
battle which that book describes, and at the commencement 
of which Agamemn6n is full of spirits and courage.' 

Nothing can be more striking than the manner· in which 
Homer concentrates our attention in ·the first book upon 
Achilles as the. hero, his quarrel with Agamemn6n, and· the 
calamities to the Greeks which are held out as about to ensue 
·from it, through. the intercession of Thetis with Zeus. But the 
'incidents dwelt upon from the beginning of the second book 
down .to the combat between Hector and Ajax in the seventh, 
animated and interesting as they are, do nothing to realise this 

1 

promise. They are a splendid picture of the Trojan war 
generally, and eminently suitable to that larger title under 
which the poem has been immortalised..,.-but the consequences 
of the anger of Achilles do not· appear until the eighth book. 
The tenth book, or Doloneia, is also a portion of the Iliad, but 
not.of the Achilleis; while the ninth book appears to me a sub
sequent addition, nowise harmonising with that main stream of 
the Achilleis which flows from the eleventh book to the twenty
second. The eighth book ought to be read in immediate ., . 

Machaon ; which enables Nestor to lay before Patroclus the deplorable 
state of the Grecian host, as a motive to induce him and Achilles. again to 
take arms. The compassionate feelings of Patroclus being powerfully 
,touched, he is hastening to enforce upon Achilles the urgent necessity .. of 
'giving help, when he meets Eurypylus crawling out of the field, hel.pless 
iWith a severe wound, and imploring his succour. He supports the wounded 
1-"arrior to his tent, and ministers to his suffering ; but before this operation 
is fully completed, the Grecian host has been totally driven back, and the 
Trojans are on the point of setting fire to the ships: Patroclus then hurries 
to Achilles to proclaim tht! desperate peril which hangs over them all, and 
succeeds in obtaining his permission to take the field at the head of the 
1<1yrmidons. The way in which Patroclus is kept present to the hearer, as 
} prelude to his brilliant but short-lived display when he comes forth in 
arms,-the contrast- between his characteristic gentleness and the ferocity 
·of Achilles,-and the natural train of circumstances whereby he is made· 
the vehicle of reconciliation on the part of his offended friend, and rescue 
to his imperilled countrymen,-all these exhibit a degree of epical ski!J, in 
the author of the primitive Achl!lleis, to which nothing is found parallel in. 
the added books of the Iliad. , . . 
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connexion with the eleventh, in order to see the structure of wh 
seems the primitive Achilleis ; for there are several passages 
the eleventh and the following books, 1 which prove that tl 

1 Observe, for example, the following passages-
!. Achilles, standing on the prow of his .ship, sees the general army 

Greeks undergoing defeat by the Trojans, and also sees Nest or conveyi 
in his chariot a wounded warrior from the field. He sends Patroclus 
find out who the wounded man is : in calling forth Patroclus, he says (: 
6o7)-

Ale Mevo,.,.aa-q, T~ "p.W Kexapt(f'p.Eve 8vp.W, 
Niiv oiw 1rept yoVvaT' Jf.La ~aeu8a.t • AxO.wVS' 
.A.uTUO,UVOVS'" XP•nW yO.p t~etfvc:Ta.t oinclT' civEKT6S'• 

Heyne, in his comment, asks the question, not unnaturally, "Prellituel 
igitur asperitatis erga priorem legationem, an homo arrogans expectave1 
alteram ad se missam iri ? " I answer-neither one nor the other : t 
words imply that he had received no embassy at all. He is still the sat 
Achilles who in the first book paced alone by the sea-shore, devouring I 
own soul under a sense of bitter affront, and praying to Thetis to aid I 
revenge: this revenge is now about to be realised, and he hails its approa 
with delight. But if we admit the embassy of the ninth book to interver 
the passage becomes a glaring inconsistency : for that which Achill 
anticipates as future, and even yet as contingent, had actually occu,.red, 
the previous evening; the Greeks had supplicated at his feet,-they h. 
proclaimed their intolerable need,-and he had spurned them. The Scho 
ast, in his explanation of these lines, after giving the plain meaning, th 
"Achilles shows what he has long been desiring, to see the ,Greeks in 
state of supplication to him" -seems to recollect that this is in contt 
diction to the ninth book, and tries to remove the contradiction by sayil 
"that he had been previously mollified by conversation with Phrelli:j: "· 
-l)o7J o~ 1rpop.aA.ax8els ~v ~" Twv <l>olv<tcos .1\6-ywv-a supposition neith 
countenanced by any thing in the poet, nor sufficient to remove t: 
difficulty. 

2. The speech of Poseid6n (xiii. II5) to encourage the dispirited Greci: 
heroes, in which, after having admitted the injury done to Achilles I 
Agamemn6n, he recommends an effort to heal the sore, and intimal 
"that the minds of good men admit of this healing process" ('AA..\' ciH 
dJp.e8a 8iiuuov- citcecr.,.al .,.. tpp~v•s ~uqA.wv), is certainly not very consistent wi 
the supposition that this attempt to heal had been made in the best possib 
way, and that Achilles had manifested a mind implacable in the extren 
on the evening before-while the mind of Agamemn6n was already broug 
to proclaimed humiliation and needed no further healing. 

3· And what shall we say to the language of Achilles and Patroclus 
the beginning of the sixteenth book, just at the moment when the dange1 
has reached its maximum, and when Achilles~is about to send fotth hi' 
friend? 

Neither Nestor, when he invokes and instructs Patroclus as intercesso 
with Achilles (xi. 654-790), nor Patroclus himself, though in the extrem• 
of anxiety to work upon the mind of Achilles, and reproaching him wit' 
hardness of heart-ever bring to remembrance the ample atonement whic 
had been tendered to him ; while Achilles himself repeats the origina 
ground of quarrel, the wrong offered to him in taking away Briseis con
tinuing the language of the first book ; il'en without the least allu~ion to 
the atonement.and restitu4jjon since tendered, he yields to.his friend's pro-

• • 
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)Oet who composed them could not have had present to his

1
'; 

nind the main event of the ninth book,-the outpol!ring of 

1osition just like a man whose wrong remained unredressed, but who was 
1evertheless forced to take arms by necessity (xvi. 6o-63)- • 

'AAA«. T£1 ,Uv 1rpoTenlxiJa.t M.<Top.€v; oUO' O.pa. 1TW!: ~v 
'Acnrepx._€~ K.exQAWcrBa.c. Evl. ~peuiv· ljrot Ef/>1'/v -ye 
OV 1rpl.v J.L"f1Vt8p.Ov K.ara.rra.vuip.ev, O.'AA' Om:lra.v ~1] 
N tja.c; £p.?xs O.q,iK1JTO.t O.i.i'Tij. -r,e 1rr6Aep.Oc; TE, 

: agree with the Scholiast and Heyne in in~rpreting ¥¢rw 'l'• as equiva~ 
ent to 1i<evo~8rw-not as referring to any express antecedent declaration. 
. Again, further on in the Same Speech, "The Trojans (Achilles· says} 
now press boldly forward upon the ships, for they no longer see the blaze' 
of myhelmet : but if Agamemn6n were favou,·ab!y disposed towards me,. 
they would presently .run ·away and fill the ditches with their dead bodies"' 
(71)-

. • . . • . • TJ.xa KEV cf>eVyovTEr; Eva.V~ovc; 
-,II.t\'rjuetav vutlwv, eL p.ot ·Kpelwv 'Ayo.f.Lf.p.vwv 

:'H1rta., Ei.8ei1)' vi/v t€ u-rpa.r0v 0.1M/>tJ.L0.XOV'TO.t. 

:Now here again, if we take our start from the first book, omitting the 
·ninth, the sentiment is perfectly .just. But assume the ninth book, and it 

.:becomes false and misplaced; for Agamemn6n is .then a prostrate and 
repentant man, not merely "favourably disposed" towards Achilles, but . 

. offering to pay any price for the purpose of appeasing him. . 
! 4· Again, a few lines further, in the same speech, Achilles permits. 
Patroclus'to go. forth, in consideration of the extreme peril of the fleet, but 
restricts him simply to av.ert this peril and do. nothing more: "Obey my 
words, .so that you may procure for me honour and glory from the body qf" 
Gn!pks, and that they may send back to ine the damsel, giving me ample 

·presents besides: when you have driven the Trojans from the ships, come· 
back again :',..... · 

~. " ·n~ O.v p.ot rc.p3w p.eyO.A:qv x:al ~~:V8o~ O.p-qa.t 
TipOo; '1J'0.v'Twv Aa.':'ab>v• 0.-rO.p ot weplKo.AA.Eci KOVP1Jv 

.. Al/1 ci.1rovtiuuwcn, 1rpoTl 8' ti')'Aa.O. 8Wpa. 1r6pwuw• 
'EK VlJWv EAtiua~, Uva.c. tr&.Atv {84-87). 

H<iw are'we .to ~econcile this with the" ninth. book, where Achilles. 
i declares that he does not care for b. eing honoured, by the· Greeks, ix. 604 ?· 
r'In,the mouth of the affronted Achilles of the first book such words are apt 
,, enough: he will grant succour, but only to the extent necessary for the· 
i emergency, and in such a way as to ensure redress for his own wrong,-· 

which redress he has no· reason as yet to conclude that Agamemn6n is will-
' ing to grant. But the ninth book has actually tendered to him everything;· 

which he here demands and even more· (the daughter of Agamemn6n in 
'1 marriage,· witho.ut .the pri~e usually paid for a bride, &c.) : Briseis, whom, 
now he is so anxious to re-possess, was then offered in restitution, and he 

,disdained the offer.' Mr. Knight in fact strikes .out these lines as spurious;: 
.:partly because they contradict the ninth book, where Achilles has actually 
•'rejected what he here thirsts for ("Dona cum ·puella jam antea oblata. 
;;~.spernatus erat ")~partly· because he thinks that they express a sentiment' 

.unworthy of Achilles; in which latter criticism I do not concur.· . · 

. S· We proceed a little further to the address of Patroclus to the:; Myr- . 

. midons, as he is conducting t~m forth to the battle : "Fight bravely, 
Myrmidons, that we may~ bring honour to Ajhilles ; and that the wide--
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profound humiliation by the Greeks, and from Agamemnon 
especially, before Achilles, coupled with formal offers to restore 
ruling AgamemnC\n may know the mad folly which he committed when he 
dishonoured the bra vest of the Greeks." 

To impress this knowledge upon Agamemntln was no longer necessary. 
The ninth book records his humiliating confession of it, accompanied by 
atonement and reparation. To teach him the lesson a second time is to 
break the bruised reed,-to slay the slain. But leave out the ninth book, 
and the motive is the natural one,-both for Patroclus to offer, and for the 
Myrmidons to obey: Achilles still remains a dishonoured man, and to 
humble the rival who has <.nshonoured him is the first of all objects, as 
well with his friends as with himself. 

6. Lastly, the time comes when Achilles, in deep anguish for the death 
ofPatroclus, looks back with aversion and repentance to the past. To what 
point should we expect that his -repentance would naturally turn? Not to 
his primary quarrel with Agamemn6n, in which he had been undeniably 
wronged-but to the scene in the ninth book, where the maximum of 
atonement for the previous wrong is tendered to him and scornfully re
jected. Yet when we tum to xviii. ro8, and xix. 55, 68, 270, we find him 
reverting to the primitive quarrel in the first book, just as if it had been the 
last incident in his relations with AgamemnC>n : moreover, Agamemntln 
(xix. 86), in his speech of reconciliation, treats the past just in the same 
way,-deplores his original insanity in wronging Achilles. 

7· When we look to the prayers of Achilles and Thetis, addressed to 
Zeus in the first book, we find that the consummation prayed for is,
honour to Achilles,-redress for the wrong offered to him,-victory to the 
Trojans until Agamemn6n and the Greeks shall be made bitterly sensible 
Q[ the wrong which they have done to their bravest warrior (i. 409-509). 
Now this consummation is brought about in the ninth book. -Achilles can 
get no more, nor does he ultimately get more, ei~her iP •' .. ay of redress 
to himself or remorseful humiliation of AgamemnC\ __ ,,,!lan what is here 
tendered. The defeat which the Greeks suffer in the battle of the eighth 
book (KoJ,os Mdx'll) has brought about the consummation. The subse
quent and much more destructive defeats which they undergo are thus 
causeless: yet Zeus is represented as inflicting them reluctantly, and only 
because they are necessary to honour Achilles (xiii. 350; xv. 75, 235, 
598; compare also viii .. 372 and 475). _ 

If we reflect upon the constitution of the poem, we shall see that the 1 
fundamental sequence of events in it is, a series of misfortunes to the · 
Greeks, brought on by Zeus for the special purpose of procuring atonement " 
to Achilles and bringing humiliation on Agamemn6n : the introduction of 1 
Patroclus superadds new motives of the utmost interest, but it is most har
moniously worked into the fundamental sequence. Now the intrusion of 
the ninth book breaks up the scheme of the poem by disuniting this 
sequence : AgamemnC>n is on his knees before A~hilles, entreating pardon 
and proffering reparation, yet the calamities of the Greeks become more 
and more dreadful. The atonement of the ninth book comes at the wrong 
time and in the wrong manner. 

There are four passages (and only four, so far as I am aware) in which 
the embassy of the ninth book is alluded to in the subsequent books: one 
in xviii. 444-456, which was expunged as spurious by Aristarchus (see the 
Scholia and Knight's commentary ad loc.); and three others in the follow
ing book, wherein the gifts previously tcniered by Odysseus as the envoy 
<>fAgamemn6n are noticed~s identical witn the gifts actually given in the 
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~
riseis and pay the amplest compensation for past wrori~S. The. 
ords of Achilles (not less than those of Patroclus·_imd Nestor) 
the eleventh and in the following books, plainly imply that 

he humiliation of the Greeks before him, for which he thirsts,. 
as yet future and contingent; that no plenary·apology has 

yet been tendered, nor any offer made of res-toring Briseis ; 
while both Nestor and Patroclus, with all their wish to ind,uce 
him to take arn;~s, never take notice of the. offered atonement 
and restitution, but view him as one w!J.ose ground for quarrel· 
stands still the same as it did at the beginning. Moreover, if 
we look at the first book-the opening of the Achilleis-we 
shall see that this prostration of Agamemnon and the chief 
Grecian heroes before Achilles would really be the termination. 
of the whole poem; for Achilles asks nothing more from Thetis, 
nor Thetis anything n;~ore from Zeus, than that Agamemnon 
and the Greeks may be brought to know the wrong that they 
have done to their capital warrior, and humbled in the dust in 
expiation· of it. We may add, that the abject terror, in which 
Agamemn6n appears in the ninth book when he sends the 
supplicatory message to Achilles, as it is not adequately 
accounted. for by the degree of calamity which the Greeks 
have experienced in the preceding (eighth) book, so it is in
consistent with the gallantry and high spirit with which he !I 
shines at the beginning of the eleventh.1 The situation ~f the 

.~ine'teenth·book. -I feel persuaded that these 'passages (vv. _r4o-141, 192-
195, and 243) are spe~ially inserted for the purpose of establishing a ·con
nexion between the ninth book and the• nineteenth .. The four lines.(l92-. 
195) are decidedly better away: the first· two Jines .(I4G-I4I) 'are. noway 
_necessary; while the word xE"(&s (which occurs in both passages) is only 
~~endered admissible by being stretched to mean 1_tudius t~r#us: (ljeyne ad 
.oc.). 

I will ()nly further remark with respect to the ninth book, that the-speeclf 
)f Agamemn6n (17-28), the theme for the rebuke of Diom~d~s and the 
lbscure commonplac.e of Nestor, is taken verbatim from his speech in. the 
,;econd book, in _which place the propositio~! ofleaving the place and flying,. 
IS made, not senously, but as a stratagem (n. rro, n8, 140). · 

The length of th\s n.ote can only be excused by its direct. bearing· upon 
the structure of the Ihad. To show that the books from. the eleventh 
downwards are composed !by a poet who has no knowledge of ·the ninth 
book, is, in my judgement, a very important point of evid~nce in aiding Jis 
to understand what the original Achill~is was. The books from the·seco'nd 
to the seventh inclusive are insertions into the Achilleis and lie apart from 
its plot, but do not violently contradict it, except in regard to the .agora of 
the gods at the begianing of the fourth book, and the almost mortal wound 
of Sarp€don in his battle with Tlepolemus. But the ninth book ove~throws 
the fundamental scheme of the poem. _" . ' 

1 Helbig (Sittl. Zustlinden dei Heldenaltets, p. 30) says, " The con-' 
sciousness in the bps!)m of ~amemn6n that hw has offered atonement to 

VQ~ ~~ u 
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Greeks only b~comes desperate when the three great chief: 
Agamemnon, Odysseus, and Diomedes, are disabled b 
wounds; 1 this is the irreparable calamity which works upo 
Patroclus, and through him upon Achilles. The ninth boo 
as it now stands seems to me an addition, by a different hanc 
to the original Achilleis, framed so as both to forestall and t 
spoil the nineteenth book, which is the real reconciliation c 
the two inimical heroes : I will venture to add that it carrie 
the pride and egotism of Achilles beyond even the large~ 
exigencies of insulted honour, and is shocking to that sent 
ment of Nemesis which was so deeply seated in the Grecia 
rnind. We forgive any excess of fury against the Trojans and 
Hector, after the death of Patroclus; but that he should remain 
unmoved by restitution, by abject supplications, and by the 
richest atoning presents, tendered from the Greeks, indicates 
an implacability such as neither the first book, nor the books 
between the eleventh and the seventeenth, convey.2 

It is with the Grecian agora in the beginning of the second 
book that the ~liad (as distinguished from the Achilleis) com-: 
mences,-contmued through the Catalogue, the muster of the· 
two armies, the single combat between Menelaus and Paris, the 
renewed promiscuous battle caused by the arrow of Pandarus, 
the (Epipolesis or) personal circuit of Agamemnon round the 
army, the Aristeia or brilliant exploits of Diomedes, the visit of 
Hector to Troy for purposes of sacrifice, his interview with 
Andromache, and his combat with Ajax-down to the seventh 
book. All these are beautiful poetry, presenting to us the 
general Trojan war and its conspicuous individuals under 
different points of view, but leaving no room in the reader's 
mind for the thought of Achilles. Now the difficulty for an 
Achilles strengthens his confidence and valour," &c. This is the idea of 
the critic, not of the poet. It does not occur in the Iliad, though th<! critic 
not unnaturally imagines that it must occur. Agamemn6n never says-" r 
was wrong in provoking Achilles, but you see I have done everything which 
man could do to beg his pardon." Assuming the ninth book to be a part of 
the original conception, this feeling is so natural, that we could harclly fail 
to find it at the beginning of the eleventh book, num\lered amo11g the· 
motives of Agamemn6n. : 

1 Iliad. xi. 659; xiv. 128; xvi. 25. · 
~ In respect to the ninth book of the Iliad, Friedlander (Die Homl!rische 

Kritik von Wolf his Grote, p. 37) cites a passage from Kaiser (De Inter
pretatione Homerica, p. II) to the following effect-" Nonum librum a 
sextodecimo adeo discrepare in gravissimis rebus qu~ pro cardine totius 
Iliadis habcntur, ut unius poetre Tipecr.Beia et lla:rp&Kll.eta esse nequeant 
Recentior autem, ni magnopere fallor, llpecr.Bela." He also alludes to ~ 
similar expression of opinion by Niigelsbach in the Miinchner Gelehrten 
Anzeigen, 1842, p. .F+ ,. • 

• • 
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; mlarging poet was, to pass from the Achilleis in the first• b!)ok· .. 
vo the Iliad in the second, and it will accordingly<bf) found that 
hiere is an awkwardness in the structure of the~ ppem which 
t \ounsel on the poet's behalf (ancient or modern) do· not, 
; B.tisfactoril y explain. . ' ' · 
{ In ·the first book, Zeus has promised Thetis ~that he ,will 

·punish the Greeks for . the wrong done to Achilles : in _,the 
!beginning. of the second book, he deliberates how he ~hal~ fulfil 

•the promise, and sends down for tha~ purpose " mischievous 
Oneirus" (the Dream-God) to visit Agamemnon in his ·sleep, 
to assure him that the gods have now with one accord con
sented to put Troy into his hands, and to exhort him forthwith 
to the assembling of his army for the attack. The ancient 
commentators were here perplexed by the circumstance that 
~Zeus puts a falsehood into the mouth of Oneirus. But there 
;;;eems no more difficulty in explaining this than in the narrative 
;;or the bpok of 1 Kings (chap. xxii. 2o), where Jehovah is 
•mentioned to have put a lying spirit into the mouth of Ahab's 
:prophets-the real awkwardness is, that Oneirus and his false-' 
'hood produce no effect. For in the first place Agamemnon 
. takes a step very different from that which his dream recoin
mends-and· in the next place, when· the Grecian army is at 
length armed and goes forth to battle, it does· not experience ' 

:defeat (which would be the case if the exhortation of Oneirus 
,really proved mischievous), but carries on a successful day's 
battle, chiefly through the heroism of Diomedes. ·Instead of 
arming the Greeks forthwith, Agamemnon. convokes .first a: 
council of chiefs, and hext an agora of the host. And though 
himself in a temper of mind highly elate· with' tll.e ·deceitful' 
assurances ofOneirus, he deliberately assumes the language of 
despair in addressing the troops, having previously prepared 

1 

Nestor and Odysseus for his d?ing so-ll!erel~ i~ orde~ to try 
the courage of the men, and With formal mstructwns g1ven to 
hese two other chiefs that they are to speak in opposition. to. 

·tim. Now this intervention of Zeus and Oneirus, eminently 
'msatisfactory when coupled with the incidents which now 
Follow it, and making Zeus appear, but only appear, to realise 
his promise of honouring Achilles as well as of hurting the 
Greeks,-forms exactly the point . of junction between the 
Achilleis and the Iliad.l 

...... . . . ~ ' '· . 
('.' 1 The intervention of Oneirus onght rather to come as an immediate pre~ 
\' .iminary to book viii. than to book ii. The first' forty-seven lines !>f book 
~- i. would fit on and read consistifitly · at the beginning of book viii. 1 the 
; {ents of which book form a proper sequel to thejllission of Oneirus. 
' ' 
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The freak which Agamemnon plays off upon the temper of 

his army, though in itself childish, serves a sufficient purpose, 
not only because it provides a special matter of interest to be 
submitted to the Greeks, but also because it calls forth the 
splendid description, so teeming with vivacious detail, of the 
sudden breaking up of the assembly after Agamemnon's har
angue, and qf the decisive interference of Odysseus to bring the 
men back, as well as to put down Thersites. This picture of 
the Greeks in agora, bringing out the two chief speaking and 
counselling heroes, was so important a part of the general 
Trojan war, that the poet has permitted himself to introduce it 
by assuming an inexplicable folly on the part of Agamemnon ; 
just as he has ushered in another fine scene in the third book
the Teichoskopy or conversation between Priam and Helen on 
the walls of Troy-by admitting the supposition that the old. 
king in the tenth year of the war did not know the persons o( 
Agamemn6n and the other Grecian chiefs. This may setve as· 
an explanation of the delusion practised by Agamemn6n towards 
his assembled host ; but it does not at all explain the tame and 
empty intervention of Oneirus.1 

If the initial incident of the second book, whereby we pass 
out of the Achilleis into the Iliad, is awkward, so also the final 
incident of the seventh book, immediately before we come back 

l 0. MUller (History of Greek Literature, ch. v. § 8) doubts whether the 
beginning of the second book was written "by the ancient Homer, or by 
one of the latter Homerids :" he thinks the speech of Agamemnt'ln, wherein 
he plays off the deceit upon his army, is "a copious parody (of the same 
words used in the ninth book) composed by a later Homerid, and inserted 
in the room of an originally shorter account of the arming of the Greeks." 
He treats the scene in the Grecian agora as "an entire mythical comedy, 
fu11 of fine irony and with an amusing plot, in which the deceiving and 
deceived Agamemnt'ln is the chief character." 

The comic or ironical character which is here ascribed to the second book 
appears to me fanciful and incorrect; but MUiler evidently felt the awkward· 
ness of the opening incident, though his way of accounting for it is not 
successful. The second book seems to my judgement just as serious as any 
part of the poem. 

I think also that the words alluded to by 0. MUiler in the ninth book are 
a transcript of those in the second, instead of (he reverse, as he believes
because it seems probable that the ninth book is an addition made to the 
poem after the books between the first and the eighth had been already 
inserted-it is certainly introduced after the account of the fortification, 
contained in the seventh book, had become a part of the poem : see ix. 
349· The author of the Embassy to Achilles fancie~ that that hero had 
been too long out of sight and out of mind,-a. supposition for which therE 
was no room in the original Achilleis ; when the eighth and eleventh books 
followed in immediate succession to the fiit, but which offers itself naturally 
to anv one on reading our~resent Iliad. 
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~into the Achilleis, is not less unsatisfactory-! mean the con
~struction of the wall and ditch round the Greek camp. As the 
I poem now stands, no plausible reason is assigned why this 
·should be done. Nestor proposes it without any constraining 
necessity : for the Greeks are in a career of victory, and the 
Trojans are making offers of compromise which· imply conscious 
weakness-while Diomedes is so confident of th¢ approaching 

. ruin of Troy, that he dissuades his comrades from receiving 
even . Helen herself if the surrender should be tendered. 
"Many Greeks have been slain," it is•true,1 as Nestor observes; 
but an equal or greater numbeto of Trojans have been slain, and 
all the Grecian heroes are yet in full force : the abse~ce of 
Achilles is not even adverted to. 

~: 

Now this account of the building of the fortification seems to 
be an after-thought, arising out of the enlargement of the poem 
beyond its original scheme. The original Achilleis, passing at 
once from the first to the eighth, 2 and from thence to the 
eleventh book, might well assume the fqrtification-and talk of 
it as a thing existing, without adducing any special reason why 
:it was erected. The hearer would naturally comprehend and 
;follow the existe!lce of a ditch and wall round the ships, as a 
)matter of course, provided there was nothing in the previous 
,naprative to make him believe that the Greeks had originally 
'beim without these bulwarks. And since the Achilleis, im
mediately after the promise of Zeus to Thetis at the close of 
the first boo~, went on to describe the fulfilment of that 
~promise and the ensuing disasters of the Greeks, there was 
nothing to surprise any one in hearing that their camp was 

:fortified. But the (jase was altered when the first and the 

, 1 Iliad, vii; 327. 
• 

2 Heyne treats the eighth book as decidedly a separate song or epic ; a 
1 supposition which the language of Zeus and the agora of the gods at the 
, beginning are alone sufficient to refute in my judgement (Excursus I. ad lih. 
xi. val. vi. p. 269). This Excursus, in describing the sequence of events in 

:the Iliad, passes at once and naturally frotn book viii. to book xi. 
1 And Mr. Payne Knight, when he defends book x!. against Heyne, says, 
"Qure in undecirnit rhapsodiit Iliad is narrata sunt, haud minus ex ante 
narratis pendent : neque rationem pugnre commissa:, neque rerum in ea 
gestarurn nexum atque ordinern, quisquam intelligere posset, hisi iram et 
secessum Achillis, et victon'am quam Trojani inde consecuti erant, antea 
cognosset." (Prol<jgom. c. xxix.) 

Perfectly true : to unc;Ierstand the eleventh book, we must have before us 
the first. and the eighth (whiCh are those that describe the anger and with-· 
drawal of Achilles, and the def.t which the Greeks experience in conse
quence of it) ; we may disp~nse with the rest. • 

VOL. II. U 2 
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eighth books were parted asunder in order to make room for 
descriptions of temporary success and glory on the part of th, 
besieging army. The brilliant scenes sketched in the book 
from the second to the seventh, mention no fortification, and 
even imply its non-existence; yet since notice of it occurs 
amidst the first description of Grecian disasters in the eighth 
book, the hearer who had the earlier books present to his 
memory might be surprised to find a fortification mentioned 
immediately afterwards, unless the construction of it were 
specially announced to tave intervened. But it will at once 
appear, that there was some difficulty in finding a good reason 
why the Greeks should begin to fortify at this juncture, and 
that the poet who discovered the gap might not be enabled tc 
fill it up with success. As the Greeks have got on up to this 
moment without the wall, and as we have heard nothing but 
tales of their success, why should they now think furthet 
laborious precautions for security necessary ? we will not ask, 
why the Trojans should stand quietly by and permit a wall tc 
be built, since the truce was concluded expressly for burying 
the dead.1 

1 0. MUller (Hist. Greek Literat. ch. v. § 6) says about this wall,~" Nor 
is it until the Greeks are taught by the expe1ience l!f the jint day's fightt'ng, 
that the Trojans can resist them in open battle, that the Greeks blliid the 
wall round their ships. . . . This appeared to Thucydid€s so little con· 
formable to historical probability, that without regard to the authority ol 
Homer, he placed the building of these walls immediately after the 
landing." · 

It is to be lamented, I think, that Thucydid&s took upon him to determine 
the point at all as a matter of history ; but when he once undertook this, the 
account in the Iliad was not of a nature to give him much satisfaction, nor 
does the reason assigned by MUller make it better. It is implied m MUller's 
reason that before the first day's battle the Greeks did not believe that the 
Trojans could resist them in open battle: the Trojans (a.ccording to him) 
never had maintained the field so long as Achilles was up and fighting on 
the Grecian side, and therefore the Greeks were quite astonished to find 
how, for the first time, that they could do so. 

Now nothing can be more at variance with the tenor of the second and 
following books than this supposition. The Trojans come forth readily 
and fight gallantly; neither AgamemnC\n, nor NestCir, nor Odysseus co1 
sider them as enemies who cannot hold front ; and the circuit of exh()rtatim 
by AgamemnC\n (Epip6l~sis), so strikingly des~ribed in the fourth book 
proves that he does not anticipate a very easy victory. Nor does Nestllr, 
in proposing the construction of the wall, give the smallest hint that the 
power of the Trojans to resist in the open field was to the Greeks an 
une>. pected discovery. 

The reason assigned by MUller, then, is a fancy of liis own, proceeding 
from the same source of mistake as others among his remarks ; because he 
tries to find, in the books between the first and eighth, a governing reference 
to Achilles (the point of view of the Achll~is), -which those .. books distinctly 
refuse. The Achill&is was~ poem of Grecian disasters up to the time when . .. 
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. The tenth book (or Doloneia) was considered by some of. 
~he ancient scholiasts,1 and has been confidently set forth by 
othe modern Wolfian critics, as originally a separate poe~n, . 
:inserted by Peisistratus into the Iliad. How it can ever have 
been a separate poem, I do not understand. It is framed with 
great specialty for the antecedent circumstances under which it 
occurs, and would ~uit for no other place ; though capable of 
being separately recited, inasmuch as it has a definite beginning 
and end, like the story of Nisus and Euryalus in the h:neid. 
But while distinctly presupposing and-resting upon the iqcidents 
in the eighth book,· and in line 88 of the ninth (probably, the 
appointment of sentinels on the part of the Greeks as well as 
of the Trojans formed the close of the battle described~in the 
eighth book), it has not the slightest bearingilpon the events 
of the eleventh or the following books : it goes to make up the 
general picture of the Trojan war, but lies quite apart from the 
Achilleis.' And this is one mark of a portion subsequently 
inserted-that though fitted ori to the parts which precede, it 
has no influence on those which follow. 

If the proceedings of the combatants on the plain of Troy, 
lJetween the first and the eighth book, have no reference either 
to Achilles or to an Achilleis, we find Zeus in Olympus still 
'more completely putting that hero out of the question, at the 
beginning. of the fourth book. He is in this last-mentioned 
.passage the Zeus of the Iliad, not of the Achilleis. Forgetful 
~of his promise to Thetis in the first book he discusses nothing 
•but the question of continuance or termination of the war, and 
:manifests anxiety only for the salvation of Troy, in opposition 
.to the miso-Trojan goddesses, who prevent hi.m from giving 
effect to the victory ·of Menelaus over Paris and the stipulated 
restitution of Helen-in which case of course the wrong offered 
to Achilles would remain unexpiated. An attentive comparison 
will render it evident that the pOet who composed the discus
sion among the gods, at the beginning of the fourth book, has . . 
1;\chilles sent' forth Patroclus: and during those disasters, it might suit the 
yoet to refer by contrast to the past time when Achilles was active, and to 
say that then the Trojans .did not. dare even to present themselves in battle 
array in the field, whereas now they were assailing the ships. But the 
author of books ii. to vii. has no wish to glorify Achilles ; he gives us a 
picture of the Trojan war generally, and describes the Trojans not only as 
brave and equal enemies, but well known by the Greeks themselves to 
be so. ·. · 

The building of" the Grecian wall, as· it now stands described, is an 
unexplained proceeding which Muller's ingenuity does not render con-
sistent. · · 

1 Schol. ad Iliad. x. i. • • 
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1ot been careful to put himself in harmony either with the Zeu: 
:>f the first book or with the Zeus of the eighth. 

So soon as we enter upon the eleventh book, the march ot 
the poem becomes quite different. We are then in a series o' 
events, each paving the way for that which follows, and all con 
ducing to the result promised in the first book-the re-appear
ance of Achilles, as the only means of saving the Greeks fran: 
ruin-preceded by ample atonement,1 and followed by the 
maximum both of glory and revenge. The intermediate career 
of Patroclus introduces• new elements, which however are 
admirably woven into the scheme of the poem as disclosed in 
the first book. I shall not deny that there are perplexities in 
the detail of events, as described in the battles at the Grecian 
wall and before the ships, from the eleventh to the sixteentn 
books, but they appear only cases of partial confusion, such a1 
may be reasonably ascribed to imperfections of text : the mair. 
sequence remains coherent and intelligible. We find no con
siderable events which could be left out without breaking th~ 
thread, nor any incongruity between one considerable event an( 
another. There is nothing between the eleventh and twenty
second books which is at all comparable to the incongruity be
tween the Zeus of the fourth book and the Zeus of the first and 
eighth. It may perhaps be true that the shield of Achilles is ll 

superadded amplification of that which was originally announcec·' 
in general terms-because the poet, from the eleventh to thtl 
twenty-second books, has observed such good economy o( hi 
materials, that he is hardly likely to have introduced one pat1 
ticular description of such disproportionate length, and havinfj 
so little connexion with the series of events. But I see n11 
reason for believing that it is an addition materially later that 
the rest of the poem. 

It must be confessed that the supposition here advanced, in 
reference to the structure of the Iliad, is not altogether free 
from difficulties, because the parts constituting the original 
Achilleis 2 have been more or less altered or interpolated tc 

1 Agamemn6n, after deploring the misguidilJ€ influence of Ate, which 
induced him to do the original wrong to Achilles~ says (xix. 88-137)-

·'AM' €1Td 0.aCT&.p.1Jv K«t f.l.€V ypivo:.s €tt!Aero ZeUs, 
"AI/I i(}li\.w O.plaa.t, 86tJ.EVa.C T' O:rrEpe(at' &:1towa., &c. 

2 The supposition of a smaller original Iliad, enl~rged by successive 
additions to the present dimensions, and more or less interpolated (we 
must distinguish enlargmzetzt from itzterpolation,-the insertion of a new 
rhapsody from that of a new line), seen's \r be a sort of intermediete com
promise, towards which thl(. opposing views of Wolf, J. H. Voss, Nitzsch, 
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'1 suit the additions made to it, particularly in the eighth book. 
1 But it presents fewer difficulties than any other supposition, and 
[it is the only means, so far as I know, of explaining the differ
! ence between one part of the Iliad and another ; both the 
·continuity of structure, and the conformity to the opening 
·promise, which are manifest wheri we read tli.e books in the 
1 order i. viii. xi. to xxii., as contrasted with the absence ·of 
'these two qualities in books ii. to vii., ix. and x. An entire 
'organisation, preconceived from the beginning, would not be 
·likely to produce any such disparity~ nor is any such visible 
in the Odyssey ; 1 still less would the result be explained by 

1 

Hermann, and Boeckh all converge. Baumgarten·Crusius calls thi~ smaller 
poem an Achilleis. · 

, Wolf, Preface to the Goschen edit. of the Iliad, p., xii.-xxiii.; Voss, 
iAnti-Symbolik, part. ii. p. 234; Nitzsch, Histor. Homeri, "Fasciculus i. p. 
! II2; and Vorrede to the second volume of his Comments on the Odyssey, 
p. xxvi. : "In the Iliad (he there says) many single portions may very 
easily be imagined as parts of another whole, or as having been once 

,separately sung." (See Baumgarten-Crusius, Preface to his edition of W. 
fMiiller's Homerische Vorschule, p. xlv.-xlix.) ' ' 

Nitzsch distinguishes the Odys,ey from the Iliad, and I think justly, in 
respect to this supposed enlargement. The reasons which warrant us in 

, applying this theory to the Iliad have no bearing upon the Odyssey. If 
ithere ever was an Ur-Odyssee, we have no 'means of determining :what it 
:contained. . 
' 1 The remarks of 0. MUller on the Iliad (in his History of Greek Litera
~ture) are highly deserving of perusal: with much of them I agree, but 
there is also mpch which seems to me unfounded. The range of combina
'tion, arid the far-fetched narrative stratagem which he ascribes to the 
•primitive author, are in my view inadmissible (chap. y. § 5-II)-
1 "The internal connexion of the Iliad (he observes, § 6) rests upon the 
.union of certain parts ; and neither the interesting introduction describing 
_
1
1he defeat of the Greeks up to the burning of the ship of.Protesilaus, nor the 
turn of affairs 'brought about by the death of Patroclus, nor the final pacifi- , 
cation of the anger of Achilles, could be spared from the Iliad, when the 
fruitful seed of such a poem had once been sown in the soul of Homer and 
had begun to develope its growth. But the plan of the Iliad is certainly 
very much extended beyond what was actually necessary ; and in particular 
the preparatory part, consisting of the attempts on the part of the other 
heroes to compensate for the, absence of Achz'lles, has, it must be owned, been 
drawn out to a disproportionate length, so that the suspicion that there 
were later insertions of importance applies with greater probability to the 
first than to the last boQks. . . . A design manifested itself at an early 
period to make this point complete in itself, so that all the subjects, descrip
tions, and actions, which could alone give interest to a poem on the entire 
1var, might find a place within the limits of its composition. For this pur
pose it is not improbable that many lays of earlier bards, who had sung 
single adventures 8f the Trojan war, were 1aid under contribution, and the 
finest parts of them incorporated in the new poem." , 

These remarks ofO. MUller intimate what is (in my judgement) the right 
view, inasmuch as they recognite an extension of the plan of the poem be
yond its original limit, manifested by insertiOIJ# in the first half; and it is 

• •. 
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supposing integers originally separate and brought together 
without" any designed organisation. And it is between these 

to be observed that in his enumeration of those parts, the union of which is 
necessary to the internal connexion of the Iliad, nothing is mentioned 
except what is comprised in books i. viii. xi. to xxii. or xxiv. But his 
description of "the preparatory part," as "the attempts ¢the other heroes 
to compensate .for the absence if Achilles," is noway borne out by the poet 
himself. From the second to the seventh book, Achilles is scarcely alluded 
to ; moreover the Greeks do perfectly well without him. This portion of 
the poem displays not "the fnsu.fftciency of all the other heroes without 
Achilles," as Miiller had observed in the preceding section, but the perfect 
sufficiency of the Greeks under Diom~des, Agamemn6n, &c., to make head 
against Troy ; it is only in the eighth book that their insufficiency begins to 
be manifested, and only in the eleventh book that it is consummated by the 
wounds of the three great heroes. Diomedes is in fact exalted to a pitch of 
glory in regard to contests with the gods, which even Achilles himself never 
obtains afterwards, and Helenus the Trojan puts him above Achilles (vi. 99) 
in terrific prowess. Achilles is mentioned two or three times as absent, 
and Agamemn6n in his speech to the Grecian agora regrets the quarrel (ii. 
377), but we never hear any such exhortation as "Let us do our best to 
make up for the absence of Achilles,"-not even in the Epip6lesis of Aga
memn6n, where it would most naturally be found. "Attempts to com· 
pensate for the absence of Achilles" must therefore be treated as the idea 
of the critic, not of the poet. 

Though 0. Muller has glanced at the distinction between the two parts 
of the poem (an original part, having chief reference to Achilles and the 
Greeks; and a superinduced part, having reference to the enti1·e war), he 
had not conceived it clearly, nor carried it out consistently. If we are to 
distinguish these two points of view at all, we ought to draw the lines at the 
end of the first book and at the beginning of the eighth, thus regarding the 
intermediate six books as belonging to the picture of the entt"re war (or 
the Iliad as distinguished from the Achilleis); the point of view of the 
Achilleis, dropt at the end of the first book, is resumed at the beginning of 
the eighth. The natural fitting together of these two parts is noticed in the 
comment of Heyne ad viii. I : "Creterum nunc Jupiter aperte solvit Thetidi 
promissa, dum reddit causam Trojanorum bello superiorem, ut Achillis 
desiderium Achivos, et poenitentia injurire ei illatre Agamemnonem incessat 
(cf. i. 5). Nam qure adhuc narrata sunt, partim continebantur in fortun£ 
belli utrinque tentat£ ••. partim valebant ad narrationem variandam," 
&c. The first and the eighth books belong to one and the same point of 
view, while all the intermediate books belong to the other. But 0. Muller 
seeks to prove that a portion of these intermediate books belongs to one 
common point of view with the first and eighth, though he admits that they 
have been enlarged by insertions. Here I thinlv he is mistaken. Strike 
out anything which can be reasonably allowed for'enlargement .in the books 
between the first and eighth, and the same difficulty will still remain in 
respect to the remainder; for all the incidents between those two points 
are brought out in a spirit altogether indifferent to Achilles or his anger. 
The Zeus of the fourth book, as contrasted with Zeus in the first or eighth, 
marks the difference ; and this description of Zeus is abs()lttely indispensable 
as the connecting link between.book iii. on the one side, and books iv. and 
v. on the other. "Moreover the attempt of 0. Miiller, to force upon the 
larger portion of what is between the first \nd eighth books the point of • 

• • • 
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three suppositions that our choice has to be made. A scli~m·e, 
and a large scheme too, must unquestionably be admitted as 
the basis of any sufficient hypothesis. But . the., ACJ:\.illeis 
would have been a long poem, half· the length of thi present 
Iliad, and probably not less compact in its str~cture. tpan. the 
Odyssey. Moreover being parted .. off only by an,;'~J.rpaginary 
line from the. boundless range of the Trojan w"!tr,' it :would 
admit of enlargement more easily, and with greater relish to 
hearers, than the adventures ·of one single hero; while the . 
expansion would ·naturally take plac~ by adding new Grecian 
victory-since the original poem arrived at the exaltation of 
Achilles only through a painful series of Grecian disasters. 
That the poem under these circumstances should have 
received additions, is no very violent hypothesis : ,in fact when 
we recollect that the integrity both of the Achilleis an,d of the 
Odyssey was neither guarded by printing nor writing, we shall 
perhaps think it less wonderful that the'former was enlarged,1 

view of the Achill€is, is never successful : the poet does not exhibit in those 
books "insufficient efforts of other heroes· to compensate for the absence of 
Achilles," hut a general and highly interesting picture of the Trojan war, 
with prominent reference to the original ground of q)larrel. In this picture 
the duel between Paris and Menelaus forms naturally the foremost item
but how far-fetched is the reasoning whereby 0. MUller brings that striking 
recital within the scheme of the Achi!l€is t '' The Greeks and Trojans are 
for the first time struck by an idea, which might haye occurred in the pre· 
vious nine years, if the Greeks, when assisted by Acltilles, had not, from 
cotijidenl:e in their superior strength, considered every compromise as un
worthy of them,--namely, to decide the war by a single combat between 
the authors of it." Here the causality of Achilles is dragged in by main 
force,.and unsupported either by any actual statement in the poem or by 
any reasonable presumption; for it is the Trojans who propose the single 
combat, and we are not told that they had ever proposed it before-though 
they would have had stronger reasons for proposing it during the presence 
of Achilles than during his absence. 

0. Muller himself remarks(§ 7), 1'that from the second to the seventh 
book Zeus appears as it were to have forgotten his resolution and his pro· 
mise to Thetis." In other,words, the poet during this part of the poem 
drops the point of view of the Achilleis to take up that of the more com
prehensive Iliad: the Achi!Ieis reappears in book viii.-again disappears in 
book x.-and is resumed from book xi. to the end of the poem. 

1 This tendency to insert new homogeneous matter by new poets into 
poems already existing,' is noticed by M. Fauriel in reference to the 
Romans of the Middle Ages-

" C'est un phenomene remarquable dans l'histoire de !a poesie epique, 
que cette d!sposition, cette ten dance constante du goO.t populaire. a amal
gamer, a her en ~ne seule et meme composition le plus possible des 
compositions diverses,-cette disposition persiste chez un peuple, tant que 
Ia poesie conserve un reste de vie; tant qu'elle"s')"transmet par Ia tradition 
et qu'elle y circule a !'aide du chant ou des recitations publiques. Elle 
cesse partout ou Ia poesie est lfne fois fixee dans les livres, et n'agit plus . . .. 
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than that the latter was not. Any relaxation of the laws of 
epical unity is a small price to pay for that splendid poetry, of 
which we find so much between the first and the eighth books 
of our Iliad. 

The question respecting unity of authorship is different, 
and more difficult to determine, than that respecting consist
ency of parts, and sequence in the narrative. A poem conceived 
on a comparatively narrow scale may be enlarged afterwards 
by its original author, with greater or less coherence and 
success : the Faust of Go'"ethe affords an example even in our 
own generation. On the other hand, a systematic poem may 
well have been conceived and executed by pre-arranged concert 
between several poets; among whom probably one will be the 
governing mind, though the rest may be effective, and perhaps 
equally !!ffective, in respect to execution of the parts. And 
the age of the early Grecian epic was favourable to such 
fraternisation of poets, of which the Gens called Homerids 
probably exhibited many specimens. In the recital or singing 
of a long unwritten poem, many bards must have conspired 
together, and in the earliest times the composer and the singer 
were one and the same person.l Now the individuals com
prised in the Homeric Gens, though doubtless very different 
among themselves in respect of ment~l capacity, were yet 
homogeneous in respect of training, means of observation and 
instruction, social experience, religious feelings and theori!'!S, 

que par la lecture, -cett e derniere epoque est, pour ainsi dire, celle de la 
propriete poetique-celle ou chaque poete pretend a une existence, a ur,• 
gloire, personnelles; et ou Ia poesie cesse d'etre nne espece de tr~r 
commun dont le peuple jouit et dispose a sa maniere, sans s'inquieter des 
individus qui le lui ont fait." (Fauriel, Sur les Romans Chevaleresque:,, 
le9on 5me, Revue des Deux Mondes, vol. xiii. p. 707.) 

M. Fauriel thinks that the Shah Nameh of Ferdusi was an amalgamation 
of epic poems originally separate, and that probably the Mahabharat was 
so also (ib. p. 708). 

1 The remarks of Boeckh, upon the possibility of such co-operation. of 
poets towards one and the same scheme, are perfectly just-

" Atqui quomodo componi a variis auctoribus successu tern porum rhapso
dire potuerint, qure post prima initia direct~ jam ad idem consilium et 
quam vacant unitatem carminis sint • . . • missis istorum declamationibus 
qui populi universi opus Homerum esse jactant • • . • tum potissimum 
intelligetur, ubi gentis civilis Horneridarum propriam et peculiarem 
Homericam poesin fuisse, veteribus ipsis si non testibus, at certe ducibus, 
concedetur .... Qure quum ita sint, non erit adeo difficile ad intelli
gendum, quomodo, post prima initia ab egregio v~e facta, in gente 
sacrorum et artis communione sociat:i, mult::c rhapsodire ad unum pomerint 
consilium dirigi." (Ind<!lc Lection. 1834, p. 12.) 

I transcribe this passage from Giese (~eber den A:i:olischen Dialekt, 
p. 157), not having been abJe to see the essay of which it forms a part. 
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&e., to a degree much greater than individuals in modern 
times. Fallible as our inferences are on this point, where we 
have only internaJ evidence to guide us, without any contem
porary points of comparison, or any species of collateral 
information respecting the age, the soc;iety, the poets, the 
hearers, or the language-we must nevertheless· in the present 
case take coherence of structure, together with consistency in 
the tone of thought, feeling, language, customs, &c., as pre
sumptions of one author; and the contrary as presumptions of 
severalty ; allowing as well as we can fo,. that inequality of excel
lence which the same author may at different times present. 
. Now the case made out against single-headed authorship of 
the Odyssey appears to me very weak ; and those who dispute 
it are guided more by their a pn·ori rejection of ancient epical 
unity than by any positive evidence which the poem itself 
affords. It is otherwise with regard to the Iliad. Whatever 
presumptions a disjointed structure, s_everal apparent incon
sistencies of parts, and large excrescence of actual matter 
beyond the opening promise, ·can sanction-may reasonably 
be indulged against the supposition that this poem all proceeds 
from a single author. There is a difference of opinion on the 
subject among the best critics which is probably not destined 
to· be adjusted, since so much depends partly upon critical 

·feeling, partly upon · the general reasonings, in respect to 
anc_ient epical unity, with which a man ·sits down to the study. 
For the champions of unity, such as Mr. Payne Knight, are 
very ready to strike out numerous and often considerable 
passages as interpolations, thus meeting the objections raised 
against unity of authorship on the ground of special incon
sistencies. Hermann and Boeckh, though not going the 
length of Lachmann in maintaining the original theory of 
Wolf, agree with the latter in ·recognising .diversity of authors 
in the poem, to an extent overpassing the limit of what can 
fair.ly be called interpolation. Payne Knight and Nitzsch are 
equally persuaded of the contrary. Here then is a decided 
contradiction among critics, all of whom have minutely studied 
the poems since the lVolfian question was raised. And it is 
such critics alone who can be said to constitute authority; for 
the cursory reader, who dwells upon the parts simply long 

·enough to relish their poetical beauty, is struck only by that 
general samene~ of colouring which Wolf himself admits to 
pervade the poem.1 

1 Wolf, Prolegom. p. cxxxvi~ "Quippe in universum idem sonus est 
omnibus libris ; idem habitus sententiarum, oraJionis, numerorum," &c. 
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Having already intimated that, in my judgement, no theory 

of the structure of the poem is admissible which does not 
admit an original and preconcerted Achilleis-a stream which 
begins at the first book and ends with the death of Hector in 
the twenty-second, although the higher parts of it now remain 
only in the condition of two detached lakes, the first book and 
the eighth-! reason upon the same basis with respect to the 
authorship. Assuming continuity of structure as a presump
tive proof, the whole of this Achilleis must be treated as 
composed by one authof. Wolf indeed affirmed, that he never 
read the poem continuously through without being painfully 
impressed with the inferiority 1 and altered style of the last six 
books-and Lachmann carries this feeling further back, so as to 
commence with the seventeenth book. If I could enter fully 
into this sentiment, I should then be compelled, not to deny 
the existence of a preconceived scheme, but to imagine that 
the books from the eighteenth to the twenty-second, though 
forming part of that scheme or Achilleis, had yet been 
executed by another and an inferior poet. But it is to be 
remarked, first, that inferiority of poetical merit to a certain 
extent is quite reconcileable with unity of authorship; and 
secondly, that the very circumstances upon which Wolfs 
unfavourable judgement is built, seem to arise out of increased 
difficulty in the poet's task, when he came to the crowning 
cantoes of his designed Achilleis. For that which chi~fly 
distinguishes these books is, the direct, incessant, and manual, 
intervention of the gods and goddesses, formally permitted by 
Zeus-and the repetition of vast and fantastic conceptions to 
which such superhuman agency gives occasion; not omitting 
the battle of Achilles against Skamander and Simois, and the 
burning up of these rivers by Heph::estus. Now looking at 
this vein of ideas with the eyes of a modern reader, or even 
with those of a Grecian critic of the literary ages, it is cer
tain that the effect is unpleasing: the gods, sublime elements 
of poetry when kept in due proportion, are here somewhat 
vulgarised. But though the poet here has not succeeded, and 
probably success was impossible, in tije task which he has 

1 Wolf, Prolegom. p. cxxxvii. " Equidem certe quoties in continenti 
lectione ad istas partes (i. e. the last six books) deveni, nunquam non in ii! 
talia quredam sensi, qure nisi illre tam mature cum ceteris coaluissent, 
quovis pignore contendam, dudum ab eruditis dete,ta et anim:~.dversa 
fuisse, immo multa ejus generis, ut cum nunc 'Op.7JPll«f,.ra.Ta. habeantur, s 
tantummodo in Hymni~ legerentur, ipsa sola eos suspicionibus vo6•{a., 
adspersura essent." Compare the,sequel, 4f· cxxxviii. "ubi nervi deficianl 
et spiritus Homericus-jeju~um et frigidum.in lo~is multis," &c. 
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)rescribed to himself-yet the mere fact of his undertaking it, 
i.nd the manifest distinction between his employment of divine 
1gency in these latter cantoes as compare~ with the preceding, 
ieems explicable only on the supposition that they are the 
.atter cantoes and come in designed sequence, as the continu
mce of a previous plan. The poet wishes to surround the 
:oming forth of Achilles with the maximum of glorious and 
:errific circumstance : no Trojan enemy can for a moment hold 
DUt against him : 1 the gods must descend to the plain of Troy 
md fight in'person, while Zeus, who ~t the beginning of the 

, eighth book had forbidden them to take part, expressly 
encourages them to do so at the beginning of the twentieth. 
If then the nineteenth book (which contains the reconciliation 
between Achilles and Agamemnon, a subject naturally some-

! what tame) and the three following books (where we have 
before us only the gods, Achilles, and the Trojaps without 
hope or courage) are inferior· in execution and interest to 
the seven preceding books (which describe the long-disputed 
and often doubtful death-struggle between the Greeks and 
Trojans without Achilles), as Wolf and other critics affirm
we may explain the difference without supposing a new poet as 
composer: for the conditions of the poem had become essen-
~tially more difficult, and the subject more unpromising. The 
necessity of keeping Achilles above the level, even of heroic 

'prowess, restricted the poet's means of acting upon the sympathy 
of his hearers. 2 

1 Iliad, xx.' 2 5· Zeus addresses the agora of the gods
'AfL~OTipor.cr' 8' O.p-ljyeO', 0'"1 v6o~ EO"Tlv €K6.U'Tov· 
Ei. yO.p Axr.A..\eV~ o!o!; E1rl TpWeua1. fL«xe't-rar., 
ovoe p.{vvv9' E~ovut TToOW~eea. ITl)Aetwva.. 
}{at 8€ T€ p..tv Kal trp6u8ev VrroTpop.EeuKov OpWvTEs0 · 
NVv 8'' O-re o:r, Ka.l Ovp.Ov i:ra{pov xWeTO.f. a.i.vWs, 
~eiOw p.:Y, Kat TeLxos V1r€p p.6pov E$o.AaTT0.~?1· 

• The formal restriction put upon the gods by Zeus at the beginning of the 
eighth book, and the removal of that restriction at the beginning of the 

f twentieth, are evidently parts of one preconceived scheme. . · 
i It is difficult to determine whether the battle of the gods and goddesses 
! in book xxi. (385-520) is to be expunged as spurious, or only to be blamed 
:as of inferior merit (" improbanda tan tum, non resecanda-hoc enim est 

lillud, quo plerumque summa criseils Home.ric:e redit," as Heyne observes 
in another place, Obss. Iliad. xviii. 444)?- ·The· objections on-,the score of 
non-Homeric locution: are not forcible (see,)'. Knight ad loc. ), and the 
·scene belongs to that vein of conception which animates the poet in the 
closing act of his Achilleis.. , . i • 

2 While admittinr; that these last books of the Iliad are not equal in 
interest to those between the eleventh and eighteenth, we may add that 
they exhibit many striking beauties, both of plan and execution, and one in 
particular may be noticed as an.,xample of happy epical adaptation. The 
~Trojans are on the point of ravishing fromethe Greeks the dead body 
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The last two books of the Iliad may have formed part of the 

original Achilleis. But the probability rather is, that they an 
'additions;· for the death of Hector satisfies the exigencies of : 
coherent scheme, and we are not entitled to extend the oldes 
poem beyond· the limit which such necessity prescribes. I 
has been argued on one side by Nitzsch and 0. Muller, tha 
the mind could not leave off with satisfaction at the moment i1 
which Achilles sates his revenge, and while the bodies o 
Patroclus and Hector are lying unburied-also, that the mor< 
merciful temper which te exhibits in the twenty:fourth boo] 
must always have been an indispensable sequel, in order t< 
create proper sympathy with his triumph. Other critics, 01 

the contrary, have taken special grounds of exception agains 
the last book, and have endeavoured to set it aside as differen 
from the other books both in tone and language. To a certai1 
extent the peculiarities of the last book appear to me undeni 
able, though it is plainly a designed continuance and not ~ 
substantive poem. Some weight also is due to the remarl 
about the twenty-third book, that Odysseus and Diomedes, wh• 
have been wounded and disabled during the fight, now rE 
appear in perfect force, and contend in the games : here is n• 
case of miraculous healing, and the inconsistency is mor. 
likely to have been admitted by a separate enlarging poet that 
by the schemer of the Achilleis. 

of Patroclus, when Achilles (by the inspiration of H@r@ and Iris) show 
himself unarmed on the Grecian mound, and by his mere figure and voic 
strikes such terror into the Trojans that they relinquish the dead bod) 
As soon as night arrives, Polydamus proposes in the Trojan agora that th 
Trojans shall retire without further delay from the ships to the town, an• 
shelter themselves within the walls, without awaiting the assault of Achille 
armed on the next morning. Hector repels this counsel of Polydamu 
with expressions-not merely of overweening confidence in his own force 
even against Achilles-but also of extreme contempt and harshness toward 
the giver; whose wisdom however is proved by the utter discomfiture c 
the Trojans the next day. Now this angry deportment and mistake on th 
part of Hector is made to tell strikingly in the twenty-second book, jm 
before his death. There yet remains a moment for him to retire within th 
walls, and thus obtain shelter against the near approach of his irresistibl 
enemy,-but he is struck with the recollection ~f that fatal moment whe 
he repelled the counsel which would have saved his countrymen: "If 
enter the town, Polydamus will be the first to reproach me as havin 
brought destruction upon Troy on that fatal night when Achilles catn 
forth, and when I resisted his better counsel" (compare xviii. 250-315 
xxii. roo-IIO; and Aristot. Ethic. iii. 8). • 

In a discussion respecting the structure of the Iliad, and in reference t 
arguments which deny aTl designed concatenation of parts, it IS not out c 
place to notice this affecting touch of P<¥!try, belonging to those book 
which are reproached as theJeeblest. 
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_; .The splendid books from' the second to- v. :,3l:t~:-:·of :'th·~
~-1eventh1 are equal in most parts to ~y portions· of the,,Achjlleis,; 
:}nd are pointedly distinguished from the latter ·)=!y tlie l:ir:oad 
:tiew which they exhibit of the general'Trojan wat, with· alt. 
jJs prir;cipal personages, _local~ties, and causes-~et w,ithoy:t 
.. idvancmg the result prom1sed m the first book, ·or mdeed any· 
''i.nal purpose whatever. Even the despe~ate wound inflicted 
')y Tlepolemus on Sarped6n is forgotten, when•the·latter hero 
;s called forth in the subsequent Achilleis.2 The arguments of 
J .. achmann, • who dissects these six. b'boks into three or four 
·separate songs,3 carry no conviction to my mind; and I see no 
'reason why we should not consider all of them to be by the 
'same author, bound together by the common purpose of giving 
a great collective picture which may properly be termed an 
.Tli,.r1 rrh~ •~-·'- ~-., ... :-- loneia, though adapted specially 
.. ~ ... .., i!""'-"' ill WlllCh It StanC!s; agrees with the books between 
, the first and eighth in belonging only to the general picture of 
the war, without helping forward the march of the Achilleis ; 
yet it seems conceived in a lower vein, in so far as we can trust 
our modern ethical sentiment. One is unwilling to believe 

'that the author of the fifth book (or Aristeia of Diomedes) 
,would condescend to employ the hero whom he there so 
brightly. glorifies-the victor even over Ares himself-in 
:slaughtering newly·arrived Thracian sleepers, without any large 
pur~ose or necessity. 4 'The ninth book, of which I have 

{ 1 The latter portion of the seventh book is spoiled by the very unsatis· 
factory addition introduced to explain the construction of the wall and 

· )itch: all the other incidents (the agora and embassy of the Trojans, the 
truce for burial, the ani val of wine-sh\ps from Lemnos·, &c.) suit perfectly 

. ~ith the scheme of the poet of these books, to depict. the Trojan war 
generally. . " 

:C 2 Unless indeed we are to imagine the combat between Tlepolemus and 
'Sarpedbn, and that betwe'en Glaukus and Diomedes, to be separat'e songs; 
and th.ey are among the very few passages in the Iliad which are completely 

• separable, implying no special antecedents. 
i 3 Compare also Heyne, Excursus II. sect. ii. ad Iliad. xxiv. vol. viii. 
?· 783. 
; 4. Subsequent poets, seemingly thinking that the naked story (of Dio
in~d~s slaughtering Rhesrw; and his companions in their sleep) as it now 
\tands in the Iliad, was too displeasing, adopted different ways of dressing 
~up. Thus according to Pindar.(ap. Schof Iliad. x. 435), Rhesus fought 
ine clay as the ally of Troy, and did such terrific damage, that the Greeks 
)ad·no other means Of averting total destruction from his hand on the next 
~ay, except by killi~~ him during the night. And the Euripidean drama 
~ailed Rhtsus, though representing the latter as a new,com.er, yet puts into 
/he mouth of Athtlne the like overwhelming p~edil::tions of what he would 
,lo on the cOming day if· suffered t<> live; so that to kill him in the night is 
'he only way of saving the Gretks (Em:ip. Rh~s. 6oz): moreover Rhesus ' . . . 
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already spoken at length, belongs to a different vein of concep
tion, and seems to me more likely to have emanated from a: 
separate composer. .( 

While intimating these views respecting the authorship of th~ 
Iliad as being .in my judgement the most probable, I must re
peat, that though the study of the poem carries to my mind 
a sufficient conviction respecting its structure, the questi01; 
between unity and plurality of authors is essentially less dete1. 
minable. The poem consists of a part original and other part~ 
superadded ; yet it is c~rtainly not impossible that the author 
of the former may himself have composed the latter : ·and sud1 

would be my belief, if I regarded plurality of composers as an 
inadmissible idea. On this supposition we must conclude that 
the poet, while anxious for the addition of new and for the most 
part highly interesting matter, has not thought fit to re-cast the 
parts and events in such manner as to impart to the whole a 
pervading thread of consensus and organisation, such as we see 
in the Odyssey. 

That the Odyssey is of later date than the Iliad, and by. a 
different author, seems to be now the opinion of most critics, 
especially of Payne Knight 1 and Nitzsch; though 0. Muller, 
leans to a contrary conclusion, at the same time adding that· 
he thinks the arguments either way not very decisive. There 
are considerable differences of statement in the two poems in 
regard to some of the gods : Iris is messenger of the gods in 
the Iliad, and Hermes in the Odyssey : ./Eolus, the dispenser 
of the winds in the Odyssey, is not noticed in the twenty-third 
book of the Iliad, but on the contrary, Iris invites the winds 
as independent gods to come. and kindle the funeral pile oj 

himself is there brought forward as talking with such overweening inso. 
lence, that the sympathies of man, and the envy of the gods, are turned 
against him (ib. 458). 

But the story is best known in the form and with the addition (equally 
unknown to the Iliad) which Virgil has adopted. It was decreed by fate 
that if the splendid horses of RMsus were permitted once either to taste the 
Trojan provender, or to drink of the river Xanthus, nothing could preserve 
the Greeks from ruin (.!Eneid, i. 468, with Servius ad loc.) :-

,. N ec procul hinc Rbesi niveis tentoria:velis 
Agnoscit lacrymans; primo qure prod ita somno 
Tydides mult3. vastabat crede cruentus : 
Ardentesque avertit equos in castra, priusquam 
Pabula gustassent Trojre, Xanthumque bibissent."' 

All these versions are certainly improvements upon th~ story as it stands in 
the Iliad. 

1 Mr. Knight places tae.Iliad about two centuries, and the Odyssey one 
ceutury, anterior to Hesiod fa century between the two poems (Prolegg. c. 
!xi.). • 

• 
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Patroclu~; and unless we are to expunge the 'song of Demodo
kus in the eighth book of the· Odyssey as spurious, Aphrodite 
here appears as the wife of Hephrestus-a relationship not 

K.nown to the Iliad. · There are also 'soine other points of 
difference enumerated by Mr. Knight and others, which tend 
to justify the presumption that the author of the· Odyssey is not 
,'.dentical either with the author of the Achilleis or his enlargers, 
,vhich G. Hermann considers to be a point unquestionable.1 

Indeed, the difficulty of supposing a long coherent poem to 
have been conceived, composed, and Petained, without any aid 
:>f writing, appears to many critics even now insurmountable, 
though the evidences . on the other side are in my view suffi
cient to. outweigh _any negatiy_~-p~ption tiTus s~ggested. 

- - -
m~m.o;iaicombination stifficientfor composing two sucli poems, -
nor is there anyproof to force upon us such a supposition. 

Presuming a difference of authorship between the two poems, 
I feel less· convinced about the supposed juniority 9[ the 
Qdyssey. The discrypancies in manners and language in the 
one and the other are so little important, that two different 
persons, in the same age and society, might well be imagined 
to exhibit as great or even greater. It is to be recollected that 
the subjects of the two are heterogeneous, so as to conduct the 
poet, even were he the same man, into totalfy different veins 
of imagination and illustration. The pictures of the Odyssey 
seem to delineate the same ·heroic life as the Iliad, though 
looked at from a distinct point of'view : and the circumstances 
surrounding the residence of Odysseus in Ithaka are just such 
as we ·may suppose him •to have, left in. order to attack Troy. 
If the scenes presented to us are for the most part pacific, as 
contrasted with the incessant fighting of the Iliad, this is not 
to be ascribed to any greater sociality or civilisation in the real 
~earers of the Odyssey, but to the circumstances of the hero 
whom the poet undertakes to adorn: nor can we ·doubt that 
the poems of Arktinus and Lesches, of a later date than the 
Odyssey, would have given us as much combat and bloodshec} 
as the Iliad. I am rtot struck by those proofs of improved 
civilisation which some critics_ affirm the Odyssey to present : 
Mr. Knight, who is of this opinion, nevertheless admits that 
the mutilation ofMelanthius, and the hanging up of the female 
slaves by Odyss~us, in that poem, indicate. greater barbarity 
than any incidents in the fights befor! Troy. 2 The more , 

1 Hermann, Prrefjt. .ad Odyss. p. vii. 
2 Knight, Prolegg. I. c. Odyss. ~xii. 465-478. 
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skilful and compact structure of the Odyssey has been oftE 
considered as a proof of its juniority in age : and in the case • 
two poems by the same author, we might plausibly conten 
that practice would bring with it improvement in the combinir 
faculty. But .in reference to the poenis before us, we mu' 
recollect, first; that in all probability the Iliad (with which tl 
comparison is taken) is not a primitive but an enlarged poen 
and that the primitive Achilleis might well have been quite : 
coherent as the Odyssey ;-'-secondly, that between differeJ 
authors, superiority in ~ructure is not a proof of subsequeJ 
composition, inasmuch as on that hypothesis we should t 
compelled to admit that the later poem of Arktinus would t 
an improvement upon the Odyssey ;-thirdly, that even if 
were so, we could only infer that the author of the Odyssey ha 
heard the Achilleis or the Iliad ; we could not infer that l: 
lived one or two generations afterwards.l 

On the whole, the balance of probabilities seems in favot 
of distinct authorship of the two poems, but the same age
and that age a very early one, anterior .to the first Olympia< 
And they may thus be used as evidences, and contempora1 
evidences, for the ph~nomena of primitive Greek civilisation 
while they also show that the power of constructing long pre 
meditated epics, without the aid of writing, is to be taken as 
characteristic of the earliest known Greek mind. This was th 
point controverted by Wolf, which a full review of the cast:: (i 
my judgement) decides against him; it is moreover a valuabl 
resort for the historian of the Greeks, inasmuch as it marks ot 
to him the ground from which he is to start in appreciatin 
their ulterior progress.2 · 

1 The arguments, upon the faith of which Payne Knight and oth< 
critics have maintained the Odyssey to be younger than the Iliad, are we 
stated and examined in Bernard Thiersch-Qurestio de Diversa Iliadis < 
Odyssere .IEtate-in the Anhang (p. 306) to his work Ueber das Zeitaltt 
und Vaterland des Homer. · 

He shows all snch arguments to be very inconclusive ; though th 
grounds upon which he himself maintains identity of age between the tw 
appear to me not at all more satisfactory (p. 327): we can infer nothing t 
the point from the mention of Telemachus in tqe Iliad. 

Welcker thinks that there is a great difference of age, and an evider 
difference of authorship, between the two poems (Der Episch. Kyklw 
P· 295). • 

0. Miiller admits the more recent date of the Odyssey, but considers 
"difficult and hazardous to raise upon this foundat~n any definite cor 
elusions as to the person and age of the poet'' (History of the Literature < 
Ancient Greece, ch. v. s:at'ilo). · 

9 Dr. Thirlwall has added to the secondt:dition·of his History of Greec 
a valuable Appendix, on th'i early history of the Homeric poems.(vol. i. I 
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· :JWhatever there may be of truth.m t~e different. conJectures 
[9f critics respecting the· authorship and striJ.cture of· these un
~rivalle.d po.errts, we are not ~o imagi.!?e t~at it is ~h: p~rfection 
''Of the1r ep1cal symmetry which hasg1ven them the1r.md1ssoluble 
hold upon the hurriari mind, as well modern as ancie~t •. There 
is some tendency in ·critics, from 4ristotle downwards,1 to 
invert the order of attributes ~n respect to tb,e Jlomeric poems, . , 
so as i:o dwell most on recondite excellences which: escape the 
unaided reader, and which are even. to 'a great degree disputable, 
But it is given to few. minds· (as Goethe has remarked;2)· to· 
appreciate fully the mechanism of a lo~g poem, and many· feel 
the beauty of the separate parts, who have no sentiment for. 
the aggregate perfection of the whole. 

Nor were th~ Homeric poe~~ . ..._.w·""':~~ 
of the rarer stamp. They are \ .... --v" wrthose feehQgs wh1ch 
~.the critic has in common with the unlettered mass, not for that 
enlarged range of ·vis! on and peculiar standard which he has 
~cquired to himself. They are 'of all poems the most absolutely 
and unreservedly popula~ :. had they been otherwis~ they could 

S00-516); which contains copious information respecting the discrepant 
opinions of German critics, with a brief comparative examination of their 
reasons. I could have wished that ·so excellent a judge had superadded, 
to his enumerati6n of the views of others, an ampler. ex;:>Osition :1>f his own. . 
Dr. Thirlwall seems decidedly convinced upon that which appears to me' 
the most important point in the .Homeric controversy : " That before the 
appe;:trance of th'e earliest of the .poems of the Epic Cycle, the Iliad and 
Odyssey, even if they did not exist precisely in their present form, had at 
least reached their present compass, and were regarded each as a complete 
and well-defined whole, not as a fluctuating aggregate of fugitive pieces" 
(p. 50\1). ' 

This marks out the Homeric poems as ancient both in the items and in 
:the total, and includes negation of the theory of Wolf and Lachmann, who. 
icontend that as a total they only date from the age of Peisistratus. It is 
then safe to -treat the poems as unquestionable evidences of Grecian 
antiquity (meaning thereby 776 B. c.), which we could not do if we 
regarded all congruity 'of parts in the poems as brought about through 
alterations of Peisistratus and his friends. , 

There is also a-very just admonition of Dr. Thirlwall (p. 516) as to the. 
difficulty of measuring.what degree of discrepancy .or inaccuracy might or 
:might not have escaped the poet's attention, in an age so imperfectly 
known to us. •• • 
; 1 There are just remarks on this point in Heyne's Excursus ii. sect. 2 
and 4, ad II. xxiv. vol. viii. p. 771.-Soo. ·. 
' 2 "Wenige Deut~che, und vielleicht nur wenige Menschen aller ne,urn 
Nationen, haben Gefuhl fur ein resthetisches Ganzes: sie loben und tadeln 
'nur stellenweise, si.,entziicken sich nur ste!lenweise." (Goethe, Wiih~lm ~ 
'Meister: I transcribe this from Welcker's JEschyl. Trilogie, p. 306,.) , 

What ground there is for restricting thiil"~oposition to mode,·?i as. 
yontrasted with anciettt natioJ¥>, I am unable, to conceive. 
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not have lived so long in the mouth of the rhapsodes, and ' t
ear and memory of the people : and it was then that t' · , 
influence was first acquired, never afterwards to be shal · ~ 
Their beauties belong to the parts taken separately, wh< ' 
revealed themselves spontaneously to the listening crowd ~, 
the festival~far more than to the whole poem taken togethet. 
which could nardly be appreciated unless the parts were dwelt 
upon and suffered to expand in the mind. The most un
lettered hearer of those times could readily seize, while the 

· most instructed reader.can still recognise the characteristi-c 
excellence of Homeric narrative-its straightforward, uncon· 
scious, unstudied simplicity--its concrete forms of speech 1 an· 

1 The 1<Wo6p.eva ov6p.aora of Homer were extolled by Aristotle : s( 
Schol. ad Iliad. i. 481; compare Dionys. Halicarn. De· Compos. Verbo: 
C. 20. tfurore p.'T/~OP f}p.'iv l;,a</>EpEW "/<v6p.eva ora 1rpa"/p.a.Ta 'f) AE"/6p.eva op~ 
Respecting the undisguised bursts of feeling by the heroes, the Scholia · 
ad Iliad. i. 349 tells us-goro1p.ov .,-b. f}pwi.,cbv 1rpbs li&.«pua.-compal 
Euripid. Helen. 959, and the severe censures of Plato, Repub!. ii. p. 38S.r 

The Homeric poems were the best understood, and the most wide!. 
popular of all Grecian composition, even among the least instru.:te; 
persons, such (for example) as the semibarbarians who had acquired th< 
Greek language in addition to their own mother tongue. (Dio Chrysost; 
Or. xviii. vol. i. p. 478; Or. !iii. vo!. ii. p. 277, Reisk.) Respecting the. 
simplicity and perspicuity of the narrative style, implied in this extensive 
popularity, Porphyry made a singular remark: he said that the sentences 
of Horner really presented much difficl\lty and obscurity, but that ordinary, 
readers fancied they understood him, "because of the general clearness 
wltich appem·ed to run through the poems.'' (See the Prolegomena of 
Villoison's edition of the Iliad, p. xli.) This remark affords the key to a 
good deal of the Homeric criticism. There doubtless were real obscurities 
in the poems, arising from altered associations, customs, religion, language, 
&c., as well as from corrupt text ; but while the critics did good service in 
elucidating these difficulties, they also introduced artificially many others, 
altogether of their own creating. Refusing to be satisfied with the plain 
and obvious meaning, they sought in Homer hidden purposes, elaborate 
innuendo, recondite motives, even with regard to petty details, deep-laid 
rhetorical artifices (see a specimen in Dionys. Hal. Ars Rhetor. c. 15, p. 
316, Reiske; nor is even Aristotle exempt from similar tendencies, Schol. 
ad Iliad. iii. 441, x. 198), or a substratum of philosophy allegorised. No 
wonder that passages, quite perspicuous to the vulgar reader, seemed 
difficult to them. 

There could not be so sure a way of missing the real Homer as by 
searching for him in these devious recesses. He is essentially the poet oJ 
the broad highway and the market-place, touching the common sympathie! 
and satisfying the mental appetencies of his countrymen with unriva!lec 
effect, but exempt from ulterior views, either selfish or didactic, anc 
immersed in the same medium of practical life and experience religious!) 
construed, as his auditors. No nation has ever yet -bad so perfect anc 
tou~h~ng an exposition o{,.its <,uly social mind as the Iliad and OdysseJ 
exbtblt. · ...... 

In the verbal criticism of Homer the Alaxandrine literati seem to have .,. 
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LpPY alternation of action with dialogu~---c-!t~ v'ivi? pictures of· 
jr.ng agents, always clearly and sharply .mdiv1duahsed, whether · 
;: the commanding proportions of Achilles and Odyss<:;us, in . 
. 1e graceful presence of Helen and Penelope, or in the. mor.e 
.timble contrast of Eumreus and Melantpi!J.fi ;, and always 
noreover animated by the frankness with· which ·.his 4eroes 
;ive utterance to all their transient emotion's and even all t.heir 
nfirmities-its constant reference to those coarser' ·veins· of. 
eeling and palpable motives which· b~elong to ail'· men in 
:<;~mmon-its fulness of graphic qet~ils, fresll;ly. q~awi:l. froniT
he visible and audible world, and though often hop1ely, never 
arne. nor trenching upon that limit of satiety to which the 
;reek mind was so keenly alive-lastly, its perpetual junction 
•f gods and men in the same. picture, and familiar appeal to 
. ;er-present divine agency, in harmony with !he interpretatioq 
J nature at thanime universal. · · . · 

It is undoubtedly easier to feel than to describe the impressive 
nfluence of Homeric narrative: but the time and circumstances 
thder which that influence was first, and most powerfully felt; 
lreclude the possibility of explaining it by comprehensive and 
:la:borate comparisons; such as are implied in Aristotle's' remarks. 
tpon the structure of the poems. · The critic who seeks the 
:xplanation in the right place will not depart widely from ,the " 
loint. of view. of those rude auditors to whom the poems were __ 
iriginally addressed, or from the susceptibilities and capacities · 
:onimon to the human bosom in every stage of progressive 
:ulture. And though the refinements and delicacies. of the 
lOems, as well as their gener,al stru,<;tyr~, are a subject of highly 
nteresting criticism-yet it is not to these that ·Homer owes 
tis wide-spread and imperishable -popularity. . Still l~ss is it 
rue, as the ~ell~known observatioils of Hora~e would lead us 
o bel,ieve; that Homer is a teacher of ethical wisdom akin and 
upe~ior to Chrysippus or Crantor.l No didactic purpose is to 
1ade. a .very great advance, as co~ pared with the glossograpliers~who 
•receded them. (See Lehrs, De' Studiis Aristarchi, Dissert. ii. p. 42.) 

1 f.J:orat. Epist. i. 2, v. r-26-'- . 
"Sirenum vQCes, et Circes po~ula nosti : 1 

Qure.si cum Sociis stultus cupid. usque bibisset, 
'<. • Vixisset.cahis immunUus, vel arnica luto.sus1

." 

Horace .contrasts the' fohY';fid g;eediness of the companic!~s of. Ul;~s~~· 
1 accepting the reft'~shinents tendered to them by Circe,witlr'theself•com:. 
1and ·of Uly~ses hiinself in refusing them. But in the incident as desct:ibed 
1 the original poem~ neither the praise, nor the blame here implied, 'finds 
ny: counten~nce. The compani·ons of Ulys&. s~w the universal ·practice 
~ accepting hospitality tendered to strang<'"!!;" the fatal con'sequences of 
:hich, in their parti,cular case, !!bey could have no grounds for suspecting~ 
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be found in the Iliad and Odyssey : a philosopher may douJj 
less extract, from the incidents and strongly-marked charact~ 
which it contains, much illustrative matter for his exhortation 
-but the ethical doctrine which he applies must emanate fror 
his own reflection. The Homeric hero manifests virtues c 
infirmities, fiel'ceness or compassion, with the same straigh 
forward and simple-minded vivacity, uncons::ious of any idel 
standard by which his conduct is to be tried; 1 nor can w 
trace in the poet any ulterior function beyond that of th 
inspired organ of the ~Yuse, and the nameless, but eloquen 
herald of lost adventures out of the darkness of the past. 

while Ulysses is preserved from ~a similar fate, not by any self-comman 
of his own, but by a previous divine warning and a special antidote, wbic 
had not been vouchsafed to the rest (see Odyss. x. 285). And the inc 
dent of the Sirens, if it is to be taken as evidence of anything, indicat< 
rather the absence, than the presence, of self-command on the part ' 
Ulysses. 

Of the violent mutations of text, whereby the Gmmmatici or critics triE 
to efface from Homer bad ethical tendencies (we must remember that mar 
of these men were lecturers to youth), a remarkable specimen is afforded i 
the V enet. Schol. ad Iliad. ix. 453; compare Plutarch, de Audiendis Poeti 
p. 95· Phoenix describes the calamitous family tragedy in which he hin 
self had been partly the agent, partly the victim. Now that an Homer 
hero should confess guilty proceedings and still more guilty designs, wit] 
out any expression of shame or contrition, was insupportable to the feelin1 
of the critics. One of them, Aristodemus, thrust two negative partid 
into one of the lines ; and though he thereby ruined not only the sense h 
the metre, his emendation procured for him universal applause, becau~e l 
had maintained the innocence of the hero (~<al ob }lovov .,booJ<lf''I/O'EV, &:>.7 
J<al ~Tt}lfJB'II, &ls <bO"e/3'ij "'IIP'hO"as TOV ilpwa). And Aristarchus thought tl 
case so alarming, that he struck out from the text four lines which ha' 
only been preserved to us by Plutarch ('O }lf71 'ApluTapxos f~~tll.• .,.~ (, 
TavTa, <t>•.BfiOels). See the Fragment ofDioscorides(,.<pl.,.&v 1rap' 'Op.-1,1 
NO}lwv) in Didot's Fragmenta Historicor. Grrecor. vol. ii. p. 193. 

1 "C'est un tableau ideal, a coup s(lr, que celui de Ia societe Grecq; 
dans Jes chants qui portent le nom d'Homere : et pourtant cette societe 
est toute entiere reproduite, avec Ia rusticite, la ferocite de ses mreurs, s 
bonnes et ses mauvaises passions, sans dessein de faire particum~rement re 
sortir, de celebrer tel OU tel de SeJ; merites, de ses avantages, OU de laiss 
dan:; l'ombre ses vices et ses maux. Ce melange du bien et du mal, du fc 
et du faible-cette simultaneite d'idees et de sentimens en apparence co 
traires-cette variete, cette incoherence, ce dt!>veloppement inegal de 
nature et de la destinee humaine-c'est precisement la ce qu'il y a de pi 
poetique, car c'est le f~nd m~e des rks:tse-s, c'est Ia v~ite sur l'homme et 
monde: et dans Ies pemtures i_Q.~~·~lNtt;lent fan~ la poesie le rom: 
et meme I'histoire, cet ense~, si divers e~urtant si harmo~ieux, d< 
se retrouver : sans quoi J'id~veritable y man~ aussl, bien que !a realitl 
(Guizot, Cours d'Histoire ~derne, ~'f.7m•,r;Vol. i. p. 285.) 
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